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This thesis examines how the National Socialists used representations of the forest landscape 

to naturalize, Le., make appear as a natural and apolitical given, their vision of the New 

Order. The first part of the thesis investigates the 19"kenniry foundations of the myth on 

which the National Socialist propaganda built: the myth that Germans and Germany co- 

evolved in a special relationship with the forest that goes back to prehistoric times. By 

uncovering the Romantic construction of the forest myth and the involvement of German 

foresters in the vdikisch radicalizaîion of that forest myth in the early 20''' centuy, Part 1 

shows the National Socialist uses of the forest myth to be a continuation of an abiding theme, 

rather than an aberration unique to the Nazi period. In the second part of this thesis, the uses 

of the forest myth between 1933 and 1945 are examinecl in more detail. Over the course of 

the Third Reich, the Nazis used the forest as an analogy for three successive paradigms of 

Volk, Race, and Lebensraum, which conespondad to the notions of Germany as an ethnically 

pure and classless Volksgemeins~h~,  a peripherally consolidated Greater Gennany, and a 

Geman colonial empire in Eastern Europe. Using examples taken h m  German foresters' 

representations of both German and foreign forest landscapes in books, articles, and other 

cultural products, the study shows that foresters naturalized those notions and their 

underlying paradigrns in the public discourse, thereby contributhg to the racialization of 

German society and the construction of the Jewish and Slavic 'Other' in the collective 

imagination of the German people. 
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Germany without forests will be Germany no longer- 
Poet and Publicist Ernst Moritz Arndt, 18 15' 

Forest, Heimaf and Fatheriand are one to the Germans. 
Professor of Forestry Karl Rebel, 1934' 

Save the forest - or there will bc a revolution! 
Professor of Forcstry RoIf Zundel, 1984' 

One of  the more flattering cultural stereotypes about Gennans is that they have an intimate, 

if not to Say spVitual bond with the forest, ofien called Waldgesinnung or 'forest-minded- 

n e ~ s ' . ~  Unlike most stereutypes, it has been embraced and nurtured by many Gemians 

themselves for almost two centuries. The "forest in the minds of Ge~mans"~ has strong roots 

in the Romantic age and spreads its branches into the Gennan cultural canons of music, art, 

and literature. Since the early 1 800s' guardianship over the idealized German forest has been 

handed fiom generation to generation, whether in the paintings of Caspar David Friedrich, 

' Das woldlme G m i e n  vird k e n  Germanien mehr sein. (Arndt 1820 ( 1  8 15). p. 7 1 ). Nok: Al1 
translations arc mine, unless noted othcrwisc. 

Wald. Heimat und Vaterland sind bei den D e u ~ c h e n  eins. (Rebel 1934, p. 4). 

Appel1 an alle Politiket undjeden Bürger.- Retfet den Wald - oder es gibi eine Revolution! (Zundel 
1984, p. 22). 

There are -y *defmitionsV of Waldgesinnung which are explicit in theû diffiscness: *'an innate 
. . . fervent . . . love for the forest" (Neumann 1936, p. 5); "a national characteristic" (Chancellor Otto von 
Bismarck, quoted in Schrade 1937. p. 3); a longing that rnakes "Germans find their m e  selves only in the 
mirror of sylvan surroundings" (Rebel 1934, p. 3); or plain "what identifies the German" (Guenther 1932, p. 
8). More recently: 'Yhe expression of thinking and feeling of large segments of thc population towards the 
forest . . . in which historîcal influences are so strong that Waldgesinnung cannot be explained in terms of 
today 's conditio-?s alone." (Leibundgut, 1966, pp. 1-2). 

Der Wafd in Kopf der Deutschen. (TICS the critical poet Hans Magnus Enzensberger in the Sien> 
Magazin 2811983 p. 22). 



the poems and novels of Joseph Freiherr von Eichendorffl the operas of Richard Wagner, or 

the tales of the brothers Grimm, to name but a few cultural icons extofling a supposed 

'Germanness' of the forest. Similarly, in the realm of forest science, German foresters still 

proudly consider themselves the direct descendants of those 19"-century 'classical' German 

foresters who formulateci the principles which to this day form the foundations ofsustainable 

forest management the world over? 

Yet, as the quotations above show, the supposed cultural bond ofGermans with the forest 

was also used for the political pmject of constnicting and reinforcing the notion of Gennan 

national identity. From national rallying symbol during the War of Liberation against 

A note on the use of the terni ' forester' in this midy: the German equivslcnt of the word 'forester.. 
F'rster, can denote a variety of fiuictions and positions and thus rcquires clarification. In general, Fanter 
stands for a person working in a public or private forest service at any level above that of a forest labourer. 
The highest lcvel is that of the 'adnllnistrative forcster' workhg in the Forstvenvaftung or 'forest 
administration' (dependhg on period and jurisdiction callad Forsaneisrer, Oberjkter, B e z i ~ r s t e r .  Forsirut. 
Forstamtsfeiter, or hoherer Forsrdierut). In this study, 1 am mainly cooccrncd with administrative foresters. 
Before circa 1800, some of these administrative oficials had complcted a 'master's school' run by a reputable 
adrninistrative ofiicial, or bad gonc through a private apprtnticeship with one. Ln most cases, however, noble 
dacent or d i -  merit wcrc considcred sufncicnt qrulifiation for an appoinmmit as admhismtive forester. 
After circa 1800, candidates for the adniinistrative positions had to go through a forestry program at a 
university or a forcstry acadcmy, an institution wbich cornbineci intermediate siudy and practical training. 
Most often, administrative foresters were placed in charge of the management of a forest dismct of several 
thousand hectares where they supervised betwcen 6 and 20 operational foresters (sec below). Other 
administrative foresters held executive positions in administration, academia, politics, and indu-. 
Administrative foresters in al1 of those positions pubiishcd in the disciplinary journals which appeared after 
circa 1800. 

The next lower levcl is that of operational foresters working in the Forstberriebsdiensr or 'forestry 
operations' (called Forster. Revierjhrer, Revierleiter. niederer Dienst. or gehobener Dienst). While 
administrative officiais were in charge of the entire district, operational foresters organized and supervised the 
actual work in the individual forest sections. At f i t  mainly 'trained on the job', they went through 
apprenticeships afier circa 1800 and profcssional collcges after circa 1900. As thcy are more practicalIy 
oriented and do not participate as frcquently in the profcssional exchange, 1 will only occasionally be 
concerned with the role of operational foresters. 

The Iowest level is that of forest technician or Forshvart, a practical labourer of above-average 
experience, training or education and thus suitable as foreman of the forest workers (Called Haumeister, 
Forsrwarî. Forsthüter, Forstgehilfe. or Fontuu@her). In this study 1 will not consider members of the lowest 
level as they were mainly local hands who werc trained on the job and did not pariicipatc in the professional 
exchange at all. 



Napoleon, to chauvinist symbol of racial superiority, to 'Green' syrnbol of a threatened 

environment, an idealized image of the German forest has been used to invent and represent 

the Geman nation. This use of the forest took two distinct forms. Up to the end of the 19"' 

century, the forest was p n m d y  used to nationalize nature as the forest was signified as the 

quintessential German landscape. Afier the year 1900, by contrast, the now 'Germanized' 

forest was used to naturaiize the nation when it was represented as a 'natural' and timeless 

mode1 for German society and state.' 

In this study, I examine both uses of the forest. 1 focus on the period between the fall of 

the Monarchy in 1918 and the collapse of the 'Third Reich" in 1945 as this was a time of 

particularly intensive and blatantly partisan use of forest imagery for politicai purposes, 

during which 'forest' and 'GermadGermany' were not only constantly juxtaposed, but were 

billed as almost synonymous. Countless were the evocations of the German forest as a 

reminder of lost Gennan greatness, or as an icon of German resilience or superiority - and 

foresters played a considerable part in inventing and disseminating those evocaîioas. And 

yet, while the G m a n  public considers it a tniism that forest imagery played a favourable 

' In this rtudy, the term 'naturalization* refers to *'the creation of a seose of naturalnesz* as defmed 
by Zimmer (1998, p. 642). For a detailed exploration of the concepts of *nationalizing nature' and 
'naturalizing the nation,' sec Chapter 2. See ais0 Kaufinann 1998; K a u f m  and Zimrner 1998. 

The terni is dcrived from the title of a 1923 book by Arthur Moeller van den Bmck (Dar Drim 
Reich, transl. Germany's Third Empire, 1934). who saw the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation as the 
first Reich, the Bismarck or Wilhelmine Empire of 187 1 - 19 18 as the Second Reich and anticipatcd a Third 
Rerch of the future. (Cf. Stem 196 1 for a discussion). The National Socialists temporarïly appmpriatcd this 
popular vision for their state and 1 use the term here not without being aware of its somewhat pmblematic 
origins. It provides a revealing label for the National Sociaiist period as it suggests the backward orientation 
and sense of continuity of the National Socialists and thus corrects or  at least balances the emphasis on 
modernism prevailing in most interprctations of Fascism (set Wippermann 1989 for a discussion of the 
relationship between Fascism and modcrnizatioa). 
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role in wiming public support for the 'benign' goals of 19'"-century unification, or the fight 

against acid rain in the 1980s, an all-too familiar veil of silence cloaks the injurious use of 

forest imagery in nationalistic German propaganda between 1918 and 1945 - and the 

ignominious role of foresters in this propagar~da.~ 

In this study 1 lie a corner of the veil, revealing the uses and abuses of forest imagery 

propounded by academically trallied foresters during that period. Weaving in and out of 

concurrent positions in the forest service, in public administration, in acadernia, and in 

industry, these foresters not only administered the forest on the ground, but also fabricated 

the public image of the forest on paper and celluloid. Foresters wrote for their disciplinary 

joumals and books, they scnpted early mass media renderings of the forest in radio 

broadcasts and fiims, they designed advertisements and expositions, and they made public 

policy. From the documents penned by foresters, an image of the German forest emerges 

that is neither innocent nor natural, neither ahistorical nor apolitical. This means that 

Gerrnan foresters can no longer be seen as the politically disinterested tesource managers of 

traditional Gennan forest historiography. 

Chapter 3 examines the use of forest irmgery during the 19"' century to provide a base line for the 
smdy period 19 18- 1945. For the uses of forcst irnagery in the acid rain debate, which lies outside the study 
period, see Mayer (1 986), who argues that acid rain caused a "cultural trauma" in "the German soul." 
Niesslein and Essmann (1986) hold h t  this was the rcason why German politicîans based their stance on acid 
min abaternent on public perceptions rathcr thn facts. Botâmcr-Chnstianscn and Skea ( 199 1 ) in mm surmise 
that Waldgesinnung could thus have been responsible for otherwise unexplainable Anglo-Geman differences 
in acid rain policies. The journalist Rudi Hokûxrger (1995) even goes so far as to cal! the obsession of the 
German public wiih acid nia induccd forest die-back a "mas psychosis" caused by a "deliberate staging" of 
the issue in the media, See also the critical accounu in DER SP IEGEL (Der Spiegel 1994) and DIE ZEIT 
(Grill 1987; and Schuh 1987). 



On the contrary, foresters - particularly those of reactionary bent - were responsible for 

constructing a public image of the forest that rested as much on ideology as it did on 

science." In so doing, those foresters were not merely responding to pressure by 'the Nazis' 

or 'the State.' Rather, reactionary foresters constnicted a vdkisch (folkish) notion of the 

German forest largely of their own accord and long before 1933." In response to what they 

perceived as the decline of German society, those foresters developed what 1 cal1 a 

"Forestopia," an organicist blueprint for a new, v0fkisch Gerrnany that was to be modclled 

on the meta-organisrn of the forest. Beginning as early as 1910, but increasïngly during the 

troubled years of the Weimar Republic, reactionary foresters suggested in their writings that 

forestry was not just a science of nature, but just as much a race- and space-based, organic 

science of cornmunity that could be usefiil for understanding - and reforming - Geman 

society . 

Thus, by 1933, the notions of both the vdkisch forest and its presumed analogies with 

the German people and state were well established through the work of viilkisch foresters. 

When those foresters were tuming in droves to National Socialisrn, they brought with them 

a valuable propaganda tool in the concept of Forestopia. And not only was the forest a 

valuable vehicle for naturalizing and aestheticizing the National Socialist state, it also was 

'O There wcrc repeated anernpts by Iefî-leaning foresters to use the image of  the Ge- forest as 
an argument for theirown political goals. On the whole, however, thcy wcre outnumbercd and 'outpubtished' 
by those foresters of  conservative and reactionary convictions. In Chapter 4 1 discuss the reasons for this 
prevalence of  conservatism among German foresters. 

I ' The term vôlkisch is a Germanization o f  the word 'national' that arosc around 1875 and stressed 
a supposed superionty of  the Gcrman 'race' or 'blood.' See Chaptcr 1 in Mosse 1964 for a discussion. 
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flexible. Over the twelve years that the 'Thousand-Year Reich' was to last, the concept of 

Forestopia was used in three distinct ways which corresponded to the successive National 

Socialist paradigms of the New Germany. Thus, during the early years of the Third Reich, 

foresters used the concept of Forestopia to popularize the National Socialist vision of a 

German VoZksgerneinscha/r or 'national cornmunity' when they presented the structure and 

so-calied 'laws' of the Waldwesen or 'forest entity' as the obvious organicist model for this 

imagined community. The Geman forest was presented as the 'natural' model for the 'New 

Order' in which a compound entity (Volkiforest) would draw its strength fiom a dynamic 

balance between symbiosis and 'healthy' cornpetition among its constituting members 

(citizendtrees). To 'cultivate' the best Gennany possible, a centralized state authority was 

to tend, trim, and thin the individual members of the nation for the transcendent good of the 

cornmunity, in the same way foresters p m e d  and felled individual trees to ensure the 

improvement and survival of the forest staud as a whole. 

B y 1 93 5/36, G m a n  foresters had been coopted and coerced into the semice of the all- 

encompassing New Order that they bad helped to envisage and bnng about. Now they had 

to follow the lead of the state. Thus, as the National Socialist paradigm for the creation of 

a New Gemany shified fiorn intemal coordination of the Vofhgerneinscha~ to penpheral 

consoIidation of GroJdeutschland or Greater Germany, foresters' uses of forest imagery 

changed, too. Now foresters argued that the forest could serve as a spatial indicator of race: 

if the Forest of a region bordering on Gennany was akin to the German forest, that region was 

'obviously' inhabited by ethnic Germans, sirnply because the German Rasse (race) was the 

only one able to produce such a 'German' forest. Ergo, that region should become 
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incorporated into the racially homogeneous Greater Gennany which the National Socialists 

were trying to bring about between 1935 and 1939 by annexing neighbouring temtones with 

German-speaking populations. 

When Germany began invading its neighbours in 1939, however, foresters were forced 

to perform an about-face in their reasoning. Now that Geman m i e s  stood in lands which 

never were and never could be claimed as being inhabited by ethnic Germans, the presence 

of a 'German' forest landscape could no longer serve as a 'natural' indicator of a region's 

Germanness. Instead, the planting of such a 'German' forest was declared an integral part 

of 'improving' an ersiwhile foreign region into a German landscape, which in turn was seen 

as  a precondition for the successfLl settlement of Germans in the new Lebensraum or 'living 

space. ' 

Between 1933 and 1945, German foresters thus created three distinct public images of 

the forest that co~esponded to the successive National Socialist paradigms of Volk. Rasse, 

and Lebensraum and aided in naturaiking the respective notions of the German nation. In 

the early years ofNationai Sociaiist mie, the forest served as an organicist mode1 for the new 

German Volhgemeinschaft; during the middle years, the forest becarne an indicator of the 

spatial ex tent of race; whi le during the war years, the forest was cast as a means of racializing 

space into Lebensraum fit for Gennan settiement. Together, these three distinct visions of 

forests and forestry provide a telling example of how landscape works politically on an 

everyday basis. They were scripted to naturalize the concepts of Volk, Rasse, and 

Lebensraum in the collective imagination of the German people and to mobilize them for 

aggression against the 'Other.' In this marner, Gerrnan foresters implicated the forest 
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landscape in the practical politics of  the National Socialist state, an implication still not 

acknowledged by most historias of  forestry. 

Why did foresters do this? 1 argue that they purposefiilly used the connotative and 

naturalizing potential of the forest to expand their disciplinary influence. Sensing the 

opportuni ties O ffered by the radical re fashioning of German state and society, foresters tried 

to obtain a Reich Forest Ministry that would fke them fiom their traditional subordination 

to provincial ministries of  agriculture and finance and thus advance their personal and 

disciplinary standing, Through the socio-biologistic concept of Forestopia, foresters 

suggested to the new regime that they had been quintessential National Socialists for a long 

tirne, and that they possessed a special expertise that could be valuable in the realization of 

the New Order. Even d e r  they obtained their ministry in 1934, foresters competed with 

other disciplines and administrations for influence, fiinding, and the attention of party and 

state in general. Before long, foresters were arguing that they should hold jurisdiction over 

other aspects of the Gennan environment in a 'Supemiinisûy' that would place hunting, 

fishing, nature conservation, and landscape planning under their direction - a plan thwarted 

only by the exigencies of the war. 

It was in the occupied temtories, however, that the ambitions of foresters misguided 

them most disastrously. There, on the 'clean date' of the lands to the East, foresters saw the 

opportunity to carve out little empires and create landscapes in which forest planning did not 

take a back seat to other land uses. For such a privilege, foresters were willing to ally 

themselves with Heinrich Himmler and his SS. 



This, then, is the rationale for yet another study on the Third Reich. lust as junsts, 

medical doctors, planners, and geographers have had to confiont theirrole in the Third Reich, 

so must German foresters.l2 This study takes a first step towards debunking the persisting 

myth that foresters were an apolitical group who were bullied, CO-opted or duped into 

coilaborating with the National Socialists by a handfùl of fanatics.I3 1 argue that foresters 

were in fact significant political actors, an insight which directly contributes to a - still very 

rudimentary - cntical disciplinary history of 20ch-cenhiry German foresîry. 

Why has such a history not been attempted? In other words, how is it that forests, 

foresters, and forestry are still largely regarded as ahistonc and apolitical - even in a 

conternporary Gennany where al1 things 'naturai' have corne under intense scrutiny by 

cri tical Green pressure groups? The reasons are rather unflattering to foresûy as an academic 

discipline. Many young German foresters are simply not interested in issues related to the 

Third Reich - some out of ignorance, others because they refiise to participate in what they 

ridicule as a collective guilt-obsession with Germany's Nazi past. But there are also more 

ominous reasons for this lacuna: more than fie years after the end of the Third Reich, 

critical inquiry into the German past still bears the stigma of 'soiling the nest' and easily 

l 2  For example: Müller 1988 ("Terrible Lawyen"); Bastian 1995 ("Terrible Docton"). For a critical 
look at the role of landscape planning in Nazi Gerrnany and especially in the occupied East, see the studies by 
Wolschke (1980) and by Gronhg and Wolschke-Bulmahn (1985,1986; 1987a; and 198%). On the role of 
geographers in the Third Reich, sec the works by R6ssler (1987; 1988; t 990). Sandner (1 988). and Sandner 
and Rossler (1994). 

l 3  Thus the tenor of the rnidies done by forest historians, cg.. Hasel 1985 and Rubner 1985. For the 
beginnings of a critical history of foresters and forestry during the Tbird Reich, sec Vogel 1989 and 1990. 
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Ieads to professional ostracisrn. Since the forestry profession is relatively small and because 

chances for foresters to find employment outside the field of forestry are limited, the threat 

of ostracism bears considerable weight. Considenng these factors, it is not surpnsing that 

young German foresters are loath to ask critical questions that might reveal the implication 

of senior colleagues in National S~cialism.~' 

Outsiders to the discipline, on the other hand, oflen lack the expertise to interpret the 

concepts and tenninology employed by foresters and thus feel ill-equipped to investigate 

foresters' actions. Gennan foresters themselves continue to reinforce this esoteric image by 

portrayïng foresûy as an art, cri&, and science that is practised by a very small, highly 

specialized elite who conduct their business in a ritualized fashion and in an archaic, opaque 

language. While engendering an esprit de corps among the 'green guild, 'such behaviour has 

also led to a sterile acadernic isolation in which foresters write for their peers without much 

concem for, or inspiration fiorn, developments beyond the pale of their own discipline. 

Consequently, there has been little inclusion of foresîry issues in the writings of other 

disciplines: forestry is perceived to be a samewhat esoteric specialty. As a result, the 

discipline of forestry is still very much shielded fiom the scrutiny of critical theory that has 

reshaped geography and other disciplines in recent decades. Gennan foresters so far have 

been loath to question the traditional epistemology of forestry, or to examine how, under 

which sociological conditions, and to which purpose they constnict knowledge. Here a 

14 Recently, several Mastcr's thcses at the Department. of Forestry at the University of Gottingen 
have tried to analyze the National Socialist p e n d  at the individual Forest district Icvel. (Sec Steinsiek and 
Rozsnyay 1994, pp. 5-6 For a summary). 



1 1  

cri tically informed geographical perspective with its integration of natural-scienti tic and 

social-scienti fic approaches suggests ways to open forestry to a dialogue with critical theory. 

A geographical interpretation of the question of landscape and power with respect to forest 

and forestry is thus an important step toward opening new perspectives for forestry. 

This study benefits geography because the forest is a type of landscape like any other yet it 

is one that geographers, as self-avowed landscape specialists, have mostly ignored in their 

s t~dies . '~  Frequently, geographers who study the telationship between the production and 

maintenance of landscape and power have done so by analyzing settlement patterns and 

agricultural land uses. This emphasis on the cultural landscape in studies on the relationships 

of landscape and power has led geographers to see the forest as the opposite, that is, the 

'natural' landscapepar excellence. This often creates a view of the forest as 'waste' fiom 

which 'landscape' is w t e d  bit by bit. 1 contend that it is time for geographers to 

acknowledge that the forest in fact is an important part of the cultural landscape, and 

particularly so in the case of Germany, where the forest has undergone many centuries of 

alteration while continuing to cover a third of the countryside. By subjecting the German 

forest landscape to a theoretically informed geographical analysis of landscape and power, 

1 show that it is also very much a political creation, whether it is on the ground, on paper, or 

in the collective imagination. 

' The Dictionary ofHuman Geography (4. cd-. 2000). for example. devotes only one of io over 900 
pages to the headword "forestry." Among the geographers who have writtcn about forests and forestry are 
Williams ( 1  989) and Cloke et al. (1996). 
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In this study, then, 1 attempt to connect forestry's backwater with the mainstrearn current of 

t hi nking about the cntical re-evaluation of 'nature' that has flooded and fertilized other 

disciplines in recent decades. Integrating the disciplinary acuity of a trained forester with 

the broader social-scientific field of vision of a geographer, 1 focus on a particular expression 

of the relationship between landscape and power, namely the nexus between the forest 

landscape and nationalist ideology. By reading foresters' representations of the forest 

Iandscape in their contemporary political contexts, 1 show that German forestry was indeed 

a deeply political endeavour whose natural-scientific concepts were dl-too easily converteci 

into social-scientific noms which could then be abused to naturalize vOlkisch ideology. I 

deconstruct German foresters' representations of three successive visions of forests and 

forestry (Volk. Rasse, and Lebensraurn) in journal articles, books, films, and other cultural 

media. These representations contain both factual and symbolic information about the ideas, 

practices, and contexts of the culture which created it. Reading those representations as  

landscape 'texts' aids in retrieving those significations and makes them available for a more 

cntical understanding of the role of forestry and foresters in the Third Reich. in so doing, 

1 aim to start a dialogue across disciplinary and language barriers between Anglo-American 

geography and German forestry by introducing each to the untapped, yet arguably germane 

literatures in the other field. 

In Chapter 2 , I  discuss the literatures that are relevant to such an application of Anglo- 

Amencan geographical theories of landscape and power to the Gerrnan forest landscape. At 

the sarne time, 1 place the study in its research context within both forestry and geography. 
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In Part One of the study proper, I disprove the claim of traditional German forest history 

that the writings of foresters during the Third Reich were an ad hoc invention of 'the Nazis.' 

In Chapter 3, I lay bare the extensive historical roots of the nationalist construction of the 

forest. In particular, 1 demonstrate how Romantic writers and artists early in the 1 gLh centwy 

stereotyped the forests of Germany into 'The Gennan Forest,' effectively nationalizing 

nature by scripting the forest as the quintessentiai Gerrnan landscape. 

in Chapter 4,1 examine how and why forestm t w k  until the end of the 19* century to 

join the debates on the cultural and political importance of the forest which were initiated 

and conducted mainly by pe ts ,  artists, and intellectuals. I also suggest why foresters 

overwhelmingly brought a conservative and even reactionary perspective to those 

discussions when they finaily did. 

in Chapter 5, 1 examine how this conservative perspective becarne increasingly 

radicalized into a distinctly vOI&ch viewpoint on the Geman forest which came to dominate 

the public discussions in the eariy 20" cemtury. I demonstrate how foresters introduced a 

socio-biological dimension to the discussion by glorifjmg the forest into what 1 cal1 

"Forestopia," an organicist bluepnnt for a new volkisch Germany, thus effecting the shifi 

from nationalizing nature to naturalizing the nation. 

Together, Chapters 3 through 5 provide the necessary base line for understanding the 

writings of foresters after 1933 as the continuation of a theme, rather than a product of the 

'new times.' Indeed, it was the very fact that the concept of Forestopia and its volkisch 

connotations were established well before 1933 that Forestopia could quickly become 

incorporated into Nazi propaganda: precisely because Forestopia was the result of a long- 
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standing nationalization ofthe forest, it could now be used in the naturaiization of the nation. 

The lasting appeal of Forestopia to the National Socialists was that they could point to it as 

an established exarnple of the 'natural order' they purportedly wanted to re-establish with 

their policies. Thus, as Part Two of the study will demonstrate, Forestopia remained a 

constant factor in National Socialist propaganda, even as it was continually adapted to the 

changing National Sociaiist ideas of what - and who - should constitute Gemany. 

In Chapter 6 1 show that during the early years of National Socialism, Forestopia was 

presented mainly as an integrative d e l  for the National Socialist Vokgemeinschaft or 

'national cornmunity.' From Forestopia with its emphasis on the subordination of the 

individuaI tree to the greater good of the forest community, Germans were supposed to glean 

rules for reconceptualizing their own identity as mere subunits of the "total state." To 

ilIustrate this point, 1 examine several of the andogies between German forest and Geman 

peopldGerman state which appeared in film, radio, books, penodicals, and speeches of that 

t h e .  Geman forestry history, if acknowledging them at ail, traditiondly has interpreted 

these analogies as silvicuitural treatises with the occasional, if ill-advised, bow to politics. 

By contrat, 1 reread these analogies as intentional political statements in the context of 

foresters' efforts to profitably situate themselves in the New Order. 

In Chapter 7 1 examine how7 during the mid 1930s, the use of Forestopia shifled to 

defining the boundaries of the Volksgemeinscha~ against the non-German Other. If a certain 

area exhibited forest structures or forestry methods in accordance with the stereotypical 

German forest, the area was held to be German in character. With the help of such 

arguments, German propaganda claimed areas such as Austria, the Sudetenland, and Alsace 



for the Greater German Reich. By contrast, if the forests of a region could not be reconciled 

with the tenets of 'The German Forest,' that area was seen to belong to the foreign realms 

of 'Slavic' or 'welsch ' nations.I6 I analyze the ways in which this claim was presented in the 

forestry literature and contextualize this use of Forestopia as conhibuting to the heightening 

racialization of Gerrnan society that marked the transition of the Third Reich fiom interna1 

consolidation to territorial expansion. 

In Chapter 8 1 explore how Forestopia became obsolete as a means of identiwng the 

extent of Gennan racial influence on the landscape once Gerrnany had pushed its borders 

beyond even the most generous interptetation of German 'ethnic soil.' Instead, Forestopia 

was redefined as a blueprint for actively imprinting foreign landscapes with German racial 

influence and thus transfonn them into German 'Lebensraum. ' The idealized forest thus 

mirrored the transition fiom concerns with spatialking race to attempts at racializing space 

that marked National Socidist foreign poIicy in the late 1930s. 1 analyze the differences 

between the respective uses of Forestopia in three distinct zones of occupation the Gennans 

erected in the occupied territories fiom Poland to the Soviet Union, demonstrating that 

Forestopia was a rhetorical tool for racially stereotyping the populations of those regions and 

thus defining the German nation through its Slavic Other. 

l 6  ~eiscsch is a pejorative Ge- tcrm for the Romance pmples that is diflicult to transhte. It gocs 
back to the Latin "Volcac" for a Celtic t r i i  which was uscd to collectively describe the Celtic inhabitants of 
western Europe. AAcr the expulsion of  tbe Cclts by the Romans. the tcrm came to dcnotc the Romance 
populations o f  GauI and Itafy in particular. in its Gcrrnanic derivatives the word fiirthennore acquired the 
connotations of 'foreign, incornprehensible languagc' (as in "that's Welsh to me") and untrustworthy ( as in 
'ro welsh/welch' and 'welsher/wclchcr': to fail to honour or evade an obligation, to swindle). In modem 
English, the word appean in "Welsh," "'Walloonn and "walnut." In the context of foresters' use of the word, 
Welsch stands for a person of French dcscent who allegcdly is untrustworttiy, backhanded, and irresponsible. 
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Foresters played a key role in naturalizing the three successive National Socialist ideas 

of the Geman nation by creating, adapting, and disserninating the concept of Forestopia, 

both in its Iiterary form and in its practical implementation through forest policies. Through 

foresters' wntings on Forestopia we can follow the shifl of the National Socialist agenda 

fiom early concerns with consolidating intemal power, to later attempts at spatializing the 

extent of 'the German race' and, finally, to drearns of racidizing non-Geman space. In this 

study, 1 analyze foresters' representations of both 'German' and 'foreign' forests as 

contributions of supposedly apolitical 'technical experts' to the racialization of Geman 

society. While providing a k h  look at National Socialist propaganda through previously 

unexarnined material, this analysis also serves to refüte the view that foresters remained 

apolitical bystandets during the Third Reich or that they merely did their 'national duty.' On 

the contrary, foresters relished in showcasing the importance of their profession as an 

opportunity to increase their disciplinary clout. Finally, this re-reading of foresters' writings 

also provides a c hilling exarnp le of how landscape representations permeate everyday 

politics: both the cultural construct of 'The German Forest' and its political expression in the 

concept of Forestopia demonstrate the inseparability of landscape and power. 



- CHAPTER 2 - 
THEORETICAL ~ F L E C T I O N S  ON THE FOREST AS A POLITICAL LANDSCAPE 

E v e v  mature nation has its symbolic landscapes. They are part of the iconography of nationhood. 
part of the shared ideas and mernories and feelings which bind a people together. 

Donald W. Meinigl 

What men see in Nature is a result of what th- have been taught to see. 
Ma jorie Hope Nicolson: 

2.1 Introduction 

This study integrates two previously unconnected disciplines: English-language human 

geography and German forest history. From the latter, 1 take the subject of the study: the 

forest landscape in and around Germany dunng the 1930s and 1940s. From the former, I 

draw the methods and theory which 1 apply to this subject: the cntical perspectives on the 

poIitical dimensions of landscape developed by human geographers over the last two 

decades. This chapter addresses the question ofwhy such an integration should be attempted 

and what its benefits to the two disciplines are. At the same time, it assesses prior work 

within the two disciplines on which such an integration can build. Bo!h objectives are 

achieved within the h e w o r k  of a disaission of the relevant literature that places the study 

in its research context. The scope of this literature is determined by the argument at the hem 

of this thesis that the National Socialists used representations of the German forest to 

naturaiize their increasingly expansionist visions of the New Germany. The wording of this 

argument bespeaks the presence of several premises about the political production and 

consumption of the forest landscape. It is those important premises which this chapter airns 

' Mcinrg 1979. p. 164. 

' Nicolson 1959. p. 3.  
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to conceptualize with the help of the literature pnor to the empirical examination of the 

argument in the subsequent chapters. 

The first premise we must address is that it is not the physicai forest landscape or the 

trees themselves which form the political message mobilized by the National Socialists; 

rather, the message is carried by the symbolism that is ascribed to, and recog~zed in, certain 

types of trees and forest landscapes. Our first task is thus to query the existing literature on 

how the symbolism of landscape is produced and consumed. 

We then need to substantiate the claim that the symbolism of the forest landscape could 

serve to manifest National Socialist ideology and thus express political power. To this 

purpose, we will conceptualize the relationship between landscape, ideology, and power. 

What enabIes landscape to serve as a manifestation of ideology? How does landscape 

express the power stmctures of a given society? Obversely, how is landscape put to use in 

the contestation and renegotiation of those power stmctures? The goal is to clariQ the 

function of iandscape as a reciprocal link between political idea and practice. 

The third premise contained in the argument is that representations of the forest 

landscape on paper or in other media are as 'real' and politically efficacious in the rninds of 

their beholders as their counterparts of earth, leaf, and Stone. With the help of the 

geographical literature on landscape and representation, we will establish that this 

assumption is correct and that representations of the forest landscape are not only 'real' to 

their beholders, but that they are also valid sources for this study. 

Arising from the acceptance of landscape representations as sources is the question of 

how to anaiyze them. Drawing on the work of poststnicturalist human geographers, 1 
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demonstrate that landscape representations can be conceptualized as texts whose symbolism 

is accessible to an henneneutic analysis of both the writing and reading of landscape 

representations. A second, more fiindamentai question concerns the goaf of such an analysis: 

what can be learned fiom 'reading' landscape representations? With Roland Barthes, 1 argue 

that the textuai anaiysis o f  landscape representations aids in deconstnicting the 

rnythologizing uses to which they are put by interest groups, thus unmasking them as the 

deliberate political actions they are. 

The last prernise inherent in the argument regards the ends o f  the National Socialist 

mythologizing of the forest landscape. 1 daim that the National Socialists mythologized the 

forest landscape as an analogy of  Germany with the intention of naturaliung, i-e., rnake 

appear as a 'natural' given, their vision of  the New Order. To substantiate this claim, 1 

introduce the complementary processes of  'naturalizing the nation' and 'nationalizing nature' 

as ways to conceptualize the political utility of landscape to  the project of nationalism in 

general and National Socialism in particular. 

Following the unpacking o f  the conceptual prernises, 1 place the study within the 

disciplinary contexts o f  German forest history and English-language human geography. 1 

show that this study adds a unique perspective to  the body of work o f  both disciplines, while 

at the same time b e g i ~ i n g  a necessary and fruit!Ùl dialogue between the two disciplines and 

language realms that will tiirther the understanding of the German forest as a political 

landscape, rather than 'innocent,' apotitical Nature. 



2.2 Landscape and Symbolism 

Over the 1 s t  two decades, the geographical study of landscape has adopted new perspectives. 

While previously the interest of geographers was often focussed on explaining past and 

present material fonns of the landscape through an investigation of landscape as "a naïvely 

given, important section of reality," a "peculiar geographic association of facts," or "a 

portion of the earth's surface that can be comprehended at a glanceVw3 more recent 

approaches acknowledge the intangible qualities of landscape. Drawing on such powerlül 

concepts as meaning, sense of place, geographical imagination, and irnaginary geographies, 

these approaches accept non-measurable phenornena as desirable knowledge about 

Underlying these new approaches is the conceptualization of landscape as "a way of 

seeing the world" in which the beholding human consciousness plays a defining role in the 

construction of landscape. This view is exemplified in Cosgrove's assertion that 

landscape denotes the external world mediated through subjective human experience in a way that 
neither region nor arca iLIllllCdiattly suggcst Landxape is not mcrciy îhe world we see. ii is a 
construction, a composition of that world. Landscape is a way of seeing the world.' 

In the context of th is  study, the concept of  landscape symbolism, particularly as it relates to 

national identity, is of paramount interest. Yet, on account of their arnbiguity and breadth, 

' Sauer 1963, pp. 3 16 and 32; Jackson 1984. p. 8. 

' For a review of how the "character of the landscape schwl in geography - . . has been redefined and 
debated," sec Baker 1992. For annual progress reporis on the role and place of landscapc in human geography. 
sec Lcy 198 1 .  1983. and 1985; Rowntrtx 1986 and 1987: Cosgrove I989b and 1990: Duncan 1993. 1994. 
and 1995; as wcll as Cosgrovc and Jackson 1987. The most rcccnl rcview of "Approaches to Landscapc." 
ranging fmm Iandscape history to the new humanistic geography, can bc found in Richard Muir's book by the 
same title (Muir 1999). 

Cosgrove 1 984, p. 13. 



defining the constituting concepts of landscape and symbolism separately, i.e., without taking 

recourse to using one concept in explaining the other, is notoriously difficult. At the same 

time, it is those very qualities that make them such poweriùl concepts and have inspired a 

growins nurnber of studies in which landscapes are examined for their syrnb~lism.~ 

Cosgrove and Daniels have elaborated on this inherent interconnection between landscape 

and symbolism in their definition of landscape: 

A landscape is a cultural image, a pidoriai way of representing, stniduring or symboiising 
surroundings. This is not to S I  that landscapcs are imnraterial. They may be represented in a variety 
of materials and on many suxfkcs -in paint on c . ,  in writing on paper, in carth, Stone, water. and 
vegetation on the ground. A iandscapc park is more paipable but no more mal, nor less imaginary. 
than a landscape painting or a poem Indeed the mcanings of verbal, visual and built landscapes have 
a complex intemovcn history. To understand a built landscape, . . . it is d l y  necessary to 
understand writien and verbal rcprescntations of it, not as 'illustrations', images siaading outside it, 
but as constituent images of its meaning or meanings. And of courst, evcry shady of a landscape 
fiuther transfomu its meaning, depasiting yct another hyer of cultural representation7 

To Cosgrove and Daniels, then, landscape is a way of symbolizing physical surroundings in 

a meaningful way. Conversely, it is the syrnbolism of a landscape that gives it meaning(s) 

in the mind of the beholder. The logical conclusion is that al1 landscapes are symbolic as 

soon as they becorne perceived by human consciousness which by default imposes certain 

symbolic categories on the physical elements it perceives. As Cosgrove put it succinctly: 

"NI hurnan landscapes are symbolic."' Consequently, in this study, I consider the forest 

" Among the many studies that make the symbolic qualities of landscape their focus are: Agnew 1998: 
Bamcs and Duncan 1992; Cosgrovc 1984; Cosgrove and Daniels 1988; Daniels 1993 ; Duncan 1990: Gold 
and Burgess 1982; Hooson 1994; Lowenthal 1991; Mcinig 1979; Olwig 1984; Pringlc 1991: Pugh 1990: 
Sctiama 1995: Short 199 1; Simmons 1993; Squire 1988; Turner 1979. Sce also Chapter 7 in Muir 1999. 

- Cosgrovc and Daniels 1988. p. 1. 

" ( Cosgrove 1982. p. 221). In a 1989 version of this statement, Cosgrove even omiited the qualifier 
'human. ' (Cosgrovc 1989a. p. 125). Meinig exprcssed the problcmatic as follows: "Thus we confronr thc 
central problcrn: any landscape is composed not only of what lies beforc our eycs but what lies within Our 
hads." (Meinig 1979, pp. 33-34). 
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landscape, both in its material fom on the ground and in its cultural representations, to be 

a symbolic landscape which is given meaning through beholding and interpreting human 

consciousness. 

2.3 Landscape, Ideology, and Power 

The conceptualization of landscape as receiving meaning through human consciousness - 

which obviously varies between people - does not reduce landscape to a passive material site 

ont0 which syrnbolic patterns are inscribeci, or a place of meaning to which iked and 

immutable values are ascribed. Landscape is not a 'book' in which signs and meanings are 

preserved to be retrieved unchangeci at a later date. Rather, as Rowntree and Conkey assert, 

it is "an explicit cosmology that realizes - not merely reflects - a pattern of power; 

environmental symbolism is one of the means whereby social identity and reality are 

~reated."~ More than a site, landscape thus is a recursive and discursive process that 

continually reflects, reinforces, and reproduces (but also chaiienges and dismpts) the social 

and politicai structures of society. Because these structures reflect and influence who holds 

power and who does not, landscape is deeply implicated in the vying of interest groups for 

social control and in the production and reproduction of the social order." 

One of the ways in which the social order of a society is given palpable expression is 

through the structures of landscape, not only in terrns ofproperty distribution or access, but 

also in its symbolic content. Landscape can become a practical means of ensuring the 

' Rowntrec and Conkey 1980. p. 459. 

' O  For a review of studies conccmed with the power of and in landscape, see Chapter 5 in Muir 1999. 



ubiquity and preeminence of selected cultural symbols such as church spires, for instance. 

By designing the everyday environment ofthe population, a powerfùl interest group can thus 

supply hegemonic landscape interpretations and make landscape become part of what 

Barthes calls the "foundation for a collective morality."" 

This effect is heightened still if the public interprets the resulting landscape as 'natural' 

rather than the product of historical acts. For example, the continuing presence of extensive, 

contiguous, state-owned forest tracts in parts of Germm,! is mainly the result of the creation 

of hunting preserves by past feudal nifers for their courts which subsequently were 

transferred to the exchequer. C l d y  the result of a planned imposition, this landsczpe is 

nonetheless fiequently regarded as a reflection of the 'natural' structure of the German 

landscape, as the way it always has been and always should be.I2 As Duncan and Duncan 

observed, "landscapes tend to naturalize social relations."13 

Central to understanding how social relations are negotiated through the instruments of 

power and Iandscape is the concept of ideology. Gregory sees ideology simply as 

"unexamined discourse,"" while Anderson is more specific: 

At its sirnplest, idedogy refers to systems of ideas which give distorted and partial accounts of reality. 
with the objective, and oflen unintendeci, efféct of serving the partial interests of a particdar social 
group or class. Typically they do so by appedng to represent the intetests of al1 the various groups 
in society. - . . Ideologies are not simply personal illusions or a "gened climate" of belief, they are 

[ '  Barthes 1957 p, 59. 

'' Cf. Scharna 1993. 

" Duncan and Duncan 1988, p. 125. 

'' Gregory 1978, p. 2. 



ins~iiurional~zed. They develop around social institutions, and the ruling cIass conuols these. in widely 
varying degrees, depending on the institution. the time and the place." 

Fonunately, the ideology of a powerfùl group, its manifestation in the landscape, and its 

interpretation through the landscape, are rarely dl-engulfing. Nevertheless, as long as the 

group achieves hegemony over competing groups and subsequently succeeds in imposing its 

interpretation of the symbolic landscape as the preeminent one, that group is able to use the 

symbolic content of landscape (and, as we will see shortly, that of its cultural representations) 

to justie and reinforce social relations in its own intered6 

Notwithstanding their salient role in reidorcing existing power structures, landscape 

representations can also figure prorninently in the challenging of such structures by 

dtemating groups. For example, arîists, writers, and other infiuential members of society 

can sway the cultural tastes of an era and so influence the symbolic perception and 

consumption of landscape, thus turning previously neglected or despised landscapes into 

desirable ones - with al1 the corollary changes in the land value or political clout of the 

1 5  (Anderson 1973. p. 1, emphasis in the original). Fora review of the interrelationships bctwcen ideology 

and landscape. see Bakcr 1992. 

'" Schcin. for cxample, in a study on thc self-rcprcscntation of 19'"-ccntury American city elitcs ihrough 
lithographic urban views, desaibcs the hcgernonic efféct of those printcd landscape interpretations as follows: 
"A major shifi in the genre of from 'piaorial' to 'bird'seye' views" not only captures "the story of an 
emerging indusuial-capitalist order," it also embodies "the place of the individual within that order. and . . . 
actively legitimat[es]/pmmot[w] particular visions of change and progrcss." (Schein 1993. p. 7). 



region in which they are located." Landscape is thus intimately c o ~ e c t e d  with c~l ture, '~  a 

fact that further d e s  out either a purely idealist or materialist view of landxape." 

Landscape, then, stands in dialectical interaction with both intentional actions of 

individuals and recursively structured ongoing social relations. With that in mind, neither 

landscapes nor the cultures within which they are produced, maintained, transforrned, and 

interpreted may be regarded as 'natural' or given, as something which cm be simply 

described without reference to ideologicai systems." Instead, culture and landscape must be 

acknowledged as inheredy ideological and invariably bound up together in a politics of 

landscape. In the words of James Duncan, landscape is "integral to both the reproduction 

mtd contestation of political p o ~ e r . " ~ '  

'' Sec. for example, Nicolson ( 1959) on Uie aestheticization of mountains and Squire (1 988. as well as 
the subsequent exchange) on Wordsworth's Rornanticization of the Lake Disuict. 

'" With Cosgrove, 1 take culture to stand for "a signification systern within an arena of social suuggle.- 
(Cosgrove 1992, p. 274). This definition highlights the contestatory charmer of culture now becorning 
accepteci among cultural geographers, On the problematics of culture and cultural geography, see also Jackson 
1989 and Mitchel1 2000. 

l9 For a discussion of the polarity between idealist and materialist approaches, see Cosgrove 1982 and 
Baker 1992. Samuels attempts to resolve this polarity with his proposition of a "biographical method" that 
studies ''authoreci landscapes" through the intentions of the individuals who created them. This method. 
Samuels argues, exposes the mutuai interdependence between "the world of the mind and the world of reality" 
and thus renders the distinction between idd i s t  and materialkt modes of explanation moot. (Samuels 1979. 
p. 69). Although an interesting proposition, the concomitant reliance on an individual creator threatens to 
undermine Samuels' "biographical methoci" in light of the more recent advance of poststmcturalist notions of 
the plurality of meanings of texts (and, by extension, landscapes). 

20 Thc argument that natural landscapes are impossible entities is two-pronged: h m  the natural scicncc 
pcrspccuvc, McKibben for one argues that no point on Earth can norv escape the implications of humanil's 
~cchnological progress: changes in climate, atmosphenc composition. and oçean currents have eliminaied 
' na turc' as a category independent of humans. (Cf. McKibben I989). This is not. howcver. the meaning of 
'natiiral- I am concerned uith hcrc. Rather, 1 am interestcd in the 'naiunli7ation' of landscapc as outlincd 
bclotv. Iiow landscape is used to establish a 'cornmon-scnse' baseline of 'how things have always been' to 
rationalizc and mask as 'narural' what is in faa political. 

'' (Duncan 1990, p. 3). The sociologist Sharon Zukin expresses the rolc of landscapc in similar tçrms as 
"a field of impact between authority and resisîance." (Zukin 1991, 18). 



In this study, then, I hold landscape to be a socially created and negotiated symbolic 

constmct: it is both product and producer ofbroader social contexts and thus cannot be taken 

to exist as a neutral, physicai given. As landscape is generated and altered by everyday 

practices, power stmctures and intellectual paradigms are inscribed into the physical 

landscape as well as reflected in its symbolism. At the same time, both Iandscape and its 

symbolism act back on the erstwhile power structures and intellectual paradigms. Landscape 

is thus both repository and source of  meaning, it is both restraining and enabhg  it possesses 

qualities of both structure and agency. 

For a surnmary of these perspectives we may look to  Penning-Rowsell who argues that 

Landscapes . . . carry symblic meanings that arc not so wholly irinoctnt as might at fim be thought. 
Created l a n b p e s  can be assertions of power - wer nature or over neighbours - and our cognition 
of landscapes is selective and sometimes deliberately distorted in the pursuit of our own interests. ... 

Landscapes may have an ideologicai fimaion in mystifLing rather than revealing: confking by 
distortion or other emphases, rather than providing simple and accessible patterns. Thus our ways 
of seeing and knowing (perception and cognition) are infiuenced by the social relations inherent in 
the landscapes we view. Testing this empirically is diff~cult but historical evîdence shows, for 
example, how 18thoentury landscape gardens were created as expressions of politicai (Whig) 
dominance. In a simi jar way grouse moors and f m e d  landscapes are expressions of cipi  taiist society 
today. and city landscapes are manipulated to proclaim the loudest social messages." 

Sirnilarly, 1 contend that the forest Iandscape - particularly in Europe with its long history 

of forest exploitation and management - is a cultural product that has individual and 

intentional producers and that expresses culturai messages which can be interpreted through 

a reading process. 



2.4 Landscapes 'Real' and Rcprcsented 

From the preceding discussions it is evident that landscape is a socially created and 

negotiated construct that is constantiy changing. As landscapes are generated and altered by 

political decisions and everyday practices, power structures and intellectual paradigms are 

inscribed into the physical landscape, for example in the form of dikes, enclosures, parks, 

CO llect ive farms, or highways. Logically, these created aspects of the physical landscape cm 

also transmit their symbotic messages of - amongst others - protection, power, wealth, 

sociaiism, and modeniity to the beholder. 

Yet, as the foregoing discussions about the symbolism and power implications of 

landscape have already indicated, the efficacy of landscape denves not o d y  fiom its physical 

manifestation in the environment. As human geographers have increasingly acknowledged, 

Iandscape representations on film, paper, canvas, or in any other cultural medium, are often 

as 'real' to their beholders as are their physical counterparts - as well as having equally 'real' 

political effects? Mitchell even suggests that landscape can be conceptualized as a cultural 

medium: 

Landscape is a medium in the fidiest seme of thc word. It is a material 'means' (to borrow Aristotie's 
terrninology) like language or paint, embedded in a tradition of c u l ~ r a l  signification and 
communication, a body of symbotic forms capable of being invoked and reshaped to express 
meanings and values.24 

'' Arnong the recent studies which have takcn this position arc: Barrcll 1980 and 1992: Bcrminghsni 
1986; Cosgrove 1984; Heh 1997; Mitchell 1994; Olwig 1984; Rollins 1996; Schein 1993; and Tumcr 
1979. 

" Mitchell 1994, p. 14. 



In the case of imaginary landscapes such as 'The Orient', 'cyberspace' and the extraterrestial 

worlds of science-fiction,*' this view of landscape as a medium is indeed appropriate, as 

these notional landscapes have no 'rd-world' counterpam at 

When we talk about landscapes affecting the beholder and subsequently inforrning his 

or her political, economic, or aesthetic decision-making, we thus have to expand our 

understanding of landscape to include representations. Since both exhibit the symbolic 

marks of the culture that generated them, they can be examined for those marks - they are 

valid  source^.^' This echoes Osborne's d l  for a more inclusive approach to the "'evidence 

of past and present societies found in literature," an approach that acknowiedges the literary 

discourse as containing fact, fiction and symbol as equally valid, because equally intentional, 

vehicles of inf~rmation.~' Similady, the descriptions of forest landscapes by German 

foresters in their disciplinary journals and books, in propaganda speeches and films, and in 

administrative memoranda, can be understood as 'literature' in the sense that they are 

intentional amalgamations of varying proportions of fact, fiction, and symbol. 

As Cosgrove expresses it more generally: 

The kind of evidence that geographers now use for interpreting the symboiism of cultural landscapes 
is rnuch brader than it has been in the pst. Uaterial evidence in the field and cartographic, oral. 
archival and other domnentary sources al1 remain valuable. But often we find the evidence of 

'' On landscape and orientalism. see Godlewska 1995 and Gregory 1995. For a discussion of thc 
geography of cybcrspace, sec Joshua Lepawsky's rwcnt Master's thesis as well as his fonhcoming anicle. 

In fact, as Said showed in his Orientafism. the fiaitious landscape of the 'Orient' can not only 
contradicl its matenal counterpan. it can even play a role in the reshaping ofthe latter. (Cf. Said 1979). 

'- Cf. Schein's argument that litliographic views of 19thccntury Amencan touns rcvc;il tiic values of tlic 
society that produced them by rcflecting "contcmporary notions of space. vision, reprcscntation, and powcr." 
(Schcin 1993, 2 1). 

fX Osborne 1988, p. 167. 



cultural products themselves - paintings poems, novels, folk tales. music, film and Song can provide 
as firm a handle on the rneanings that places and landscapes possess. express and woke as do more 
conventionai ' faaual' sources. AL1 such sources pnsmt their own advanîages and limitations, each 
rcquires techniques to be learned if it is to be handled proficiently. Above all, a historical and 
contextual sensitivity on the part of the geographer is essential. We mua resist the tempiation to 
wrench the landscape out of its context of space and tirne, while yet cultivating our imaginative abiIity 
to gel 'under its skin' to see it, as it were, frorn the in~ide.'~ 

Drawing on this inclusive approach, 1 understand both the physical forest landscape and its 

cultural representations in the w-ritings of Gerrnan foresters as equally 'real' forrns of 

landscape and as equally valid sources of information about the culture that created them. 

For, while these representations may not necessarily be mimetic reproductions of the physical 

reality of the forest landscape, they reveal the hegemonic interpretations which Gennan 

foresters brought to their subject - which in turn allows us Uisights into a previously 

unexarnined aspect of everyday life in National Socialist Gerrnany. This leads us to the next 

question: how does one properly 'read' landscape representations to access both the 

intentions of the author and the reception by the reader? 

2.5 Landscape as Test 

Underlying the idea of 'reading' the landscape is the text metaphor. The concept of reading 

landscape as text is not new. In 1955, Hoskins skilfùlly read the English countryside for 

material signs of its historicd evolution. He assumed that the landscape held a message 

which could be retrieved if only one "could recognise the language. It was a Iandscape 

written in a kind of code."30 Since then, the assurnption that there is 'a' message in the 

'"osgrove 1989a, p. 127. 

IO Quoted in Muir 1999, p. 2 15. 
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landscape has been abandoned by many human geographers, who have accepted the 

possibility of  multiple and competing messages expressed by one and the same landscape - 

messages that depend as much on the reader as on the landscape text. 

At the basis of  this view is the idea that the act of reading involves a dialogue between 

a reading consciousness and a landscape text that is read. In the context of this study, there 

are two Ievels of  readings and texts t o  be considered. At the primary level, the German 

foresters wnting about German and foreign forests are the reading consciousness, while the 

forest landscapes they write about in their articles and books are the texts they r a d .  In 

writing those articles and books, however, the German foresters produce a secondary level 

of reading. Their writings 'become' the forest landscape and are read by the Geman 

readership in lieu of the 'real' forest. In the consciousness of the Gerrnan readership of  the 

journal articles and books, the notional forest landscapes in the writings of German foresters 

thus replace the material forest landscapes of  France or Poland. Consequently, the Gerrnan 

readership forms its view of the forests ofthose countries - as well as its opinions about what 

should be done with them - on the representation, rather than the 'reai' landscape. In the 

words of Duncan and Duncan, the representations become landscape texts that "act as a 

mediating influence, shaping behaviour in the image of the text."" Thus it is not their 

verisimili tude but their evocative and emotive potential that rnakes representations of the 

forest landscape resonant and politicaily powerfùl. This potential of forest imagery was 

realized and used by the National Sociaiist regime. 

" Duncan and Duncan 1988, pp. 120-121. 
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With their writings, the German foresters created landscape texts which assumed a 

particular political reality. The question of whether this was done intentionally by the 

individual foresters, or under pressure from 'the state,' while important for issues of 

responsibility and redress, is secondary to the goals of this study. Whether German foresters 

willingly wrote propaganda or were caught in a double hermeneutic ( Le., altering reality by 

writing about it), is not asked here. What I want to show is that German foresters, wittingly 

and willingly or not, mpplied landscape texts that contributed to the naturalization of 

ideological goals which the Nazis had for the temtories so described. 1 demonstrate that 

foresters' representations of the forest landscape were efficacious in the project of 

naturaiizing the political, i-e., that they helped camouflage the historical wntingency of 

German nationaiism. By deconstructing the texts through a careîùl reading, the underiying 

ideological goals can be made visible, thus 'denaturalizing' the represented forest landscape 

and revealing it as a politicai product. The forest landscape appearing in the writings of 

German foresters will become visible as part of the social discourse through which the 

ideologies of Gerrnan identity and territory were conceptudized and disseminated: they were 

vehicles for making appear 'natural' such ideas as race, nation, and Germandom. 

This study, then, builds on the idea that forest landscapes can be  read both as and through 

texts. The text metaphor rnediates between landscape, representation, and reader because it 

is not the physicai landscape per se that informs decision-making by individuals and 

societies, but the symbolic landscape image that is created in the individual and collective 
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imaginations through the reading of cultural representations of landscape." The signs which 

constitute this symbolic imagery, and by whch the landscape can be made sense of, form the 

iconography of landscape. It is those signs which cm be read and interpreted in 

representations of forest landscapes." They are not transparent, however, in the sense that 

t hey are neut ral and mimetic descnptors of authentic conditions. They rnay or may not be 

correct and exhaustive. They may suggest, distort, deny, or exaggerate meanings. We rnust 

abandon the notion oftextual verisimilitude and instead read forest landscape representations 

and their signs critically fiom a perspective ioforrned by poststrucniralist literary theory, a 

point to which 1 will retum presently. By tachg back and forth between narrative, text, and 

context (that is, between the interpretative fiamework of a critical hiaory of forestry, the 

actual texts of forest representations, and the historid context of their creation), we cm 

deconstmct some of the layen of meaning beneath the words and images of the landscape." 

The idea is not to detect one 'correct' message but to use hermeneutic analysis to understand 

some of the possible meanings and make them available for discussion and fùnher analysis. 

j2 There are of course many other metaphors through which landscape can be contextualized: landscapc 
as thcatre. dance, the tip of an iceberg, a photograph. a spool of film. a poem, an organism a -Stern. carnival. 
spcctaclc. language. to narne bui a fcw. For a miew of these metaphors. see Baker 1992. 

'' For the concept of iconography, sec the introduction in Cosgrove and Danicls 1988. 

Or, as Pickles has cxprcssed it with respect to rnaps, we n d  to daconstnia the layers of tcxtuality: thc 
1e.d itself, the material it accompanies, and i i s  larger social context, (Cf. Pickles 1992). 



This conceptuaiization of text draws on the linguistic foundations of poststmcturalist3' 

semiology as outlined by Saussure and developed by ~arthes.' With them, 1 see text as a 

signifjing system composed of signifiers, signifieds, and sign. Central to poststructuraiist 

semiology is the understanding of the si- as governed by convention." To the 

poststructuralist there is no referential meaning to a sign that could be derived from sorne 

one-to-one correspondence with its object of reference. Instead, meaning is purely relational, 

derived fiom practice alone. Texts are therefore seen not as mirror descriptions of reality, 

but as imposing reality, produced fiom a pool of language that is socially constructeci- 

The linguistic semiologicai approach examines how language encodes meanings dong 

with underlying ideologies. It does so with a focus on language itself as a determinant of 

social life rather than a mere medium of communication of that life. To use the window 

metap hor, the linguistic semiologicai approach does not regard Ianguage as a transparent 

window on the world. It is not so much interested in the view itself visible through the 

window as in the lem-like properties of the glas pane and the image they produce in a 

'' 1 deliberately omit the stnicturalist phase of Linguistic semiology as i do not see text as merely 
manifesring underlying stnictures that arc somehow imprinted on human consciousness. Rather than seeing 
te.- as being determîned, then, 1 understand hem to be informed by the discursive and recursive interaction 
between humans and their social and other structures. Traditionally, slructuralist semiologists have assumed 
that al1 sigmfying systems are analogous to stnichnalist notions of language and have thus approached them 
as autonomous logical systerns which exkt apart from the individuals who take part in them. Consequently. 
the origins of the signifying system were seen as unproblematic, langue (the svucture and sysiem of language) 
was given preference overparole (the position of the subject in discourse), synchronie study over diachronic 
study. structure over action, and product over process. This rcsulted in a çornewhat static semiology that had 
nothing to say about the changing social realities of signification. It is thadore necessa? 10 move beyond to 
a poststructuralist position on signification that addresses semiological processes rather than fixed. timeless 
Sf NCIUTCS. 

Cr. Saussure 19 15; Barrhes 1964; Barthes 1973. 

" A sign is "everything that, on the grounds of a previoudy csiablished 4 convention, can be taken 
as somcthing standing for sornelhing else." (Eco 1976, p. 16). 
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combination of transmission and distortion. Sirnilarly, the text concept of poststructuralist 

semiology acknowledges both the communicative fùnction of landscape as factual record and 

the ideoiogical role of landscape in the reproduction of social structures. 

This study, then, is a semiological landscape study in that it regards landscape 

representations as systems of signs, or texts, to be read. Yet the system context reaches 

beyond the level of signs to that of texts as well: just as we have to be able to grasp the 

relationships between signs in order to understand their meanjngs within a text, we need to 

gain an idea of the whole of which the text is a part to truly comprehend it. In this case, the 

whole refers to the intertextuai realm in which the texts are linked together. No text is 

created fiom a faoula rasa; rather, it is informed to some degree by previous texts that have 

helped to determine the conditions under which it is created. Sirnilarly, a text is 're- 

produced' anew each time a reader brings her or his previous experiences to the act of 

reading. Landscape texts must then be seen intertextually, the multilayered product of a 

chain of significations negotiated in a continuing three-way interaction between author, text 

and reader. For this study, this means that our reading of foresters' writings of the 1930s and 

1 940s must take place in the context of the historical knowledge of that period now available 

to us. At the same time, the representations of the forest landscape by German foresters 

during the Nazi regime have to be re-inserted into the immediate context of their creation, 

i-e., the intertextual field of the 1930s and 1940s. Finally, these texts must be situated in a 

historical sequence of nationalist idealizations of the forest. This is necessary because the 

texts German foresters wrote in the 1930s and 1940s are in many ways continuations of an 

abiding nationalist theme that dominated writing in the forestry discipline for at least several 
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decades before the onset ofthe National Sociaiist regime. In turn, this nationaiist theme built 

on the Germanization of the forest landscape in the 1 9 ~  century in a process of 

nationalization of nature. The intertextuai sphere of 1930s and 1940s representations of the 

forest landscape thus extends from c. 1800 to the present. 

In reading foresters' representations of the forest landscape as texts, 1 adopt a post- 

stmcturalist linguistic semiology which denies that texts contain a stable meaning placed into 

them by an individual author. 1 agree, however, with Duncan and Duncan that this outlook 

does not necessarily have to lead to a radically relativistic or even fatalistic position. Despite 

the plurality of meanings suggested by the foregoing observations, "there is an ernpirical 

reality to which explanations are accountable."" To make meaningfùl statements that link 

a landscape representation to an empirical reality, it may be sufficient to approximate the 

contextual conditions of the representation's creation as diligently and with as much 

reflection as possible. Even if the rneaning thus grasped is but one amongst many possible 

meanings, it will contain some degree of tmth and validity. In this spirit, 1 set out to 

investigate the nationaiist construction of the German forest and its political abuse by the 

National Socialists not as an exercise in search of an absolute and unique truth, but as a 

contribution to a mosaic of tmth whose completion is an ongoing process. 

2.6 Landscape and the Naturalization o f  the Political 

In trying to conceptualize the symbolism and ideology in, and of, landscape, 1 have 

repeatedly alluded to the concept of naturalization. 1 showed that landscape, symbolism, and 

Duncan and Duncan 1988, pp. 117 and 125. emphasis in the original. 
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ideology are closely comected: they al1 can be seen as systems of  signification and structures 

of domination - or resistance. They can be used to produce order, assert authority and 

project totalization - or  to undermine them- Ideologies are encoded in landscapes via 

symbolism and in turn landscapes and their symbolism serve to reinforce - or challenge - 

ideoIogies. Where does naturaiization come into play? Or, in other words, exactly how 

'does' landscape naturalize ideology? 

Eagieton asserts that "ideology seeks to convert nature into culture - - . [it] is a kind of 

c o n t e m p o r q  rnythology," one o f  whose h c t i o n s  is to "'naturdize' social reality, to make 

it seem as innocent and unchangeable as Nature i tse~f. '~ Duncan and Duncan inject the 

concept o f  landscape into this equation, arguing that landscape - and, 1 would add, its 

representation - represents "an important way in which ideologies become nat~ralized."~" 

The ideologicai power o f  landscape rests with the 'common-sense' appeai of a seemingly 

'natural' landscape: anyone can 'read' their everyday surroundings, regardless of their 

educational, social, or economic status4' Landscapes are simply 

interpreted according to an ingrained cultural framcwork of interprebtion, . . . they are ofien read 
'inanentively' at a p r a a i d  or nondiscursive levd, . . . inculcating their readers with a set of notions 
about how the society is organizcd: and Uieir Mers may be largely unaware of this. if, by k i n g  so 
tangible, so naturai, so familiar, the Iandscape is unquestioned, then such concrete evidence about 
how society is organized can easily kcome seen as midence of how it should, or must be organized." 

"' Eaglcton 1983, p. 135. 

'O Duncan and Duncan 1988, pp. 123 and 1 17, emphasis in the original. 

" This 1s iruc ai Icasi for thc dcvclopcd nations of Europe, whcrc litcracy is ubiquitous and acccss IO 
cultural landscape rcprescntations. whether in fonn of books. magazines, films, or other cultural media, is 
casil>- affordablc. 

Duncan and Duncan 1988, p. 123. cmphasis in the original. 



In his book on "Nature's Ideological Landscape," OIwig assesses the power of naturalization 

To identij. natural values with a thing such as landscape is to objeaifL those values and mask or 
rnysti. their sociaI origins. The identification of nature with a process of growth and development 
is rernoved, and hence its historicity. . . . Human values no longer a r k  from a process of 
devclopment in social and environmental relations. rather they seem to be posited by physical nature 
alone. We continue to deal with nature's ideological landscape, but the ideology is attached to a thing 
rather than to a social process." 

From these assessments it arises that Iandscape con play an important ideological role in the 

social process, namely by supporting a set of values and unquestioned assumptions about the 

way a society is, or should be, organized. The political value of landscape to interest groups 

thus rests with its capacity to make political power arrangements seem a nitturai given and 

objectify values which in fact are sociaiiy constructeci. This power of landscape as a conduit 

of ideology is fùrther heightened if it is falsely perceived as 'Nature' and consequently 

credited with representing the 'naturai' baseline state of flairs. Via the process of 

naturalization, landscape can thus become a device of hegemony whereby ideologicai 

interests design the everyday environment as a reflection of their ideas of social order while 

passing it off as the 'naturai' state of affairs. To sum up, the idea of naturalization refers to 

the deliberate process of rendering a political o r  cultural fact innocent, natural, or eternal by 

denying its historical contingency. 

In the case of the use of forest representations by German foresters, naturalization of the 

political was employed with the intent of conferring authority on German claims of  ethnic 

purity and supenority, continuity and contiguity of occupante, and territorial demands - al1 

claims interlinked with questions of identity and nationalism. In this study, I thus expand the 
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general notion of naturalization by building on the refined concept of 'naturaiizing the 

nation.' This concept was developed by Oliver Zimmer in his work on the role of Alpine 

nature symbolism in constructing a Swiss national identity that was not based on ethno- 

linguistic notions of nationalisrn. According to Zirnmer, in the process of naturalizing the 

nation, "group history and nature are fhed into one single discourse of national identity," in 

which landscape is projected as a "force capable of determining the character of [the] nation 

and of its inhabitants."" In the case of Switzerland, the Alps were ponrayed as the source 

and protector of a distinct Swiss identity, thus placiag the determinants of national identity 

in the realm of nature and its infiuences, rather than the arena of politic. or social forces. 

In Zimmer's view, the process of naturalizing the nation is complemented by a second 

process that mostly precedes, sometimes accompanies, and sometimes follows it. Zimmer 

calls this second process the nationalization of nature and defines its as the creation of a 

"pattern which portrays the naturai environment as an expression of an alleged national 

character." Characteristic for the process of nationalking nature is that "historical myths, 

mernories, and supposed national virtues are projected ont0 a significant landscape in an 

attempt to lend more continuity and distinctiveness to . . . national identity."" In other 

words, the Alps had to be signified as quïntessentially Swiss before they could be seen as in 

turn producing Swiss nationai characteristics in their population. 

In a dialectic circle, these two processes reinforce one another, connecting nature and 

nation in an ever-closer association that produces a national myth of nature as well as a 

Zirnmer 1998, p. 659. 

" Zirnmer 1998, pp. 650 and 643. 
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nature myth for the nation. Examples of such 'quintessential' naturehation constmcts are 

the Iandscapes that greet us on the covers of tourism brochures, as engravings on money and 

stamps, or as the settings of  novels: the mountains of Switzerland, the 'North' of  Canada, the 

cypresses of Italy elicit the nation they have come to represent in our imagination. 

Short has called this fùnction of landscape a "National Environmental Ideofogy," 

denoting an intelfectual construction which embodies beliefs, values and information and 

which can influence events, behaviour and perception, in short: a myth? Demonstrated by 

Short for the landscape categories of  wildemess in the U. S., countryside in Great Britain, and 

city in Australia, 1 argue that the forest landscape performed 2 sirnilar fiinction in Germany: 

the German forest served as a myth for nationbuilding, rooted in a nationalist ideology that 

pursued its aims by annihilating time and rei@ng space in landscape texts that essentialized, 

etemalized, and naniralized the national idea through the forest motif4' 

This review of the aspects of  landscape symbolism and its political use in the process of 

naturalization has identified three inteweaving arguments: 

1. Iandscape and its representations are endowed with symbolic meaning, 

2. this symbolism undergoes veiled ideological uses by political interests that take the 

forrn of naturalizing the nation; and 

the intentionality of those uses can be unveiled through a reading of landscape as text 

that shows the calculated mythologizing of landscape meaning. 

. - - - - - - - 

46 Short 1991, pp- .mi and ?Mi. 

* Shon 199 1, p. 55. 
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The clasp 1 use to braid these three arguments into an integrated approach to political 

landscape symbolism is the work ofthe French poststnicturalist Roland Barthes (1 9 15- 1980)- 

in particular his myth theoiy as outlined in his Mythologiea" Here symbolism ideology, 

textuality, and intertextuality come together in an integrated perspective on landscape as a 

poIiticaI systems of signs and its messages. 

Barthes himself frequently referred to landscape as a text that could be read just like any 

~ t h e r . ' ~  Showing landscape and its representations to be cultural facts that, like al1 other 

expressions of human activity, can be made to serve political interests, Barthes cautioned 

against a naïve conceptualizing of landscape as an innocent, 'natural' category. Instead, he 

held landscape to be a signifjring system, ie., a text, and thus to be the product of historical 

cultural conventions. These conventions establish 'codes' that enable the reader to recognize 

the meaning of a word or phrase in a linguistic text, or the meaning of landscape elements 

in a Iandscape text. Because we can draw upon such codes in the form of stereotyped 

cultural models (in the case of landscape, for exarnple, those of 'tranquil' or 'majestic' 

landscapes), we can tentatively place and organize details we encounter in the reading 

process so they make sense. Although derived fiom previous cultural conditioning through 

books or other media, these codes can eventuaily come to infonn direct perception by 

determining what individuais see in nature. Cultural codes can thereby tum "culture into 

nature, serve as the foundation of the real, of 'life."'SO 

'" Cf. liis cssays "The Blue Guide" in Barthes 1957a and "The Eiffel Tower" in Barrhes 1YS7b. For a b  
apprcciation of Roland Barthes' use of landscape, see Duncan and Duncan 1992. 

Barthes 1975. p. 206. 
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Barthes' theory of myth builds on the assertion that political interests can willfiilly distort 

old conventions (or outright invent new conventions), turning a sign into a myth by ascribing 

a new, deformed rneaning to an already existing sign and thus ovemding the erstwhile 

meaning. This, 1 claim, is what happened to the German forest. With its signification 

governed by cultural codes which, in turn, are subject to convention aione, the forest image 

could be changed by political interests through a planned alteration of those cultural codes. 

While retaining its benign cultural denotations as the apolitical, natural landscape par 

excelience, the forest was radicaiïzed into assuming volkisch political connotations: it was 

rnythologized to serve as a 'natural' justification for reactionary political interests. 

Barthes' theory of myth bas been applied to landscape by geographers, particularly James 

and Nancy Duncan.'' So far, however, no substantial body of studies addressing different 

types of landscapes has been generated. This is a shortcoming because fiom the foregoing 

it is evident that each landscape representation needs to be r a d  in its individual 

contemporary intellectud and social context as it is always more than just the landscape 

itself, it is a re-presentation that must be approached intertextually, "showing the way that 

texts fiom other conceptual realms cross-cut, transform and, in tum, are transfomed by the 

teas in question."'* Consequently, representations of the Geman forest landscape must be 

immersed in their immediate and less immediate contexts, be they social, histoncal, 

economical, or physical. Barthes himself stressed the historicai and geographical 

specificities of myth as necessary components of the study of myth, arguing that 

- - - -- - - --- 

" Cf. Duncan and Duncan 1992. 

'2 Barnes and Duncan 1992, p. 13. 



every myth can have its history and its geography, each is in fact the sign of the other . . . I have not 
been able to cany out any reai stuciy of the social geography of myths. But it is perfedy possible to 
draw what linguists would cal1 the isoglosses of myth, the lines which limit the social region where 
it is spoked3 

This study attempts such a specific socio-geographical examination of the use of the forest 

myth in the project of German nationalism. 

2.7 The Forest Landscape in German Forest History 

While English-speaking human geographers were debating the virtues of different 

approaches to the study of landscape and its hiaory - if rarely focussing on the forest 

landscape as such - , German foresters until recently were still unconvinced of the necessity 

of theorizïng their understanding of the forest and forestry at d l .  Traditionally, most studies 

in German forestry that focussed on the social or political aspects of forest and forestry were 

conducted by scholars specializing in forest policy and forest history. The division of labour 

was simple: forest policy was concerned with the present, while the domain of forest history 

was the past? Yet forest history was ili-prepared to offer contributions to a critical history 

of the German forest landscape for two rasons: institutional weakness and self-censorship. 

In 1978, one of German forest history's most erninent scholars, Karl Hasei, admitted that 

forest history was "without doubt the most backward and thus endangered part of forestry 

and forest ~cience."~' He larnented that the training of practitioners and the funding of 

" Barthes 1957a, p. 149. 

'' The subdiscipline of forest policy has produced only fcw studies thar are relevant 10 tlic 
conccptualimtion of the forestas a political landscapeas it is pursued in this study. 1 will discuss ~liosc siudics 
in the substantive chapters where appropriate. 

' Die Forstgeschichfe isf ohne Z w e w  der rilckstdindigste und daher pefdhrdefsfe Teil der 
Forshvirr.~cha/iswix~enschaJ1. (Hasel 1 978, p. 73). 
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research in forest history was neglected in West Germany, despite the obvious relevance of 

historical studies to foresû-y, given the long-term nature of its operations. Hasel demanded 

that forest history be conceived of and taught as a cornprehensive and distinct subject. Yet, 

as late as 1989, he felt compelled to justi@ the existence of his crafi by titling an article with 

the polemic question "Learning fiom Forest History?" He posited that leaniing was possible: 

"forest history does not provide simple answers for solving the problems of today, but [it] 

can indicate how to judge deveIopments and how to avoid errors which could have far- 

reaching consequences. "% 

This l ads  us to the second reason for the failure of German forest history to contribute 

to a critical history of the forest landscape: the selfcensorship of its practitioners. To take 

up Hasel's question again: without doubt it is the study of forestry under National Socialism 

that could provide the most compelling lessons to be learned from forest history. Yet, during 

my own studies in forestry at the University of Freiburg in the 1980s, not one lecture dealt 

with forestry during the Third Reich. Nor was there much to be found in the literature. In 

Mantel's 1 972 "Bibliography of German Forestry, 1560- 1965," for example, the National 

Socialist period is not covered at al1 - in spite (or because?) of the fact that Mante1 himself 

was a prolific writer in the 1930s and 1940s.'' Similady, on the other side of the lron 

Curtain, Thornasius' 1973 book on "Forest, Culture, and Society" does not mention the Third 

Reich. Back in West Germany, Hasel's 1971 book on "Forestry and the Environment" 

' 6  Hasel 1989, quoted from the author's English abstract in the TREE-CD electronic bibliography. 

" Cf. Chapters 7 and 8. In fact, Mantel's numerous writings about fomtry and National Socialism came 
out of the starting blocks so swifily after the National Socialist bkeover that they provoked suspicions of 
ovenealousntss among his colleagues. (Cf. the unfavourable political assessrnent in Mantel's personnel file 
in the Freiburg University Archives B i / 1 295). 



offered only one page on the events of the Third Reich, despite the numerous environmental 

laws which the Nazis launched, for example the Law against Forest Devastation of 1934 and 

the Reich Nature Conservancy Law of 1935, the latter even remaining in  force until1976." 

It  was not until the 1980s that the fmt studies appeared which dealt explicitly with 

forestry during the Third Reich, yet they remained descriptive in their approach. Hasel, for 

instance, in a 1985 working paper on the experiences of Badenian foresters during the 

National Socialist regime, seemed to be more concemed with the eEects the regime had on 

the professional lives of the foresters than with their implication in the fùnctioning of the 

regime. Similarly, Rubner's 1985 book "German Forest History 1933-1 945," while using 

extensive tocal and personal sources in the attempt to understand the emergence and the 

functioning of the National Socialist forest administration, did not interpret those detailed 

fmdings within a larger theoretical fhme of referen~e.'~ 

In 1989, Gundolf Vogel at the Department of Forestry at the University of Freiburg 

published a Master's thesis which W l y  attempted such a fïrst interpretation of forestry 

under the National Socialists, in this case within the h e w o r k  of political e~onomy.~' More 

recently, eleven Master's theses at the Department of Forestry at the University of Gottingen 

have tried to write 'everyday histories' of Nationai Socialist forestry by using records from 

individual forest district offices6' 

'"Mantel 1972; Thornasius 1973; Hasel 197 1). For a chronology of the legislacion, see Appendix II of 
this study. 

" Hase1 l98Sb; Rubner 1985. 

Vogel 1989 and 1990. 

'' See Steinsiek and Rozsnyay 1994, pp. 5-6 for a sumrnary. 
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In 1994, Steinsiek and Rozsnyay voiced their surprise about this long-time paucity of 

studies about forestry between 1933 and 1945: 

Until quite recentiy, there were no comprehensive publications that could have illustrateci the hnction 
of foresrry in the Third Reich on the basis of political economy and National Socialist ideology. This 
is al1 thc more surprising as the Nazi regime regarded forestry as ve- much in agreement with 
National Socialin ideas.62 

The apparent reason for this lack of scholarly attention to recent forest history in Gennany 

is that forest history custornarily defined its study period as ending in the latter half of the 

19' century: there was no subdiscipline of forestry that covered the history of the most recent 

hundred years. But what was the underlying cause for the decision to let forest history peter 

out in the 19* century and leave the forest history of the 20"' century unwritten? One of the 

reasons may be the personal life histories of the scholars themselves. 

To many forest historians, writing about the National Socialist period would have meant 

writing about a part of their own personal and professional past - or about that of their 

fathers. Hasel, Rubner, and Mantel al1 began their careers in the 1930s, with the latter two 

foliowing in the steps of their prominent fathers." Similarly, for young foresters joining the 

ranks of academia during the first three decades after the end ofthe war, it wouId have meant 

placing their elder colleagues and their s u p e ~ s o r s  under the microscope." This is not to 

6' .4 I1erding.s- mangelle es bis in die jdngsfe Zei f hinein an um f i e n d e r e n  Pub lika rionen. welche geeigner 
gewesen waren. die Funkrion der Forstwirrscha/l im Dritten Reich aufgnrnd der CVirrscha/ispolirik und der 
.KY-fdeologie zu verdeurlichen. Dies iibewmcht umso mehr, da doch das Forshuesen aus der Sichr der 
damaligen Machthaber na~ionalsozialis~ischen Vomiellungen inganr besonderem Mufle en fsprach. (Steinsiek 
and Rozsnyay 1994. p. 3). Three years later. Seling attesteci Gennan foresters that lhey continueai to be held 
back by an '-apolitical understanding of society. apolirisches Gesellscha~wers~dndnis (Seling 1997. p. vii). 

'' On the rolc of patcmal tradition in the forestry profsion, see Chapter 4.3. 

A case in point: in rhc 1980s, forest history at the University of Freiburg was taught on the ôasis of a 
tcxtbook wntten by Hasel, while forest law relied on a tcxtbook by Mantel. 
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suggest that research into the past of these and other foresters would necessady have 

produced closets and skeletons. Nevertheles, younger German foresters were loath to work 

on the forest history of the Third Reich. As 1 was told by two German forestry professors: 

"why would you want to cause trouble for yourself?" The danger of 'causing trouble' for 

oneself arises from the very reai prospect of professional ostracization in the relatively srnall 

field of forestry. With foresters thus unwilling to write their own disciplinary history of the 

Third Reich, could not others step in and write fiom the outsider's perspective? 

Unforhinately, it is not easy for non-foresters to acquire the necessary silvicultural 

background knowledge or to comprehead the speciatized language of fores ter^.^' Thus no 

outsider to the discipline has attempted such a history. 

Whet her for reasons arising from institutional weakness or self-censorship, most foresters 

who eventuâily addressed aspects of 20-century forest history chose to either end their 

studies in 1933 or begin them in 1945. In her 1997 dissertation, Seling aimed to uncover the 

sociohistorical roots ofthe Dauewaldor 'continuous forest' movement fiom 1880 on.66 She 

stressed the continuity of the mentality and socialization of Gennan foresters fiom the 19" 

century to the present, but ended her analysis in 1930, three years before that same 

Dauenuald doctrine was made the officiai silvicultural dogma of National Socialist 

Germany. Similarly, Huss ended his treatment of the history of the Dairerwu/d idea in 1933. 

"' Forcstcrs themselves have fecently begun to pay attention ro the language of rheir profession and ils 
disciplina- effects. Cf. Hehn 199 1; Schanz 1995 and 1996; von Detten 1994. 

On the Dauemald movement, sec Chapter 4. 



Obversely, Wagenknecht limited his examination of silviculture in East Germany to the years 

1945 to 1990, without addressing the extensive roots in the years prior to 1945.~' 

It is only in the most recent years that studies have appeared which transgress those 

marker years of 1933 and 1945. Steinsiek and Rozsnyay, for example, have begun to extend 

the  analysis of the effects of the Third Reich into the early post-war period. Their 

"Fundamentals of Gerrnan Forest Hstory, 1933- 1950, with Special Emphasis on Lower 

Saxony," uses the forests of the Land or province of Lower Saxony as a case study for the 

effects of the Reich legislation and thus lays some of the foundations necessary for a 

comprehensive treatment of National Socialist forestry on the national level.' 

To sum up, until the 1980s, when the first veterans of the 1968 student revolts began to 

advance into positions of academic power, German students were made aware that it did not 

behove them to study the National-Socialist period and castigate their elders. As a new 

generation is taking over, this is beginning to change, albeit at a slower Pace than in other 

disciplines. This is due to a peculiarity of the forestry profession which is addressed in 

Chapter 4, where I show that the discipline of forestry has traditionalty attracted relatively 

more conservative students who are less likely to take a critical stance toward authority. 

What is missing so far, then, is a theoretically informed, critical history of forestry during 

the Third Reich which can interpret forestry not merely as a self-contained disciplinary 

discourse, but which can insert it into the general development of German society during the 

O- HUSS I W O :  Seling 1997: Wagcnknechi 199 1 .  Sil\iculnire a n  be defincd as the rheory and practicc 
of controlling forest establishment, compcsition. and groudi. 

6n Steinsiek 1995; Steinsiek and Rozsnyay 1994. The samc authors have also superviscd lhc 
aforementioncd eleven Mastcr's theses which have extcndcd the analysis down to the level of the local forcst 
district office. 
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first half of the twentieth century. In this study, I will contribute to the beginnings of such 

a critical disciplinary history. More specificaliy, 1 will use theoretical concepts fiom English- 

language human geography to conceptualize how the forest was used as a political tool by 

the National Socialist regime to pass its political goals off as common-sense, innocent, and 

'natural' - and how foresters implicated thernselves in the definition and pursuit of those 

goals. Evidently, then, this study will follow a new direction as far as Gennan forest history 

is concerned. But how does it contribute to English-speaking human geography? 

2.8 The Forest Landscape in English-Language Human Gtography 

There are several shortcomings to be noted in the treatment of the forest landscape by 

English-speaking human geographers. To begin, the forest landscape is blatantly missing 

from most of their studies. The relative 'legibility' of urban and agricultural landscapes has 

led geographers to neglect the forest landscape as forrns of the cultural landscape's Other: 

bush, wildemess, waste, nature. In geographical studies, trees thus fkequently figure as well- 

defined individuals and clusters found in landscape gardens or on estates, and in the context 

of their mythical, symbolic and aesthetic values." Forests stands, by contrast, have not 

received much acadernic at~ention.'~ Yet silviculture is every bit as political as agriculture, 

and to a trained and carefiil observer the forest landscape and its representations reveal rnany 

insights into the society that constructed them. As a forester trained in Germany, 1 am able 

to read the representations of forest landscapes by German foresters in such a way, which 

OV Cf. Davics 1988. 

Among the exceptions arc Danicls 1988 and Clokc el al. 1996. 



allows me to unpack messages containeci in the language and concepts of German forestry 

and translate them for readers trained in geography. 

Apart from the continuing absence of  the forest as a landscape category, another 

shortcorning of most English-language geographical research on the issue of political 

landscape symbolism in generd is the fact that it is limited largely to the English fanguage. 

Cosgrove chides that "English-speaking geographers still remain markedly parochial in their 

attention to  the complex ways that nationalism, temtory and landscape interweave." The 

point is expanded by Duncan who criticizes that "the rnajority of  the world's population 

represent for these [white, middle class, Christian, English-speaking] geographers 'the 

other.'"" This has implications not only for the access to both primary and secondary 

literatures, but also determines the fiameworks of cultural, political, and legal experiences 

in which the studies are contextualized by the researcher. In this study 1 transgress the 

boundaries of language and culture to submit German-language materials fiom forestry to 

cntical theory derived h m  English-language human geography . 

1 fùrther argue that most research h t o  landscape symbolism has been limited in its 

explanatory potential by telescoping the procesres leading to that particular configuration 

into the conditions at the moment o f  representation. This practice may cause geographers 

to focus on  landscape symbols as finished products while neglecting the actual processes of 

their creation d o n g  with their inherent conflicts. Hence Rowntree and Conkey criticize that 

rnost geographic studies are based on the assumption chat environmental symbols are a given: that 
thcy are static and unchanging. Thcsc studies commonly describc symbolic forms. chan rhcir 
distribution. or discuss how thcy may rcflect certain social values. Rarcly is the linkage bctwcn 

'' (Cosgrove 1992, p. 278; Duncan 1993, p. 367). For a rare glimpse beyond the pale, see the rcview by 
Cosgrovc and Jackson ( 1987) of an international array of studies. 



landscape and &al processes examineci. But by neglecting process, crucial issues that c m  expand 
[fie explanatory power of cultural geography are ignored." 

Mitchell, too, questions the usetùlness of tbe resulting "traditional motionless landscape 

images" and calls for "revisionist accounts" i n ~ t e a d . ~  Likewise, Daniels wants to see studies 

that "emphasize the fluency [sic] of landscape, not its fixity, its poetics as well as its politics" 

to show how "mutable and ambiguous" landscape images can be. In his view, landscapes 

picture the nation. As exemplars of m o d  order and aesthetic harmony, particular landscapes achieve 
the starus of national icons. . . . But cnn apparcntiy singular histories and geographies may be open 
to v m n g  interpretation, even appropriation, by those once marginaiized in, or excluded from, the 
dominant national culture. . . . bndscap imagery is not merely a dection of, or distraction from. 
more pressing social, cconomic or politicai issus; it is often a powerful mode of knowledge and 
social engagement, U.ielding] many fields of vision, in their own time and since, in their making and 
re-making, in their mobilization by many social inter est^.^' 

Tagging this note to the end of  his rnethodological considerations, however, Daniels 

implicitly acknowledges that the normal practice of landscape interpretation is still relatively 

static. The prevailing static perspective on Iandscape and its symbolic content which 

Mitchell and Daniels criticize ignores the discursive dimension of landscape and disregards 

the possibility of constant change in both landscape and its symbolic meaning. More 

importantly, it ignores theù ideological character: the possibility that either one cm be 

manipulated by poIitical interests, dominant or  not, to serve their agendas. As we have said 

before, society and landscape must be conceptualized together in a politics of landscape that 

is played out in the physical landscape as well as its cultural representations - in an 

ideological landscape of Stone and paper that is in a continual state of contestation and 

-- - - 

Ro\vn~rec and Conkey 1980, p. 459. 

? MitcheIl 1994, p. 2. 

74 Daniels 1993, pp. 5, 8 and 243. 
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change. As Kobayashi writes, "it is in understanding the difision of power within the 

landscape that geographers face their greatest methodological challenge."" 1 would add that 

this challenge extends to understanding the difision of power fhrough landscape and its 

representations. 

Connected to the previous criticism is the final caveat that reading the cultural landscape 

by geographers often implies a unidirectional perspective as Iandscape configurations are 

surveyed for clues about the power structure of the society that shaped them. As Cosgrove 

warned : 

Too easily the claimed dialectic of social order and symbolic order becornes subsumed in practice 
under a more powerfiil linear logic wherein the symbolic is the outcorne of an erasting sociai 
~tnicture.'~ 

This study reverses the customary thnist fiom sociai to symbolic order and illuminates how 

ideas of order derived from the forest landscape were used to shape sociai structures. 

Specifically, it shows how biologicai tenets gleaned fiom the forest landscape were used to 

define and make acceptable in the public imagination the increasingly aggressive and 

expansionist National Sociaiist notions of the German state. In so doing, this thesis aims to 

address the discussed disciplinary shortcomings and to realize the synergisms to be had fkom 

an integration of perspectives drawn fiom both forest history and human geography. 

'' Kobayashi 1989, p. 179. 

76 Cosgrove 1982, p. 220. 



FROM THE FORESTS OF GERMANY TO 'THE GERMAN FOREST,' 
1780-1933 



You are Iike the strongest, migbtiest oak 
In the innermost grove, 
Like the highest, oldest, most sacrcd oak, 
Oh Fatherland! 

Friedrich Gottiob Klopstock, 1769 

They have to rcmain and they have to be recrcateâ, those old Gerrnanic forests. Nowhere m u t  the 
German be in want of trees. 

Ernst Moritz Arndt, 1 8 1 5 

3.1 Introduction 

National Socialist propaganda fiequentl y presented the German forest as a common-sense 

analogy of the German 'national character, ' people, and state. This represented the first tirne 

official state propaganda employed the forest for its purposes, yet the use of the forest for 

naturalizing nationalist ideology was not invented by the Nazis, nor by their v0Ikisch 

precursors. Rather, both seize- upon the forest as a stock theme precisely because it already 

possessed well-established patriotic connotations. Consequently, the Gennanization of the 

forest in voIkisch and National Socialist propaganda can no longer be considered an 

aberration, as German forest history has traditionally insisteû, but instead must be recognized 

as an abiding theme. My task in this chapter is to prove this contention and show how, and 

by whorn, the forest was originally constructed as 'German.' 

To this purpose, 1 go back to the years 1790 to 1820 and analyze how writers and artists 

of the early Romantic school aestheticized the forest into a nostalgic topos, and how later 
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Romantics 'Gemanized' this notion ofthe forest, that is, how they constructed the Romantic 

fores t as represent ing ' Germamess, ' Germans, and German y. Three caveats must 

accompany my emphasis on the Romantic penod. First, the focus on the Romantic p&od 

is not meant to suggest that the Germanization of the forest began then. In fact, as 1 will 

show in this chapter, the Romantics built on Classical Roman sources fiom the first century 

that already depicted the forest as epitomizing Germany. 

Neither am 1 claiming that the Germanization of the forest was universal, Le., that al1 

early 19'century Germans recognizeù or even accepted the forest as an icon of Gennany. 

The infatuation of the Romantics and their educated audience with their nostalgie idea of the 

forest can scarcely be taken as a reflection of what the general population saw as the 

'meaning' of the forest they encountered in their everyday lives. Moreover, even the 

Romantics themselves were not without trepidation about the danger of idealizing nature. 

As early as 1798, the eminent Romantic p e t  Novalis (or Friedrich von Hardenberg, 1772- 

1801), lamente- that educated Germans no longer experienced nature directly but were 

instead developing an "ill-fated habituation to printed Nature" as they increasingly derived 

their image of nature h m  books and works of art.' Yet the point here is not to argue that 

this Rornantic notion of the German forest was s h e d  by al1 segments of society, or that it 

was a true representation of the forest. The point is to show that the Romantic idealization 

of the forest with its nationalist overtones found its way into the cultural canon of the 

emerging German middle class and so became a cultural institution that replaced previous, 

' fotale Gewdhnung an die geditrcke Noiw (quoted in HUrisc h 1 996, p. 99). 
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less favourable perceptions ofthe forest. And as books and prints became more affordable, 

the ideas about the forest that were manifested in these cultural media began to inspire not 

only the imagination of the literati but that of everyone receiving a formalized education. 

Finally, I am not positing that the Gennanization was completed in the Romantic p e n d  

or that it has remained unchanged since then. On the contr;uy, the Germanization of the 

forest must be seen as an ongoing process in which layers of interpretation overlay one 

another. As each generation ad& its own layers, it both embraces and rejects previous 

interpretations, in the process reinforcing some aspects while erasing others. Yet, as the 

subsequent chapters will show, forest propaganda between the years 19 1 8 and 1945 not only 

added new layers of interpretation, but frequently harked right back to the Romantic period. 

This was based partly on the pre-eminence of Romantic works of art and literature in the 

Gerrnanization of the forest. But there was another, equdly important reason that arose out 

of the political situation of Gemany f ier the defeat of 191 8: nght-wing propaganda 

compared the beleaguered position of the nimp-Reich after the Treaty of Versailles to tbat 

of the scatterd Germanies of the Romantic period struggling against Napoleon. in effect, 

this propaganda equated German Romanticism with German nationalism and compared the 

Wars of Liberation against Napoleon with the Geman resistance against the implementation 

of the Treaty of Versailles. Hence, if we want to understand the appeal of National Socialist 

forest propaganda, we have to become familiar with the strings this propaganda plucked and 

why they resonated with Germans of the 1920s and 1930s. 



3.2 The Search for German History in the Germanic Forest 

The construction of the forest as a symbol of Germany began late in the 18" century when 

Gerrnan writers of the Storm and Stress movement and the early Romantic school revalued 

the forest as a positive topos in their poetry and plays. Since Classical times, the forest had 

been associated with the forces of evil: the realm of darkness, sorcery and beasts, the forest 

was no place where hurnans went r e a d i l y h  t a s  considered a moral vacuum that defied the 

progress made by human civilization. Yet that was exactly what the authors of the emergent 

Romantic m w d  were looking for: a symbol that negated the Enlightenment claims of 

universal rationality and progress. Abandoning bucolic and Arcadian descriptions of nature 

that had been based on Classical notions of aesthetics prevalent since the l6& century, 

German poets of the late 18' and early 19& centuries hinied to the forest precisely because 

it was a non-symmetric, unhannonious, and non-civilized landscape. Authors such as 

Klopstock, Holderlin, Tieck, Novalis, Wackenroder, and the Schlegel brothers made the 

forest their champion, claiming that it represented not a God-forsaken wildemess, but His 

uncorrupted work. in their works, they turneci the forest h m  antithesis of Enlightenment 

into epitome of Romanticisrn, fkom wildemess into landscape, and fiom evil into divine. 

Prepax-ing this revaluation of the forest were a number of developments in the arts that 

took place during the 18& century, al1 of which contnbuted in some way to a tarning of the 

forest image. For example, the aestheticization of nature in the concepts of the sublime and 

the picturesque; the Ossianic celebration of the Nordic over the Mediterranean landscape; 

the Deist argument that wild nature was proofofapowerful God; and the Gothic revival with 

' For reviews of the image of the forest in the public imagination since Classical iimes. see Glacken 
1967; Bechmam 1990; Harrison 1992. 



its appreciation of the tree symbolism in Gothic ~athedrals.~ At the same time, the actual 

forest also changed to present a more inviting appearance. Unsustainable cutting practices 

had thinned the accessible parts of the forest to the point where they resembled open, light- 

filled parks more than dark, foreboding thickets. As a result, most literate, urban Gerrnans 

(and we must not forget that the forest was praised and painted predominantly for a wealthy 

urban audience) were far removed fiom the pathless, primeval forest wilderness of the 

remote areas. This meant that they could enjoy the 'sweet shivers' of Romantic forest 

descriptions as tantalking flights of the imagination, rather than as accounts of reality. 

Yet this re-evaluation of the forest was not just another reorientation of aesthetics, it was 

also a deliberate political project as it served the distinct purpose of providing a crystailizing 

core around which the concept of a common Gennanness (Deutschheit) could be built. This 

was a necessary first step towards miQing the German-speaking peoples scattered over 

almost 2,000 separate Germanies ranging fiom independent hamlets to powerfûl kingdoms. 

At first, the emphasis was on defining a distinct cultural nation (Kulturnation) vis-à-vis the 

Enlightenrnent notion of a universal cosrnopolitan civi lization and the predominance of the 

French language in 18'-centur-y Gennan public life.' m e r  180 1, however, when Napoleon's 

See. Nicolson 1959; Glackeo 1967, particulariy chapten 7 and 14; Nash 1967. 

4 By the 18" ccntury, French had replaced Latin as the literary language of the educated classes. 
Even at the court of Frederick the Great (1 740- 1 786), the king who established Prussia as a major European 
power, French language, philosophy, and music were de n@r. Thus, when Frederick wrote his instructions 
for a new higher education curriculum in history and geography that was to focus on "1 'Allemagne étant la 
parrie de la jeunesse," he did so in French (Oeuvres de Fréderic le Grand VI/, cited in Demandt 1990, p. 3 1 ). 
In his De la litterature allemunde ( 1  780), Frederick scoffed at the idea of using the Gcrman languagc in 
literature: "In our own country I h m  a jargon devoid of any grace, and which each person manipulates as he 
pieases. with no discrimination in the choice of terms. . . . I have been seekinz to uneanh Our Homers, Our 
VirgiIs. . . . . But 1 find nothing. 1 shouid have k e n  spared my pains. Let us admit sincerely and frankly that 
up  to this time literature has not flourished on Our soil- We shall yet have our classic authors. Everyone wilI 
want to read them for both plcasure and profit. Our neighbours will learn German, and our language, polished 
and perfected by Our writers, will be spoken not only in court circles but throughout Europe. This happy time 
is not yet here. but it will corne." (Translation adapted from Snyder 1958. pp. 1 18-1 19). With this dismissal, 
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m i e s  began to advance across the fractureci political landscape of Germany, the emphasis 

shified to defining a unified political nation that could repel the French assault and hold its 

own among the European powers. But the prospects were bleak. Weakened by infighting, 

the Germanies were no match for Napoléon's armée levée en masse. In 1806 Napoleon 

routed the Prussians at Jena, squashing the last German resistance and completing his hold 

over al1 of Germany. German intellectuals, who once looked to the French Revolution as a 

beacon of liberty, now found their hopes betrayed by the self-anointed Empereur. With 

every day of French occupation more of them turned into ardent Germaan patriots. Deeply 

shaken by their rnilikuy and moral defeat, these paîriots realized that national unity was not 

only the key to regaining freedom for Gennany, but also was indispensable if Germany 

wanted to claim a future place among the nations of Europe. 

If there was to be a hture united Gemany, though, it could only be melded fiom the 

multitude of Germanies, which meant overcoming regional jealousies and forming a new 

national identity. Yet how could the geographicd composite of 'Gennany' ever fonn a 

nation if its people did not even know how to feel as a nation? The emerging national 

movement realized that it had to find ways to suggest to Gennans what it meant to be 

Gerrnan. The Prussian General von Scharnhorst, one of the architects of the German 

insurrection against Napoleon, captured the essence of this task: 

Fredenck touched off a public discussion about the virtues of German in which litcrary heavyweights such as 
Lessing. Moser and Klopstock staunchly defended the Gerrnan language. Nonetheless, the Prussian Academy 
still prescribed the use of French instead of German until the end of the 18" century, and the influence of 
French in public life even lasted well into the nationaiistic 19" ccntury: as Gcrmany's envoy to St, Petersburg 
and Pans in the early 1860s. future Chancellor Otto von Bismarck still had to write his reports for Berlin in 
the French language. (cf. Schlosser 1983, pp. 163 and 135.) 



One must inspire a sense of self-reliance in the nation, one must give it opportunity to become 
acquainted with itself? 

But what could serve to introduce, represent, and endear the German nation to itself, in other 

words, what could serve as a national symbol? The Romantics, who were in close contact 

with the national movement if not largely synonymous with it, responded to that challenge 

by Germanizing the forest, soon making, in the words of one foreign traveller, "the Gerrnan 

oaks murmur mystenously of a wondrous thing, of a powerhil age...'6 To the Rornantics. 

this powerfiil age was to be fond  at once in the past and in the future, as they used the 

notion of past Germanic glory to inspire a future united Germany. 

In both the cultural and the political definition of Germany, the German authors of the 

late 18" and early 19* centuries reworked descriptions of the Germanic forest and its 

inhabitants by the first-century Roman historian Tacitus: one being his Germania, a tongue- 

in-cheek description of the densely-wooded Germanic lands and its fierce denizens; the other 

being an account in his Annals of the historical figure of Arminius, legendary chief of the 

Cherusci who annihilateci an entire Roman axmy in the dense Teutoburg forest. The 

Gemanic forest as described in these two accounts was not only fiindamental to the 

Romantic project ofconstructing a national identity, but ultimately constituted a stock theme 

Man mup der Nat~on Selbstândigàeit einjlüpen, man rnup ihr Gelegenheit geben. dap sie mir sich 
selbsr bekannt wird. (In a lener to fellow-of'cer Car1 von Clausewitz, quoted in Aubert 19 15, p. 22). 

6 Harro Harring, a Danish painter and poet, describing his journey to Dresden in 18 19: "What had 
becn suange for centuries now rctumcd to Iight; the German had made hirnself a jacket like his fathen wore, 
and he strode in this jacket towards the future - a fùture which stretched out magnificently before him. 
decorated with al1 the blessings of peace, rich in promises, and rich in proud hopes! The Gerrnan wandeted 
on biood-soaked ground whose freedorn was purchased through the death of thousands of excellent men, who 
sacrificed thernselves as offering for a long-yearned-for atonement! The German oaks rnurmur mysteriously 
of a wondrous Uiing, of a powerful age ..." (quoted in Koerner 1990, p. 242). The "jacket like his fathers wore" 
refers to what was supposedly the 'traditional' German garb ofthe Refomation period but in fact was invcnted 
by the Gennan Romantics as a means of national identification (see footnote 68). 
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of National Socialist forest propaganda. Consequently, 1 will begin my analysis of the 

historical signification of the German forest with a brief discussion of these two sources. 

With the Germania, wrîtten in AD 98, the Roman historian Tacitus pretended to present 

a geographic-ethnographic description ofthe Germanic tribes- In reality, it was a moraIizing 

reflection on Tacitus' decadent contemporaries in his native Rome. By idealizing the 

barbarian Gennanic tribes as fierce, independent, and virile, Tacitus intended to highlight 

what he saw as the servility and degeneracy of his fellow-~omans.' Tacitus' irony was 

evident to his contemporaries; upon its ndiscovery in the 15' cenhuy. however, the 

Germania was rnisinterpreted and misrepresented as a faithfiil description of the Germanic 

tribes. German humanists were eager to show how German virtue could reform the compt 

ways of the Roman Church and so they presented Tacitus' Germania as the authentic 

portrayal of an innocent and virtuous Germanic people before the corrupting influence of the 

Roman Catholic chuch.' in arguing thus, the Gennan humanists pursued interconnected 

religious and nationalist objectives. Primarily, this interpretation of the Germania gave 

support to their cal1 for a German refomation. Secondly, it equated Germanic with German 

and thus gave the fledgling humanist German nationalism claim to two thousand years of 

7 Similar to the popular Asterix comics which, if from the opposite perspective, juxtapose virile, 
forest-dwelling Gauls with debauched, urban Romans. 

Among the humanirts were Konnd Celtis. Ulrich von Hutten. Philipp Melanchthon. and Sabastian 
Münster. Other authors used the Germania for exactly the opposite argument. Enea Silvio. the future Pope 
Pius I i ,  pointed out the beneficial role of the Roman Cathoiic church in the civilization of the formerly 
barbarian Germanic tnbes in his Germanta anriqua of 1455 (cf. Hcrrnand 1988, p. 6; von See 1970. p. 14). 
For a discussion of the Gennan humanists' use of the Gewnania, see Chapter 1 in von See (1970). Chapter 2 
in Kuehnemund (1953), and Schama 1995, pp. 92-99. 



Germanic cum German h i ~ t o r ~ . ~  In this manner, 16Lhcentury humanist nationalists used the 

Gennnnia to proclaim the existence and the virtues ofa traditional German language, culture, 

law, and nationality, al1 of which they saw buried, but surviving, undemeath centuries of 

Latinizing influence. 

Building on Tacitus' dichotomy between Romans and Germanic tribesmen, the 

humanists carefblly constmcted the image of the Gennan as an individual who was freedom- 

Ioving, virtuous, loyal, generous, and chaste; and the image of the Germans as a people who 

were indigenous, unmixe4 and 'rooted in the =il' (bodemtândig)).lo The pinnacle of this 

sort of argumentation was the etymological interpretation of the Latin tribal name 'germani' 

as  having derived £kom the Latin words for 'germ' and 'to sprout': gennen/germinare. Based 

on this argumentation, some hurnanists declared Germany the "true seed ofall excellence."" 

Around 1800, the Romantics refined the humanists' appropriation of the Germania, 

mining the text for presumably histoncal references with which they could buttress their 

daims of Germanic uniqueness, and here they found Tacitus' rendering of the forest 

9 in the Engiish language, eqwting 'Germanic' with 'German' appears a rather unproblernatic 
proposition as the ttrms are relatively similu. In the Gemian language, however, the cquivalent words do not 
resemble one another. Wbile 'Gennanic' translates into gemanisch, (denved fiom the Latin collective tribal 
narne 'germani'), 'German' translates into deursch, a word whicb does not denve fiom the m%al name 
'Teuton.' Rather, deutsch and its oldtr form teutrd arc derivatives of West Frankish *rheodisk, meaning 
'belonging to the people, popular,' which stood in opposition to %alhisk, which denoted 'Romanized people' 
and in tum became the source of  'welsh' and wefsch (cf. Chaptcr 1, footnote 15). The implicd meaning of 
leufich was that it denoted something 'native,' whereas the term welsch was applied to things 'foreign,' a 
meaning surviving in the name of the walnut tree, for instance. Hence, when Germadteutsch nationalists in 
the 16* century claimed a Germanidgemankch history for the German people, they were making a new and 
connoversial claim. 

1 O The hurnanists based their judgement on passages from Tacitus and Caesar that described the 
ancient Gcrmans in such terms. On chastity, for example. see Tacitus' Germanza cap. 18. line 1; and Caesar's 
DL' Bello Gallico, cap. 6. lines 19-2 1.  

I I  verum germen nobiiïtatis (Jakob Wimpfeling in his Epitomererum Germanicarum, cap. 70, quoted 
and translated in von See 1970. p. 16). 
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particularly interesting.I2 Tacitus had been most impressed by what looked like "terrible 

forests" to him, but which were home and temple to the proud and tierce Gemanic tribes." 

The connection between forest Iife and vigour that Tacitus seemed to suggest led the 

Romantics to single out the forest as the ancestral home of the German people.I4 In the 

forest, the Romantics argued, the mernory of that ancestry had survived, and they set out to 

recover and reclaim it for the resurrected German nation they were trying to realize. 

The second motif the Romantics developed in their characterization of the forest was the 

historical figure of Anninius (1 8 BC - AD 19) as describeci by Tacitus in his ~ n n a f s . ' ~  

Hermann, as he is known to Germans, was the son of Segimer, chief of the Germanic tribe 

of the Cherusci. As the son of an allied chie& he went to Rome to study the art of Roman 

It For example, Hiilderlin in his Germanien of 180 1. 

l 3  terra nur silvir homiia ourpaludibusfieda (Gemania- cap. 5, lines 1-2). With siIvis (forest in 
the sense of weald) Tacitus r c f d  to the forcstcd uplands in the mutb of Germany, while with paludibus 
(swamp) he descnkd the riparian forests of the river valleys and northcrn lowlands. (Cf. Much 1937). Tacitus 
mentioned sacred Germanic forcsts in numerous parts of his Genionia (cap 7 ,  linc 6; cap. 39, linc 2; cap. 40, 
line 8; cap. 43, linc 12) and his Annais (cap. 2, Liae 12; cap. 4, line 73; as wcll as cap. 3, line 12, where he 
mentions the silva Herculisacra as the forcst in which the covenant is made to fight against the Romans). An 
exarnple of one such passage isin cap. 39 of the GemtaniP: '"The forcst is the centre oftheir [the ancient Suebi] 
whole religion. It is regarded as the cradlc of the race and thc dwelling-place of the suprcmc god to whom al1 
things are subject and obedient." 

14 They did not, however, pay equal attention to the assessment by another fust-century Roman 
wïter, the satirist Juvenal (betwecn AD 58 and 67 - 127). who had ridiculcd the Germanic tribes as "acorn- 
burping." (Fischer 1987, p. 25). The attraction of the Gennania as a Iiterary 'proof for the alleged forest 
heritage of Germans persisted well into this century. As Scharna relates in vivid terms, in 1 943 the Nazis 
dedicated a SS-unit in Italy to forcefully 'repatriate' the oldest swiving manuscript copy of the Germania 
because of the promise held by its beginning words: "de origineetsimgemanonrm." (Schama 1995, pp. 75- 
S i ) .  

l 5  Cf. books 1.2. 1 1. 12, and 13. See also Chapter 2 in Schama (1995). The original Gcmanic narne 
of the chief is unknown. Tacitus only refened to him by the Latin name Arminius. which German humanists 
of the 15"' 'ûanslafed' back into German as Hermann. Whilc the words Arminius and Hermann had a similar 
ring, there aIso was the added attraction that at the root of the namc Hermann is the word Heermann meaning 
wamor (literally: 'arrny-man'). 
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war. For his bravery as the commander of a Cheruscan contingent fighting in the Roman 

army, Hermann was awarded Roman citizenship and Roman knighthood. Upon retuming 

to his homeland in AD 7, however, he found his people chafing under the harsh rule of 

governor Varus. He then turned against the Romans. Secretly, Hermann fomented rebellion 

and united a nwnber of Gennanic chiefs in a carnpaign to push the Romans out of Gennany. 

He staged a local rising and tricked Varus into marching through the dense Teutoburg forest 

to quel1 the unrest. As the forest was hardly passable, Varus had io march his army of some 

20,000 men in a long train, leaving thern vulnerable to attack. Before long, the ambush came 

and al1 of Varus' men were slaughtered in a battle that lasted three days. In Rome, the 

unprecedented loss of three whole legions caused panic and led emperor Augustus to 

withdraw the Roman lines from the Elbe river to the  hin ne.'^ in AD 15, a Roman punitive 

expedition under Germanicus Caesar almost met with the same fate when Hermann again 

fought them in the Teutoburg forest. Shortly thereafter, the Romans gave up forever the idea 

of occupying the lands between Rhine and Elbe. 

The Hermannsschlacht (Hermann's Battle) proved that Rome was not invincible, 

marking the end of Rome's imperial ambitions in northem Germany. In the long t e r - ,  

Hermann's throwing back of the Romans prevented the Latinization of a large part of 

Germany and established the Rhine as the linguistic border between Romance and Germanic 

peoples, laying the seed for hiture Franco-German rivalry." To the Romantics intent on 

stoking that rivairy, Hermann represented a inspiring example of Germanic heroism against 

16 Only a few cavalry escaped this worst defeat the Roman Iegions had evcr suffered. The numbers 
of the three los; legions, XXVII, XXVIII, and XIX. were never used again. 

17 In the main, the peopies West of the Rhine adopted Roman law and Romance languages. while 
those east o f  the Rhine retaincd Gcnnanic laws and languages. 
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foreign dominati~n.'~ Similarly, the primeval Gemanic forest that had brought forth such 

a hero provided the Romantics with a timeless preserve of 'Gerrnanness.' All the German 

people had to do to resurrect the greatness they once lcnew was to get in touch with their 

forest heritage - and the Romantics were determined to help the German people in the way 

they knew best: by creating and publicly expressing the new national sentiment in their 

scholarly, artistic, and literary works. 

3.3 Writing Germanie Roots for the German Forest 

One of the first rationales for actively constructing a German national sentiment in the late 

18" century came out of the work of the philosopher and poet Johann Gottfied von Herder 

(1 744- 1803), who influenced almost al1 Romantic authors with his relativistic outlook on art 

and history. Herder rejected the idea that al1 nations should abide by the standard of 

Classical aesthetics and instead held that each nation had an inherent collective voice that 

expressed itself in popular, i.e., presumably unauthored, legends, tales, and songs. Each 

nation's voice was different and only together could they harmonize in the symphony of 

humankind. 

Herder gave expression to a fonn of nationalkm that was relativist and universalist: al1 

nations had equal rights to live out their own indigenous cultures that had formed partly in 

response to their specific environmental circumstances. Moreover, they should be allowed 

to do so without foreign interference in the forrn of aesthetic dictates or political pressure. 

I a According to Kuehncmund ( 1953, p. xiii), Hermann's alleged exclamations "Rather death chan 
stavery!" and "ln unity there lies strength!" appeared over 130 times in Gerrnan literature between 1500 and 
1945. 



From this position, Herder called for the creation of a "new rnythology" that was national 

and related to the Geman people, that is, based not on Classical ideals and themes fiom the 

Mediterranean but on the folklore and idiom of the Germanic lands.'9 

But what was German folklore and where was it to be found? In public and literary life, 

Latin and Iater French language and culture had to some degree overwritten Geman 

language and culture. Scholars thus had to unearth the foundations of Gerrnan culture: the 

language, laws, and customs of the Gennan and Germanic p s t .  They did so by collecting 

and editing German songs, legends, and tales as well as legal codes, medical texts and other 

prosaic sources fkom the medieval and Renaissance eras. In rnany of these sources the forest 

played a prominent d e ,  suggesting that the forest constituted a reservoir of cultural memory 

fiom which the past could be reconstru~ted.~~ 

Arnong the scholars who were influenced by Herder and pursued this new comection 

between German forest and German culture were the brothers Jakob and Wilhelm Grimm 

(1 785-1 863 and 1786-1859). Today, the Gnmms are best known for their collection of 

Kinder- und Haurmiirchen (Children's and Household Tales, 18 12-1 8 1 s).'~ This is not the 

place to discuss the veracity of the Grimms' contention that they collected the tales straight 

fiom the mouth of German peasants, a daim that has been disproven by scholarship over the 

19 Vom neuen Gebrauch der Mythologie (On a Novel Use of Mythology, 1765) In SamtIiche Werke. 
Vol. 1. pp. 73-74. For a discussion of Herder's proposal, see Jarnme 1991, pp. 29-3 1. 

'O For example: Volkrm&chen (Popular Fairy Tales, 1 797) by Ludwig Tieck (1 773- 1853); Der 
Knaben Wunderhom (The Boy's Magic Hom, 2 vols., 1805/08), a collection of ppular song lyrics by Achim 
von Arnim (1 78 1 - 183 1 ) and Clcmens Brentano ( 1778-1 842) from which many songs werc latcr reworked by 
Schubert. Schumann, and Brahms; Herder's own Stimrnen der Vdker in Liedern (The Nations' Voices in 
Song, 1 778 and 1807); Die Deurschen Yolkrbiïcher (The German Popular Books, 1 go?), a collection of texts 
from the Reformation era by Johann Joseph von Gomes (1776-1848). 

" In the Geman-spaking counhies. only the Bible sells more copies. 
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years.-- Whatever their alterations of the original material, the Grimms established a wntten 

record o f  the tales and legends which allowed for the M e r  study of those materials and at 

the same time gave testimony of the importance of the forest in the German popular 

t radi t i~n. '~  

With their fairy tales alone, the Brothers Grimm led "a philologicat mystification of 

German for est^,"^^ but their oîher philological work was equally instrumental in suggesting 

the importance of the forest to the study of German c ~ l t u r e . ~  In their 7-volume collection 

of Weisthümer (Local Forest Laws, 1 840- 1 878), for exarnple, the Grimms published an 

enomous body of local forest ordinances, but not for the purpose of merely cataloguing legal 

texts. Rather, the Grimrns sought to resurrect fiom the language of these source materials 

the eclipsed spirit and laws of the Geman people.26 lnfluenced by the Romantic 

historiography of Herder, the Grimrns conceived of the forest as a symbolic preserve of the 

true spirit of the folk that could be accessed through the Ianguage useà in describing it. 

22 For a dixussion of the Grimaw, x e  the various works by Jack Ziper (for example: Zipes 1987; 
1988; 1994). 

23 The nationslist agitator Friedrich Ludwig Jaim, in his Detctrches Volkstum (Gemandom 18 10). 
called the collection "one of the best examples of popularnational literature." (quoted in Snyder 1958, p. 142.) 
On Jahn, see footnote 66 in this chapter. 

2 4 (Hamson 1992, p. 164). In a 1936 dissertation on Der Wald in der deurrchen Dichlung (The 
Forest in German Literature), Wolfgang Baumgart tists 48 out of the 2 10 Grimrns' tales in which the forest 
figured as "a world in itself' (Baumgart 1936, pp. 36-37). 

25 For example: Wiiheim Grimm's Deu~sche Heldenagen (German Heroic Legends, 2 vols., 18 16- 
1 8 1 8); and Jakob Grimm's Deutsche Mythologie (German Mythology, 1835). 

2 6 They aiso used it to dctennine the spatial cxtent of those spirits and laws and, by extension. the 
Germanness that had brought them forth. Their statemcnt that "cast of the Elbe river there are no Weisthürner" 
suggests the Elbe as the dividing iine betwem Germanic and Slavic peoples. 



ln 18 13, the brothers launched a journal entitled Aftdeutsche Wülder (Old German 

~orests)" in which they proposed to gather neglected texts that linked the German language 

and forest to the genesis and continuity of the authentic German culture they were trying to 

substantiate.*' ''1 strove," wrote Wilhelrn Grimm, "to penetrate into the wild forests of our 

ancestors, listening to their whole language, and watching their pure cust~rns.'"~ To the 

Grimms, the forest was a textual source through which they could scientifically study the 

German language, foikiore, and customs. The similarity of forest folklore across the German 

lands, the Grirnms argued, recalled the united past of the German nation and revealed the 

current political divisions as unnatura~.'~ The Grimms hoped to do their part in overcoming 

this division by standardizing the Gerrnan language so that it could once again serve as a 

unibing bond of national culture." 

While the Grimms and other Gennan scholars inspired by Herder's historiography tapped 

into the Gerrnan forest tradition as a domestic source of 'Germamess,' Geman poets and 

27 The Grirnms p i o d  the Romantic use of the word d a f i c h  in the wvcl rensc of 'Germanic,' 
of which this title and the Deu~sche Grammatik (Germanic Gramrnar, 18 19) arc examples. 

'' In the article on Waidsprrïche und Jâgerschreie, for example, the Grimm analyzed 205 'Hunter's 
Sayings and Hunting Calls' to distil fiom them the underlyiag ancicnt German language and customs. They 
chose hunters' language because "in those estates who, like shcpherds and hunters, arc in fiee contact with 
nature and safe fiom obstruction and coercion imposed by the state, the old tales, songs, and customs are most 
Iikely to have survived." Einmal rSf es schon an sich glaublich. daJ unfer Sxiïnden. die wie Hirten und Jüger 
unfer allen am freisren [sic) mit der Narur verkehren. und vor der Hemmung und dem Zwang des Staares am 
sichersren sind. Sage. Lied und Sitte lange Zeiren hindurch dauern miissen. (Altdeursche Wilder, 18 16, vol. 
3. p. 98, repnnted 1966 by Wissenschaftlichc Buchgesellschaft, Darmstadt). 

' 9  quoted in Snyder 1978, p. 40. 

'O Harrison 1992, pp. 144- 169. 

" Indeed, the Grimms went on to becorne the authonty on the standardization of the modern German 
language as it is written today, with works such as Deursche Grummafik (Germanic Grammar. 18 19); 
Geschichre der deuuchen Sprache (History of the German Language, 2 vols., 1848); and their definitive 
Deurrches Worterbuch (Dictionary of the German Language, 1 854ff). 



literati of the late 18' century looked further afield for Gemanic inspiration, narnely in the 

Nordic and the Celtic  tradition^.'^ Again, Herder played a pivotal role. Although he was not 

the first to conflate Germanic, Celtic and Scandinavian cultures into a Nordic culture, his 

works did much to popularize that n~t ion. '~ In a glowing review of 1765, he introduced 

German readers to Paul Henri Mallet's Histoire de Dannemarc of 1755, a six-volume history 

of   candi na via.^' When Herder read Volume II, in which Mallet described the Monumens 

de la rnyrhologie et de la poésie des Celtes et particulièrement des anciens Scandinaves, a 

revelation surged through his "Gexman blood" as he realized "that our ancient Germans were 

the brethren of the brave Danes, sharing their religion, laws, custom, and traditions." Herder 

ended the review as follows: 

This book may serve as the armoury for a new German genius, a genius that soars on the wings of the 
Celtic imagination and creates poems which are more appropriate to us than Roman mythology could 
ever be." 

This statement ilIustrates how unaware 18'"-century wwiten were of the different ongins of 

the Celtic and Germanic tribes," yet it also shows how eager they were to form a common 

' 2  It had nlso ken  Herder who fmt suggertcd coilecting Ge- f o k  litenturc in his essay Ossian 
und die Lieder alter Vblker (Ossian and tbe Songs of Ancient Peoplcs, 1773). 

" Von See (1 970, p. 16 and passim) sees the de l ikn t e  conflation initiated by the 1 Sh-ceaniry 
German humanists. 

34 Mallet was deeply influcnced by Montesquieu's idea that 'national characteristics' could be 
expIained with the influence of clirnatc. In his De 1 'Esprit des Lois of 1748, Montesquieu had claimed chat 
freedom made its home in the Germanic forcst (XI, p. 6). This freedom, Montesquieu argue4 was a direct 
result of the natural restraint of the inhabitants of the cool northem regions of Europe. a restraint that made 
oppressive Iaws unnecessary. This calls to memory a sentence in the Gennania in which Tacitus declares that 
among the Germanic mbes, sound custom is more effective than sound laws are among other peoples. @lus 
ibi boni mores valent quam alibi bonae leges (cap. 19). Cf. Much 1937, p. 47). 

35 Es kann dies Buch eine Riir~kommer eines neuen Deurrchen Genies sep. dus sich auf den Flügeln 
cier cefrischen Einbildungskra/r in neue Wolken erhebt und Gedichte schafler. die urs irnmer angemessenrr 
it.iiren. crD die Mvrhologie der Romer. (Sarntliche Werke (Collected Works, vol. 1, pp. 73-71)). 

3 6 
A fact also illustrated by the title of Mallet's volume II, which subsumes Scandinavians under the 

rubric of Celts. 



Nordic front against the advance of Latinization, whether it came in the form of Roman 

mythology or the French language. In his cri tique &er die neuere deutsclre Literufur (On 

Recent Gerrnan Literature, 1 766/67), Herder himself explained the absence of a thriving and 

distinct Geman culture with the exhaustion of the once vast German forest through the 

centuries: 

As the forests wcre removed, so was thcü [the Germans'] culture, allowing the passage of winds and 
foreign custom alike; . . . had Germany been guided by the forces of t h e  alone. folfowing the thread 
of its own culture, our thintcing would undoubtedly be impoverished and limited; yet at the same t h e  
our thinking would be true to our soi1 and embody its own ideal, rather than king so d e f o m d  and 
shattered." 

Because the fortress of the forest had been razed, Wnds  and foreign customs" fkom Rome 

and Paris were ailowed to sweep through Germany. To fend off those foreign influences and 

to reestablish a Gerrnan cultural identity, Herder exhorted Geman authors to use elements 

from the common storehouse ofNordic mythology to recreate a uniquely Gennan mythology 

that subsequently was to be disseminated through a new German literature. Soon, Gennan 

poets responded to his suggestion and enriched their work with figures and images fiorn 

Nordic mythology. And, as the forest was one of the most salient elements of Nordic 

mythology, it came to assume a prominent role in the new style of German literature as well. 

One of the first poets to follow Herder's cal1 was Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock (1 724- 

1803)? Like Mallet, Klopstock worked and lived at the court of King Fredenc V in 

37 hlir den Wâldern isr ihre Kultur ausgehauen. den Winden und lremden Sirren ein Durchzug 
verschafer; . . . würe Deurîchland blop von der Hand der  Zeir, an dem Faden seiner eigenen Kultur 
forrgeleiter; unsrreirig würe unsere Denkart a m .  eingeschriïnkt, aber unserem Boden rra. ein Urbild ihrer 
selbst. nicht sa mr;Ogestalret und zerschlagen. (Über die neuere deurrche Literatur (On Rcccnt German 
Literature, 1766167, in Sümiliche Werke (Collccted Works, Vol. 1, pp. 365-366.)) 

" Among them al= the yaung Goethe. who met Herder in Strasburg in 1770. Herder introduced the 
young student to the works ofRousseau, Shakespeare, and Macpherson, prompting Goethe to rhapsodize about 
the Germanic ongins of the Gothic style in his Von deutscher Bauhnsr (On German Architechire, 1773). the 
begiming of his Storm and Stress period. 



Copenhagen, where he first became acquainted with Scandinavian history and culture. It was 

James Macpherson's Ossian Odes ( 1 760-63), however, which awakened in Klopstock a keen 

interest in the Celtic/Nordic theme with its descriptions of northern nature and its distinct 

rnythology. Klopstock adopted the Celtic/Nordic theme and 'Germanized' it by inserting the 

figure of Hermann. The result was a trilogy of plays39 written in the alleged style of Celtic 

bards in which the Chemscan chief appears as a Nordic Redeerner rising from a forest of 

oaks, that Germanic tree par exceIIence:' 

Du gleichsr der dickrten, schanigsten Eiche You arc like the saongest, mighticst oak 
Im innersten Hain, in the innermost grove, 
Der hochsren. dtesten. heiiigsten Eiche, Like the highest, oldest, most sacred oak, 
O Vaterland. Oh Fatherland! 

Here the oak symbolized the united German nation, standing strong and ta11 fiom many 

centuries of growth, towenng over the other nations together forming the grove of Europe. 

Klopstock's interpretation ofHermann was the first national epic ofGermany, suggesting 

the leap fiom Hermann as a national hem to Gerrnany as a heroic nation. It also was the first 

of more than 75 dramas, odes, poems and novels that celebrated Hermann over the 19* 

century?' Yet, if Hermann was the quintessential Gennanic hero, so was his ally in his fight 

39 Hermannsschluchr (Hermann's Battle, 1769), Hermann und die Fürsren, (Hermann and the 
Princes, 1 784),  and Hemanns Tod, (The Death of Hermann, 1787). 

40 Chorus from Hennanns Schlucht, translation from Kuehnemund 1953, pp. 79 and 1 19. It  was such 
emotive poetry and the oak-laden paintings artists such as by Kari-Wilheh Kolbe (nick-named Eichen Kolbe 
or 'Oaken Kolbe') and Pascha Weitz that led Scharna to spcak of a "virniai oak-fetish in the an  and literature 
of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries." (Schama 1995, p. 103). On the Gennanization of the 
oak in general, see Hiirlimann's Die E d e .  heifiger Baum der  deurschen Nation (The Oak, Holy Tree of the 
Geman Nation, l987), the title of wbich is a pun on the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation. On the 
Germanization of the O& in landscapc painting, sec the chapicr Eichenwdlder und ihresymbolische Bedeurung 
am Ende cies 18. Jahrhunderts (Oak Forests and their Symbolic Meaning at the End of the 18Ih Century) in 
.Müller-Holstede 1974. 

JI  There had k e n  other thematizations of Hermann before, for example, by Johann Etias Schlegcl 
in 1743 and by Justus Maser in 1749. 



against the Romans: the German forest. Through Klopstock's integration of the forest into 

the plot, the forest, and particularly the oak, had become a 'Geman' then~e.'~ 

Klopstock's creation of a distinctly Gerrnanic mood with its unity of nature, art, and 

religion was developed further by the Romantics. Yet while they continued to rework the 

Classical sources, the Romantics mostly championed the medieval era, which they saw as 

the last time that such a comprehensive harrnony of al1 aspects ofcreation had been achieved. 

More importantly, they argued, that harmony had been achieved in an exemplary fashion in 

the 'Gerrnan Middle Ages.' Ludwig Tieck (1773-1853) and his fkiend Wilhelm H e i ~ c h  

Wackenroder (1 773- 1798), for example, tried to convince Germans fiom al1 Germanies that 

they shared a comrnon cultural heritage in the so-called altdeutsch (Old German, here in the 

sense of an adjective roughly equivalent to 'Refomation-era') traditions that set them apart 

from the other nations of Europe. In their writings, they took the reader back to the Gerrnan 

Middle Ages and celebrated everything altdeutsch: Gothic cathedrais and half-timbered 

houses, the vaterlandische (fatherlandish) art of Albrecht Dürer and Hans Sachs, the Rhine 

and Nuremberg, f o k  songs and traditional garb, the German language - and the German 

forest because in the forest they saw both a physical remnant of, and spiritual gateway to, 

that past era of Gennan greatness, the 'Wooden Age' of the 1 and 1 6 ~  centuries: 

So Franz wandered forth and finally lost the road by coming into a thick forest, which seemed CO have 
no end. He walked fiirther and still came upon no exit; the woodland became thicker and thicker. [...] 

" Klopstock was ais0 one of the fint voreriiïndiçch p e t s  who wrote odes and hymns to the German 
people (Mein Vaterland (My FatherIand)) and developed a vision of a Gcrman polity built on a foundation of 
German custom, ratha than a general Western culture (Die Deurrche Gelehrrenrepublik (The German Republic 
of Savants, 1774))- Kuehnemund describes Klopstock as "a passionate singer of religion, of nature as God's 
creation, of mother-tongue, love, fatherland and friendship in a world where Reason and Rococo seem to rule 
supreme. . . . He and Herder, above al1 others, have tilled the terms of Volk, Volkrrum, Deurschtum, Narion. 
and Vaterland with a new and mystic elernent, ihus giving them an almost virgin ring. This  emotional factor 
is dificult for the non-German to grasp." (Kuehnernund 1953, p. 73). 



While Franz spoke to himself in this way, he stepped out of the forest and a beautiful plain with 
pleasant hills lay before him. In the distance crucifixes and a few small chapels stood in the çlow of 
Lfie morning suri." 

Through writings such as this, the forest gained an increasingly positive role in the public 

imagination. While it was still seen as a wondrous and mythical place, it became less 

threatening and more intriguing. By 1797, the new mood had become distinct enough to 

allow Tieck to distil it into a single expression: Waldeimmkeit or 'forest solitude'? 

Waldeinsam keit, 
Die mich erjkut. 
So rnorgen wie heur 
In ewïger a i t ,  
O wie mich fieut 
Waldeinsumkeit 

Forest solitude 
You dclight me 
Tomorrow as today 
And for ail Ettniity - 
My dclight, 
Forest solitude. 

In this poem and the fiaming tale, Tieck established the idea of the forest as a 'splendid 

isolation': spatially and temporally removed from reality with its harsh atmosphere of 

struggle, Waldeinsamkeit offered a refuge where the soul, embodied by the figure of the 

so 1 itary Romantic ~anderer,'~ found solace and peace through communion with nature. 

Waldeinsamkeit becarne a cornerstone in the constmction of the Romantic German forest on 

43 This passage is h m  Tieck's Fra= Sternballdr Wandenrngen (Fm Stembald's Travels) of 1798 
@p. 150 and 152), a novel about the wanderings of a pupil of Dürer who defeads his passion for altdeutsch 
art against his cornpanion's prcference for the Italian Renaissance. In that same year, Ticck also published his 
friend Wackenroder's Herze~ergiessungen eines kunirliebenden Klosterbruders (Emisions of an Art-Loving 
Monk), a series of fictitious biographies of German artists from the Middle Ages that was the fust 
programmatic statement of a Romantic tbeory of art. 

J1 
Der blonde Eckberr (The Fair-Haired Eckbert). This Iiteral translation is based on Siegel 1978, 

p. 26. Below is a contemporary poetic translation by Thomas Carlyle from "Geman Romance: Specimens of 
Its Chief Authors," 1827, Vol. II, Edinburgh: William Tait, p. 26: 

Alone in a wood so gay 
'Tis good to stay, 
Morrow like to-day, 
For ever and aye: 
0, 1 do love to stay, 
Alone in a wood so gay. 

4 5 Another concept pioneered by Tieck, this time in his Oriental tale AImansur of i 790. 



which vinually al1 later Romantic poets and writers built." No one, however, did so more 

often or more skillfùlly than Joseph Freihem von EichendorfT(1788-1857), the "poet of the 

German fores<.'*' In numerous poems and stories, Eichendodfcelebrated Waldeinsamkeit 

as a world spart:" 

Waldeinsamkeit! 
Du gnïnes Revier. 
wie fiegt so wei! 
die Welr von hier! 

Forest solitude! 
Thou green realrn, 
how far away 
the world is from here! 

The forest that provided such a solitude was a world of innocence and redemption in precious 

isolation fiom humans with their desires and plottings. It allowed individuals to spatially 

separate themselves fiom their fellow-humans and their wickedness. At the sarne time, the 

forest was also a temporal elysium: 

And for ever and ever, Sighupfer rernained blissfùlly lost in the foresta' 

In this final sentence of Eichendorf'rs tale Die Gfücksritter, the forest becomes nothing less 

than a gate to time itself, opening the way to etemal life. Yet, as we saw in the works by 

Tieck and Wackenroder, the temporal dimension of the forest was not just extended forward 

to an individual spintual future, but also bachard to a collective Gennan past? And it was 

precisely fiom this function as a presumed window to the past that the forest denved most 

of its political appeal to the German patriots. 

46 Almost 50 years later, in 1841, the late August Wilhelm Schlegel called the concept of 
Walieinsamkeir the "quintessence" of Tieck's entüe oeuvre. (Tieck, Schnpen (Writings), ed. b y  G- Reirner, 
1828- 1854, vol. xxvi, p. 484). 

4 7 Rubner 198 1, p. 306. 

48 Der Umkehrende (The One who Tunis Around, 18 16). 

49 Die Glückîrirrer (The Advennirers, 184 I ). 

50 This should corne as no surprise as Tieck was detply influcnced by Herder's historicism. (Cf. 
Mitchelf 1993, p. 79). 
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Tieck and Wackenroder had popularized the notion of  the forest as a time warp that could 

take the reader back to the glonfied German Middle  e es." While his friend Wackenroder 

died before he could finther develop this notion, Tieck went on to become one of the most 

influential authors o f  the Romantic movement and soon transferred the new concept to other 

wnters in the Romantic circles of Jena, Halle, and ~ e r l i n . ' ~  Moreover, Tieck inspired the 

emergent Romantic school of  painting at Dresden with his notion of  the German Romantic 

forest. 

3.4 Caspar David Friedrich and the Dresden Patriots 

In 1802, the Romantic painter Philipp Otto Runge (1 777- 18 10) introduced Tieck to a fellow- 

painter who had set up his studio at Dresden and who greatly admired Tieck: Caspar David 

Friedrich. As Tieck himself explained, the admiration soon became mutual: 

[Runge] led me to a very special poetic landscape painter, Friedrich, born ui Swedish Pomerania. His 
tnily wonderfiil nature imprcsscd me dceply. . . . Friedrich expresses the rcligious mood and 

5 1 A few years latcr, in 1804, Friedrich Schlegel took up this notion when he dcmanded in his 
Aesthetics that "Old German poetry and modern Romantic productions should be the constant cornpanions of 
our young artist and will lead him back to tbe fairyland of the old Romantic days, chasing fiom his eyes the 
prosaic mist engendercd by the imitation of the pagan antique and unsound babble of conventional art." (p. 
147, quoted in Siegel 1978, p. 43). 

52 During the years of French occupation, thesc artistic circles produced some of the most strident 
political agitators for German liberation. At Jena, for example. Tieck met August Wilhelm Schlegel and 
Novalis, whose poetry also celebrated the Romantic forest as a reminder of past German greatness; while the 
philosophers Fichte and Schleiermacher looked more to the fùture than the past and were more openly political 
in their writings and public speeches on Gerrnan national rcnewal (For example, Fichte's 14 Addresses ro the 
German Nation and Schleiermacher's Hallenser Sennom, both of l807/08 (cf. Schlosser 1983, p. 177; and 
Siegel 1978, pp. 18-22). In his Addresses, Johann GotUieb Fichte (1762- 18 14). the foremost philosopher of 
his  time, used the examplc of the succtssful tebellion of the ancient Gcmans against the Romans in AD 9 to 
inspire his audience to rebel against the French: "Al1 the blessings which the Romans offered rhem, as a result 
of which they would have had to become non-German, rneant slavery. They would have becorne haif-Roman. 
The y assumed as  a matter of course that evcry Gerrnan would rather die than become a Roman, and that a nue 
German would want to live only to be and nmain a German and to bring up his children as Germans." 
(Translation based on Snyder 1958, pp- 134- 135). 



excitement that recently seems to have stirred Our German world in a particular manner. in sensitive. 
solernn, rnelancholy landscape motives." 

Tieck thought that Friedrich had found a way to paint the ideas of Romanticism as "largely 

a reality," thereby making them intelligible in a way that the obscurer poetry of Novalis 

could net? In other words, Friedrich's art translated Romanticism into a visual experience. 

thus popularïzing it with a wider audience." 

Dunng the first decade of the 19L" century, Friedrich was in contact with many of the 

Rornantics, exchanging and developing artistic ideas. At the sarne tirne, and partly as a 

result, his house in Dresden becarne the meeting place of a circle of paû-iots, a mixed lot of 

poets and painters, writers and officers, philosophers and theologians. For al1 of them, 

Friedrich's house was a place where they could meet like-minded patriots and debate ideas 

about how to mobilize the Gennan people against the French occupiers. This is how Gotthilf 

Heinrich von Schubert (1 780-1 853), the most popular nature philosopher of the time, 

remembered the meetings at Friedrich's house in his autobiography: 

53 From Tieck's autobiographical Eine Sommerreire (A Summer's Jounity, 1834). quoted in Siegel 
1978, p. 38. Dresdcn, the rcsidcnce of the kings of Saxony, at the time was the focal point for German 
Iandscape painting. Besides its beautifid sctting in the Elbe valley and its proxirnity to a wide variety of 
landscape fonns, Dresden also boasted an art academy along with its accompanying gallcry and exhibitions. 
A substantial number of artists took up residence in Dresden to benefit from these opportunities to train and 
market their skills. At the end of the 1 Sh century, the most notcd German-speaking landscape painten lived 
in Dresden: Adrian Zingg and Iohann Christian Klengel. Both were instrumental in 'Gcrmanizing' the Dutch 
prototypes of landscape painting and had a formative influence on Friedrich- (Cf. Mitcheil 1993, p. 27). 

54 After Novalis' dcath in 1801, Tieck edited bis literary estate (cf. Kneger 1985, p. 9). Tieck's 
comment on Friedrich is quoted in Koerner 1990, p. 23. 

'* Naturally. not everyone was willing to share Tieck's enthusiasm for the new Rornantic blendinp 
of religion, nature, and art that Friedrich's paintings cxpressed. In 1808, Friedrich's first commission for an 
altar painting led to a heatcd debate that rippled through the literary world for two years. The painting in 
question showed a crucifix on top of a rugged rock outcropping, surrounded by spruce trees. Writing from the 
prcvailing neoclassical perspective on religious art (and, adding insult to injury, pady in French), the eminent 
critic Chamberlain von Ramdohr accused Friedrich of profanity and insolence: "It is m e  presumption when 
landscape painting wants to slink into the church and creep on to the aItars." (quoted in Koerner 1990. p. 49; 
see also Krieger 1985. p. 1 1). 



So we sat there and stood there . . . with our small circle of friends and cornpanions of our youth . . 
- as if behind a high wall, even if often with a heavy heart about the universal want of the fatherland, 
protected and isolatcd from the outward raging s t o m  [Dresden belonged to the kingdom of Saxony 
which was technically allied with Napoleon, M.I. ] . . . 1 had very soon formed an acquaintance and 
friendship witb a man fiom whom one could hear the most about the politicaI storms most frequendy. 
He was no famous military person or famous diplorna: but the noble Pomeranian, C. D. Friedrich, 
the highly honoured landscape painter of his tirne and in that circle. - . . I often came to Iisten to 
Friedrich, to the outpourings of his heart . . . and never went away without k i n g  cornforted by many 
things.% 

In Friedrich's studio, a remarkable synaesthetic spirit was in the air: poets influenced 

painters, painters inspired new poetry, publicists reviewed the paintings and disseminated 

the national idea in their journals and pamphlets. The subject of al1 their thoughts and 

actions was Germany: a united, fiee, and democratic Germany. Each in their own way, they 

promoted the idea of German nationhood and insurrection, and often Tieck's Romantic 

German forest formed part of theu artistic and political appeals to the Geman people. 

In this section, 1 wiII look at the works of Friedrich and his associates as examples of how 

Gerrnan Romantic actists signifieci the forest as  German. The emphasis on Friedrich and his 

Dresden circle should not be taken to mean that their thinking was unique or that there were 

no other German artists and writers celebrating the forest as fatherlandish. In fact, Friedrich 

and his associates were in fiequent contact with the Romantics in the nearby circles of Jena, 

Halle, and Berlin, as weIl as those further afield in Gottingen, Heidelberg, Vienna and 

~oblenz." Common to al1 of these paîriotic paintings and wxitings is the use of the forest 

56 From Der Enver& a u  einern vergangenen und die Ewartung von einem zukünjiigen Leben (Gains 
from a Life Past and Expectations from a Life to Corne, 1855), quoted in Siegel 1978, p. 7 1. Schubert founded 
his reputation on a 1 808 book entitfed Ansichren von der Nachfiseire der Naturwissenschafr (Views frorn the 
Night Side of the Naturd Sciences), an organicist philosophy of nature in wbich he argued the existence of a 
night side of the univene. The Rornantics embraced his theory as it aIlowed as normal many States of mind 
that were fundamental to the Romantics, but anathema to rationality, such as clainoyance, drearning. and 
rapture. 

5 7 (Cf. Schlosser 1983, p- 177). In fact, some of the connections i present were the result of 
exchanges between tfiesc circles that took place away frorn Dresden. 



as a representation of the Germanic p s t .  By conjuring up that past through the analogy of 

the forest and the inspiring example of Hemann as described by Tacitus, the patriotic 

intellectuals and artists around Friedrich tried to exhort the Gerrnan people to conceive of 

themsetves as the heirs of the proud tribes who once defeated the Roman empire. The 

reference was clear: the Gemans could equally well fight off the French yoke if onIy they 

could feel and fight as one people. 

One of the publicists who was associated with Friedrich and who pursued that nationalkt 

goal with al1 his might was Ernst Moritz Arndt (1 769-1860). Using his pen to stoke hatred 

against the French at every oppomuiity," Arndt published an extensive body of pamphlets, 

songs, speeches, and poems, with some going through twelve editions and reaching a total 

pnnt run of upwards of 60,000 copies, a tmly enormous pnnt run for that time.'9 One of 

Arndt's schemes involved planting sîrips of anti-French defensive forests in which the 

French a m y  was to becorne entangled. Meanwhile, the Gerrnans should hold these forests 

sacred as their Gennanic forefathers had done: 

They have to remah and they have to be rccrcatcd, those old Gerrnanic forests. Nowbere must the 
German man be in want of trc~s.~" 

This equation of the forest and Germanness and manliness was a powerfbl and suggestive 

Arndt by no muns discredited hirnsclf with his rabid denouncernents of the French: In 1848. he 
was elected to the fmt German parliament, during the Third Reich he was callcd a 'social politician,' and the 
University of Greifswald, where he was made professor in 1806, still bears his name. 

59 Kalechirntusfir den f e u d e n  Kriegs- und Wehnnann (Catechisrn for the German Soldieman). 
Another of Arndt's pamphlets, Was bedeuret Landrtunn und Landwehr (What is the Meaning of Reserve and 
Militia?), reached between 76,000 and 100,000 copies in tcn editions between 18 13 and 18 19. By cornparison, 
rnost books at chat t h e  did not exceed 1,000 copies, most journais had lcss than 2,000 subscniôcrs, and the 
biggest newspapers sold no more than 5,000 copies (cf. Schafer 1974, Appendix IV). According to a 
contemporary source cited by Schafer, thesc figures should be multiplied by five to arrive at an approxirnatc 
nurnber of readers for each printed item. 

60 Sie rnüssen bleiben undsie müssen wiedergeschaflen werden. die alren gennanhchen Haine. dem 
deurschen Menschen rnüssen nirgends Büumefehlen. (Quotcd in Schoenichen 1926, pp. 92-93). 



poetic device that Amdt used repeatedly. In the following poem, he tried to rdly the 

Germans d e r  the death of  Ferdinand von Schill, a Prussian officer and hero of the Coalition 

Wars, who in 1809 had tried to start a general upnsing against Napoleon. But the 

insurrection failed: Schill died fighting, the officers of his dragoon regiment were executed 

on the spot, and 500 of  his enlisted men were sent to French galleys. Now Arndt fanned the 

Dann. Pufgetürmten Leichen 
Der SchGnder schreitend, pflücket 
Den Schtnuck der FIeic schmLcke!, 
Das Luub der deutxchen Eichen; 
Dann schw0rt den Schwtu der T m e  
Dem lieben VaterIlande 
Da.# nie Desporemchande 
Die heifige Erd' entweihe. 

When, upon the corpses piled 
The violaior strides, snatching 
n i e  jcweis diat adorn the fiee: 
Those lcaves of  Gcnnan oaks. 
Then swcar the oath of  loyal@ 
To this fatherland so dcar 
m a t  never shamefiil despotism 
May dt~ccrate its holy ground. 

Here Arndt entreats Germans to Wear allegiance to the new idea of the nation, the 

Vaterland, and stop the Usurparor fiom fiirther stripping the German foresthation of its 

finest leaves/youth. Amdt uses the leaves of 'German oaks' as an emblem of honour and 

vdour bestowed on those who fought bravely -and died - in bartle. But more than that, the 

oak is the symbol of the fatherland and those who served it. In 1 8 1 3, the Prussian king 

forrnalized the oak leafas a new emblem of Gennany when he instituted a medal for bravery 

in the Wars of Liberation (1 8 13- 18 15): in the Eiserne Kreuz (Iron Cross), the Teutonic cross 

as the established symbol of Gennany was joined by a flanking cluster of oak leaves. 

6' Aufryjan die Deu~schen beï Schiffs Todr (Cal1 to the Germans upon the Death of  khill. 18û9). 
Other works by Amdt with titles that speak for themselves: Karechismus des deurschen Soldnren (Catechism 
for the German Soldier) with a chapter on the Erziehung des Deurschen (The Education o f  the German, 1 809); 
Ueber VolkshciJ (On National Hatrcd, 18 13); Lieder fw Deursche (Songs for Germans, 1 8 13) and Kriegsfieder 
(War Songs, 1 8 1 3); Der Rhein. Deuzschfan&S~rom, aber nichr DeurschlandF Greme (The Rhine, Gerrnany 's 
River, but not Germany's Border, 18 13). For a detailed analysis of Arndt's impact as a political publicist during 
the Wars of  Liberation, sec Schafer 1974). 



One of the young volunteers whose memory the new medal was intended to honour was 

the poet Theodor Komer (1 79 1 - 1 8 13), also a regular at Friedrich's house and a close fiiend 

of the painter. In February of 18 13, when the Prussian king appealed to the German people 

to forrn Freikorps (fiee corps), Korner was one of several fiends of Friedrich who joined the 

Lürrower Jüger (Lützow ~ a n ~ e r s ) ~ '  while Friedrich, too old to fight himsel f, sponsored their 

equipment.63 Up to the eve of his death, Komer cornposed patriotic songs and poems which 

he recited to his comrades to raise their spirits before battle. His untimely death in a skinnish 

in August 1813 surrounded K6mer with a tragic aura, prompting his father, Christian 

Gottfried Komer (1 756-1 83 l), the poet and intimus of Schiller, to publish the songs in the 

collection Leier und Schwen c y r e  and Sword) through which they gained wide popularity." 

While Arndt was whipping up the patriotic feelings of Gemans with his incendiary prose, 

Komer's Iyric style was set in a more somber mood. Still, just like in Arndt's poem, the 

forest and particularly the oak stood for Germany's glonous p a d 5  

42 The hn corps was named afkr its fonder and commander. Ludwig Adolf Wilheim Freiherr von 
Lützow (1782-1834), who later becarne a general in the Pnissian army. 

" In the spring of 18 13, Dresden alone contributed over 500 volunteers to the hce corps (cf. Garnier 
1988, p. 89). Most of these volunteers were probably h m  the substantial student population, which made up 
one tifth of Dresden's total population (cf. Koemer 1990, p. 94). By June of 1813, the Lützow Rangers 
comprised three batallions and numbered 3,200. (cf. Miinter 1988, p. 42). 

Several of his p o e m  later f o m d  the basis for songs by F m  Schubert (1 797- 1828). while his 
Geber wührend der Schfacht (Prayer during Banle) of 18 13 was set to music by the composer Car1 Maria von 
Weber ( 1786- 1826): 

Gorr, ich erkenne dich! God, 1 acknowledge thee! 
So im herbstlichen Rauschen der Bliirfer So when autumn lcaves rustle around me. 
AIS im Schlachrendonnerwerrer. So when the thunders of battle surtound me. 
Urquell der Gnade. erkenn ;ch &ch. Fountain of grace, 1 acknowledge thee - 
Varer du. segne mich! Father, oh bless thou me! 

(Translation from: Dulcken, Henry William ( 1  856) The Book of German Songs, London: Ward and Lock.) 

'' Mein Voteriand ( M y  Fatherland. 18 13). 



/Vie herD des Süngers Varerland? - 
J a r  uber seiner S&hne Leichen. 
Jerrr weint es unrer fremden Sîreichen; 
Sonst hieJ es nur dm Lund der Eichen. 
Das freie Land, das d e u ~ s c i e  Land 
So hieJ mein Vaterland- 

The bard's fatherland - what is its name? 
Today it weeps over the bodies of its sons, 
It weeps under the foreign knout; 
But once it was called the land of oaks, 
The ficc land, the Gtrman land 
Such was called my fatherland. 

The land of the oaks is the land of the free is the land of the Germans. With this equation 

Korner conjures up the free Germanic past to serve as an inspiration to the Geman people 

of his day: had not the Germanic tnbes, once they united to fight the common enemy, 

becorne strong enough to defend their fieedom against the Romans? K m e r  reminded the 

Germans that they had a proud tradition of fieedorn h m  foreign domination and that the 

current situation was intolerable. Where Arndt preached hatred against the French, Korner 

lamented the Geman misery, as in the following poem written in 18 10: 



Die Etchen The Oaks 

A bend wird 'S. des Tages Srimmen schweigen. 
Rother strahlt der Sonne letztes GlUhn; 
Und hier si&' ich unrer euren Zweigen. 
Und d u  Herr ist mir su voll. su kühn! 
Alter Zeiten alte *eue Zeugen. 
Schmückr euch doch des Lebens f i ches  Grün. 
Und der VOnvelr krüfige Gestalten 
sind uns noch in eurer Prachr erhalren. 

Vie1 des Edlen hat die Zeit rem-mmert. 
Vie1 des Schiinen starb den fi-hen Tod; 
Durch die reichen Blütterkarue schimmen 
Seinen Abschied dort d a  Abendmth. 
Doch um das Verhdngnq unbeùümmert, 
hat vergeberas arch die Zeit bedrohr. 
Und es nrft mir aus der Zweige Wehen: 
Alles Grofle mufl im Tod besrehen! 

Und ihr habt besranden! Unter allen 
Grilnt i h r m c h  und kühn mit srarkem Muth 
CVohl kein Pilger wird wrüberwallen, 
Der in eurem Scharten nichr gemhr. 
Und wenn herbsrlich a r e  Blüner/allen. 
Todt auch sind sie euch ein koszlich Gut; 
Denn verwesend werden eure Kinder 
Eurer nachsren Fnïhlingspracht Begrcinder. 

Schones Bild von alter deu~scher Treue 
Wie sie bess Ore Zeiren angeschaut. 
Wo in fieudig Bhner Todesweihe 
Bürger ihre Sraaten feszgebaut. - 
Ach, wns hi&? 'S. daj3 ich den Schmerz erneue. 
Sind doch alle diesem Schmerr verrraur! 
Deursches Voik, du herrlichstes von allen 
Deine Eichen sreh 'n - du bisr gefallen! 

Evening comes, the &y's voices hush, 
Redder shines the last glow of the sun; 
And here 1 sit undemeath yow branches, 
And my heart within me is so hll, so brave; 
Old loyal wimesses of former times, 
Life's fresh green bedecks you, 
And the strong figures of ages long p s t  
Are still preserved for us in your splendeur. 

Much of the noble past has shattered, 
Much bcauty died an unémcly death; 
Through the rich, Ieatj. wrtaths 
The evening glow shimmcn there its farewell. 
But by faith undauntecl, 
T h e  bas thrcatcncd you in vain, 
And fiom the nistiiag branches cornes the call: 
Al1 that is great musc overcomc death! 

And you have subsisted! Arnidst everything 
You grew anew with bold strong courage. 
Probably no p i l g r h  will have wandered by 
Who did not rest in your shadc; 
And when your aununn leaves fall, 
They arc stiU your precious goods; 
Because dccaying, your children becorne 
The bcginning of  your next glonous springtirne. 

Lovely picturc of old Gcnnan faithfiilness, 
When it gazcd upon bettcr timcs, 
When in joyously bol4 deathly sacrifice 
Citizcns buiit f m  their nations. 
Oh, what good does it do to thük of past grief? 
Al1 are familiar with thk pain! 
Gennan nation, you most glorious of ail. 
Your oak -es stand - you have fallen! 



8 1 

In this poem, Korner tells the history of Gemany through its tree, the oak. Gazing into the 

oak trees above him, the p e t  is transported by these "old loyal witnesses" to a better past. 

Through this year's fiesh foliage that adonis and nourishes the trees, he can see the "strong 

figures" of their gnarled trunks and branches that were forrned many y e m  ago. Likewise, 

the Gerrnan youth fighting for Gennany in Komer's day is nothing but the latest growth on 

the limbs of a continuously growing stem, the nation, and in their actions we can see the will 

of the whole people. Tme, there is death and decay as Ieaves are shed and even Iimbs fa11 

away, but in uUs death there is the promise of retum as every fallen leaf contributes to next 

year's growth again, making the tree as a whole mightier than before. 1s not the sacrifice of 

the soldier for his fatherland the same, Korner asks, when he soaks the soi1 with his blood 

so his people may live? He knows that the fates of battle or the tooth of time may kill a part, 

whether leaf or young soldier, but they cannot overcome the whole: "Time has threatened 

you in vain." As a whole, the oak grows and thrives, its roots reaching back beyond the 

advent of Christianity and far into Gerrnanic times: the German oak was already there, 

offering its shade, before the first pilgrim waked the Geman lands. 

But then the poet despain: in their might and fortitude built up over centuries, the oaks 

are stronger than ever, yet the people whose life they watched unfold under their canopies, 

the Gerrnan people, are weaker than ever. Only the oak remains now to tell "of old German 

faithhlness" when the German people defied al1 odds and carved an empire for themselves. 

Korner ends the poem with a sigh, resigning himself to the knowledge that al1 of this is plain 

to see for the Geman people, but that they continue to fail to take their fate into their own 

hands. Korner does not rouse the fighting spirit of the Germans as Arndt tries to do, but lets 

them draw their own conclusions from his allegoric depiction of their fate. In laying out 



their misery before them, Korner forces them to acknowledge their meekness, but he also 

presents them with the inspiring example of the oak. Remember, he calls out to the "Geman 

nation, you most glorious of al1 / your oak trees stand" - and so may you if you remember 

who you are! 

In memory of both the poet and the poem, another associate of Friedrich, Georg Friedrich 

Kersting (1 785- 1847) painted a scene called LUtrowerJagerauf Vorposten (Lützow Rangers 

on Outpost Duty, 18 15, Figure 3.1) that captures the mood of Korner's poem on canvas. Of 

Friedrich's fiends in the Lützow Rangers, only his pupil Kersting retumed, the others were 

killed: Friesen, Harûn-, and K6rner." Kersting expressed his sorrow over the loss of his 

fnends in the painting that shows the three volunteers on outpost duty in a dense forest of 

majestic oaks, presumably on the eve of Korner's death. Al1 three Wear the distinctive black 

uniform of the Lützow corps,67 aftdeutsch berets, and, ominously, the Iron Cross. The upper 

half of the scene is filled with low hanging branches, brushed by the fading light of a low 

Sun. The three figures are sheltered by the heavy branches overhead, concealed fiom the 

enemy by the mighty tnuiks around them. We are completely enveloped by the forest, 

joining the rangers on guard. The outer world, the open field where the enemy could appear 

66 Friedrich Friesen was an assistant to Turnvater Friedrich Ludwig Jahn (1778- l8S2), the founder 
of the patriotic 'gymnastics' movcment and a nationalist agitator. During the French occupation, Jahn 
organized gyrnnastic exercises designed to revive the morale of his compatriots by improving their physical 
fimess. Not by coincidence, they also served as a form of premilitary education. He comrnanded a battalion 
in the Lüizow Rangers and later, as Arndt had done before him, suggested growing a Bannwald (forest barrier) 
against future French incursions. Like his mentor Jahn, Friesen was one of the earliest spokesmen against the 
French. Ferdinand Hartmann was a painter-fiïend from Drcsden. 

67 The black uniform with its red Iapels and gold (brass) buttons provided the underground 
democratic snident fraternities of the restoration period with theiremblematic colours. In the Weimar Repubiic 
and the Fcderal Republic, these 'democratic' colours were adopted as national colours. By conaast, the empire 
of 187 1 used the 'monarchistic' colours black/white/red, as did the Nazis until 1935, when the swastika banner 
becarne the officia1 flag (which consisted of a black swastika in a white circle before a red background). 



Figure 3.1: Lûtzower Jàger auf Vorposten by Georg Friedrich 
Kersting (1815) 
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allegory, the Romantic idea of the forest weds the sentiment of national fervour to produce 

a telling syrnbol of 'us vs. them': here is the German in his 'natural habitat' of the German 

forest, ready to defend his realm - and vice versa, for the German oaks are guarding the 

rangers just as they are guarded by them. 

In the twilight among the oaks are the three rangers, motionless and silent as the trees 

themselves. They do not face one another, and seem lost in contemplation. Nothing in their 

posture suggests that they seek quarrel: c a h l y  cradling their rifles, they merely stand ready 

to defend the green world of which they seem a part. In a cornpanion picture, Kersting 

expressed how their death had indeed made them part of the Gerrnan forest, in Die 

Kranzwinderin (The Wreath-Weaver, 1814, Figure 3.2), a young woman in a white 

altdeutsch d r e d 8  sits in a forest very similar to that of the Outpost. Again the mood is quiet, 

but not somber: the young woman is graceful and composed, a tnrly cultured Germania. She 

is not afiaid in this forest, for it is hers. From oakieaves, she fashions wreaths for the three 

faIlen heroes, but they are the wreaths of victory, not those of mourning. The three enormous 

68 As mentioned earlier, the early Romantics had glorif~cd tbe supposed traditional garb of the 
Gerrnan townsman of the Reformation era. In 18 14, Arndt codified these idcas into a new national costume 
in his book Über Sitte. Mode und Kleidertachr (On Custom, Style, and Costume): high-waisted, high-collared, 
long-sleeved dresses for womtn, and broad velvct bcrcts, shouldcr-lengtb hair, and widc cloaks for men. Arndt 
called the men's drcss "natural and manly" and said that those who worc it contributed to the regenention of 
Germany (pp. 50-5 1 ). During the years of occupation and the Wan of liberation, the altdeutsch garb becarne 
a patriotic symboi in the paintings of Kersting and Friedrich among others. After 18 15, however, when the 
nationalist movement leaned on the princes to make good on their promises of democratic and social r e f o m ,  
the aitdeutsch garb becarne associated with democratic tendencies and in the reactionary Karlsbad decrees of 
18 19 even was outlawed as Demagogenrracht ('demagogues' drcss'). 'Demagogue' was a "derogatory term 
used by conservatives for someone who espoused the ideal of a unified German state established by 
constitution and governed with the consent of its citizens." The Karlsbad decrees of September 18 19 were 
initiated by Prussia and Austria, but implementcd al1 ove; Gennany as a way of suppressing the national and 
liberal 'demagogues.' Passed in response to the assassination of the anti-liberal playw-right August von 
Kotzebue by a democratic fraternity student, the dccrces "limited freedom of the press, banned frorn the 
schools and universities teachers professing liberal or nationalist ideas, forbade student fraternities of al1 kinds 
and outlawed the alrdeurrch costume" (Koemer 1990, p. 243). They "suppressed liberty in the Germanies for 
a full generation, and, in effect, determined what kind of political system the Germanies were to have for the 
time being." (Snyder 1958, p. 158). 



Figure 3.2: Die Kranwindenn by Ceorg Friedrich Kersting (1 815) 



oak trunks dosest to her are inscribed with the names ofFriesen, Hartmann, and Komer: the 

three fallen rangers are gone, but they Iive on in (and as) the forest of the nation that 

preserves their memory. Whether as trees or as youthfùl soldiers, Friesen, Hartmann, 

Korner, and al1 the other heroes of the Wars of Liberation shelter Germania, protecting her 

fiom vioIation. 

This reciprocity and interchangebility of trees and men is also an integral part of 

Eichendorff s patriotic poetry. He, too, had joined the Lützow Rangers in 18 13, dedicating 

many poems to his fellow combatants. As in his earlier petry,  he stilI portrayed the forest 

as the symbol of a better world to which humans could only aspire, but now Eichendorff 

called upon Gerrnans to fulfil their duty as guardians of the forest as the site of that utopia. 

In Eichendorffs poems of that period, we c m  discem the same imagery as in Kersting's 

paintings. Men and trees become one, together fonning a formidable force because they are 

Gleichwie die Stâmme in dem Wald 
wolh wir zusammenhaZten, 
ein fare Burg, Tm& der GewaZt, 
verbleiben treu die Allen. 

Like the tms of the forest 
we shaU stand by one another, 
a mighty cade that defies intrusion, 
forever loyal we shall be. 

69 Die Tiroler Nacknvache (Tyrolian Night Watch, 18 10). 



because they are loyal:70 

Banner. der so kühle walit! 
Unter deinen gru'ne Wugen 
hast du treu uns auferzogen. 
frommer Sagen Aufenthalr! 
Lebe wohl. 
lebe wohl. du schoner Wald! 

Was wir still gelobt im Wald. 
wollens draubn ehrlich halten. 
ewig bleiben treu die Alten: 
Deulsch Panier. das rauschend walh 
lebe rvohl. 
schirm dich Gott. du schoner Wald! 

Banner, wa fting so briskl y ! 
Beneath your waves of green 
you faiff i l ly  did raise us, 
you home of pious tales! 
Farewell, 
farewell, you forest beautiful! 

In the forest once we swore a silent oath, 
and now, outside, we must obey. 
forever faithhl we must rernain: 
Ge- banner, wa fting briskl y 
farcwell, 
protcct thee God, you forest beautiful! 

and because they protect one another:" 

Die jungen Jüger sich zeigen Glirnpse if you can the young rangers 
dort dnïben im p-nen Wald, over there in the forest so green, 
bald schimmernd IWljchen den Zweigen, now shimmering betwecn the branches, 
bald lauernd im Hinterhaft. now lurking in arnbush unsetn. 

Eichendorffs message was clear: as long as the Germans stood together Iike trees in a forest, 

they could not be vanquished. Despite his urging tone, a sprightly mood emanated fiom 

Eichendorffs patriotic forest poetry that was different h m  that of the sconifiiI Amdt or the 

'O Der J d g r  A b d i c d  (Rangers' FarcweU). Wdicn in 18 13. this poem was inspired by a poem 
called lm SpePhan (In the Spessart Forest) that Friedrich Schlegel had published in 1807 already: 

Dann denk' ich, wie vor alter Zèit, 
Du dunkle Waldesnacht! 
Der Freiheit Sohn sich dein gefreut. 
Und was er hier gedacht. 

Then I think of how, in days of old, 
Thou dark forest night, 
The son of fieedom cherished thee 
And what hc thought here. 

Du warst der AIten Haus und Burg; You were house and c a d e  to the ancients; 
Zu diesem gnlnen Zdt To this camp so green 
Drang keines Feindes Ruf hindurch. No cries of enemies did penetrate - 
Frei war da noch die Welt. The world was frce then. 

'' Soldotenlied (Soldicr's Song of 181 3/14). The poern conîinua: 
Wohl sinkt da in ewiges Schweigen Ycs, into silence etcmal there sinks 
manch schlanke Rittergesralr, many a slender knight's figure; 
die anciern über ihn sreigen. but over his body the others push onward 
hirrra! in dem schonen Wald, hoorray! in the beautiful forcst, 
"esjïunkclt das Blau durch die Baume - "behind the trees blue sparkling 1 see - 
ach. Vuter, ich komme bald!" oh, Father. 1 soon will be there!" 



melancholy Korner. Eichendorff s war in the forest was an exciting outing that promised 

adventure and camaraderie among 'Yhe young rangers." Even if some might fmd their final 

resting place in the forest, their memories lived on forever in the muxmuring of the trees:* 

Wo wir nrhen. wo wir wohnen: 
jener Waldeshort 
rauschr mir seinen grainen Kronen 
durch mein Leben forr. 

Wherever we may rest or dwell: 
that forest which we called our shelter 
will murmur with its crowns so green 
on and on through al1 my life. 

Yet Eichendorf'rs forest did not just murmur of the days of youth and the Company of 

&ends, it also preserved the memory ofa distant past when Gennany was united, strong, and 

fiee. In the following passage fiom his Ahnung und Gegenwart, written in 18 10 afier the 

failed popular uprisings in Spain and Ausiria, Eichendorff presented the forest as the refuge 

of a wholesome peasant fieedom fiom which resistance welled up against the demands of 

a degenerated elite: 

They razed the forest, for they are afraid of the forest and how it speaks to them of the old times." 

To Eichendofls readers, the anaiogy needed no explanation: the readers imagined 

themselves as the fieedom-loving peasants, while the mannerist cowtiers were the French. 

But what could those cowtiers be afraid to hear in the munnur of the forest? It was the voice 

of fieedom itself: 

Most of al], it is the refieshing air o f  an everlasting feeling of freedom that blows towards us from that 
beautiful forest so l i t~dc .~ '  

In these passages, Eichendorff associated the forest with the past and with fieedom - forest 

solitude had become a political code word. With this politicization of the concept of forest 

72 An die Lützowschen Jüger (To the Liitzow Rangers, 1 8 14). 

'' Die Wilder haben sie ousgehauen. denn siejùrchten sich vor ihnen. weil sie von der airen Zeïr ru 
rimen sprechcn. (Ahnung und Gegenwar?: II, p. 293). Written in 18 10- 18 12, published in 18 15. 

74 Es isr zuntïchst der e+chende Hauch etnes unverwiZrtlichen Freiheitsgefisihles. der uns aus jcner 
sch 6nen Wakcieinsamkeit entgegenweht. ( Vermischte Schrifien, p. 29). 



solitude, Eichendodfcontnbuted to acurrent of fatherlandish writing that swelled during the 

years of French occupation after 1806. As a forrn of literary protest, fatherlandish books and 

plays were meant to educate the German people about the current political situation and 

about their proud past - their Germanic ps t .  

Thus, when the Romantic patriots ûied to inspire the Germans to think of themselves as 

a nation, they referred their readers back to the examples of their Germanic ancestors. 

In the forest, the memory of those ancestors was supposedly preserved and it spoke to 

contemporary Gexmans thmugh the murmur of the trees:" 

Um mich wogt es wie ein Meer. 
Fasr wie in vergangnen Tagen. 
Da die Wdlder ringsumher 
Rauschten von uralten Sagen. 

It surges 'round me like an ocean 
Almost like in days of yore, 
When the forest ail around 
Mutmurcd of the ancient tales. 

Yet the forest murrnured not just to remind Germans of a great past, but also to ready them 

for the fight to reclaim that past and their freedom:" 

Einen Wald kenn ich don  droben 
Rauschend mit den grUnen Kronen 
Slamme brüderlr'ch venvoben, 
Wo d a  alte Recht mag wohnen. 
Manche aufsein Ruuschen merken. 
Und ein neu Gachled t  wird srdrken 
Dieser Wald ru detmchen Werken. 

I know a forest way up thcre 
With green crowns murmuring 
And tmnJcs in brothcrly embrace, 
Whcre the old law survived. 
Many heed its murmun, 
And it will raise a new grneration 
To act in m l y  Gcmian ways. 

"To act in tmly Geman ways" was to take up the fight with the foreign oppressors unti 1 they 

were expelled, no matter how much sacrifice it might take:" 

'' Der Freiheit Wiederkehr (The Return of Freedom 1 8 14). 

76 An die Meirten (To the Masses, 18 10). Like Tite Rangers* Farewell. this poem was inspired by 
Friedrich Schlegcl's poem Im S p e h n  of 1807. in Eichcndorffs poems, the forest was ofien situated "way 
up there" (dori droben), as  opposed to the 'world down herc.' While this dichotomy was a means of elevating 
the forest poetically, it also rcflected (and still does) a geographical fact. By the time Eichendorff was writing. 
the Gennrin forest had been mostly cleared for agriculture in the valleys and remained only on the hilltops 
where soil. water regime, and micro clirnate were less favourable for agriculrurc. 

77 Trosr (Consolation, 18 16). 



/m Walde da liegt veï$allen 
der dien Helden Haus. 
doch a u  den Toren und Hallen 
brichr jührfich der Fdhling au. 

Und wo imrner müde Fechter 
sinken im mutigen S t m d  
es bmmen fiische Geschlechter 
und fechren es ehrlich aus. 

in the forat lies abandoned 
the old heroes' abodc, 
but fiom its doon and halls 
spring breaks forth cach year. 

And whcrcvcr tircd fightcrs 
s l q  in fearlcss quarrtl 
frcsh faces will replace them 
and carry on the bonest fight. 

The "fearless quarrel" had been fought in the forest before by the Germans: it was the 

Hermannsschlacht. While Eichendodfdid not name Hermann, his readers knew whom he 

meant by "the oId heroes." By contrast Arndt, with his usual intensity, grabbed the German 

people by the lapels afler theu defeat in 1806 and shook them in Hermann's name:" 

Not a tear, Hermann, for your people? 
Not a tear? and dishonor burns, 
And the enemy govenis, whcre the fke 
Gained victory and feu! 

Not a loud voice, wherc Luther spokc? 
Al1 thunder which the heavens scnd 
Should call: People a+! Cowards 
Seize your swords! 

Arndt placed Hermann and Luther in a sequence that was to highiight the finest of German 

achievements vh-ù-vis the Latui infi~ence.~ Whether against caesars or popes, the Geman 

people had always known how to defend their free ways and now they should accept defeat? 

Never! Arndt exclaimed with every word he published. M e r  the Russian disaster of the 

Grande Année in 18 12, Amdt even invoked a Holy War against the French? 

An die Deulschen (To the Germans. 1806). 

79 Luther himself was a great admirer of Hermann and on occasion wrote 'Hermannia' instead of 
Germania (cf. Demandt IWO, p. 3 1). 

'O V~~rerIc~ndsIied(Song for the Fahaland. 18 12). Translation modified fiom Snyder 1958. p. 144. 



So ziehn wir a u  zur Hemannss~hlachr 
Und wollen Rache haben. 

Wir woflen heure Mannfir Mann 
Mil BIur d a  Eisen roten. 
Mir Henkersblut, Franzosenblur - 
O siiper Tag der Ruche! 

fhr Deurschen alle Mann $3- Mann 
Zum heil gen Krieg zusammen! 

To Hermann's battle march the brave, 
'Tis fell revenge we brood. 

This very &y, yes, man for man, 
Wi11 steep in blood the steel. 
In tyrant's blood, in Frenchmen's blood - 
O &y of sweet revenge! 

A11 you Gennans man for man 
Corne fight the Holy War! 

Arndt was not alone in spoiling for another Hermannsschlacht. Within Friedrich's circle, 

he was joined by Heinrich von KIeist (1 777-1 8 1 1), a former officer in the Pwsian anny who 

now engaged the French with his sharp qui11.~' From his time spent as a French prisoner of 

war in 1807, Kleist brought back to Dresden and into Friedrich's circle an even stronger hate 

for the French: " We are the subjugated peoples of the ~ornans.'**~ Living only a few doors 

From Friedrich, Kleist was one of the focal points of the patriotic group between 1807 and 

1809 and it was to them that he first read his inflarnmatory pieces of those years: Germania 

an ihre Kinder (Gennania Addressing her Children* 1809)," Katechisrnus der Deutschen 

(Catechism of the Gemans, 1 £log), and, in desperation over the Austrian de feat at Wagram, 

Das letzte Lied (The Last Song). 

Shocked by the failure of the Spanish popular uprising in 1808, Kleist wrote his drama 

Die Hermannsschlacht (Hermann's Battle) during the auturnn of 1808 specifically to rouse 

the German people Corn their complacency: "1 dedicate this to the Germans." It was the first 

*' Other 'Hcrmannophilerv included Fnednch de la Motte Fouqué (Hermann, ein Heldenspiel in 4 
Abenreuern, (Hermann, a Heroic PIay in 4 Adventures, 1818)), Grabbe (Hermannsschlachr, 1838, 
posthumously) and Steckling, who published a biography of Hermann in 18 16. 

In a lcncr to his sister in 1806, quotcd in Kuehnemund 1953, p. 87. 

" The war song Germania on ihre Kinder culminates in the invective against Napoleon: "Will you 
rise, Germania? Has the day of reckoning corne?" (Stehsr Du aux Gennania? Isr der Tag der Rache da?); 
and: "Murder him! Judgment Day / Will not ask you for your reasons!" (Schlagt ihn rot! Dar Welrgericht / 
Fragr nach ercren Gninden nichi!) (translation from Kuehnemund 1953, pp. 90 and 120). 



openly poIitical drarna with clear references to the contemporary situation, as Kleist himself 

insisted: "lt is meant for the present.'" The charactes are quickly unveiled: Varus was 

Napoleon, the quibbling Germanic chiefs were the collaborating princes of the Rhenisch 

Confederation, Marbod (the chef of the Markomanniae who at first supported Hermann but 

later refused to join his union of Germanic trîbes) represented the Austrians who had failed 

to support the Prussian cause in the Fourth Coalition War of 1806, and Hermann was King 

Fredenck William iIi of Pnissia, the beacon of hope for the Geman cause in his safe exile 

in Eastern Pmssia The Gerrnan forest, however, where al1 took place, was still the same. 

Kleist's Hermannsschfacht was read aloud in turn by the members of Friedrich's circle 

and made a lasting impression on ~riedrich.'~ This influence can be clearly discemed in 

three O fhis paintings: Hermanns Grab (Hermann's Grave), Grabmale der gefaffenen Hefden 

(Tombs of the Fallen Heroes), and Der Chasseur im Waide (The French Dragoon in the 

Forest). Just as he had earlier given visual expression to the Romantic mood, Friedrich now 

depicted on his canvasses the imagery of patriotism:' in al1 three paintings, the majestic 

forest represented a rising Gemany, while the lost French cause was symbolized by a minute 

and forlorn human figure. And just as  Kleist's drama could not be staged during the French 

occupation,87 Friedrich's paintings had to await the liberation of Dresden in the spring of 

" Quoted in Kuehnemund 1953. p. 86. 

'' Cf. Siegel 1978, p. 86; Aubert 191 5. p. 5. 

86 In the words o f  Auben: 'The Romantic wntimentality becornes hcre an expression ofthe ernotional 
life of a sorely afflicted people." Die romantische Sentimenralitdt wird hier AusdnrckjUr dm Stimrnungsleben 
eines sch wer geprüfien Volkes. (Aubert 191 5, p. 8). 

87 No one dared to publish, let alone stage such an openly anti-French play, but irs manuscript 
circuIated clandestinely and Kleist wrotc on one o f  them: "Woe to thee, my Fatherland! To sing thy gIory 
1s den ied to me, thy loyal bard." ( Wehe. mein Vaterland. dir! Die Leier zum Ruhm dir zu schlagen. / 1st. gerretr 
dir Ï m  Schoss, mir, deinem Dichter, verwelirf.) (translation fiom Kuehnemund 1953, pp. 95 and 120). The 
play was finally published posthumously in 182 1 (by Tieck, who edited Kleist's papcrs) and premiered in 1839 
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18 14 to be exhibited publicly. Immediately, a Patnotic Exhibition was launched to showcase 

the pictures that had been created clandestinely under the noses of the French arrny. 

Friedrich contributed the said three paintings to the exhibition and achieved considerable 

~ u c c e s s . ~ ~  In the fa11 of 1814, he sent the Chasseur to the academy exhibition in Berlin, 

where it was generally acclaimed and reviewed positively." 

By 1814, Friedrich was by no means an unknown painter. Beginning with his 

controversial Terschen AItar of 1 808, Friedrich had made a name for himsel f as a painter of 

mystical religious landsapes that suggested the presmce of the divine in nature? In 

September of 18 10, he sent two of his paintings to the Academy Exhibition at Berlin where 

they immediately captured public attention. Both paintings, Mench am Meer (Monk by the 

Sea, 1 809), and Abtei im Eichwald (Abbey in the Oak Forest, 18 1 O), received the greatest 

possible honour when the young crown prince of Pmssia purchased them for the pa~ace.~'  

At the same time, Friedrich was narned a permanent comesponding member of the Royal 

Prussian Academy of Arts at Berlin, Friedrich's success did not mean that his paintings were 

universally acclaimed, for his audience was often baffleci at what they saw: the hurnan figure, 

if present at all, was usually dwarfed by the elexnental forces and dimensions of nature: the 

signature of an all-powerfiil God. Endless horizons, enormous expanses of seemingly void 

skies, immense trees al1 reduced the human figure to a humble, almost inconsequential size. 

(Kuehnemund suggests that it was not until 1861). The fact that such an openly topical play was staged 
decades later only bespeaks the continued relevance of  the theme to the German imagination. 

9' Cf. Mitchell 1993. p. 121. 



Not surprisingly, such stark images were disconcerting to an audience accustomed to 

Classical aesthetics. On the other hand, they could not easily draw away from the suggestive 

force of Friedrich's vision. In a review, Kleist described his own puzzlement upon beholding 

the Monk by the Sea: 

It seems that when one looks at it, it were as if one's cyelids were cut away. . . . But my own thoughts 
about this wondrous painting are too coafiised; thereforc 1 have resolved . . . to enlighten myself by 
the remarks of  those couples who p a s  by it fiom moming until night. I listened to the the different 
comments of  the vicwers around me and p a s  them on as bclonging to this painting . . . because this 
painting does not permit s i l e n ~ e . ~  

With such attention attached to his name, Friedrich's paintings at the 18 14 Patriotic 

Exhibition were thus eagerly awaited by the audience. As his Enend, the Norwegian painter 

Johann Christain Clausen Dahl (1 788-1857) would later write, the audience 

at the àme of  the Wars of Likration sought and found in thcm a specific, I might Say, political 
prophetic interpretation: signs of  an almigbty, invisible band that intcrvenes in the muddled affairs 
of humans and the liberation of  Gennany fiom thc burden of a foreign yokeP3 

In Friedrich's three canvasses, the patriotic message of the national movement met with a 

heightened recep tivi ty of the contemporary audience: the patriotic message had entered the 

mainstrearn. But how could that message be expressed by a painter whose paintings were 

almost devoid of humans and their creations? What, if not buildings, landmarks, or human 

figures, couId represent Germanness? Friedrich's answer was simple: the forest. In the 

forest, Friedrich pulled it al1 together: poetry, art, nationalism, al1 focussed on the German 

forest as the main vehicle of ~ ~ m b o l i s r n . ~  
- -- 

92 The review appeared in Kleist's journal BerlinerAbendblürrer on 13 October 18 10. The translation 
is from Siegel 1978, p. 74. See also Mitchell 1993, pp. 12 1- 126, for a detailed account of  what he calls "one 
of the most famous reviews in the annals of  art criticism." 

93 Dahl had been living in Friedrich's house in Dresden after 1823. The quoted passage is frorn a 
obituary for Friedrich written by Dahl in 1840 and is reprintcd in Krieger 1985, p. 13. 

94 For general treatments of the role of the forest in German an, see Schrade 1937; Kostler 194 1, 
Imrnel 1942; Gusovius 1957; Kostkr 197 1; Gusovius 1974; and Weyergraf 1984. 



In Herntanns Grab of 1 8 1 2, Friedrich takes us into a rugged forest deep in the heart of 

the Harz mountains (Figure 3.3). Here, in a cave deep in the forest and not in a crypt or 

cathedral, is the imer sanctum of  Germanic history: the casket of Hermann. This is how the 

art historian Jens Jensen describes the scene: 

The picture opens Iike a h e l ,  leading the viewer's eyes to the dark cave with the sarcophagus. A 
French soldier is humbly looking do- at it; he is a h o s t  cmshed by the jagged wall of rock that 
cordons off the picture powerfully and defuiitiveiy. As in a grave of Christ afier the Resurrection, 
the cover Stone does not seal the tomb - it Iies obliqucly against the walls, making the tomb look as 
if it were opening- The fu trees symbolizing hope loom up before the wall of rock, incrcasing the 
impression of strength and unyielding faith." 

Friedrich created a setting in which the immediacy of  nature itself seemed to threaten the 

single French intruder depicted in the painting, while sheltering the Germanic hero's grave. 

Friedrich achieved that efffect by depicting the French soldier in a way that suggested that he 

did not belong in this landscape. With his strikingly blue cape, the dragoon disrupts the 

warm, harmonious earth tones of  the rock and the natural greens of the forest that dominate 

the painting. He has lost his horse, snimbling on foot through the forest. In the 

middleground the vegetation shows the signs of battle and death: cut stumps and broken 

trunks, symbolizing youthful lives broken off tw soon in a violent struggle. In the 

foreground, however, lush ferns are plentifùl, a sign of what this land is capable of 

supporting. Finally, the background is dominated by the fiaming rocks, at once solid and 

soaring like the faith of the German nation. Evergreen spruce trees, the symbol of loyalty 

and hope, spring forth fiom the rocks themselves, rooted in the crevaces and reaching 

95 (Jensen 198 1, p. 123). Jensen. as a h o s t  everyone e k  writing about FriedrichVs painting, rnistakes 
the evergreen trees for €m. They are in fact spnict trees. The difference is significant as f i  are limited 
mostly to the hills of southern Germany, while spruce occurs across a11 of Germany and much of Europe. Such 
ignorance is not uncornmon arnong authors writing about Germans and their love affair with the forest: 
Schama, in his Landscape and Memory (1 995, p. 102). believts German 19&-century forests to have been 
replanted with larch and fir instead of pine and spruce. in fact, larch and tir are far too specific in their 
ecologica1 site demands and hence limited in their geographical range to have been planted across the whole 
of Germany. 
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towards a sky that is nowhere visible in the painting - but it is there, the spruce trees point 

the way to the ~ i ~ h t ? ~  

Figure 3.3: Hermanns Grab by Caspar David Friedrich (1812) 

Hermann's grave is in the deepest forest, tucked away in the mountains on "the last foot 

of ground" where he wished "to die the death of heroes," as Kleist has Hermann Say in Act 

1, scene 3. This deep forest is the heart of Gennany, the ultimate retreat for the heroes 

defending their country. And though they may die in battle, they live on in the tenacious 
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spmce trees that hold on to even the barest of rocks, and in the lush fems when "spring 

breaks forth each year," as Eichendorffhad put it. Hermann's body may lie in the coffin, but 

his spirit cannot be contained, it pried the lid ajar. Hermanns Grab is a mernorial to the spint 

of Hermann, but it is also a memonal to those who fell in that spirit during the Wars of 

Friedrich's own time. Friedrich inscribed the painting with the words: "May yow loyalty 

and invincibility as a warrior set an example for us etemally," but one senses that these 

words are not just addresseci to Hermann; they cornernorate those who died in the Wars of 

~iberation.~' 

In a cornpanion painting called Grabmale der gefahen  Helden (The Tombs of the 

Fallen Heroes, 18 13, Figure 3.4), Friedrich makes that dedication even more evident. The 

scene is similar to that of Hermann's Grave but Friedrich enriched the middleground with 

four sarcophagi and added a gleaming white obelisk on which an angelic figure is chiseled 

underneath crossed swords. The preface that accompanied the painting read: 

Rest in peace saviours in distress. Dedicatcd to thc noble fallen ones for fieedom and 'ustice. 
F. H. K. Arminius. Noble young saviours of the fathcrland. God help prescrve you. 9 2  

The initials stood for Friesen, Hartmann, and K6mer, Friedrich's artist-fnends who had 

fallen in the ranks of the Lüizow Rangers. Friedrich thus cornmemorated the sacrifice of his 

own friends, but he was dismayed that there were no efforts to erect a public monument to 

al1 the men who had died in the Wars of liberation?' When his own efforts to bring about 

-- - - - - 

97 Quoted in Jensen 198 1, p. 123. 

98 Siegel 1978, p. 88. 

99 In a letter to Arndt written in 18 14, he complained about this oversight and suggested that Arndt 
supply the inscription for a monument he had designed. (Repnnted in Koch 1985, p. 18). 



Figure 3.4: Grabmale der gewenen Helden by  Caspar David Friedrich (1813). 

such a monument came to nought, Friedrich attempted to at least paint one in his Schwerf ais 

Kratz irn Gebirge (Sword as Cross in the Mountains), a painting of which no records 

survive.'" According to the Swedish scholar Per David Amadeus Atterbom who saw it on 

the easeI in Friedrich's studio in 18 17, the painting showed 

lm Jensen 198 1, p. 126; Surnowski, 1970. p. 202. 



a majestic forest landscape, in which, arnid the loftiest mountain tops, high over tremendous spmce 
trees and lower dark zones, the point of a colossal sword is thrust into the rocky grouna greeting the 
viewer as a radiant cross in the golden shimmer of the suri."' 

The inverted sword in the forest symhlizes the claim by Arndt, Korner, Friedrich Rückert 

( 1 788- 1 866),'02 and other patriotic poets that the war against the French was a Holy War. 'O3 

Here was the German sword cum Protestant cross, towering in the quintessentially Gerrnan 

setting of a Nordic spruce forest in the rnountains. 

It is in the third painting inspired by the Hennannsschlacht that Friedrich paints that 

spruce forest itself as the epitome of Germany. Friedrich painted Der Charseut im Walde 

(The French Dragoon in the Forest) arowtd the time of the disaster of the Grande Armée in 

Russia in the winter of 18 12/13, Figure 3.5). Again, the painting depicts a scene fiom the 

Hermannsschlacht, Act V, scene 3, in which Varus wanders into a strange forest where he 

meets an Alraune, a Gerrnanic prophetess, whom he asks "Where am I?" To which the 

AZraune answers "two steps fiom thy grave."lM Friedrich depicted Varus as a French 

' O '  eine majestiïzische Wafdfankchafr, au/ der inmitten der  h6chsten Bergesspitzen hoch über 
gewairigen Fichren und dunklen niederen Partien ein kolossales Schwerr mir der Spitze in den FeLsboden 
gestopen is! und so als feuchtendes Kreuz im gofdigen Sonnemchimmer den Beschauer begnifl. (Reprinted 
in Sumowski 1970, p. 202). 

102 In the Geharnischren Sonnetzen (Armour-Clad Sonnets) in his collection of Deurrcke Gedichte 
(Gerrnan Poerns) of 18 14. 

'O3 Jensen 198 1. p. 126. 

104 (Siegel 1978, p. 87; Kuehnemund 1953, p. 93). In the Vossische Zeirung of December 7, 18 14, 
the painting was described by an anonyrnous reviewcr: "A raven, perched on an old tree, sings the song of 
death to a French Chasseur who is walking lonely through a snow-covcred forest." Einem /ranz6sischen 
Chasseur, der einsam durch den beschneiten Wald geht. singt ein auf einem alten Starnm sitzender Rabe ein 
S~erbelied. (reprinted in Gartncr 1988, pp. 10 1-102). 



Figure 3.5: Der Chasseur im Walde by Caspar David Friedrich (18 1211 3) 
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Dragoon, again without his horse, but the true hero of the painting is the dense, towering 

spruce forest covering more than three quarters of the canvas. The Dragoon, his back to the 

beholder, stands dwarfed before these trees, hesitant on a path that seems to lead into the 

thick of the woods. His gaze penetrates "the secret space" beyond the tum in the path, where 

we cannot see.'OS But the Chasseur has seen his fate in the shadow before him: the Gerrnan 

forest will swallow him up, and the "opening chasm, fiom which there is no way out for the 

Chasseur . . . will close like a relentless and gentle trap."lM 

The Chasseur is bound for what is called a Holzweg in German. Literally a 'timber- 

track,' a Holnueg is a skidding-track that simply peters out in the forest. Yet, to be on a 

Holnveg stands also for k i n g  on the wrong track,' headed for a dead end, which is exactly 

what the French soldier is facing. But he cannot tum back, for tree stumps block the path, 

signs of death and loss, signifLing the carnage he has been through on the retreat from 

Moscow. A crow, the bird of death, perches on one of thern, turning towards the Chasseur 

in anticipation of his death, while the young spruce trees growing vigorously in the 

foreground on both sides of the path seem to converge and cut off the path behind him with 

their lush green foliage - one even pushes up on the path itself. 'O7 

The Dragoon has no choice: the way back is cut off by the young trees, symbolizing the 

youth of Gemany attacking the French troops in such militia fiee corps as the Lutzow 

Rangers. To return to his homeland, the Dragoon must pass through the dark, dense, 

towering forest before him: Germany and its amies. Gazing into the "secret space" of the 

' O 5  Koerner 1990. p. 160. 

I or, Jensen 1981,p. 125. 

1 O7 Emmrich 1964, p. 99. 



forest ahead, he realizes how hopeless his situation is: he stands arrested, his sabre dragging 

on the ground, the whole scene breathing the atmosphere of suspended life and imminent 

loss. 'O8 

It will be the forest that defeats the Chasseur, the German forest, for Friedrich painted 

this forest as the unmistakable product of German forest science as it developed in the 1 s t  

decades of the 18' century. The forest in this painting is a so-called Nonnalwald or age- 

class forest: trees of a single species, spruce in this instance, of uni form age and height, 

planted in dense formation that allows little light to reach the forest floor. Starved for light, 

the lower branches die off, while the crown pushes higher and higher to reach the light. As 

a result, the trees are uniformly slirn and exceedingly tall.'oP In Friedrich's Chusseut-, we 

catch a glimpse of the resulting forest interior through an opening in the forest skirt: a dark 

labyrinth of bare tninks nsing fiom a banen forest floor, a dark world in the shadow of the 

dense canopy overhead. Normally, the trees making up the forest skirt have green branches 

al1 the way to the ground as there is enough light a d a b l e .  The fact that there are none in 

this case indicates that the h g e  irees were removed in a recent cut, a circumstance fkther 

suggested b y the presence of the young spmce trees pushing up vigorously on both sides of 

the Dragoon. Evidentiy, we are looking at the boundary between two age-class stands: this 

is a spruce forest rnanaged according to the tenets of Classical German forest science. 

1 O8 Friedrich set the whole scene in the wintcr, with light snow covering the trces and the path. This 
is more than a historical allusion to the winttr disaster of the Grande Année, as it also reflects Friedrich's own 
statement that he perceived the snow and mnter atmosphere as the turning point from life to death. (cf. 
Buderath and Makowski 1986, pp. 123-1 24). 

109 Friedrich was the fmt painter to depict this new type of forest landscape, most cIearly so in the 
Nachmitfag (Aftemoon) and Abend (Evening) images of his cycle Die Tagrneifen (The Times of Day, 1820- 
22). In these paintings, various pine stands are depicted at different stages of the Normalwald. Cf. Buderath 
and Makowski 1986, pp. 125- 127. 
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Beyond the technical aspects chat characterize this forest as typically German, there is 

also its Gothic appearance as suggested by the soaring sihouette of the spruce trees. The two 

trees that receive the Chasseur into the darkness of the interior form a syrnrnetric gate, an 

entrance to the sanctum of the forest. As they recede into the background, the tops of the 

trees soar higher and higher, drawing a silhouette of staggered Gothic spires that gives the 

whole arrangement the form of a cathedrai entrance. Frequentiy, Friedrich painted spruce 

trees and Gothic cathedrals as though the latter rose fiorn the former: the Gothic cathedral 

is but a human copy of Goci's own cathedral of the fore~t."~ In ignorance of the French 

origins of Gothic architecture, Friedrich and his contemporaries celebrated the Gothîc style 

as quintessentially Geman,"' and so the Gothic silhouette of the forest in this canvas 

symbolizes that this cathedra1 forest is German, expressing a stereotypical "German 

verticality [ofJ height and depth" that stands in opposition to foreign "shail~wness.""~ To 

the Dragoon, however, this Gerrnan catheâral promises not redemption, but doom, for he 

does not belong here. 

' 'O For example:Kreuz undKothed.de in den Bergen (Cross and Cathedra1 in the Mountains. 18 1 1); 
Winterfandr~h~ mit Kirche(Winter1andscape with Church, 18 1 1 ); Kreur im Wafde (Cross in the Forest, 18 13). 

"' The French origins of the Gohic style were not accepted in Gennany until afîer 1840. 

I I ?  Topoi wie Wald oder Kathedide sind nain dam Ndonahtereorypen. wenn sie deutsche 
Vertikafitat - Hohe und Tiefe - gegen "angefsdchrirfhe Ffachheit " abgrenzen. (Keller 1996, p. 92). In his 
Ewiger Wald (Etemal Forest) of 1922, the consetvative nature writcr Raoul Heinrich France (whom we will 
meet in Chapter 5) expressed this stereotype thus: "Like no other people, the German Volk has expressed its 
indomitable strength and aristocratie character in that will to the vertical which we can observe fiom the 
German ic long tent to the nave of the Cologne cathcdral. Dar deutsche Volk sprach wie kein anderes seine 
unbeugsame Krafr und den Adel seiner Art in jenem Wilfen zur Senkrechren aus. die wir mit ihm vom spitzen 
Langzelf bis m m  Hochschtfldes KSIner Domes verfolgen. (Franct 1922, p. 22). 
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With paintings like the Chasseur, Friedrich gave visual expression to the Romantic 

glorification and Gerrnanization of the forest. More than that, he established landscape and 

particularly the forest landscape not only as an allegory of Germany past and present, but as 

"a mode of auguring a new Gemany.""' in the words of art critic Linda Siegel: "In 

Friedrich's art the landscape echoed the fate of Gennany in the nineteenth century, captured 

the solitary German Romantic forest, and mirrored the tragic fate of man.""' With the 

suggestive use of oak and spruce trees and forests as symbolizations of Germany, Friedrich 

helped give currency to the idea that the forest represented Germanness. 

So did Arndt's anti-French polemics, Korner's patriotic songs, and Kleist's political 

 play^.''^ It was Eichendofls rhapsodizing poetry, however, that pmved to have the most 

lasting effect beyond the Romantic period proper. The joyful mood ofmany of his poems, 

even those that dealt with loss and death for the fatherland, ensured that their popularity 

out lived the irnmediate political cnsis which they were written to address. Eichendorff 

became the quintessentiai forest poet of the German educationa1 canon and his poetry and 

novellas remain among the most popular pieces of German literature to this day. 

- - -  - 

I l 3  Koerner 1990, p. 243. 

1 IJ Siegel 1978, p. 55. 

' " This is not to say that the Gemnization of the forest did not rneet with opposition or ridicule. 
In 18 17, for example, the critic Count August von Platen cornplained in his Envus über die neuere deurrche 
Poesie (Something on the Ncw Gcrman Poeûy) about German poetry having lost its way in a Dichtemaid 
('poets' forest'): "Al1 one hears about is bards, skalds, and oak forests. . . . Every leaf in this poets' forest 
rusdes with sighs of longing." Da h6rt man w n  nicha als Barden. Sàalden und Eichwdldern. . . . Jedes BIart 
aus dem Dichtewald süuselt Sehnsuciit von sich. (reprinted in Eichendorff s SSmtliche Werke (1 993) vol. 
XVIII, part 1 pp. 56-57). Von Platen was referring to a programmatic collection of songs, sonnetts. ballads. 
Iegends, and tales published in 18 13 by the poet lustinus Kemer ( 1  786- 1862) under the title Deuucher 
Dichterwald (The Gennan Poets' Forest). Eichendorff contnbuted w o  poems to this collection under the 
pseudonym Florens. 



Eichendorff s work also crossed over into other media. Robert Schumann and Franz 

Schubert, for example, made many of his poems into songs and piano pieces. Other 

composers such as AIbert Lortzing, Car1 Maria von Weber, Johannes Brahms and Richard 

Wagner also set to music the emotive topography ofRomantic forest writing.'l6 Their operas 

animated the forest as setting and actor, their songs and piano pieces carried Wafdweben or 

'the sough of the forest' into the salons of the emerging bourgeoisie.'" 

Each in their own way, these and other artists and writers hrther constmcted the 

concept of a distinctly German forest whose character and influence would be forever 

incomprehensible to non-Germans. For example, Wagner cautioned the French against 

staging a translated version of Weber's 1821 opera Der Freischiitz in Paris: 

Yet would you understand what you are singing? 1 very much doubt it. What causes these doubts 
is dificult to explain, at least as difficult as explaining to you the German character that is so foreign 
to you and that gave rise to this music. I'd almost have to start with the forest - but then you don't 
know that one either."' 

Il6 Weber's Freischiia (The Freeshootcr, 182 1 ), for example, is a reworking of  a tale by Arndt cailed 
Der Freirchuss (The Frce Sh04 1807). Siegel (1978, pp. 103-104) suspects a further overlap witb some of 
Friedrich's workî: "It is tempting do dtaw a parallel between Friedrich's painting of  18 191 Two Men 
Contemplaring the Moon and Weber's opera, Der Freischütz, for both painter and composer deal witb their 
subject matter in much the samc picturcsque manner. Weber imitates the moaning of the trees and the rising 
of the moon through discordant harmonies, syncopated rhythrns, and unusual coloristic effects: tympani on the 
offbeats to symbolize the devil, the low tones ofthe clarinet to producc a feeling of eeriness. In the same way, 
through his bmshwork, fiee use of  color (especially the pwple tones of the sky), and distorted natural 
phenornena Friedrich paints an equaIly convincing portrait of the mysterious German Rornantic forest. . . . A 
little known work of  Frieârich, Wol/Glen, is related in style and subject to Two Men Contemplaring the Moon. 
. . . Might it be possible that WolfGIen is related to Weber's opera, Der Freischüa, which in 1821 elicited an 
enthusiasm from Gerrnan audiences unmatched in the history of German Romantic music? The most 
celebrated part of the opera . . . was the fuiale of the second act, the 'Wolf Glen' scene." 

I l i  For treatments of  the forest theme in Gerrnan music, see Schmidt 1955; Gusovius 1957; Galli 
1964; Leibundgut 1964; Budde 1987. 

II8  A ber verstehr ihr wohl. was ihr singt? - ich bezwecfle es sehr. Woraufsich mein Zwegel griindcr. 
isr abersch wer zu sagen, gew@ nichr minderschwer. ais diese euch sofremdarrige deutsche Narurru erklüren. 
a m  wekherjene Klânge hervorgingen. undfast wu'rde ich glauben. wieder beim ' Walde anfangen zu müssen. 
den ihr aber eben nichr kennt. (Quoted in Budde 1987, pp. 5 1-52). 
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Wagner's staternent shows how self-evident the idea of a special relationship between 

Germans and their forest had baome to German intellectuals by the middle of the 1 9 ~ -  

century. In particular, there are two aspects to this relationship which we can identify in 

Wagner's statement. First, 'the forests of Germany' had been unified successfirlly into the 

notion of 'The German Forest. ' Most writers, Wagner included, used the notation Deutscher 

Wald to express what they saw as a certain unity and uniqueness inherent to the German 

forest. For a better understanding of this, we may examine the grammatical construction of 

Deutscher Wald, which is revealing in itself 

Among the possible constructions (for exarnple those involving the plural fonn, as in 

Deutsche Walder (German forests), andor the possessive case, as in die Wüider 

Deutschlands (the forests of Germany), a construction has prevailed which is based on the 

singular and the adjective deutsch (German), which can mean both 'belonging to Gemany' 

and ' possessing the inherent quality of Gerrnanness. ' The capi talization of the adjective 

Deutsch, however, speaks for the latter interpretation. In the Gerrnan language, adjectives 

which denote nationality or language are not capitalized. By contrast, al1 nouns are 

capitalized. Hence, the appropriate notation for 'German forest' would be deutscher Wald. 

Many authors, however, used Deutscher Wald, which means that they treat the collocation 

'The German Forest' as a compound noun. 

The second aspect of the relationship between Germans and their forest which we c m  

see in Wagner's statement is the degree to which both were seen as having CO-evolved, What 

Wagner had no hope of explaining to the French was the mystical connection between the 

Gennan people and their forest: they were both manifestations of the same Germanie 

environment. The Gerrnan forest stood for fervent love of the Vaterland, for mythical ideas 



of a primeval Gemanic fieedorn rooted in natural law, for liberation fiom foreign dominance 

and struggle for national unity, for heroism, vigour, and rnanliness. It was portrayed as 

sou1 f ' l ,  melancholy, and brooding, but also as vigorous, primeval, and indomitable - and 

those qualities were also ascribed to Gerrnans as national characteristics because trees and 

humans both are rooted in the same soil. 

Natural ly, not everyone agreed with these generalizations, but even the ridicule of critics 

such as Marx only serves to underline how prevalent a theme the Germanized forest already 

Goodhearted enthusiasts . . . , o f  Gerrnan blood and Iikral thinking are seeking the history of our 
freedom . . . in the prirneval Teutonic forests. But what distinguishes the history of our freedom from 
that of the wiId boar if it is to be found only in the for~st?''~ 

This was a stab at those German nationalists who were using Montesquieu's assertion that 

freedom resided in the Gemanic forest as a political arg~rnent.'~' What prornpted Marx to 

his ironic remark was the realization that the Germanized forest, while still being an 

intensely patriotic symbol, now also serve- as a valve to regulate the emotional well-being 

of a politically castrated bourgeoisie'2' by providùig an escape fiom the reality of political 

powerlessness. What had changed? 

119 Gurmürige Enfhusiasfen . . . , Deut.schliimler von Bfut und Freisinnige von Reflerion. suchen 
unsere Geschichre der Freiheit j e n s e i ~  unserer Geschiche [sic] in den reuronischen U d l d e r n .  Wodurch 
unrerscheider sich aber unsere Freiheitsgeschichte von der Freihei~sgeschichre des Eben. wenn sie nur in den 
IViiidern rufinden isr? (from A German Idcology (1856) quoted in Fischer 1987, p. 23.) 

120 Cf. foomote 34. 

121 The expression is Fischer's (1987, p. 24). 
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3.5 From Protest Symbol to State Symbol: Tbe German Forest in the 19" Century 

After the defeat of Napoleon, the German ruters had been eager to retum to 'business as 

usuaI. ' Jealously guarding their prerogatives, they had quickly dismissed the idea ofnational 

unity and refused to grant democratic fieedoms, both of which had formed an integral part 

of the patriots' demands. Squabbling between the now liberated Germanies continued and 

in the wake of the restoration d e r  the Congress of Vienna in 18 15, German patriots even 

found themselves persecuted by the reactionary authorities. l n  In the words of Kuehnemund: 

The invigorating stonn of the popular uprisings of 18 12/13 - this grandiose spectacle of the wrath 
of a protsting nation, of a "Voik in Waffen" [a nation in arrns, M.I.] - had long since subsided 
pitiabiy. Great political perspectives had shnink again to Philistine proportions as princes 
trembled while their subjects gnrmbltd.'2J 

Thus, in the arts of the restoration period, the forest still represented Gemanness, but the 

political dimension of that message was no longer welcorned by the German authonties who 

were trying to re-establish their monopoly on political expression. As a consequence, the 

forest and the Germanic and medieval Gennanness that the Romantics had wnstnicted 

around it took on an added meaning as they became a thinly-veiled code for the continued 

longing of Germa. intellectuals for unity and democracy. 

Friedrich, for example, after 18 17 generally dressed his staffage figures in altdeutsch 

clothes to keep alive the memory of the Wars of Liberation and to express his democratic 

beliefs. The painting Wanderer über dem Nebelmeer (Wanderer above the Sea of Fog, 

122 Arnong than sow of the most prominent pabioa: Ernst Morio Arndt w u  suspendcd from his 
position as professor at Bonn in 1820, while Friedrich Ludwig Jahn was incarcerated from 1819-1825 and 
afterwards rernained under police surveillance. Both were rehabilitatcd when Frederick William IV of Prussia, 
the 'Romantic on the thront,' became king in 1840. 

"3 Kuehnernund 1953. p. 100. 





18 18, Figure 3.6) is a particularly telling example of this new subversive mood in forest 

depi~tion. '~" The painting shows a man standing on a mountain top high above a wafling sea 

of clouds that shrouds a forested mountain landscape. He stands with his back to the 

beholder, wearîng the uniform of a Saxon volunteer detachment of forest rangers. The man 

is Colonel Friedrich Gotthard von Brincken, a hi&-ranking forestry officer who was killed 

in action in 1813.'~' This is how Koerner interprets the Rückenfigur, that solitary figure 

turning its back to the behoider: 

O n  the one han4 the Rückenfigur expresses nosîdgia by the historicism of its costume, which invokes 
an earlier epoch of political, social and cultural cohesion, . . . On the othtr han& refercing to the new 
national idea, the Rückenfigur transposes the mctaphysical ycarning for union with nature into the 
contemporaqr political impcrative of a unified state. Friedrich's Rückenfigur thus embodies not 
history, but a rnissedencounter with history. Its project of rcunification takcs place always as déja-vu. 
repeatcd in the Renaissance; in the Romantic en; in the nationalistic Friedrich-rcnasccnces of the 
twentieth cenniry, culminating in the Nazi rcception of Romantic landscape; and pcrhaps even in our 
tirne, as the borders of the Germanies unravtl. . - , Friedrich's Rückenfigur is a travella in this 
purgatory, and through its gaze, . . . we can disceni the troubled and still unstable relation between 
an and histoty. It is disccrniile in Wanderer above the Sea of Fog, where the deceased patrïot 
beholds a Gemiany whose fom as yet can be only imagined, as the product of the heart and of desire, 
and whose boudaries are alrcady established as disturbingly infiaite.'26 

Friedrich's forester in his historicizing costume thus embodies the past with its sacrifices - 

and the missed opportunities to tum those sacrifices into the foundation for a new, united, 

and democratic Gennany. Quite simply, the Rückenfigur also expresses how German 

middle-class intellectuals turneci away from political reality afier their failure to gain political 

recognition at the Congress of Vienna. 

- - - ~  - - -- 

1 24 (Cf. Jensen 198 1, p. 128; Koemer 1990, p. 243). As rnentioned earlier (cf. footnote 68), the 
alrdeursch garb was outlawed in the rcactionary Karlsbad decrees of 18 19 as Demagogenrrachr ('demagogues' 
dress').  

125 Koerner 1990, p. 1 79. 

126 Koerner 1990, pp. 243 and 244. 
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But Friedrich's painting is at the same time filled with hope for a better future. As we 

join the R ü c k e n t r  in his gazing over the shrouded forest landscape before him, we look 

out with him over a promising future. Just as the fog l i h  to reveal what can already be 

discerned as a majestic forest landscape, Germany will rise from obscurity. Already, solitary 

trees perched on the highest rock formations rise above the fog, stretching their strong limbs 

toward the Sun. Just as the forest ranger who gave his life to the German cause, these trees 

are the strongest of their kind, exposed to danger but also breaking the ground for others to 

follow in the shelter of their canopy. 

Friedrich's painting of 1818 is thus still filled with hope that a new Germany would 

eventually become reality, but with the continuhg clampdown by the princes and the failed 

revolutions of 1830 and 1848 a united and democratic Germany seemed to slip farther and 

farther Eiom the grasps of Germans as the century wore on. Yet, the fiuther political unity 

seemed to retreat, the more important the expression of cultural cohesion becarne. And here 

the German forest continued to express a cultural cornrnonality that was so dearly missed in 

the political realm. By the middle of the 19& century, the identification of the forest with 

Germany was so cornmon that Eichendorff for one could interweave Gennan forest, state, 

and people into one:12' 

- - 

127 Liberfa Kfage (Liberty's tament). 



*s war .in rnüchr 'ger Wald da droben. 
TrcuIich Starnm in Stamm verwoben. 
Mir m m  grUnen Dom erhoben. 

Weh : du schones Lund der Eichen! 
Brudemis i  schon, den todb leichen. 
Seh ' ich mit der Mord& schleichen. 

Und in künft ken 6den Tagen 
CVerden nur verwonrie Sagen 
Um den deutschen Wald noch kfagen. 

T'was a mighy Forest up there, 
EntwÏned stood tnink with trunk, 
A green cathedra1 mine. 

Woe, you ioveiy land of o h !  
Fratemal smfe, pale as death 
1 see slinking with the murd'rous axe. 

And in desolate days to come 
Only conhsed tales 
Will mown the German forest 

This "Gerrnan forest" Eichendoflmoumed was the united Germany that he and the other 

patnots had fought to bring about for alrnost forty years now. But the state of affairs when 

Eichendorff wrote his poem, one year after the fiustrated revoiution of 1848, was more 

stifling than ever. It took twenty more years and another war against France to finally bring 

the German states together in a united empire - without Austria In 1870, the Pnissian 

Premier and Chancellor of the Northern Geman Federation, Otto von Bismarck, provoked 

a war against France and CO-opted the independent southern German states into an alliance 

against the ~rench . '~ '  Bismarck used the public euphona over the swift victory ofthe united 

German m i e s  to push the princes into conferring the Emperor's crown on King Wilhelrn 

1 of Prussia and on 18 January 187 1, the Kaiserreich (Empire) was proclaimeci. 

Now that political unity had finally been achieved, the notion of the Germanized forest 

was put to work to represent an officially sanctioned German national identity. Just as the 

brothers Grimm had hoped, the forest proved suitable for providing a unifjmg history that 

transcended regional differences and emphasized cultural commonalities between the 

German states. And once again, Hermann and his forest battle emerged as the bracketing 

lZg Meanwhile, threatening gestures by Russia ensured the neutrality of Ausma, which had become 
a rival for hegemony within Germany. By the 1860s. this rivalry led to the ludicrous situation where Pnissia 
and Austria both warred and negotiated unification with one another at the sarne tirne. 



element of this scientifically sanctioned German forest history. A national monument to 

Hermann, begun in 1841 but put on hold for lack of hnds, now received public aîtention as 

well as funding and was completed as swiftly as the artisans' progress would allow. In 1875, 

Emperor Wilhelm 1 himself unveiled a gigantic statue of Hermann on a hilltop in the 

Teutoburg forest, near the assumed site of the banle. The bronze coIossus of 27 metres faced 

west, whence the legions ofRome came and where Germany's 'arch enemy' France was stiII 

loorning beyond the   hi ne.'" The hero wielded a sword inscribed with the words: 

Deurschlands Einigkeit meine Stiirke 
Meine Stürke Deutschlands Machr 

Gcnaan Unity My Strcngth 
My Strength Germany's Power 

The words were meant to cal1 Hermann's mottoes to rnind: "In unity there lies strength!" and 

"Rather death than slavery!" TheHemanmdenkmalmonument reminded Gennans that they 

had found strength only when thinking and fighting as one people: united had they defeated 

the Romans in AD 9, the French in 1813 and again in 187 1 .')O In the sarne vein, the 

inscription on the shield exhorted Gerrnans to remain "Steadfast" (Treufesr) and to preserve 

'" Meanwhile, anotha national monument cclebnting Germanie heriuge took sbape on the banks 
of the Rhine: the N i e d e ~ a l à d e n k m a i .  Built bctwcen 1874 and 1885, a Vaîkyrie-like figure by the narne of 
Germania stands "on guard at the Rhine," as the namesake popular national Song of 19"'-century Germany 
proclairns. (Die Wacht am Rhein also sworc an oath to "Father Hermann" that the Rhine river "remains 
German" and that "no Welscher will cver land on its shores." (on thc term w e M  see footnote 9 and Chapter 
1, footnote 15)). A giant warrior rnaiden in Germanic ciress, the Gcrmania monument towers over a wooded 
range high above the Rhine at Rüdesheim. commemorathg the resurrection of the Reich on the foundations 
created by generations of Germans stmggling a g a k t  Romance peoples. The monument was financed by the 
Kriegervereine (War Veterans Associations), which had only betn founded in 1873, but counted over one 
million members by 1900 and assurned a significant role in conservative German politics. (On both the 
f-fermannsdenkmal and the Niederwalddenkmal, see Chapter 3 in Mosse 1975). 

"O In his Enwrr fe iner  Teurrchen Gerelischajl (Proposa1 for a Ge-n Association) of 18 14. Arndt 
had already drawn a paraIIel bctwcen the fight against the Romans and against the French. Arndt insisted that 
the Wars of Liberation must be linked to Hermann's Battlt to foster the historical consciousness of Germans. 
Jahn, in his Deursches Yolkstum (Germandom, 1810), had demanded that "monuments must be erected to our  
national heroes. We must celebrate such occasions as the triumph of Arminius over Varus in AD 9." (quoted 
in Snydsr i 958, p. 142.) Now, two generations later, the euphoria over the outcome of the Franco-Pmssian 
war of 1870/7 1 and the subsequent unification of the Reich sped up the completion of the monument to 
Hermann: the lack of a national monument was finally felt even by the govemrnent. 



that unity despite a11 setbacks fate might cast at them. Meanwhile, interest in Hermann as 

a historical figure was stimng in the scholarly community as well."' Numerous books 

attempted to reconstnict the forest life of the Germanic tribes through the study of Germanic 

language, custom, and history, while over 700 theones were advanced on the question of the 

precise location of the H e n n a n n d i a c h t  alone.13' 

The intense scholarly interest in the forest as a site of Germanic history was part of a 

general rise in scientific interest in the forest that had begun in the mid-19" century. 

Building on the cultural Gennatiization of the forest established by poets, painters, and 

composers, scientists now tried to do their part by seeking evidence for the daim that the 

forest had determined Gennan national characteristics and shaped Gerrnan history. One of 

the most influential figures in establishing this new nexus between the forest, nationalism, 

and science was the novelist, cultural historian and sociologist Wilhelm H e i ~ c h  Riehl 

(1 823-1897). Riehl had studied with Arndt at Bonn where he conceived of a soziale 

Vofhkunde (literally: 'foik science' in the sense of social anthropology). In his widely read 

mu1 ti-volume Naturgeschichte des VolAes als GmndI~ge einer deutschen Sozialpolitik (The 

Natural History of the German People as a Foundation for German Social Politics, 185 1- 

1869), Riehl argued that the character of the Geman people had been determined by the 

1 3 '  A Geminnia journal was launched under the titlc ï7trneldn (the name of  Hermann's wife) as 
early as 1 807, followed by an archaeiogical journa1 entitled Hennann in 18 t 4. 

13' It is wonh rnentioning that the adoration of Hermann as a national hem also spilkd into America, 
ernigrating in the hearts and min& of the four million who leA Gennany to seek economic, religious, and 
political freedom in America. By 18 18, therc was a Hermann's Lodge of Freemasons in Philadelphia. and in 
1834 and 1836 towns by the narne of Hennann wefc foundcd in Missouri and Wisconsin, respectively. 
Beginning in the 1840s in New York, patnotic lodges of the Fratemal Order of Sons of Hermann spnng up 
in the United Stares, numbenng 5 0 0  before the end of the century and boasting 33,000 members in 23 stares. 
At the 1 885 annual convention, the Sons of Hemiann decided to ercct a monument to Hermam panerned after 
the Herrnannsdenkmal. Mcasuring 10 m and resting upon a 20 m pedestal, it was unvciled on September 25, 
1897 in New Ulm Minnesota. 



environment they lived in: the primeval German forest had brought forth an equally primeval 

stock of hardy and resourceful Germans. In his own day, he continued, the "socio-political 

value" of the forest was greater than ever as it was the only remaining source where the 

German people could refiesh their folkish strength constantly eroded by agricultural satiety 

and urban cornfort: "A people must die out if they cannot replenish their naturai, raw power 

of Volksturn ('national character') fiom the Hintersassen ('hardy backwoodsrnen') living in 

the forest." To the Gennan people of the 19" century the forest thus no longer was a 

wilderness to be fled for the tilled plains, but a ' h l y  magnificent preserve of our most 

unique national custom." From those "remains of Gennanic forest-freedom (Waldfreiheit) 

which seem so out of place arnidst our modern conditions, a profound influence emanates 

on custom and character of al1 classes of the pe~ple.""~ 

In his Nafurgeschichte, as in his novellas and novels, Riehl frequently juxtaposed field 

and forest as ' tame' and 'wild' forms of land use which were needed to complement one 

another: intensive agriculture, industrialization and progress were necessary to keep abreast 

with other nations, but it was h m  the forest and its pnmeval population that the German 

nation again and again received the strength and character that made and sustained it as a 

nation in the first place. 

13' . . . dap der Wald auch einen sozialpolitiwhen Wen hot. . . . Ein Volk mup absterben. wenn es 
nichl mehr zunr'ckgrer~en h n n  ru den Hintersassen in den Wüldern. um sich bei ihnen neue Kra/t des 
narzïrlichen, rohen Yolkstwns zu holen. . . . Der Wald isrw uns nicht mehr die Wildnis. a u  der wir ins 
geklûrfe Land hinausscreben sollen, sondem eine wahrhaji gropartige Schurzhege unrerer eigensren 
volkrriimlichen Gesirtung. . . . Aus den Tnimmern germanücher Waldfreiheit. die so fremdarrig aus unseren 
übrigen modernen Zustûnden hervorhcgen. striimr rieferer Ei,i/lws auf Sirre und Charakrer aller 
Volksschichten. (Riehl 185 1 - 1869, quoted in Bülow 1938a, p. 547; see also Bülow f 938b). For a discussion 
of Riehi's essentially v6lktsch interpretation of landscape, see Mosse 1964, pp. 19-24. For an abridged English 
version of Riehl's work, see Diephouse 1990. 
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In a similar vein, the geographer Friedrich Ratzel wrote in his Anthropogeographie of 

1891 about Waldvolker or 'forest peoples' as living in such close intercomection with the 

forest that 'the nature of the forest interlaced with their entire being." Among them Ratzel 

counted the Germanic tribes who had "emerged directly from the forest ont0 the stage of 

h i~tor~ ." '~ ' l  

M i l e  Riehl and Ratzel thus stressed the internai, folkish or social-hygienic function of 

the forest for the Gerrnan nation, other authors emphasized the external, military importance 

of the forest for the defence of the nation against its neighbours. Harking back to the defeat 

of the Roman legions in the dense forests of Gennania, these authors depicted the forest in 

military di~tion. '~ '  During the Wars of Liberation, Jahn and Arndt had already demanded 

a Bannwald (forest bamier) to be planted on the densely populated French border. "6 Arndt 

had even warned that 'îvithout its forest, there will be no Germany anymore.""' In 1844, 

the Prussian forester Frombling sought to guard Gemany fiom within through a network of 

isolated, sel f-suficient militia villages dispersed over an impenetrable Wehnvald ('defense 

Forest,' Figure 3.7). in Fr6mbling's scheme, each farm, each harnlet, each estate was set in 

the middle of fields that in tuni were surrounded by a forest strip on al1 sides. The enemy 

would have to fight their way fiom cornpartment to cornpartment, each time facing the local 

mili tia de fending their very own fortified homestead. Quoting the exarnple of Hermann's 

13' Es treten V6lker in ro enge Verbindung mir dem Wald. d@ die Notw des WaIdes sich in ihr 
ganzes Dnsein veflicht. . . . Gennanische Stümme sind unmittelbar a u  dem Wald in die Geschichre 
eingetreten. (Ratzel 192 1/22 ( I882/l89 1 ), pp. 3 13-3 14). 

"' Cf. Weyergraf 1987, p. 7. 

136 Cf. foomotes 60 and 66. 

"7 Arndt 1820 (1815). p. 71. 
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battle, Frombling recommended this "forest fortification" as a "territorial defence suited to 

the Gerrnan national character" as it built on the hardiness of Gennan forestdweIlers and 

their farniliarity with their su~oundings . '~~ This, Frombling, argued, would give the 

defenders a great advantage over any foreign attackers who, unaccustomed to the forest 

environment, would be outclassed by this formidable team of trees and men. 

With this suggestion, Frornbling was one of the few 19'h-century foresters who 

themselves comrnented on the military, political, or cultural importance of the forest to 

Gemany or expanded on the alleged Gerrnanness of their ward. Many foresters were indeed 

uncomf~rtable with the way Wagrier and others were glorifjmg the forest and insisted that 

"the common forest ef is ion . . . must be leA to pets and ae~thetes."'~~ In fact, for most of 

the 19'" century, foresters dïd exactly that: they remained absent £?om the debates about the 

cultural and political dimensions of the forest, leaving the field to the "aesthetes." 

' 38 Waldfirtifikation . . . eine dern deutschen Yolhcharaker entspreehende Landesvenheidigung 
(Frombling 1844, unpaginatcd preface). 

' 39 Von der zonsr üblichen U'a<dschcïrmerei wird man allerdings hier nicha en~decken Diese muss 
den Dichfern und Sch6ngeirrern iiberlassen bleiben. Thus the forest econornist Philipp Geyer in the preface 
to his 1879 book Der Wald im nacionalen Wirrhschafileben- (The Forest in the National Economy, 1879, p. 
''1- 



Figure 3.7: Fr6mbling's scheme for defending Cermany by planting 
militia hamlets in forest cells, demonstrated in the case of the "farmers' 
village of Kiefernwalde" (fkom Frornbling 1844, plate 4). An example of 
an early attempt by foresters to impose a utilitarian design on the landscape, 
in this case for the purposes of defence. Homesteads and estates of varying 
sizes (in solid black) sit on parcels of land (delineated by dotted lines) that are 
surrounded by forest strips (tree syrnbols). The landscape is laid out to 
produce optimal lines of fire and ranges for the newly introduced bored rifle, 
then the weapon of choice of most foresters. 
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3.6 Conclusion 

During the first few decades of the 19" century, Romantic writers, artists, and intellectuals 

successfully stereotyped and idealized the forests of Germany into 'The German Forest,' 

claiming that the forest represented the essence of 'Germamess.' Over the course of the 19" 

century, this notion continu4 to inspire the pens and brushes of German patriots as they used 

the forest to invent a heroic Germanic past, to constmct a unified German cultural history, 

to symbotize political unity, to rally anti-French sentiments, and to daim superior Gennan 

'national characteristics.' 'The Gerrnan Forest' was presented as the first and last line of 

defence of an unrefined, yet 'close-to-nature' Germanic identity against both foreign 

domination and the temptations of softening 'civilization': it had become a vôlkisch forest. 

As such, the forest was seen not only as a symbol of Germany and as an analogy of the 

German state and people, the German landscape, and even the quality of Germanness, but 

the superionty of al1 of these over their non-German equivalents. Strikingly, though, al1 of 

this had been effected by artists, writers, and inteIlectuals. Where were the foresters? 



FROM OBSCURITY TO R E S P E C T A B I ~ :  
FORESTRY, FORESTERS, AND THE FOREST IN 1 9 M - C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  GERMANY 

The damned drinking of those foresters must stop henceforth. 
Frederick the Great 

4.1 Introduction 

By the end of the 19'" century, the forests of Germany had k e n  idealized and nationalized 

into 'The German Forest.' Yet, for rnost of the century, German foresters had remained 

silent amidst the choms of poets, painters, and politicians praising the national and politicai 

importance of the German forest. This leaves us with several intriguing questions: why did 

it take foresters almost a cenhiry to add their voice to the cultural and political discourses 

about 'their' forest? In other words, why did foresters, as the experts on the forest, leave 

these discourses to the uninitiated? What enabled them to participate when they did? 

Finally, what caused them to participate in the way they ultimately did? 

In this chapter 1 address those questions by looking at the changes German forestry, 

foresters, and forests experienced - and effected - over the 19" century. 1 discuss how 

forestry emerged belatedly both as a discipline and as a profession, how the forest becarne 

ecologically impoverished while its importance within the expanding Geman economy 

grew, and how foresters were socialized as members of both a distinct corps and the German 

Bildungsbürgerfum or educated middle-class in general.' Togethet, these discussions will 

1 undentand a discipline to cxist where periodicals, conventions, or other venues for communication 
amongst, as well as between, theonsts and practitioners create a common field of conceptualization of the 
rcsearch subjcct. In addition, the ernergence of a profession depends on the following: the various teaching 
institutions agree upon a unified curriculum, thus establishing nationwide rnobility of its graduates; interests 
are advocated jointly by rneans of an association; finally, boundaries of expertise are acknowledged by other 
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explain the position and perspective fiom which foresters adopted the culhual Germanization 

of the forest examined in Chapter 3, and incorporated it into the volkisch analogies of forest 

and Volk that form the focus of Chapter 5.  

4.2 Forestry Emerges from the Woods 

The first and most obvious reason for the apparent absence of foresters' voices fiorn 1 9Ih- 

century discussions about the supposed cultural and political merits of the German forest is 

that foresters did not become members of the culnual bourgeoisie until the second half of the 

1 9" cennity. This meant that they rarely fomulated their views in books for the general 

audience or participated in literary exchanges outside of their domain. Up to the middle of 

the 1Sh century, forestry was less an occupation than a position: any (noble-)man could 

become a ' forester' simply by king appointed to that position by the territorial prince.' 

There was no formalized training, and the position was a perquisite that routinely passed 

from father to son.' Foresters received littie or no salary and were expected to collect most 

professions and accredited by the -te through licencing. 

Higher positions (Forstmeirter) were the reserve of noblemen who were rewarded for their services to 
the territorial prince with such a position (cf. Appendix 1). Even with the fonnalization and professionalization 
of forestry in the 1800s, the upper (academically trained) echelon of Prussian foresters were recntited from the 
nobility. As late as 1842, the 'classical' forester Wilhelm Leopold Pfeil (see fmtnote 34) quipped in his 
"Krirische Blatier " that '?O this day, no commoner has been admined to the position ofForstmeister; evidently. 
the necessary knowledge is connected to a string of noble ancestors" In Sachem hot sich noch kein 
bürgerlicher Forstmann die Befahigung zum Forsrmeirrer erwerben konnen. unddie erfiwdeerlichen Kenninisse 
h i e ~ u  scheinen an eine Anzahl adiiger Vot$ahren gebunden ru  sein. (quoted in Borkenhagen 1977, p. 45). 
As late as 192 1. 8 out of 35 forestry students at the Prussian forrstry academy at Eberswalde were of noble 
binh. 

' At the lower levels of the forest administration (Forster), it was also customary that, if the incumbent 
died without a male heir, the position was transfened to the widow with the stipulation that she find a new 
husband who would take on the responsibilities. 



of their income from the people whose uses of the forest they were to supervise and tax Not 

surprisingly, this dependency on fees and fines led to widespread corruption. 

Peasants, burghers, and entrepreneurs who acted in cahoots with corrupt foresters, or in 

plain disregard of the law, plundered the forest. Wherever the forest was accessible, it was 

cut over for timber of al1 sizes. The largest logs were floated downriver to Gennan and 

Dutch shipbuilding yards, while medium dimensions were sawed into construction timber 

and shorter sections were made into pitprops for use in mines. The remaining segments Iefi 

the clearcut after king bumt into charcoal for smelters and forges, or into potash for glass 

and porcelain manufactures. Even where the forest was not cleared, its composition 

detenorated as it was taxed beyond its regenerative capacity: peasants coppiced the trees for 

fuelwood, let their livestock graze foliage and acorns, and removed the litter as fertilizer and 

straw substitute. The extent and quaiity of the forest suffered to the point of regional 

devastation, and fears of a general Ho~znor (timber famine) ~pread .~  By the second ha1 f of 

the 1 8h century, the situation had become intolerable to the princes - prompting Fredenck 

the Great, for one, to step in and reform his forest senice.' 

It had become evident that the forest was needed to supply both emerging industry and 

the burgeoning population not only with timber, helwood and charcoal, but with numerous 

4 The overall forest area of Germany shrank by a fia over the 1 Wh century, yet that average rnasked great 
regional differences. In reality, some districts already had as little as 1.4 % forest cover lefi while other areas 
contained large tracts of timber that were either inaccessible or too remote from the markets. With only little 
exchange possible, regional timber famines ensued. The decline was wont in nonhwestem Germany, where 
the cuts exposed sandy top soil, which subsequently was biown into sand dunes that wandered across the 
lowlands and buried entire villages. (Cf. Hasel i985a, p. 55). 

' Cf. Appendix 1, particularly footnote IO. 



O ther indispensable comrnoditie~.~ Securing suficient forest resources was clearly not an 

option, it was a must.' Moreover, to the degree that the extent and quality of the forest 

declined, the price of wood rose - which meant that the temtorial princes who owned much 

of the forest faced the destruction of an important source of income just when it was 

becoming increasingl y profitable.' The princes responded by imposing uni fied and 

restrictive forest policies on al1 public and private forests on their tenitory and by 

establishing forest services to enforce those laws? 

Thus, by the late 18* cenhuy, forestry had become a public f la i r ,  an issue of good 

govemment whose practice required trained and cornmitted foresters. To inscnict the 

necessary personnel, some principaiities accredited forestry schools which were cun by a 

6 Between 1700 and 1800, the population of Gennany rose by an unprecedented 50 %. to a total of 23 
miIIion. (Cf. Rubner 1967, p. 105). Until coal became available in the first half of the 19& century, al1 urban 
households, however distant fiorn the forest they might be, depended on fuelwood for heating and cooking. 
Moreover, the cornbined value of forest 'by-products' (cg., resin for tar, bark for tanning, acoms for pigfeed, 
or foliage for livestock fodder and stall Iittcr) even excceded the timber value of the forest. For euample, 
apiaries in the forest yielded honey for sweetening and wax for candles, which were prized so highly that the 
returns from beekeeping alone could exceed those fiom al1 timber sales. (Cf. Hasel l985a, pp. 152- 159). 

' This was particutariy mie for a counby without colonies. &nueen 1700 and 1800, Gemany's forest 
cover fell from 33 % to 25 %. While this still compad favourably with France ( I O  %) and Great Britain (less 
than 5 %) (Struss 1986, p. 213). the situation in thex countries was not as critical because they could exploit 
their colonies for food and timber (Cf. Rubner 1967, pp. 77-103). 

8 After rernaining virnially constant for centuries, prices began to increase steadily around 1730, doubling 
and tripling for some grades of wood within the next 50 years. In cornparison, grain prices, which had 
fluctuated wildly al1 through the wars of the 17h century, rernained stable during that period, if at a 
comparatively high IeveI. (Cf. Rubner 1967, p. 59). 

9 This development took different forms across Germany. In Prussia, which was still in the process of 
clearing the forest for senlement, only mild restrictions were issued. In the southem and western parts of 
Germany, by contrast, the exhaustion of the forest had progrcssed over many centuries of constant settlement. 
necessitating severe restrictions on the freedom of forest owners. For example, as early as 1720 the forest 
service of the Elector of Trier (Palatinate) reserved the right to sanction al1 timber alotments. Frequently. the 
territorial princes' desire to conuol al1 aspects of timber use led to extrerne outcomes: in the principality of 
Ansbach (Bavaria) a decree of 1789 required the use of softwood for coffins so as to presewe oak. (Cf. Hasel 
l985a. pp. 1 13 and 1 15). 
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practicing forester but which usually vanished with the death of the master.'' Other 

principalities decided to have forestry taught as an academic subject at their universities.' ' 

By the 1820s, however, the shortcomings of both the masters' schools and the universities 

had become obvious: while one was too applied, the other was too theoretical. Between 

1820 and 1850, al1 masters' schools were closed." In their stead, the northem German states 

founded academies which combined practical and theoretical trait~ing.'~ The southem states 

and Austria, by contrast, decided to balance foresters' training by reforming the university 

curriculum. 

Whether taught at the academy or university, by the 1850s forestry had finaily secured 

academic statu. Several important changes flowed fiom this institutionalization of forestry 

that helped turn forestry into a discipline. First, as part of their teaching obligations, 

professors published ever-increasing numbers of forestry textbooks which codified and 

' O  The first master's school was founded in 1763 in the Harz mountains. followed by schools in Bohemia 
(1 773) and Thuringia (1 786). 

I I  Forestry was fvst taught at Jena, Saxony-Weimar (forestry lectures as of 1734); Freiburg, Baden, then 
part of the Habsburg Empire (1 787); Gottingen. Hanover (1 780); TCLbingen, Wtlmemberg (1 820); Giessen, 
Hesse ( 1825); and Munich, Bavaria (1 878). At Tharandt, Freiburg, Gottingen, and Munich foresay continues 
to be taught to this day. 

" (Cf. Borkenhagen 1977, p. 25). Again we may look to Pfeil (cf. foomotes 2 and 34) for a frank 
assessment of the situation. Pfeil scathed that a forester "whose stupidity exceeded al1 measure and who could 
no t even s ign a di ploma, apprenticed no less than 1 8 young men as foresters." Ein Fali kann nachgoviesen 
werden. wo ein Holrknecht aufeinem adfigen Gut. welcher keinen BeschuP der Jagd hutte und dessen 
Dumrnheir aile Begrrfle ubersreigt, der nicht einen Lehrbrief unterschreiben konnte. in wencgen Jahren 18, sage 
und schreibe ochaehn junge Menschen ais Jager entlassen ha[. (quoted in Borkenhagen, 1977, p. 45). 

" The Royal Saxon Forest Academy at Tharandt was established in 18 1 1 .  followed by the Royal Prussian 
Foresty Academies at Eberswalde (1830) and Ham.-MUnden (1869)- The very fint academy had been 
founded in 1770 by Fredenck the Great in Berlin for his Feldjogr. (Cf. Appendix 1). 



disseminated current knowledge.'" Second, academic journals were founded which 

facilitated the exchange of ideas between foresters." Third, those books and journals led to 

the establishment of disciplinary standards and terminology which delineated the turf 

claimed by forestry. Fourth. the formalization of forestry training altowed for the mobility 

of graduates between different regions and States of Germany. 

Over time, these developments led to a cohesion arnongst foresters that enabled them to 

think of themselves as members of a discipline who shared common traits, terrns, and 

interests. More and more j o d s  were founded, in which foresters discussed not oniy issues 

of silviculture, but began to consider the iarger political and economic questions that forestry 

in particular and Germany in generai were facing. By the 1920s, some journals had assumed 

almost the dimensions of newspapers and appeared twice a week, offering a topical and 

responsive forum for disciplinary discu~sion.'~ 

With the acadernization of forestry, foresters also began to mite books in which they 

presented their profession to the reading public. They gave "popular-aesthetic descriptions" 

of the beauty and secrets of the German forest as they knew it," introduced "the educated 
~ - 

14 This development began as won as the f m  forestry lectures were offered. By 1800, more than ten 
encyclopaedic works on forestry had already appeared. (Cf. Rubner 1967, p. 1 18). For comprehensive 
bibliographies of the forestry litcranire from the 14* century to the 1960s, see Mantel and Botter 1958; Mantel 
1 972; Mante1 and Pacher 1976; Mantel 1990. 

l5 The fint academic forestry journal was the Aflgetneines ~konornischer Forsi-Magazin of 1763. 
followed by the "Forstarchiv" of 1788 and the Journalfir dus Forsr- und Jagdwesen of 1790. The oldest 
journal still in publication is the Affgemeine Forsr- undJag&eitung of 1825. 

16 For example, the Deutsche Forsrzeitung and the Deutscher Forsrwirt und Holzanzeiger. Even today, 
some Gennan academic forestry joumals(e.g., the AIlgemeine Forsrreitung)are published once every fortnight. 

17 Deursche Baume und CValder. Popular-dstherïsche Darsrellungen nus der Narur und Naturgeschichrc. 
und Geographie der Baumweft. Fur ein afigemeines gebildetes Publikum. in Sonderheir für Maler. Dich fer. 
Forsrbeamre und Waldbesitzer. Landichaftsgdrtner undh6hereSchulen. (German Trees and Forests. Popu lar- 
aesthetic Descriptions of the Nature, Natural History, and Geography of the World of Trees. For a General 
Educated Audience, in Particular Paintcrs, Foresters and Forest Owners, Landscapc Gardenen and Secondary 



from al1 estates" to "contemporary issues in forestry,"" and argued the necessity of 

protecting the forest '?O experts and laymen alike."'9 Between 1862 and 1879 alone. 

foresters mused on the role of "The Forest in Ecology and Economy" in no less than four 

books:" forestry was emerging fiom the twilight of the forest and into the light of reading 

lamps. 

While the development of forestry into a discipline progressed, its organization into a 

profession lagged behind as foresters were primarily employed in the public s e ~ c e  of the 

individual States (which had replaced the principalities over the course of the 19' century)." 

As civil sewants occupying one of the highly coveted positions in Gennan society, foresters 

were socialized into thinking of themselves as privileged representatives of the state." 

Obversely, the state expected foresters to identiQ with the interests of the state and thus 

Schools, 1877) by Hermann Jager). 

a Forsdiche &itf.ugen. 4 reirgendfle Aufiûfze ejùr Gebildefe aller Stdnde (Contem porary Issues in 
Forestry: Four Topical Essays for the Educated from al1 Estates, 187 2) by Heinrich Contzen. 

l9 Fiir Bmrm und Wald Eïne Schutzschrift an Fachmanner und Luien gecichtef (For Tree and Forest: A 
Defense Addressed to Experts and Laymen alike, 1870) by M. J. Schleiden. 

20 Der Wald im HuushaIt der Nafur und Volknuirfschafi (The Forest in Ecology and Economy) by 
Heinrich Contzen (1 862). In the same year, Heinrich Hermann Rentzsch published a book by the same titte. 
In 1 874, Rudolf Weber published Der Wald im Haushalte der Nufur und des Menschen (The Forest in Ecology 
and Human Affairs). The atready mentioned book by Philipp Geyer on "The forest in the national economy" 
(Der Wald irn nationalen Wirthschaftsleben. 1879, cf. Chapter 3, footnote 139) also belongs in this category. 
For a year-by -year bibl iography of 1 9h-cenniry foresuy writings, see the extensive Sylvanische Bibliographie 
(Sylvan Bibliography) by Gtasmeier (1987). A note on the translation: 1 have translated the original German 
'household of nature' with 'ecology' although the terni was not coined until i 866. 

2'  Forestry in Gemany hm always k e n  a Lünder (provincial) jurisdiction. Only fiom 1934 to 1945 did 
the  Reich assume jurisdiction over forestry matters, 

2 1 UntiI the reforrn ofdistrict self-government in 1928, Pmssian statc foresters were ofien the  first instance 
of local authority in rural districts. Similarly, privately empIoyed foresters fiequently represented theirhnker 
(landowning nobility in the East Elbian Provinces) in bodies of local govemment. (Borkenhagen 1977, p. 25) .  



refused to acknowledge any need on the part of foresten to organize.') Pressure fiom public 

and private employen thus kept foresters from forming professional organizations until the 

early 1890s, when they finally formed their first state associations" and, in 1899, two 

national umbrella  association^.^ With professional organizations behind them, foresters now 

were also able to make their voices heard in the economic and political realrn~.'~ 

The recognition of foresûy and foresters during the second half of the 19' century was 

also helped dong by the fact that forestry becarne an ever more important sector of the 

expanding German economy. Despite the substitution of coal for firewood around the 

middle of the 19" century, overall demand on the forest rose as many new uses of wood were 

found: wood changed fiom an energy source to a resource." Railroad ties, timber for the 

construction boom, and pulpwood for the expanding pint industry put new demands on the 

l3 This situation extended to privately ernployed forestm. too. as they followed exactly ihe same training 
and thus were socialized into the same esprit de corps. Even today, private forest owners in Gennany will 
consider only those for ernployment who have completcd the state forest service examination (which follows 
a two-year internship with a state forest service that must be completed afier the completion of the Master's 
degree). 

24 The fint regional organization of state forniers was actually founded in 1852 in Bohemia, but it took 
forty years for the next to follow: 1891 in Bavaria and 1892 in Prussia. The first organization of privately 
employed foresters was founded in 1903. (Borkenhagen 1977, p. 20). 

75 The purpose of the Deutsche Forsmerein (German Society or" Foresters) was to fiirther disciplinary 
exchange, wh ile that of the Deutscher Forsrwirtscha~srat (German Forestry Council) was to irnprove 
professional education and developrnent of foresters and to heighten the political profile of forestry. 

26 The 1890s were a decade when many other middle-class professions organized their interests and 
entered pol itical Iife, for exarnple the peasantry, craftsmen, shopkeepers, peny entrepreneurs, and white col lar- 
workers (Angesrellre) (Cf. Confino 1997, p. 99). 

2 7 In 1850,75 % of al1 ore smelters in Germany were fired with charcoal, ten years later the number had 
dropped to 30 O h .  (Cf. Rubner 1967, p. 138). On the other hand. the rnining of coal for coking required vast 
amounts of wood for pitprops and ties. 
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forest." lmproved technology" and new methods of silviculture which were pioneered by 

Gerrnan forestry in the ! k t  haif of the century helped meet the increased demand in the 

second half,30 but wood prïces rose nonetheless as the market tightened with the construction 

boom of the 1880s and 1890s.~' Despite the increased productivity and profitability of 

Gerrnan forestry, Germany could no longer supply al1 of its own timber, and became 

increasingly dependent on timber irnp~rts.~' A11 of this meant that foresten found 

themselves responsible for increasingly valuable assets, which in turn boosted their social 

standing. 

Finally, German forestry also acquired a worid-wide reptation during the second half 

of the 19& cenniry. For a varïety of rasons, forestry in Germany was several decades ahead 

of other c ~ u n t r i e s . ~ ~  In the early decades of the 19Ih century, a generation of so-called 

28 Railroad track more than tripled between 1870 and 1914. 

29 By 1846, there were already as many as 227 different tools and implernents used in tree nurseries alone. 
(Borkenhagen 1977, p. 36). 

30 For example, the principle of high grade t h i ~ i n g ,  which helped provide the mining and puIp markets 
with a steady supply of wood of smaller dimensions. The new techniques also helped incteasc the overall 
annual incrernent fiom 2 rn3/ha in 1800 to 3 m'ha in 1900. This increase in wood volume led to an even greater 
increase in wood value as the additional increment accumulated disproportionately on tmnks of larger 
dimensions which could be sold as saw wood. Betwecn 1850 and 1870 alone, the production and gross vaIue 
of larger-dimension saw wood doubled while the production of f i r e w d  trïpled in volume but remained at the 
same gros  value. (Cf. Rubner 1967, p. 148). 

3 l Cf. Rubner 1967, pp. 155- 157. 

3 7 Germany boosted its timber production from 6 million m3 in 1865 to 30 million m3 in 1900 
(Borkenhagen 1977. p. 37) but nonetheless was forced to raise its imports from 2.3 to 9.9 million rn3 (Konig 
1921. p. 163). 

" Rubner suggests that the blossoming of German idealism between 1785 and 1806 with its ideai of 
harmony fostered interest in the forest as a purposefui element in the canvas of life. (Rubner 198 1) ln  an earlier 
work, Rubner also argues that the mosaic of climates and site conditions in Central Europe demanded intense 
and organized study; that the political regionalism led to competing centres of research and teaching; that the 
traditional state focus of German forestry allowed for the expenditure of public hnds; and that the politically 



forslliche KIassiker ('classical' forestry scholars) developed the scientific principles and 

general rules of forest management of  what is still called 'classical' f~restry.~' Al1 through 

the 1 9Lh century, Geman universities and academies were training both Geman and foreign 

foresters who went on to found or influence the forest services of many c o u n t r i e ~ . ~ ~  In 

addition, several German state forest services established research institutes in the 1870s. 

which complemented university institutes and greatly boosted the understanding of the 

scienti fic underpinnings of forestry ." Not surprîsingly, then, much of the 1 9"kentury 

forestry 1 iterature was first published in German." The resdting international prestige of 

stifled atmosphere in early 19"-century made the educated classes in Germany develop an intelfectual rather 
than political ideal of humanity, which fostered academic development (Cf. Rubner 1967, pp. 104, 1 19, and 
127). For cornparisons between French and Geman forestries during the 19& century, see Badré 1977 and 
Pardé 1977. 

34 These Klarsiker are usuaily held to comprise Georg Ludwig Hartig (1 764-1 837), lohann Heinrich Cotta 
( 1 763- 1 844), Friedrich Wilhelm Leopold Pfeil(1783- t 859), Johann Christian Hundeshagen (1 783-1 834). and 
Carl Gustav Heyer (1 797-1 856). They pioneered the calculations ofgrowth, yield, and sustainability necessary 
for perpetual management of forest stands. 

35 For example, until the founding of a forestry depumient a Zurich University in 1855. most Swiss 
foresters were trained in Germany (Hagen 1974, p. 12). Between c. 1820 and 1860, the higher ranks of the 
Russian forest service were educated at the acaâcmy at Tharandt, (and Eberswalde after 1843 (cf. Rubner 1967, 
p. 124)). where 52 Gennan students were joined by 32 foreign students. (Even in 1933, 10 % of al1 students 
enrolled in German foresûy programs wett of forcign birth. (Weigcr 1933)). Until c. 1850, Russian forestry 
was conducted more or less in Gennan (cf. Buchholz 1932, p. 5 16), Slovak forestry was taught in German until 
1867 (cf. Caslavsky, 1942, p. 1 12). In 1856, German-bom Dietrich Brandis was entrusted with organizing the 
Indian Forest Service, the main training ground for the foresters of the British Empire (James 198 1, p. 195). 
In 1876, Bernhard Femow left Gemany to help establish the American and Canadian forest services and 
forestry schools. (cf. Ebner 1938). As well, the forest services of various Asian and Atncan counu-ies were 
founded or influenced by German foresters during the second half of the 19* century. (cf. Mamrnen 1964). 
As late as 1935, the German forester Reinhold received a cal1 to reorganize the forest administration of Eire. 
(cf. Der Deutsche Forsrwirr 1935). 

3 6  Cf. Rubner 1967, p. 155. 

37 In his "History of English Forestry," James lis& only one French forestry text as having been translated 
into English betwcen 1880 and 1900, while the corresponding number for German books is seventeen. (James 
1 98 1 . p. 1 95). The preeminence of Gerrnan forest science lasted well into this century: as late as 193 5, one 
third of the works cited in the chapter on thinning methods in an American forestry text were in Gcrman. 
(Hawley 1935. p. 175). 
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Geman forestry greatly boosted the disciplinary pride of Geman foresters at home3' and 

placed them on par with the other academic disciplines that founded the reputation of 

German learning in the second half of the 19'" century. 

By the end of the 1 9h century, the situation of German forestry and foresters thus had 

greatly changed. Foresters had become academically-trained, higher civil servants who were 

participating in the Iiterary exchanges both within their discipline and wi thin society . 

Journals, books, conventions, public lectures and speeches provided fora for foresters to air 

and debate their views not just on forestry matters, but on issues of general social or political 

interest. At the sarne tirne, the voice of foresters also c h e d  more weight as their discipline 

had become recognized as of academic, economic, and political significance. As 

academical 1 y -trained pro fessionals and higher civil servants, foresters had found entrance to 

the educated classes and mingled with doctors, lawyers, and other Honorurioren (local 

notables) who determined politics in Wilhelmine Gemany. By 1900, foresters thus 

cornrnanded status, prestige, and influence - and they were eager to end their absence fiom 

public discourses about the forest and to make their voices heard. At last, foresters began 

to write and talk about the forest and its importance to Germany's historical development, 

its economic wellbeing, its cultural uniqueness, its political integrity. But more often than 

not, foresters' writings bespoke a reactionq, volkisch, and even anti-Semitic attitude, using 

the forest as a natural-science argument for the supenority of German character. What could 

5 8 One professor o f  forest econornics at the Eberswalde academy even insisted that there was no need to 
consider I9&-century developments in forestry outside of Germany because "actually, there exists only a 
German forest science." (weil es eigentfich nur eine deutsche Forstwissen.sch~/r gibr (Lorey 1 935. p. 277)). 
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inform such an attitude? Were there peculiarities in the professional socialization of 

foresters that made them prone to reactionary views? 

3 The Socialization of Foresters as Foresters 

The most suiking difference between the professional socialization of 19h-century Geman 

foresters and that of other professionals was their close affiliation with the military- While 

mi 1 i tary service was generally compulsory in the ~aiserreich?~ the overlap between foresters 

and soldiers was particdarly extensive as the state forest services were highly integrated with 

the arrny and maintained a rnilitary-Like structure with a chah of comrnand, rank insignia, 

and uniforms. In 1740 already, Frederick II (the Great) of Prussia had combined forestry and 

military careers by founding the Reirende Feldjagercorps, an elite 'Mounted Rangers Corps' 

drawn exclusively fiom royal forestry officiais. For the next 179 years, unti1 the Treaty of 

Versailles demanded its dissolution, this unit fonned the cote of Prussian forestry training 

and one ofthe most highly regarded detachments fmt in the Prussian and then in the German 

a m ~ y . ' ~  Until 19 19, admission to the Prussian forest service (which offered 2 out of 3 forest 

3 9  For the graduate of the Gymnrrrium (secondary schools preparing pupils for university and 
administering the Abirur or university entrance examinations), military service was not compulsory. lnstead, 
it was 'a rnatter of course' in 'good society' that the aspiring university student would serve as a volunteer for 
one year as a so-called Eînjahrig-Freiwilliger, during which time he would be trained as a officer of the reserve. 
Not to have chosen this option or to be declared unfit for service was a stigma that lowered career chances and 
social acceptability considerably. In 1905, more than half of the reserve officers in the German army were 
academics or higher public servants. (Cf Nipperdey 1993, pp. 230-23 1). 

'O This begs the question why the dite Juger status was conferred on a volunteer mititia unit such as the 
Lutzow Rangers. (Cf. Chapter 3). The apparent contradiction is easily explained: the rnilitia units were 
intentionally named Jager so as to attract the sons of the bourgeoisie. General Scharnhorst knew that the titlc 
Juger (as well as the fact that theJdger were freed from the drill exercises because their units did not forrn pan 
of the line troops, but were roaming raiding panies) would appeal to the patriotic urban youth. (Cf. Münter 
1988, p. 42). 



service positions in the Reich) was virtually dependent on having served in the ranks of the 

Feldjager, later also cailed Jagerbataillon. (For a detailed history of the affiliation of 

rnilitaq and forestry in Prussia see Appendix 1). Through this overlap between military and 

forestry training, military diction, traditions, and esprit de corps found entrance into German 

forestry, a fact celebrated by the foresters themselves. Consider the following description 

of a Feldjager by one of their veterans: 

His duty in the lonely and mysterious forest, in harsh weather, wind, and cold, often posted al1 by 
himself to guard and Gare for the valuable and vulnerable assets which are entmsted to him, demands 
much of hirn: w n  health, a provcn xnsc of duty, willingncss to take rcsponsibility, a k e n  eye. 
decisiveness, s t r i a  discipline, and the ability to  obey and comrnand." 

Were these words meant to describe a soldier? A forester? The answer is both, as the author 

ends this passage by saying that "soldiers, too, must possess al1 these characteristics." 

As this passage indicates, foresters welcomed their association with the military and its 

reputation as a mark of distinction. Foresters saw themselves as an elite, and this feeling was 

fiirther reinforced by their affiliation with one of the most prestigious units in the German 

army that embodied the "fortunate union between forester and soldier?" This sense of a 

special military obligation and ability was more than a f an~y .~ '  Together with their 

obligatory elite military training, it moved and enabled foresters to turn soldier at amoment's 

" Dessen Dienrt im einsamen und undurchrchtrign Wafd. in Wetter. Wind und Küfte. zumeisr au/ 
vereinzelrem Posren ru Schutz und Pflege ihrn anverrrautet, wertvolfer, leicht angreijbarer Güter eflorderr 
neben gesr~hlrer Gesundheit erprobtes Pflichrgefihl, Verannuorrungsfeudigkeit, ogenen Blick. rasche 
Enrscheidungskrufi, in srrafler Di+lin angezogene Sefbsrzuchr. Fühigkeir ,u gehorchen und ru befehlen. 
Alles das sind Eigenîchafren. die uuch der Sol& besirzen muJ. (Jentsch 1 93 9, p. 2 1 0, quot ing a 1 890 
manuscript). 

4 2 
. . . der giückiichen Verbindung Forsrmann-Soldat . . . (Koeh ter 1 986, p. 7). 

'j During the Third Reich. foresters also prïded themselves on the fact that the forest service dernanded 
higher standards of physical fitness of aspiring forestry students than the Wehrmachr applied CO its recniits. (cf. 
Orth 1938, p. 285). 
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notice. In May 192 1, for example, many students fiom the two Pnissian forestry academies 

in Eberswalde and Ham.-Münden joined the ~ r e i k o r p s ~  to fight against Polish units in 

Upper silesiae4' At Ham.-Münden, almost the entire student body volunteered, foming their 

own 105 strong company." 

The elite military status of foresters demanded a high price, though. As foresters were 

assigned to "particularly death-defiing missions," they sustained dispropartionately high 

losses: in Wortd War 1, more than 20 % ofall foresters died on the battlefield, more than four 

times the average of other professions. In World War II, that overail number rose to 23 % 

while assuming a disastrously high magnitude arnong acadernically trained foresters of the 

youngest age group: only 4 out of 188 Bavarian foresters-in-training retwned fiom the 

battlefield." 

In summary, while 19"sentury German forestry may not have been 'the entrenched 

cornmand-economy-paramiliw complex" of one recent critic, the integration of forestry and 

44 The Freikorps were c. 100 right-wing pararnilimy units founded and manned by World War 1 offkers 
and frequently payrolled by industry. They were used to suppress lefi-wing upnsings and later were absorbed 
into the arrny. The largest Freikorps was thesfahlhelm, whose members were absorbed into the SA afier 1933. 

" Upper Silesia was an a m i  contested ktween German and Poland. The Treaty of V e ~ i l l e s  fint gave 
the area to Poland, but later stipulated that a referendum should decide the issue. Before and after the vote on 
March 20, 192 1, in which 59.6 % voted in favour of remaining with Germany, Germans and Poles chshed in 
armed confrontations. On October 20, 1921. the League of Nations convinced the Allies to divide Upper 
Silesia into Polish and Gerrnan parts. 

Koeh ler 1986, p. 8 1 .  

47 (Borkenhagen 1977, p. 175). Numbers for World War I I  are for the state forest service of Bavaria. 
[mmediarely afier the attack on Poland in September 1939, al1 but two faculty and academic staff from the  
Depanment of Forestry at Freiburg University were called up. During the winter term 1939/40. six of fifreen 
students were also drafied. (cf. Zentgraf 1940b. p. 508). 
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mi litary was certainly intense and continued right through the first half of the 20' century ." 

This must also be taken into account when considering individual foresters' fieedom of 

choice: foresters at al1 levels were ordered, posted, detached, seconded, recalled, decorated 

and demoted - they were links in a chain of cornmand. 

The second peculiarity of German foresters' professional socialization was their 

membership in specialized foresters' student fraternities of conservative bent. The student 

fraternity movement had been founded as a progressive and liberal movement during the War 

of Liberation to propagate Germanic culture and German unity." During the Kuiserreich. 

however, fratemities shifted toward the political right? By the late 19* centuries, fratemities 

were an integral part of most German universities, where they formed the oniy recognized 

representation of student interests. More than half of ail students were fiatemity rnembers, 

yet membership among foresters was "rarely below 80 %" and foresters dso maintained their 

own exclusive hternities.*' 

Fraternity life taught aspiring foresters adherence to 'German' and 'manly' virtues: 

snappy and brisk cornportment, formalized drinking, witty quipping, brotherly loyalty, and 

4 8 Die neuen Ideen Gayers und Molfers waren an einem Sysrem gescheirerr. das sich im / 9. Jahrhunderr 
als kommandowirischafi!icher, paramilirarischer Kompfer etablieri haire. (Sperber 1994, p. 52). 

49 Besides in the erstwhile liberal Burschenschaflen, the fraternity rnovement also had roots in the so-called 
Landsmanmchuffen and Corps, whose orientation was monarchist and consemative from the beginning. 

50 On the role of fraternities in academic illiberalism and anti-modemism. sec Jarausch 1982. 

5 1 (Schleifenbaum 1987, p. 264). To this day, at the University o f  Freiburg, there are IWO fraternities that 
cons ist en t i reI y (Jdgercorps) or most l y (Corps Huberiia) o f  foresters. 
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readiness to defend one's honour in a duel, arnongst   th en.^' In the case of foresters' 

fratemities, this catalogue was enlarged by an insistence on the virtues forming the "esprir 

de corps of the Prussian state forest service" as exemplified by the motto of the Feldjager: 

"Diligence and Loyalty, Duty and Integrity."53 This was the exact opposite of the situation 

at the beginning of the 19" century, when the forces of restoration had been so suspicious of 

fraternities and their (then) liberal and democratic aspirations that they required the candidate 

for the foresûy curriculum to produce a letter of reference fiorn his local authorities "stating 

clearly that he did not belong to any secret fratemity or s ~ c i e t y . " ~  Yet within the space of 

a few decades, f'raternities had become of the rnost solid pillars of the esprit de corps of the 

Prussian civil s e ~ c e .  To inculcate the young forestry students with this spirit was now one 

of the premier aims of the fratemities and they did so by providing a maie bonding 

expenence that continued where the military had left off. 

Finally, fraternities also represented a life-long network of connections which were 

crucial ta career advancement in Wilhelmine Gemany. Frequentiy, membership in the one 

" On the importance of fratemities in Wilhelmine 'good society,' sre Chapter 1 B in Elias 1996. In the 
words of Norbert Elias: "The universities educated the mind, the fraternities formed the character." Die 
Universitaren unrerrichteten. die Verbindungen erzogen. (Elias 1996, p. 126). 

5 3 Solange Preuflen besmnd. zeichnete sich diese [preuaische Staatsforstverwaltung] durch einen 
ausgepragren Korpsgeisr aus. der durchaus mit dem die Haftung der Fe lMger  pragenden Grundsarz 
" Tzrchrigkeir und Treue. Pjlichrer-llung undgure Sicre " charakterisierr werden dorf - eine Kur=/orme//iir dus 
i w s  wrr tinter "PreuJrn" zu versrehen haben (quoted in Koehler 1986. p. 12). 

54 
. . . ausdrücklich berner&, dap solcher zu keiner geheirnen Verbindung oder Gesellschafl gehorr habe. 

(Aligemeine Forsr- und Jagkeitung 1 825, p. I ). 



of the more 'noble' Corps (or, in the foresters' case, the Academic Feldjager Societies) was 

even a prerequisite for achieving a position in the higher civil ser~ice.~' 

Similarly to the army, then, foresters' fratemities represented a proving ground where the 

hopeful candidates had to prove their mettle in the 'non-academic subjects' of formalized 

duel l ing, camaraderie, subordination, and consumption. At the same time, they were casino- 

and club-like arenas where foresters fonned many Iife-long connections with other foresters. 

Across the generations, these connections facilitated entq to the forest service and career 

advancement; arnong the foresters of a generation, they greased the wheels of the 

administration. 

Fraternities were by definition highly selective, imposing barriers with respect to noble 

birth, retigion, wealth (not to mention the total exclusion of women), yet most were open to 

students of al1 faculties. Each Gennan forestry faculty, though, was also home to one or two 

fiaterni ties which were restricted to foresters. Those hternities that comprised the 

Feldjager posted to 'classroom duty ' were even more selective as they favoured descendants 

of Feldjogr oficers or at least descendants of forestry officiais? In the rnembership lists 

of some forestry fratemities, the last narnes of many members thus appear with Roman 

'' There are no specific studies on this phenornenon in the forest service. A study by Money. however. 
gives u s  a glance at the situation in the diplomatic and consular services of the Kaiserreich. According to 
Morsey, rnernbership in one of the following Corps was indispensable for entry into the diplomatic service: 
Bonissia in Bonn, Saxo-Bomssia in Heidelberg, or Saxonia in Gottingen (in addition to noble birth and a 
commission in a Guard regirnent). (Morsey, Rudolf (1957). "Die oberste Reichsvenvaltung unter Bismarck 
1 867- 1 890." Cited after Rohl 1976, p. 134). 

The 1919 constition of the Acadernic Feldjtiger Society even guaranteed the acceptance of the 
descendants of former Feldiager officers. ("Richtlinien fur die Satzung der Feldjager-Geseiischaft vom 
1 0.9.1 9 1 9, A bschn in 1 2. c): Auf Abkommlinge ehemaliger Ofuiere des R. F.C. f i d e n  Bestimmungen über 
Aufnahrne in die A. F.G.. [. . .] keine Anwendung. Sie werden vielmehr durch ihre Anmeldung Mi~gIieder der 
Gesellschaji." (quoted in Koehler 1986, p. 1 7)) 
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numerals to indicate for how many generations that particular family had been represented 

in the fratemity." 

The continuity of names in the membership lists also suggests the third peculiarity of 

foresters' socialization, namely, the high degree of self-recruitment and the emphasis on 

tradition. As the membership lists suggest, forestry ofien 'ran in the farnily.' In a 1936 

article, one East Prussian forester traced the forestry profession in his family back to the year 

1598, spanning ten generations. Similady, over the period of three centuries, the 

"Forsrfamilie" Mante1 h m  Bavaria contributed more than 50 foresters to the Bavarian forest 

s e ~ c e . ' ~  While this is a rather rare occurrence, many foresters could (and can) look back 

on at least two or three generations of ancestors in the forest In general. 

occupational status was an important aspect of civic life in Germany and was printed in 

address and telephone book listings, for example. Moreover, the father's occupationai status 

was required information on documents such as birth certificates, but also in the registration 

files at educational institutions, which hence provide detailed information on foresters' self- 

57 Some more common names (for exarnple, Weber) have numerals as high as VII, which could be 
interpreted as a simple coincidence o f  family names. Yet there also appear sufixes such as I I  and I I1  behind 
rare family names, where the probability ofpure coincidence is much lower. Finally. in the case of noble farnily 
narncs with the suffixes II and III, such coincidencc can be mied out entirely. 

58 (Cf. Roeckner 1936 and Der Deufsche Forsrwirr 1944, p. 172). For other genealogies of -forester 
families' reaching back 300 years, see Borkenhagen 1977, pp. 19 1 - 193. 

59 Lorenz Wappes, the chainnan of the Deutscher Forstverein from 19 19 to 1933. was a fifth-generaiion 
forester. (Wappes 1950, p. 7). 
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re~ruitrnent.~' For two forest academies in Silesia and Hesse, Borkenhagen has analyzed 

those registration files and found that about half of the students were sons of fores ter^.^' 

During the Third Reich with its emphasis on 'genetic heritage,' the strong patemal 

tradition of foresters was even advanced to the status ofa "genetic predisposition": the 1938 

reform of the regulations for admission the higher civil service in forestry stipulated that 

foresters's sons were to receive preferential consideration!' 

Apart fiom the family tradition, there was and remains a strong emphasis on professionaI 

tradition and continuity. Foresters conceived and still conceive of their profession as marked 

by a very long time fiame, changing only slowly and gradually. Trees take longer than a 

human Iifetime to mature and it would be impossible to predict market conditions so far into 

the future.63 Thus foresters have no means of knowing whether their decisions of today will 

be opportune for tornorrow's world. Consequently, they have a tendency to orient their 

60 See Childers (1 990) on the importance of occupational s tatu in Weimar Germany and how the Nazis 
in particular aimed their propaganda specifically at occupational estates. 

6 1 (Borkenhagen 1977, pp. 60-6 1 ). The paternal tradition of foresters was still important enough in 1958 
to form an essential part of biographical articles, for example in Hilf s 1958 series of articles dedicated to the 
rnemory of young academic foresters killed in World War II. (Hilf 1958). 

62 (Onh 1938, pp. 285-286). Similarly, in a literary debate on the desirable qualifications of forester 
candidates one year earlier, Hermann Gusovius had argued that "in our time, it should be self-cvident that 
genetic heritage, particularly if the propensity for the forestry profession has expressed itself over the course 
of several generations, should play a prorninent, even deciding, part in the evaluation process." Dap der 
Erbmasse dann. wenn sich die Benrfsneigung Generarionen hindwch erhalren har. bei der Bewerfung hohe. 
wenn nich ausschlaggebende Bedeurung zukommr. dür-e heure selbsrversrand/ich sein. (Gusovius 1937. p. 
79). 

With the advent ofacid min, global climate change and ozone depletion. it has also becorne impossible 
to predict future ecological conditions for trees planted today. 
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decisions along the lines of received, traditional thinking and to eschew change.' In other 

words, there is a tendency in German forestry to look backwards rather than forwards and 

keep to 'traditional' approaches rather than 'rushing' into experiments. 

With reference to modern-day Gerrnan foresters, Pteschberger calls this a "forestry 

ideology," or a way of thinking that lends itself to an "ideological exploitation of the forest 

for regressive bourgeois thinking determined by a passion for ~rder. '*~ Looking back, we 

can certainly discern this conservative bent in earlier generations. For example, 

Borkenhagen lists the party affiliation of al1 foresters who were members of the Prussian 

Diet, the Reichstag, and the Bundestag of the Federal Republic between 1 9 1 8 and 1976. Of 

2 1 foresters, 5 were Social Democrats, 3 were Liberals, while 13 belonged to conservative 

or rïght wing parties.66 

Similady, arnong the students at the academy in Ham.-Münden during the Weimar 

period, Schleifenbaurn detects a "monarchistic, nationalistic conviction" which expressed 

itself in a level of resistance against liberal reform initiatives that was "unsurpassed by any 

6.1 (Seling 1997, p. iv). This uneasiness about the fickle market is not a product of the recent pas& but 
unsettled foresters more than century ago: in 1886, Munich professor of silviculture Karl Gayer championed 
the mixed Forest as an insurance against "changing market desires" (zeidichen Markrbegehrens). (Gayer i 886. 
pp- 7-8). 

'* ideologische Ausbeutung des WaIdes für Nckwarrs gerichrerer bürgerliches Ordnungsdenken 
( Pleschberger 198 1, p. 43). For further elaborations on this argument, see Glück and Pleschberger 1982; and 
Glück and Pleschberger 1983. 

66 Borkenhagen 1977, p. 175. 
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other Prussian ~niversity.'~' Foresters, then, belonged and still belong to the more politically 

conservative elements of G e m  society.' 

In sumrnary, the typical socialization of a late 19*-century German foresters would thus 

have proceeded like this: possibly raised as the son of a forester, the young man" would 

almost certainly spend a minimum of one year in the anny before proceeding to university 

and joining a fiaternity. In these institutions, the aspiring forester would learn not just the 

technicai knowledge necessary for his friture position but also the professional, social, and 

political codes of conduct that behoved a proper German forester. The following quote 

illustrates just how senior foresters expected the interlacing of these institutions to mould the 

"young blood." The passage is taken fiom the dimer address Privy Councillor Schmaltz 

gave to his fellow fraternity brothers at the 1920 Feldjager homecoming in Berlin. Schrnaltz 

exhorted his fellow Fel4ager not to despair d e r  the forced disbanding of the F e w g e r  as 

a rnilitary unit - but his words suggest that he is also taking about the situation of Germany 

as a whole, paxticularly the end of the monarchy, and the feared loss of Prussian virtues in 

the new German republic: 

67 Schleifenbaurn 1987, p. 33. 

68 AS the fight against acid min in the 1980s has shown, this does not necessarily mean that foresters 
cannot hold environmentally progressive convictions at the same time. 

69 And a man it would be without fail. It was not until the year 1939 that the first female forest official 
was installed - at the lowest, non-academic career level of Forsf.schutzgehilJin or 'forester assistant' (cf, 
Eschment et al. 1994, p. 2 12). During the war years, the incrcasing conscription of foresten into the anny 
caused personnel shonages. To free up able-bodied men for outdoor duties, women were increasingly assigned 
to do the administrative work in forest offices. (Cf. EiBfeldt 1943, p. 26). The discrimination against women 
continued in the democratic Federal Republic after 1945. To graduate from second to third year. female 
candidates needed to achieve a grade of 'excellent' (or 1 on a scale of 1 to 6 )  in their final examinations, while 
their male colleagues advanced with a 'sufficient' (or 4). (Cf. Benen 1987, p. 34). 



Our teeth clenched, we must tear ourseIves away fiom the grieving because grief is sterile. Bener is 
the wrath that drives us and teaches us to achieve. And wrath can accomplish a great deal if it is 
tempered by cold catmness. Never forget! Never mention it! Act and work! Hold out! 
He who tnily nourïshes the hope to regain what we have lost . . . , musc not be bent on reaching the 
goal himself. Instead, he must strive to p;tss on his aspiration. That has also been the goal of the 
Association of Former Feldjager when it created the Acadernic Feldjager Societies [at the forestry 
academ ies in Eberswalde and Ham.-Manden, M.I.] to avail itself of young blood. Those who care 
for and propagate the forest, who never reap what they sow, are accustomed to working and preserving 
for the benefit of tüture generations . . . . The Mounted Feldjüger Corps must not lapse. Its spirit and 
its name shait live on. An old Pmssian, m l y  conservative way of thinking inspires the founding of 
the Acadernic Fel4ager Societies, a detemination to retain that which has proven its worth - even 
more so in times of despair. We have been uprooted in the army but, by v ime  of the special 
connection between army service and forest service, we, before al! other units. have the opporiunity 
to continue to grow in the forest.'' 

Through Schmaltz's words, we cm catch a glimpse of the self-image of Prussian foresters 

at the begiming of the Weimar period: conservative, authoritarian, staafsfreu (state-minded), 

traditional, and exclusive. Mer almost a century of internalizing the demands of the state 

as their employer, the exhortations of their pers in fiatemities, the cornmands of their m y  

superiors, the teaching oftheir fathers in the home forest district. foresters were a breed apart 

indeed. In the words of the chairman of the Society of German Foresters, Lorenz Wappes, 

spoken at the 1926 annual meeting, the Geman forester emerged fiom his education as a 

Mit zusammengebljsenen Ziihnen müssen wir uns iosre@en von der T m e r .  denn die Trauer bieibt 
unfruchfbar. Da ist schon baser die Wuf, die freibr und lehrt uns scha#en. Und sie konn Gropes vollbringen. 
ivenn ihr zur Seite sfehr die M e  Besonnenheir. Niemals vergessen! Nicht duvon reden! Handeln und arbeiten! 
Warren konnen! 

Wer die Hoflnung wirklich hegr, wiederzugewiitnen, was uns verloren gegangen . . . , dem darfes 
nichr darauf ankornrnen, selbst dos Ziel zu erreichen; er muj3 trachten, sein Streben ouf Nachkornrnen ru 
vererben. Diesa Ziei hat auch dem Verein ehemaliger Feldjoger vor Augen gesranden. als er sich jungen 
Nachwuchî schuf in den Akademischen Feldjtiger-Gesellschajïen. Denen. die den Wald pflegen und 
forfpflaaaw. die niemals ernren. was sie saen. Lst der Gedanke ja verrraut, für kommende Geschlechrer zu 
arbeiren und ru erhalten . . . . Dar Reirende Feldjagerkorps darfnlchr aufioren. Sein Geisf soi1 leben undsein 
alfer Name. E h  alrpreuflischer. echr konservativer Gedanke Iiegr in dieser Begnindirng der Akademischen 
FelGuger-Gesellschafren, ein rühes Festhalten am Bewührtcn. gerade in der Zeir der Nor. Durch die 
erigenrümiiche Verbindung ,wirchen Heeres- und Forstdiemt haben wir vor anderen Truppenreiien die 
Mogiichkeir voraus [sic], obnvar im Heer entwurtelr, im Wafde weiterzu wachsen. (Quoted in Koehler 1986, 
pp. 77-78, paragraph break in the original). 
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"homofores~icus ", a highly specialized generalist who felt strong "green cohesion."" Yet 

at the sarne time foresters were without question members of the Bildungsbürgertum, the 

German educated middle-class, which meant that they shared in the upward social mobiIity 

of this stratum of German society - as well as in its decline towards the end of the 19" 

century . 

4.4 The Socializrition of German Foresters as Members of the BiIdungsbÜrgertum 

During the 19' century, Gemany developed a unique social structure with a huictiond elite 

distinguished not by birthright or wealth, but by education. This elite was the 

Bildungsbürgetfum (intellectual and cultural bourgeoisie) into which German foresters had 

ascended with their academization and incorporation into the higher civil service. By the end 

of the 1 Y" century , however, the Bildungsbzïrgerfum found itsel f politically marginalized and 

responded with a flight into reactionary culturai critiques. The cultwal-pessimist slant of 

rnany foresters' writings in the early 20L centuy was part of this response to their losing 

ground both politically and ~ o c i a l l y . ~  What, then, was the experience of the 

Bildungsb ürgerrum and what caused their radicalization? 

Toward the end of the 18" century, the German principalities had begun to form 

comprehensive state administrations. To obtain the most efficient and well-trained 

administration, the tem t o r d  princes opened up the administrative careers to cornmoners 

'[ . . . brneiden uns urn unsern gniner Zusommenh<llr 
1926. p. 480). 

72 This section foliows the argument in Seling 1997. 
in the late 1 9'h century, see Blackboum and Evans 1989. 

. . gewisserfichmünnischer Einheirstyp ( Wappes 

For a general account of the German middle class 



who were trained at the newly founded cameralist academies? The emerging meritocracy 

made official positions accessible to the sons of bourgeois families, which not only provided 

a new career path, but also created a new social stratum: the Bildungsbürger (intellectual 

bourgeois) was of common birth, possessed an academic education. was employed in a 

salaried position, most ofien in the civil service, and was socially mobile." 

The new class was exemplified by some of the patriots we met in Friedrich's studio, for 

example, Kersting , Komer, Schubert, and Friedrich himsel f. '' We also saw that these men 

were demanding democratic and rrpublican reforms. Indeed, for most of the 19"' century, 

the Bildungsbürgerturn was seen as progressive and open to other groups in society. Also, 

with i t s  leanings towards liberal nationalism, the Bildungsbürgertum found itself in 

opposition to the particularist German authorities for rnost of the tirne between 18 15 and 

1871 ." When Bismarck unified the Reich, the hour of the Bildungsbürgerrum seemed to 

have corne. Their dreams of unity and nationhood fùlfilled and their demands for democracy 

at least partly met, the Bildungsbürger seemed poised to become one of the piliars of the new 

state. Yet the Bildungsburgertum found itselfout of step with the radical transformation that 

73 Since the 1Th century, rfie absoIutist princes had established either Kamerdschulen (cameralist 
academies) or cameralist chairs at the universities to train the bureaucratie cadres necessary for overseeing the 
finances and administration of  the mercantilist state. Kamerakmrrs, aIso Kameralw~semchaft. translates as 
cameralistics or 'science of finance' and was a German variation of mercantilist political econorny. While 
French or English mercantilism aimed at achieving a positive trade balance through exports, German 
cameralistics focussed more on the development of sound administrative structures and the expansion of 
productive capacity to boost interna1 consumption. 

74 This was the main difference with regard to the Wir~schaflsbürgerturn (economic haute bougeoisie) who 
were econom ically self-reliant. 

75 The Grimm brothers also belong in this category. 

76 This was panicularly the case during the 1830 and 1848 revolutions. which were mostly the work of the 
Bildungsbiirger. For that reason, the shon-lived National Assembly in Frankfurt afier the 1848 revolution was 
nicknamed the "Professors' Parliament." 
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changed an essentially agricultural Gemiany "so late, so swifily, and so thoroughly" into a 

modem industrial economy at the end of the 19' century? 

In the four short decades between the founding of the Kaiserreich in 1871 and the 

begiming of the First World War in 19 14, Germany grew from a regional player to a world 

power. Its economy awash with capital fiom reparation payments after the French defeat in 

1 87 1, the new Gerrnan Reich began to vastly expand its industrial capacity, quintupling its 

output by 1 9 14.'' The railway boom of the late 19* century spuned the ereaion of as many 

iron and steel works within the five years between 1871 and 1876 as had k e n  constnicted 

in the entire preceding century. Cod  production in the Ruhr industriai area (which accounted 

from roughly a third of German cod and iron output) rose fiom 1 1.5 million tons in 1870 to 

60 million in 1900, while iron production soared fiom 0.36 million tons to 2.7 million tons. 

By 1885, Germany was making well over half of the world's steel, surpassing Britain as the 

'workshop of the ~ o r l d . ' ~ ~  

The expanding mining industry in particular bled the countryside for urgently needed 

unskilled labour: between 1850 and 1900, the average number of miners per coal mine rose 

from 64 to 1,400, most of whom were former farm hands. Consequently, the primary 

- - - 

n Dahrendorf 1965. p. 46. 

'' The econorny was also helped by a liberal credit policy on the pan of the banks and a genenl 
c o n s t ~ c t i o n  boom in the rapidly growing cities: the economy of the Gnïnderjahre (the years following the 
founding of the Reich) saw an annual growth rate o f  5 %, while the 1880s averaged 2.5 %. 
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sector's employment share dropped from half to little more than a quarter." At first, the 

natural population increase masked the effects of rural outmigration, but afier 1885 almost 

half of al1 rural districts began to decline in population. Yet while the countxyside emptied, 

Germany's overall population jurnped from 41 million to 67 million. making it Europe's 

most populous country? The combination of industrialization and population growth led 

to rapid urbanization which brought with it a plethora of challenges for the newly 

industrializing and democratizing German society such as the need for housing, social 

insurance schemes, and the question of electoral representation as electoral politics became 

increasingly geared towards the urban 'working masses.'" 

The first decades of the Kaiserreich thus cast Germany into a "social chaos of 

industrialization and ~rbanization'"~ in which the Bildungsburger lost political ground to the 

Ibid., pp- 59 and 105. 

'' Although the young empire acquired colonies five times the sire of the rnotherland, these were not 
suitable for large-sale emigration. As a resulk miliions of Germans emigrated to Arnerica instead, particularly 
between 1880 and 1 893. 

'* Urbanization was driven by the growth of industries in cities. In 187 1, only 4.8 % of ihe population 
fived in cities of more than 100,000 inhabitants. By 1890, the number was 12.1 %, by 191 0 it was 2 1.3 %. It 
is wonh keeping in mind that most provinces (with the exception of Pnissia) had at most one or two cities of 
such magnitude. In 1870, Gennany had 10 cities over 100,000 inhabitants (5 in Prussia, 2 in Saxony, t each 
in Bavaria, Harnburg, and W(lrttemberg). By 1910, the number had risen to 35 (IO of which were Iocated in 
the industrialized Ruhr area alone). The growth of individual cities was equally dramatic: of the IO cities over 
100,000 inhabitants, 8 had doubled or even tripled thcir population by 1900. Again, the industrial Ruhr area 
was outstanding in its Pace of growth with some cities (e-g., Bomop, Herne, and Recklinghausen) growing 
tenfold between the years 187 1 and 1910. By the beginning of the First World War, Germany had as many 
large cities as the rest of continental Europe corn bined. 

83 (Mosse 1964, p. 14). Politically, the founding of the Empire had realized the common goal of 
cmancipatory nationalism; now, the state set out to consolidate its power within. Bismarck tried to keep Social 
Democrats from gaining influence among the growing ranks of the working class. while at the same time trying 
to curtail the influence of the Catholic church. The gag laws against Socialists and Catholics sti fled political 
life during the 1870s and 1880s. Econornically, the Vienna stock market crash of 1873 and the depression thar 
foflowed it (Gninderkrach), combined with the stiff British industrial competition. eroded the trust in liberat 
economics and fiee trade and caused the Kaiserreich to ernbark on a policy of protective tariffs. For forest 



rising working class on the one side and economic ground to the increasingly influential 

Wir~scha/isbürgertum (economic haute bourgeoisie) on the ~ t h e r , ~  squeezed between the 

classes 'above' and 'below' in their struggle for influence." To worsen matters, the value 

of the liberal education ofthe Bildungsbürger was put in question by the dramatic nse of the 

natural sciences and t e~hno logy .~  Reduced to an anachronistic class whose values and 

education were out of step with the demands of industrial society, the Bildungsburger 

retreated into a conservative milieu of their own creation and aggrandized their pure 

humanist education into an exclusionary mark of disctinction, self-identification, and self- 

legitimization. Bildung or liberal arts education was what distinguished the pure imer d m  

fiom the mundane world of Wissen or knowledge. It became the hallmark of a self-styled 

owners, for exampte, the Gründerkrach depression meant a drop in revenues from timber sales by more than 
a third between 1873 and 1880. (Rubner 1967, p. 152). 

" With the dismissal of Bismarck in 1890. the reprcssion of Socialisü and Catholics eased and Ley were 
able to organite their interests more effectively in parties. The SociaI Democrats prornptly became the strongest 
party with 19.7 % of the popular vote in 1890 (272 % in 1898, 3 1.7 % in 1903). The Social Democrats in 
particular also benefited from the steadily growing political involvement of Germans: participation in the 
Reichstag elections rose fiom 50-60 % in the 1870s to 70-80 % in the 1890s and 85 % in 19 12 (Con fino 1997, 
p. 99). 

'' For example, the Liberals as the entwhile voice of the bourgeoisie declined from 128 deputies (out of 
397) in the 187 1 Reichstag to 42 in 1890. This was partly due to the increasing voter turnout among the 
workers that strengthened the Social Democrats. Another rtason, however, was the withdrawal of support for 
the Liberals by the Bildungsbürger themselves who no longer saw their interests represented. For example, the 
Liberals had argued for Jewish emancipation and free trade, which threatened the economic standing of the 
Biidungsbzïrger at once from within and outside the nation. 

" Following the neo-humanist idea that education should elevate the 'hurnanity' of the pupil rather than 
teach mundane practical skills. the German Gymnusium (secondary school preparing pupils for university) 
stressed a liberai arts curriculum in which Latin and Greek werc the most important subjects. For the graduates 
of these schools, proficiency in the classical languages and familiarity with the arts and literature meant a life- 
long comrnon ground of Bildung (liberal arts education) on which their 'cultured' interactions with one another 
were based. and which they used to set themselves apart from the those classes who obtained an Ausbildirng 
(practical training) that was geared towards earning a livelihood. As we will see shonly, this juxtaposition of 
Bifdung (education for the sake of knowing) and Handlungswissen (education for the sake of being able to act) 
fonned the basis for the later dichotomy of Kulrur (Culture) and Zivilisafion (Civilization). 
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elite that claimed to obtain its education not for a specific purpose, but in order to defend the 

hoheren Werre (higher values) of German culture that Bifdungsbürger saw threatened by 

modemization and materialism. 

The Bildungsbürgerrurn reacted to the perceived intellectud inflation and the very real 

social strains of moderni~ation'~ with the creation of a reactionary counterculture that 

expressed itseif in Reformbewegungen (reform movements) which in turn propagated 

Weftumchuuungen (world views) rather than political or social p l a t f ~ r m s : ~  anthroposophy. 

o rganic f m i n g ,  vegetarianism and heal th food, nudism, homeopathy , temperance, 

Heimatschutz (protection of the homeland), agrarian Romanticism, and the youth movement 

were al1 bom of the disenchanted ~idun~sbür~ertum. " Comrnon to these reform movements 

was their anti-materialistic cultural pessirnism: they portrayed urbanization, technological 

'' In the eyes of the Bildungsbürgw~ they comprised a host of 'ills*: urbanization with its 'cultural 
decadence' as expressed in modemkt art, the capitalist concentration of the economy, the disintegration of 
traditional family Iife and women's emancipation, among others. 

'' Reforrn movements are characteiized by their roots in the disenchantment with current conditions and 
by the absence of a firm organizational structure. They derive their cohesion fiom the rnissionary awareness 
of their mernbers who want to activcly change the political and social conditions they perceive as deficient. 
Their attempts at expanding by convincing outsiders arc borne by publications and public activities. (Ashworth 
(1998, p. 265) sees the "crusading characteristics of a 'rnovement' [as] including righteous zeal in an 
unquestionably just cause, a lack of introspection and an impatience with opposition.") Reforrn movements can 
meet one of two fates: if successfÙI, they solidifj. into parties or other organizations (for example, the 
environmental movement forming a Green p a q ) ;  if unsuccessful or made obsolete, they dissolve. 

89 Rollins (i993, p. 160 (in English also quotcd in Confino 1997, p. 13 1 )) speaks of an eindeurig 
(unambiguous) domination by bourgeois members of most reform movements. For the Heimarschurz, he gives 
the following numbers for occupations of mernbers: 25 % higher civil servants (among whom we rnay count 
foresters), 20 % educators, 5 % physicians, artists. and journalists: "The tone of the organization was set by 
members of the Bildungsbürgerrurn, who comprised fully half of the rnembership." (Rollins 1996, pp. 92-93 
and note 14). 
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progress, liberal economics, and the secularization of society as causing what they saw as the 

cultural disintegration of the German nation." 

The reform movements tried to stem this perceived decline by trying to re-educate 

Gerrnans about their endangered national cultural values - of which the Bildungsbtirger 

appointed themselves guardians as a new Geisresarisrokrarie (intellectual aristocracy). The 

forces necessary to stem the tide and which this education aimed at re-awakening were those 

that every German presumably possessed without necessarily k i n g  aware of them: the forces 

innate to the bodemrundige Volk ('the Volk rooted in the soil'). Many, but by no means d l ,  

reform movements were underlain by a claim of German national superiority with racial 

undertones that was based on this supposed 'rootedness' of the German people and the 

proximity to 'naturalness' and 'genuineness' that those roots implied. The claim has become 

known under the German adjective vdkisçh, which conferred an aura of German 

s ~ ~ e r i o r i t y . ~ '  

The emergence of vdlkisch thinking as a "Gennanic faith'" among the 

Bi~dungsbürgertum polarized the issues confionthg the rnodemïzing German society into 

crude, essentializing dualisrns between a 'good' German pole and a 'bad' foreign pole. For 

On die phenomenon o f  German cultural pessimism, see Dahrendorf ( 1  967) and Lees (1 979). For a 
discussion of cultural pessirnism, particularly anti-urbanism, in Ratzel's wrïtings, see Kost (1988, p. 162). t t  

bears mentioning that this development was not resiricted to Germany. For a description o f  a simiiar "anti- 
urban bias" and "'racial' worries about the quality o f  the national s tock  in Great Britain, see Taylor 199 1 .  
particularly p. 153. 

9' See Chapter 1 ,  footnote 10. 

92 The term is Mosse's ( 1964, p. 3 1). 
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exarnple. an organic and stratified, stable Geman 'comrnunity' vs. a mechanistic and 

homogenized, and unstable Western 'society'; a rooted, agrarian Gennan Vofk vs. uprooted, 

urbanized, and cosrnopolitan 'masses'; a humane, soulful and morally sound Geman 

'culture' vs. an industrial, rational, and supeficial 'civilization'; and,  finally, a German. 

vdkisch forest vs. a wefsch shmb or a Slavic steppeg3 

Within these polarizations, the 'Other' was sketched in increasingly bold lines to provide 

a Feindbild (foe image) that was easily recognized and transfened: the industrialist, the 

financier, the joumalist, the urban intellectual. As anti-Semitism spread in the I880s, the 

role of the essentialized, personified and vilified 'Other' fell to 'the Semite? Now Jews 

were painted to embody materialism and greed, uprootedness and un-German values. Not 

surprisingly, such a caricature of  the Other served primarily to elevate 'the German' into a 

rooted, genuine, moral, and loyal The most succinct image of this juxtaposition was 

93 Gemeinschaji vs. GeseIkchafr, V d k  vs. Miuse, Kuitur vs. ZÏviIku~ion. Wuid vs. Busch & Steppe One 
telling precis of these perceived polarities is the remark in the biography of a renowned forest owner. "Culture 
srnells of the stables, civilisation of chernical fenilizer." Kulrw I jr StaiIdung, Zivilbution isr Kunszdung. 
(August Bier, quoted in Seling 1997, p. 49)- 

94 Several reasons have k e n  suggested in the literamre, among them the prominence of Jewish traders in 
the stockmarket crash of 1873, and the illegal Jewish immigration fiom Russia afier the start of pogroms in 
188 1/32. Whatever its roots, the Feindbildquickly established itself in politics. In i t s  fint Reichstag election 
in 1887, the newly founded anti-Semitic Party gamered 1 1,500 votes; in 1890, it had quadrupled its votes to 
47,500. 

9s Binde summarizes the emcrgence of this juxtaposition of German rootedness and Jewish uprootedness 
as follows: "It was thought that, over time, the rwtedness of Germans in their natural habitat had fomcd thern 
into a distinct 'race'. The Jewish 'race' had also been forrned by its environment, which consisted of sterile 
desen tracts very different frorn the German landscape. Therefore. it was maintained that Jews could never 
adapt to the Geman habitat where their presence was intrinsically unnatural and disharmonious. Futthemore. 
the Jewish people had long since been uprooted fiom their native land. Consequently, they were seen as the 
cpitome of the moral degeneration caused by urûan Iife and alienation frorn the soil." (Binde 1999, p. 77 1 1. 
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the depiction of 'the Jew' "as the snake at the root of the [German] tree, seeking to destroy 

it.v96 

Two writers were particularly instrumental in popularizing volkisch thought into a 

Germanic ideology: the "founder" of the volkisch movement Paul de Lagarde (1 827- 1 89 1 ) 

and his '-prophet" Julius Langbehn (1851-1907).97 Since their works not only helped 

crystallize the volkisch disenchantment into a program but also resurfaced in foresters' 

contributions to the public debates about the forest, their writings warrant a brief treatment 

particularly in regard to their depiction of the German forest. 

Both Lagarde and Langbehn wrote only one book of consequence yet in both cases the 

impact of that one work is hard to overestimate. While Lagarde's collection of Deutsche 

Schrifren (German Writings, 1878) influenced the theoretical development of volkisch 

ideology up to and inchding the Third Reich, Langbehn's ecstatic Rembrandf ais Erzieher 

(Rembrandt as Educator, 1890) was an Unmediate vehicle for the simplification and 

popularization of the volkkch id-: within a mere two years, Langbehn's book went through 

forty editions, becoming "practically required reading among the young" until the First 

World War.98 One of those devouring the book was Richard Walther Darré, who later 

97 The terrns are Mosse's. For a discussion of Lagarde and Langbehn in the context of the volkisch 
rnovemcnt, see Mosse 1964. Ch. 2. A more in-depth treatrnent of their cultural criticism and its extension by 
Arthur Moeller van den Bmck in his Dus Drirre Reich (The Third Reich. 1922) can be found in Stem 196 1 .  



workcd aspects of vdkisch thinking into the idea of Blood and Soil, the backbone ornational 

Socialist ideology.* 

Lagarde and Langbehn shared with Riehl an emphasis on the role of the landscape in the 

formation of the 'character' of the Volk. Lagarde. in a section entitled "The roots of German 

being," exhorted Germans to heed the voices of their past emanating fiom the forest: 

Germans "should head into the future by heeding the past," a past when they could "hem the 

voices of pristine nature in the quiet growth of the trees and the harvest on the fields." To 

hear "the beeches and oaks speak . . . of the German faith" once again, Germans had to fmd 

their way back to the forest and the land,Im because it is there that ''the manlïness of the 

nation grows quietly like the beech in the f~rest-"'~' In other essays with titles such as 

Deutscher Charakter (German Character) and Das "neue " Deutschland und dus deutsche 

Wesen (The New Germany and German Being), Lagarde demanded a new Gerrnan state to 

adequately nourish and protect the imate Wesen or 'being' of the German people. The sole 

purpose of this new German state was to preserve and vitalize the essentiai life force of the 

Volk before it was too late: "1 will not tire of preaching that we are at the threshold of either 

a new era or of our d~orn."'~* 

99 Cf Chapter 7,  footnote 24. 

'" Zielpunkt eines Spmierganges. azfdem die Buchen und Eichen den Schlendernden von demchem 
GIauben . . . erzahlen. (Lagarde 1878, p- 239). 

' O '  Die Wur-zeh des deurschen Wesem: Die Deurrchen sollren in die Zukunfi sfreben und in eine 
Vergangenheir zurückgehen. in welcher es weder ein Buch gab noch eine Zeirung noch einen irgenhvie 
gearrere Schr~figelehrsamkeir. nur srilles Horchen &die Siimme ursprünglicher Natur, leises Wachsen mir 
den Baumen des Waldes und der Saar der Felder . . . die Mannhafrigkeir der Nation wachst in der Slille wie 
die Bztche It'alde. (Lagarde f 878. pp. 321 -322 and 39 t ). 

1 O:! Deurscher Charakter: Ich werde nichr müde werden =u predigen, dap wir ennueder vor einer neuen 
Zeil oder vor dem Unrergange srehen. (Lagarde 1 878, p- 367). 



Langbehn continued Lagarde's lament in his own chapter on the "Interna1 Decay afier 

1 870," blaming the decline on the "soullessness" of contemporary education against which 

he held up Rembrandt as an exemplar of "healthy German strength of soul" that was 

"anchored in a strong sense of rootedness and soulfi~lness."'~' To counter the decay and to 

Iead Germany back on the path to greatness, Langbehn demanded a re-education of Germans 

in the spirit of Rembrandt, as well as a "return to the land" and to an "aristocratie structuring 

of the Germanic body of the Volk."'" 

Neither Lagarde nor Langbehn saw the recently unified Kaiserreich as the volkisch state 

in whic h their ideals could be realized. Instead, they envisaged a 'new Germany ' that served 

the transcendent Volk. This state was different fiom the Romantic notion of the ideal 

Gerrnan state in that it aimed not at restoring some medieval harmony, but at establishing a 

new order in which the cornmunity stood above the individual, the Volk above the state, and 

the nation above humankind: "The German must serve Germand~m-" '~~ Moreover, both saw 

Kulrur as rooted in the soi1 and as superior to a dislocated, 'cosmopolitan' Zivilisation. 

Lagarde and Langbehn's workr thus epitomized the cultural pessimism of the late-19Ih- 

century German Bildungsbzïrgertum in its fight against political and social obsolescence in 

the face of rapid modernization. Foresters were not insulated fiom the changes sweeping late 

1 9'h-century German society and soon the dualist rift that was developing between modemist 

'O3 Seefenküfte . . . Rembrandt als . . . MuFrer gesunder deurscher Seelenkmji. veronkerr . . . . in 
Heimargeist und SeefengrLiJe. (Langbehn 1 890, p. 37). 

I U1 1 i.rhauerung . . . arist okrat ische Durchgliedenrng des germanischen Volkskorpers ( Langbehn 1 890. 
pp. 19 1 and 38). 

'Os Der Deutsche soi/ dan Deurschrm dienen. (Langbehn 1 890. pp. 50-5 1 ). 
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and traditionalist forces in German society began to cleave German forestry as well. It  did 

so, however, in a way that reflected the unique modemization occurring within 19%enniry 

forests and forestry and its accompanying problems.'m 

Around the middle of the 1 9'h century, just as German foresters were begiming to enjoy 

their heightened social standing, an ecological and economic crisis that had its roots in the 

late 1 8h century was growing in the Gexman forest - in the literal sense of the word. The 

vast areas reforested by the 'classical' foresters around 1800 had matured into even-aged, 

pure coniferous forests which were mostly managed on the b a i s  of short-rotation clear 

c u t ~ . ' ~ '  The result were ecologically and structurally unsound stands which now suffered 

heaw damage fiom insects, snow, and windstorms. The large-scale collapse of stands not 

only threatened the continuity of forest cover in the affected regions, it also flooded the 

market with Iow-grade timber and so depressed prices. In addition, many among both 

foresters and the general population resented the unifonn appearance of the expansive 

monocultures of spruce and pine which were intempted only by the voids of frequent clear 

'% One indication of the rapid changes to which German foresw responded in the late 19"' century is the 
reversa1 of the shares of fuel wood and industrial timber: in 1850, more thm three quarters ofall wood was used 
for fuel and only one quarter for industria! use; by 19 14, that ratio was reversed. 

1 O 7  The goal of the 'classical' German foresters charged with rebuilding the devastated German forest 
around 1800 was to reestablish forest cover on the exposed soils as quickly as possible, and to aven an 
irnpending 'tirnber famine.' Both goals were easiest to achieve by planting stands of fast-growing conifers. 
Moreover, the soils on which this refortstation had to take place frequently were so exhausted (or of at best 
marginal fertility to begin with) that only two species would take hold: Scots pine in the drier regions and the 
continentai Northeast; and Norway spruce in the more oceanic regions of the South and West. At the same 
tirne, thesc species also reseeded themselves freely as well as being easy to propagate and tend. The result of 
these strictures was the creation of large tracts of pure pine or spruce stands, which were vulnerable to insect. 
fire, and wind damage. The result of the new preferences was a reversal of previous coniferous~deciduous 
proportions as conifers tripled fiom 25 % to 75 % of the total forest cover. 



cuts.'08 The reputation of German forestry, so recently earned and highly cherished, was at 

stake. 

In a protest directed just as much against the uninspiring aesthetics of the uniforrn 

Balken felder ('timber rows' ) of  modern forestry as against their inherent vulnerability , 

foresters began to suggest alternative 'traditional' models of forestry which were based not 

on maximum soi1 rent, but on maximum forest rent;' 'O not on even-aged and pure stands, but 

on uneven-aged and mixed stands; not on exigencies of production, but on aesthetic and 

ecological considerations. While a variety of models emerged from this critique, they al1 

'O8 This resentment was based mostly on aesthetic considerations, but sornetimes there were other 
components as well. In 'Rheinpreukn* (the territories on both banks of the lower Rhine and in Westphalia 
which had been given to Prussia at the Congress of Vienna in 18 15) the Norway spmce was denounccd as the 
' Pnissians' tree' (Preu-enbaum). The local farmers resented the conversion of their traditional beech and oak 
coppicewoods (which provided fuel wood, stall litter, and pig feed) into spruce forests (which yielded only 
industrial timber) as the imposition of a foreign culture and often resoried to uprooting the seedlings at 
nighttirne - in response to which the Prussian authorities had the army guard the young mes. (Cf. Hasel 198% 
p. 209). 

'O9 'Traditional' forestry shodd not k misunderstd as wanting to Evert to the rampant forest 
exploitation of previous centuries. While 'traditional' forcstry did want to return to mixed, iineven-aged 
selection forests, it also wanted to subject those forests to planned management based on 19a-century forest 
science. 'Traditional' motives were mostly inherent to forcsiry, for example the superior economic and 
eco!ogical stability of mixed and uneven-aged stands over the long term. In this sense, traditional can be taken 
to refer both to pre-liberal economics and carly nature conservation. (Hasel, for example, uses the ternis 
'economic' and ecological* schools of thought (cf. Hasel 1985% p. 210)). But there were intangible aspects 
such as aesthetics and, as this section shows, ideological motives, too. 'Traditional' forestry concepts 
reemerged in various forestry refonn movements in Gemany , e-g., Mischwald (mixed forest), Dauerwafd 
(con ti n uous forest), Wafdbau auf narürfïcher Grundlage, narurnaher Wald or narwgemaJe Waldwirrschafr 
(which I collectively cal1 'natural forest management'). In today's diction, 'traditional' forestry woufd be 
labelled 'alternative* or 'ecological' and be represented in the 'natural forest management' which through the 
1980s and 1990s has become the declared policy goal of almost al1 German state forest services. 

Soil rent theory started from the assumption chat a parcel of land was afforested in order to gain incorne 
from it. The trees thus assumed the status of a capital investment which had to yield a minimum annualized 
interest to make such use of the land financially worthwhilc. Only pure coniferous stands in the first half of 
their Iife-cycle grow fast enough to corne close to yielding 3 % annual interest; hence, stands managed for 
maximum soi! rent were ofien harvested afier only 60 years. By contrast, forest rent theory stmed from the 
assumption that the land was already forested (which was factually correct in the case of Germany). The 
financial goal then was to draw the maximum sutainable net revenue from the forest, measured in absolutc 
amounts rather than annualized rates. Since the value of timber grows with its dimensions, the forest was 
allowed to grow for up to 120 years, resubing in very different forest types. 
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were united in their insistence that clearcuts had to be avoided at al1 costs, which represented 

a radical departure fiom the contemporary torestry dogma. Only selected trees were to be 

cut in frequent thimings, while the forest as a whole was to remain and cover the ground 

pennanently. This Dauerwaldor 'continuous forest' of mixed age and type of trees becarne 

the ' tradi t ional' counterpart to the clesu-cutting polic y of 'modem' forestry . 

The lines were drawn for a debate between modernist and traditionai forces in German 

forestry. Superficially, the subject matter of the debate was the ideal structure of the forest 

and how it should be managed, yet some foresters soon extended the discussion to the 

question of what sort of larger worid view was infonning 'modem' forestry on the one hand 

and 'traditional' forestry on the other. In the spirit of liberal economics, the 'modem' 

foresters bluntly insisted that ''the purpose of the forest is primarily to provide incorne to its 

owner . . . . Everything else is incidental.""' Appalled by such a 'materidistic' dictwn, 

'traditional' foresters were charnpioning 'idedistic' goals such as aesthetics, harmony, 

organicism, and continuity, d i  of which were comected with notions prevalent among the 

various reform movements of the Bildungsburgerturn. The idea of an hannonious and 

organic Mischwald or mixed, permanent, and uneven-aged forest without clearcuts became 

a clarion cal1 for those disaffected with the "non-nature'' (Unnafur) of the modem German 

forest monocultures.~ " 

"' Der Wald hot in ersrer Reihe die Au/gabe. seinem t3es;rzer Geld ei~ubringen und wirtschafiIich 
arrsgenulzl =u werden. AIIes andere ;sr Nebensache. (Prof essor of Forest Econom ics Max Endres at the 7th 
Annual Meeting of the Gerrnan Society of Foresters in Danzig in 1906, quoted in Sperber 1994, p. 49). 



Some traditionai foresters were also beginning to draw parallels between the structure 

of the forest and that of German society: Emil Adolf RoBmaBler, one of the founding fathers 

of the traditional forest movement, wrote that: 

The forest in particular is a manifestation of social organization in the plant kingdom which is more 
pronounced in Germany than in the warmer countries of Europe. Not only do the proud trees 
withdraw fiom the Company of lower classes of plants by gathering and huddling in the forest. They 
also segregate fiom one another as conifen remain separate from deciduous trees. M y ,  spruce even 
stays away from pine. beech fiom oak."' 

Detecting in this a "distinct simile" of human society, RoBrnaBler continued: 

It would provide us with surprising entertainment ifwe were to compare the mutually exclusive social 
associations of Gcnnans with those ofGerman plant lifc. 1 will leavc it to my readers, however, to find 
among the various human congregations the respective coumerparts of the self-suficient beech forest, 
the noble oak forest shielding its inferion, or the plebeian willow thicket by the banks of the river."' 

While RoBmaBler did not spell out his analogies, it is evident that he was alluding to the 

bourgeois. noble. and working classes here. More than that, the very fact that he did not have 

to spell them out also suggests that the popular cultural connotations of the respective forest 

types were already clear to his readers, a result of the Romantic popularization of the German 

forest. Hence, RoBmaBler was abie to evoke certain class associations sirnply by refemng 

to certain types of forests. 

' l 3  ~ e r a d e  der Wald irt eine gesefischpfriiche Erscheinungsjiirm der Pflamenweft, die sich in Deurschland 
schüder auspragr als in warmeren Landern Europas. Nicht nur, day3 die stolzen Baume sich aus der 
Gesellschafr der niedrrgen P/anzengeschiechter zuriickziehen und im Wafde sich dich und eng 
~usarnmenscharen. auch unrer sich beobachten sie das System der Aurschiiefllichkeir. Der Nadelwald rrennr 
sich vom Laubwalde. ja, die Fichte trennt sich von der Kiefer, die Buche von der Eiche. ( RoOmaBler 1 87 1 
(1860), p. 101). 

1 1 4  Ungesuchr bietet sich. und rwar in einer eigentümiich avsgepragten Besrimmrheir, dus Gleichnis 
unserer Pjlanzertwelt dar. . . . Denn wahrlich, es wwde eine überraschende Unterhaltung bieten. die einander 
ausschlieflenden geselligen Yereinigungen des Deutschen mit denen der deufschen Pflanzenwelf in Parallele 
: I I  srellen /ch uberlasse es aber metnen Lesern. -lu dem sich selbsr genügenden Buchenwalde. dem nrriiews 
Volk schirrnenden arcsrokratischen Eichemvaide oder dem plebejiFchen Weidendickichr dm Ffujufes sich 
unrer den Kasinos oder Riunions der Menrchen die passenden Seitensriicke selbst aumuchen. (RoBmaOler 
1871 (1860). p. 102). 



Yet, in the eyes of some traditionalists, the distinct forest types of traditional forestry not 

on1 y passively reflected the class structure of Gerrnan society . but also exerted a "furthering 

influence on consciousness and character of the V~lk.""~ Because of this proactive and 

"hygienically beneficial influence of the natural forest on body and soul." the traditionalists 

argued, "the preservation of the German forest has arisen as a question of national 

irnportan~e.""~ It was only the 'natural' forest, though, that could act as such a counterforce 

to the ' Vermassung' or Ioss of identity in German society. This meant that the Geman forest 

needed to be preserved not as a carpet of spnice or pine, but in al1 its variety. On the other 

hand, the "motley" of recently introduced "foreign" species did not forrn part of the 'natural ' 

variety, but in its "shriil internationalism" was " a  mirror of ouf times so replete with 

dross."' l 7  The task of foresters, then, was to maintain or restore the natural state of the forest 

not just for the forest's sake, but for the good of the country: the German forest had to 

become a forest for Germany once again. 

In these statements we can sense the rising political awareness of foresters. First 

concerned only with the forest as a reflection of human society, foresters soon assigned to 

the forest a proactive capacity that they saw as increasingly important to the social heaith of 

Germany as the country went through the convulsions of modemization. While there were 

' 
. . . daJ Waldbilder hergerteIlt werden. die wirkiich durch groj3~rtige Schonheii ;u imponiren [sic] und 

aufSinn und Characier eines Vofkes fordernden Einf7up ru tïben verrnogen. (Werneburg 1875, p. 44 1 ). 

II6 
. . . gewdhrt der Naturwafd seefrSche Erfrischung und riufrichtung. übr er einen hygienisch 

vorreilhafren Eindruck aaf Korpw und Ge& A u -  diese Weise isr die Erhalrung des deurschen WaIdes eine 
Frage von narionafer Bedeurung geworden. (von Mammen 1909. pp. 49-50). 

' 1 7  Die Anlagen bei WaIdortsch@en enlhalren meisr eine bunte Reihe auslündischer Pjlanzen. Dieser 
lnfernaiionulismu~ wirkr ofl sehr grefl, aber er ist eben ein Spiegel unserer von bunrem Krimskrams erfillien 
Zeif. (Grottewitz, 1907, p. 7). 
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some foresters who saw the strains of  modernization and the 'failure' of modern forestry as 

corroborating the virtues of socialism,"* most publishing foresters took a conservative or 

even reactionary stance towards modernization. 

1.5 Conclusion 

D u h g  the first half of the 1 9 ~  century, writers, artists, and intellectuals had 'Germanized' 

the forest without aid - or criticism - fiom foresters who for the most part had remained 

practice-oriented and politidly wueflective. Only once they had gained entry to the 

academies and universities around the middle of the 19* century were foresters in a position 

to form a 'Iiterate' discipline and an organized profession that ailowed them to participate 

in iiterary and political discourses. 

More i mportantly , their academic education also gained foresters acceptance into 

fraternity networks, the higher civil service, and other constituting institutions of the 

BiZdungsbürgerium. From this new position of prominence and respect, foresters in the 

second half of the 19& century began to contribute to the public debates about the cultural 

and political importance of the German forest. Yet the rapid modernization of German 

society rendered the Bildungsbürgertum increasingi y anachronistic and pus hed it to the 

political margins. As a result, many foresters' writings took on the form an anti-modemisr 

cultural critique. 

' l n  For example: Schaffle (1 879). It should also be noted that not al! uses of the organic analogy or 
aesthetic musings were necessarily driven by reactionary world views. Schaffle. too, employed the organicisr 
analogy in h is book Bau und Leben des soziaien Korpers (Form and Function of the Social Body. 1 88 1 ). 
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This means that when foresters became invoived in the pub1 ic discourses about the forest 

around the year 1900, they did so from a position that combined a forestry-specific 

perspective with a broader Bildungsbürgertum perspective. From the forestry-specific 

perspective, foresters were responding to the late-19'h-century impoverishrnent in the 

ecological structure of the forest wrought by 'modem' forestry, and to changes in the market 

position of forestry in the modernizing Gerrnan economy. From the Bildzmgsbürgertum 

perspective, foresters adopted the cultuai pessimisrn of the emerging vdkisch movement 

which sought to elevate 'the German' by juxtaposing it with a negatively charged 'Other.' 

Afier 1 880, the charactenzation of the 'Other' focussed on the defamatory portraya1 of Jews 

as nomadic and greedy individuals with no attachent to a native country or concem for the 

community. By assigning to 'the Semite' qualities such as 'artificial', 'materidistic', and 

'dislocated/uprooted/nomadic' , 'the German' could assume the polar opposites such as  

'natural', 'idealistic', and 'rooted.' 

By the early 20h century, foresters were thus ready to join the public discourses, adapt 

the polarization of 'Germanie vs. Semite' to the realm of forestry -and reflect a variation of 

this polarization back as their specific contribution to the volkisch discontent of the 1 9 10s 

and 1920s: Forestopia or the normative analogy of forest and Volk 



NATURALIZING THE NATION: 
THE VISION OF FORESTOPEA AS FORESTERS' CONTRIBUTION 

TO THE RISE OF THE VOLKISCH IDEA IN THE ~ R L Y  2Om CENTURY 

The social order of the forest . . . will form a model for those institutions necessary for the 
strengthening ofGermamess. In this manner, the forest cm become the educator ofthe German Volk. 

Forstmeister Rudolf DOesberg 1 9 1 0' 

5.1 introduction 

By the beginning of the 20' cenhiry, German foresters joined the public discourses about the 

cuitural and political importance of the German forest. Yet, rather than demystiming the 

Romanticization of the forest or questioning its nationalist appropriation, foresters 

enthusiastically adopted the established connotations of the forest in their own rhetoric. They 

mixed established volkisch dogma of the supenonty of the 'German race' with their own 

socio-biologistic tenets gleaned fiom forestry, warning that idealist Germany was infiltrated 

by agents of materialisrn and degeneration such as 'urban intellecnials', 'cosmopolitan 

joumalists', and, most dangerous of all, 'Jews and their capital." To protect Germany fiom 

the corroding effects of 'individualism,' 'egalitarianisrn,' and 'greed,' foresters suggested a 

return to the principles exemplified by the German forest: 'comrnunity,' 'social 

stratification,' and 'sacrifice.' The forest thus was to serve as a model for an utopian German 

society. This analogy I cal1 Forestopia. 

' Dllesberg 19 19. pp. iv-v. 
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Forestopia was the unique contribution of foresters to the volkisch discourses of the 

19 1 Os and 1920s, and in this chapter 1 analyze the nse, and the increasing shrillness. of this 

concept between its first appearance around 1900 and the Nazi-takeover in 1933. 1 place 

Forestopian writings in the context of their time, showing how foresters adapted the concept 

of Forestopia to the detenorating political, social, and economic circurnstances of the 

Kaiserreich and Weimar Germany. 

As 1 analyze these writings, it will become evident that foresters were aiready adopting 

many of the volkisch, racist, and anti-Semitic attitudes that marked the official or semi- 

offilcial Forestopian writings ofthe Nazi p e n d  Thus this chapter will show that the voZkisch 

Forestopia was not a controlled invention of the totalitarian state, but an histoncal concept 

that was appropriated, rather than initiated, by the Nazis. This will complete the probing, 

begun in Chapters 3 and 4, of the volkisch foundations of the National Socialist analogies of 

forest and Volk, Rasse, and Lebensraum. 

5.2. From Cultural Pessimism to Normative VOIkisch Vision: 

The Formulation of Forestopia in Düesberg's Der Wald als Erzieher 

C learly , there was not just one type of "late- 19'"-century German forester" that emerged fiom 

the socializing institutions of the Wilhelmine forestry discipline and the Bildungsbürgerrum 

or cultural bourgeoisie in general. The writings of foresters suggest, however, that many, if 

not the majority of publicly active Geman foresters, were of bourgeois or petty-noble 

background, held conservative or reactionary political views, were deeply patriotic. and 

espoused volkisch convictions. Most of these characteristics would have applied equally to 
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other Wilhelmine Bildungsbürger in academic and civil service positions who were feeling 

increasingly disenfimchised and retreated into cultural critiques ranging from irrational 

cultural pessimisrn to progressive social movements. 

From their distinct perspective and position, Gennan foresters made a unique 

contribution to the swelling current of conservative cultural criticism. They developed what 

1 cal1 Forestopia, or the vision of a new Gerrnan society styled after the mode1 of the Geman 

forest developed by forest science. In Forestopia, a romanticized, idealized forest served as 

both the alleged source of, and projection screen for, biologistic and organicist ideas of 

politicai, social, and economic order - and German superiority over neighbouring 'races.' 

Forestopia was thus a concept that lent itsel f to volkisch propaganda. The central axiom of 

Forestopia was that the forest and its trees coufd serve as an analogy of the German state and 

its people, respectively. Foresters constructed the concept by building on the established 

cultural signification of the forest as 'German' and combining it with natural scientific 

insights into the growth and interdependencies of trees in a forest stand. 

From their study of plant sociology in the forest, foresters derived a pattern of social 

organization that was supposed to be unique to the Gennan forest. Emphasizing the positive 

natural and national connotation of the forest established by the Rornantics, and responding 

to the current of cultural pessimism, they transferred this pattern to the human sphere as a 

suitable 'natural' blueprint for an equally unique Gerrnan form of society and governance. 

If Gerrnan politicians understood and managed human society like a forest, the argument 

went, they would be able to create a Germany that was just Iike the German forest: strong in 

its unity, resilient in its diversity, and productive in its cooperative structure. 



In promulgating the concept of Forestopia, foresters thus suggested to the public and to 

politicians that their discipline could offer solutions to some of the economic and social 

problems Germany was facing at the begiming of the 20th ccntuy and particularly after the 

defeat in the First World War. Underlying that daim was the conviction of foresters that, 

since they were widely recognized as the Ieading force in the world of forestry, German 

politicians could l e m  much from foresters. Gennan foresters had created the best forests 

in the world - could German politicians not do the sarne for the German state? 

The first to formulate the anaiogy of forest and German society in detail was the Prussian 

forester Rudolf Düesberg (1 856- 1926) and 1 will use the exarnple of his work to discuss the 

principal tenets of Forestopia. In 1910, Düesberg published Der Wald als Errieher (The 

Forest as Educator),' a book which tmk its title and tone from Langbehn's Rembrandt als 

Erzieher. Like Langbehn, Düesberg advocated a re-education of Gennans. Instead of 

Rembrandt's art, however, Düesberg presented the German forest as the 'educator' afier 

whom the spirit of the new German people should be modelled. Düesberg's book consisted 

of a silviculnual and a political-economy part, each shot through with a sizable strain of plain 

anti-semitism. Düesberg was the first to combine these three aspects into an integrated 

normative a r g ~ m e n t . ~  On the basis of his observations from forest ecology, Düesberg 

' The title of Dflesberg's book is a bow to Langbehn's Rembrandt als Erteher. Previously, Doesberg had 
published journal articles on the changes in 19"-century German forestry (cf. Dilesberg 1893). 

Anti-Sem itism was already present in 19"'-century forestry writings. As early as 1844, FrOm bling in his 
book on the 'forest fortification' ofGcmany (cf. Chapter 3, footnote 138) had railed against the "corrosive and 
all-devouring mind ofthe German Jews" which hc saw poised to "reduce the German fatheriand to beggardom." 
Frombling's solution: ship al1 Jews and, for good measure, al! the inmates of poorhouses and institutions to 
Morocco. where -"under the necessary precautions" - they could make themselves "useful" in the creation of 
a bad l y needed German colon y. In Marocko [sic] bt der ticrende und fressende Versrand der deutschen Juden 
vorweg f i  den Germanismus vieffeicht irgend unter der nothigen Vorsicht brauchbar; im deutschen Vuterland 
bringr dus Judenrum vermoge seiner gesetzfichen fndulgentien die /gr  sie arbeitende Christenheif an den 
Bertelsrab. (From bling 1 844, p. 134). In 1 878, Borggreve attacked modem forestry by invoking anti-Semitism: 
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generalized management principles not oniy for Germany's forest, but for its economy and 

its people. According to Düesberg, al1 three could, and should, be managed according to the 

sarne v~lkzsch principles. 

Düesberg argued that German tree species, companies, and citizens should be fostered. 

their foreign counterparts removed. Next, the thus rarefied collectives should be reorganized 

in the image of the traditional German cooperative system (Genossemcha@wesen): an 

uneven-aged, mixed, selection forest based on biocoenotic principles (Gruppen- 

~lenterwald);' a corporatist state bas4  on occupational estates (beru@stândischer Stuaî); 

and an ethnically pure 'national community' (VoZksgemeinschafr). Finally, this cooperative 

restructuring would help Germany achieve not oniy political sovereignîy and economic self- 

sufficiency but also domination. For, once so organized, the forest would not only be 

healthier and more aesthetic, but would also yield an inexhaustible supply of timber and 

other resources. Likewise, the corporatist German state not oniy could keep Socid- 

Democratic anarchy at bay, but its economy also would become strong enough to have 

Germany's neighbours do its bidding. Finally, the collective will of the German 

VuZksgemeinschaft would push Germany's borders to the East, ultimately leading to the 

"Let us leave the exploitation to the Jews, [for] it is shameful to exploit the forest soi1 at the expense of future 
generations." Mon Uberlasse d m  Raubsystem den Juden; Aufgabe des Szaam ist eine nachhalrige Nutzung; 
eine ci usbeurmg des Forsrbodens aufKos~en kommender Gescblechrer isz umvürdig (quoted in Ktistler 1943. 
p. 354; also in Vogel 1989, p. 25). 

' A biocoenosis is a community o f  organisms occupying a uniform habitat. A Gruppen-Plenrenvakî is a 
mixed, uneven-aged forest in which the uees are managed in clusten rather than as individuals. 
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expulsion of the Polish people to a reservation in "one of the bastard states of South 

~ r n e n c a . * ~  

Seen from nearly a century later, Düesberg's visions may appear ludicrous, even surreal. 

Yet, as we well know (if only by the grace of histoncal hindsight), ideas such as Düesberg's 

did their part in preparing the ground for the fascist realization of volkisch ideology to the last 

bitter consequence. As such, Düesberg's ideas need to be examined in the context of their 

time and with reference to their origins, their propagandistic inflection by the volkisch 

movement during the Weimar Republic, and their merciless implementation during the 

National Sociaiist regime. 

The first question then concems the specific context in which Düesberg wrote his book 

and the perceived problems he aimed to address. Düesberg's biography suggests that he 

went through the socialization of a typical German forester of that time: bom into a landed 

family, he received a humanistic education, served as an oficer in aJagerbataillon (Rangers 

Batallion)' with fellow foresters, and &Id a lifelong position in the Prussian Forest Service.' 

As a member of the Bifdungsbürgertum, DIiesberg is also likely to have gone through the 

experience of the 'bourgeois distemper' and, as his choice of title suggests, he certainly came 

to share the misgivings of Langbehn and other cultural critics about the development of 

' . . .. in Sudamerika von einem der Mischlingssraarenfieia Land zu kaufen. (Düesberg 19 1 O. p. 192). 

' See Appendix 1. 

' For a biographical sketch of DELcsbcrg, see the Appendix in Seling 1997- 



Gerrnan society . Finally, as a 'traditional' forester, Duesberg was at odds with the changing 

forestry context of his time. a fact he already had been declaring for almost 20 yeane9 

Mile other foresters might have felt similady, Duesberg, was the first forester to turn 

his discontent into a programme and publish it as a book. Previously, foresters had k e n  

satisfied with studying how society, represented by the forestry profession, could control tree 

growth processes to raise the best possible forest stand. Düesberg reversed the direction of 

the argument and argued fiom forest to people, suggesting that 'Wie laws governing the 

structure of the forest apply equally to a rationally-ordered huma. In particular, 

he argued that German forest trees and the Gennan people were a product of the same 

Heimat (homeland): "deeply rooted, sedentary, risen to greatness in the struggle with rough 

dimate and through hard work on poor soil. Hence, the social order of the forest. . . foms 

a model for those institutions necessary for the strengthening of Germanness. In this manner, 

the forest can become the educator of the Gerrnan Volk."" 

But why did the German people need to be educated, and why did Gennanness need to 

be strengthened at a time when the Kaiserreich was growing by leaps and bounds both 

econornically and politically? Because, Düesberg argued, this growth was fùeled by the 

In a 1893 article, Daesberg had already defended the tenets o f  the 'traditional' Dauerwald idea. (Cf. 
Diiesberg 1893). 

'O Die den Aujbou des Walda beherrschenden Gesetze gelren ebenso /ir vernzinflig geordnere 
menschliche Gerneinschafl. so wird eben der Wald-mm Etzieher. (Düesberg 19 10, p. 1 39). 

1 I Gar vieles haben die Baume des deutschen Waides mit dem deurschen Vo fkegemein. sindsie doch beide 
in ihrer Eigenart ein Erzeugnis derselben Heimat. bodensrdndig. seJhafi. grop geworden im Kamphgen ein 
rauhes Klima und in harrer Arbeir aufwenigfruchrbarem Boden Die Gesellschaflsordnung des deutschen 
Waldes in dem von Menschenhancinoch nichr vollstandiggeanderten Zustandefreier und doch gesermafliger 
Enmickiung nach dem Pian weiser Schopjirngsordnung wird darum vorbild/ich/ür die Einrichtungen. die dazu 
dienen sollen. die Wohl/rrhrt deurscher Art zu srarken. So kann der Wald dem deurschen Volke zum Erzieher 
werden. (Düesberg 19 10, pp. iv-v)- 



wong Wel~anschauung and thus was headed in the wrong direction. Instead of traditional 

German cooperative idealism, reckless individualistic materialism mled German life. The 

consequences were grave: 

Greed has no regard for the common good, nor for the happiness of others. In the name of money- 
making the health of  the people is sacrificed, clean air is polluted, water is poisoned, and resources 
are squandered as though the Gerrnans were to leave their homeland presently." 

O bviously , in Düesberg 's eyes the effects of Germany 's industrialization were grave indeed. 

He attri buted the industrialization to the "capitalist Weltanschauung" that had pushed aside 

the "fündarnentally different Weftamchauung of Gemans rooted in the soil" and had 

"devastated German life."13 Yet to Düesberg that capitalist Weltanschauung was just one 

manifestation of an even bigger threat - a Jewish conspiracy: 

The foundations of today's state and public institutions are neither Christian nor Germanie. Raaer, 
they correspond to a nomadic, Jewish Weltamchuuung. For millennia, Jewish and Roman influences 
have been pursuing the destruction ofGermanic identity and the dissolution ofthose institutions which 
express German king and exernplify German notions of law and custom." 

With this argumentation, Düesberg placed himself in the Company of late-l9%entuq and 

early-20"-century volkisch authors who cast Jews in the role of the scapegoat for the 

'* Selbsrsucht kennt k i n e  Rüchichren aufdas Gemeiwohl undfremdes Glück Wenn es gilr Geld ru  
rnachen, wird gesunde V o l k r k ~ t  geopfert. die reine Lufl versrdn1Lert. ddasfliejhde Wusser vergijiet, werden 
die Bodenschatze ausgeraubt. ais wenn die Deutschen in  kurrer Zeit ihre Heimat verlassen wollten. (DIlesberg 
1910, p. 155). 

'' Im -weiten Teil dieses Buches sind die Yenwistungen kiargelegt, die diese kapitul&tische 
CVehanschauung im deutschen Volhieben angerichter hat; es sollen dort auch Mittel und Wege gezeigf werden. 
rvie sich die grundsatzfich andere Weltanschauung sephafier Bodenbauer durchsetzen kann. (Duesberg 1 9 1 0. 
p. 72). 

'' Die Grundlagen des heutigen Stua~swesem und die Einrichtungen des oflentlichen Lebens sind weder 
chrisrlich noch germankch, sie entsprechen nomadischer, jüdischer Weltanschauung. Jüdische und romische 
Beeinfltrssungen haben seit Jahrtaurenden an der Zerstorung germanischer Eigenart, an der rlufusung der 
Einrichtungen gearbeiter, die als Amdnrck deutschen Wesens die Augassungen von Recht und Sirre 
verkorperten. (Diiesberg 19 10, p. 147). In the copy of the book held by the library at Freiburg University, the 
word jüdischer (Jewish) is underscored in coloured pencil and in the margins appears a swastika flanked by 
exclamation marks. 



perceived woes of Germany. For Duesberg, then, the larger problern was that the German 

people were in danger of becoming assimilated by the Jews, and Der Wald als Erzieher was 

a treatise on how they could avoid such a fate. Having described what he saw as the malaise 

Germany was headed for. Düesberg used the Germanic forest past to suggest a future 

Forestopia as the only way out: if Germans were to organize their state afier the cooperative 

model still embodied in the Gennan forest, they could arrest the volkisch decay and begin a 

new era for Gemany. The German forest as a normative model for the German people - 

with this suggestion Duesberg created the first Forestopia. 

Though, as Düesberg cautioned, not every kind of forest was equally suitable as a modei. 

In the argument between the 'modem' and 'traditional' forest paradigms described in 

Chapter 4, Düesberg came down very much on the 'traditional' side and it was only the 

'traditionai' Gerrnan forest that could instruct Gennans as to their new social order! In fact, 

he used the difference between the paradigms to illustrate his point: 

lust as the perspective of modem forestry is incompatible with the nature of the forest, and just as its 
methods are neither suitable for allowing the characteristics of the tries to unfold to highest perfection, 
nor for transforming the dormant energies of the soi1 into rich life, the WeItanschaumg which 
dominates the economic and social Iife of Gennans is ineconcilable with Gennan being.I6 

Düesberg argued that modem forestry violated 'the nature of the forest' because it no longer 

grew trees of a11 kinds and ages on the same plot, but separated them into pure stands of 

distinct age-classes. The outcome of this separation was the destruction of the cooperative 

l 5  Cf. Chapter 4, footnote 109. 

'' SO wenig die Anschauungen in der neuzeiffichen Fors~irrschafr dem W s e n  des WaIdes enrsprechen. 
und ihre Mifiel nichr geeignet sin4 die Arteigemchajien der Baume zu hochsrer Vollkornmenheit sich enlfcrlren 
zu lassen. oder die im Boden schfurnmernden Krüfle ru reichem Leben ru wecken, ebemowenig deckr sich die 
das wirischafiliche und geselfige Leben der Deurschen beherrschende Weltanschauung mir dem Wesen 
deutscher Art. (DUesberg 1 9 10, p. 1 38). 



structure of the natural forest, as the resulting stands could not make complete and efficient 

use of the incoming sunlight and thus were less productive. Nor did they enjoy the formative 

phenological influence the different members of a mixed collectivc had on one another: 

instead of becoming a differentiated community, they grew into a homogenized mass. Here 

Düesberg detected a "desperate similarity" between the formative conditions obtaining in 

modern, even-aged forest stands and those in an "utopian social-democratic state," where 

"louts always flourish at the expense of nobler characters."" 

Why was modern forestry practiced then? Because, Diiesberg held, modem foresters had 

allowed themselves to be misguided by the way of thinking of  "homeless nomads" - the 

Jewish conspiracy was sweeping German forest offices, too, causing righteous Geman 

foresters to stray fiom the path." By contrast, Düesberg saw traditional forestry methods as 

based on the "rootedness of the Gerrnan race in the soil" which "ran in their blood and 

conferred upon Germans a "special appreciation for land and soil, for Heimat and 

Fatherland."'9 This attitude was completely foreign to the "nomadic" Jews, Düesberg 

argued. Instead, they just roamed the land, took whatever resources they needed for their 

cattle, and moved on with fattened herds - rad: money. Yet the "myopic Geman" did not 

17 Die Erziehungsmaflregeln im S c w  gfeichaftriger Bestande haben eine verneTelte ~hnlichkeir mir 
denen des sozialdemokratischen Zukun#ss~aates: Werden Rüpel mit gur gearteren Jungen -tusammengesperrr 
ru gegenseiriger Etziehung, so mach sich immer der Rüpel breir auf Kosfen der edleren Artung. (Düesberg 
i 9 1 O, p. 57). 

'* ?ire eigene Anschauung haben sie, sich selbsr unbewu-I, feiten lassen nach der Denkweise heimarloser 
Nomaden. (Düesberg 19 10, p. 73). Baptized Jews could becorne ofYicers and civil servants and thus ernbark 
o n  a career as foresters. Therc wcre several promincnt German foresters of Jewish belief but, contrary CO 

Düesberg's accusation. they were not al1 proponents of  modem forestry. 

19 Germanischer Rasse eignet nun die Neigung zu sefihafler Bodenwirrschafi Diese Lebensrichrung l ieg~ 
itn Blure, ihr enrsprichr darum eine besondere Bewerrung von Grund und Boden. Heimar und Varerlanc. 
(Düesberg 19 10, p. 182). 



realize the detrimental effect this "golden herd" (presumably of idolatrous golden calves) had 

on the soi1 as the sole b a i s  of his own, sedentary way of life." In ignorance, Germans 

allowed the application of 'modem' methods derived fiom Semitic husbandry to their 

precious forests. Even worse, the same held true for the economy in general, for society. for 

the state - Gemany was delivering itself into the hands of the Jews. To Dueskrg, then, 

Germany and its forests were Iosing their cooperative Gerrnanic character and becoming 

dominated by the "foreign Weltanschauung of the nomad."" 

Duesberg's credo of redemption was succinct. If Germany wanted to find its way back 

to its old ways, it had better observe the example of the natural forest championed by 

traditionaf forestry: "The social order of the forest must become a mode1 for the economic 

and social institutions of the German p e ~ p l e . " ~  Düesberg devoted the first half of his book 

to illustrating this social order as he saw it embodied in the nanual forest and how it could 

be recreated in a mixed, uneven-aged selection forest (Plentewald). The first lesson 

Germans could l e m  fiom the forest was that the individual was nothing, the collective was 

everything: 

The short life span of the individual is nothing cornpareci with that of the species. Therefore. al1 
individual life is oriented towards the preservation and development ofthe species; the individual must 

- -- - p~ 

'O Der Jude har dus mit scharfem Blick sogleich erkannt; deshalb schlachrer er sobald wie moglich die 
enrarferen alteren Jahrgiïnge und l@r den Erlos in Form von goldenem Weidevieh über das ganze Erdenrund 
die besren Weideplarze abgrasen. Und der kurzichrige Deuuche erkennr nichr, dapfür seine gah- andere 
Lebensgrundlage auch die goldene Herde go= andere Bedeutung har. ( DOesberg 1 9 1 0, p. 74). 

" Kurzsichrig isr der Deursche aber ers! geworden. seir ihm an Srelle seiner im Blure liegenden Arr. die 
Dinge anzusehen, ihre Zusammenhange zu erkennen. ihre Bedeurung zu werren. einefremde Welronschauung 
und wieder die des Nomaden beigebrachr 1st. (Düesberg 19 10, p. 74). 

22 Die Gesellscho/isordnung des deurschen Wuldes mujl vorbÏfdIich werden fur die Einrichrungen Ïm 

Wirrschofrs- und GeseIlschaftsIeben des deurschen Volkes. (DOesberg 1 9 10, p. 1 38). 



sacrifice itself for the comrnon good, it cm only flourish as long as the welfare of the whole is 
f lo~r ish ing .~  

In the case of the forest, each dying tree exemplified this sacrifice when it released the 

nutrients stored in its biomass and thus improved the soil for the next generation. To 

Duesberg, German peasants were similarly rooted in the soil and had improved their land 

through m i l l e ~ i a  of hard labour, knowing that many generations oftheir descendants wouId 

depend on it for their l i v e l i h o ~ d . ~ ~  With this cornparison, Düesberg encouraged the German 

people to redize the intergenerational benefits to be had fiom successively improving the 

Iand. But, he continued, not al1 efforts paid off only in the distant future as there were 

immediate, intragenerational benefits, too. Most notably, Düesberg argued, individuals who 

shared the same living space at any given time imparted positive formative effects to each 

other. Again, the forest served as an exarnple: 

In an uneven-aged, purposefiilly ordered forest, the influences of the environment ensure chat every 
tree will grow up tall, slender, and narrow-crowned; while the same innate characteristics would 
produce a wolf m e  [an upsrart free with wide spreading branches. M.I.] out in the open field, or a 
laggard in an overcrowded agc-class stand. Similârly, the influences of the collective guarantee that 
each tree will at al1 times encounter optimal working and living conditions, which is not only to its own 
individual advantage, but also to that of the whole. In the iife of the people we necd simi1a.r 
institutions which, not by way of prohibition, but through bcncficial mercion, prcvent the individual 
Rom acting in a way that is disadvantageous to himself or the cotlective." 

" Die kurze Lebemeiî des Einzelwesens bedeuîef nichîs gegen die Lebemdauer der Art. Aufderen 
Erhalrung und Enrwicffung drangr darum a l l a  Einzelleben hin; dus Einzelwesen mup sich opfern für die 
Wohlfohrr der Gesamrheiî. es kann selbst nur gedeihen. wenn die Wohl/ahr des Ganzen gedeihr. (Düesberg 
19 10, p. 4 1). Once again, the copy of the book at the library at Freiburg University is marked with personal 
annotations by a reader. With the sarne pencil used for drawing swastikas in the margin (cf. foomote 14). 
everything following the semicolon is underlined and continued in the foltowing sentence: "May every fuure 
German civil servant take this to heart." (Mme dies jeder werdende deursche Beamre behe~igen). The 
Sütterlin script used suggests that the author of these annotations was educated before 194 1, afier which it was 
no longer taught. 

=' Düesberg 19 10, p. 138. 

'' Wie irn ungleichalrrigen. planvoll geordneren Waïde durch die Eintzisse der Urn welr es emungen wird. 
daP jeder Baum schlank und schmalùronig in die Hohe srrebr. der bei denselben Arreigenschafren aufFreiland 
zum Sperrwuchs. im zu eng srehenden gleichaltrigen Bestande ein Kiimmerer geworden ware. wie ihm aber 
auch jedeceif durch die Einwirkungen der Gemeinschafr die besten Arbeirs- und Lebensbedingungen geboren 



Duesberg added an example of human 'laggards' to demonstrate the dangers of ignoring this 

lesson from the forest. In a table he showed that young males raised in the 'overcrowded 

stands' of big city tenements were overproportiondly unfit for mititary service. At the sarne 

time. because of migration from the country to the city, the numbers of such laggards hailing 

from homogenized urban masses were rising in relation to the more vigorous youth raised 

in the differentiated rural comrnunities. If this continued unchecked, Germany's military 

would soon be faced with a shortage of able-bodied ~ o l d i e r s . ~ ~  

In the forest, then, Düesberg saw it as most important to fmd the right balance between 

granting the individual tree enough room to grow up healthy, and limiting the "innate striving 

of al 1 1 i fe to further its own a~tvantage."~' Tramferring this tenet to human sphere, however. 

Düesberg had to justiQ why individual human rights and fieedoms should be curtailed, just 

as the rights of the individual were becoming increasingly recognized as the cornerstone of 

social organization. He did so by shifüng fiom the forest-ecological Ievel of reasoning to the 

standpoint of 'race': 

The pursuit o f  individuaI advantage must give prccedcnce to the higher demands of  îhe permanent 
community. In terms o f  longevity and importance, the individual is nothing but a drop in the river of 
German blood which must mn its strong and mighty course fiom the inscmtabie depths of its source 
to the sea of eternity. . . - 

As a mernber of a civilized people, the individual must daim only so much personal fieedorn as 
is reconcilable with equally justified daims of others. 

werden =u seinern eigensren Vorreil und doch zugleichfür die Wohl/aht des Ganzen, so sind irn Volksieben 
in gleicher Weise Einrichrungen notwendig, die als wohlzàtiger Zwang, nicht durch Verborsgesee. es dent 
Einzeinen unmoglich rnachen. sich in einer fur ihn selbsr und die Gesarnrheit unvorreilhafren Richrung zu 
befarigen. (Düesberg 19 10, p. 139). 

'' (Düesberg 19 10, p. 1 53). Between 187 1 and 19 14, the percentage of Germans living in cities ovcr 
100,000 inhabitants jurnped from under 5 % to over20 %, while ihe rural population living in settlernents under 
2,000 inhabitants sank from over 60 % to 40 %. 

" . . . cias allen Lebewesen innewohnende Streben nach dem eigetten VorteiL - . (DUesberg 19 10, p. 73). 



As long as the individual is granted the fieedom to fully develop the racial characteristics which 
run in the blood, the universal human rights have been satisfied. The essence of those righ~s is the 
expression ofthe racial characteristics- For that reason. there are no universal and etemally valid ideas 
of law and custom, just as there can be no people without racial characteristics. even though it has not 
been fathorned yet when or where such charactefistics have originated." 

Here Düesberg completes the naturalistic move from a supposed factual 'is' (which is argued 

ex riihilo: race simply exists because 'we c m  see that it does') to a normative 'ought' in a 

circular argument. Firstly, people were different because of their race. And, because they 

were different, they should remain so - after d l ,  that was 'natural.' Secondly, people's race 

determined their rights, tw: different race, different rights. As we will see, this gave 

Duesberg the necessary leeway not only to claim that Gemans were racially supenor, but 

also to make demands on supposedly 'inferior' nations on the basis of that claim. 

With this form of argument, Düesberg abandoned the forest as the foundation of his 

anaiogy and came to rely fully on the notion of race. The forest had served its purpose, 

having allowed Düesberg to exempli6 the idea that the community, not the individual, was 

the basic unit of life. Now he transferred that idea to the human sphere and declared the 

community of the people, that is, the racially homogenous Volksgemeimchafr, to be the 

inspiration and goal of German politics. From here on, his argument became one of pure 

'' Das Streben nach dern eigenen Vorreil mup zurückrreren hinrer den hoheren Fordetungen der 
dauernden Gemeinschaji. Der einzelne isr zeitlich und nach seiner Bedeurung nur ein Tropfen in dern Srrom 
deurschen Blures. der, a u  dunkien Tiefen entsprungen. vol! undsrark dem Meere der Ewigkeit zusfrdmen soli. 
. . .  

Ais Giied eines Kulrurvolkes haz der einzeine an Rechten personlicher Freiheit nur so vie1 nr/ordern. ,vie 
sich mir der E ~ l u n g  gleichberechrigrer Forderungen anderer vertragt. 

Mir der Freiheir. die im Blute liegenden Rasseneigenichafien vol1 enrwickeln ru konnen. sind die 
ollgemeinen Menschenrechte efliillt. Der Inbegr~fldieser Rechte isr der A usdruck der Rmsene;genschajîen. 
Daher gibr es keine ollgemein undzu allen Zeiten gleichm@iggültigen Begrlfle von Recht und Sitte, so wenig 
wie es Volker ohne Rarseneigenrchajien geben kann, wenn auch noch nichr ergründet worden isr. wann und 
wo diese Eigenscha#en ensstanden sind (ûûesberg 1910, p. 182, paragraph breaks in the original). 



power politics as he outlined his vision for a Greater Germany rebuilt on the basis of 

Gemanic race and al1 its supposed characteristics. 

To Düesberg, the most important of those qualities was the cooperative attitude which 

German peasants had developed over the course of their history, just as Gerrnan trees had 

developed the cooperative forest structure as the best response to their environment. 

Düesberg noted that some Gennans had already realized this: 

The remedy . . . is taking fonn in cwperative institutions and associations. Only cooperative union 
can unite, a m ,  and lead to victory those forces which arc determined to preservc their German ways 
against forcign, hostile waysZ9 

Yet Düesberg admonished that al1 of Germany had to be reorganized according to the 

cooperative principle, and that land and soil had to replace money and interest as the guiding 

principles of Gerrnan Iaw and life, because "only then the German people will stand free. 

united and strong, for al1 time the stronghold of humanity's highest fo~m.'"'~ 

Once the ' highest f o m  of hurnanity ' was so enlightened, Germany would final1 y be in 

a position to cast off the "golden shackles" of rnoney and intere~t.~' On the bais  of the 

strength of its people and the etemal productivity of its soil, Gemany would then embark on 

a course of economic self-sufficiency that would soon allow it to amas enough gold to turn 

from prisoner to warder: 

I9 Das Heilmittel . . . bereitet sich vor in genossenrchaBlichen Einrichtungen und Vereinigungen. 
Genossenscha)licher Zusammenschlufl kann allein die Krafle sammeln, nirten und zum Siege führen. die ihre 
deutsche Art durchsetzen woflen gegen fremdes, feindfiches Wesen. (Duesberg 19 10, p. 158). 

30 Erst wenn tur Beschafiung und Verbesserung der Arbeiugtundlagen nicht mehr der Bezug von Leihgeld 
gegen Zimzahlung notig isr. wenn die Bedetrlung von G d  und Boden ais wichtigsrer Arbeitsgrundlage und 
der Erzeugungssrarre aller Rohsroge im Recht anerkonnt ist. wenn Vorrdre aller überhaupr lager-higen Waren 
vom unvermeidlichen Wechsel der Umstande unabhüngig machen. ersr dann srehr d m  deutsche Volk-fiel. ehrg 
und slark da. für alle Zukunfr der Horr hochsten Menschentums. (Düesberg 19 10. p. 158). 

3 1 . . . von der goldenen Fesseffreimachen . . . (Diiesberg 19 10, p. 1 93). 



Once the ethnic strength of the German people and the necessary hoards of commodities and resources 
are rounded off with a large gold treasure, al1 other peoples will have to work themselves into the 
ground in obedience to pervened capitalist slavery." 

What purpose did this gold have? 

Cast into bullets, it shall Iay ready until that time when the necessity to conquer free land will deliver 
it into the cartridge pouches of a young troop, to use in their fight for a new homeland (Heimar)." 

And Düesberg was not coy about spelling out where this new Heimat would be: 

Once the German land, after exhausting ail possibilities of optimüing its ownership distribution and 
rnaxizing its productivity, can no longer supply sufficient opporninity to work and Iive, the temtory 
of the Reich must bc expanaed. This is not to be done by subjecting other peoples, though, but by 
seizing lands from which che population has been removed. Such lands must have a climate that will 
ensurc the preservation of German racial charactcristics. nius, life points us to the East and to the 
North, to the vast norihan diluvial plains whencc die hooded crow heads wcstward in the fall. 

Time after time, the sunny South has spelt min for German ambition. By contrast, we were 
always successfùl in advancing to the East, towards the rising Sun, and in Germanizing the conquered 
land. 

Expanding the P ~ s s i a n  sphere of influence by partitioning Poland has proven a curse. Where we 
should have acquired empty lands, we incorporated a forcign people into the German people. 

The desire ofthc Poles to preserve their national traditions and language must be recognized, but 
it cannot be granted within the h e w o r k  of the German Reich. 

Hence, there is no other solution but to give the Polish people a new homeland with a similar 
clirnate, far away from the borders ofthe Reich (which will have to be extended again anyway as tirne 
passes), and also far away from the Russians, with whom the Poles do  not get along. 

Unfortunately, the Reich does not possess colonies which would be climatically suited for such 
a New Poland, but an opporninity might corne up sometime in the friture to buy fiee land fiorn one of 
the bastard States in South ~ m c r i a "  

'' Kommt zau statken d e c h e n  Vdksk4/t und m m  Besirz reicher h g m o r r d t e  noch ein g d e r  
Reichsgoldîchatz, so rnüssen d e  anderen Vdlker sich mfieiben in harrer Skiavenarbeit verkehrter 
kapitalisrischer Einrichrungen (Dtiesberg 19 10, p. 193). 

" Zu Gewehrgeschossen geprefl mdge es Iagern, bbis die Noîwendigkeir. freies Land zu erobern. es in die 
Patronenraschen der jungen Mannschafr lie*[, sich damit eine neue Heimar ,tu erkdmpfen. (Diiesberg 1 9 10, 
p. 193). 

3 4 Wenn mir allen errragsteigernden Verbessenrngen der deursche Grund und Boden in angemessener 
Beskwerreilung nichr mehr genügende Arbeitsgelegenheit und Lebemmogfichkeit bieter. dann rnup das 
Reichsgebie! erweiferr werden. aber nicht durch die Untenverfung anderer Volker. sondern durch 
menschenleer gemachrer Land Und dieses Land mup ein KIima haben. dus die Erhaltung deutscher 
Rasseneigensch@en verbürgt. A Iso nach Osten und Norden weisr die Lebensrichrung den Weg, in  die weiren 
Gebiere d a  nordlichen Difuviuns, von woher die grme Krahe im Herbst westw&s tiehr. 

Der sonnige Süden ist immer ums Verderben dos Zielgermanischer Wanderungen gewesen; dugegen ging 
es srers aufiarts beirn Vordringen nach Osren, der aufgehendcn Sonne enrgegen und beim Eindeurschen des 
erkumpfien Landes. 

Die Erweiferung des preupischen Machtgebietes durch die Teilungen Polens hat sich ais ein Unsegen 
erwiesen. weil nichr menrchenleeres Land erworben. sondern ein fremdes Volk dem deutschen einverleibf 
worden isr. 



This. then, is the essence of Diiesberg's volkisch vision, the goal to which al1 of his 

exhortations are ultimately oriented: a Greater Germany, looking to the East. The first half 

of Der Wafd als Erzieher still masquerades as a treatise on silviculture, reasoning from 

ecology as to why and how to recreate a 'traditional' type of mixed forest in the place of a 

'modem' monoculture of conifers- In the second part of the book, however, the forest is 

reduced to playing an instrumentai role in an ideological argument that rests squarely on the 

concept of race. At the individual level, trees serve as placeholders in which Germans are 

to recognize themselves. At the collective level, the forest community becomes a simile of 

the Volksgerneinschafr. Finally, at the political-econornical level, the dichotomy of 

'Germanic' forestry vs. 'Semitic' husbandry is the base iine for drawing racial boundaries 

between 'us' and 'them': idealistic Germans who are rooted in the soi1 and live in 

cooperatives so as to M e r  the common good; vs. materialist Semitic nomads who roarn 

the land in their capitalist pursuit of personal profit. Meanwhile, Düesberg regarded the 

Slavic peoples as so inconsequential that he reduced them to an object: without M e r  

justification, they could simply be removed to make room for the Germans. 

With Der Wald als Erzieher, Düesberg formulated a Forestopia that introduced foresters 

to the volkisch analogy between forest and people, an entire generation before 1933. He also 

anticipated many of the other concepts that Iater were to become hallmarks of German 

Das Verlangen der Polen nach Erhalrung ihres VoIhums und ihrer Sprache mup als berechrigr anerkannr 
rverden. aber es IüPr sich im Rahmen des Deutschen Reiches nichr @Ilen. 

D a  bleibr keine andere LosUng, ah dem polnischen Volkt eine neue ffeimclr unter gleichem Klima zu 
geben, fern von den Reichsgrenzen, die nach Osten doch im Loufe der Jahrhunderte wieder ru eng werden. 
und auch fern von den Russen. mir denen die Polen sich nicht vertragea 

Leider bcsirzf d a  Reich keine klimatisch geeignere KoloniefW ein solches Neupolen. aber vielleichr bierer 
sich in der Zukunfr einmnl Gelegenheit, etwa i n  Si idamer ik  von einem der Mischlingssruaren freies Land ru 
kaufen. (Düesberg 1 9 1 0, p. 1 92, paragraph breaks in the original). 



fascism: anti-Semitism, racial superiority, Volkrgerneinscha~. eastward expansion, Blut und 

Boden, the Führer principle. How did Düesberg's contemporaries respond to his use of such 

concepts in a forestry book? Were they appalled, enthused, amused, puzzled? Their 

reactions provide a gauge of the currency of such concepts among German foresters of the 

19 10s and 1920s. 

Der Wald als Erzieher received an overall w m  welcome in the forestry literature as an 

"interesting and original" book? Agreement was especiall y broad among those foresters 

who, like Düesberg, were critical of 'modem' forestry. Alfred Moller, for exarnple, 

irnrnediately reviewed the book kindly, if cryptically: "1 recomrnend that ail colleagues read 

this book. . . . The spirit which fills this book . . . does not belong to the darkness, but 

emanates from soaring he ight~ ."~  Ten years later, Moller became the doyen of the 

Dauerwald or 'continuous forest' movement which for a good part of the 1920s was the 

dominating doctrine in German forestry - and in September 1933 was declared the officia1 

forest policy of the Third Reich." Düesberg's thinking lived on in the integration of his 

work by Moller and others in their publications on the Da~enuald .~~ When Düesberg died 

'' . . . interessant und origineil. (von Farst 19 12, p. 520). 

j b  Allen Fachgenossen se; die Lekrfire diese Buches empfohlen. . . . Der Geisr aber. der dies Bvch 
durchrvehr. gehort der Finsrernis nichr an. er sramrnr aus lichen fiohen. (Moller 19 10, p. 825)- 

37 The Dauerwald is rnarked by the following characteristics: no definite rotation age is fixed and al1 
efforts are concentrated on tending the individual trccs, on improving site conditions and on providing a 
continuous cover without ever exposing the soil. The individual trees are given ample room for growth and are 
harvested whenever their individual increment slows to below a certain rate or when they interfere with thc 
growth o f  bener trees. 

'"Cf. Seling 1997, pp. 75-76. 



in 1926. just after the movement had passed its zenith, the author of one obituary praised him 

as an "early champion of the DauenuaZd," while another was more ambivalent: "A book full 

of superb observations and thoughts, at times admittedly unrealizable and overzeaIous, but 

stimulating and of lasting value.'739 

Even the more critical voices generally focussed on some aspect of the book without 

challenging its general thnist. For example, in his book Der Wald und Wir ' (The Forest and 

Us, 1924) Otto Feucht cautioned that the forest could not be the only cause of Germanness 

because "other peoples with other attitudes" were found in similarly forested environrnents. 

On this objection, though, Feucht built an even more essentialist view of the cause of 

Germanness: if it were not the forest alone that made Gerrnans who they were, there 

obviously had to be another cause. Feucht saw this cause in the 

inherently German sense of a common bond between man and environment which stands in contrast 
to the views of other (e.g., Romance) peoples, which see man and environment as standing in sharp 
opposition to one another and regard man as the obvious centre of the world. "To be Gennan means 
to do a thing for its own sake.'"" 

l9 Vorkampfir f i  den Dauenvaidgedanâen (Anonyrnous 1926. 'Obituary,' p. 128.) Ein Buch. voll von 
freflichen Beobachngen und GedankenJieifich d unufuflbaren Schwcirrnereien, aber anregend und von 
dauerndem Werr. (Benog 1926, p. 7 15). Just how long this value lasted is exemplified by a 1979 review of 
the foundations ofthe 'naturd forestry' movement in which Dksberg is still counted among its "many spiritual 
forefathers." . . . Vielzahl der gerlrrigen Yorvdter. (Wobst 1979, p. 27). Nowhere in the review did Wobst 
mention the political character of Dileskg's book, yet he was cautious enough not to include the title in his 
bibliography. This is not to suggest that Dtîesberg is still as a rule uncritically received by German foresters. 
In an article published the same year, another forester pointed out that Wobst's genealogy ofthe naturd foresuy 
movement needed "a thorough rewotking." (RUhrig 1979, p. 12 1). 

Diese Zusammenhange sindfieilich. dm darf nichr ûbersehen werden. wohl kaum durch den Wald. 
durch die dupere Umgebung aliein bedingt (auch undere Vôlker mir anderer Eimellung haben ahnliche 
Verfeilung von Wald und Nichrwaid vorgefinden!), wie ja auch die gonze/% unsere KulruraufJassung su 
wichfige Frage des genannten Gegensa~zes sehr vie1 riefer fiegr. als die heure affgemein iibliche Art ihrer 
Er&[ erung erkennen I@t. Daj3 der Gedanke der geregefren Forsmirtschafi der Nachhultigkeir. in Deursch- 
land enrsfanden isf. dap die deursche (oder besser gesagt die germanische) F orsmirtschafr fûhrendfir alle 
l'olker geçc.orden ;sr und heute noch isr, das ist sicher kein Zufail, sondern erschrint wesenrlich in dem drm 
Deurschen eigenr ümlichen allgemeinen Zusarnmengehorigkeirsge/ühl von Mensch und Umwelt begrrinder. inr 
Unierschied zu der Mensch und Nafur in scharfen Gegensarz srellenden Auflàssung anderer. (z. B. 
romanischer) Volker, die den Menschen ais selbstverstandliche Hauprsache und Mirrelpunkr der Welr 
ernpfinde I. " Deursch sein. heipl. eine Sache urn ihrer selbsr willen [un. " ( Feucht 1 924, p. 34, em phas is and 



To Feucht, then, Düesberg had erred by ascribing too much influence to the environment, and 

too little to innate, 'racial' traits: the environment of the Geman forest had only brought out 

what was already predetermined by the characteristics of German 'race.' 

Can these assessments of Düesberg's contribution by his con tempor~es  give us an 

authentic picture of the Ievel of acceptance his ideas enjoyed? Afier dl, it could be argued 

that praising a book in a review or counting an author arnong the precursors of an idea is 

done easily enough (and sometimes for the wmng reasons, such as flattery or careless 

reading), in which case it would be easy to draw unfounded conclusions. This objection is 

somewhat bIunted, though, when the work in question is referred to in a way which 

presupposes a certain farniliarity with its tenets. Again Aified Moller provides an example. 

In the first book-length treatment of the Dauerwald doctrine pub1 ished by Moller in 1 922. 

the title of Düesberg's book is used as part of an adrnonishrnent to foresters to overcome the 

acrimony between 'modem' and 'traditional' forestries and achieve a "healthy body of 

We must seek to maintain and strengthen the old spirit o f  the green uniform [a meraphor ofGerman 
foresrers. M I . ]  with its love for the forest, loyalty, self-sacrifice, integrity, and reliability, . . . so 
foresters of al1 ranks once again become a united farnily which is strong by virtue of the common 
education which the living 'Forest as Educator' affords them," 

quotation marks in the original). 

4 I die S~etigkeit des gesunden Forsrbeam~enkorpers. . . dafl wir den airen Geisr der grünen Farbe mir 
stiner It'uldiebe. Treue. Opfetwilligkeir. Gradheir und Zuverlcïssigkeit in allen ihren GIiedern zu erhalten und 
zu srurlien suchen. dafl wir den Srolz ouf das grune Ehrenkieid unserem jungen Nachwuchs uberliefern, ihn 
in ihm iebendig erhalren. da# die Forsrleute aller Grade wieder einig ru einer Familie zusarnmemvachsen. die 
srark isr durch gemeinsame Erziehung, welche ihnen der iebendige 'Wald ais Erzieher 'spender. (Mol ler 1 922. 
p. 63, quotation marks in the original). 
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Evidently, Düesberg's book was so commonly known among foresters that Moller could use 

its ti tle in such a cursory way and still have his readers understand the point he was try ing 

to make. 

Whatever the general stance of the forestry profession towards Düesberg's thesis might 

have been, there were individual foresters and non-foresters who, fiom positions of varying 

influence and importance (as measured in readership of their works or professional standing). 

fully embraced Duesberg's views and incorportated them into their own work. In the next 

section, 1 discuss four such individuais. Al1 four adapted Diiesberg's vofkisch analogy to the 

changed politicai and socio-economic circwnstances of a defeated Gemany after 191 8, but 

they did so fiom different positions and with different aims. Ai1 four, however, contributed 

to the successîùl dissemination of the concept of Forestopia among foresters and among the 

general public. 

5.3 The Adaptation of Forestopia to the Circumstances of  the Weimar Republic: 

Eduard Zentgraf s Wafd und Volk and the Nadir of 1923 

In 1923, a 20-page booklet entitled Wald und Volk (Forest and People) appeared in a series 

of 'Documents for Politicai Education' issued by the anti-republican Gesellschufl Deutscher 

Srour (Geman State Society)." In it, Düesberg's volkisch analogy of forest and people was 

applied to the situation ofthe Weimar Republic and reworded to reflect the wide-spread anti- 

" Wald und Volk Schr$en zur politischen Bildung, hrsg. von der Gesellschafi "Deutscher Smar ". Hefi 
10 (gleichzeitig Hep 966 von Friedrich Manns Padagogisches Magazin). The subtitle identified it as # 966 
in a line of "Essays from the Field of Pedagogy and its Auxiliary Sciences." Other titles in tbat series included: 
-The Preservation of Historical Memory' and 'Motives and Character of French Continental Poiitics since 
Richelieu' by general of the infantry Freiherr von Freytag-Lonnghoven, or 'The New Semi-Official 
(par~eram~liche) Conception of History' by university professor Georg von Below. 



Republican mood. The author of the booklet was Doctor of Forestry Eduard Zentgraf, a 

strident supporter of  the Duuenvald movement and representative of the zeitgeist of German 

forestry in the 1920s. 

Like Duesberg's, Zentgraf s biography up to 1923 shows al1 the elements of a typical 

forester's socialization: bom into a middle-class family. humanistic education, military 

service in the JagerbataiIIon, administrative position. dissertation, front line duty as an 

officer. From 19 12 to 1922, Zentgraf was employed as a forestry extension officia1 in 

Saxony, by the time Wald und Volk appeared he was employed as a private forester on the 

estate of Freiherr (baron) von Riedesel in Hessd3 From 1939 to his retirement in 1952, 

Zentgraf was professor of sylviculture at Freiburg. On 15 November 1945, in the course of 

the proceedings "conceming the cleansing of the Faculty of Natwal Sciences and 

Mathematics," his appointment was reconfinned by the French military govemment and, on 

6 June 1946, he was issued a 'clean' Persilschein or denazification certifiate.« Afier the 

war, Zentgraf served in highly visible positions within the university and the discipline and, 

in 1 95 7, was nominated by the universi ty for the Bundesverdiemtkreuz (equivalent of the 

British Order of the Ern~ire) . '~ 

- - - - -- - - - - 

43 Cf. the biographical sketch in Appendix II of Seling 1997. 

" Persilschein was a jocular name for the certificates issued by the allied denazification commissions afirr 
1945. As soon as a person heId a Persilschein, the inquiry into their involvement in the Nazi hierarchy was 
officially ended. Narned aftcr the premier Geman brand of detergent, PersiIfM, a 'clean' Persihchein could 
thus wash iu bearer of past sins and open the door to positions in the new administration set up by the military 
governments. 

" He was Dean of the FacuIty, Chair of the Freiburg Society for the Natural Sciences. editor ofthe erninent 
journal AIIgemeine Forsr- undJagclreitung until 1960. and President ofthe German Dendrological Society until 
196 1.  (Zentgraf personal file at Freiburg University Archives, B 24 / 4260). 



The high esteem in which Zentgraf was held afier 1 945 is worth keeping in mind when 

reading Wald und Volk. It serves to remind us that an author who propagated the volkisch 

analogy in clearly anti-Semitic and racist terms during the Weimar Republic could still pass 

for merely 'misled' or a 'time-semer' afier 1945. Zentgraf himself was quick to adjust his 

rhetoric to the new circumstances: in his Einfihrung in die Forsrwissemchafi (Introduction 

to Forestry, manuscript completed on June 2, 1946, but not published until 1 WO), Zentgraf 

s t i I l  wri tes of the Geman forest having taught Germans to work harder than other pe~ples,'~ 

or of the German forest as having formed the Gennan sou1 - and of foresters' special 

responsibility for this national treasure: 

Geman poetry, Gcnnan painting, Gcrman cathedrals, and German piety are the mirror of this 
experience [of the great forest]. 

Young forester, never forget that forestry means service to your nation!" 

Purged, however, are the openly racist and anti-Semitic terms which Zentgraf used to express 

these same ideas in his 1923 Wald und Volk, to which 1 tum now. 

46 So har der deutsche Wald und  sein Boden den deutschen Menschen z w  Arbeic erzogen. und wenn heure 
auch die Menschen bei um, deren Benifnichfi mehr mit dem Boden zu fun har. mehr arbeiten als uncer 
günsfigeren Verhaitnissen lebende Volàer. so h m m t  dies daher. weil ein Tropfen Bauernblui in ihren Adern 
rinnt und dus Bewuj31sein in  ihnen lebc, dclg unserem Volk noch n i c h  geschenkt wurde, ohne Einsarz seiner 
ganzen Kra). (Zentgraf 1950, p. 24). 

" Aber die Darsrellung des Ertiehungswerkes des deulschen Waldes an unserem Yolke ware nichr 
vollsrandig, gedachren wir nicht der Wirkung eines so mgesprochenen Waldhndes oufdie deursche Seele. 
Man nennr uns ja sa gerne im Auslande ' D a  Volk der Dichier und Denker' und wi l l  damit andeuten. da] beim 
Deutschen das Gemürsleben (dar A d a n d  har kein Worr. d i aen  A u s h c k  sinngemdj3zu ubersenen) die Krafre 
des Versrandes beherrsche. Sicher isi. d u -  ein wafdverbundenes VOIS bee inhckr  vom Wechsel der 
Jahreszeiren. diesem sich srandigen Wiederholen des Sterbens und Wiedere~tachens i n  der Narur. den1 
l,'cunichren des scheinbar Ewigen durch Narurgewalren und dem Geheirnnisvollen. das zum Wesen groper 
W a l h  gehorr. ttnd wo gibr es noch solche au -e r  in Nordeuropa. gelernr ha[. andachtsvoll und ehr-irchrig 
diesen1 Geschehrn gegenüber ru srehen. und zu wissen. dafl ein Schup/erwille über ihm walrer. Deurschr 
Dichrung, deirrsche Malerei, deursche Dome und deursche Religiositar sind der Spiegel dieses Erlebenr. 
Forsfwirtschu/! isr Diensr an Deinem Yolke - junger Forstmann. ver@ es nie! (Zentgra f 1 950. p. 24 ). 
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Zentgraf left no doubt about on whose shoulders he stood: he opened Wald und Volk by 

crediting the "forest philosopher" Düesberg for inspiring his thinking on the subject of forest 

and people.48 Hence, Zentgraf s work allows us to glance, from a forester's standpoint, at 

the status of the volkisch forest analogy thirteen years afier its elaboration in Der Waldals 

Erzieher. More importantly, as the context of its publication shows, the purpose of 

Zentgraf s piece was to comment on the political state of affairs in 1923 Germany. The fact 

that Zentgraf chose the volkisch analogy as the rhetorical tool for his cornmentaxy is 

indicative of the persuasiveness he assignai to it when speaking to non-foresters, which in 

turn suggests that it was not an unfamil iar concept to his audience. 

Zentgraf took as his starting point Düesberg's claim that the German forest and the 

Gerrnan people were rooted in the same soi1 and thus could be compared. And, like 

Düesberg, he argued from the forest to the people in this anaiogy. But whereas Düesberg's 

intent was to present the forest as an exemplar of his vision of a cooperative socid order for 

Gemany, Zentgraf tried to show how the Gennan forest had fonned the 'national character' 

of the German people. In other words, Zentgraftried to naturalize the nation where Düesberg 

had tried to naturalize the state. The rasons for this difference lay in the decline the German 

state had experienced between 19 10 and 1923. 

At the time of Düesberg 's writing, the German state was at its most powerful; now it was 

virtually helpless against imer unrest, economic crisis, and foreign pressure. Germany had 

lost one seventh of its territory under the Versailles Treaty, along with al1 colonies and most 

'"iese lVorre des Forsrphifosophen Düesberg sind mir in den Sinn gekommen, afs ich über das Thema 
Wald und Volk begann nachzudenken. (Zentgraf 1923. p .  5 ) -  
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export markets. Unable to raise taxes fiom a devastated economy, the govemment inflated 

the currency, effectively defiauding holders of war bonds and other liquid assets of their 

swings. The largely petit-bourgeois victims of this policy were joined by others: career 

officers made redundant by the imposed reduction of the army, civil servants with shnnking 

incomes. On the other side were those whom the losers of the peace called the 

fiiegsgewinnler or war profiteers: those who possessed real estate or had profited from 

wartime armament contracts. The gnevances of the dispossessed and disillusioned losers 

created "a constituency of hostility and opposition to the republic from the outset" in 191 9.i9 

Many Germans in the early 1920s hence felt no allegiance to the new republican state. 

With the state as a source of national pride al1 but gone, Zentgraf focussed on the Vol& 

instead, skilfidly adapting the vükisch argument of Düesberg's Forestopia to the mood of an 

audience which was wary of the weak Republic and its continual crises. Zentgraf used the 

forest analogy to represent to Germans their glorious and proud past as a Volk, and to remind 

them not to let go of it, no matter how inadequate the present German state appeared to them. 

The characteristics the German people had developed in a long-time CO-evolution with 

the forest: loyalty, emotional depth, idealism, love of homeland, and perseverance were the 

rnainstay of Z e n t g d s  argument. If the Gerrnan people lived those qualities once again, 

Zentgraf hoped, they could become strong enough to once again wrest the German state from 

the hands of those who wanted to see it weakened: the 'Semites,', the 'democrats,' the 

' bolshevists.' and al1 the other 'enemies' who undennined both state and forest with their 

'" Kirk 1995, pp. 3-8, quote on p. 6. 



revolutions because they "saw the forest as the bastion of eternal order. and rightly ~ 0 . " ~ ~  

Forest and state thus were under attack fiom forces foreign to 'German k ing '  and it now was 

up to the people to saivage and reconstmct forest and state. And it was evident to Zentgraf 

that, just as that forest could only be the tmly German D a u e d d ,  the state could only be a 

volkisch state built on the foundations of inherently German national characteristics. 

Zentgraf s task which he set for himself in Wald und Volk was to awaken the volkrsch pride 

of the German people by pointing to their forest past and mobilize it for a renewal of the 

Volksgerneinschafr whose collective will would then bring about a renewed German state. 

Like Düesberg, Zentgraf argued backwards fiom the a priori existence of national 

characteristics and he too began with a negative definition of Germamess by pointing to "the 

Semites," those "children of the treeless steppe" as the people who "still today stand in the 

most pronounced volkisch opposition to Germandorn."" His dichtomy was simple: 'the 

Semites' were "work-shy" because their weaith never depended on the "amount or quality 

of work" they did, but only "on the size of the Pasture which they secured for themselves by 

ruthlessly displacing al1 ~ompetitors."'~ Meanwhile, the Germans had to fight the formidable 

forest for every inch of land on which to grow their food "and the better the work, the higher 

50 Jede Revolurion ist waldfeindfich. weil sie im Walde mir Rechr den starken Hort ewiger Ordnung 
erblickz. (Zentgraf 1923, p. 20). 

'' Wie srark eine solche An/angsenfwickfung ein Vol& beeinfluPt, sehen Sie. wenn Sie ihre Blicke auf ein 
Volkrrum schweifen fasen. das auch heure noch in schür-rem volkrSchen Gegensafz zurn Deutschrum stehr. 
/ch meine die Semiren Die semirischen Volkrstümme sind die Kinder der waidlosen Sfeppe. (Zentgra f 1923. 
p. 6). 

'' Nichl korperliche Arbeif barimmre den Wohlsrandder semirischen Hirrenvblker. Ihr Wohlergehen rvur 
ubhangig von der Grope der Weideflache. die sie sich durch nichichfsloses hrdrangen aller Konkurrenfen 
sicherren. Aifldieren vermehrte sich die Kopfiahl ihres Viehtandr mùheios und ohne korperliche A.pbeir 
seirens des Besitzers. Diese Scheu vor korperlicher Arbeit und der Kulrus der Zahl ;sr auch heure noch 
dasjenige, was dem Deutschen am starkrren an dieser anderen Rmse auflall~. (Zentgra f 1 923, p. 7). 
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the yield of the land. Thus the German forest taught the German peasant to ~ o r k . " ' ~  This 

was a change from Düesberg's argument in Der Wald als Erzieher, where he had simply 

claimed the existence of racial characteristics and had not attempted to explain their origins 

as that was not relevant to his argument which centred on the still powerful German state. 

Al1 Düesberg had been concemed about was the possibility of decline. 

By the time Zentgraf wrote Wald und Volk, though, that decline had become reality to a 

degree once unimaginable. The cause of the decline, Zentgraf explained, was that the 

Gennan Volk had forgotten the racial heritage of its forest past. In his "Forest and Volk," 

Zentgraf tried to explain every possible aspect of 'Germamess' as derived fiom the hard 

work the German forest demanded fiom the German peasant. Still, the deeper purpose of 

Zentgraf s book went beyond merely praising the forest's formative influence on the German 

people - it was a highly political piece. With Wald und Volk, Zentgraf told Germans not to 

lose heart over the hard times they f o n d  themselves in: by looking to the forest, Gennans 

could iearn how to reverse the decline. 

1923, the year of the publication of Wald und Volk, was the nadir of Germany's crisis 

after the First World War and many of Zentgraf s thoughts on the connections between forest 

and the peopte were thinly veiled judgements on who was to blame for Germany's dire 

5 3 .4 1r /  dksem Rodeland galr es unrer klimarisch schwierigen krhairnissen dus zu erzeugen. wus zur 
Ernalirung &r Familie und d a  bescheidenen Viehsrandes norwendig rvar. Allein korperliche .-trbelr konnrc. 
hrer zum Er-olgefuhren, undje baser die Arbeir war, desro hoher war der Errrag des Landes. So har der Wald 
den deurschen Bauerri zur Arbeir erzogen. . . . (Zentgraf 1923, p. 6). Note the continuity of this thought in 
Zentgraf s 1950 Einführung in die Forstwissenrchafi as described in footnote 46. 
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situati~n.~' With each use of the forest in his musings on the great history of the Gemans. 

Zentgraf reminded his reader of an institution which had prevailed for centuries, pointing a 

finger at those whom he held responsible for abandoning this institution in the chaos 

following Gerrnany's defeat in the First World War - as well as for losing the war in the first 

place. 

Zentgraf began by 'explaining' frorn the forest the institution of rnonarchy and the 

peculiar volkisch foundations on which it had rested in Gemany until recently. Here 

Zentgrafargued that wrestling one's livelihood fiom the forest required not only hard work, 

but also promptness and coordination, al1 of which were best achieved in a division of labour 

which arose in the family, "the primordial ceil ofethnicity (Volkturn), fiom which developed 

the clan and finally the people (Volk,) al1 stnictwed, like the German family, in an 

aristocratic hierarchy with a monarchic l ~ e a d . " ~ ~  And the forest also helped in determining 

who belonged where in this 'aristocratic hierarchy . ' Hunting in the forest, Zentgraf wrote, 

"mobilized and formed those qualities which made the German the terror of his enemies: a 

bold, ski1 fut and invincible opponent in al1 battles." Although not everyone was toughened 

to the same degree: only the "most noble of the Volk," those in whom the hunt had honed al1 

skills and senses to their sharpest. would be chosen as leaders "by their own 

54 In January of 1923, afier Germany was unable to meet its repmtion obligations, French troops occupied 
the Ruhr area, deeply insulting German pride and triggering a campaign of passive resistance which soon flared 
into violence on both sides. In November, inflation reached its pcak at 4.2 trillion marks to a US. dollar. Also 
in Novernber, Hitler attempted to ovenhrow the Bavarian government in Munich. 

" A us der so gegliederren Familie. der Ur=elfe des I.'ofhîums. enmickeit sich sparer die Sippe und endfich 
dus Volk. aufgebaur, wie die deursche Furnilie. in arisrokrarischer Gliederung mir einer monarchiscfien Spirze. 
(Zentgraf 1923, p. 7). 



Volksgemeinschafr. 56 Thus the hunt helped in selecting "the ieading ranks of the Volk," while 

aIso affirming them on a daily b a i s  by keeping them alert and nimble. But what about those 

who did not advance to leadership positions, those who remained cornrnon peasants? 

Zentgraf saw them as k i n g  ennobled by the forest in another way: wintertime logging work 

in the forest ensured that the German pesant did not fa11 prey to sloth after the harvest was 

reaped, and that he remained physically and mentally robust." 

In this marner, the forest moulded the individuai members of the German people into the 

hardy race which Zentgraf saw them as. Moreover, whether nobleman or cornrnoner, leader 

or follower, each Gennan was placed in lis proper station in society by the selective 

influence of the forest. This was the Romantic idea of the beautifid hierarchy revisited: 

family, corporatist state, monarchy, and church together in a harmony of k i n g  until 

rationalism, this time personified by the victorious Western Allies, tore the fabric apart and 

imposed its un-German ideas. But Zentgraf was hopeful: afier all, both the Weltanschauung 

which hard forest work had engendered, and the hierarchic constitution of the state which 

was built on it, were part of 'German being,' they "run in the blood of the German and 

s6 Besonders die Jugd ist fur die weitere Entwicklung umeres Vofkes von weirgehendster Bedeurung 
geworden. Sie har in dem deutschen Mmne  die Eigenrchrrfien enueckr und erzogen, die ihn rum Schrecken 
seiner Feinde. zum kühnen, gewandren und unbezwingbaren Gegner in  d e n  Kampfen mochre. . - . dap die 
Edelsten des Vofkes nicht weichlichen [sic] Wuhileben verfieen, sondern jederzeir gestahlten Kdrpers und im 
Waffenhandwerk geUbr. zu Fuhrern ihres Volkes befühigr waren . . . und wertn er es nichr lernre. dann ging 
er zugmnde oder wurde doch wenigstens von der eigenen Volksgemeinschafr mangels augenfalliger Erfolge 
von jeder Führersrellung ausgeschlossen. (Zentgra f 1923, pp. 8-9). 

57 Sorgfe so die Jugd dofii'r, d@ diefuhrende Schich des Vofkes nichr rosrere. so bor die Arbeir im Wald 
dern deurschen Bauern eine wertvolle Erganzung t u  seinem Hauptberuje ouf dem Felde. Sobold die Ernfe 
erngehruchr isr. greifi wie =u Urvarer Zeiren auch heure noch der Waldbauer zur Axr. um seinen Holzbedarf 
31r  das gunze Jahr zu werben. Keinen Monar des Jahres gibt es daher, in dem der Waldbauer rragern Genussr 
erner reichen Emre sich hingeben konnte. Eine enmervende Winrerruhe kennr er nichr und darum envachsr 
auch heute noch in Deurschlandr Waldgebirgen ein harres und arbeitsgewohnres Geschlechr. (Zen t g ra f 1 923. 
P 9). 
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cannot be taken away from him by extemal events."" Hence. Zentgraf concluded, the 

monarchy could not be suppressed for long by the victors and their republican accomplices, 

the "Novembermanner. "" simply because monarchy was the 'natural' form of government 

for Germans. 

Returning to Zentgraf s depiction of the Gerrnan warrior as 'invincible' for a moment. 

we rnight wonder how Zentgraf could claim such a nimbus a mere five years afier Germany's 

capitulation. What Zentgraf alluded to here, in fact, was the Dolchstofllegende ('stab-in-the- 

back myth') with which Germans rationalized their defeat in the First World WarM This 

myth maintained that the German army had retumed fiom the batdefields unvanquished: the 

German soldier had kept the fighting on foreign soi1 during the entire war but was sold out 

by Socialists and Jews at home - the Novembermanner. Zentgraf reinforced this myth by 

making the invincibility of the Geman soldier an inescapable consequence of his ancestor's 

forest p s t  which continued to 'run in his blood,' regardless of whether he had spent his 

entire life in a big city. 

In a similar manner, Zentgraf claimed Gothic architecture with its soaring lines as the 

derivative of a unique and deeply spiritual Gennanic consciousness. Following the 

58 SO sehen Sie, daJ eine Staatsver-ssung, die heute der Ceschichte angehort. und eine Weltamchauung. 
die unserem deutschen Volke von jeher eigen war. in ihren lerzten Wurzeln begtünder ist in den ersten 
Anfangen unseres Volkdebenr. Sie ist envar Naturgewordenes und deinuegen liegt sie dem Deurschen im Blute 
und kann ihm nichr durch a u - r e  Ereignisse genommen werden. (Zentgraf 1923, p. 7). 

59 (Zentgraf 1923, p. 17.) Novembermanner or 'November men' refers to the Social Dernocrats who. on 
November 9, 19 18, formed the government, declared Germany a republic, and signed the armistice. 

* This myth originated with the publication o f  the rnemoirs o f  former chief ofstaff field rnarshâl Paul von 
Hindenburg in 1920. Hindenburg went on to become Reich President from 1925 to 1934. 



Romantics, he ignored the French origins of Gothic architecture and roundly declared it a 

Gennan style: 

The pious artisl taking his inspiration directly from the Gennan forest, created temples of worship for 
his people. The pillars ofour Gennan cathedrals remind us oftowerïng beech trunks, and the ceilings 
ofthe Mzinszer at Strasburg and the Dom at Cologne copy the lines fonned by the interlacing branches 
of a closed beech ~ a n o p y . ~ '  

To make his point, Zentgraf resorted to syllogistic reasoning: the ornamental characteristics 

of the Gothic style resembled forest elements, the forest was a 'Gennan' domain, therefore 

the Gothic style was inherently Gexman. Zentgraf pursued two goals by making such a 

claim. Firstly, if the 'Gothic mind' with its impressive creations in art and particularly in 

architecture were found to be Geman, it could be a mode1 for 20~-century Germans to aspire 

to. Look to the Gothic age to see Geman culture at its greatest and noblest, Zentgraf 

suggested to his contemporaries, and realize that you bear the sarne spirituality and emotional 

depth in yourself that enabled your Gothic forebears to achieve such greatness. Which means 

that you are capable of the sarne, should you decide to put your collective mind to it. 

Secondly, if the Gothic style were German, then the architecture built in that style could 

be taken to indicate the extent of Gennan territory: Strasbwg, along with the rest of Alsace 

and Lorraine, had been annexed in the war of I870/71, but was retwned to France in the 

Treaty of Versailles. By calling its cathedrai exemplary of 'German' Gothic architecture, 

'' Die schonsze Blute dieser aus dem engszen Verkehr mit der Narur hervorgewachrenen Religiosita~ sind 
die Bauwerke goiischen Stifs, die uns heure noch Zeugnis davon ablegen, wie der fromme Kunszler unmirrelbur 
uus drm deurschen Walde seine Vorbilder entnehmend. Starten der Verehrung seinenr Volke schuJ Wie die 
hochragenden Buchenstümme muten uns die Siiulen unserer deutschen Dome an und in derselben 
Linienführung wie die Àsre eines geschlossenen Buchenbesrandes ;neinandergregen, wdben sich die Decken 
in einem Mtinsier zu S~raPbwg und einem Dome zu Koln. (Zentgraf 1923. p. 10). 
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Zentgraf lefi no doubt to whom he thought Alsace-Lorraine tmly bel~nged.~' Similarly~ 

Cologne lay in that part of Germany occupied by foreign troops to enswe that Gemany 

would comply with the Treaty of Versailles. Here Zentgraf reminded his readers not to 

abandon these cities with their German heritage as evidenced by their Gothic cathedrals but 

to stand by them through foreign occupation, 

A third 'characteristic' Zentgraf deduced from the forest was "German idealism and the 

work ethic that resulted fiom it." Gemans, Zentgraf wrote, did not work for "immediate 

gratification, but for the sake of  work itself, even if the worker realizes that success lies far 

off in the In 1923 tems, this was an admonishrnent to Germans not to relent in 

their hard work, even if everythuig seerned to go to paying reparations, rather than to 

rebuilding the stalled German economy. Success, Zentgraf maintained, will come because 

working hard is inherently good and will be rewarded, even if not in your lifetime, but 

certainly in that of your children and grandchildren. Have trust in the justness of what you 

are doing, Zentgraf urged, be patient and look to the forest and their guardians, the foresters, 

for inspiration: 

We don't harvest what we sow, nor do we personally know whether the work we do will yield practical 
results in the centuries to come. Nonetheless we work in Our forest and 1 am not exaggerating if 1 

'' One rather quixotic variation of this argument was developed by popular author Raoul Heinnch France 
(see Section 5.3, who obliquely suggested that the islands of the Bismarck Archipelago (now part of Papua 
New Guinea) shouid be reinstated as a Gennan colony: did not the pointed arches and ornamentations on the 
longhouses of the forest-dwelling natives represent a "Gothic style . . . identical to that of the Gothic man of 
Europe"? (Francé 1927, pp. 12- 1 3). 

"' Zunacht der deursche Idealismuî und die a u  diesem hervorgehende Einsrelhng des Deurschen zur 
Arbeit. Diese wirdnichr um des unmirrelburen Erfolges wilien. sondern um ihrer selbst willen geleisrer. Auch 
dann. wenn der Arbeirende weip. dufl der Erfolg in weirer Ferne liegt. (Zentgraf 1923, p. 10). 



daim that it was this work ethic which has preserved us our Gennan forest in its magnitude and 
beauty, in contrast to all other nations of E ~ r o p e . ~  

So, just as the magnificent German forest was the result of foresters puning their trust in the 

future, Germany would one day stand ta11 again if its people believed in it and worked hard 

for it. As for those fault-finders who would consider the expansive forests of Eastern Europe 

a contradiction in his argument, Zentgraf had a simple rebuttal: 

I am not talking about the Russians and the people of the Balkans here. Their forests exist only 
because of a backward agriculture and because they are at a cultural stage at which the boundaries 
benveen forest and field have not been consciously fmed yet.'" 

With this paragraph, Zentgraf constmcted the forest as a cultural indicator that was as  

flexible as a weather-vane. m e n  measuring itself against the West, Gerrnany 's 'superior 

cultural achievement' was 'proven' by its comparative abundance of forests; upon looking 

eastward, though, that same German 'superiority' was reflected by its comparatively lower 

forest cover. With such a 'one-size-fits-dl' argument, Zentgraf clearly exposed the 

ideological character of his writing. 

On the sarne page, however, Zentgraf abandoned al1 subtlety and began an open 

propaganda assault when he stylized the forest into a 'natural bulwark' of Germandom 

against the evils of bolshevism: 

1 believe it is no coincidence that the doctrine of  bolshevism made the farthest and fastest inroads in 
those parts of out fatherland where the German forest is missing or where a one-sided forestry dogma 
has stripped the forest of its nanital appeal and turned it into a timber yard. The destruction of the 

M Was wir saen, dm ernten wir  nicht. und wir wissen auch nicht. ob die geleistete Arbeir nach 
Jahrhunderren einrnal praktîrche El-folge reitigen wird Trotzdem arbeifen wir an unrerern Walde und es k t  
wohl nichr zuvielgaagr, wenn ich behaupfe, daJ d i a e  Einsrelfungzur Arbeit unr den deutschen Wald erhaften 
har in seiner CroJe undschonheir im Gegematz ,a allen anderen Vofkern Europas. (Zentgra f 1923, pp. 10- 
I l ) .  

' 5  Von den Russen und Bafkamolkern spreche ;ch nicht. denn die dorrigen Waldungen verdanken ihrr 
Erisrenz erner nickrrandigen Bodemvrirschafi und einem Kulrur=ustand. in dem die Grenzen -mischen Wald 
und Feld noch nicht klar bewufl festgelegt worden sind (Zentgra f 1 933, p. I I ). 



works of humans which bolshevism preaches becomes conceivable precisely where nothing attaches 
the human being to an unattractive homeland, where G d ' s  eternal creation of the Gennan forest does 
not stand as a warning before the eyes of the d e l ~ d e d . ~ ~  

Here Zentgraf made a very topical reference to the politicai crisis of 1923 Germany. The 

mention of the devastated or impoverished forest areas o f  Germany pointed to Saxony, the 

only Gerrnan state where the 'modem' forestry doctrine of maximum soil rent had ever k e n  

made the official forest policy, narnely from 1867- 1 Partly as a resdt of that a hiIl 80 

% of Saxony ' s forests were spruce, rnaking for a very monotonous forest indeed, and thus 

greatl y insu1 ting the eyes of the Dauerwad protagonist Zentgraf. But Saxony aiso was the 

place where Cornmunists had joined the Social Democrats in what they called a "government 

of republican and proletarian defence" in October of 1923, which for Zentgraf was 

tantamount to an invasion of b~lshevism.~~ Now al1 Zentgraf had to do was resolve the 

equation for the greatest cornmon denominator and out came the forest. The argument was 

simple enough: first the Saxon forest had been impoverished by Jewish capitdism, leaving 

66 fch glaube. es Lsr kein Zufall. daj3 die Lehren des Bokchewismus dort in unrerem deutschen Vaterlande 
am srdrhten und am raschesten Eingang gqfitnden haben, wo der dearche Wald enmeder ganz fehlr oder 
doch. seiner nariirlichen Reke vdlig bar, unter den Einflüssen einer einseirigen Forsrwirtschrrfr zu einer 
Holzfabrik geworden ISI. Dortfesselr eben nichu den Menschen an eine reizlose Heimat und die Zersrdrung 
der Gebilde aus Menschenhand, wie sie der Bolschewismus predigr, wirdfiü miiglich gehalren, wo das ewige 
Gebilde aus Gotreshand. der deursche Wald nichr warnend vor den Augen der Verblendeten srehr. (Zentgra f 
1923, pp. 11-12)- 

"' The reason for this lay in a combination ofnaniral and econornic factors. Over the I8& century, Saxony, 
one of the early industrial heanlands of Germany, had fed its forest into the srnelters and forges of its 
manufactures. The clearings were reforested mostly with Norway spruce, which is fnigal in its demands on the 
soil and quickly reaches exploitable dimensions. Spruce also was ideally suited for pic props in the numerous 
Saxon coal rn ines as it creaks and groans under increasing pressure wel1 before reaching its bearing capacity. 
High industrial dernand and high prices because of unrestricted clearing of forest land for agriculture (which 
was restricted in most other states) led to strong prices for the spruce wood and made forestry economically 
viable even if a retum on the investment of 3% was required. (Cf. Rubner 1967, pp. 137-146). 

a The m ilitary dictatorship under General von Seeckt which ruled the Reich since the proclamation of 
martial law on September 27 obviously came to the same conclusion: it sent in the a m y  and deposed the state 
government on October 28. 



the state without a natural defence against foreign influence; and now Jewish bolshevism 

came to daim the defenceless p t - i ~ e . ~ ~  Zentgrafthrew in some 'occident vs. orient' resonance 

by declaring the Gerrnan forest a truly Christian symbol under attack from the heathen 

materialists from the Eastern plains. Finally, he rounded it al1 off with a dash of Spenglerian 

doornsaying: only the forest with its inherent constancy and the charactenstic steadiness and 

loyalty it engendered in the Gennan people sternmed the decay of traditional values. Without 

the forest and its influence, Zentgraf concluded, "the decline of the West would have become 

a fact long ago."" 

In the faskiion suggested by these examples, Zentgraf deduced fiom the forest everything 

that was German and, by extension, good; while foreign influences fkorn East and West were 

bent on destroying both Gemandom and the forest as the latter's well-spring. Yet the 

question Zentgraf was ultimately faced with in his adaptation of Forestopia to the volkisch 

argurnentat ion of the Weimar p e n d  was how the Gerrnan state could safeguard the Gennan 

forest so that it would continue to exert its beneficial influence on the German people, 

particularly in this time of decline. Moreover, how could the educative potential of the forest 

be directed so that it generated the 'right,' that is, reactionary political outcorne? On the last 

'' The equation of Sernitism, Nornadism, and Bolshevism was a common rhetorical device in the years 
after 19 18. Alfred Rosenberg, for cxarnple, held that "Bolshevism is the indignation of the Mongolids against 
Nordic culture, the desire for the steppe, the hatred o f  the nomad against the rootedness of character - it 
represents an attempt to cast off Europe as such." Der Bolschewismus bedeurer die Emporung des Mongoliden 
gegen nordische Kulrurformen. isr der Wunrch nach der Steppe. isi der Haj3 des Nomaden gegen 
Personlichkeirswu~~el, bedeutet den Versuch, Europa uberhaupr abzuwerfen. (Rosenberg 1930, p. 1 13). 

'O In diesem Sinne beeinfiflr auch heute noch der deursche Wald unser Volksleben und unseren 
I/olkscharakter und Riehl hot nichr =mie/ gesagt. wenn er behaupter. daj  umere Walddor-er die Jzmgbrunnen 
sind. aus denen gesundes Volksrum einer von Materialismus zerserzren Gesellschafi srandig zuj7ieFr und ohne 
die der Un fergang des Abendfandes ldingsf zur Tarsache geworden ware. (Zentgra f 1 923. p. 12). By 1 923. 
Oswald Spengler's highty successful 'Dedineofthe West' was already in its second edition, the second volume 
having appeared only in the previous year. 



few pages of Wald und Volk, Zentgraf suggested answers to those questions. He began by 

cautioning that it would not be easy: 

Two weeks' vacation or regular Sunday walks in the forest will not suffice to heal ourdecayed Society, 
just as Sunday church does not make a Christian." 

Rather, success depended on a concerted effort: 

What we need is the strengthening o f  the influence o f  those healthy elernents in al1 classes o f  our 
people who are still rooted in the soil." 

And the forest was of paramount importance to this strengthening. While the Germans of 

the 201h century might not be able to live in forest villages anymore, they could still maintain 

their rootedness in the soil by coming to the forest. Or, as Zentgraf put it, they could r e m  

to "the mother's breast that once suckled Germania's lost ~ h i l d r e n . ' ~  Q u o h g  the already- 

mentioned cultural anthropologist Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl for support, Zentgrafargued that 

the forest presented a source of healthy Gemandom for a society k i n g  corroded by 

rnateria~isrn.'~ The key to maintaining that intermittent yet indispensable infiuence was to 

guarantee al1 Germans free access to that source, the forest, which in tum required the 

retention of a strong role for the state in both practicing and regulating forestry. For, as long 

as the state was a forest owner itself, it couid provide fiee access to state forests. Likewise, 

- - -  - 

' ' Fre ilich, eine mehrwochige SommerJrische. ein regelmà,%iger Sonntagsspaiiergang in unrere Wdfder. 
wird ebensowenig unserer zersetzren Gesellschafr Heifung bringen. wie der sonntagliche Kirchgang denjenigen 
zum Chrisren rnacht.der nachher wieder in den Gescha/ien des AlItags untertaucht und nichl den ewigen 
Sonnrag in seinem Herzen zu erhalten wel@ (Zentgra f 1923, pp. 14- 1 5) .  

Was wir brauchen ist die Starâung des Einflurses der gesunden Teile unseres Volkes in allen Schichren 
der Bevolkerung. derjenigen Tede, die heure noch bodenstandig sind . . . (Zentgra f 1 923. p. 1 5 ) .  

'3 . . . ein kindliches Sehnen nach der Mutrerbncsr. an der auch die verlorenen Kinder Germanias etnsr 
gelegen. (Zentgraf 1923, p. 14). 

74 Cf. Chapter 3, footnote 133. 



if the state reserved the right to regulate pnvate forest property and submit it to certain public 

duties, it could ensure some form of access to private forests, too. 

Both state practice and regulation formed part of the German forestry tradition and 

Zentgraf cautioned that this shouid remain so even in the Republic with its calls for 

privatization (fiom the Right) and socialization (fiom the Lefi) of forests and forestry: 

Forestry as the task of the state - that is what Riehl is demanding here in complete recognition of the 
importance of the forest as educator of the people.'' 

In the terrns of 1920s Germany, that meant that the state should defend its historical 

prerogative to regulate and legislate in forestry matters (Forsthoheit) because uitimately it 

presented the only way to ensure the people's inherent right to the forest: 

The Forsfhoheif of the state is acknowledged and founded in the necessity to protect the right of the 
entirety of the people (Volkrgesamtheir) to a carefully managed forest.'" 

In the final analysis, Zentgraf thus stipulated a right of the German people as a whole to a 

well-managed and accessible forest. It was not the individuai German as the bearer of 

personal rights who was of concem here. Instead, he or she was only the material on which 

the forces that shaped the entirety of the Volk happened to act. 

In his Wald und Volk, Zentgraf tried to show that the forest was indispensable for making 

Germans 'German.' Collectively, Germans constituted a people who then fomed and 

maintained a state. I f  the German state was to be strong and lasting again, it could only do 

so on the basis of a healthy German people, who in tum could not remain German without 

'' Walàwirrscha$ ais Sfaafsaufgabe, dus ist es. war Riehl hierlorderr in klater Erkenntnis der Bedeurung 
des Waides als Erzieher des Volkes. Aus ihr heraus k t  der BegMder Forsrhoheit des Stoafes im deurschen 
Sraarsrechr enutanden. das Recht des S~aares die Wafdwirtschafr des gesamren S~aatsgebieres einer 
Oberaufirchr zu unrersreilen. (Zentgra f I 923, p. 1 5 ) .  

'' Die Forsrhoheit des Sraares wird anerkannt und begnïndet durch die Verfrefung der Rechfe. die die 
Volksgesarntheit aufeinen pjleglich behandelfen Wald hat. (Zentgraf 1923, p. 18). 
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the formative influence of the German forest on the individual. It was in the state's best 

interest, then, to reserve a strong role in forestry, particularly in this time of dedine. 

Because, if the state ever allowed its comection with forestry to be severed, it would deprive 

itself of an important mechanism to fight off the domestic and foreign influences that 

threatened the 'Gerrnanness' of its constituting people - and thus the very ba i s  for the 

existence of the Gerrnan state. 

From Zentgraf's rather heavy-handed argument one should of course not conclude that 

al1 foresters who used the volkisch Forestopia in their writing did so in explicitly racist terms 

or with openly political ends. In fact, the volkisch anaiogy was mundane enough to appear 

in al! kinds of forms." Some foresters simply waxed lyrîcal about "idealism in foresuy": 

1s this silent yet tough fight in the forest not exactly Iike the fight among individuals and amon_e 
nations? Here as there cruel, merciles naturai law; there as here smggle for survivai, life in the light 
or death in the dark!" 

or ended their deutsches Waldbuch (Gerrnan Forest Book) matter-o f- factl y wi th: 

It is the way to the VolArgemeiirrchaji which the fomt shows to those who are willing to look.79 

At other times, foresters would simply "remind" their listeners and readers 

T7 And it appeared in other disciplines, too. See Herb (1997) for an analysis o f  the volkisch argument in 
German cartography during the Weimar Republic. 

Gleichr dieser siifle. aber harte Kampfim Walde nicht aufi Haar dem Kampfe der Menrchen und 
l.'olkrr Hier wie dort grausames. unerbiftliches Narurgesetz: dort wir hier KarnpJums Dasein. Lehen rrn Lichr 
«der Srerben rrn Dunkel! (Müller 1930, p. 33). 

'' Und der Weg zur Volksgemeinscha# kt es doch, den der Wald dem zeigen kann, der zu schauen willem 
1st. (Schoenichen 1926, p. 205). 



of the parallels, e-g., mixed stands-ecumene of confessions, canopy layers-social stratification, care 
of the forest skirt-GremIanddeut~chturn,~~ natural reseeding-eugenics. . . . forest organism-Volks 
organism." 

We can conclude fiom its frequent and allusive use that the volkisch Forestopia was an 

established concept. As well, the venues at which, and the occasions during which, the 

volkisch Forestopia was used by foresters suggest that the concept was not foreign to the 

generd population. Frequently, foresters would use the volkisch analogy when addressing 

an audience of non-foresters, such as during a rector's inaugural address. The following are 

exarnples fiom 1927: 

Looking at a forest stand, you will find a structure reminiscent of that of a social cornmunity. . . . 
Despite the constant struggle for survival that is raging among the aees of the forest, they stand 

united to protect the whole against the dtvastating windstorm, they collectively protect the soi1 fiom 
the desiccating effect of the sun and fiom the mechanical force of the ground h m  which their 
offspring shall sprout and grow towards the sun. Each tree is allotted its place by fate and works to 
its best abilities for the good of the whole. 

Students! There is rio need to continue this cornparison. The lesson is obvious!" 

and from 193 1 : 

In a biological sense, the forest can serve as the educator of the people. On the one hand, the swggle 
for survival is undeniably evident in the forest. Yet on the other hand, the social idea of the 

* This tenn cannot be translated into a single word. titerally it means "tbe Germandom ofethnic Gennans 
living in neighbouring regions just outside the borders of Germany." 

8 I /ch erinnere z. B. an die ParaIIeIenr Mischwuchrpflege-Ztlsammemirken der Konjèssionen. 
SrufenschfuJ-soziale Schichrung, RandrchutI-Grenzlonddeurschtum, ffarurverjungung-Zuchh~uhf, 
Bestandspflege-Forderung der Werrsarbeit. gesunder Waldoujbou-natiirliche Vorbeugung, 
Waldorganismus-Volkrorganbmu- (KClnkele I W6a, p. 4 1 3). 

'' Wenn Sie einen Bestand beirachten. so finden Sie in demselben einen AuJbau. der an eine soziale 
Gerneinschafr erinnert. . . . 

Trorz des standigen Kampfa ums Dasein. der unter den Büumen des Besrandes herrscht. halten sie einig 
zusamrnen zum Schutz des Ganren gegen den waldverheerenden Sturm. schütren sie ,usammen die Murrer Erde 
gegen die austrocknende Wirkung der Sonne. gegen die mechanische Cewulr des Bodens. dent ihre 
h;achkornmenscha/r enrspriepen und der Sonne enrgegenwachsen soli. Jeder isr an seinem ihm vom Geschick 
zugewiesenen Platze und arbeitet nach seinen KraJen zum Wohle des Gunzen. 

Kommifironen! Ich brauche den Vergleich nichf weiter zufihren. Die Lehre hiemur ergibt sich von selbsr! 
(Sch~pfer 1928, pp. 29-30). 



cooperative thought which niles the entire realm of life is also most developed in the permanent 
cornrnunity of long-lived forest trees.13 

It  appears that, whether in its openly racist, technical, or rhapsodie form, the volkisch 

Forestopia was a cornrnon element in the writings of foresters during the 1920s. Building 

on the example provided by Düesberg, foresters carefully adapted the volkisch anaiogy of 

forest and people to the circumstances of the weak Weimar Republic and the mood of its 

people. They used it to give expression to their ideas for the future of the Gerrnan state and 

to exhort the German people not to succurnb to resignation and ' foreign' cultural influences. 

Yet, while sometimes successful at pmmoting the volkisch analogy beyond the 

boundaries of their profession, foresters' publications usually did not reach large audiences 

outside forestry. For exarnple, whiIe Zentgraf was influentid within the discipline and 

certainly wrote fiom the heart of it, he was nonetheless situated on the margins with regard 

to the attention of the Iarger public simply because forestry as a whole was a relatively 

isolated field." S till, Zentgraf and other foresten were successful at suggesting the 

usefilness of the volkisch Forestopia to scholars in other fields who then incorporated it into 

their works and gave the concept a more widespread circulation among the general 

83 Der Wald kann im biologischen Sinne zum Vofksenieher werden- Der Kampf u m  Dasein zeigr sich 
-mur im Walde in augenfaIhgster Weise, aber vie1 deutlicher und f i e r  als in der Vofksgemeinschafr rrirr 
andererseirs auch der die ganze Lebeweft beherrschende Genossenrchqfisgedanke, die soziale Idee, in der 
Dauergemeinscha/r der langfebigen Waldbaume hervor. (Weber 193 1, p. 26). 

In this paragraph, Weber was paraphrasing Daesberg: Kfarer als im veworrenen Menschengeiriebe rrirr 
der die ganze Weil der Lebewesen beherrschende Genossenrchafrsgedanke hewor in rierischer und 
pflanzlicher Gemeinschafi Am hochsren mgebildei ersciieinr die geseliige Ordnung in der dauernden 
Gemeinscha) der langlebigen Waidbaume. (DUesberg 19 10, p. iv). 

" Zentgraf was certainly successful at planting his thoughts in the mind of foresters: during the 1930s. 
~vhole scctions of Wald und Volk were 'recycled' in speeches and articles by other foresters who sirnpl? 
insemd the words 'National Socialism' here and there IO make the passages fit the new realties of the Third 
Reich. See, for example, Schmidt (1938, p. 660), who effortlessly connected the "aristocratie hierarchy" of the 
Gerrnanic tribes to the "Führer-principle" and the Volkrgemernschafi of National Socialism. 
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population. Who, then, were the 'popularizers' of the voZkisch analogy of forest and Volk? 

What was their disciplinary background? At what levels did they work, and what audiences 

did they reach? 

5.4 The Voice of the Rank and File: Konrad Guenther's Heimatiehre 

Konrad Guenther was a vdkisch writer whose limited personal influence and power within 

the discipline and academia stood in contrast to his prominence as a local dignitary, and, 

more importantly, his public effectiveness as a popular a ~ t h o r . ~ '  In this respect, he is the 

opposite of Zentgraf. His popdarity enabled Guenther to do what Zentgraf could not: spread 

the idea of Forestopia to a general readership via the popular genre of nature writing. For 

example, Guenther's reputation as an author prompted foresters to have their own books 

prefaced by him and so expand their reach? 

Guenther was a zoologist by training but wrote widely on natural history into which he 

wove Forestopian ideas about a speciai historical relationship between the forest and the 

German Volk. He is an example of an author who was part of the Gerrnan mainstream in 

terms of language and conviction. Although his characterizations of  foreign peoples seem 

offensive today, they must be regarded as having been within the limits of 'proper' thinking 

and writing as many, if not most, of the bourgeois intellectuals of the Weimar Republic 

would have defined them. 

" Konrad Guenther should not be confused with Ham F. K. Gtinther, also called Rasse-Günther or 'race- 
Günther.' who was born in Freiburg in 189 1 but was no relation to Konrad Guenther. Rasse-Günrher became 
professor in Jena in 1930 and was the author of the influential 'Racial Science of the Gennan People' (Günther. 
Hans F. K. ( 1 933). Rassenkunde des deutschen Vofkes ( 1  4th ed.). Munich: J.  F. Lehmann's Verlag). 

Cf. Chapter 6 .  
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Guenther worked at the university of Freiburg, home to one of the four Geman forestry 

programs. He was born in 1874 to Gennan parents in Riga (Latvia) but stayed in Freiburg 

afier his studies in zoology as a Privafdozent or adjunct professor in 1902. For many years, 

Guenther taught, gave public lectures, published, and directed the Freiburg Museum of 

Natural History. Afier 1933, Guenther rnaintained the minimum level of Nazi party 

rnembership required to retain the right to teach and pubiish. It would be incorrect to portray 

him as a rabid Nazi or a spineless opportunist. Neither did party membership gain Guentker 

any privileges or perquisites. In fact, Gueniher ncver achieved financial security for himsel f 

and his farnily as he never received tenure and had to support his f a d y  by offering fee-for- 

service lectures, seminars, and excursions in various departments of the university, including 

the faculty of forestry. This dso  meant that Guenther had no clout within the university 

establishment other than the respect afforded him on the basis of his reputation as an author 

- which was considerable. In fact, as the files in the Freiburg University Archives show, it 

was that respect which year after year swayed oficials at the university and the provincial 

government to gant  bunaries to Guenther and, after his death in 1954, to his widow." 

Like Zentgraf, Guenther enjoyed an unblemished reputation after 1945.88 In his 

denazification questionnaire, he declared that he had joined the NSDAP only to remain 

eligibIe to receive the annually renewable stipends on which he and his family depended. 

As proof of this Guenther pointed out his Christian conviction and his work for international 

Files B 15 / 101 (Konrad Guenther, a.0. Professor) and B 24 / i 1 14 (Personalakte Konrad Guenther). 

8s in Freiburg, a city park stilI bears his  name. Cf. the report on the dedication in the Badische Zeifmg 
on May 22, 1954: "Konrad-Guenther-Park im M6sle." 
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~nderstanding. '~ In 1949, Guenther was made an honoraty member of  the National 

Geographic Society "in recognition of his many works, particularly about B r a ~ i l . ' ~  In this 

section, though, 1 look at some of Guenther's writings on his long-time project of Deutsche 

He ima t l eh re  or 'the study of the Gerrnan homeland.' It is doubtfi.11 whether those works 

wouid have won him the same distinction in the eyes of the American adjudicators. 

In i 936, Guenther secured a special appointment to teach Deutsche Heimat lehre ,  which 

he characterized as developing the foundations for a "rejuvenation of our people through 

blood and soil?' That this was not a new field for Guenther is evident fiom the title of the 

books he published in the years prior to his appointment: Die Sprache der Narur seit der 

V o m i r  unseres Volkes (The Language of Nature since the Prehistoric Times of Our People, 

1 93 O ) ,  Die Heimarlehre vont Deutschturn und seiner Natur (The Study of Germandom and 

its Nature, 1932)' Rasse und Heimat (Race and Homeland, 1934), and Deutsches 

Natu re r l e  ben (The German Experience of Nature, 1 93 5)-  

The goal of Guenther's Heimallehre was 

89 On 1 May, 1933, the Nazi party fioze its membership admission, forcing hopefuls to prove their 
convictions by joining affiliated organizations. In his denazification questionnaire, Guentherstated that in 1933 
he had joined the Opferring ('sacrificial circle') an organization for candidates for party membership that 
'allowed' them to nonetheless contribute their Party dues in an organized fashion. (Guerither personal file at 
Freiburg University Archives, B 24 1 1 1  14). As well, he had k e n  "a long-time member of the NS- 
Volknuoh~ahrr"('peopie's wetfare'), a party-organisation overseeing atl social and welfare work in Germany. 
(Guenther's vita in Freiburg University Archives, B 15 1101). Guentherjoined the pany on 1 May. 1937, the 
day the moratorium was lifted, and held the membership number 5 054 660 (Freiburg University Archives. B 
133 / 133). 

'm Freiburg University Archives B 15 / 10 1 .  

9 '  Guenther on 1 I January 1937 in a letter to the Dean Hermann Staudinger, the 1953 Nobel laureate in 
chem istxy. (Freiburg University Archives, B 15 1 10 I ). 



to reawaken the inherited, cunently slumbering sense o f  nature o f  the German and thus achieve the 
re-rooting o f  the German in the nature o f  his homeland ( H e i m a ~ u r ) .  . . . Those who witnessed the 
rising o f  our people in Our day wiIl recognize in this Heirnatlehre, as well as in its concomitant holistic 
view o f  nature with both rnind and heart, a pioneer and collaborator of the new GennanyE 

Like Zentgraf, Guenther used the volkisch anaiogy of forest and Volk to comment on the 

political situation of Germany. Yet, while Zentgraf iamented the state of affairs during the 

Weimar period, Guenther in this 1936 preface could look back at the first three years of the 

"new Germany" and the role of Heimatlehre in bnnging about "the rising of the people." 

Not surprising, Guenther credited the forest with a major roie both in having formed the 

erstwhile 'sense of nature' inherited from Gennanic times, and in the re-education of the 

'new German' towards reawakening this sense, Once again, the forest served as a mirror to 

the German people, as a source of national pride, and as  a political admonition. 

Yet Guenther tried to explain not just the positive characteristics Gemans had retained 

from their forest pas& but aiso how some of the past and current problems Germans had with 

statehood were the consequence of their 'forest mentality.' First and foremost among those 

problems was the dissension among the German tribes which had kept Germany fiom 

uniting, strengthening, and growing. Because of the limited horizon of the forest 

environment, Guenther argued, the German tribes had never realized the tnie extent of their 

kinship and wasted their strength in fratricidal warfare: 

92 . . . der ererbre und jerzr nur schlummernde Narursinn sollre geweckr und dudurch die lebendige 
Ifiedetvenwrzeiung des Deufschen in seiner Heimarnarur erreicht iverden. . . . l4'er den Aufbmch unseres 
k l k e s  in unserer Zeit mitgelebt hat. wird in dieser Heimarlehre und in der mit ihr verbundenen Gamschuu 
der Natur mir Kopf und Herz eine Yor- und Mitarbeiterin des neuen Deutschland erkennen. (Preface by 
Guenther to Keller 1936% p. v). 



Frorn rhis [forest mentality] arose the disunity that makes German history an endless uagedy. Again 
and again statehood eluded the German . . . because, though superior to other nations. he was 
vanquished by his own kind." 

And even now that rnost Germans were united in one state, the lingenng effects of their 

forest heritage caused them to squabble amongst themselves: 

Even today, the historicaI influence of isolating forests and impassable wilderness surfaces in the habit 
of segregating into parties and ass~cia t ions .~  

This was a dismissa! of the Weimar Republic with its politicai culture of special-interest 

parties that lost sight of the overarching problems - and the paraIIel retreat of Germans into 

the private sphere. But how could Gennans break this habit and finally find imer and outer 

unity? Guenther suggested that they take their inspiration fiom the Romantic use of the 

forest in re fashioning Germany afler the Napoleonic catastrophe: 

More than a hundred years ago, when it went through a similar collapse, our Vol& remembered the 
roots of its strength. It sought to reconnect with nature, with its legends and tales, and arose in new 
youthful splendeur. May we, too, realize that interna1 renewal must precede external growth and that 
everyone must stan by doing his own sharegs 

And Guenther wanted to do his own share in bnnging such a renewal about once again. 

specifically by developing a 'Gexman experience of nature' which would ultimately supplant 

the Christian belief to become the spiritual foundation of the new Gennany. Though 

Guenther himself did not acknowledge the comection explicitly, this German renaissance 

93 Daraus enrsprong die Uneinigkeit, die die deutsche Geschichre rurfortlatrfinden Trogodie macht. Wie 
ofr war der Germane. wie spürer der Deutsche. den anderen VOfkern überlegen, aber immer wieder liep er sich 
durch seinesgleichen besiegen. und der staattiche Zusammenschlug ging ihm stets wieder verforen. (G uenther 
1930, pp. 143-144). 

" Der einsrige EinfluP der rrennenden Baume und unwegsamen Wifdnisse wirkr sich noch heure in der 
Suchr aus. sich in  Parreien und Vereinen zu sondern (Guenther 1 932, p. 8). 

'" :f ls rimer Falk vor mehr als 100 Jahren einen dhnlichen Zusammenbruch durchmachre. besann es sich 
uuf die Wuceln seiner Kra/i. suchte die Yerbindung mir der IVarur, mir seinen alten Sagen und Marchen und 
ersrand in neuer Jugendkrafi. M e e n  wir auch heute einsehen. d a j  der ~uj leren Krafientfiaftung die innere 
Erneuerung vorausgehen mu1 undjeder bei sich selbsr dumit annr/ngen hat. (Guenther 1932. p. 28). 



from nature would have been nothing more the realization ofthe 'Gerrnanic faith' advocated 

by volkisch activists like Lagarde and Langbehn. 

By 1936, when Guenther wrote the preface welcoming the "new Germany," the New 

Order had dealt with the negative side effects of German 'forest mentdityT he had 

condemned in his 1930 and 1932 books: 'parties and associations' were abolished, 'disunity' 

was eliminated through National Socialist 'coordination,' German 'statehood' was stronger 

and bolder than at any time since 19 18. Guenther evidently liked what he saw, comparing 

the "strong Reich with a tree that extends its branches protectively over the volk."% And he 

hoped that the German people would return the favour to the forest as the source of their 

volkisch inspiration for "it is the hallmark of a master race to protect its trees with their proud 

stature for it is to them that they feel as equaldm In his books on Heimoflehre, Guenther 

thus not only effectively popularized volkisch Forestopia arnong the readers of general nature 

and natural history writing, he also transferred the concept into the Third Reich and adapted 

it to the new diction of 'master race' and 'bIood and soil.' 

This continuity of Guenther's writing fiom Weimar to the Third Reich demonstrates that 

'propaganda' was not necessarily ordered or driven by 'the NazisT or 'the state.' Instead, 

individuals, and sometimes even individuals who were utterly powerless politically and 

economically such as Guenther, chose to air their volkisch views in their own personal 

W Es liegf nahe. ein srarkes Reich mir einem Baum ru vergleichen. der seine Asre schürzend über das Voik 
breizer. (Guenther 1935, p. 138). 

97 Es isr das Kenmeichen eines Herrenvolkes. seine Büume zu schüaen. deren srolzem Wuchs es sich 
ebenburrigjïïhlt. (Guenther 1935, p. 136). 
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carnpaign. Guenther's Heimatlehre was not invented nor demanded by the Nazis; they did. 

however, incorporate it in the university curriculum once they could do so. 

Guenther's example aiso serves to remind us that what seems like propaganda to today's 

reader was not necessarïly considered such in the 1920s and 1930s. A strong vdkisch 

undercurrent, nourished by the increasing political and economic pressures on large portions 

of the middfe-class, had radicalized large portions of the public and heightened their 

acceptance of concepts and terrns such as those Guenther used in his books. In rnany ways, 

Guenther expressed what a goodly share of his readers thought - which also goes a long way 

toward explainhg the success of his books. Yet while Guenther was certainly successful as 

an author, his popularity pales in cornparison with that of another conservative nature writer 

who emp hasized the volkisch analogy of forest and people: Raoul Heinrich Francé. 

5.5 Forestopia on the Coffee Table: The Success of Raoul Heinrich Francé 

Judging by the number of both publications and editions, Raoul Heinrich Francé was 

probably one of the most effective popularizers of the vdkisch analogy of forest and peuple 

in German nature writing?' Born in Vienna in 1874, Francé was trained as a biologist and 

in 192 1 became chair of the biological institute at the university of Munich. Increasingly, 

however, his natural science training provided the background for his philosophical musings 

on humanity and nature and about Germans and 'their' forest in particular. Francé began 

publishing on the forest in 1909 with Bilder aus dem Leben des Waldes (Impressions of 

'' Seling, quoting Gugenberger and Schweidlenka, calls Francé "the probably most important pioneer and 
champion of the ecological thought on the far political right." (Seling 1997, p. 57, footnote 33). 
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Forest Life), but it was in the 1920s that his books took on a seriously political tenor and he 

began incorporating the volkisch analogy of forest and people. Throughout his writing 

career, Francé was motivated by the realization that environmental destruction threatened the 

livelihood of future generations. To the Geman people he assigned a particular role in the 

task of halting and reversing this dangerous trend because he saw them as possessing a 

specia1 love for nature unequalled by other nations and expressed most vividly in their love 

of the forest. In the books he wrote during the 1920s, Francé framed this love of the forest 

in hîghly political ternis and developeà the volArsch analogy into his own mode1 for a 

German state built on inner hmnony and outer strength. 

It was through Francé's work that the volkisch analogy reached a greater lay audience.* 

Partly published in book circles such as the Deutsche Buchgemein.scha$ which operated on 

a subscription basis (similar to Reader's Digest), Francé's works arrived by mail in a great 

many German households where, before the age of radio and television, their purpose was 

as much to entertain as to educate. Written in a conversational and highly readable style, and 

lavishly illustrated with photographie plates, Francé's books were deceptively innocent 

vehicles for the deeper political messages woven into the effusive descriptions of forest life 

and the numerous similes between forest, Volk, and state. 

The most successful of Francé's books incorporating the analogy of forest and people 

was Ewiger Waid(Eterna1 Forest, 1922). It went through five editions in the first year alone 

For example, his Bilder aur dem Leben des WaIdes (Impressions of Forest Life) of 1909 was in its 22nd 
edition by the year 1930. 



and reached ten editions by 1930.1M In Ewiger Wafd Francé argued that the forest could 

teach Germans two things. The first was to Iive in harmony with one another, the second 

was to be on  guard against outsiders who were out to disturb that hannony. Fmcé used the 

forest as a simile for the violent and inequitable state of contemporary German social and 

economic life and he lefi scarcely a doubt on whom the blame should fall: 

Once there were strangers that immigrated to a well-ordered state. They were of a foreign race. 
shrewd, and given to a life without work. They were neither enough of a warrior-people, nor 
numerous enough to be able to conque6 but thcy were gifted and always on the lookout for an 
oppomnity to appropriate for themselves what others had produced. With qualities like that, they had 
no choice but to becorne parasites. 

And so the strangcn becamc parasites in the grtater States. M i l e  the othcrs worked the soil, 
created assets and practiud the ancient tradcs in custornary harmony, the newcomers effortfessly 
feathered their own nests. T'bey securcd a foothold, began to sap, and grew ample and rich. 
Everythïng about them was foreign: their livelihood, their morals, their garb, their customs. So 
foreign, indeai, that they did not secm to bc h m  this world. God Himself had chosen them. people 
said. and reserved a special fate for them. 

But the old cstablishcd inhabitants who werc rooted firmly in the soi1 defended themselves against 
the strangers. An unprecedented tirne of suffering began with a thousand penecutions and just as 
rnany counter-nises, and it continues to this day. 

One spoiled Iife for the other. But what's the use of continuing this yarn - by now everyone has 
guessed what is meant here. Who would not be thinking of mistletoe and forest trees?. . . .'O' 

Once again, the Jewish conspiracy was portrayed as threatening harmonious Gerrnan social 

1 i fe j ust as the harmonious forest was strangled by parasites. Francé's tongue-in-cheek 

'" A typical print mn for that time and type of book would have been 10,000. 

'O '  In einen wohigeordneren Saat wanderren Fremdfinge ein, vonfiemder Rase, kfug, einern Leben ohne 
Arbeir rugeran, kein Kriegervofk undauch nichrzahfreichgentrg. um erobern ru konnen, aber begabt undsters 
aufder Louer. wie man sich d a  von anderen Ercvbeirere nr eigen machen kdnne. Wer so ist. dem bleibt h u m  
envas anderes übrig, afs &mm Parairen ru werden. 

Und so wurden die Fremdfinge Parariten in den grofleren Staaren. Wenn die anderen den Boden 
ausnützfen. Werre schufen und die uralren Handiverke rrieben in vererbrer Harmonie. so waren die Neuen die 
sich mühefos Bereichernden. Sie seizren sichfest und sogen und wurden selber üppig und reich. Und alles 
an ihnen warfremd flue Enuerbsmr, ihre Sitten, ihre Trachr, ihre Brauche. Sofremd, dafi man gar nichr an 
ihren irdischen Urspnrng glaubre. Gott seibsr habe sie auserwahfr, sagre man, und ihnen ein besonderes 
Schickal veriiehen. 

.4 ber die Eingesessenen. /est im Heimatboden Wurzefnden wehrten sich gegen die Frcmden. Und eine 
~merhorre L eidenszei! begann mit tausend Ver-lgungen und Gegenlïsten und dauerr noch heure an. 

Die einen vergifreren d a  Leben der anderen Aber woru das ausspinnen: RT hat jeder schon erraten, wus 
hier gerneint isf. Denn wer den& nichr an die Misrel unddie Wafdbdume? . . . . (Francé 1922, p. 6 l . ellipsis 
marks in tfie original). 



suggestion that "everyone has guessed what is meant here" throws into stark relief the 

strength of the volkisch and even outright anti-Semitic current among his educated 

readership. At the same time, however, it also shows the farniliarity of his readers with the 

workings of the forest. In fact, his entire point in this passage rests on the ready 

transferrability of one into the other by means of the analogy of forest and people. We can 

thus gauge fiom France's writing how established the volkisch analogy of forest and Volk 

already was by the early 1920s. 

Francé built on this familiarity with the volkisch analogy and employed it in outlining his 

own Forestopia: a Germany of imer harrnony and outer strength. From the dangers posed 

by "parasites," Francé concluded that inner harmony could only survive if it was able to 

defend itself fiom dissonant influences. Again the forest could teach Germans how to reach 

that goal: 

It is possible to reach harmony and, uitimately, permanence. That is the lesson the eternal forest can 
teach us. I t  cornes at a dear price, though, narnely the surrcnder of the freedom to do what one wanfz 
to do, and the willingness of everyone to do what one must do. Even the forest reaches harmony only 
through strict d e ,  through the elimination of eveming  that goes against it."'' 

This meant that harmony depended on two things: the willingness of the members of society 

to place the cornmon good before their own interests; and the determination of the resulting 

harmonious society to defend itself aggressively not only against "neighbours" outside, but 

"varmints" within: 

In the final analysis. h m o n y  encompasses war, too. To strike in the last possible moment and snuff 
out the Iife ofthose who do evil; not to simply love one's neighbour but to weigh whether he deserves 

'O' Moalich isr es, rur Harmonie zu gelangen und dadurch zur Dauer. Dus lehrr uns der ewige Wald. 
Gnc.~$', auch er nur uni reuern P reis. Durch die Preisgabe der Freiheir, d a  zu fun, was man will. durch die 
Bereirwiiligkeir eines jeden, dus zu fun. w a  er mu#. Die Harmonie erreichr auch er nur durch unerbinlich 
srrenges Regirnenr. durch die A urmerrung alles dessen, was ihr niderspich. (France 1 922. p. 62. em phas is 
in the original). 



to be Ioved; to determine rationally whether pity is appropriate when it cornes io taking care of 
varmints. ail that is part of harmony, too. The challenge is to find thcm out.'03 

In the forest, that was easily done: in Francé's allegoric 'forest state,' the trees d e d  supreme, 

while grasses and flowers remained "vagrants" because the trees "leave no room for 

immigrants." If herbs, shrubs, and mosses wanted the "right of residence," they had to 

"acquire i t  by prescription," that is, they had to prove that they were willing and able to live 

in the permanent twilight imposed on them by the dominant trees. Finally, as in every 

cornmunity there were the plebs: the "shady fûngi" and the "beggars" such as lichens and 

e p i p h ~ t e s . ' ~  While necessary for the 'great harmony' to function, they had to be kept in 

check by the rule of the trees, just as the state was responsible for controlling the elernents 

of human society in their variety: 

In order for a multitude to coexist as they do in the miraculous organization of the forest, each and 
every one rnust be d~yerenf. Thar sentence, mind you, is a slap in the face of those who worship the 
new, erroneous doctrine chat al1 who bear a human visage are equal - which is precisely the flawed 
reasoning on which everyone in the Marxist state bases their daim to equal rights! The forest has a 
different kind of law. Only those who are able to fiiIfil the same duties are afforded the same rights 
- the forest pervades its space only by means of a mosaic of Iifeforrns-'O5 

'O' Zur Harmonie gehdrr schîie#lich auch der Krieg. lm richrigen lemen Momenr rirschlagen, denen, die 
Boses fun. das Lebendich rnrsbfcuen. seinen Nachsren nichr lieben. sondernpr@en, ob w verdienr, geliebt iu 

werden, Mirleid von dem Versiand ubhdngig machen. um einen Schadling unrchadlich rrr machen; alles das 
gehlirr auch cur Harmonie. Die Kunsr ist nur, die Richrigen herauszufinden (Francé 1922, p. 105). 

'04 GraSer und Blumen sind "Wandergesellen"; Wald "l@f keinen Plafz übrig fur Neuumiedfer"; 
KMuter, Srrüucher und Moose ersirzen sich d a  "Bürgerrechf " wenn es ihnen gelingr. sich an die Dammerung 
anaipassen; "die Iichtscheuen P ilze "; Asfmoose und Flechfen sind "Bettler. " (France 1922, p. 56). ' Acquire 
by prescription' refers to the legal concept ofacquiring some form of right over another's land by unintempted 
use over a long period. 

' O S  Damif aber viele nebeneinander bestehen konnen. wie dies im Wundenverk der Organisarion eines 
Waldes der FalI isr. m u j  jeder unders sein. DQS LFrfreiliCh ein Sur=, der dem gerodenwegs [sic] ins Gesichr 
schlügr. w m  die Menschen j e m  ofi anberen; er widersprichr der fuischen Lehre. da/ alies. was ein 
ilfenschenantlirz rràgr. im Grundegleich sei, weshalb eben im marxisrischen Sraare alles fa/schlicherweise auch 
yirrche Rechre begrhrr! Der Wald har ein underes Gesen, numlich gleiche Rechte hoben nur die. die auch 
gleiche PJichren erfüllen kunnen: er er f i i r  seine Welt nur durch ein Mosaik von Lebedormen. (Francé 1922, 
p. 37, emphasis in the original). Francé's remark concerning the 'human visage' resurfaced twelve years later 
in a speech by forester Eberhard Bûtow, a Member ofthe Reichstag for the NSDAP. (Cf. BIltow 1934, p. 987). 



In this paragraph, Francé leapt fiom forest to hurnan society without any transition at all. 

revealing how easily tramferable the lessons fiom one to the other were in his rnind. In the 

forest as in the state, Francé rejected the notion of a community based on the indiscnminate 

granting of equal rights. Instead, he called for a hierarchy based on merits, not on birth. 

power, or chance. And it was here that the forest could offer the greatest lesson to Gemans: 

The forest has irnplernented the third way, the one which you could not find in your social existence. 
To the forest, community of Iife means neither socialism nor autocracy. tnstead of compassion. the 
forest knows mutual aid and conformity. And its justice is d l e d  sele~tion.'~ 

This was Düesberg's cooperative state revisited, but with a new, social-Darwinist twist to 

it. The new forest-state Francé envisaged had a will and a personality of its own which 

formed its members so they would comply with the greater end to which the forest-state was 

oriented: "con formi ty " ensured etemai permanence of the community and maximum 

pervasion of its living space. The "third way" Francé saw realized in the forest was not an 

ahs ion  to the medium ground between absolutist monarchy and soviet republic that could 

be seen in the compromise of the Weimar Republic. 'O7 Rather, the "third way" expressed the 

rejection of traditional categories and the desire for a 'new' way of organizing German 

society - it was an expression of the dissatisfaction that should eventually prepare the way 

'w Der Wald machr es anders. Er hut den hirirren Fa11 venuirklichr. den ihr im Zusammenleben nichr 
finden konnrer. Für ihn bedeuret Lebentgemeinrchafr weder Sozialismus noch Herrscha$. Und Nachsrenliebe 
kennr er n i ch  Wohl aber - gegenseirige HiFe und Anpassung. Und seine Gerechrigkeir heiJ~ .-luslese. 
(France 1922. p. 28). 

'O7 On April 6, 19 19, a Rdrerepublik or soviet republic had becn declared in Bavaria, Francé's adopted 
home. I t  was suppressed less than a month later, on May 2, 1919. 



for the "Third Reich," a concept popularized during the time of Francé's wRting by Artur 

Moeller van den Bruck (1876-1925) in his book by the sarne title.'08 

Francé's (and Zentgraf"~) use of the forest as a vehicle of political nostalgia and social 

romanticism supports the claim by Glück and Pleschberger that foresters have traditionally 

subscribed to a "forestry ideology" that, while strongly anchored in conservative thought. 

**opposes both capitalism and socialism and presents the Forest as a model for the 'third 

way. ""Op In the fmaf sentence of his 1927 book Vom deutschen Walde (On the German 

Forest), Francé sumrned up the fiinction of the forest not only as such a model, but as a 

physical prerequisite for Germany's resurgence: 

In the future, the forest as "Douerwafd *' will be what it formcrly was for the Gennan souk its fountain 
o f  youth, preserver, and faithful paladin, but also its etemal spring o f  purity, protùndity, naturalness, 
and o f  the genius that will vanquish the world ..."O 

France's sentences trails off in a hopefiil and suggestive three dots, symbolizing the hope of 

Geman volkisch activists that they would soon witness the "renaissance of the Gennan 

spirit.""' Francé also stresses in this passage the paramount role of the forest in this 

'renaissance' and that importance was indeed a good part of the public message his books 

disseminated so widely. Other activists, however, combined the public message of the 

'O' Moeller van den Bruck was a direct heir to Lagarde and Langbehn's "Germanie faith" and provided 
the National Socialists with the name for their new order. After the annexation o f  Ausma in 1938, it was 
replaced by GroJdeufschlcrnd or 'Greater Germany.' (Cf. Stem 196 1 ). 

I w  Forsrfiche Ideologie k t  deurlich im komervativen Denken verankerr. (G l ilck and Plesch berger 1 982, 
p. 6 5 1. em phasis in the original). Man kann forsrfiche Ideologie daher afs Konzeprion des 'driften Weges ' 
charakterisieren- (Pleschberger 198 1, pp. 52-53). See also Chapter 4, footnote 65. 

110 Der Wald aLr "Dauerwald" wiid wieder dus werden. wczs er e i m  /tir die deursche Seele war: icir 
Jungborn. ihr Erhalrer, i/tr getreuer Ekkehard. der nie versiegende Que// f ~ r  ihre Reinheit. ihren Tiefssinn. ihre 
hrafürlichkeif und ihre ~eltbe~wingende Schopferàrafl ... (Francé 1927. pp. 260-26 1 .  puncniation in the 
original). 

' ' Wiederaujblühen des deuuchen GeLsres (France 1 927, p. 1 3). 
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concept of Forestopia with a lobbying campaign that used covert, rnisleading, and even 

illegal means to bnng about the 'renaissance.' 

5.6 Lobbying "The Cause of the Forest*: Willi Ludewig and the Bund Deutscher 

Wald 

Forestopia was almost by definition a concept that 'worked' only in the public sphere. I t  

rested on connotations of 'The German Forest' that had been established, disseminated, and 

chdlenged by writers and artists in cultural media such as books and paintings. Afier d l ,  its 

very purpose was to influence the (reading) public to conceive of itself as a nation rooted in 

the forest. In this section, though, we will catch a rare glimpse of the personal and political 

motivations that underlay the public formulation of Forestopia. Through the preservation of 

a r e m  of correspondence in the Federal Archives in Berlin, we have a fust-person account 

of one particularly active lobbyist's carnpaign to place the volkisch Gerrnan forest on the 

political agenda of the conservative parties of the Weimar Republic. 

Willi Ludewig was a Harnburg-based tacher who in 1923 founded a league called 

Deutscher Wald. Bund zur Wehr und Weihe des Waldes unter der Schutzherrschafl des 

Generalfeldmarschalls von Hindenburg (The German Forest, League for the De fence and 

Glory of the Forest under the Auspices of Field-Marshal von Hindenburg)."* The reference 

" Ludewig's lobbying coincided with the interests ofthe Reichrverbanddeufscher Waldbesirzerverbcïnde 
(Reich Association of Gerrnan Associations of Forest Owners) and he received logistical and financial support 
from them. The Reicherbandrepresented the interests ofprivate forest owners, particularly those of the larger 
forest estatcs of the nobility. 1 have rcconstructed the work of Ludewig from the extant documents of the Reich 
Association on Aligemeinr Propaganda (Film, Radio. Verein "Deufscher Wafd ") (General Propaganda (Fi lm. 
Radio, "Gennan Forest League") which cover the period between April 1922 and Novernber 1932 and are 
gathered in a sizable loose-leaf file in the German Federal Archives in Berlin under the signatory BA R 8089 
44. UnIess indicated othenvise, the material in this section is from that unpaginated file. 



to Hindenburg lefi no doubt that the Bund Deutscher Wald"' was a conservative nationalist 

organization.' l4 Hindenburg himself had described the rationale for the league in 1924: 

The forest is a masure of immeasurable value. Anyone who neglects or, worse, abandons the forest 
because he does not recognize its eminent and varied importance for the life of our people commits 
a gnve sin against Our German fatt~erland."~ 

Hindenburg stopped short of using the word treason, but he might as well have. To the 

reader this statement made clear that it was a national duty to protect and tend the forest and 

that one could not be a 'me' German if one neglected one's duty to the forest. The mission 

of the Bmd Deutscher Wald thus was to eniighten Germans about their duty, which meant 

to "fight in word and deed for the education of Gemans about the economic, intellectual, and 

spiritual importance of  the forest to their life as a people."lI6 

The league's primary weapon in this fight was a monthly periodical entitled Deutscher 

Wald which was distributed not only to its members, but as an insert in daily newspapers and 

in forestry journais such as Der Deuîsche Forshuirt. As well, the periodical was mailed to 

"' To avoid confusion betwen the leagut and its namesaice publication, 1 will refer to the Iague as Bund 
Deufscher Wald and to the periodical as Deutscher Wuid 

"' As victor of the Russians in 19 14 and 19 15, Hindenburg became a national hero, was promoted to chief 
of general staff in August 19 16 and, during 19 17/18, defacto mled Germany as a military dictator (together 
with his quartermastergeneral, Erich von Ludendorff, who laterjoined Hitler in his 1923 putsch). Hindenburg's 
reputation survived the military defeat intact and in 1925 gained him the presidency of the German Republic 
as the candidate of a consewative nationalist alliance against a candidate backed by Catholics, Liberals, and 
Socialists. With his DolchstoflIegende ('stab-in-the-back rnyth,' cf. footnote 60) Hindenburg stood for the 
rniiitay traditions of the 'unvanquished army,' one of the few sources of German pride after 19 18, and exerted 
a great integrative effect on the German people in the second half of the 1920s. In 1932, he won the presidency 
for a second term, this time beating out Hitler. Since he b e r n e  patron of the league before his presidency, we 
can surm ise that he did so not by virtue of his state office, but as  a consetvative icon. 

I l 5  Ein Scharz von unendiich groJem Werr 1st der Wald. Wer ihn in Verkennung seiner hohen und 
vielseifigen Bedeutung fur unrer Volkrieben vernachlcïssigt oder gar preisgibt. versündigr sich s c h e r  am 
deurschen Vaterland (quoted in Ludewig 1927. p. 2). 

116 
. . . kampfi in Wort und Tut fur die Aujkürung über die wirrschafiliche. geisrige und seelische 

Bedeurung des Waldes fur das deursche Volksieben. (From the masthead of the league's periodical Deutscher 
Wald). 



al1 forest service administrations in the Reich and to thousands of schools.' " The substantial 

cost of this ambitious distribution scheme was bom by the numerous sponsors backing the 

league, which as of 1927 comprised the Reich Association of German Associations of Forest 

Owners as well as several state associations and two Austrian state associations; the German 

Society of Foresters; al1 forestry academies and university departments with the exception 

of the department in Munich; the Prussian and Bavarian ministries of forestry as the two 

biggest forest owners in Germany; most government agencies and private associations for 

nature conservancy; the major hunting associations; as well as numerous nationalist and 

volkisch associations for "Gennan" language, script, youth, education, etc. 

The masthead of the periodical was an accomplished political statement in itself, replete 

wi th symbols of Germanness and pemanence. It displayed an acom and two flanking oak 

leaves that sprouted fiom a gently arched horizon towards the sun rising in the background. 

The entire arrangement was overlain by a Nordic rune. The two oak leaves symbolized the 

Hoiy Roman Empire of the German Nation and the Empire of 1871, while the acorn 

represented the promise of  a new Germany that canied into the &hue the heritage of its two 

predecessors. Al1 three were rooted in a slightly rounded surface signiQing the Mother 

Earth, and were poised to grow forth into the dawn of a new age exemplified by the rising 

Sun behind them. That this age would be a German one was comoted by the Nordic rune 

that bracketed the triad of Ieaves and acorn. The rune also suggested that this era would be 

a long one for it was the rune of the yew tree which stood for longevity. From the masthead 

' "  n i e  numben varied between two thousand and five thousand atdifferent times. Given a total of  52.800 
prirnaq schoots, 1,600 middle schools. and 2.600 senior schools in ail of Germany in the year 1926127 (Kirk 
1995. pp. 104- 1 OS), Deutscher Wald would have rcached between 4 and 10 % of al1 schools in the Reich. 



alone it was clear that Deutscher Wald interwove the idea of the vdkisch superiority of 

Nordic peoples with that of the forest k i n g  German. 

Ludewig edited the periodical and contributed many pieces, but he d s o  took the activities 

of the league beyond this venue and even beyond the printed word. He organized 'Forest 

Soirées' during which odes to the forest would be Sung to music, both specially pemed for 

the occa~ion."~ He made presentations to the annual meetings of the Reich and state 

associations of forest owners, he spoke at meetings of groups for nature conservancy 

(Naturschurz) and 'homeland conservancy' (Heimafschutz). In ail, his work for the league 

took so much of Ludewig's tune that in 1927 he appealed to the Reich Interior Minister, 

Walter von Keudell, to intercede with the Education Minister and obtain complete or at least 

partial relief from his teaching duties.'19 

The periodical Deutscher Wald arguably was Ludewig's most visible undertaking. 

Arnong the authors who wrote for Deutscher Wald were Feucht, Guenther, and Francé, as 

well as many others whom we will meet in Part II. Many non-foresters contributed as well: 

artists, clergymen, social workers, teachers, hunters. Forester or not, rnost authors celebrated 

the forest as a tool for the education of the people in religious, moral, physical, and other 

pp - - -. 

Ilg Recounted in Ludewig 1923, Der deufsche Wafd In this pamphlet, "dedicated to Hindenburg, the 
Gerrnan man," Ludewig also tells Gerrnan history as a constant "hard stmggle" of heroic "pure German king*' 
against "welsche" influences in fonn of Roman legions, Catholicism, Roman law, and the rnoney economy. 
In this fight, salvation alwayscarne from those who hadaforest peasant blood running in their veins": Hermann. 
Luther, Bismarck- 

I l 9  Letter of Ludewig Co Graf von der Asseburg of 2 June 1927 (BA R 8089 44). As with al1 his 
correspondence, Ludewig signed "mir deurschem WaldesgruJ" or 'with Gerrnan forest salute.' Ludewig knew 
von Keudell as the owner of a large forest estate managed according to the Douemald ideal which to Ludewig 
was the only m l y  German forest management. In 1933, Goring made von Keudell head of the newly 
'coordinated' German Society of Foresten, a position which after the nation-wide centralization of forestry 
affairs in 1934 becarne the third-highest position in German forestry. 



ways. Explicitly or implicitly, they used the analogy of forest and people in their articles to 

admonish the reader to heed the example of the forest. The resuit was that Deutscher Wald 

was a peculiar blend of forest writings that ranged fiorn efisive poetry and artwork to calls 

for respect for the religious solemnity of the forest and demands for higher productivity, and 

from silviculturai exposés about the D a u e d d  to pleas by foresters for higher  salarie^."^ 

Al1 authors, however, were united in placing at least as rnuch emphasis on 'Deutscher' as on 

Wald,' which at times led to rather unconventional perspectives: 

Last year, the Gcrman and Austnan Alpine Club decidcd to use Gothic script exclusively on its more 
than 30,000 bail signs [because] the peculiar forms of the Gothic script blend beaer into the German 
landscape than the rigid, dull fonns of the Latin lettcrs. Just as the capital letters of the German script 
with tbeir curved flourishes rcscmble the Geman broadleaf forest, the small letters with their points 
reflect the German cvetgran fortst; meanwhile, the Latin lencrs can only be cornparcd to the Italian 
landscape with its grovcs of geometric pine5.I2' 

To today's reader, such argumentation may seem quixotic and too ethereal to be taken 

seriously. Yet German readers of the 1920s were quite farniliar with the daim that the 

spintual development of an entire people could be traced to its nâtural and aesthetic 

environment.'* In one of the most sucfessfûl books of the decade, Der Untergang des 

'" Cf. Ludewig 1928; Ulrich 1930; Früchtenicht 1929; Muller 1929; Rechtern 1929. 

"' Der Deursche und Oesterreichische Alpenverein hat im lemen Jahre beschlossen, fur die von ihm und 
seinen Sekrionen oufgesfellten Wegetdeln - es sind über 30 000 - mu noch dartsche Schriji tu verwenden. 
Diese MaJnahme isr einerseits dem berechtigten Gefihl entsprungen, daj3 wir Deutschen uns. wie dies leider 
heurzurage so vieie tun. unrerer EigemchcIfr nicht aschamen brauchen. . . . Andererseits aber hur wohl dabei 
auch die Empfindung mifgesprochen. daJ die eigemviiiïgen Formen der deurschen Schriji sich besirer in die 
deursche Landschafl einfùgen als die starren, langweiligen Gebilde der lateinischen Buchtaben. Wie die 
deurschen Gro,8buchîtaben in ihrer geschwei/ren Dwchbildung dern deuuchen Laubwald ahneln. so spiegeln 
die Kleinbuchsraben mit ihren Spitzen den deutschen Nadefwald wieder. wahrend die Lateinbuchtaben nur 
mir der iralienischen Landsch4t und ihren sfe fen Pinienhainen verglichen werden konnen. (Kleph 1930, p. 
4). 

'" Another exarnple that seerns ludicrous today cornes from the book Der Dauenvald (The Continuous 
Forest) by Forstmeister Kautz: "When we [Germansj are furious, we want to smash the opponent's head with 
a club. Le.. we think in wood; meanwhile the Romance type thinks of poison and dagger." Man brauchr nur 
eine rich fige Wur über jemanden zu haben. da kommr der Drang, dem Gegner mit einem gediegenen Knüppel 
uber den Schadel ru schlagen. d. h. man denkt in Holz; der Romane denkr i n  solchem Faile an G# und Dolch. 
(Kautz. 1924. Der Dauerwald. Hamburg: Paul Parey. Cited after von Mammen 1934, p. 18; see also Seling 



A bendandes (The Decline ofthe West, 19 18- 1922), self-styled historian Oskar Spengler had 

already claimed that the "euclidian geometry" of pines and cypress trees betrayed the 

superficiality of the "Southern" culture, while the 66dissolved habitus" of oaks, beeches, and 

linden trees symbolized the restless striving nature of the "Nordic" character.'" Spengler 

summed up: "One word contains the whole of the Nordic culture: the sough of the forest 

(Wafdesrauschen)."'" Yet, as we have seen, Spengler merely condensed the result of a 

century-long cultural construction of the forest as German into this sentence. The pithiness 

of Spengler's dicturn also once again demonstrates how received the Germanization of the 

forest had become by that tirne: it was a cornmonplace. In tm, Spengler's widely-read book 

did do its part in strengthening that notion even more. Thus, what may seem too absurd to 

be taken seriously today, namely the notion that the shapes of scripts and trees are 

interrelated through the essence of a culture, actually was a popular point of view at the time. 

indeed, the very fact that Ludewig's Deutscher Wald fiequently seemed so amateurïsh 

in its poetic, musical, and artistic accolades of the forest made it a very imocent and thus 

effective vehicle for the politicai message. Sometimes, the message was not concealed at al1 

but appeared as an explicit politicd statement woven into the apparent culturai fabric of 

Deutscher Wald. For exarnple, at the end of a review of a silvicultural treatise on the 

lZ3 Foresters continued to claim a typical "character" for the various tree species all through the 1920s. 
'30s. and '40s. Krça, for example, spoke o f  "strict and dutifùl conifers" (Krça 1937, p. 186). Rebel praised the 
"through and through Faustian forest" o f  "our Romanesque-Gothic development" that stood in contrast to the 
"gregarious Southem antiquity." (Rebel 1934, pp. 1 and 3). 

"' Waldeisrauschen: M dem einen Worf fiegr die ganze nordische Kuftur (Spengler 1 923. pp. 506-507). 
Spengler also was one o f  the first to combine the terms Blut (blood) and Boden (soil) (cf. Eidenbenz 1993, p. 
2). For an examination o f  the ideology o f  Bluf und Boden, x e  below, Chapter 6. 



Dauerwald, the reviewer concluded: "Yet to everyone [whether they be adherents of modern 

or traditional forestry, M.I.], the forest shall be a symbol of reconstmction, of resurrection, 

and of defiant, unbroken ~trength."'~' Ludewig himself was ofien more forceful in his 

editorials: 

In innumerable hearts and minds the Gerrnan people carry thoughts which are waiting to unfold; in its 
trunk are gathered forces beyond measure; and in the dark womb of the German soi1 there slumber 
seeds and kernels which need preserving until that great German moming of creation dawns. that 
German day arrives. . . . For that moment each German must beprepared and ready, Iike the flower 
inside the bud, like the germ inside the seed, listening still and strong for the hour of unfotding and 
becoming. Everyone at his place and in his time must adapt and submit to the: great goal of life: seif- 
preservation and survival of the race. But that means that everyone . . . must become aware of his duty 
to h imself and to his bco~lc. Everyone must do his part so that the German people will rise again in 
German ways (Art) and gain their power and strength and permanence frorn German land and German 
forest! "' 

There was no mistaking the direction of this anaiogy of forest and people. The forest cum 

people Ludewig described here no longer was a mere crutch for a hurt national pride to lean 

on, nor a revisionist reassurance that the Versailles 'Dictate of Infamy' would be cast off. 

This forest analogy emerged fiom a seething revanchism spoiling for a new fight. Gennany 

would set the record straight when it was ready. Until then, it would seem dormant, almost 

12' Allen aber sei der Wald ein Sinnbifd des Wiederaufiaues, der Wiederersrarkung und der truzzig 
ungebrochenen Kra$. (Rechtem 1 929, p. 4). A fter 1 933, Rechtem rose to the rank of Landjorstmelsrer or 
provincial forest chiefand published articles on the "proper" training of National Socialist foresten. He signed 
h is articles with "Party Comrade Rechtem." 

""rugr doch auch das deucsche Volk in ungezühlten Hirnen und Herzen Gedanken. die der Gestairung 
harren, d e n  in des Yolkes Stamm noch unermeflbare Krü/re. die der Enqaltung Warren. schlummern im 
dunffen Schofl der detaschen Erde noch Keime und Kerne. die der Erhalrung bedürfen. bis der grofle deursche 
Schopfermorgen der deursche Tag nach dem Wilfen des weisen Welrenlenkers - durch das Licht von oben - 
darnmert und kommr. Dar aber verfangr von jedem Deutschen. gleich der Blute in der Knospe. gleich dem 
Sarnen in dem Korn, bereit und fertig zu seinfür die Stunde der Enflaitung und Gestaltung, in Stilfe und Starke 
zu horen. und jeder an seinem Ort und zu seiner Zeir sich dem gropen Ziele des Lebens: der Selbsterhalrung 
und der Arrerhalrung, annrpassen und einzuordnen. Das aber will hegen, dafl jeder mit ganrem Willen und 
groper Kra$ und heiiigem Glauben: ob Jung ob Ait. ob Mann ob Weib. ob Varer ob Muner, ob .4rbeiter ob 
Bauer. 06 Handwerker ob Beomter. ob Kumtler ob Gelehrter. ob Wehrmann ob S~aatsmann - jeder an seinem 
Orr und zu seiner Zeit sich seiner Pflicht gegen sich selbsr und sein Volk bewuflr werde und mitwirke. dap 
deursches Volk in deu~scher A n  wiedererstehe und Krap undStdrke und Dauer dent deurschen Volk undseiner 
Jugend a u  deutschem Land und d w c h e m  Wolde werde! (Ludewig 1930, p- 1. emphasis in the original). 



dead, Iike the leafless forest in the cold of its winter, but ready to push new growth at the first 

sign of spnng 

These instances of openly political pieces show only the surface of Ludewig's activities 

and that of the Bund Detrtscher Wald. His correspondence, however, reveals the political 

lobbying and plotting behind the scenes, as Ludewig tried to convince conservative circles 

of the political opportunity the 'right' use of the forest could present to the volkisch cause. 

The particular example I treat in detail here is based on a seven-page letter fiom Ludewig to 

the chairman of the Reich Association of Associations of German Forest Owners, Graf von 

der Asseburg, dated 29 April 1927. In this letter Ludewig argued that his league could 

positively influence the behaviour of youth in the forest (which for the forest owners would 

presumably translate into less vandalism and more fiee labour for 'plant-a-tree days' etc.). 

Ludewig then pleaded with Asseburg that it was high time to broaden the mandate of the 

league and get involved in the politics of na- conservancy: 

A good rnany who become active in this field hail fiom the lefi wùig youth movement They know 
how to take over the leadership (as in the Berlin Circle for Nature Conservancy) and, this is the cmx, 
they know how to distort the German idea of homeland irtto a pacifist-cosmic one and thus deliver the 
large forest properties into the hands of the covetous socializers. . . . In the Iight of such experiences 
you will understand that, in the interest o f z r  cause, which can only be calied uaerly German, 1 am 
trying to introduce ouf special issue Der Vdter Erbe into the press and the radio as suicklv as wssible. 
Of course, and 1 must insist on this, one must take great care to keep absolutely sitent about our final 
motives for doing ~ 0 . ' ~ '  

'" Es schliessen sich dieser Arbeir atcflaffend viefe der Jugendbewegung von finkr an. wissen bald die 
Fühnrng zu übernehrnen (Berliner Narurschurzring) und dann - da liegr der Kern - den deutschen 
Neimargedanken in einen pazrfiifisch-kosmischen umzubiegen und su den grossen Privatbesirz dem 
allgemernen P'olksbesirz ais L'olhbegehr ruzuführen. . . . Am diesen Er-ahrungen und Unrerredungen heratts 
rsr nun wohl zzr versrehen. dars ich rrrn unserer Sache - die wohl resrlos deursch genannr werden kann - willen 
bemüht bin, unser Sonderblart "Der Vuter Erbe " schnellsrens in Presse und Rundfink eimuführen. Man m u s  
- und ;ch bitle sehr darum - narürlich die uns rreibenden lerzten Ursachen srrengsrenr verschwei~en. (Lener 
from Ludewig to Asseburg, BA R 8089 44, emphasis in the onginal). 



Ludewig made reference here to his new project, a publication called Der Vafer Erbe (Our 

Forefathers' Heritage) of which he wanted to print £ive thousand copies "for dissemination 

to al1 newspapers" and "an equal number for sending to schools and government offices.""' 

In Ludewig ' s eyes, this publication was essential to spreading his conservative forest 

message and thus keeping the 'left wing' from taking over the agenda. Ludewig asked the 

forest owners to join in this campaign and to help d e h y  the printing costs (trying to sharne 

Asseburg into generosity by insinuating that the Reichsminister of the Interior von Keudell 

had already received the same request). To convince Asseburg that participating would be 

in the very own interest of forest owners, Ludewig continued: 

Finally, to point out the dangers lurking in the furtherdistortion ofcurrent nature conservancy thought, 
1 draw your attention to the Sunday paper Gdne Pari [Green Post, M.I.] published by Ullstein - a 
terrible, confushg Sunday paper - and another paper called Dar Wochenende [The Weekend, M.I.] 
which soon will be on sale in Berlin as well. On special trains and through hiking, paddling and spom 
of  al1 sorts, humanity is purposely led out into the unspoilt, quiet outdoors, with the result that both 
are polluted. What will be the consequences?'~ 

Ludewig's intention in this seerningly disjointed paragraph was to fkighten forest owners by 

suggesting that city dwellers could corne to their serene forests. But why was this a fiightfiil 

possibility? Had not Ludewig (just as Zentgraf, Guenther, and Francé) advocated just that 

in tiis propaganda: to lead Germans back to the forest so they could Iearn from it? The 

difference was that this time it was advocated by the wrong people and for the wrong 

reasons. Ludewig came tiom the right end of the political spectrum in his forest writing, 

128 . . . Versand zur Werbung an aile Zeitungen . . . Versand in gleicher Weise und Zahl an Schulen, 
Behorden, Kzrl~urümter usw. (ibid., emphasis in the original), 

Utn zum Schltlss noch einmal guru kurt aufdie Gefahr der Awickung  benv. Yerbiegung der zur Zeit 
lehendigen Naturgedanken hinzmeisen. mache ich au/ die von Ullsfein herausgebrachte"Grllne Post" - eine 
furchrbare verwirrende Sonnragszeitung - und die dernnachsr auch in Berlin erscheinende Zeirung "Das 
Wochenende" aufmerharn. Bewusstführt man durch Sonderzüge. Wandern. Paddeln und Sporr aller Ar( die 
iMenschheir in die reine srille Namr und verseuchi Beides: Mensch und Narur, und welches sind weitere 
Folgen? (ibid., emphasis in the original). 
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seeing the forest as a communally-owned property only in the sense that al1 Germans should 

have access to their ideal share of the forest. Hence Gerrnan workers were supposed to be 

well-behaved Sunday guests, picking up Iitter as they passed through a forest still materiaily 

owned by those who had always owned them. In the paragraph quoted above, Ludewig 

warned that this forest-owners' idyll could cnunble if the left wing were successfùl at 

spreading their message among the pliant masses. if the lefi wing were allowed to tell 

German workers that the forest was also matenally theirs to romp and roam in, hordes of ill- 

behaved ci ty rabble might descend on the forest and vandalize, litter, even =are the shy game 

animals that the forest owners prized so much for the noble pursuit of  the hunt. Ludewig 's 

underscoring of the narne of the publisher Ullstein served to remind Asseburg of who it was 

who provided those le fi demagogues with a soap box to stand on: it was the Jewish press. 

With such understanding of  the references and their purpose, the paragraph appears not 

disjointed but carefully aimed. What Ludewig did here was to slander the lefi wing nature 

conservancy as an anti-forest people's front of left wing agitators and Jewish wire-pullers - 

a prospect which he hoped would alarm forest owners to the point perhaps of opening their 

pocket books. The point o f  Ludewig's scenario, then, was to obtain money from the forest 

owners to spread the 'right' forest message, and to suggest his organization as the proper, 

because innocuous, mouthpiece. 

Ludewig then apprised Asseburg ofhis own humble plan for thwarting this people's front 

frorn gaining ground in the nature conservancy movement of his own region. It involved 

expanding his lecture circuit to cover nature conservancy groups in the province of Hanover. 

He hoped to gain their confidence with the help of inside sympathizers, at which point he 
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would offer his services as editor of the provincial nature conservancy newsletter "so that we 

of the league assume control of the newsletter according to w i ~ h e s . " ' ~ ~  Ludewig's goal 

then was to take over their pubiic relations and surreptitiously to 'coordinate' the nature 

conservancy movement with his league. 

Finally, Ludewig tried to prove to Asseburg that forest owners' money wouId be well 

spent if they were to step up their support for the Bund Deutscher Wald. The league, he 

argued, could stem the tide of 'un-German' uses of the forest analogy by lefi wing agitators. 

To prove that "the seeds of ~ u r  spirit and idea bear better f i t , "  Ludewig pointed to his 

former pupil Hans Heesch who, after learning his 'trade' of public speaking and organization 

in the league, had given lectures at the recent Hamburg academic week and the Bremen 

coIonia1 week, and was about to do so again at the upcoming German student's weeks in 

Munich and Weimar, "thus carrying our German spirit into great circles.""' Ludewig closed 

his letter by expressing his hope that his thoughts did not offend Asseburg and reassuring that 

al1 he wanted to do was to "prove that to us [the league, M./.] the cause of the Gerrnan forest 

and the German people for a German future is a senous and holy one.""' 

13' . . . damit wir vom Bund aus und in unserem Sinne die Leirung der Korrespondenz übernehmen. (ibid., 
emphasis in the original). 

'" Duss aber auch in unserem Geist und Sinn Saarkorner bessere Früchre trogen. moge endlich das 
beiiiegende "Süddeursche Monatshefl " beweisen Die Vorrrage der Hochschulwoche in Hamburg sind. wie 
die der Koionial- Woche in Bremen und der noch irn Mai halrenden Wochen in München und Weimar für 
die deursche Srudentensch~t, - alles d a  Werk des jungen Studenren Hans Heesch von hier. der eimr mein 
Schüler und in meinen Bünden. vor aliern dem Wafdbund, Organisation und Vonragsarbeir gelernr har und 
so unseren deutschen Geisr in grossen Kreisen mit rur Auwirkung bringt. (ibid.. em phasis in the original). 

'" Hoflenrlich sind alle diese Gedanken nichr unangenehm aufgefolen. Sie sollen und wollen nur 
beweisen. dass uns die Sache des deurschen Wafdes und deurschen Volkes für deursche Zukunfi eine heilige 
und ernste ist. (ibid). 
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5.7 Conclusion 

This chapter has shown that Forestopia, the volkisch analogy of forest and people: was 

developed well before the National Socialists began to use it in their propaganda in 1933. 

The concept was made possible by the Romantic Gemanization of the forest in the eariy 1 91h 

century. its development was fûelled by the disenchantment of the Bildungsburgertum in the 

late 19'h century, and it became radicalized by volkisch foresten as Germany's situation 

wonened in the early 20" century. The formulation of the concept began in 191 0 with 

Düesberg ' s Der Wald als Erzieher. Other authors elaborated on Düesberg ' s formulation and 

adapted Forestopia to the respective political conditions of their time of writing. Zentgraf, 

a forester, took the analogy outside the disciplinary audience proper and used it to show 

Germans what a great source of pride they still had in their forest heritage, even in the midst 

of the worst crisis Germany had ever experienced. The non-foresters Guenther and Francé 

popularized the concept outside the discipline of forestry and established it in the genre of 

nature writing so popular in the Weimar Republic. Finally, there was the ouûight ideological 

use of the analogy for partisan politics, as illustrated by Ludewig's writings and activities. 

It was only a small step fiom Ludewig's way of using Forestopia to its appropriation by 

officia1 Nazi propaganda. In Part Two of the study, 1 analyze this propaganda over the 

twelve years that the 'Thousand Year Reich' was to last. 



PART Two 

FORESTOPIA: THE FOREST AS A B L U E P R I ~  FOR THE "NEW ORDER," 
1933-1945 



VON AND FORESTOPIA: 
THE NATIONAL SOCIALIST APPROPRIATION OF FORESTOPLA AS AN 

INTEGRATIVE ANALOGY OF m~ VO~GEMEINSCHAFT,  1933- 1936 

Ask the trees, they will teach you how to become National Socialists! 
Forstmeister A. W .  Modersohn 1 939 

Forest and people are much akin in the doctrines of National Socialism. The people is [sic] also a 
living community, a great, organic, eternal body whose members are the individual citizens. OnIy 
by the complete subjection of the individual to the service of the whole can the perpetuity of the 
community be assured. Etemal foresr and eternal nation are ideas that are indissolubly linked. 

ReichsforsrmeLFter Hermann Goring 1 93 6' 

6.1 Introduction 

On January 30, 1933, Reich President von Hindenburg appointeci Adolf Hitler chancellor of 

the German ~eich.' Within a matter of weeks, Germany was transfomeci into a dictatorship 

in which opportunities for public criticism were a11 but eliminated (See Appendix ll for a 

1 Wald und Volk in narionaLroziaILFrischer Auflùssung liaben viel Wesemerwandtes. Auch das Volk Ist 
eine Lebensgemeinschafi. ein gropes orgonisches ewtges Wesen, dessen leme Glieder die einzelnen 
;/olksgenossen sind. ffur die vdliige Einsîeilung des Einzeinen in den Diem des Ganzen verbütgi die m g e  
Dauer der Gemeinschaft, Ewiger Wald und ewiges Volk gehdren zusammen. (Goring I93Y 1 936 p. 653 
(German), p. 656 (English), enrphasis in the originai). The quotatioa is part of a programmatic speech Goring 
made in his capacity as tbc country's Minister of Forcstry rt the annual meeting of the Gcrman Society of 
Foresters in 1935. Apart fiom this interuatioaal triiingual publication, it was reprintcd numerous times in the 
forestry journals (cf- Gih-hg 1935) and in newspapcrs, for example in the Hannoverscher Kurieron September 
9 ,  1935: "Goring über deutsche ForstwutsChaR" Goring also 'recycled' large parts of this speech for his 
opening rernarks at the annual meeting 1936 in Breslau (cf. Goring 1936). 

Ir was the 2 1st cabinet of the Weimar Republic in only 14 years and the 7* chancellor in as rnany years. 
The election results for the Reichstag (in % of vote) were as follows: 

1928 1930 1932 1932 1933 
National Socialists 2.6 18.3 37.3 33.1 43.9 
Social Democrats 29.8 24.5 21.6 20.4 18.2 

The Nazis thus did not amact many voters before the Great Depression. Their strongholds were middle-class 
ridings rather than industria1 districts; small towns and the countryside rather than large cities; and Protestant 
regions rather than Catholic ones. (For a socio-political analysis of voting patterns, see Caplan 1992). The 
1933 elections were alrcady rnarkcd by intimidation and rcpression tactics by the Stormtroopen. but failed to 
produce an absolute majority for the National Socialists. With 88.5 % participation, the 1933 elections had 
the highest voter turn out ever, with more than 17 million Germans voting for Hitler, (Kirk 1995, p. 22; Frei 
1993, p. 38). 
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chronology of the  takeover and the  Gleichschaliung or co-ordination of public li fe).' In the 

totalitarian 'New Order,' the  public sphere was t o  be controlled by the state and by the state 

atone.' In the  words of Nazi chief ideologue Robert  Ley, in Gerrnany only  sleep remained 

a private matter.' Accordingly, in the  o f f c i a l  announcement of its 'Enabling Law,' the new 

regime insisted that "theatre, film, literature, press, and radio al1 have to serve the 

preservation of the eternal values that  form the essence of our ~ e r m a n d o m . ' ~  The emphasis 

on vague "eternai values" was meant to disguise Hitler's tme goals, which he revealed to the 

commanders-in-chief of the army and navy a mere four âays after taking office: 

My aim is to regain political strength as the precondition for the conquest of new iebensraum in the 
East and its ruthlessi ~crmanization.' 

To achieve this goal, Hitler intended to 

Strïctly speaking, democncy had aiready k e n  dismantled on Suly 16, 1930, when the Brüning 
administration invoked Article 48 of the Weimar constitution to govem by presidcntial decne rather than by 
parliamentary majority. The Social Democrats had left the coalition govcnvnent in a disagreement over 
unernployrnent benefits, Icaviag Brüning without a patliameniary majority. The takcover thus was not the 
beginning of the end of the W c w  Rcpublic, but the fiiiil blow. I use the word 'takcover' in this study 
without wanting to suggest that the National Socialists came CO powcr through a coup. It is important to keep 
in rnind that the Nazis wcrc votcd into government 

4 The state itself was to meld with the Nazi Party: by July 1933, Gcrmany was cffectively a one-party state 
with al1 other parties suppressed or sclf-dissolved. On Deccmber 1, 1933, the 'Law to Secure the Unity of 
Party and State' ofEcially made the NSDAP the "representative of the German state idea': party and state had 
become one. 

(Quoted after Frei 1993. p. 92). Robert Ley (1890-1945) was the Chief of Staff of the Political 
Organization of the NSDAP after 1932, and, after his Gleichchalrung of the trade unions on May 2, 1933, 
'Leader' of the monolithic German Labour Front. 

6 Thearer. Film, Lirerarur. Presse. Rundfink. sie haben alle der Erhalrung der im Wesen unseres 
Volhtums iiegenden Ewigkeiwerre tu dienen. (quoted in Albrecht 1979, p. 10). 

7 Ziel rneiner Polirik isr die Wiedergewinnung polifischer M a c h  als Voraussetzungfiir die Eroberung 
neuen Lebensraums im Osren und dessen rückirichtslose Germanisienmg. ( from the meeting notes of Genera l 
Liebermann, quoted in Sywottek 1976, p- 22; see also Hermand 1988, p. 316). As early as 1920s the 
Reichswehr had developed plans that called for the mental and ideological mobilization of the German people 
for war. When Hitler presented ihc gtncrals with his plans, they simply cxchanged the goal of re-establishing 
the monarchy for the ncw National Socialist framcwork. (cf. Sywonek 1976, p. 23). 



excise the tumour of democracy, . . . to strengthen the WehrwiIIen [mental preparedness and 
wiltingness CO wage war, M l ]  with al1 means possible, and to amne the youth and the Folk as a 
whole to chat one idea which must cake precedence over everything eIse: the idea that only a fight can 
redeem us.' 

In Part Two of this study, 1 show how the National Socialists used the forest to represent 

those elusive "etemat values" in their propaganda towards the conquest of*'Lebensraum in 

the East." In Part One, 1 disproved the view that this use of the German forest was invented 

by the National Socialists specifically to rneet their propaganda needs. Rather, as I showed 

in Chapter 3, the construction of the forest as a cultural analogy of Germany and Germanness 

was essentially accomplished during the Romantic period. In Chapters 4 and 5, 1 M e r  

demonstrated that the volkisch radicalization of the forest into apolitical anaiogy was neither 

developed during the Third Reich proper, nor imposed centrally by 'the Nazis* or 'the state.' 

1 showed that it was individual foresters and non-foresters writing during the Kaiserreich and 

the Weimar period who turned the descriptive cultural analogy into a prescriptive political 

vision: the concept of Forestopia, or the idea that the forest could - and should - serve as a 

mode1 for the new Gennany. 

In Part Two, 1 tum to the years of National Socialist rule, proposing that the National 

Socialists used the concept of Forestopia in three distinct ways which correspond to three 

periods marked by different political goals and governed by different analogies: the early 

years of interna1 coordination according to the organicist analogy between Volk and forest 

(1  933- 1936, Chapter 6); the middle years of peripheral consolidation governed by the 

8 Beseirigung des Krebsschadens der Demokrarie. . . . Stdrkung des Wehrwilleru mir allen Miueln. - . . 
Einsrellung der Jugend und des ganzen Volkes ouf den Gedanken. dap nur der Kampf uns retren kunn und 
diesem Gedanken gegeniberol/amrricknrtreren hat. (fiom the meeting notes ofGeneml Liebcrmann, quotcd 
in Sywottek 1976, p. 22). 
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concept of Rasse or race (1935-1940, Chapter 7); and the war years of extemai expansion 

under the Lebensraum paradigm (1939-1945, Chapter 8). (See Figure 6.1 ). 

Policy Goal 

1933-1936 1935-1940 1939-1945 

Intemal Peripheral Extemal Expansion: 
Coordination: Consolidation: Conquest of 

Consolidation of Creation of Greater Lebensruum 
Power Gerrnany 

Policy Actions Creation of Annexation of War, Occupation 
Vofksgemeinschafr "Ethnic Gerrnan 

Regions" 

Role of the Forest 
in Propaganda 

Figure 6.1: The Forest Analogy in the Shifting Policy Frameworks of the Third Reich 

Organicist Analogy Indicator of the Means of 
of the Spatial Extent of "Gemanizing" 

Voksgemeinschaft Gexman "Race" Occupied 
Lebensraum 

Integration of 
Goals, Actions, 
and Propaganda 

Recruitment of Films, Radio, Landscape Planning 
Foresters as Exhibitions, Policies, 

Propagandists, Articles, Books, Administrative 
Articles, Books School Curricula Directives 



6.2 Nazi Propaganda as Sources? A Note on the Gleichschaltung 

In this chapter, 1 examine a variety of textual sources fiom the early years of National 

Socialist rule to show how the Nazis adopted the concept of Forestopia to promote their 

vision of the new German state as a classless, organicist Volksgemeinschaft or ethnically pure 

national community. Early on, foresters were quite clear about the intentions of the new 

regirne and how radically different it was fiom previous governments- lmmediately after the 

takeover, Erich Koemecke, a former Social Democrat turned Nazi, explained "The New 

Marching Orders for the Geman Forest" in an article by that title: 

In the long run, it will be impossible for any special interests or party-poiitics to exist besides Hitler's 
will. . . . German foresten belong to the cadre of arm-bearing state oflïcials, hence there can, and 
mut, be no dualism. If a forester becornes politically active, he must do so only within the NSDAP, 
and he must serve only as  a member of the SA or S S 9  

The number two in the Nazi hierarchy, Herman Goring himself, took immediate control of 

the entire forestry sector and in 1934 united al1 forestry affairs at the national levei in the 

Reichsforstamt or Reich Forest Offlce, a de facto ministry. Yet foresters were not just 

receiving orders f?om their new masters in Berlin, they also welcomed the changes. As the 

chairman of the Reich Forestxy Association von Amswaldt declare. on April29, 1933: 

particularly higher forestry officiais art doubtlcssly happy about this Goverurnent of the National 
Uprising. . . . but WC must be absolutcly clcar about the fact that this is an authontarian government, 
equipped with a h o s t  unlimited power, that wants to bring about the renewal of the Reich of its own 
accord, without parliamentary majorities. The task is to achieve the unity of the Reich whiIe 
safeguarding the identities of the different German trïbes - the task is to build the Volkîgemeinschafr 
on a corporatist fo~ndation. '~ 

--  - - -  

9 
A uf die Dauer ist es ein unm6glicher Zusrand. dap es neben Hirlers Willen irgend welchen Sonderwillcn 

parteipolitischer Art gibt. . . . Die deutsche Forstbeamtenschaft gehiirr m m  bewaflneten Beamrenk6rper. 
deshaib kann und darfes keinen Dualisrnus geben. Betürigr sich ein Forstbeamter polirisch. so sol1 er dies nur 
in der NSDAP tun, fiir ihn darfnur ein Diensr in der SA oder SS in Frage kommen. (Koenneckc. 1 93 3, p. 52 : 
Die neue Marschrichrung im deulschen Walde). On Koennecke. see Borkenhagen 1977. 

10 An undfir sich besrand ja gerade bei der hoheren Forstbeamtenscha/t kein Zweifel über ihre freudig 
bejahende Einsrellung gegeniiber der Regiemng der nationalen Erhebung. . . . wir miissen uns aberganz klar 
daniber sein, dap es eine auron'ttïre, mir frrsr unbeschriînkren Machhitteln ausgenïsrete Regiemng ist. die von 
sich aus, nicht gestützr durcl, prlamentarlrche Mehrheiten. d a  Werk der Emeuerung des Reicha mr 



Foresters thus were quite aware that they were expected to help build the vision of the 

Volkrgemeinschaft - and what that involved. They became involved in promoting this vision 

b y creat ing cultural works as diverse as popular books, school text books, newspaper articles, 

radio broadcasts, films, exhibitions, and public speeches, which cekbrated that vision. 

Deconstmcting several types of sources for their portrayal o f  the forest, 1 focus on how those 

authors used the forest to educate Gerrnan men and women about their new role as 

Volhgenossen or national cornrades in the Volksgemeinschaft, for example by Iikening 

individuals to the trees and the Volk to the meta-organisrn of the forest. 

Yet, as in al1 other areas of  public life, the swifi Gleichschaltung or  'CO-ordination' of 

German forestry muzzled public discourse." As dissenting foresters were forced into 

intemal exile, they abandoned the public fora to foresters of National Socialist, confonnist, 

or at least acquiescent disposition - which leaves us with a greatly atrophied variety of 

sources. Since this study is mostly concerned with the public voice of foresters in the media, 

we need to understand the options and restrictions that influenced foresters' writing and how 

t hat in tum affected the availability, reliability, representativeness, and completeness of the 

extant sources. In turn, this requires appreciating how swiftty and extensively the Nazis 

brought radio, press, and film under control- 

Durchfuhmng bringen will. Es handelt sich darum, die Einheit des Reicha zu schaflen ber Erhaltung der 
berechrigren Eigenart der deulschen Sltimme und es handelt sich darum. die Volkrgemeinschoft au/ 
berufstiïnciischer Gmndlage aufiubauen. . . . (von Amwaldt 1933, p. 2 13). The Reichsfors~ehand was an 
association that represented the professional interests of state forest service officials. 

1 I On the coordination in forestry, see the contemporary accounts in Jahresberichr des Deurschen 
Forsrvereins 1933 (for the 'transition' at the annual meeting in Breslau); Künkele 1933 and Mitteilungen vont 
Yerein der hoheren Forstbearnten Bayerns 1933 (for the absorption of  the Association of higher Bavarian 
forestry officials into the coordinated G e m n  Society of Foresten); and Hilf 1933. As well, set the historical 
analyses in Rubner 1985, pp. 55-68 (with institutional focus); and in Borkenhagen 1977 (with cyewitness 
accounts). 



To implement the Gleichschaltung in the 'consciousness industry' and carefully 

administer information and disinformation to the Gennan people, Hitler established a Reich 

Ministry of Propaganda on March 13, 1933. The new portfolio fell to 35-year oid Joseph 

Goebbels, who publicly declared that "the task of the ministry is to execute the mental 

mobilization of Gexmany." To that end, Goebbels set out to bring the media under the knout 

of the party as quickly as possible.'* 

In the field ofbroadcasting, which the Nazis considered "the one medium of exceptional 

salience among the means of infiuencing the public," the CO-ordination was particularly 

swifLi3 In 1932, the German broadcasting reform had brought al1 regional radio corporations 

(which were already overseen by the Reich Postal Ministry) under direct state ownership. 

Ironically, this close structural a l i m e n t  with the state, which served to keep Nazis off the 

air during the Weimar Republic, only facilitated their instantaneous takeover of this medium. 

Within only six hours of Hitler's appointment, most German radio fiequencies were in the 

hands of  Nazi Funkwarte ('radio warciens') who ensured the counûywide transmission of a 

live report from the Stormtroopers' midnight torchlight procession in Berlin. On March 13, 

1933, the takeover of the radio was formaiized when the juridiction over broadcasting was 

transferred h m  the Reich Interior Ministry to the new Reich Propaganda Ministry. 

Recognizing "'the enormous political importance of this technical instrument," the new 

regime set out to double the number of radio listeners as quickly as possible by producing 

' Dar Miniîterium hat die Aufgitbe. in Deutschland eine geirrige Mobilmachung zu mffziehen. Reich 
Propaganda .%finister Joseph Goebbels on March 25, 1933 in a speech on the future of German broadcasting 
(Die zukiinfiige Arbeif und Geszaltung des deutschen Rundfunks, quoted in Sywonek 1976, p. 23). 

" Der Rundfunk wurdefir das neugebildete Minisieriurnfùr VoIksau/wdmng und Propaganda lu einem 
der ersten und vornehmsten Aufgabengebiete, Dies hot seine Ursuche durin. du# der Rundfùnk untet d e n  
Mitteln der 6ientlichen Beeinjussung eine hervorrugende Ausnahmestellung einnimmt. (Rühle 1934, p. 72). 



Vo Zksenp funger (popular receivers) and institut ing semi-obligatory Gemeinschaftsemp fang 

(communal reception) via loudspeakers on public squares and in village inns.I4 The technical 

specifications of the Vcdksempfanger already betrayed the long-term strategy of the new 

regime, as their limited reception precluded listening to foreign stations. 

In the print media, the Schrt'jlleitergesefz (Editors Law) made editors personally 

accuuntable for the content ofarticles appearing in their publications and bound them in duty 

to the state.15 Meanwhile, Nazi cover fims were clandestinely buying up many of the 

newspapers and publishing hou se^.'^ ~ ~ u i a l l ~ ,  the new regime sirnply shut domi or 

expropnated Jewish publishers, merged periodicals, or outright banned publications 

unfavourable to its position, reducing the number of newspapers and their circulation by as 

The third medium of m a s  communication, film, was simply nationalized. Ten days after 

the takeover, Goebbels proctaimed that: 

We are of the conviction that film is one of the most modem and far-reaching means to influence the 
masses. A govemment thus must not leave the film industry to its own devices." 

14 Goebbels in his opening speech at the Tenth German Radio Exhibition (Deitri~che FunkausteIfung) in 
Bertin on August 18, 1933. (quoted in Rühle 1934, pp. 71 and 327). For an account ofthe coordination of 
broadcasting, see Frei 1993, pp. 57-69. By 1941, two thirds ofall Gcrmans listened to the radio at home, while 
in some cities that share went as high as four fifths (Kirk 1995, pp. 89-90). 

15 The 'Editors Law' was announced on A p d  6, 1933, but not formally prornulgated until October 4, 
1933. 

l 6  For an account of the alignment of the media in the Third Reich. see Sywonek 1976. 
17 The total number of German newspaper titles dropped from 3426 in 1930 to 2488 in 1935. while the 

circulation of the non-Nazi press dropped by as much as 40 % in some regions. (Kirk 1995, pp. 1 1 1 - 1 12). An 
example for the mergïng ofjoumals in the forestry sector is the absorption of the Deurîche Forsi-Zeitung into 
the Der Deursche Forstwtrt in November 1933. 

1 X Ij'ir smd der uberzeugung. dap der Film eines der modernsren und weiireichendsren hfirrel zirr 
Beeinfissung der Massen isr. die es überhapt gibr. (Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels in a speech on 
Febniary 9, 1934, quoted in Albrecht 1979, p. 267). How far-reaching the influence of films was can be 
gleancd from attendance figures. For commerciaIly succcssfùl entertainment movies (which included such 
rabidly anti-Semitic films as Jud Süj3 (The Jew Siill, 1940)) Albrecht puts the total audience at commercial 
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Censorship boards (Fifrnpnïfste~Ien) had already existed dunng the Weimar Republic, but 

the Nazis were not content with prohibiting films afler their production: as of February 1. 

1934, a11 film scripts had to be submitted to the new central censorship office 

(Reichsfilmdramaturg) beforehand. Also in 1934, the newly-founded Nazi-controlled 

Filmkreditbank already bankrolled halfofall films made in Germany, usually covering more 

than half the production costs. In 1936, any inopportune interpretations ofthe state-produced 

films were preempted by the "abolition" of film criticism as a field ofjournalism. By 1937, 

Goebbels had mmpleted the outright nationalization of the fiim inâustry, ensuring total 

control over al1 aspects of film production in Gerrnany, which by 1943 had become the 

fourth largest industry in ~ermany. l9 

Al1 media in the National Socialist state were controlled by the Reichskullurkammer 

(Reich Culture Chamber), a corporation under public 1aw with Goebbels at the head that was 

designed to shackle cultural production in a11 its facets. It comprised seven individual 

Kulfurkarnrnem for the various cultural professions and only members of the chambers were 

permitted to work in their respective professions. Moreover, individuals who were denied 

membership or were expelled because of their Jewish faith or oppositional views were 

criminalized as that fact was entered into their police recorda2' 

theatres between 20 and 30 million. Films produced and screened purely for propaganda purposes do not lag 
far behind, however. For the yeass after 1935, Albrecht estimates the annual attendance at school screenings. 
adult education shows, and political events to have been upwar& of 10 miIlion per fiim. With the onset of 
troop entertainment after the start of the war, those numben jumped to over 25 million per year. (Albrecht 
1979. p. 25) In 1942, one billion cinerna tickets were sold in Gerrnany (four times as many as in 1933). 
averaging to one cinema visit per person per month. (Frei 1993, p. 92). 

19 Cf- Albrecht 1969, pp. 12-33; and Petley 1979, p. 86. 

20 Frei 1993, pp. 64-65. 
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What implications does the Gleichschalrung of mass communications hold for the 

sources available to us? Obviously, the National Socialist state controlled broadcasting, film 

production, and the publishing industry, Moreover, because al1 cultural works had to pass 

censorship, their contents must be regarded as  at least sanctioned by the state, even if they 

were not propaganda pieces in the sense that they were commissioned by the authorities. In 

fact, so many authors proffered their persona1 interpretations of National Sociaiism that the 

regime feared that such publications "are liabte to present to the people an entirely wrong 

picture of the development and aims of the mo~ement."~' Thus, on April 16, 1934, the 

Deputy of the Führer, Rudolf HeO, installed a Censorship Commission for the Protection of 

National Socialist Publications (PrUfungskommission zurn Schutze des 

nariottalsozialistischen Schrifttums). Henceforth, even publications patently sympathetic to 

National Socialism had to bear the censorship commission's stamp of approval on their 

frontispiece. 

This means that the public sources which we may use to examine the Third Reich can be 

regarded as confomiing to, or at least not in conflict with, the official party line. What was 

published, screened, or aird invariably had passed the censorship of the new masters. That 

said, we can nonetheless infer fiom these semi-officia1 writings something about possible 

civil disobedience or dissent within Germany. For example, if the forestry journals 

repeatedly chided a certain practice among foresters, we can assume that this behaviour 

occurred frequently enough to raise the ire of the authorities. Conversely, a repeated praise 

of National Socialist forestry dogrna in the disciplinary journals could have been underlain 

" Sie sind damit geeigner, ein günzlichfiLsches Bild von der Enriuickiung und Zielsenung der Bewegung 
dern Volke cu vermifreln. (from the decree, reprintcd in Rühle 1935, p. 18 1 ). 



by one of several motivations: the genuine effort of National Socialist foresters to convert 

their colleagues; the attempt ofotherwise disinclined foresters to ingratiate themselves with 

the new regime; mere lip service; or it couid have been orchestrated propaganda. Clearl y, 

problerns arise when we try to ascertain which of those possible intentions prevailed. 

Realistically, only intensive biographical studies can hope to reconstmct the intentions ofthe 

individual author of an article, book, or film. 

In this study, however, 1 am les  concerned with the intentions of the individual author 

than with the public effect the cultural works achieved coilectively. No matter what the 

intention of the individual author might have been at the time of writing, the simple fact that 

the new credo appeared, and appeared over and over again, in the press or on the screen, by 

itself had an effect on the audience. In that sense, an article or film that paid Iip service or 

was penned to pay the bills was just as effective as one that expressed the convictions of an 

author who was a dyed-in-the-wool Nazi. 

For an example of such potentially inadvertent propaganda, we may look to some of the 

writings of Viktor Dieterich, professor of forestry at Munich. According to a forthcoming 

dissertation by GundolfVogel, Dieterich himself suffered fiom persecution during the Third 

Reich and only reluctantly published works which could be seen as supportive of the regime. 

In 1936, Dietench published an article on "Forest - Forestry - Regional Planning." In this 

article, Dieterich wrote the following sentence: 

I f  it is the goal o f  regional planning to counect the Ger- national cornrades with their soi1 once 
again, to re-root h e m  once again where they are in danger ofbeing uprooted, then the forest has an 
important role to play in regional planning.* 

I 2  JVen n es Ziel der Lundesplanung kt, die deutschen V o l l r S g e n  wieder mehr mir dem heimkchen 
Boden zu verbinden; wo sie zu entwu~eln drohen. wieder annnvuneln. dann erfiillr der heimkhe Wald noch 
eine besondere Landesplanungsaufgabe. (Dieterich 1 936, p. 297). 
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When fellow-professor JosefNikolaus Kostler used this statement later that year in a speech 

and an article, he quoted Dieterich verbatim." But when another forester reviewed the article 

for the journal Forstarchiv, he omitted the introductory "if' which had designated 

Dieterich's statement as conditional. Instead, he refiamed the quotation as the essence of the 

article: 

At the end of his piece, [ . . .] Dieterich emphasizes as a particular task of  the domestic forest in 
regional planning "to connect the German national comrades with their soi1 once again."" 

This example suggests that the public, whether they were movie goers or foresters reading 

their colleague's articles in disciplinary joumals, more oflen than not received the message 

intended by the authorities -but not necessarily that intended by the author. The key to this 

dominance of 'public' over 'private' intention lay in propagandistic repetition. 

As Germans listened to the voice of the 'New Order,' they were exposed to endlessly 

repeated exaltations of 'German this' and 'German that.' For sorne, the effect was 

intirnidating, causing them to confonn or fa11 quiet." On the other hand, those who for years 

had been opposed to the Republic now found more opportunities than ever to publish their 

volkisch viewpoints. With the placet of the new regime, more books were published, more 

exhibitions were organized, and more films were made which stressed the importance of the 

forest to the v6lkzsch rebirth of Germany. 

24 Besonders unierstreichr Dieterich am Ende seiner Arbeii [. . . ] als besondere Landesplanungsaufgabe 
des heim ischen WaIdes jene: "Die deurrchen Yolksgenossen wieder mehr mil dem heimischen Boden t u  
verbinden. " (Gusovius 1936, p. 367). 

2 5  Someiimes the hint was subtle, at other tirnes less so. In the case of the already mentioned mergcr 
between the Deuuche Forst-Zeirung and the Der Deursche Forstwirt, for example, the outgoing editors ended 
their farewell to the raders with the fortstry-spccific WeidmannrheiI(loosely translatable as: 'Good Hunting'), 
while the incoming editors salutcd thcir rcaders witb Heil Hi&! (DFZ- Verlag und Schn~leiiung der 
"Deutschen Forst-Zkiiung " 1933; and DFZ- Verhg und Schnpleitaîng des "Deutschen Forsmiri " 1933). 
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In this study, then, I am not trying to tease out the degree to which individual authors 

were committed to the cause, which would require an entirely different approach and would 

serve a very di fferent goal of  understanding National ~ o c i a l i s m . ~ ~  Rather, 1 am interested 

in the ideas expressed in the sources and what they Say about the declared intentions of Nazi 

ideology, however far-fetched and over-the-top they might have seemed even to the 

contemporaries. This means that 1 take the sources at face value with respect to what they 

were trying to convey to a 1930s reader, rather than examining them for the degree to which 

they reflect their author's views. 

Still, 1 am aware of the multitude of  potential meanings shrouded in the endless 

incantations of the ostensible. The gradations of  critique and resistance in public writing 

d u h g  the Third Reich were much finer than we generally can appreciate fiom half a 

century's distance and without the benefit of the contemporary's perspective. For exarnple, 

if an article reporting on an officid function billed the event as a 'manifestation' rather than 

a 'meeting,' this implied to the carefiil reader that discussion had not been welcomed; if it 

spoke of  'those who tunieci out,' it also implied that there were absentees; if it mentioned that 

'the party cornrades' began to sing the party hymn while the assembly rose to their feet, a 

fine distinction was made between those who ted and those who followed, 

What, then, is the benefit of  ignoring such fine shades of implied meaning and 

concentrating solely on the professed message? The point is that the professed message is 

what the regime wanted the public to see because it represented the Nazis' goals, Whether 

those goals were frequently at cross purposes with one another, 

26 For one such biographically oriented study, see the already mentioned 
Gundol f Vogel, Deparanent of  Forestry, Freiburg University. 

whether they were the 

forthcoming dissertation by 
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subject of quarrels between different branches of party or state, or whether they were ever 

realized, is another question altogether and must await another study. The important 

question in this context is how the declared goals of the regime changed over the twelve 

years of the Third Reich and how this change is reflected in the use of the concept of 

Forestopia by German foresters. In other words, what can such diverse sources as films, 

books, and exhibitions tell us, through the changing use of forest imagery, about the ideology 

and practical politics of landscape in the Third Reich? To what purposes was the concept of 

Forestopia put over the duration of the regime and how are those purposes C O M ~ C ~ ~ ! - -  with 

the larger political agenda of the Nazis? In the h t  instance, the forest and Forestopia served 

to turn individuals into mere members of the Volk - a precondition for al1 other goals on the 

Nazi agenda. 

6.3 TurningCitizensintoVufhgenossen 

With the rise of National Socialism to the officiai Stuiztsidee (state idea) of Gennany, the 

Volk became the highest standard against which everything else was measured. In the 

National Socialist diction, Volk took on a meaning that was different h m  that of earlier 

times: 

Valk: The entïrety o f  the Gcrman nation as a political, racial, cultural and fateîül cornmunity o f  blood 
that is separate frorn neighbouring peoples. Membership in the Volk is permanently acquired through 
parentage and cannot be chosen." 

This contemporary dictionary definition attempts the impossible task of solidifying an 

emotive concept into rational categories. The task is impossible because the notion of the 

Volk as presented by the Nazis was precisely not a definable and delineabie entity, but a 



prirnal, natural, and transcendent category that neither required justification nor tolerated 

relativization. The aggregation of individuals into the Volk was seen as pnor and superior 

to the artificiaI system of society with its class, religious, and political divisions. In fact, it 

was the permanent Volk that created the conditions for the existence of the ephemeral 

individual, who conversely was nothing without his or her ~olk.~' To the National Socialists, 

the attraction of  this Volk concept was that it inscribed the absolute dominance of the 

colIective over the individual into d l  social exchmges: "You are nothing, your Volk is 

everything! *'29 

This denial of the individual already points to the political manifestation of the Volk 

sought b y  the Nazis: the Volkirgemeinschafr or racially pure, ethnic national comrnunity. The 

Vdksgemeinschaft was describeà as the "community of fate" of  al1 Germans, arising fiom 

a "cornmuni ty of defence" and an underlying "comrnunity of blood." The very character of 

this 'community' meant that "differences of class and estate" were "alien to its nature" 

(wesen~frernd).'~ Every German, regardless of sex, occupation, education, or wealth was an 

equal member o f  the Volksgemeinschafr as a Voksgenosse or national cornrade. To quali@ 

for rnembership, however, the 1935 Citizenship Laws (known as the 'Nuremberg Laws') 

stipulated that one had to be recognized as German in the first place, which meant being of 

"German or related blood" and being "willing and able to loyally serve the German Volk and 

28 Die Volksgemeinschafl sreht an erster Scelle und i s r  die Voraussenung fur den Bestand des Einzefnen. 
(Sruckan, von Rosen-von Hoewet, and Schiedermair. 1943, p. 32). 

29 Du bisr nichrr, Dein Voa irr alles! was a oft-repcated mantra of National Socialirt propaganda. For 
example, an editonal in the newspaper Bremer Zeinrng on 12 Scptcmbcr 1935 warned chat "in the New Order. 
the German Forest is a national treasure which musc serve exclusively the interests o f  the whole. In the future. 
any exploitation o f  the forest for private profit will thus be inconceivable. fm neuen Sraar isr  der dcursclre 
Wald Volksgut und har nur dem lnreresse des Ganzen zu dienen. Es wird daher in Zukunfi auch ausgeschlossen 
sein. dap der Wald durch eigennùtzige Ausbeutung gesckddigr wird. (ernphasis in the original). 

j0 Brockhaus 1936-42. 
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~ e i c h  ."" Besides excluding Jews from ci tizenship, this regulation also meant that "the 

traitor to the fatherland can at any time be divested of this h~nour,"'~ a convenient way of 

ridding the Reich of critical authors or emigrés. 

Two other manifestations of the Volk were Volksturn and VolkskOrper. Volksturn was the 

unique cultural character of the German Volk or "the entirety of al1 the characteristic forms 

in which a Volk expresses its being alive (Lebensüuflerungen) and its being distinct."" The 

VoZksk&-per or 'collective body of the people,' by conttast, was an organicist racial concept 

that served to aIlow the Nazis to employ ternis such as health, vigour, and resilience when 

refemng to their goal of a racially pure Volk; and varrnints, parasi tes, and excision when 

attacking the Jews. 

The basis in space and time for the health, purity, continuity, and strength of the Volk was 

the Blut (blood) that its members shared and the Boden (soil) in which they were rooted. 

Only together as  one could Volk, Blut, and Boden guarantee the continued existence and 

purity of ~ermandom? Finally, a11 the variations of the Volk concept converged in the 

claim of the permanence and superiority of Germandom: 

A Gerrnan Volk that is bardcncd in its Volkîtum and united in a mighty Volkrgemeinschafi must by 
definition be unconqucrable and ctemal." 

3 '  Rühle 1936, p. 279. 

'' Hitler 1943 ( 1925). p. 440. 

33 die Gesarntheit aller Lebenr<iupen<ngen eines Yolkes. die seine volkliche Eigenarr. seinen 
Volkrcharakter kennzeichnen. (Brockhaus 1936-42). 

34 On the ideology of Blur und Boden, see Brarnwell 1985 and Eidcnbenz 1993. Bramwell(1985. p. 5 5 )  
gives a rnost poignant translation o f  the connotations of Blur und Borfen: "the unity of race and land." 

Ein im deufichen Volksîum gefesrigres und in der YoIlirgemsinschojÏ zu einer müchrigen Einheit 
zusarnrnengeschlossenes deutsches Yolk mujl unübenvindlich und ewig sein. (Stuckart, von Rosen-von 
Hoewel, and Schiedemir, 1943, p. 24). 



The purpose of such a cult of the Volk was the legitimization of National Socialist regime. 

With their ernphasis on the Volk as  the basis for their nile, the National Socialists placed a 

thin veneer over their constant violations of the law: if a measure fùrthered the cause of the 

VoIk, i t  was Iegitimate - who was to insist upon the letter of the law when the survival ofthe 

VOIX- was at stake? 

How did the Vofk become such an important concept to the National Socialists? The 

answer is that, since they rejected much of the political tradition of Germany as ill-conceived 

or foreign-dominated, the National Socialists had to h d  other traditions to construct 

continuity and legitimacy. Hitler decided to tie the National Socialist ideology to the 

vôlkisch movement. In his Mein Kampf of 1925, he verboseIy claimed the v0fkisch 

movement for National Socialism: 

From the basic ideas of a general viilkisch world conception the NSDAP takes over the essential 
fundamental traits, and from them, with due consideration of practical reality, the times, and the 
available human materiai as well as its weaknesses, fonns a political creed which, in turn, by the stnct 
organizational integration of large human masses thus made possible, creates the precondition for the 
victorious stmggle of this world viewax 

In a Iater section, he swept away the obfuscation and simply declared: 

To the sarne degree as the basic ideas of the National Socialist movement are v6UUsch, the v6UUsch 
ideas are National ~ocialist." 

National Socialism, then, mounted itself on the vOlkisch rnovement. And the new regime 

was ready to use the volkisch-inflected concept of Forestopia in its propaganda to educate 

Gennans about their rote in the new state. 

The forest was particularly useful in this because of its established patriotic connotation, 

its common-sense appeal as an everyday experience, and its ready syrnbolization of the 

36 HitIcr 1943 (1925), p. 385 (p. 424 in the first German edition). 

'' Hitler 1943 (1925). p. 461 (p. 5 14 in the first Ge- edition). 



rnutual dependency of the individual and the collective. The Nazis thus strapped the 

symbolic cultural content ofthe forest and its expression of social organization contained in 

the concept of Forestopia ont0 the vehicle of propaganda. In Mein Kampf, Hitler had 

clari fied the means and the objective of propaganda: 

Propaganda must be adjusted to the broad masses in content and in fonn, and i i s  soundness is to be 
measure exclusiveIy by its effective result. . . . For propaganda is not intended to provide 
entertainment for people who are national-minded to begin with, but to win the enemies of our 
nationality, in so far as they are o f  our blood." 

In the remainder of this chapter, I show how the National Socialists put this theory into 

practice by producing a veritable deluge of film, press, and radio propaganda in which they 

pitched their message to the German public by piggy-backing it on the concept of Forestopia. 

Across al1 media and al1 areas of public life, the message was the same: whether in films, 

radio broadcasts, speeches, art exhibitions, trade shows, school text books or coffee table 

books, individual Germans of al1 ages and stations were shown their new place as equal - 

and equally small - Volksgenossen in a Volksgerneinschaft that was built in the image of the 

forest. 

6.4 Eternal Forest - Eternal People: The Film Ewiger Wald 

Two weeks afier taking office, the new Reich Propaganda Minister, Dr. Joseph Goebbels, 

demanded of representatives of the film industq that German films assume "volkisch 

 contour^."'^ The Nazis immediateiy used their new sway over the industry to produce such 

propaganda fiIrns as Hitlewnge Quex (Quex, Member of the Hitlex-youth, 1933) and SA- 

Muntz Brand (Storrntrooper Brand, 1933). Soon, however, Hitler and Goebbels realized that 

38 Hitler 1943 (1925). pp. 342 and 343. 

" Quoted in Albrecht 1979. p. 256. 
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most Gemans in the Third Reich went to a rnovie theatre to unwind and flee the day's 

problems - and that they would stay away fiom the theatres if they could not find that escape 

in the movies. Consequently, the Nazis eased their direct involvement in film-rnaking." 

Seen over the duration of  their rule, the Nazis thus nationalized film production not to so 

much to produce straight propaganda films as to control this important "intellectual safety 

valve or buffer zone.'*' The goal was to provide light, escapist entertainment fare that did 

not threaten National Socialist aims while still being "a vehicle for ideas," that is, carrying 

some mild, airnost subliminal propaganda message." 

40 Frei maintains that the numbcr of "biatant propaganda films always represented only a fraction of the 
annual production of approximately 100 films." (Frei 1993, p. 93). while Leiscr puts the share at about one 
sixth of the 1 1 50 total films shot during the 7nird R e d  (biser 1976, p. 12). In Albrccht's foun&tional work 
on Nazi film politics, however, 153 (14 %) of al1 films are classifieci as 'political.' Albrecht's attempt to defme 
'poli tical' films takes up several pages and represents a worlung compromise: films were political if the pub1 ic 
understood them as expressly sanctioned by National Socialism. (Albrecht 1969, pp. 107- 108). 

4 I Frei 1993, p. 91 
12 This also explains why many films ofthis period still enjoy great popularity on German television. Veit 

Harlan, with 18 film one of the most prolific directors between 1933 and 1945, explained in 1942 that "classic 
works" are those "which constitute a vehicle for ideas and at the same time for the healthiest kind of 
relaxation." (from the publicity matenal for the film Die Goldene Stadr (The Golden City) cited afier PetIey 
1979, p. 133). An example of this integration c m  bc found in the stiIl popular Die Feuerzangenbowle (The 
Rum Punch. 1944). in which an established wrïter decides to relive a year of studcnt life at the G~vmntrsiuni 
(humanistic hiçh schooI) ofa late-19b-cenhtrysrnall town. At a staffmeeting at this school. a young, dynamic. 
wholcsomeIy dressed teacher, symbolizing the new National Socialist movement, reminds his affable but 
ossi fied colleagues that young boys are likc young mes: they are eager to grow and when they do, they 
sometimes sprout in the wrong direction, Al1 that is needcd to set thcm straight is some fim guidance and the 
occasionaI pruning. 
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By contrast, the film 1 present here was one of the explicit propaganda films.'3 In this 

film, the volkisch importance of the forest has been reduced to its most elemental and thus 

most instructive components, allowing us to see the concepts of Forestopia and 

Volksgemeinschafi in their most elementary form. At the same time, we can use this film to 

catch a glimpse not only of the new state-sanctioned version of Gerrnan history but also of 

how the forest fomed an important underpiming of that history. The film is thus a primer 

on the self-image of National Socialism as heir to the Germanic cause. To allow the reader 

to appreciate that sense of continuity and the methods by which it was fostered, 1 follow the 

chronological order of the film sequences in my analysis while comecting individual 

segments to the larger contexts of National Socialist propaganda where appropriate. 

On August 28, 1936, Ewiger Wald (Eternal Forest) made its debut in Gerrnan movie 

theatres as one of 109 films premiered in 1936, ofwhich 9 others are classifiai as manifestly 

" It was not the fmt t h e  that the forest playcd the lead in a faturc film Ia 1923 alrcady, the 
Brandenburg Association of Forest Owners had produced a KultutjiIm or documentary on the Ge- forcst. 
In two parts of 90 minutes and 150 minutes, respectively, the film addressed questions the Gcrman public and 
German foresters might have had about the reasons for the poor state of the forest in the Gcrman Northeast. 
The film was produced durhg the nadir of Germany's economic slide and it was not shy about laying the 
blame for both the economic decline and the declint of the forest at the same doorstep: "Then [1807, afier 
Napoleon's victory over Pnissia, ML J as now, the Volk grew poor under the French yoke." Auch damals. wie 
heute. war dos Volk durchfiunzOsirche Knech&cha/r a m  geworden. (From the accompanying text booklet: 
Brande nburg ischer Waldbesi tzerverband e. V. 1 924. Der Deurrche Wald - Ein Kulrurfilm (Erlauternder T m  
zum 1. Teil: "Der deursche Wald. von seinerSch8riheit und Bedeutungfir die Volkswirrschafi"). (The German 
Forest - A Culture Film (Explanatory Notes to Part 1: The German Forest, of its Beauty and i ts  Importance to 
the National Economy)). Berlin: Brandenburgischer Waldbesitzerverband c. V. A copy of this booklet can be 
found in the Bundesarchiv in Berlin, file signatory BA R 8089. 

Another forest propaganda film was also produced in 1936, this hme depicting the work of the 
Volkgenossen in the forest. Arbeit am Waide (Working on the Forest, 1936) was a short docurnentary 
screened in tandem with the feature film fferbstmanôver (FaIl Manoeuvres). The foresay journals rejoiced 
that "the attention paid by the newspapers proves that path of forest propaganda entered with this film is not 
only correct but effective." Von den Tageszeitungen wird der Film fieudig begnipt. Diese Anreilnahme 
beweist. dap der mir dem Bif&trei/en eingeschlagene Wege der Wald-Propaganda richrig und zugkràfiig ist. 
(Deursche Forstbeamrenzeihrng 1936a, p. 90). 
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political by ~lbrecht." It was what contemporaries jestingly called a "Blubo-Film." a pun 

on the phrase Blut und Boden. Blubo-Films served as vehicles for the representation of the 

Voik as tied to the soi1 and had titles such as Blut und Boden (Blood and Soil, 1933), Dus 

.4 lre Recht (The Old Law, 1 934), and Waldrausch (Forest Rapture, 1 940)." 

Erviger Wald conjoined the Volk with the German forest in a history of CO-evolution. As 

indicated by its subtitle, Affegorie über die Geschichte und das Leben (An AIIegory of 

History and Life), the film used the changïng fate of the Geman forest as an allegory of the 

German Volk and its struggle for nationhood. A compilation film, Ewiger Wald presented 

a sequence of vignettes on the 2000-year history of the Volk with images of historicai figures 

and events fading in and before the backdrop of the 'eternal' forest. 

Film historians Courtade and Cadars cal1 Ewiger Wald 

at once a monument of nationalism and a delinous hymn to nature syrnbolised by the forest, that is. 
the German forest . . . The reconstruction of the Gcrman past alternates with images of the forest. 
while the IyricaI commentary underlines at every moment the ingredients of this co rnpa r i s~n -~~  

Similarly, Petley sees the film as presenting 

- 

54 (Albrecht 1969, pp. 101 and 107). The film passed censonhip on August 20,1936. It was written and 
produced by Albert Graf von Pestalozza and fmanced by the Nationaf.soziaIï.srische Kulturgemeînde (National 
Socialist Cultural Cornmunity), one of the many semi-officia1 cultuml institutions of the Nazis. The directors 
were Hans Spnnger and Rolf von Sonjevski-Jamrowski, neither of whom was a prominent director (it was 
Springer's only film, whiIe von Sonjevski-Jamrowski had directed the 1933 propaganda film Unrer der 
s c h w a ~ e n  Srurmfohne (Under the Black Storm [SS] B a ~ e r )  (Albrecht 1969, Anlage 4b, pp. 37 1-395)). The 
film was awarded the second-highest predicate of volkrbildend ('popularly improving' or 'educating the 
people'), which, besides official praise, also meant a substantial reduction in entertainment tax payable (4 % 
instead of 12 % of al1 receipts). According to Albrecht (1969, p. 115), political films were twice as likely to 
receive predicates as were non-political films. Out of the 8 political films rated in 1936, only 4 received the 
volkrbildend predicate (Albrecht f 969, p. 1 1 1). 

r 5 Thc "OId Law" referred to the Germanic heredity laws which prohibited the splitting of family f ams  
and kcpt thc land in the family indefinitely. On September 29. 1933. the XationaI Socialists reinstated such 
mles in their Hcredity Farm Law (Erbhofgesetr) which stipulated that farm estates had to be passed on to the 
son and could not be sold. For a discussion of  Blubo-Films, see Petley 1979, pp. 130-1 38. 

16 
Courtade and Cadars 1972, pp. 56-58. cited after Petley 1979. p. 132. 



the nationalist sauggle in essentially mythological images, a mythology which has its cultural and 
social roots deep in Gennan ~omanticism." 

Yet, as 1 have shown in Part One of this study, besides the "cultural and social roots" of the 

nationalist forest mythology there also is an extensive system of political roots that reaches 

as far back as the Renaissance period. Ewiger Wald is nounshed by those political roots 

more than by the cultural or social ones - that is what makes it manifestly a propaganda film 

rather than merely "a vehicle for ideas." Hence, more than just being an example of the 

naturalization of history and politics through art, Ewiger Wald illustrates the deliberate and 

overt politicization of nature that buitds on already established cultural notions of the forest 

as 'Gennan.' Ewiger Wald did not try to establish the forest as Gennan - in any case, that 

had been achieved in the 19& century. Rather, it reversed the thrust and tried to ground 

future Germandom in the forest past. 

By taking contemporary Germans back into their forest past, the film suggested to them 

how rooted they were in the mil, much like the forest. It adrnonished them that only 

together, and together with the soil in which they were rooted, could Gennans be and remain 

a tme Volk, much like the trees could not survive without soil, nor as individuals without the 

feIIow-trees of the forest. It showed Germans how they themselves were but a transient tree 

in that etemal forest of Gennandom: 'the tree is nothing, the forest is everything. ' Finally, 

by linking the Germanic forest past with the Germanic revival of the contemporary New 

Germany, it reminded viewers that National Socialists, as the sole protectors of that uniquely 

Gerrnan rootedness, were the logical and legitimate rulers of a fùture Germany that would 

'' Petley 1979, p. 132. 



once again draw irs strength from those soi1 bound roots. How did Ewiger Wakl convey al1 

those political messages with forest imagery? 

The film begins by addressing its audience in the informa1 'du. ' taking "you, Volk" to the 

depths of  the "Eternal Forest" to "see a   arable.'^ Lest the Yolk misunderstand what they 

are to take home fkom their visit to the forest p s t ,  a text panel explains: 

Euch die ihr k a m ~ .  
irn Bilde d a  GIeichnis ttr schauen. 
dus die Natur euch Iehrr 
im "Stirb " und im " Werde. '* 
Yolk, dir. 
d a  sucht, knmpft und ringr, 
dm unvergiingliche Reich nr bauen. 
isr gewidmer dieses Lied. 

To you, who came 
to see the parable 
that nature teaches you 
ttirough death and becoming, 
To you, Volk, 
searching, fighting and struggiing 
to ercct the everlasting Reich, 
to you is dedicated this Song. 

Within minutes o f  the film's beginning, the 'parable' takes on clear outlines, 'teaching' the 

Volk that the 'everlasting' Reich has always been in the 'etemaf' forest. As forest scenes 

depicting the four seasons traverse the screen, the voice of a chorus rises to accompany the 

audience on its journey through German history and to interpret the images of the 'parable' 

for them: 

Ewiger Wald - Ewtges Yolk 
Es lebt der Boum wie du und ich 
Er strebr zum Raum wie du und ich 
Sein Stirb und Werde webr die Zeit 
Volk srehr wie Wald in Ewigkeit! 

Eternal forest - etemai Volk 
The trcc lives llke you and me 
It aspires to space like you and me 
Its dying and becoming is woven by tirne 
Volk, like the forest, stands for al1 eterntty! 

The role of the forest throughout the film is to represent the continuation and importance of 

the community beyond the life of the individual. The individual Germans, their costumes 

and concerns are dif irent  fiom one vignette to the other and so are the individual trees we 

see being planteci, tended, cut, sawn, carved and bumt in every scene. Yet the meta- 

48 Unless otherwise indicated, the Gemian quotations are from a film transcription in manuscript fonn, 
complemented by my own notes from a viewing of a video version of the film. The manuscript was made 
available to me by Gundolf Vogel. I gratcfully acknowledge his generosity in sharing this and other rare 
sources in his collection. Quotes from the film arc atsodiscussed in Courtade and Cadars 1972, esp. pp. 56-58. 
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organism of the forest remains intact, even if its constituting elements have changed: it is 

"eternal." Likewise, the higher entity of the Volk is etemal because it Iives on beyond the 

lives of the individuals who lived and died for it: the forest manifests the doctrine 'You are 

nothing, your Volk is everything.' 

Most vignettes are between one and two minutes but those depicting the defining eras 

according to the new National Socialist version of history are substantially longer.49 

Consequently, the plot opens with 1 1 minutes devoted to Gerrnanic antiquity, ostensibly the 

cradle of German Wek- and Waldanschauung. Strapping men in Germanic dress are shown 

building their wooden cabins fiom logs - but the dimension of the structure and the dynarnic 

upward angle of the carnera perspective suggests that these Germans are building more than 

a house, they are erecting a home for their people in their Waldreich (forest empire)." Here 

the notions of Volk, Bluf, Boden, and Neimaf al1 corne together in a conjuration of the ideai 

Volksgemeinschaft: the ancient Gennans are still united in their shared and pure blood, they 

are nourished by their communal soi1 and protected by their dense forest. Together, as a 

Volksgemeinschafr, they fashion space into place. The chorus explains: 

Aus dem Walde kornmen wir 
Wie der Wald leben wir 
aus ciem Wald formen wir 
Heimar und Raum. 

From the forest we hail 
Like the forest we live 
Out of the forest we carve 
Homeland and space. 

'9 It rnay appear odd at first that the P ~ s s i a n  and Napoleonic eras as the epitornes of Geman glory and 
defeat, respectively, are not treatcd in more detail. The reason is that these eras were the subject of numerous 
films made during the Third Reich and thus were considered sufficiently covered. For a discussion of those 
films see Petley (1979). who lists and discusses hem under the categones of "Great Prussian Models" and 
"Rebels," respectivcly. (Petley 1979, pp. 106- 123). 

*O Wddreich is a tellingly arnbiguous term. In forertry tcnninology. Woldreich is w d  in the rense of 
'forest realm' synonyrnous with the modem 'ecosystem.' In the language of v6lkisch propaganda. however, 
Waldreich stood for the - naturally German - 'empire of or in the forest,' i-e., it served to define the German 
political entity through its typical forest landscape. 



The forest as Heimar and Raum. as home and realm of these early Germans is the place 

where they live peacefully and self-suficiently, suggested by the film's idyllic depiction of 

village life complete with communal roof rajsing, and with women weaving and drawing 

water." Generation afier generation rolls past, symbolized by the alteration of scenes 

depicting an old man's burial in a hollowed-out tree with those showing cheedul maids 

dancing around a maypole, the symbol of fertility. Everything suggests that this is a 

complete and whole life without need for outside inputs or inspirations. in fact, it is only 

trouble that cornes h m  outside the bounds of the forest: we see men inspecting their new 

spears at the village forge, a scene that indicates their awareness of the Roman threat beyond 

their Waidreich. Soon, forest and men suffer the invasion: 

Ihr Zeichen der Fremde 
Srandurzen der RGrner 
Was suchr ihr irn Lande 
Was suchl ihr im Wald 
Werfremd deinem Boden, Wald, Art 
D m  bleibt nicht erspart unsagbares Leid 
Yolk in Gefahr! 

Waldvolk 
kampfe mit dem Boden um dein Sein 
scheu keinen Krïeg 
rief irn Walde wird geboren 
Volk. dein Wissen. Yolk, dein Sieg. 

(underlain by threatening music:) 
You foreign icons 
Roman standards 
What business do you have in this land 
What business do you have in this forest 
He who is forcign to your soil, forest, king 
must suffer unspeakable woes 

(call:) Vok in danger! 
(speech-song a t rnelodramatic pitch:) 

Forest- Volk 
fight on your soil for your existence 
shun no war 
deep in the forest is boni 
Volk, your wisdom, Volk, your victory. 

In this, the second-longest scene of the film (only the Peasants' War segment is longer), the 

struggle between Roman hubris and Gemanic firry is fought in a darkening forest whipped 

by storms and slashed by bolts of lightning. Side by side, dark forest and blond Gennans 

fight to expeI those "foreign" to "soil, forest, being." Trees sacrifice themselves to cmsh the 

'' No mention is made of  the intense infighting among the numcrous Gemanic ûibes. on which Tacitus 
had reported in detail. 
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trespassing legionaries under their tàlling weight, the swamps swallow the standards of the 

invaders, and peace in the German forest is restored. 

Wi th such reductionist imagery taken straight fiom Tacitus and his reinterpretations by 

generations of Gennan patriots, this segment of Ewiger Wald sets up a contrast between 

Germanic virtue and Roman malice. This dichotomy is then extended al1 through the film 

as the endless conflict between the eternal, unchanging 'Geman' on the one hand and the 

'Other' appearing in ever-changing disguises: Roman Catholic, French, welsch, foreign, 

Western, Black, or capitalist othemess are al1 depicted as attempting to uproot the tree of 

Germandom fiom its life-granting soil and take over the land. In this dichotomy, the forest 

is the ally of  the Geman against the forces of otherness as individual trees and waniors 

sacrifice their individual lives for the survival of the transcendent communities of forest and 

Vofk. In its rootedness and in its enmeshedness, the forest symbolizes both the bond between 

Germans and their soil and their strength as a comrnunity, a theme that continues through the 

film as we leave the Germanic era. 

Afrer a few bnef vignettes depicting the role of the forest in Viking shipbuilding, in the 

Christianization of Europe, and in the minnesong of the early Middle Ages, the Lebensraum 

concept makes a bnef appearance when we - the Volk - are invited to follow the Teutonic 

Knights in their drive to colonize Eastern Europe: 

"Nach Osren " schallr der Rufdurchs Land "Eastward" it echoes across the land 
Deunchritter nehmt d a  Schwerr zur Hand Teutonic Knights seize your swords 
Vennehrt daci Land. vermehrt den Wald Augment the land, augment the forest 
Schaflt Raum der Heimat Provide space for the homefand 
Raum den Erben. Space for the heirs. 

Here the Nazis turn to the Teutonic Knights as the great trail blazers of eastward expansion. 

The portrayal of the 'Other' in this segment presents a stark contrast to that of al1 other 



sequences. While the Roman or Western Other is painted as a powerful threat to German 

being, the Slavic or Eastern Other is denigrated as  vastly inferior. There is no culture to be 

reckoned with, as the chorus insinuates that the land is vacant and unimproved, wasting away 

under the indolence of its Slavic inhabitants. Meanwhile, the accompanying images show 

to what emobling uses German ingenuity and spintuality could put these wasted riches, 

suggesting that Germans should take what is theirs by right of their greater cultural strength 

- and thus equip their heirs with the power and land base necessary for the showdown 

between Gennan 'culture' and Western 'civilization.' Should not the timber of the colonized 

lands help build the prospering Gerrnan lands of the 'Wwden Age' with their half-timbered 

houses? 

Volkes BIüfe. The flourishing of the Volk, 
Waldes Krofr The strength of the forest 
Formr deutscher Sfiidte Ruhm und Machf- Are the glory and power of German towns. 

Or erect the towering Gothic cathedrals with their exquisite basswood carvings? 

A u  Meüfenuerken g@t und spnchr 
Der Wald ah deutkche~ Angesicht 

From artists' masterpieces p e t s  and speaks 
the forcst as the face of Germany 

As the camera scans a Gothic cathedral, the architecture fades in and out of a forest 

background that closely coincides with the contours ofthe dome: pillars fade into tree trunks, 

windows filter the sun like a beech bough, and while our gaze scales the imposing spire, the 

steeple dissolves into the top of a towering spruce tree. 

With such sequences, Ewiger Wald pioneered the technique of fading and 

superimposition in German film making that found its most malicious use in Fritz Hippler's 

Der Ewige Jude (The Etemal Jew, 1940), when groups of Jews were visualIy equated with 

packs of scunying rats. Similarly, in Veit Harlan's Jud SÜJ (The Jew SUD, 1940), a violently 

anti-Semitic film seen by more than a third of the German population, the image of a 



tradi t ional l y-dressed Jew with beard and temple-locks fades into the clean-shaven face of a 

courtly financier: capitalisrn is 'unmasked' as the expression ofa  worlddorninating ~ewry .~ '  

In Ewiger Wald, the constant fading of the erstwhile heathen forest and the sacred 

architecture reminds the Volk that the Gothic mind was considered the continuation of the 

Germanic cuIture. This reflects the Nazis' attempt to cast the Gerrnan Waen or mind as the 

best of both worlds: the virile and indomitable physicality of the rooted Nordic race 

combined with the cultivation of Christian learning." 

Yet only too soon is the harmony of Germanic and Christian cultures disrupted: it is the 

time of the Peasants' War and the disenhchised peasants demand that the clergy and the 

nobility ease their grip on the land and particularly the forest? The images suggest that it 

was the greed of the 'Roman' church that caused the clergy to elevate themselves over the 

'Germanic' peasants and so break the Gothic bond." With a tree for a ram, the peasants try 

52 For a discussion of Ewiger Wald and its techcal  importance to later G e m  f i h ,  see Jacobsen er 
al. 1993, pp. 128 and 150-154. 

s3 In the wor& of one forester: " M y  the Nordic strcngth of the German, joined with the culnue of the 
Meditenanean, could create the dl-encompassiug empires." Des Gennanen nordlîche Krafi verbwden mir 
der Kultur des Miiielmeem allein, konnien die allumfàssenden Kaiserreiche schaflm. (HoUe 1935a, p. 786; 
Holle 1935b, p. 455). 

54 /hr Ritter. Pfaflen. mir Gewalt 
Bracht ihr dm Bauernrechr 
Baum au f Baum wird sinnlos gefàlft 
Waldgehr verloren. dem Ritter bnhgts Geld. 

55 Was die Kirche nnhm der Kirche geh6rr 
Verbannr wird wer ihren Frieden st6rr 
Nach nlrem Papsr- und Kirchenrecht 
Dus Fordern steht dem Bauern schlechr 
Dus Holz im Wald bringt Dom aufDom 
Dus k t  Gesetz so ait wie Rom 

In his Elr~iger Wald, Francé had idealized the tension between 'Gennan' Gothic mind and 'Rornan.Latin' 
Church thus: the "great secret ofbeing" spoke with "a thousand voices" in the "living cathedra1 of the forest," 
while in the "forest of  stone" of the church it found but one rnouth to express itsclf "and that mouth mumbied 
the words of  a foreign idiom of priests." Die raunende Dümmemng der alfen Dome. . . . da lauier rederen alle 
inneren Stimmen und die Seele wach war fir d a  d e  Geheimnis des Seins. Das freilich im lebenden Dom 
mit tausend Zungen sprach. im versreinerien Wald dagegen nur einen Mund fand. Und der murmelre - die 



to break down the door of the castle gate to end the knights' hold over them and to regain 

"the ownership over the German f~rest."'~ But the peasants lose the fierce struggle that 

ensues and the chorus laments the turn that German history is to take: 

Der Bauer ror 
D u  VOIX- in Nor 
ZerstCrte Felder und Wülder 
sind KZagen der Heimar im Wind. 

The peasant dead 
The Yolk in distress 
Fiel& and forests destroyed - 
these are the homeland's laments on the wind. 

The final failure of  the peasants' revolt in 1525 eliminated the German peasanûy as a 

political factor for centuries io corne, essentially until the Nazis realized that they could 

harness the disenchantment of this neglected part ofthe population for their own goals. The 

demands of the peasants perfêctly overlapped with the ideology ofBlood and Soi1 and so the 

peasants' struggle was stylized into thepièce de résistance ofNazi propaganda." Eyeing the 

votes of the nual population, the National SociaIists promised to restore the Gexman 

peasantry to their nghtfbl position in Gerrnan public and political life - but not mere1y for 

the peasants' sake: an uprooted Volk without a healthy peasant substructure, the Nazis 

argued, was doomed. Thus the peasantry suddenly enjoyed not only the attention of a major 

party - and, after 1933, the govemen t  - but a sharply increased public esteem too, at least 
- 

Worle einer fremden Pries~etsprache. (Francé 1922, p. 22). 
56 Dar Eigenrum am deutschen Wald 

Dus blieb in Bauernhand 
57 For example, in the program of  the new cabinet a ~ o u n c e d  on February 1, 1933: "Point d): 

Reorganization of  the economy through protection of  the German peasant in order to secure the food supply 
and thus livelihood of the nation." Reorganisurion der Wirtschafr durch Renung des deutschen Bauern zur 
Erhalrung der Ernührungs- und damit der Lebensgmndlage der Narion (quoted in Stuckart and Schiedemair 
194 1 a, p. 7). After the takeover. the National Socialists claimed that "with one stroke of  a quill and without 
spilling any b l o o d  thcy had victoriously completed "fully four hundrcd years of struggle of the Gennan 
peasant." Apparently, al1 it took for the peasants to frce themselves was CO vote National SociaIist! Volle 400 
Jahre dauerre dieser Kampf des Bauern. der est jeta, im Drirren Reich. ohne B!utvergie&n zum Siege fihrre. 
. . . Der Reichsnührstand har -gewissennaflen mit einem Federsrrich - die ihnt gebührencle Slellung erhalren. 
(Fuchs 1934, p. 345). indted, the agricultural regions in northern and eastern Germany had k e n  a parttcular 
stronghold of  electoral support for the Nazis. In the rural ridir~gs, the National Socialists received roughly 25 
% more votes than averaged over the entire Reich. Bctween 1919 and 1932, Gerrnan farrners saw their 
incornes drop by 40 %, cvcry year more than 5,000 farmers went banknipt. (Corni and Gies 1994. p. 24). 



as expressed in the propaganda idolizing the ' fiee peasant famer' as the backbone of the 

r'ofksgenieiriscliafi This scene of the film was a part of this recognition of the increased 

ideological value of the peasantry. 

Having 'covered' this important moment in Germai history - at least as the Nazis saw 

it - , the  film continued straight on to the reafforestation of the Frederician period without 

paying any attention to the Gerrnan Reformation or the Thirty Years' Wu. Thus, quite 

inaccurately, Frederick the Great is cast in the role of the saviow whose far-sighted policies 

finally put an end to the devastation of the land left behind by the Peasants' War Once 

again, i t is the forest that symbolizes Frederick's historical feat of saving and elevating 

Prussia (symbolizing al1 of Germany), yet this time it is not a primeval but a plaruied and 

planted forest. Stressing Frederick's conjoining of forestry and military administrations, the 

fi lm depic ts Frederick's forester-soldiers supervising the plant ing of the "new f~rest:"~' 

H6rt her - ihr Leute 
Der K6n ig. Seine Majestdt 
Wiii. dufl der neue Wald 
dmrehr a kkurar 
Wie Soldat an Soldat! 

You pmpte, listcn! 
His Majesty tbe King 
wishes the new fomt  
to Iine up 
idce soldicr next to soldier! 

And soon the work of both forest service and m y  yields ample results: as the image fades 

in and out and altemates behveen trees and soldiers, the seedlings stretch into taller and taller 

trees while the rows of lined-up soldiers grow longer and deeper. At first we see only the 

soldiers' legs, but soon we see both the forest and the army from bottom to top: Gennany's 

integrity and strength are restored in the emerging Pmssian kingd~rn.'~ On the basis of the 

58 Cf. Appcndix 1. 

This suggestive similariiy between soldicn in formation and the rows of planted vces of classical 
German forestry has prompted many comparisons, but none more succinct than that by Nobel Prize iaureate 
Elias Canetti in his essay Masse und Mach[ (Crowds and Powcr, 1960): "The symbol of the Gexman masses 
was the anny. Yet the army was more: it was the marching forest-" Dar Marsensymbol der Deulschen war 
das Heer. Aber das Heer war mehc der marschierende Wald 
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unified and expanded realrn (represented by the "new forest") and the army that Frederick 

built, Prussia becomes the master of its fate and an example for ail the Germanies. For it is 

not just the forest that is being rescued and refonned, it is the Gennan spirit, too, as the 

chorus suggests: 

Ruhelos sehnt neue Saar 
sich nach der neuen Tac. 

Restlessly, the new crop 
aches for new deeds. 

For a while, the Volk is allowed to revel in this new-found security. Ignonng the Napoleonic 

humiliation, the film proceeds straight to the Romantic movement and beyond, as the image 

of lovers in a secluded forest fades into a Biedermeier (restoration period) painting. Yet by 

placing a guard next to a border barrier at the edge of the forest, the film reminds the 

audience that it is only military strength that allows for such bliss. Only as long as a strong 

army guards the borders of the realrn (represented by the forest edge) against outsiders can 

the citizens enjoy the peaceful sening in which nature and art blend into a higher, 

aestheticized form of Geman landscape which, as we saw in Chapter 3, quite accurately 

describes the process of the early I 9"'-cenhuy Romanticization of the forest. 

But soon the forest's Romantic honeymoon is over as the voracious demands of 

industrialization set in: railroads, saw mills, exports al1 devour more and more wood. Here 

the tension that characterized so much of Nazi ideology is blatantly obvious: whether in the 

late 19" century or in the 1930s. Germany had to industrïalize, modemize, produce, and 

consume to keep up with the threatening Western 'civilizations,' but that modemization 

came at the pnce of uprooting Gerrnan 'culture' fiom the rural landscape with its agrarian 

structure. As an ideology, National Socialism tried to reconcile the irreconcilable, conflating 

progress and tradition in a backward-looking modemism. This orientation towards the past 



is exernplified not oniy in the images in Ewiger Wald, but in the constant use of the fading 

technique to return to the past for inspiration and to anchor the present and the future. 

In the political reality of the Third Reich, the tension was 'resolved' by proceeding with 

the modernization while rhapsodizing about the virtues of tradition, or, in the words of Hitler 

at the 1934 party rally in Nuremberg, "restoring the synthais of utility and b e a u t ~ . ' ~  

Similarly, in Ewiger Wald, Wilhelmine citizens are oblivious to the modemization process 

around them. Even as their precious forest is plundered, they gather in a forest park and 

enjoy the 'higher values of life' at a Waldfest (forest festival). Ironically, the film exposes 

the fatal flaw of this Romanticizing self-deception of the forest-revellers: into their sununer 

idyll erupts the beginning of the First World War, tearing the land and the forest apart in 

explosion upon explosion. 

Once again, like their Gemanic ancestors, the Gerrnan soldiers fight alongside their 

forest ally, they take cover behind fallen trees, and they celebrate Christmas in the trenches 

around a single bough of evergreen. Yet the cross of Christmas soon becomes the cross on 

a soldier's grave and, as the carnera opens the angle, uncounted crosses fil1 the screen, an 

endless cemetery of crosses which in tum fades into an endless field of tree stumps. As the 

carnera swings over the stumps, we enter the Weimar period: black French soldiers are seen 

lounging in the foreground, leaning on their guns while two blond Germans are labouring 

in the background: they cut trees for reparation ~h i~rnen t s .~ '  The trees, linked with chains 

60 wieder eine Synthese w n  ZwechüPigkeiil und Sch6nheit hineingebracht werden. (quoted in Goring 
1934, p. 989). 

6 1 The reparation shipments o f  wood amounted to 50 million cubic metres, ofwhich one million were duc 
in 1 92 1 alone (cf. Borkenhagen 1977, p. 153; Kiinig 192 1 ,  p. 163). In fact, it was Germany 's defaulting on 
a shipment to France o f  53,000 cubic metres o f  sawn wood and 200,000 telegraph poles that provided the legal 
basis for the occupation o f  the Ruhr arca by French, Italian, and Belgian troops in January 1923. (see Chapter 
5. footnote 54). How intensely German forcstcrs resented the prcsence of occupation soldiers in their forests 



of steel, are split by iron wedges and fed into an automated saw mill: Germany's forest, its 

soul, is uprooted, shackled and fed into the mills of the mechanized Western world. To the 

muted tune of  the Deutschlandlied (the Gerrnan national anthem) in minor, the camera 

surveys a devastated Iand: mutilated, shelled trees (which is historically incorrect since no 

fighting took place on Gerrnan soil), a shredded banner under dark skies. The chorus is full 

of gloom: 

Ven-ottet. verkommen 
Von fremder Rasse durchsetzt 
Wie trügsr du. Volk 
Wie migsr du, Wald 
die undenkbare k t ?  

Rotten, depravcd, 
polluted with forcign race, 
how, Volk, do you bear, 
how, forcst, do you bear 
the unspeakable burden? 

Yet the tone quickly changes as the carnera focusses on an old fanner's furrowed face with 

downcast eyes who slowly looks up to his blond son whose silhouette fades into a 

b lossoming young tree: 

Wir beugen uns nichr 
Wir. die den Tod übenvunden 
kzinden die Wiedergeburl 
tragen die Fahne ins Licht. 

We will uot yield - 
WC, who overcame death, 
will herald the rebirth, 
will carry the banner to the light 

A fanfae sounds and the blossoming tree in turn becornes a maypole adorned with Nazi 

banners. As the carnera swings, columns of  people are seen rnarching p s t  the tree, waving 

is reflected in a speech by the head of the Department of Silviculture in the Bavarian forest administration, Karl 
RebeI, on May 20, 1924: "For years to corne, and with alrnost superhuman restraint, we must endure foreign 
riff-raff in the German lands. By God, that is enough! There is no need to suffer the same fate in the Gennan 
forest. Let us cast them out and dam the door behind them!" Wir mtissen auf Jahre hinaus in deutschen 
Landen rnit/ast übermenschlicher Zuru'ckhalrung ausliïndisches Gesindel ertragen. Dar langr, bei Gort! Irn 
deutschen Wald brauchen wir solches nicht zu dulden. Weven wir wenigstens dieses hinaus und machen wïr 
da den Riegel zu! (Rebel 1924, p. 725). Where would Rebel draw the Iine between trees and humans? 

The accusation that the French wcrc cornrnitting a "sin a g a k t  the blood" by mixing with Blacks was a 
comrnon elemcnt of German hate propaganda. The articles by Hans zur Megede, which appeared regularly 
in forestry journals after 1933, were examples of the most rabid form of such propaganda. In 1940, for 
instance, zur Megede wrote that the behaviour of "the Frenchman shows that he . . . has sunk to the cultural 
level of the negro with whom he interbreeds indiscriminately ." Aber der Franzose zeigr. dap e t  nichr nur auf 
die Kulrurstufe des Negers. mit dem ersich wahllos vennischt. herabgesunken kt .  . . . (zur Megede 1940. p. 
175). 



Figure 6.2: Advertisement for the Pein & Pein nurseries in Halstenbek (fkom 
Der Deutsche Forsmiri 1938,2O(U/45), p. 576). An example of the symbolic 
trans ference of the imagery of 'rootedness in the soil' and 'racial heritage' fiom the 
forcst to the resident population. The text reads: "Healthy, strong trunks only grow 
frorn racially pure, site-adapted seedlings!" 
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more banners. We have reached the New Gemany to which ali of this history was 

progressing: the resurrection of the Waldreich last enjoyed by the Gennanic tribes- The 

camera retums to the forest for a last time, showing the tasks that lie ahead for the young 

Third Reich. 

As farmers plough the soil arnong exceedingly ta11 trees, the chorus exhorts them to 

"break the waiting ~ o i l * ~  and bnng about the new era in which the fertility of the German 

soil and Volk, fallow for such a long time but suggested by the taIlness of the trees, wilt 

finally bear fruit- This will be a time when forest and farming coexist in hannony - when 

the peasants are rehabilitated and the Volk returns to tilling the soil as the first step towards 

purifjhg its blood from the foreign influences of 'civilization.' 

The mood of this sequence is captured by a nurseries advertisement that appeared in the 

forestry journals around the sarne time (see Figure 6.2): arnong the ta11 and straight trees 

works the Waldbauer or forest famer with his hulking horses, reaping the bounty of the soil 

- while in the background the next generation of trees eagerly pushes towards the light. The 

advertisement warns: "Heaithy, strong tninks only grow h m  racially pure, site-adapted 

seedlings!'" 

The next scene of Ewiger Wald illustrates this comection of blood and soil through race: 

while the camera shows an axe in close-up, the chorus reminds the audience of its purpose: 

"Excise what is of foreign race and ~ i c k . ' ~  In the next shot, the axe is hewing into the dead 

62 Brechr aufden warrenden Boden 
63 Kerngesunde, krafiolle Stümme nur aus rassereinen und standortgerechten Jungp/lanzen! From an 

advertisement by the Pein & Pein nurseries in Halstenbek (in Der Deuische Forstwirt 1938,20(44/45), p. 576). 
63 

Schlagr aus, was rassefemd und krank 



wood of a d v  tree. Before the tree crashes to the ground, the axe appears once more close 

up and the chorus spells out the mission of the new Germany: 

Aus der Viefjiaalf der Anen schaflt 
Des ewigen Wafdes mue Gemeinschafi 
Der neuen Gerneinschafl ewigen Wafd. 

From the multitude of  species 
Create the new community of  the eternal forest 
Create the eternal forest of the new cornrnunity. 

With these words, the chorus closes the circle of history and the circle of forest and Volk. 

Just as the German forest is eternal and unconquerable, so is the German Volk. As Iong as 

the forest remains as their volkisch refuge, the German people might be humiliated but 

ultimately will rebound corn whatever adversity their enemies might contrive. 

In the final scene, we once again see blond youngsters dancing around a maypole, just 

as their Gemanic ancestors did." Was it an hour ago, or two thousand years? It does not 

matter, for these Germans are offshoots of the same Volk, rooted in the sarne soil, just as the 

trees around them are still part of the same 'eternal' German forest. In the final shot, the 

carnera leaves the dancers and ascends the maypole fkom its base rooted in Gennanic 

tradition to the tip adorned by the swastika banners representing the pinnacle of German 

history: we have arrived at the new National Socialist Germany, the fulfilment of Gerrnan 

aspirations. 

Ewiger Wald aimed to enlighten the audience, "you, Volk," about its glorious Germanic 

history and the roots of that history in the German forest. At the same time, by equating the 

individual German with the trees of the forest and the Volk with the forest as a whole, the 

film suggested to Germans that they were Volksgenossen in the Volksgemeinschafl of the 

New Germany and that they were just as rooted in the soil of their Heimat as were the trees. 

In its peculiar choice of spotlights on particular events of German history, the film also 

65 The maypole also connects the supposed G e m n i c  rites with the Nazi Labour Day festival on May 1 st. 
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aliows us to gain a sense of the cuit of selective continuity on which the National Socialists 

placed so much emphasis. In their desire to represent their movement as the logical apex of 

a uniquely Gennanic history, the National Socialists had to appropriate figures and events 

of the Gennan past as their legitimating predecessors while excising or vilifjring others. 

Ewiger Wald thus throws many of the idiosyncrasies of general National Socialist 

historiography into relief, while also rehcting that history through the prism of 'The 

German Forest. ' As we proceed to other media of propaganda, we wiII encounter the same 

individual components and overail pattern of Nazi uses of Forestopia Firstly, whether on 

the screen, airwaves, or paper, the National Sociaiists invariabfy conjured up a unique 

volkisch history by gloriQing ancient Germanic and Gothic times and comecting them with 

the present via the Peasants7 Revolt and Frederician ~russia.' In contradistinction to this 

stood the second commonality, namely the slandenng of foreigners, capitalism, and the 

Church as un-Gennan. Thirdly, the individual Gerrnan was rooted in the soi1 as a symbolic 

tree in the forest of the Volksgemeinschafi - even if, as in the case of broadcasting, those 

roots were stretched across the ether. 

6.5 The Forest on the Radio: Imaginary Ramblings in the Schorfheide Forest 

With its ability to speak at once to ear and eye, film certainly was the most suggestive rnass 

medium. Yet films were expensive to produce and were Iimited by the number of prints, 

theatres, and screenings. Radio programs, by contrast, were relatively cheap to produce, and 

reached more Germans both immediately and simultaneousIy. The radio was thus a prime 

66 The Nazis also staged popular festivals with Teutonic pageants celebrating "2,000 Years of Gennan 
Culture" - hence the title of a spectacle hcld in Munich in the swnmer o f  1937. 



medium for the National Socialists to engender an instant feeling of community and 

simultaneity: al1 Germans, "whether in the forester's home or the endless sea of tenements," 

were supposedly united in fkont of their Vokempfànger and pub1 ic speakers, intently 

listening to "the words of the Führer with gratehl hearts and glowing eyes.'*' Yet, as the 

forest was a predominantly visual expenence, would it not be dificult to convey the 'feel' 

of the forest via the radio so it could serve in creating a feeling of community? Not if the 

program was designed to build on notions and emotions that were present in the minds of the 

listeners in the first place. 

In October of 1934, Reichsforsfmeister Goring ordered that a 90-minute prograrn be 

transmitted on the national network of the Deutschlanclsender in which seven microphones 

and a portable transmitter relayed the sounds of the nature reserve Schorfheide one hour 

Berlin: 

Last Sunday, at the bchest of the Reichforsrmeister, this unique program Icd the listencn into this 
wonderfiil Gcrmaa forest. On that sunny &y, the forest proudly worc its best a u t d  colours and 
the Deurschlandsender raznblcd through its 40,000 hectares to capture for its listcners with seven 
microphones the beauty and lifc of the forest. The experirnent, during parts of which thc game was 
stalked with a portable short wave transmitter, may be called a cornpletc succ~ss .~  

What was the purpose of this "experirnent"? Why take listeners to a forest they could not 

see but only imagine? The idea was precisely to conjure up the forest that the audience 

already had in their minds, building on preconceived notions while at the sarne time 

reinforcing them. The prograrn was to make the audience feel that they knew this forest, that 

68 Am Sonnrag jùhrre ouf Veranlassung des Reichs$orsrmeisters der Rundfunk seine W r e r  in einer 
eirzzigartigen Sendung in diesen wundervollen deurschen Wald. Der Deulschlnndsender durchwanderre an 
dem sonnigen Tage die in bunrem Herbsrkleidprangenden Wîïkder der 160 000 Morgen grofin Schofiecde. 
in der sieben Mikrophone aufgebaut waren. um die Schtïnheir und das Leben des Waldes fiir die H6rer 
rinzufangen. Der Versuch, bei dem zum Teil mit einem rragbaren Kurzwellenrender dm Wild beschlichen 
wircie. kann als aupers1 gelungen bezeichner werden. (Goring 1 934, p. 989). 



they naturaliy belonged there. The farniliar sounds of hunting homs opened the ramble 

through the forest, the audience met the game of the forest and even came along on a stalk 

for deer. The obligatory connection with their Germanic p s t  was made through visiting the 

preserve of the deutsches Urwild (primeval German game species: wild ox, moose, forest 

horses), which had been opened with great fanfare a few months eartier (see Figure 6.3). 

In a speech concluding the program, Goring himself explaineci why the listeners were 

visiti~g their forest: 

It is part of the National Socialist mission to recomect our people with the soil, to bring thcm closer 
to nature, so they rnay draw rtnewcd strmgth to crcatc and sbape thcü lives. Oaly  those who !ive in 
nature, who feel connected with nature, who live in nature with al1 thcir soul, recognize and 
comprehend what we cal1 fatheriand. . . . Such is the purpose of the work king done here: to 
contriiute to the reconstruction of Gtr~nany.~~ 

The listeners thus were to renew theù bond with the soi1 if only at a distance. In fact, for the 

purposes of National SociaIism, the imaginary forest walk was absoiutely sufficient. 

Germans did not need to individuaily reestablish their rootedness by spending time in the 

Schorfheide, as long as they felr they were reconnecting with the forest as "the eternal nature 

whence we al1 hail and whither we will al1 ret~m."'~ Indeed, spending too much time in the 

solitude of the forest would have removed the Volksgenossen beyond the reach of the 

innumerabIe 'voluntary' National Socialist measwes of mass mobilization that ensured their 

leisure time was spent 'properly' (one ofwhich we wilI encounter presently). It was enough 

" Es gehôrt m m  nationaisozialirrischen Wirken und GestaI1en. die Menschen wieder erdwrbunden zu 
nrachen. sie der Narur nâhembringen. damir sie aus ihr wieder die Krap sch6pfen. dm Leben gestalten und 
formen zu korrnen. Nur wer in der Nutur lebr. wer sich ihr verbunden fihlt. wer mir ganzer Seele in der N m c r  
lehr. erkcnnr und e$aflr dm. was rvir Vaterland nennen. . . . Su encsrehr hier eine Arbeir. die mir dazu 
beirragen soli. den Neubau Deutschlands nr vollziehen. (Goring 1934, p. 990). 

'O die ewige Na fur. ous der wir alle geboren wurden. zu der wir alle wiederkehren. (Bachmann 1 93 5.  p. 
29). 



- 
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Figure 6.3: Gbring inspecting a front of uniformed forestry officiais at the 
occasion of the opening of the bison preserve at Schorfheide (fiont page of Der 
Deursche Forstbeamte on June 16, 1934 (2(24), p. 443). Next to Goring is the Pmssian 
Head Forester Hausendorff, behind him the Head of the Gerrnan Forest Administration, 
General forstrneister von Keudell. 
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to let the imagination of the Volk, nicely contained in a 90-minute time dot, wander through 

the ideational German forest - hence the radio ramble îhrough the ~chorfheide." 

To rein force the Germamess of the forest in the minds of the listeners, tribute was paid 

at the log cabin dedicated to the memory of Reich President von Hindenburg who had died 

in August of 1934. At Goring's estate of Karinhall it was stressed that the Reichsforstmeister 

had chosen the Schorfheide as the location for his country retreat because of its national 

importance as a wildlife refuge. Finally, during a stop at the new Labour Service camp, the 

audience was reminded of the paramount role of the forest in the Arbeitsschlacht ('battle for 

jobs') against unemployment and dependency on foreign resources. 

The program was thus designed to give the audience a feeling of comectedness with the 

soi1 through a celebration of their 'naniral' German longing for the forest, a feeling of 

Germanness by stressing the Geman character and national importance of the visited forest, 

and a feeling of community as members of the Voksgemeinschaft. Goring twk it upon 

himself to further stress this last goal in an address "fiom his log cabiii" that concluded the 

program. The Reichsforstmeister exhorted Gennan hunters to remember the "poorest 

Volksgenossen" and donate their takings of one week to the Winterhiijswerk (winter aid 

collection): 

7 1 In Iater years, the Reich Forest Office under GOring was also contemplating a broadcast service that 
dealt exclusively with forestq issues. Modelled on the fanners' prograrns on the radio, this scwicc was to 
discuss issues of importance to forest owners living in rtmote forest regions - and presumabie provide them 
with the appropnate dose of forest propaganda at the same time. The deliberations on this project are 
documented in the Federal Archives Berlin (BA R 18 1544, BI. 25 1-252: Lener by Wilhelm Münker. chair 
of the 'Cornmittee for Salvaging the Deciduous Forest' to the Reich Forest Office, October 6, 1943)- 



Remember tfiat yourenjoyment obligates you to help further the general well k ing  of the Vok. . . . 
1 am certain that the German hunters feel this connection with the poorest of  our people. This wilt 
allow you to enjoy the enjoyrnent that Hubertus [the patron saint of hunters, ML] grants you." 

The word "certain" clearly expressed that it was expected that "your hunting holidays" would 

be timed so as to contribute to the prescribed "sweeping success of this a ~ ~ e a l . " ~ ~  The 

matenal modesty that was expected h m  the privileged hunters was to bear witness to the 

national solidarity of Gennans: the message was that the Volksgemeinschaft truly existed. 

Here was Germany's second-in-command in his humble "log cabin" in the midst of the 

German forest, admonishing his Vofksgenossen: you, too, must Iive fnigally for the benefit 

of the Volk. Gijring's "log cabin" was far fiom simple, though. In fact, it was a massive 

structure complete with brickwork and bronze scutptures, representative enough for the ' first 

paladin' to host his Führer (see Figure 6.4). 

Goring's legendary penchant for opulence and his obvious corpulence made a farce of 

his words - but neither his sincerity nor his persona1 example were the issue here. What 

those addressed needed to hear in order to align their own behaviour was provided in the 

ominous character of his exhortations. Along with the guidelines for behaviour, in this case 

donating venison, they contained the sanction in case of disobedience: the revocation of the 

prized hunting privilege. This very public coercion was not an accident, but a calculated 

-- 

72 [ch wende mich auch in dieser Stunde eindnnglich an die deurschen Jdger und wiederhole. was ich 
bereits in rneinern heutigen Aufmfgesagt habe: Wenn Sie drau&n die herrliche Freude der Jagd geniepen. 
dann denken Sie auch an diejenigen. die dus nicht haben konnen. Denken Sie an die ü m r e n  Volkgenossen. 
Denken Sie daran. dap diese Freude Sie verpfichret. zu heren am allgemeinen Volkncohl. Ich habe Sie 
aufgefordert. in der Woche vom 9. bis 16. Dezember alles Witd, dus Sie zur Strecke bringen. dem 
Winterhi&werk abtuliefern. damir in manche anne ffürre zu Weihnachten eim Braren kommr. ~ q e n - i e  Ihren 
Urlaub, Ihren Pirschgang, Ihre Treibjagd auch in diese Tage, damit der Aufiuf von durchschlagender Wirhng 
w r d  /ch bin sicher. dap die deutsche JagerschajÏ diese Verbundenheit mit den A"rmsren unseres Volkesfih if. 
Dam künnen Sie auch bercchrigr die Freude empfinden. die Ihnrn Hubertus verschaflr. (Goring 1 934, p. 990). 

" In the opening speech to the Griine Woche 1935 in January of  1935, G6ring announced that the German 
hunters had indeed donated over 200,000 animals worth more than one million Reichsmark (Der Deirrsche 
Forsrwirr 1935b. p. 106). 



Figure 6.4: uThe Führer as the Guest of Reichsfomtmekter Goring at Kariahall" (from 
Deii~sche Fors~beamrenzeitung 1936 2(1), p. 24). Goring is dressed in one of his self-designed 
buckskin hunter's outfits. A strict vegetarian, Hitler was openly critical o f  Goring's penchant for 
hunting. This image, carefully staged by his personai photographer Heinrich Hoffinam, is a rare 
instance o f  Hitler allowing hirnself to be associated with hunting. 
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commonp tace in Nazi Germany. The Volksgenossen at al1 times knew what was expected 

of them - after ail, that was the very purpose of the propaganda. 

As officials of the state, foresters were expected to align themselves with their 

Reichsforsrmeisfer and to interpret, disseminate, and defend his propaganda in their districts. 

I t  is important to note that party membership among foresters was exceedingly high. In 

1937,92 % of al1 Prussian foresters were Partergenossen (party comrades), compared to 86 

% of al1 Prussian civil servants. For the other Lïinder, the average nurnbers were 85 % and 

63 %, respectively." 

Yet the high membership numbers alone do not necessarily indicate a high degree of 

activism: no forester ever achieved a position of political prominence, not even that of 

Gauleiter or 'district leader' of the NSDAP." Why, then, did foresters join the party in 

disproportionate nurnbers? For one, as state officials in unifonn, foresters were under high 

pressure to join the p i ~ r t y . ~ ~  That the Nazis were well aware of the importance of forest 

officials as local opinion-makers is reflected in the statement of the head of the German 

forest administration, Friedrich Alpers, that "as the forester thinks in his isolated forest 

office, so will the forest labourer, so will the people in his own small settlement, and so will 

71 Cf. Borkenhagen 1977, p. 98, for rnembership among foresters; and Frei 1993, p. 90, for mernbership 
among civil servants. 

75 (Rubner 1985. p. 1 13). On the other han6  with the exception of Kun von Plenenberg, no forester was 
active in the German resistance movement either. (cf. Appendix in Koehler 1986). 

"> Cf. W. [sic] 1946 for an anernpt to explain l e  "deplorably high" mcmbcrship rate with "pressure from 
above." It is interesting to note that the author of this article felt it necessary to withhold his narnc. Was he 
afraid of reprisais from 'die-hards' who had survived the political cleansing of the forest administration after 
1945? 
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the surrounding villages."" The forestry administration was also comparatively small, which 

made 'standing aside' even more difficult and increased pressure on the individuai." By 

1940, o d y  party members were adrnitted to a11 career levels in forestry. Once admitted into 

the career, the aspiring foresters could advance only if their behaviour "warrants that the 

candidate at al1 times and without reservation represents the National Socialist  tat te."^^ 

Every decision conceming the careers of foresters was subject to political assessment by the 

party authorities at a11 levels. For exarnple, all promotions of academically trained foresters 

had to be processed centrally in the party headquarfers in Munich. If the forester in question 

held a higher administrative position or was part of the Reich Forest Office in Berlin 

(Reichsforstomt), the promotion even had to receive the placet of the Deputy of the ~ührer.'~ 

Again, the institutional reasons for joining the party obscure definitive insights into the 

motives of individuals. We are Ieft, nonetheless, with an appreciation of the hegemonic 

effect that such a high membership must have had among young foresters in pursuit of a 

career in the public forest service (which, &er d l ,  offered more than 85 % of al1 available 

n Wie der Forstbeamte in seinem einsamen Forsrhaus denkt, so denkt der Waldarbeiter, so denkr der 
Mann in der kleinen Siedlung und in den umliegenden Dojem. (Alpers to a meeting of foresters in Brunswick 
on January 14, 1943, cornmemorating the tenth anniversary of the seizure of power, cited in Borath 1943, p. 
16). 

" (Rubner 1985, p. 1 13). Rubner fùrthrr suggests that the long time f m e  of forestry made foresten 
relatively more susceptible to the promises of the Nazis to "ciean up for a 1.000 years to come." 

79 Vorausseaung fur die Einberufung kt.  dafl der Baverber ouf Gmnd der von den beaufiragren 
Hoheirsiriïgern der Partei aufAnsuchen des Reichsfors tmeisters auigestellten polirischen Begutachtung (3 26 
D BG und dazu gehdrige Durch/uhrungsverordnung) die Gewühr dafir bietet. dqR erjedeneit rirckhaltlosfiir 
den narionalsozialistuchen Staat eintn-tt. (Rcichsforstmeister 1940, section 6. ( 1 )). 

'O As of 1934. aspiring students had to sewe 10 weeks (later 6 months) with the 'voluntary' Labour 
Service and become mandatory mcmbers of the Stormtroopers upon registration. At the sarne time. staff and 
faculty at the forestry academies were required to participate in party events to be considered for promotion 
or tenure. (Schleifenbaum 1987, p. 75). For the degrce of party involvernent in the promotion of forestry 
officials, see Rubner 1985, pp. 1 1 1-1  12. 
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positions). The message was clear: party membership was a sine qua non for foresters - and 

there was pressure to be publicly active in the service of state and party- 

6.6 Foresters Speaking on Forestopia 

6 -6.1 Pre~arine Foresters for their Task 

During the Weimar period, foresters had begun to discuss and recognize that their 

education and salient position within rural society bestowed "extra-professional tasks" on 

them that amounted io an "inner mission" and obligated them to be politically active." At 

the 1926 annual meeting of the Gennan Society of Foresters, the chairman Lorenz Wappes 

had ended his appeal to German foresters to embrace their public duties with the ominous 

words: "Whoever serves the present with al1 his devotion will mle the future."* in 1933, 

that 'future' was rapidly taking shape, and foresters were indeed called upon to share in the 

ruling of Germany - as instruments and mouthpieces. In National Socialist Gemany, 

foresters were plainly drafied into public duty as "leaders." To prepare them for this task, 

foresters were called up into Weltamchauliche Schulungslager or 'ideology camps' to 

receive "ideological and physical training."83 The fact that foresters shared this 'honour' 

with relatively few other professions such as teachers and university lecturers indicates how 

8 1 See for example the articles by Künkele: "The Extra-Professional Tasks o f  the Forester" Die 
auJ?e@achlichen Aufgaben des Forsrbeamten, (Künkele 1926a) and "The 'Inner Mission' o f  the Forester" Die 
"innere Mksion " des Forsrmannes, in which he calls foresters "modern-day Ieaders of the village" 
(neuzeirliche Doflhrer) in an "unchallenged position of leadership" while still being "one among the 
Volksgenossen" (unhesrrirrene Führerstellung: Beamrer im Volhruar unrer Volksgenossen) (Künkele 1926b, 
p. 53). 

82 Wer der Gegen wart mir Hingabe dienr. wird einsr die Zukunfi beherrschen. (Wappes 1 926, p. 4 83). 

83 welranschaulich und kPrperfich gerchufr (Loetsch 1935, p. 3 1 1 ). 
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important the National Socialists deemed the function of foresters as public roie models and 

multiplicaton in the rural districts to be." 

For example, in 1935, al1 Saxon state foresters under the age of 55 had to spend one week 

in the NS-GaufUhrerschule (National Socialist District Leader Training School) at 

Augustusburg castle. At this 'boot camp,' foresters of al1 ranks (even full professors!) had 

to eat, sleep, and wash in common quarters with bunk beds, they exercised in "forest runs" 

and "battle garnes," they formed "potato-peeling kitchen detachments," and they had to pass 

spot inspections of their quarters while standing at attention in their pyjamas. Yet the "strict 

regime of military and athletic duties" was only meant to provide the " h e w o r k "  for 

"ideological presentations as the core of the entire 

The invited part-- speakers began by inveighing against the "ideological enemies": the 

"Jewry" as "the counter-race" and its "back-up army, the Freemasons and political 

Catholicism.'" Other speeches dealt with the "'racial problem" and - in an instance of early 

sabre-rattling - the "question of ~zechoslovakia.'~' Finally, the Reichîstatthalter (Reich 

Govemor) of Saxony himself spelled out the purpose of this training camp: 

84 (Frei 1993, p. 88). Foresters' organizations also praised "young, field-tested foresters" as "doubtless 
the best leaders" for the Reichrarbeifsdienrt (Reich Labour Service) and offered to function as a clcaxing house 
for project assignrnents, matching up projects with intercsted foresters. See the public notice in Der Deursche 
Forsnvirr 1934, (16)50, p. 503). Foresters were apparently keen to embrace the opportunity this new 'career 
path' offered. According to a notice in Deuisclre Forst-Zeitung (1933). more than 400 foresters had applied 
to be trained as 'camp leaders' for the Labour Service - more than 8 times the number of available positions. 
I t  is likely that the rcason for the high interest was the high uncmployment rate among young foresters. (cf. 
the waming by the Reich Forcstry Association not to cmbark on studies in forestry (Reichsfontverband 1932)). 

" S m  Rahmen eines stroflen militürIlrchen und spordichen Dienrtex ivuren ganz vocüglic~ie 
~c~elrunschauliche Vortrüge der Kempunkt der Schulung. (Loetsch 1935, p. 3 1 1 ,  emphasis in the original). 

86 Loetsch 1935, p. 3 1 1. 
87 Der Deutsche Forshvakt 1935% p. 83 1. 



AppIy and carry through in the outside world everything you hear and experïence here. Do so zs the 
loyal soldiers of the Führer - soldien who can march and shoot if need be." 

This ominous reference, in combination with the glances at the Czechoslovakian neighbour 

and the "battle games," lefi not doubt about the aggressive agenda which, as one participant 

reported glowingly, ' k a s  harnmered into us." The idea wzs to enabie foresters to pass on 

"the motto of the Führer" -"The fight continues!" - to their subordinates at work and their 

fellow Volksgenossen in the district. To this end, they were taught how to school their forest 

labourers about camaraderie and physical training, and about the 'proper' German attitude." 

Indeed, foresters did p a s  on the message. At conventions and meetings, they tried to 

win over other foresters: 

Tomorrow you will return to your own spherc of activity, work in and for the German forest Maybe 
not al1 with the neccssary faith and confidence in o u .  times. But 1 want to ask one thing of you: try 
and comprehend the nature of the forat that surrounds you daily, and apply the spirit of its 
cornrnunity of life to the German 

Another forester was more forthright about what that would entail: 

88 und al2 dm. was Sie hier h6ren und erleben, drauhn a h  rreue Soldaten des Fuhrers anwenden und 
durchserzen, - Soldaten. die. wenn es nortur, auch morschieren undschiefin konnen. (Der Deursche Forsrwir~ 
I935a. p. 83 1). 

89 ha1 in packenden Worten die Losung des Führers in uns hineingehümmert: Der Kampfgehl welter! 
(Loetsch 1935, p. 3 12). 

90 Nach Abschlufl des morgigen Tages kehren Sie in fhren Wirkungskreîr zuru'ck. zur Arbeit in and am 
rieuechen Walde. Vielleichr nicht alle mir dem Glauben und der Zuversicht an die Dinge unserer Zeit. wie es 
n6rig w&e. Aber urn eins mochte ich sie bitren. versuchen Sie dar Wesen des Waldes. in dem Sie doch tâglich 
weilen. zu erkennen und überrragen Sie den Sinn der dort herrschenden Lebensgerneinrchafi aufden deutschen 
Menschen. (Holle 1935a. p. 787). Apparently, the censors had second thoughts about Holle's admission that 
there were foresters who had doubts about National Socialisrn. In the version of his speech printed in another 
journal, the passage simply reads: "Let us try to comprehcnd the nature of the forest that surrounds us daily, 
and to apply the spirit of its cornrnunity of life to the German people." Wir wollen versuchen. daheim dos 
Wesen des Waldes. in dem wir tcïglich weilen. t u  erkennen und den Sinn der dorr herrschenden 
Lebensgemeinschafren aufden deurrchen Menschen übertragen. (Holle 193%. p. 455). 



the character of  our profession ensures that we bring with us the necessaxy requirements for 
understanding the idea of  National Socialism. The forester who witnesses daily the silent but 
merciless struggie for existence by necessity rejects the unnatural idea ofpacifism. Thus the fotester 
fully welcomes the racial question, the importance of heredity, and the extermination of al1 those 
rnentally or physicatly inferi~r.~' 

This forester did not even attempt to camouflage the ultimate thnist of the "racial question" 

as he saw i t: the killing of "mentally inferiot' h ~ r n a n s . ~ ~  As we will see shortly, whatever 

foresters learnt from "genetically improving" forest stands was indeed quickly transfened 

to the human sphere. A mere five years later, the issues of racial purity in forest and human 

populations had become so interchangeable that the author of a highly praised book on the 

'breeding' potential of Prussian foresters could speak of 'keeding and thinning Jews and the 

hereditary ili" as a means of negative selection similar to cutting the worst trees or to culling 

the least promising garne specirnen. The author, a professor of forestry at the Prussian 

forestry academy at Ham.-Münden (who continued to teach there through the 1950s)' argued 

that this negative selection of humans needed to be complemented by methods of positive 

selection, Le., ensuring that foresters as bearers of the best hereditary traits have more 

children thui the average Vofksgenosse - a minimum of four per forestermP3 

9 1 Brachte es die duJere Lage der Forstwirtschafr mit sich. dap die Lehre des Nationa!sozialurnuî au/ 
fruchrbaren Boden fal!en mupte, so waren durch die Eigenarr unseres Berufes auch die inneren 
Voraussetzungen fir ein Yerslondnis des narionalsoziaiistischen Gedankengutes gegeben. Den naru$remden 
P azifumus muj7 der Forsîmann. der raglich Gelegen heit hot. den stummen aber erbizterten Kampjtrms Dasein 
zu beobachren. ablehnen- Die Rassenfrage, die Bedeutung der Erbrnasse, die Ausmemng alla geistig oder 
Ccorpcrlich Mindenvertigen rniirsen bei dem Forstmann auf voiles Verstündnis srofin. (Fuchs 1934, p- 345). 

92 The systematic killing of  mentally handicapped and mentally il1 was otdered by Hitler in October of  
1939, but preparations for the so-called 'euthanasia' programme had been conducted for some tirne already. 
(Cf. Frei 1993. pp. 120- 128). 

9? Was die prakrische Rassenpflege aber seit 1933 vernrochr har. rrfrrr nur ein Unkraut-Jiïten (Juden. 
Erbkranke). aber noch kein Garrenbau (positive Auslese). . . . OderJorsdich-vorbidch gesagt: nur ein 
A ushieb der schlechr geformten Vonvüchse. aber noch keine DurcClforstung. gesch weige denn ein Waldbau. 
. . . Die Forstbeamtenscha/r stelit eine kôrperiich. clrarakterlich und geisrig scharf ausgewühlte 
Bcrtilkerungsgruppe von iberdurchschnittfichen Leisrungstriïgern dar. (Volken 1939, pp. 383 and 385). 
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Foresters were thus seen - and presented themselves - as the hereditary elite of the 

German Volkskorper who were to provide leadership to theother Vdksgenossen. In the next 

section, we will examine how foresters perfonned their tasks as "leaders" and multiplicators 

arnong the general population. 

6.6.2 Forestopia on the Public Lecture Circuit 

O n  January 14, 1936, the Badenian forester Karl Müller was ordered to speak to the 

Badisc he Naturschutztag (Badenian Convention on the Protection of Nature) in ~arlsnrhe." 

The subject of Müller's ta& was announced as 'The Badenian Forest in the Badenian 

Landscape," yet his diction reveals that he was concerned with a v0ikisch Forestopia instead: 

within minutes, the forest switched fiom being the subject of management to becoming "our 

educator" - particularly in matters military" 

Longevity, diversity of its constituting members, pcrfèct utilization of  space in both air and soi1 - that 
is what the forcst shows us. . . . From a vantagt point, we survey the forest assembled in the 
landscape like an army; rambling dong iu edge, we inspect it like a brave front; in the interior of  the 
forest we hark its secrets Iike a column of  soldiers secking rest and calm. . . . 
As ordered, we have appreciattd the Badeaian forest as a phenornenon within our landscape. Yet. 
to us foresters and to many oülers, the foresi is . . . most of al1 a community of  life in which big and 
small belong together as superiors and subordinatts!% 

94 Müller 1936. 

95 Der Wald, den wir mir Ehrjïurchr vor den Naturkrüfien eniehen. soll uns selbsr wiederurn Enieher sein! 
(Müller 1936. p. 233). 

96 ~angglebi~keir. Vielseitigkeif seiner Glieder. vollkornrnene Aurnutzung der h u m e s  in Lujl und Boden 
zeigt uns der Wald. . . . Dann finden wir ihn beim Weitblick über eine solche Landschafi o/r wie einen 
Heerbann versammelr. oder beim Wandem on seinern Traufwie eine tapfere Fronf. oder wir belauchen dm 
Geheimnis seines Innern wie eine Truppe und ihr Soldarentum bei Rasr und Ruhe. . . . 

IVir hahen - )r9us verlangf war - den budischen Wald als Erscheinung irn Rahnten unserer gizsarnter; 
Landschafi gewïrdigz. Uns Forsrleuten und vielen andern mir uns isr weirerhin zugleich und überall der IVakd 
in seinen /nnenrüumen besonderes Erlebnîr. Geheimnis. Gleichnir. ru riefit Lebensgemeinschafr. wo Grop und 
Klein in Hcrrschen und Dienen ,rrsammengeh6ren! (Müller 1936, pp. 21 7-2 18 and 233, paragraph break in 
the original). 
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Müller did not use the word Voihgemeinschufl, yet his choice of words and imagery suggest 

that it was the organization of the New Germany to which he directed his cornparison 

between forest and army: the Volk should be organized like the forest, as a community of 

supenors and subordinates that survives and succeeds only as a community while depending 

on the heroism of the individual. 

As a forester, Müller himselfwas both superior and subordinate in the comrnunity he was 

suggesting. As a civil servant, he spoke to his audience "as ordered," doing his duty by 

meeting an officiaily created 'need' for Volbau/ArOmng or 'popular enlightenment.'" Yet 

he was called upon to do so because as a forester he also was a Respekrsperson or 'person 

in authority' in the rural community. Due to their education, foresters commonly enjoyed 

the collective respect of the m l  population which placed them among the other local 

dignitaries: teacher, doctor, priest, lawyer, pharmacist. Yet foresters also were figures of 

state authority: they wore uniforms, c h e d  arrns, and served as the local police force in the 

f~res t .~ '  (see Figures 6.5 and 6.6 for uniforms and rank insignia of German foresters). As 

such, foresters were the perfect mouthpieces for officia1 propaganda and the state-controlled 

media provided foresters with models for their speeches. 

97 Hence the official name of Goebbel's ministry: Minisreriuni fir Vo/hau/x-/anmg und Propaganda 
(Minisny of Popular Enlightenrnent and Propaganda). 

98 On the rights and duties o f  foresten as members o f  the auxiliary police forces see Deurrche 
Fors fbeamrenzeitung 1935. 



Figure 6.5: Prussian State Foresters Uniforms as of 1934 (fiom the official dress 
regulation in Anonymous 1934). The uniforms are very similar to those of the 
Wehrmachr. Note the pistol on the ' forest duties uniform' (lefi), the dress aiguillete on 
the right shoulder (centre), and the ceremonial hunting cutlass (centre and right) 
prescnbed when participating in public events (cf. Angolia and Schlicht 1986, p. 204). 



Figure 6.6: Prussian State Foresters Rank Insignia 
as of 1934 (from the official dress regulation in 
Anonymous 1934). Foresters had military ranks and 
insignia similar to those of the Wehrmacht, ranging 
from Candidate to Reichsforstmeister. Note the eagle 
on the beltbuckle and hat cockades with swastika on its 
chest and sword and lightning bolts in his talons (top). 

For example, in June of 1934 a reprint of such a speech appeared in the journal Der 

Deursche Forstwirr as a mode1 of how to address a lay audience and satis@ the "generally 
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heightened interest in forest matters" corn an ideologically sound position." The article 

covered a speech by Forstmeister Don before the Society for Natural Science in Brunswick 

(Verein fiïr Naturwissenschaft Braunschweig) in which, similar to the radio ramble through 

Schorfheide, the audience was invited to let its "imagination wander through a forest," this 

time the Kampfstüh forest near ~ r u n s w i c k . ' ~  The structure of the speech follows the pattern 

which is by now familiar: the speaker opens by crediting the new regirne with the recent re- 

appreciation of the forest as a national treasure, before making the historical comection with 

the Gemanic aibes ("whose heredity we preserve in our b~ood"'~') and with the sûuggle for 

Lebensraum on the eastern border of the Reich (where the forest in question was "one of the 

bastions protecting Saxony a g h t  the Slavic tide**'02). Thm follows a natural-science 

discussion of the forest "as a true cornmunity of life** fiom which "al1 those unfit have been 

e ~ ~ e l l e d . " ' ~ ~  At the end, the forester spells out the lesson of the Forest for the lay audience: 

99 Bei der allgernein gestiegenen Anteiinakme an forszlichem Geschehen werden Fors~achleure in immer 
gr6flerem Utnf~nge Wümche rur Abhalrung derarriger Vorrriïge heranireten. (fiom the editor's preface to 
Dorr 1934, here p. 44 1). Anotherexarnple was the 1934 book Der Waldals Erzieher (The Forest as Educator) 
by Franz von Mammen, which 1 treat in detail in section 6.9. 

Wir ivollen heure irn Geirre einen Wald durcirvandern (Don 1934. p. 44 1 ). 

i or r i n a  der Bollwerke. die Sachsen gegen die slawische Brandung ru sçltücen hcrren- (Dom 1 934. p 
44 1). 

Io' eine wohre Lebemgemeinschafl; die alles Untaugliche ausgeschieden har (Dôrr 1934. pp. 444 and 
445). 



Our rarnble through the Kampfstiih [forest] has reached its end and we return from the community 
of Iife of the forest to the Volksgemeinscha/r. No people on earth has ever held as much love for the 
forest as the German Volk. . . . The forest is our master. 

Egalitananism is not the way of nature. The strong oak tree does not disdain to form a 
community of life with the simple herbs. Strong and weak belong together, each supports the other, 
and al1 subordinate to the cornmon good. That is also the way it should be in a tme 
Volksgemeinschafr, which is a dream no longer but has now become r e a l i ~ . ' ~  

This time the speaker does not use the word 'arrny,' yet the militarization of the envisioned 

Volksgemeinschaft is O bvious nonetheless. Again we encounter the keyword of 

"subordination" which told the Volhgenossen that they were the equivalent of "the simple 

herbs." To firrther "the cornmon good," they were to receive their orders from the "strong 

oak," Le., the party cum state that determinecl what that cornmon good was and how everyone 

was to serve it. 

By ending the natural science description of  forest life with musings about the proper 

relations of Voksgenossen and Vohgemeinscha/r, the speaker - and the journal article - 

clearly emphasized the merely illustrative character of  the forest: the point of  the talk was 

just as much to give the Volhgenossen a civics lesson as it was to inform them about the 

biology and history of the forest in questioii. This is also exempli fied by the ease with which 

this speech (and the previous one by Dom) about one particular forest to a local audience was 

generalized into an address to the German people about 'The German Forest' that could be 

printed in a national journal. Evidently, the motif of  the article possessed enough general 

resonance to enabie such a transference - the result, as we saw earlier, of the many previous 

recitals of the volkisch forest theme. In turn, these speeches and articles by Müller and Dorr 

' Unsere W o n h n g  durch den Kampfittïh bat ihr Ende erreichr und wir tehren our der 
Lebensgerneinschn/r des Waldes zur Volksgemeinscha/r mrück- Kein Volk der Ede har von jeher soviel Lirbe 
ftir den Wafd aufgebrachr wie dus deu~sche. . . . Der Wald i s z  unser Lehnneisrer. 

Die Na fur liebr kezne Gl~ichmacherei. Die k m  f îoi le Eiche verschmdhr es nichr. mir unscheinbaren 
Kriurern einc Lebensgemeinschufr einzugehen. dus Starke und dus Schwache gehoren rusammen. ein GIied 
srürzr das andere, alles ordner sich dem Gcmeinwohl unrer. So soll es auch in einer wahren Volksgemeinschajl 
sein. die aus einem Traum nun Wirùiichkeir geworden isr. (Dom 1 934. p. 454, paragraph break in the original). 
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- and many others Iike them - inevitably added to the currency of the resonance among the 

general population. Was this currency universal? In other words, if foresters used the forest 

as a common-sense analogy for the Volksgemeinschaft when addressing a general audience, 

would they use a different one when speaking to a highly educated academic audience? The 

answer is not a diflerent analogy, but a more elaborate one. 

6.6.3 Forestovia in the Lecture Hall 

In November of 1933, professor of forest entomology Karl Escherich gave his inaugural 

address as rector of Munich University. Speaking to the assemblai faculty and student body, 

Escherich detailed an example h m  the forest fauna to stress the importance of individual 

subordination to the state. He suggestively describeci a termite state that 

leaves the observer surprised by the absofute discipline and the absofute subordination of the 
individual to the common will, by the elimuiation of al1 individualism and self-interest, and by the 
self-sacrifice of aii for the state idca. . . . 

The suprerne law of National Socialisrn - 'common good before private profit' - is taken to the 
last consequence hem. Seen from the outside, the termite state represents a totalitarian state of a fom 
so pure no human society has reached it untd  no^.'^' 

Escherich suggested that Gemans could leam a great deal h m  such a totaiitarian tennite 

state: 

105 Wer je das Gliick hatre. ein solches Termilerivulk zu beobachten. wird in Sraunen geraren über die 
absolure Disziplin. über die absolute Unterordnung jedes einzelnen Individuums unrer einen genreinsamen 
IVillen und die Ausscholtung jedes fndividualismus und Egoismus. über die Selbsraufgabe und 
Selbsrcr ufo f e r  d e  einzelnen f i r  die Sraarsidee. . . . 

Dm obersre Gesen des Nationalsozialisrischen Sraares 'Gemeinnutz geiir vor Eigennuu ' k t  hier bis in die 
letzre Konsequenz venuirklicht. Der Termitemtaar srelIf. dirperlich berrachrer. einen Totalstaat reinster 
Pragung dar. wie er bei den M e d e n  birher noch nichr erreichr war. (Escherich 1934, pp- 13- 14, paragraph 
break in the original). 



With its infmitesirnally detailed organization of work. its discipline. its fanatic will to defend itself, 
its willingness of sacrifice for the cornmuniry, etc, the temite state so closely resembles the ideal of 
the total state that we may present it as an example to h ~ m a n s . ' ~  

Yet, while Escherich held up the termite state as an exemplar, he cautioned that a similarly 

"functioning total state among humans" could be achieved 

not by oppressing the individual, but by elevating the individual through education towards a state- 
rninded personality or. as we say today, towards a political person who voluntariIy subrnits to servinç 
the c o m r n ~ n i t y . ' ~ ~  

Was Eschench obliquely criticizing the National Socialists' denial of individuality with this 

caveat? On the contrary: Escherich was trying to exonerate the idea of the total state fiom 

the bad narne incurred by the recently publicized excesses in the Soviet Union. He used the 

termites to suggest a new type of citizen who submined to the state's primacy not because 

of "castration o f  their individuality," as "Bolshevism has attempted in selfdelu~ion." '~~ 

Rather, as the title of his speech suggested, each member of the total human state was to be 

educated into "a political man"log by "a mighty intellectual central force7* that "captivated al1 

Io' {mm erhin gleichr der Tennirenstaat miiseiner bis im kleinste durchgefiihrten Arbei~torganùarion. mit 
seiner Dimplin. mir seinem fanarîrchen VerreidigungswrNen. mit seiner Aufipfeenrngsbereirschajî fiir die 
Gerneinschafr usw. dem idealen Totaiszaar so sehr. dafl es wohl erlaubr isr, ihn dern Menschen aLr Vorbild 
vonuhalten. (Eschench 1934, p. 17). 

1 O7 Wenn wir zu einem einigem@?en sicherfunbionierenden menschlichen Toralsraar gelangen wollen. 
so gibf es nur einen Weg, der biologisch gangbar a: Dieser herj3t nichr Unterdru'ckung des fndividuum. 
sondern Erho'hung des Individuums durch Emiehung zur staatlichen Pers6nlichkeit. oder wie man heure zu 
sagen pflegi, zum polirischen Menschen. dersich fieiwiliig in die Gemeimcha/t dienend einordnet. (Escherich 
1934, p. 19). 

log Aufwelchern Wege irr dieses hohe Ziel zu erreichen? JedenfalIs nichr dadurch. dafl wir versuchen. 
die Menschen ohne weiteres nr Termiren machen ric wollen. indem wirsie mir Gewalf oder Terror aufdie Srujê 
der durch Kasrration ihrer fndividualiftït beraubren und f i t  nur durch Insrïnkre geleireien Termiten 
herabdrücken. . . . 

Der Bolschewismus hargeglaubr. diesen Weggehen nr konnen und har durch dimen "Termirenwahn " etn 
namenloses Utigliick, in den AusrnaPen in der Welrgeschichte bbher unbekannr. über ein /60-Millionen L'olk 
gcbrucltr. (Eschcrich 1934, p. 19, paragraph break in the original). 

109 Terrnirenwahn. Eine Minchener Rerboraurede über die Erziehung zum polirischen Menschen (The 
Delusion of the Termite State. A Rector's Inaugural Speech on the Education of Political Man), (Escherich 
1934). 
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members of the state and impelled them to serve the community while deriving a higher 

feeling of gratification" from this service. ' l0 
Gemans, Escherich suggested, should not think of themselves as an identical mass of 

insect-like entities, but they should feel inspired by the devotion, determination and sheer 

pleasure with which these animals served in whatever functions their state had assigned 

them: soldier, worker, queen, or nurse. Escherich implored the listening students to heed this 

parable fiom the worid of the forest insects and use their stay at University to "avail 

yourselves of the mental weaponry" necessary to hlfil ''your historical task, your calling" 

as "the upholders and shapers of the future Europe" that will arise fiom the imminent "great 

struggle of adaptation." In other words: prepare for the day of reckoning when a youthhl 

Germany reopens the question of supremacy in Europe.'" 

When he was reappointed as rector in 1935, Escherich held a second address in which 

he elaborated on the notion of peoples and populations fighting in this "struggle of 

adaptation." This time he used the forest ecosystem as an example of a heaithy "biological 

equilibrium" and the role of the forest in educating Germans into "political beings." The 

110 
. . . wenn sich gleichzeitig eine sa mach fige geisrige Zen rralgewalr gebilder har. dap alle Midieder 

Jar in ihren Bann gerwungen werden - oder mit anderen Worien, dafl a!k Mifglieder es als ein hoheres 
Lusrgefihl empfinden. der Gemeinschafi m dienen als ihren egobrischen Tn-eben mfr6nen. (Escherich 1934, 
p. 20j. 

I I I  In diesem g r d e n  Anparsungskump f rvird Ihnen. meine Iieben Kommilironen. die Sie einem noch 
jiigendlichen Volke angehoren. eine wesentliche Aufgabe zufallcn. Sie irw-dcn fir siclr in Ansprirch nehmen 
X-Qnnen. die Triiger und Bifdner des zukukun ftigen Europas zu sein. . . . Das isr ilire geschichrliche riufgobe. I/jre 
Sendung, und hienu sollen Sie sich au/ der Hochchule die geïsfigen Wafien verschaflen. (Eschench 1934. 
pp. 24-25). The customary use of the word Kommifironen ('fellow combatants') in addressing snidents gains 
a rather ominous aspect in this context. 



lesson of the forest was that a community of life depended on its members being different 

yet "organically interconnected within, and adapted to, the whole.""' By contrast, free trade 

as well as Marxism and Cornmunism are grave biological errors because they violate the basic 
biological law that organisms are not equal. By necessity, they must ultïmately lead to c1ass haned, 
the exact opposite of harmony. . . . 

Similarly, a rnisunderstood hurnanity that indiscrirninately allows al1 memkrs of the cornmunity 
of life, even the most inferior, to breeâ, is a fatal biological enor chat leads to a deterioration of Rasse 
and thus compromises the resilience of a Volk. . . . 

There is no doubt that the development ofhuman peopks is greatly influenced by such biological 
fallacies. If this is m e ,  then there must also be ways to heal sick nations, just as we give new health 
and resilience to our forests by changing our management practices."' 

Marxism, then, was not an outgrowth of class difference but its cause! In fact, it was a 

disease that disturbed the organic and hierarchical harmony of the Volksko'per and could 

only be cured by the application of a radical cleansing force: National Socialism. National 

Socialism, Escherich concluded, was the way in which the Gerrnan Volk express& that it 

was detemined to heal itself: 

112 Die Ungleichartigkeit mup narürlich organirch durch Ein- und Anpassung gewachsen sein. . 
(Escherich 1935, p. 16). 

'" Auch der Marxkmus und der Kommunirnrus gehoren zu den schweren biologischen htümern. da sie 
dem biologbchen Grundgesetz der Unglerchheit der Organirmen vollhmmen widersprechen. und 
in folgedessen lemen Endes zwangsliiufig m m  KtassenhaA o h  m m  Gegenreil von Harmonie. jùhren müssen. 
. . .  

Auch diefilsch versrandene Humanitüi. die unterschieddos alle Mitglieder der tebensgemeinschafr. auch 
die blindenver~igsten. zur Fortpfianzung zuliïjlt. k t  ein verhiïngnimoller biologischer Irrzum. der zu einer 
Yerschlechremng der Rasse und damit zu einer Venninderung der Wiâersranàskrafl eines Volkes fihren mup. 
. . .  

Es isf kein Zweifel. dap der Enrwicklungsgang der menschlichen Vcïlker durch derartige biologiscltc 
Dcjnkfchler ir.esentlicli beeinflufl~ rverden kann. 1st dem so. dann muj3 es auch Wege und M5glichkeifcn r u r  
Heilung kranker Yülker geben. wie wirja auch durch inderung der IVaklwirtschaft unseren Forsren ruieder 
neue Gesundheir und Widersrandrkra/I=urufiihren irn Begnflesind . . . (Eschench 1935, pp. 19-20. paragraph 
breaks in the original). 



The Germn Yolk is cunentiy going through such a process of healing. The basic idea of National 
Socialism, according to which thai recovery shall proceed, is biological through and through. 
National Socialism is the biological will of the German people, as it were.'" 

Just as Gonng's new Dauenvald doctrine would overcome the dire legacy of the 'timber 

rows' of 1 9"century modem forestry, National Socialism would heal the sick Volkskorper 

by excising those parts infected by capitalism, liberalism, and al1 the other un-German 

influences.'" In this view, National Socialism was a "new management practice" for the 

German Volk that would tend the Volksgemeinschaft according to the "laws, insights, and 

perspectives that we gleaned fiom the observation of the cornmunity of li fe of the forest and 

that c m  be applied to human communities of life, to hurnan people~.""~ 

Rarely was the notion of a volkisch Forestopia expressed more forcefiilly and bluntly - 

and yet Escherich made these remarks not at just another soirée of Iaypersons, but at one of 

the most forma1 occasions of the academic year at one of Germany's biggest universities. 

Forestopia was thus not merely a cornmon-sense analogy that was served up to 'the simple 

folk' in an attempt to puii the wool over their eyes - it was an argument that enjoyed some 

degree of reputability within the academic cornmunity. 

I I 4  Die Gmndidee des NationalsoziaIismus. nach welcher die Heilung durchgefuhrt werden soll. isr durch 
und durch biologisch. Der NationalsoziaIism~~ LrigewLsserma&n der biologische Wifle des derrrschen Volkes. 
The title of Escherich's address was Biological Equilibrirtm. A Second Rector S Address on the Education of 
Political Man. (Biologisches Gleichgewicht. Eine zweite Miinchener Rektoratsrede über die Erziehung zum 
politischen Menschen) (Eschench 1935, p. 2 1 ) .  

' " The Dauenvald doctrine, fomulated by Alfred M6ller in the early 1920s. w s  a 'traditional' school 
of silvicuIture that propounded uneven-aged and mixcd stands that were cut selectively and reseeded 
thernselves without planting, The Dauenvald school was made the off?cial German forcstry doctrine by decree 
on September 27, 1933 (cf. Chapter 4, footnote 109; and Chapter 5 ,  footnote 37). 

I I6 Die Geserze. Einblicke und Ausblicke. die wir bei der Beirachtung der Lebensgemeinschajï des 
IYaidcs. des bioc6no thchen G Ieichgewichres und seiner Slonrngen gewonnen haben. lassen sich 
vergieichsweise auch au/ die menschlichen Lebensgemeinîchaflen. die menschlichen V6lker beziehen. 
(Escherich 1935, p. 19). 
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Escherich's speeches point to the importance of two central tenets of the National 

Socialist application of 'forest laws' to the Volk: the importance of Rasse or purity of race, 

and the long-term goal of achieving universal conformity through education. Both are 

foundational aspects of the National Socialist inflection of the concept ofForestopia and thus 

warrant individual attention. 

6.7 Forestopia in the Service of Education 

Education or, rather, indoctrination, took many fonns in National Socialist Gemany as the 

state seized every opportunity to influence the perception of its citizens. Nothing in the 

public sphere was beyond the mandate of official education: whether sublime fine arts or 

mundane trade fairs, everything was harnessed for the purpose of transporting the message 

of the New Order. 

For example, the Gnïne Woche Berlin, the annual Geman agricultural fair in Berlin, 

devoted increasingly more space and attention to forestry afler 1933. The 1935 fair even 

stood under the motto Wald ist Volkrgut (The Forest is a National Treasure) and was 

declared a "Day of Honour for Our ~orestry.""~ Likewise, the Reichsnahrs~undsschau 

(Reich Food Estate Exhibition) which, as a travelling fair, was aimed primarily at educating 

local srnaIlholders, aller 1933 greatly increased its coverage of forestry matters. The 

enlargement came at the price of total dependency on state funding, however, as the initiative 

117 Ein Ehrentagfir unsere Forsnvimcha/r (cf. Der Deutsche Forstwirt 193 5 b), The Gnine Woche was 
also tied inio other means o f  propagaada discussed above. In 1939, an entire hall was taken up by a mock 
village called Rundfunkhausen (radio town) whcncc reports on the fair were broadcast. 



Figure 6.7: Advertisement for the 1937 Inter- 
national Hunting Exhibition in Berlin (fiom Der 
Dartsche Forstwirî 2 93 7, l9(87); p. 963). See text 
for explanation. 

and influence of forestry organizations were bought out by statecontrolled bodies. * ' * 
The politicization of those sectoral shows into showcases of Germandom is reflected in 

the advertisement for the In~emafionale JagdawsteIfung (International Hunting Exhibition) 

1937 in Berlin (see Figure 6.7). Towering over the slain deer stands a bare-chested 

superhuman who apparently has overcome the noble beast with his bare hands, aided only 

I l s  (Arbeitsgerneinschafi Holz 1937). For a revcaling acknowledgernent o f  the mission o f  National 
Socialist forestry propaganda within the Griine Wocheand otherpublic exhibitions. sec Forstlicher Pressedienst 
1935. 



by his eyes in the sky. the falcon on his fist - a symbol of the new Luftwaffe? Goring, after 

all, was also the proud commander in chief of the air force. 

Art in general was a very important means of propaganda in the eyes of the National 

Social is ts. The Nationalsozialistische Kulturgemeinde (National Socialist Cultural 

Community), the same semi-official cultural institution that had produced the film Ewiger 

Wald, aIso undertook to coda te  art and forestry in propaganda painting. It organized an art 

exhibition under the titte Der Wald (The Forest) in Berlin where, fiom June 6 to July 12, 

1936, some 150 pieces of art were exhibited to express visually and intuitively where the 

words of foresters apparently came up short: 

What the man of  science or the naturai philosopher can scarctly put in words about the phenornenon 
of the forest, the artist sornetirnes succeeds in expressing surprisingly well: subordination of the 
individual to the whole, multitude in unity, the circle o f  dying and becoming, struggIe for swvival 
and necessity to live together.Ii9 

With these words, the forester reviewing the exhibition for his colleagues recognized that the 

"vülkisch " paintings were successfiil at transporthg the propaganda message of Forestopia 

- subordination - to those parts of the human existence that were inaccessible to intellectual 

reasoning: art had become a deliberate extension of politics. Escherich had postulated the 

converse in one of his speeches: 

Once Geman science, German art, and German politics - which, after all, is nothing but another form 
of art - combine to form a synergetic unity, an intellectual central force will anse that is 
unconquerable and will subjugate everything."' 

119 Was der Mann der Wissenschafi oder der Naturphilosoph gegenu'ber der Erscheinung Wald h u m  
andeurungsweire auszudnkken vemag, gelingr ofl ü b e m c h e n d  dem Künstler: Unrerordnung des Einzeinen 
rtnrer cias Ganze. Mannigjdtigkeit in der Einheit. Kreisiauf des Sterbens und Werdcns. Daseinskampf und 
Zicsamntenlebenmüsserr. (Hilf 1936, p. 25 1 ). 

120 Verbinder sich dann deuuche Wksenschaji mit deurrcher Kumt und deurscher Poiirik. die ja nur eine 
Abarr der Kunst ist. zu einer Einheir. ru einem Zusammenwirken. so wird eine geschlussene geisfige 
Zentralgewalt enrstehen. die unbaiegbar isr und die alles sich unrerordner. (Eschench 1934, p. 10). 



Only at first sight is this a contradiction. Underiying both views was the idea that art and 

politics were oriented towaràs the same goal: ensuring that the National Socialist message, 

in this case of the similarity of forest and Volk, prevailed in the perception of the 

Vokgenossen. Despite their limited direct reach, exhibitions and fairs could be important 

stepping Stones towards this goal provided they were properly exploited in the m a s  media. 

Quite clearly, though, the most effective way to reach the aim ofconforrnity was to start even 

before the appearance o f  either art or politics in the individual's life and teach the tenets of 

Forestopia to children so they might grow up while absorbing the spint of the 

Volksgemeinschafi at school and at play.'*' 

In Mein Kampj; Hitler had delineated the goal of education in the future New Germany 

as follows: 

The young subject of Gennan nationality is obligated to undergo the schooling prescribed for every 
G e m n .  He tiius submits to education to make him a racially conscious and patriotic national 
cornrade. . . 1 t must be a greatcr honour to bc a street-cleaner and citizen of this Reich than a king 
in a foreign state.'" 

Within weeks of their takeowr, the National Socialists turned this directive into policy: 

12 1 Point 20 of the NSDAP party program stipulated that "the cumcula of al1 educational institutions are 
to be adjusted to meet the requirements of practical life. School must enable students to undentand the idea 
of the state at the earliest agc at which it can be grasped. Die iehrplüne aller Bildungsansrulren sind den 
Erfordernissc~n des praktischen Lebens anzupassen. Das Er$msen des Staabgedankens mup bereits mir Beginn 
der Verstünd~risses durch die Schule erzielt werden. (Feder 193 5 ,  169th ed., p. 1 7). The 25-point program of 
the NSDAP was passed on Febmary 24, 1920, and dtclarcd forever unalterablc on May 22, 1926. 

' 2 2  Hitler delibentely wrote 'he' as he continucd the passage with 'The Ge- girl is a subject and only 
becomes a citizen whcn she manies." (Hitler 1943 (1925). pp. 440 and 441). 



The Geman school must f o m  the political man who is rooted in his people: who serves and sacrifices 
himself for his people in al1 his thinking and doing; and who is tied wholly. deeply. and inseverably 
to the history and fate o f  his state.Iu 

The new rtationalpolitische school cumculum asserted "the total primacy of the state in 

issues of education" and had as its "logical requirement the trusting cooperation with the 

Hitler Youth." Its goal was a ''unifieci and organic German education" that was to steer the 

Geman youth towards "love for the fatherland and true Volksgemeinschafr." The most 

important subj ect (after the cultivation of the "sacred national treasure of the mother tongue") 

was to be history. In turn, ancient Germanic history claimed priority as it was "proof of the 

"cultural achievement of our Germanic ancestors," of the "importance of race," and of the 

"comection between the heroic thinking of Gerrnanic times and the Führer principle of our 

times."'*" 

The forest as a simple yet powerful analogy of both state and people was a perfect 

vehicle for introducing students to these tenets ofNational Socialism. in addition, the forest 

was one of the outstanding features of both the constmcted Gerrnanic heritage and the 

modem self-image of Gexmany - as well as fonning a substantial part of the actual Geman 

landscape. Not surprisingly, National Socialist propaganda idealized the forest as a 

c o ~ e c t i o n  between modem Germans and their Germanic forebears and portrayed the forest 

as a symbolic urnbilical cord, a conduit of Germanic heritage to the modem-day German. 

The Curriculum for Saxon Rural School Districts of 1935, for exarnple, stated that 

''' Die deursche Schule Iiat den politirchen Menschen ru bilden. der in aIlem Denken und Handeln 
dienend und opfernd in seinem Volke wuneIt und der Geschichte und dem Schicksal seines S~aares gartz und 
unabtrennlich zuinnersr verbunden Üt. With ihcse words the Reich Minister of the Interior Dr. Wilheim Frick 
explained "the essential fcatures of the ncw education idcal" on May 9, 1933. ai a conference o f  al1 Lander 
(Provincial) Ministers of Education. (reprintcd in Riihle 1934, p. 146). 

124 Reich Interior Minister Frick (reprintcd in Riihl 1934, pp. 146-147). 



the native forest in al1 its biological, economic, and cultural interrelationships must be made the point 
of departure, the substance, and the goal of al1 science teaching in al1 grades.'2s 

To reflect the "national-political cumculum" and the concomitant "Reform in the Service 

of the Unity of the VOW'"~ and satisfy the above demands, a new generation of school text 

books was written, of which I present one example now.lz7 

Su iebr die Waldgemeinschaft (Thus Lives the Cornrnunity of the Forest) was a text book 

series for high school biology written by Hugo Keller in 1936.12' It cornprised three volumes 

on "Biologicat Civics", "Biological Study of Landscape," and "Biological Economics," 

respectively. Each volume used the forest as the platfom for teaching, for example by 

presenting sections on 'The Forest Landscape as Battlefield" (in Vol. II.) or on "The 

Managed Forest as a Community of Upbnnging" and "The Managed Forest as a Comrnunity 

125 
. . . wird der heimarliche Wald mir allen seinen biologirchen. wimchafrfichen und kulrurefien 

Beziehungen m m  Ausgang, Inhalr und Ziel des gesamten Sachunrem*chtes auf allen Klassensrufen erhoben. 
(from the Eniehungs- und Unrern*chrirplanfir s&ciisîsche Londschulen, published by  the National Socialist 
Teacbers League of Saxony, quotcd ia Keller 1936, p. xiv.) 

' 2 6  Hence the title of  an article in the Deutsche Forsr-Zeilung (Rnthke 1938) in which the cornpletcd 
refom was explained to the foresters. 

127 See also: 
Schoenichen 1934a: an outline for the teaching of biology according to the tenets of the New Order. It 

srressed the importance of motherhood and eugenics, of peasanûy and folk-culture, of limiting instruction 
about nomGerman landscapes to those in the former German colonies, and of teaching a form of health 
education that builds towards the sentence: "Your body betongs to the nation-" 

Schoenichen 1934b: due to its Bhr und Boden character, biology has become the most important subject 
in school. As pan of it, the Hitler Youth will cake youngsters into the "womb of the primeval forest" to 
cclebrate "their comrnon roots in the soil" and plant "Adolf-Hitler-Oaks." The goal of this education: to 
animate youngsters "to swear the holy oath of wanting to tive and die for Gennany." We met Schoenichen 
in Chapter 5 as one of the authors 'seeing' the Volkrgemeinschafr in the example of the forest (cf. Chapter 5 ,  
footnote 79). 

Schalow 1940: a worksheet for teaching 'Geman' biology throught the example of the forest. 

Iz8 Keiler l936a. The b m k  was rcviewcd frvourably in the major journals of iorestry. See the rcviews 
by Hartmann 1937; Schüpfer 1937; and Vanselow 1937, In 1953, Keller republished a 'sanitized' edition of 
the book as So lebr das Waldreich (Thus Lives the ReaIm of the Forest). In the ncw cdition, al1 political 
references are removed and the book purports to be solely conccrned with the fate of the forest as such. 
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of Performance" (both in Vol. III.)'" Instead of text, Keller used plates of schematic ink 

drawings with concise labelling alongside. Each captioned illustration was part of self- 

contained page-long segment which in turn formed part of a larger unit of instruction. 

In the volume which 1 analyze as an exarnpte, Keller outlined an entire "Biologicat 

Civics" curriculum that focussed on the community of the forest as "an ordered community 

of Iife" in which "al1 strata serve one another and the whoie" and in which "al1 forest 

comrades f o m  a defensive Keller had been instrumental in developing this idea of 

using the forest to teach civics through biology. In previous articles, he had used the 

"juxtaposition of natural and managed forests" to expound the subject of "biological civics 

in secondary school" and showed the utility of the forest in "national-political edu~ation."'~' 

In this book, 150 illustrations showed the numerous interdependencies and interactions 

between the "forest comrades" and their Lebensraum in three sections: 1) The Forest as a 

Community of Living and Feeding; II) The Forest as a Comrnunity of Work and Defence; 

and III) The Forest as a Comrnunity of ~ a t e . ! ~ ~  Keller descnbed the overall aim of the 

illustrations in his introduction: 

129 Die Waldiandschafl als Kampfgebier in Vol I I . :  Biologische Landschafiskunde. As welt as Der 
IVirrschafrswald als Eniehungsgemeinschafi and Der Wirrschafrswald als Leistungsgerneirrscha$ in Vol. I I  1. : 
Biologische fVritschafrskunde. (Keller 1 936a, p. xvi). 

130 Thus the headings of subsec tions: Die Waldgemeinschafr kt eine geordnere Lebensgemeinschafi; AIle 
Waldschichren dienen sich gegenseirig und dem Waldganzen: and AIle Waldgenossen erganzen sich zu einer 
LC/dersrandscinheit. (Keller 1936a. p. xvii). 

"' Keller 1935; Keller 1936b. 
132 1. Die Waldgemeinschafr als Wohn- und Tkchgemeinschafi /I .  Die Waldgemeinschafi a h  Arbeirs- 

und Wchrgemeinrchafr. III. Die Waldgemeinschafi als Schicksalsgemeinschafi (Keller l936a, p. xvii). 



These drawings want to present the life of the community of the forest in a concise, vivid. and well- 
ordered manner. They want to show which forms of organization maintain or desaoy the lifc force 
of a community. To the Gerrnan teacher, they want ta lend a helping hand for national-poIitica1 
instruction through a holistic study of life (ganrheirliche ~ebenslehre).'" 

This "holistic study of life" viewed human life as comected with W e  life of nature and the 

life of the landscape in a community of fate."'34 To nature and humans alike. landscape 

meant either "an obstacle to life and [eventually] death, or protector of life and goal of 

c ~ n ~ u e s t . " ' ~ ~  Landscape thus was "an entity consisting of cornrades of life 

(Lebensgenossen), the Lebensraum" and their interrelationships. "' Ln the preface to volume 

1, Konrad Guenther furthet explained this nexus between landscape, nature, and humans: 

Biur und Boden bclong together, in temis of the sou1 as in terrns of the body, just as Volk and Heimar 
form a community of life. . . . The plates also show us that the balance among the denizens of the 
forest is maintained through the consumption of those who are nipcrfluous, and that the survivors are 
those who are stronger and hcalthier, so that both the struggle and its victims serve the comrnunity. 
Thus the forest teaches us the foudational laws of a wlkisch and racially aware state such as  the 
National SociaIist one. And that is no coïncidence. After all, the ideals of this state rise from the 
btood, they are the inheritance fiom our ancestors, who thernselves received them straight fiom 
nature. In this manner, comectedness with the forest engenders comectedness with the Yolk and the 
revitalization of Gerrnanic-German [sic] being.'" 

I 3  Diese Bildreihen wollen d m  Leben der Waldgemeinschafl knapp, anschaulich und ribenichrlieh 
damelien- Sie wollen zeigm. welche Lebenrordnungen die Lebensbaft einer Gemeïnschafr erhalten oder 
zerstciren. Dem deutschen Lehrer w l l m  sie eine Handreichung fUt nationalplitï~che Erriehung durch 
ganzheitiiche Lebenslehre sein. (Keller 1936a, p. vii). 

134 Sie betrachter d m  Menschenleben mir dem Narurieben und dern Leben der LandFchafr ais 
Schicksaiseinheir. (Keller 1936a, pp. vii-viii). 

135 Auch sie sind Schickral fUr Na tur und Mensch. Für beide bedeuten sie Lebenshindernis. Ton. d e r  
Lebensschun und Ziel der Eroberung. (Keller 1936a, p. viii). 

136 Wcirere Lebensfragen envachsen aus den Beziehungen mirchen Lebensgenossen und Lebensraum 
ais Landschaf~einheir. (Keller l936a, p. x). 

137 Denn BIur und Boden gehciren seelisch wie k6rperlich zusammen. und Volk und Heimar bilden einr 
Lebensgerneinrchafr. . . . Und wenn die Tufeln nun weirer zeigen. dafl d a  Gleichgewicht un fer den Bewohnern 
des Waldes daduch gewahrt bleibi, dap die Allzuvielen ihren Feinden zur Nahrung werden. itnd die 
&erlebenden zugleich die Slarkeren und Gesünderen sind, so dap auch dieser Kampf und seine Opfir der 
Gcmeinsclrafi dienen. so f i l m  uns der Wald m m  Verstdndnis der Grundlehren eines vdkisch und rassisch 
benqilten Smares. wie es der nationalsozialisrüche Lrr. Und d a  kt kein Wunder. Stammen doch die Ideale 
dieses 3taarc.s a m  dem Blut. sind Erbe der Voqahren und diese harten sie aus der h'orur- So wird 
Waidverbunden heit zur Volknerbundenheir und Ersiarhng gemtanisch-deutscher Wesertrarf- ( pre face b y 
Guenther in Keller 1936a. pp. v-vi). 



Expanding on Guenther's grounding of the National Socialist state in the laws of nature, 

Keller argued that the holistic study of life cum civics in the community of the forest was 

perfectly suited to 

serve the goal of education toward the v6lkisch community. Not a systern of knowledge is the final 
and highest goal of the study of life and the study of community, but to provide insights that guide 
how we act in, and for, the vdkisch community. This series of books on the life of the community 
of the forest wants to do its own small part towards this goal. The analogies that arise at every 
opportunity - between the community of the forest and the Volksgemeinschafr, between order in the 
forest and order amoag the Volk - are so obvious that they need not be pointed out indi~idually."~ 

With this statement Keller was responding to a quoted exhortation by Hitler that provided 

the rationale for the book: 

It is the task of the National Socialist revolution to teach the millions of Volkrgenossen the basic 
conditions on which the life of al1 rc~ts."~ 

Keller's biology text did its part in this revolution by presenting the "obvious" parailels 

between forest and Volk in the most elementary and most insidious manner. Instead of 

explicitly explaining the appropriateness of tramferring insights from the forest to human 

society, the book let the parallels develop as connections that 'suggested themselves' to the 

students' minds by way of association. The advantage of teaching children the tenets of 

Forestopia was that they needed no justification for the clairns put forth: the Volk simply was 

like the forest. 

13' Dieser Aufgobe. der Eniehung zur vdkischen Gemeinschafi ru dienen, iri die moderne Biologie als 
ganzh eirliche Lebenrlehre ' in hervorragender Weke beru/en. Nicht ein System von Erkennznr3sen ist also d a  
leare und hochte Ziel der Lebens- und Gemeinschafislehre. sondern: durch Einsicht dus Handeln zu lenken. 
das Handeln in der undfiir die vdkirche Germeinschafi. Ein kleiner Beitrag d a u  mtichre die vorliegende 
Heftreihe über das Lsben der Waldgemeinscha/t sein. Die Analogie mischen Waldgemeinschafr und 
Volksgemeinschaft. Waldordnung und Volhordnung, die sich dabei an jeder Scelle ergeben. Iiegen so aic/cIer 
Hand. dap sic. im einzelnen nicht hervorgehoben zu werden brauchen. (Keller 1936a. p. xii). 

'" Aukabe  der nationaIsozia1~t~chen Revolution icr er. den Millionen unseter Vdhgenossen die 
Grundbedinnunnen kiammachen. aufdenen das Leben aller beruhr. (Hitler, quoted in Keller 1936a, p. xii, 
emphasis in the original). 



Figure 6.8 depicts a page from Keller's book that demonstrates how the illustrations 

'worked' towards achieving these aims. The purpose of this particular page is to suggest that 

al1 strata of the forest are dependent not only on one another but also on the forest as a whole. 

There are three salient lessons about the "life force" contained in the illustrations. 

FirstIy, al1 forest strata (represented by the six small circles arranged in a ring) are 

dependent on the forest soi1 (the small circle in the centre). Secondly, al1 strata form a 

harmonious and functioning whole (represented by the thick surrounding line in illustrations 

135 and 138). Thirdly, this whole only fiuictions as long as "parasites" (represented by the 

small circle farthest to the right) do not gain enough influence to dismpt the community of 

the forest. The caption of illustration 138 explains: 

The 'net' of interdependencies 
and the 'ring' of the community (the 'whole' of the forest) 
As long as al1 strata of the forest are prescnt in the right proportions, 
they are able to serve one another as well as the whole of  the forest: 

the forest community is 'in order.' 
Howevcr, it is not the individual plant and the individual species 

that is important hetc but the plant stmta! 
Parasites, too, serve the forest community, as long as thcy cxtermiuate those 

too wcak to livt. Thcy harm the forest community once they grow 
in nmbers, attack those who arc healthy and thus dismpt the community. 

Illustrations 132 through 135 explain the constituting principles of such a healthy "whole of 

the forest" depicted in 138. Meanwhile, illustrations 136 and 137 explain the mechanism of 

disruption: 1 36 shows that parasites are dependent on al1 other strata for survival, while 137 

claims that no other stratum is dependent on the parasites. The caption under the left half of 

the  page summarizes: 

Al1 strata are united in the community through mutual dependency = service. 
The parasites. however. exist in a unidirectional dependency = exploitation. 



Figure 6.8: A page from So lebt die Waldgemeinscha# by Hugo Keller. 
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The political lessons contained in this page are numerous yet not always clear to a reader 

unfamiliar wi th the experience of Nazi Gemany. To a student immersed in the jargon of the 

National Socialist curriculum, however, there could be no mistaking the principles and 

elements of the healthy "whole of the forest": the central position of the forest soi1 

syrnbolized the importance of Bodenstandigkeif or 'rwtedness in the soi],' while the all- 

encompassing "ring of  community" surrounding "the whole of the forest" was the 

omnipresent state in its dominance over the Volksgemeinschafr. The dismissal of the 

individual as inconsequential when compared with the stratum reinforced the corporatist 

structure of the New Germany organizec! in occupational estates. Finally, Schmarolzer or 

"parasite" was the ubiquitous defamatory label attached to the Jews - no translation was 

necessary for the student to understand who was meant here. 

The choice of words was m e r  underscored by the use of graphs: by directing al1 arrows 

towards the "parasites" as the effigy of  the Jews, illustration 136 suggested that the Jews 

were sapping strength fkom the other, productive strata" Likewise, in illustration 137, the 

wedge isolating the "parasites" from the ring suggested both a dynarnic intrusion by the 

"parasites" from the outside and the defensive exclusion initiated by the other strata in the 

ring. 

The political and social message of this so-called 'biology' unit was the incompatibility 

of the Jews with the "ring of community" of  the Volksgemeinschafr. Students were taught 

to perceive the exclusion of  Jews as a 'natural' means of defence by a community "in order" 

I JO Cf. rllustration 133, whcre the same theoretka1 relationship (Le., al1 mata being dependent on one 
particular stratum, namcly, the forest trecs) is depicted without the use o f  anowheads. As weil, the daim that 
the "parasites" are unidirectionally dependent on the othcr smta contradicts illustrations 132 through 134, 
where a mutual dependency of al1 strata is asscrted. 



against those bent on disrupting it: anti-Semitism was cast as a proactive measure ofdefence 

against "parasites.""' Due to its suggestive method, Keller's school text book was a 

comparatively subtle vehicle of anti-Semitism. This does not mean, however, that it was less 

effective in influencing young Germans. Quite possibly, the reverse was the case as subtle 

propaganda with its more measured tone would sometimes be less easily cornprehended as 

just that: propaganda. In this regard, subtle forest propagandacould be even more infectious 

than the numerous openly anti-Semitic inflections of Forestopia to which 1 now tum. 

6.8 The Anti-Semitism of Forestopia 

While Gemans were learning h m  the trees in the forest about their worth as Volksgenossen 

in the VoZksgemeinschaft, they were atso given a lesson in racial hatred, particularly against 

Jews. As we saw in Chapters 4 and 5, anti-Semitism could be f o n d  in foresters' writings 

as early as the 1840s. With the M e r  Rse of anti-Semitic tendencies after the recession of 

the 1 870s and illegal immigration after the pogroms in Russia in the 1 880s, defamatory 

remarks against Jews became cornmonplace. ''' 

'" Other units in Keller's book included: 
Dar Leben der Waldgemeimchafr: eine Gemeinschafi des Dienstes (The Life of the Community of the 

Forest: A Community of Service (plate 38)). 
Gegenseitiger Diensr erhült die Schickralsgemeinscha) gesund (Mutual Service Maintains the Healthy 

Community of Fate (plate 4 1)). 
fm Nazunvald herrscht gesundes Gleichgewichr un ter den Gruppen der Waldgenossen ( A  Health y Balance 

Obtains Among the Groups of the Forest Cornrades in the Natural Forest (plate 44)). 
Wenn Ungleichartigkeit dm Gemeinïchafrrleben ordnet. so febt die Arbeits- und Wehrgemeinschafr durch 

gemeinsame Eingliederung. gegenseitigen Diensi, gegenseitige Enilasrung. gegenseitige Etgà~wng (As Long 
as Diversity Orders the Life of the Community, the Cornmunitics of Work and of Defence Live Through 
Communal Arrangement, Mutual Service. Mutual Relief. and MutuaI Cornplementation (plate 45)). 

IdZ Many authors have dealt with the question of whcther and why anti-Semitism forrned an integral pan 
of German society that allowed Hitler to find "wilhg executionen" in otherwise "ordinary Germans." See. 
for example, the recent discussions surrounding the books by Daniel Gotdhagen (1996) ûnd Chrtstopher 
Browning ( 1992). In tfiis study, 1 make no attempt at explaining the origins of anti-Scmitism, but merely show 
its foresay-specific expression. 
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For example, during an excursion to a private forest estate, Professor Wiebecke from the 

forestry academy at Eberswalde was shown an oak plantation in which the row closest to the 

forest road consisted of 'American' r d  ~ a k . ' ~ '  The professor reportedly reprimanded the 

owner: "Count, you served with the First Guard Regiment, correct? Was it customary there 

to place Jews in the first rank when the Kaker came to inspect his t r o~ps?" '~  The point of 

this anecdotz was to suggest that anti-Semitism was a sign of 'good breeding,' something 

that set 'decent Germans' apart fiom the 'ri ff-raff. ' 

Evidently, like voI&ch thought, anti-Semitism was not an invention ofthe Nazis, but the 

continuation of established lines of thought. And, similarly to the complementary dichotomy 

between blatant and subtle propaganda which we saw working in concert in, for example, 

the fi lm industry, anti-Semitism in forestry wrïtings took both overt and covert forms. In the 

overt variety, Jews were attacked directly, while in the covert forrn the Nazis' racial hatred 

of Jews was transferred to a campaign against 'foreign' tree species in the 'German' forest. 

An example of the oven anti-Semitism in foresters' writings is the "Appeal" signed by 

the secretary of the FachschaJ I I  (the mandatory and party-controlled labour union of al1 

foresters) that appeared in 1935 and calleci on foresters to effectively ban Jews fiom the 

'Gerrnan' forest: 

143 There are only two oaks native to Gemiany: Quercus roburand Quercusperrea- The red oak, Quercus 
rubra. is commonly called "the American oak." 

I JJ 
Herr Graf: Sie haben iioch beim 1. Garde-Regimenr zu Fufl gestanden. Wurde da auch bei der 

Be3-ich r igung ries Regimen fs durch den Kaiser in das ersle Glied eine Reihe Juden gesrellr? (Von Vietingho ff- 
Riesch 1940. p. 138, footnote 10). Wiebeckc was a respected proponent of the traditional Dauenvaid school. 
See the eulogy at the Annual Meeting of the German Society of Foresten (Jahresberichr des Deutschen 
Forsnweins 1925, p. 39). 



In an exemplary fashion, many G e m n  Spa towns and inns have already declared the presence of 
Jews as undesirable. We are now faced with the danger that those elements of  foreign race take their 
perpenations to the solitude o f  our forests. 1 expect of  al1 political ieaden of  the Fachda3 11 that 
they contribute to the exhaustive information of the rural population about the Jewish question.''5 

There never was a general ban proclaîmed for the entire Reich, although Goebbels suggested 

the need for such a ban to Goring - who had the forest under his junsdiction - at a general 

meeting on the "Jewish question" on November 12, 1938.IG However, Steinsiek and 

Rozsnyay daim that regional restrictions may have been declared and that there is evidence 

of a "strict Gestapo ban on Jews visiting the forest,"'" presumably to not only forestall the 

kinds of 'perpetrations" insinuated in the "Appeal" quoted above, or to keep the forest for 

the exclusive enjoyment of "Aryans," but also to prevent Jews fiom evading the constant 

surveillance by the Gestapo. Of course there were always other, more legalistic ways of 

effectively excluding Jews fiom the forest, for example by revoking their hunting licences, 

refusing them permits for collecting mushroorns and bemes, or by "removing" Jewish 

merchants fkom the wood îrade and industry.'" The "Jewish Question" also formed the 

subject of numerous articles in the journals, al1 aimed at tuming foresters into disseminators 

of the "racial question" among the rural pop~la t ion . '~~ 

145 In vorbiidiicher Weïse haben bereits viele deurrche Kurorte und Gas~stütten den Aufenrhait von Juden 
als uneruaïnscht bezeichnet. Es bestehr nunmehr die Gefahr. da1 ditse rassenfremden EIemente ihr Treiben 
in die Eimamkeit unserer Wülder verfegen. /ch envarle von allen politbchen Leitern der Fachschafr f f. dafl 
siefiir [sicj weitgehende Aufklarung der Judenfiage unter der Lundbevôlkerung beitragen. (Koennec ke 1 935, 
p. 259). 

'j6 Goebbels 1983 (1938). 
147 srrenges Verbot von Waldausj7u'geenfiir Juden durch die Gestapo (Steinsiek and Rownyay 1994, p. 

17). 

1-18 RGBI 1934 1, p. 549-564: Reichsjagdgesetz v. 3.7.1934 and RiMBIFv 1939, p. 284: Ausgabe von 
Beeren- und Pilzscheinen an Juden. Erl. d, Rfm. v. 6.10.1939. 

149 For exarnple: Elster 1935: "The jewish Question is the Racial Question." Die Judenfrage isr die 
Rassenfrage; as well as zur Mcgede l938a and I938b. 



More frequent in the forestry literature was the covert variety of anti-Semitic agitation 

in which 'foreign' tree species were assigneci the 'characteristics' ofJews. The point ofsuch 

propaganda was to use the forest as a common-sense platform for the dissemination of racist 

ideology. The idea was to suggest that 'proper Gerrnans' could not remain unconcemed as 

their forest was threatened by foreign influences. Once they agreed that foreign tree species 

had no right to live in the Gennan forest, the extension to humans was suggested: 

First, cast out the unwanted foreigners and bastards that have as linle right to be in the Gennan forest 
as they have to be in the Gerrnan Vok; and, second, ensure that only those denizens with mots in the 
soil, i-e., those o f  Id provenance, have a right to a Heimar and to a fi~turc in the German forest. 

With these words, Wilhelm Parchmann, the head of the Forstpolirischer Apparat (the 

Forestry Policy Unit of the Nazi party), explained the intent behind the Forstliches Artgesetz 

(Law Concerning the Purity of Race in Forestry) of December 13, 1934."' This law 

preceded the so-called Nuremberg Laws that dealt with the purity of German race and 

citizenship by alrnost a year, thus reprwenting the first explicitly race-based legislation. Ln 

the forestry joumals, the law was hailed as providing the foundations "for racially improving 

our forest stands" and thus guarding "against any future contamination of our stands with 

races that are in every respect un fit and foreign.""' 

150 
. . . einmal unerwiinschte Fremdfinge und Mischlinge. die im deurschen Wald genausowenig erwas ,tu 

sirchen haben. wie im deutschen Yolke. aus dem deurschen Walde herausmweflen. und m m  anderen sol! 
sichergesrellr werden. daPfiirdie Folge, genou wie beiden Menschen. nur noch bodensrchdige Einwohner d-h. 
srandortsgem@e Holzarien im deu~chen Walde Heimats- und Zukun f1srechr haben. ( Wilhelm Parchmann, 
quoted in Bindseil 1935, p. 189). 

151 RGBl 1934 1 S. 1236- 1237: Forsdiches Artgesetz v. 13.12.1934. For the text, the preamble, and the 
official justification for the law, sec: Der Deurîche F'ontwirl 1934a and 1934b; Alfgemeine Forsr- und 
Jagdzeitung 1 93 5. 

152 Insofern har also das Forstliche Angesea erst eine richrige und brauchbare Grundlagc fir die 
Rnsseerrtichrigung unserer Forsren gegeben . . . gegen weirere Verssuchirng unserere Besründe mir in jeder 
Beziehung untauglichen undfi.emdlândischen Rassen . . . ('R.' 1935, p. 549. The 'R.' Iikely stands for iakob 
Raab, the editor o f  Der Dwrrche Forsmin). For another 'appreciation' o f  the law and its "welcome 
provisions" for pronouncing "the death sentence" on stands o f  "poor race, " see the editorial entitled "At last 
a clear direction in the question o f  race within forestry." Ein forstliches Artgeserz: Endlich klare Linie in der 



Seen in isolation, the law was beneficial in that it regulated the classification ofseeds and 

stipulated that only those categories could be used which were certified as 'native' and thus 

adapted to a certain region and site characteristics. The intent was to prevent the planting 

of stands which were not suited to the regional ecological site conditions. No race law, 

however, may ever be seen in isolation fiom its larger context. In this case, the wording of 

the law's preamble made clear that it was finnly lodged within the greater National Socialist 

goal of the racialization of Geman ~ o c i e t ~ . " ~  The preamble already applied to the racial 

purity of the forest the entire range of teminology that was later apptied to Jews. For 

example, the "damages of racial contamination" were presented as obligating the forest 

owner to "exteminate racially infenor p~pulations."'~ 

The forestry journals agreed. One editonal remarked that 

As a matter of course the racial question was among the fmt rneasures [sic] in a National Socialist 
Germany. . . . The reason is that this problem is most closely related to and evea contained in, as it 
were, in National Socialist t h o ~ ~ h t ' ~ ~  

And even forest garne was put to service in this mobilization against foreign tree species! 

In an article prornpting a Iengthy Literary discussion in the Der Dartsche Forsrwirt during 

forsrlichen Rassen /rage (Der Deurîche Forsnviri 1 934a). 
153 This is also expressed in the newspaper reports on the law - which, needless to Say, were largely 

'prefabricated' by Goebbels and handed to the editors in his daily press conference. The following is fiom an 
article the Berliner Tageblan of Decernber 4, 1936: "With [this] law a great leap forward has k e n  made. It 
serves to preserve the beauty and glory of the German forest and its protection from ccntamination by elements 
that are foreign to its nature." Mir dem forstlichen Artgesea k t  ein grosser Schrirt vonctarrs geran. Es dienr 
einzig und aliein der Erhalrung der Schonheir und Herrlichkeit des deutschen Waldes und seinem Schutz gegen 
arrfrerndc Verseuchung. 

' Die Schiiden der forsrlichen Rasseverseuchung (fiom the justi fica tion); A usmemng rassisch 
rninderwerfigcr Besrande (from the introduction) and Der Waldbesitzer oder Nurrungsberechrigre isr 
rlerp/lichre~. sch/eciitrassige Besründe und Einzelsiümme orcsrumerzen. (from section 1 ). 

'" /m ncitionalsoziolistischen Deu~chland w r  er selbstverstândlich. dm gerode die Rursenfrage zu den 
erszen Mafinahmen geh6ren mupre. . . . Denn gerade dieses Problem isr ja mit am engsren vernrandt und 
gewissermaflen mirenrhalren im narionalsozialist~chen Gedankengut. (Der Deuache Forstwirr 1 934 a, p p. 
1097- 1098). 



1 934/35, one forester by the narne of Bindseil called for a cleansing of the German forest 

(and, by implication, the Geman people) from foreign races because the native deer and elk 

instinctively "assume a hostile attitude against most foreign tree species" and try to kill them 

by grazing, barking, and rubbing of their velvet "with al1 their might," conducting "a war of 

annihilati~n.""~ Bindseil concluded from their behaviour that the grazers served to keep the 

natural balance of the forest by fighting against foreign influences.'" This, Bindseil 

concluded, should remind Gennans of their own duty. 

Bindseil's argument was a complete reversal of facts: the animals picked out those 

species because they preferred them as more tasty andlor pliable. In fact, so ludicrous was 

Bindseil's argument that it provided one of the rare opportunities for foresters who were 

critical of the regirne and its racial tenets to safely start a literary discus~ion.'~' On the 

whole, however, the literature in forestry was filied with condemnations of both Jews and 

foreign tree species that went unopposed. These hdings contradict the assertion by Groning 

and Wolschke-Bulmahn that foresters were "considerabiy more moderate" than landscape 

planners in their discussions of 'Germanie' vs. 'foreign' forest spe~ies."~ The long tenn 

effect of such literature on young foresters can only be surrnised, but it is likely that the 

constant barrage of racially tinged arguments did what it was supposed to do: racialize 

156 Es ist eine auflallende Erscheinung in unseren Wdldern. dap die einheimischen Wildarten den meisten 
ausliindischen Holzarren gegenüber eine feindrelige Srellung einnehnten. Dabei pflegen sie ihnen mir allen 
zrr Gebore srehenden Mitteln. Verb@. Schlilen. Schlagen und Fegen ru Leibe zu gehen. um ihnen den Garaus 
zu machen. . . . Yernichtungskneg, den unser Wildgegen diese Holzarrenfuhrt. . . . (Bindseil 1934, p. 1054). 

157 D m  Wildhar eben einfeines [sic] Insrinkt und angeborenes Talent dafir. die schwachen. unrauglichen 
und frcmdart~gen Elemenre im Walde mir Sicherheit herauszutnden und an ihrer unvem-g lichen Ausmerzung 
irn Sinne der Gesunderhalrung des Waldes und seiner wohlg~regelren Haushaltsordnung in hervorragendem 
.\ ftxfle mirzir wirken. (Bindseil 1 934, p. 1055). 

i 5 %  See the exchange between BindseiI ( 1934 and 1935), Dengler ( 1935). h g  (1935), Kulenkampff 
( 1935), and von Minnigerodc (1935). 

159 Cf. Groning and Wolschke-Bulmahn 1987a. p. 144, ftnt. 1 .  
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German foresters and colour their own interactions with the general population, which in turn 

reinforced the xenophobic tendencies inherent in the vision of Volksgemeinschaft. 

6.9 1930s Waldbücher: The Continuing Power of the Printed Book as a Vehicle for 

Forestopia 

In contrast to earlier chapters with their emphasis on printed sources and particuiarly books, 

this chapter has examined a greater varïety of sources and especially the new mass media 

emerging in the early 2 0 ~  century: film and broadcasting. As we saw, the firm grip of the 

state on these new media made them particularly vulnerable to the imposition of state 

propaganda. Film and other visual forms of representation such as painting proved easily 

adaptable to the representation of the forest according to the wishes of the state, yet even the 

less-suitable medium of radio was harnessed in the service of promoting the forest as an 

analogy of the Volksgemeinschaft. Still, articles and especially books continued to be a very 

important outlet for foresters' and non-foresters' interpretations offorestopia as Wuldbücher 

or 'forest books' continued to be amongst the most popular non-fiction genres of the 

1930s.'~ 

For example, the first edition of Car1 Wilhelm Neumann's Das Buch vorn deutschen 

Wald (The Book of the German Forest, 1936) had a first print nin of 75,000 and sold I60,000 

copies within five years.'6' In a collective review of "Popular Books on the German Forest" 

( Volkstzïmliche Werke über den deufschen Wald), Lorenz Wappes, the éminence grise of the 

- -- 

Ibo Cf. Schama 1995, p. 1 18. 

16' Neumann 1936: Dar Buch vom deutrchen Wald. (The Book of the Gerrnan Forest)- A book with 1 50 
ilIustrations, 64 plates, and 4 colour plates. 



Gerrnan Society of Foresters, cheered that such a "staggeringly high print run" in 

combination with the accessible presentation and the "surprisingly Iow price" of the book 

"enabled the penetration of the broad masses" with the "non-forestry aspects of the forest." 

This would play an important part in bringing the Volkcloser to "grasping the being (Wesen) 

of the forest behind its beautifid appearance" - al1 of which he deemed an important part in 

the ongoing "refonn of the ~ennan."'" From the preceding discussions, we now can gauge 

the meaning of  those ominous words: Waldbzïcher served to re-educate German citizens into 

Volhgenossen . 

Clearly not every book reached such a large audience, but the sheer number of works 

dealing with Wald und Volk and their often lavish illustrations ensured that the point of  the 

analogy between 'Forest and People' was disseminated widely and int~i t ively . '~~ 

162 Die Darstellung wendet sich an die breiten Massen. und derfiir die Ausstaitung erstaunlich niedrige 
Preis enn6glichf auch - wie der Erfolg durch die gewaItige Augage (75 000) zeigt - das Eindrïngen in diese. 
. . . Das Volk sol1 hinter der schonen Auflenseire d m  W-en des Waldes kennenlernen. . . . Denn mir der 
Urngesralrung des deurschen Menschen ikt auch die Erkennnir von dersozusagen hichtforstlichen ' Bedeutung 
des Waldes erheblich gestiegen. Es mu8 nun dafiir gesorgr werden, dafl diese Emngenschafr . . . gesicherr 
und erweirert wird. (Wappes 1936, p. 364, emphasis in original). Wappes was chairman of the German 
Society of Foresters h m  1919 to 1933. As the leader of the Bavarian Li'berais, hc was a staunch mtionalist, 
yet not a National Socialist. He rcfiised to joi.  the NSDAP in 1933 and thus could no longer kecp the position 
of chaimian. Instead, he was made 'honorary curacor.' (Cf. the biography in Wappes 1950). 

16' According to Hugo Keller's 1953 bibliography of works on the forest, Neumann's book was "the 
cheapest and most widely read of al1 recent forest books." (Keller 1953, p. 70). A srnall selection of the 
numerous other titles includes: 
Anonymous 1927: Deutrcher Wald in Schünen Bildern. (The Gerrnan Forest in Beautifii t Images). With 48 

pages of photographs. By 1943, 126,ûûû copies had k e n  printed. 
Hilf 1 933-4 1 : Der Wald. (The Forest). A scrial publication with 2 1 7 illustrations. 
WeIk 1935: Der deutsche Wald Sein Leben und seine Sch6nheÏi. Ein Führer durch die Wülder unserer 

Heimar. (The German Forest. Its Life and i ts Beauty . A Guide to the Forest of our Heirnat). A book wirh 
over 550 ilIustrations and 40 colour plates. 

Behrn 1935a: Dus Wunder des Waldes. (The Wonder of the Forest). With 16 plates and 16 ink drawings. 
Kober 1935: Deurrcher Wald. Deurrcbes Volk (German Forest, German Yolk). 
Schmitt 1936-4 1 : Eight separate forest issues in the series Lebenrgemeinschafren der deurschen Heimai. 

(Communities of Life in the German Heirnat). 
Mezger and Oeser 193 5: Das nieverlorene Paradies. (The Paradise That Was 'lever Lost). 
Oeser 1941: Deutscher Wald. (The German Forest). A book-club edition with 192 rnostly full-page 

photoçraphs. 
Gucnther 1942: Der Wald als Lebensgemeinschafi. Hilgers Deutsche Bücherei 667. (The Forest as a 
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Furthemore, even if the author did not always intend his or her work to be read within a 

nationalkt or National Socialist h e w o r k ,  the reviewers in the forestry journals fiequently 

supenmposed such interpretations on the book? Ultimately, it is of secondary importance 

whether the interpretation was intendeci by the author or superimposed by the receiving 

audience: an appropriated work could be just as powerfùl a propaganda tool as a custorn- 

ordered book. 

For example, the book Der Wald als Lebensgemeinschafr (The Forest as a Comrnunity 

of Life, 1936, second edition in 1940) by Otto Feucht was considered as "strictly factual" 

even by Hugo ~ c l l e r . ' ~ '  The reviewer Wilhelm Lei~ngen ,  however, quoted a passage in 

which Feucht stated that: 

The continuation of  the community of the forcst depends on its individual members king different 
and cooperating with one another: equality is de& structure is life!'66 

and extended it into a political example: 

Econornists and politicians could leam something here. Uitimately, the sociology of the people is 
nothing more than applied biology! 'O 

Cornmunity of Life. Vol. 667 of Hilger's German Library). 
Francé 1943 : Leben und Wunderdes deutschen Waldes. Gesetze einer tebensgemeinschafi (Life and Wonders 

of the Gerrnan Forest. The Laws of a Comrnunity of Life). A revised edition of his 1927 Yom deurîchen 
Walde (Of the Gerrnan Forest). 
1 64 Often the authors employed phrases which lent thanselves to such interpretations. Welk, for example. 

wrote of the "thousandfold will to Me" in the forest, while Mezger and Oeser juxtaposed German as "a forest 
land" characterized by "life to will", "order", "diligence", "utility", and "beauty" with swamplands that 
emanated "the reek of decay." (cf. Weyergraf 1987, pp. 222 and 232). 

165 s~rengsac~tfich befehrende Darstellung Thus Hugo Keller in his 1953 bibliognphy of works on the 
forest (Keller 1953, p. 70). The book contained 166 photographs on 80 plates and 32 ink drawings, but only 
56 pages of text. 

166 A uf der Verschiedenheir der einzelnen Gfieder und deren febendigem Zusamrnenhang beruhr die 
Forrdauer der Gemeinschafi Wald: Gleichheit ist Tod. Gliederung kt Leben! (Fcucht 1936. p. 42). 

' " Auch die VolkFwiruchafifer und Politiker bnnren da etwas lernen. denn die Soziologie der Yofker irr 
/ecren Endes auch nichts anderes ai3 angewandfe Biologie. (Leiningen 1937, p. 158). 
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While some authors were certainly misinterpreted and misrepresented by such transference 

of biological tenets to political arguments, many others were quite forthcoming about the 

kinds of political and social lessons they wanted their audience to draw fiom the forest.'" 

1 close this chapter with a particularly blatant example of such a political Waldbuch that 

witl provide the capstone to our examination of the role of the forest in constructing the 

Volksgerneinschafl. The book was written in 1934 by Franz von Mamrnen, professor 

emeritus of forest policy at the Pnissian forestry academy at Tharandt. During the First 

World War, von Mammen had written "A Guide to the Mobilization of the Forest" for the 

war effort.'69 His 1934 book, by contrast, went a long way towards achieving the goal of 

"mental mobilization" proclairned by Goebbels. With a bow to the "still exceedingly topical 

book by Duesberg," von Mammen called his book Der Wald ais ~nieher"' yet this re- 

interpretation of Düesberg's classic exhortation stood firmly in the service of National 

Socialist 'education' of the Volhgenossen. Von Mammen wanted 

168 See the books and speeches by Hans Wolfgang Behm, for example: Der Wald als Lebensgemeimchafl 
(The Forest as a Cornrnunity of Lifc. Speech given at Annuai Wood Convention 1935). reprinted in the 
Proceedings and in Deu~rche Forsfbeamtenzeiiung (cf. Behrn 193%). Samplcs fiom Behrn's exhortations: 
"The social arrangement in the forest is obvious everywhere in the forest, leading us to the sublime realization 
that the individual counts nothine. the totalitv evervthinn!" and "Whoever isolates himself, is doomed!" 
Allerorren drongc sich uns der soziale Ausgleich im Wald geradezu auf undfuhri uns m der erhabenen 
Erkenntnü. dufl der einzelne nich ts. die Geramtheif iedoch alles nih! and Wer sich tkoliert. geht unrer. (Behm 
1935b, p.  50 1, emphasis in the orighi). 

169 Von Mamrnen and Riedel 19 17: Die Kriegsnuoung des Waldes. Eine Anleir~rg zrrr Mobifrnachung 
ries Wafdes. (The Utilization of the Forest in War. A Guide to the Mobilization of the Forest). See also: von 
Marmnen 1 9 1 6: Die Bedeucung des Wuldes insbesondere im Krïege. (The Importance of the Forest in War ). 

170 Jenes m u r  schon bereits 1910 erschienene aber auch heure noch überaus zeitgerniifle Buch von 
Düesberg (von Mamrnen 1934. p. 7). 



to enable everyone who lives and acts within the National Uprising to find out al1 that the forest can 
teach us, particularly at this juncture. . . . sincerely hope that rny simple contribution wiI1 do its part 
towards making tree and forest the educator of  the Gerrnan Yolk in the Third ~eich-":  

With such clear prernises, it is not surpnsing that von Mammeri's book was but one 

continuous sermon about the volkisch importance of the Geman forest. The variations on 

the analogy of forest and Volk are simply too numerous to treat in detail here. As one 

reviewer noted, von Mammen had assembled "everything" wntten about "the ethicai and 

aesthetical importance of the forest to ~ermandom." '~  The chapter and section titles clearly 

reflect this focus: 

Chapter 1: Wortd Views Fighting in the Forest fiom CradIc to Grave: 
Identity and Diversity 
Socialism and ïndividualism 
Stmggle and Hann~ny''~ 

as well as "Parties in the Forest" (in Chapter m), 'Toreigners in Forest and Vo&"(in Chapter 

IV), and " H m o n y  and Unity in Forest and Volk (in Chapter V). '" 
In these chapters, the incantations of the v6ikisch forest as 'educator' spanned al1 aspects 

of life in the New Germany: fiom 'racial vigour' to 'genetic irnprovement'; from 'duty and 

sacn fice7 to %uhrer-principle' and 'will to power'; h m  'rwtedness of the strong' to 

171 Aber ich habe die Schnp, die ja von Anfang an aufnarionalem Boden jïufie, derarr etganzr. dap ein 
jeder. der mit der narionalen Erhebung Iebr und wirkr. al1 dus heraurfinden kann. was gerade auch die heutige 
Zeir vom deutschen Walde lernen kann. . . . Ich gebe meiner schlichren Arbeir den aufrichtigen Wunsch niif 
auf den Weg, d a j  auch sie an ihrem Teile mir d a =  beiîragen m6ge. dup Baum und Wald auch im drirren 
Reiche dem deu~chen Volke immer mehr m m  Erzieher werden! (von Mammen 1934, p. 3). 

' '* mil Nhmenswerrem Fie@ alles zusarnrnengerragen. was hervorragende Schn~ireller Uber die erhische 
und athetische Bedeurung des Waldesfiir das Volkstum ausgesprochen haben (Wappes 1935, p. 750). 

173 1: Die irn Walde von der Wiege bis zum Grabe miteinander kampfenden Welranschauungen: 
Gleichheir und Ungleichheir 
Sorialismus und /ndividualism us 
Kawrpf und Harmonie 

( from the table of  contents of  von Mammen 1934. pp. 124- 125). 
174 Parreien im Wald. Ausicinder in Wald und Volk, and Die Harmonie. die Einheir in f i id und Yolk 
(from the table of  contents of  von Marnmen 1934, pp. 124- 125). 



'wecding out of the weak and sick'; fiom 'education on the basis ofbiology' to the 'struggle 

for existence' between the 'Entartete ' (degenerate) and 'the strong*; fiom 'common good 

before pnvate profit* to 'service to the community'; and from 'father's house' to 'mother's 

breast.' 

Tirne and again von Mammen pointed to the forest and even to individual tree species 

to share "their lessons for man and Voik": There were spruce, fir, and pine as the "peasants 

and Iabourers" of the forest. "Thinly disperseci" among those were ash, linden, elm, and 

maple as the aesthetes who were allowed to contribute beauty and grace to the working life 

of the "Volksgenossen. " Towering above all were the "hard and noble oak trees" as the 

"leaders of the Voit*, victonously fighting off the "burrowing wasps and woms" of the 

obsolete parliament and its parties.'" in these parallels, the boundaries between forest and 

people were not just fluid, they were dissolved. Wald and Volk were one, fhnctioning 

according to the same etemal laws that in the nick of tirne had brought forth the saviour of 

both: National Socialism. 

Von Mamrnen added little original thought to these "lessons." In fact, Der Wald als 

Erzieher was a seamfess compilation of received writings on the v6Zkisch importance of the 

German forest that spanned the last half century and it is ofien impossible to tell where von 

Mammen speaks with his own voice and when he is repeating the views of other au th or^.'^^ 

'" Chapter IV: Die einzelnen HoIzanen der WuIdes und ihre Lehrenjùr Mensch und Vdk (von Mammen 
1934, p. 73, as well as pp. 88,89, and passim). 

Il6 Originally written in 1929, the book was updated in 1934 to reflect the recent changes in Germany and 
the writings that had been published in the wake o f  those changes, for example by incorporating 'fitting' quotes 
from speeches by Hitler such as: "The storm would break the forest were it not for the way i t  stands as one. 
One tree must support the other: one for all, al1 for one, that is the secret o f  its  strength. That is the etemal 
message of the Heimaf." Wenn der Wald nich/ so  szünde. wie er sreht. dann rvürden ihn die Szürme brechen. 
Ein Baum mu)3 rien andem stützen. Einerfiir Aile. Allefiir Einen. dus isr  dus Geheimins seiner Krajl Dus tkr  
der Heimar ewig Worr. (von Mammen 1934, p. 49). 



Despite its rarnbling and amorphous structure, and at the same time because of it, the book 

was perfectly suited to becoming a multiplicator of the views put forth in those writings. 

Like Dom's speech, von Mammen's book as a resource guide for foresters in need of 

material and direction for their own speeches. One reviewer welcomed the fact that the book 

has appeared at a very opportune moment, just when such views as are developed here are fmally 
being restored to their proper nght and receive the attention they deserve. To us, foresters who are 
frequentiy called upon to spak to the public about our forcst, Lhis work is an excellent guideIine and 
a good source for such s p e e ~ h e s . ' ~  

Von Marnmen's Der Wald als Enieher can thus provide us with the closing bracket for our 

examination of the analogy of  forest and Volk We began this examination with the first 

formulation ofthe concept of Forestopia by Düesberg in a 1910 book by the sarne title. Less 

than 25 years later, Düesberg's musings had become part of the official policy platform of 

the Gennan govemment. For those foresters ordered to speak on the voZkïsch forest, the new 

and improved Der Wald als Erzieher provided the nwessary verbal ammuni tion. 

Moreover, the fact that von Mammen's book presented no new perspectives on the 

question of forest and Volk but only solidified existing perceptions also confirrns my daim 

that t!!e National Socialist use of the concept of Forestopia was not revolutionary at all, but 

a continuation of the vOlkisch theme of previous decades. 

Finally, von Marnmen's book also betrays the currency of his views. The seamless 

ribbon of quotations woven through the text, one might even Say that constituted the text, 

testifies to the enormous number of writings that had dealt with the volkisch importance of 

the forest long before the National Socialists made it a public affair to love the forest. 

4 77 Sie isl gerade recht in einer Zeir erschienen. wo solche Gedanken. wie sie hier ennvickelr sznd. endich 
rvieder =u ihrrm Recht gelangen und die Beachrungfinden. dîesie verdienen. Da wir Forsrleure of? in die Luge 
X-ommen. in der ofenrlichkeir iber unseren Waldnrsprechen, so isr die Schn~gfeichzeitig ein ausgezeichneter 
Leivaden fùr solche Vorfriige und eine gure Quelle. aus der bequem vie1 Brauchbaresgesch6pfr werden h n n .  
Artch aus diesent Gmnde sei die Sch* emp/ohlen. (Vanselow 1935. p. 200). 
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6.10 Conclusion 

One often neglected aspect of the National Socialist mle is the degree to which Gemans in 

the mid- 1930s approved of the new regime. Particularly Hitler's conservative coalition 

partners - who had made Hitler chancellor in the hope that he would lose his nimbus of 

'redeemer' in the harsh reality of government responsibility - were surprised by the speed 

with which Hitler turned Gemany into "a Reich united in hope and faith in its future."'" By 

the mid-2 93Os, the coercive coordination, the incessant propaganda, but also the r d  and 

perceived improvements particularly in the social sphere, had done their magic: the 

Volksgemeinrchaft "had becorne half reality while rernaining half proPaganda."' r> Everyday 

and everywhere, the Volkgenossen had to manifest through their behaviour that they forrned 

part of the Volksgemeinschofr: by saluting the swastika flag, by greeting each other with 

"Heil Hitler!", by donating to countless collection drives, and by participating in marches 

and assemblies organized by state and party, or at the workplace. In turn, with every small 

affirmation of their obedience to the decreed 'national community,' Gennans were giving 

the chimera a firmer hold on theircollective lives. Such pressures on the individual were one 

half of the everyday "dual reality of consent and coercion" that now governed their l i ~ e s . " ~  

17' Vice-Chancellor von Papen, speaking after the results of the November 1933 plebiscite which gave 
Hitler an approval rate of 95.1 % across the Reich. At the same tirne, an 'election* of a "unity list" to the 
Reichstag was held. 92.2 % voted for the list across the Reich, with a maximum of 99.8 % in one Protestant 
farming community in Kurhessc and a minimum of 78.1 % in Hamburg. The tumout was 92.5 %. According 
to Frei, the results were not systernatically manipulated but "reflected the mood really prevaiIing in Gerxnany 
at the the ."  (Frei 1993, pp. 67-69). 

179 (Frei 1993, p. 99). The early economic successes of the NationaI Socialists were mostly the result of 
fortunate timing and circurnstanccs btyond their control, but they took and received full credit for cutting 
unemployment in half in less than a ycar. 

180 Frei 1993, p. 99. 
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The other. more obscure part of that reality was supplied by the interminable flow of 

propaganda, and it was here that Forestopia with its established nationalist and communal 

connotations pIayed its part in erecting and maintaining National Socialist rule. In this 

chapter 1 showed that forest and trees played a suggestive role in the symbolic representation 

of Vokgemeinschaft and Vofhgenossen, respectively, by suggesting that al1 Vofhgenossen 

were but elements of a greater whole which everyone served fiom their particular station - 

they were the trees in the forest of the Gennan national community. 

Certainly the use of the forest in state pmpaganda was not the deciding factor in creating 

a widespread feeling that such a 'national cornmunity' did indeed exist. The economic 

tumaround gave German workers a few 'good years,' while foreign policy successes such 

as the re-unification of the Saar region with Germany and the re-introduction of military 

service firmed up national pride. Yet, the numerous incantations about "The German Forest" 

in film, radio, print, and speeches contrïbuted their own small part to the overall perception 

arnongst Germans that they stood united and strong once again: like a mighty forest over 

which the even mightier oak of the party spread its sheltering canopy. 

In many ways, the middle years of the Nazi regime were thus a time when things 

appeared to be looking up and when the regime was in fact widely credited for the 

tumaround. Alas, economic and political resurgence were not the ultimate goals Hitler held 

for Germany: these years were only the prelude to the conquest of Lebensraum in the East. 

But before the Gennan people would be ready to wage another war, they had to be 

su fficiently racialized in their thoughts and actions to think ofthemselves as the 'master race' 

predestined to dispiace the 'inferior' Slavs. As the next Chapter will show, the forest once 

again served the National Socialists well in making Germans receptive to such slogans. 



- CHAPTER 7 - 
RASSE AND FORESTOPIA: THE USE OF FOREST AND FORESTRY AS RACIAL 

INDICATORS M DELNEATING GREATER GERMANY, 
1935- 1940 

Douglas fir, red oak, honey locust and a few othen are currently king considered for naturalization. 
The outcome is certain as far as the larch is conccrncd because, stemming from the nearby German 
lands of the Alps as it does, it is not a foreign tree to us. With the larch, the forest has carried out 
what is denied to us in the worId of politics: the entry of Gemiaa-Austria into Germany. 

Professor Franz von Mammen 1934' 

Where the verdant green ends in the eastern teaches of the [southeastem Austnan province ofj 
Burgenland, where no trees can be found in the villages anymore, that is the boundary of 
Germandom, that is w h m  the stcppe bcgins, wbere Asia bcgins. 

Reich Landscape Advocatc Alwin Seifert 1939' 

Whcn WC wak through the focest, wc sec God's beautifirl mation. Tbe forest N l s  us with unendhg 
gratitude, wiih noble thoughts and aspirations, and with immense joy about God's beautifiil nature. 
That is what sets us apart fiom that certain people which dccrns itseifthc choscn one and yct can see 
only cubic meires of timber in the forest 

Reicirrfomrmeis~er Hermann Goring 193 8' 

7.1 Introduction 

AAer their takeover in 1933, the National Socialists skilfully adapted the vOIkïsch Forestopia 

to their own propaganda goals. In the coordinated forestry journals and books, on the radio 

and in the movie theatres, the Gennan forest was cast as symbol of the National Socialist 

Volhgemeinschafi, while the trees stood for the individual Volksgenossen. Most of those 

I Douglasfichre, Roteiche. Akazie und einige andere srehen jetzt in Verhandlung wegen ihrer 
Einbürgemng. Am sichersren har diese schon die Larche erreicht, die uns ja kein wesenrfiemder Baum mehr 
isr. da sie aus den nahen datuchen Alpenlündern stammt: bei ihr hot sich in Walde der in der gro&n Polirik 
noch gehemmte Anschluj Deutsch-Oesferreichs an Deu&chlandschon wllzogen. (von Marnrnen 1934, p. 99). 

* Wo envo irn Osten des Burgenlander dus Grün ou/n6rt, wo in den D6r/rn kein Baum mehr srehr. da 
isr auch die Grenze des deuechen Volkrtum. da beginnr die Steppe. beginnr Asien. (Seifert 1 942, p. 1 99). 

' Wenn wir durch den Wald gehen. sehen wir Gotres herrliche Sch6p/ng, erfullt uns der Wald mir 
zrnend!icher Dankbarkeif. er/UlIz uns mit hohem Denken. e f i l f t  uns mit edfem Sinn und einer ungeheuren 
Frcude an Gones herrlicher Nafur. Das unterscheider uns von jenem Volke. dus sich auserwahlr &nkt und 
da. iilenn es durch den Wald schreiret. nur den Fesrmeter berechnen kann. (Hermann Goring, cited in 
Deursche Forsr-Zeitung 1 938a, p. 444). 
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analogies, though, were d m  as if standing before a mirror. That is to Say that they were 

drawn not against an outside standard but by comparing Gemans to an idea of Gemans and 

Germanness constructeci by volkisch activists, In the various Forestopias of the first few 

years of Nazi rule, the forest thus represented the 'qualities' that supposedly were the 

hallmark of Germans and Germanness: fortitude, rootedness in the soil, cooperation, and 

subordination of the individual to the whole, amongst others. The idea was to encourage 

Germans to thhk of themselves as heirs to the Gerrnanic spirit. Applying this spirit to the 

present, Gennans were to joyfblly surrender thcir un-German individuality and follow the 

National Socialist bluepruit for a classless society in a wrporatist state. During the early 

years, the message of National Socialist forest propaganda thus was one of positive 

integration: 'Together, we are like the mighty forest - join us!' In the mid 1930s, however, 

that self-absorption and preoccupation with domestic issues came to an end. 

Having brought state, society, and economy under their control, the National Socialist 

regime reset its sights on its erstwhile goal: winning Lebensraum in the East. This ' foreign 

policy' required the fûrther strengthening of  Gennany in severai ways. Firstly, al1 German- 

speakers (as well as their tenitories) had to be absorbai into the Reich to boost Germany's 

vMczkch strength, resource and food base, industrial capacity, and territorial buffer zones. 

To prepare for the absorption, Germans had to be shown their kinship with those 'brethren' 

currently outside the borders of the Reich. Secondly, Germans had to be 'made aware' of 

their raciaI supenority vis-à-vis the Slavic peoples, providing the justification for the 

cventual conquest of Eastern Europe. 

Starting around 1936, the interna1 cohesion of Germany began to be reinforced through 

negative integration, namely, by elevating Germandom over foreign, particularly Slavic and 
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Jewish? 'ways of being.' In the forestry literature of those years, the shifi from positive to 

negative integration of Germandom is readity traceable as the forest and Forestopia 

increasingiy served to elevate the German forest over foreign forests - and to elevate the 

Gerrnan 'race' that had created such 'German' forests over the foreign 'races' unable to do 

so. The gaze of foresters, previously aimed at the conditions within Gennany proper, now 

was turning outward to juxtapose 'German' with 'non-German' and redraw the boundaries 

that separated them. 

The juxtaposition took two forms. One involved general comparisons of Germar .forest- 

mindedness' with the lack of such an attitude in the neighbourhg peoples of Europe. Such 

comparisons appeared mainiy during the years 1935- 1937, in book fom, and without explicit 

comection to external events. By contrast, the second category of propaganda appeared 

mainly in the form of articles and was timed to provide propagandistic cover for the 

annexation of Austria in March 1938, the occupation of the Suderenland in October 1938, 

the occupation of Bohemia and Moravia in March 1939, and, after the beginning of the war 

in September 1939, the Gennan atîacks on France and Norway among others. I begh this 

chapter with examples of the general celebrations of German f forest-mindedness,' before 

presenting case studies focussing on the countries named. 



7.2 Tbe German Forest as Indicator of the German Volks- und Kulfurboden 

A s  foresters shifted their attention to the forest on the periphery of Germany and further 

afield, they also complemented their volkisch concerns with increased attention to the general 

'character' of the landscape which they were examining. German foresters argued that the 

forest was the principal ingredient of the Gennan landscape: it was what made a landscape 

German and what non-Gerrnan landscapes lacked. 

In the mid-thirties, a powerful visuafization of this dichotomy of landscapes based on 

'German forest car& and 'non-Gman forest neglect' appeared in the form of a paired set 

of paintings. They were cornmissioned by the Reichsarbeitsgemeimchaft Holz e. V., Werbe- 

und A ujkkïrungsstelle der deurschen Forst- und Holzwirtschafr, a central public relations 

board sponsored jointly by forestry services and forest industries. The original paintings 

were executed by Kurd Albrecht and first s h o w  at the exhibition Schaffendes Volk (Volk at 

Work) in Berlin in 1937 (see Figure 7.1). For heightened impact, they were also schematized 

into black and white illustrations and in this form became incorporated into numerous 

publications (see Figure 7.2). 

The paintings depicted a 'before and after' view of the same landscape: one with a well- 

maintained forest, the other after the destruction of the forest cover. The explanatory notes 

to the paintings were published in booklet form and gave the rationale for the simplifLing 

juxtaposition: 

The forest not only deteimincs the face of the landscape and the cultural and technical development 
of the people living therein; it also determines th& Volkisch fate. 

For this reason, the knowlcdge about forest and wood should form the foundation of the teaching 
of local history [Heimatkunde]. It is not easy, however, to explain the connections in a simple form 
that is accessible to laypersons. These paintings seek to overcorne this difficulcy by juxtaposing an 
ideal German landscapc (with well-rnaintained forests) with a similar yct devastated landscape (in 
which the forests were dcstroyed). In doing so, they want to raise awareness that the preservation, 



expansion. and improvement of our forest is a prerequisite for the culture of our landscape 
[Landeskulmr] and thus for the friture of Volk and state.' 

This was a clear statement of the poiitical importance of the forest: without the forest, the 

German Volk and ultimately the Gennan state would be without the landscape that sustained 

them as such. We have encountered this sort of argument before, in Zentgraf s 1923 book 

Wald trnd volk.' Zentgrafhad argued that the coevolution of forest and character had fonned 

Gerrnans into the hardy and industrious race that they were. But what made the forest such 

an important pillar of  the state in this more landscape-onented argument about forest and 

Gerrnandom? A cornparison ofthe two illustrations yields the answer: it was the protective 

mantle that the forest spread over the landscape that kept the landscape "in order" and thus 

sui tab le as a German Lebensraum. 

On the first iltustration depicting the "ideal German landscape," the forest covers not 

only the hilltops and the middle slopes of  the mountain ranges but 1s interspersed across the 

entire landscape. Everywhere the forest protects the soi1 fiom erosion and buffers the water 

budget. From this single protective capacity of the forest, al1 the blessings of the German 

landscape derive: its nch soils, its productive agriculture, its dean water, and its navigable 

rivers. Together, these make for a healthy prirnary sector which in tum is the basis for the 

development of prosperous cities, diversified industries, a functioning infrastructure and a 

1 Der Wald ist nichr nur batimmend fur das A n r l i ~  der iandrchafr, fir die kulrurelle und rechnische 
Ennvicklung ihrer Menschen; er isr es auch f i r  ihr v6lkisches Schickral. 

Die Kunde von Wald und Holz sollfe deshalb Grundluge der Heimarkunde sein. Es irt aber nichr 
leicht. die Zuramrnenhange in einfacher Form IaienverstÜndIich darnrlegen. Die Lehrtafeln wl len  deshafb 
durch Gegenübersrellung einer deulschen Ideallandrchafr rnitgep/egtem Wald undeiner im Aufiau ühnlichen 
Luntischa/r nach Verwii-srung des Wa f ies  Versrandnis dafir wecken. dap die Erhalrung, Mehrung und 
Bessemng unseres Waldes Vorbedingung /Ur die Landeskuliur und damir firr die Sicherung der Zukunjï von 
Volk und Sraat ist. (Brauer 1936, p. 3, paragraph break in the original). 

Cf Chaptcr 5 ,  xction 5.3.1. 



Figure 7.1: The original set of paintings commissioned by the Reichsarbeitsgemeinsckafi 
Holz and shown at the exhibition Schafferndes Vol& in 1937: "Where the Forest Blossoms. 
the Landscape Thrives" ("Tafel 102" on the lefi) and "Where the Forest Dies. the Landscape 
Withers" ("Tafel 103" on the right). See text for explanation. 



booming trade. The forest thus parantees the pnmary production on which a truly v6lkisclz, 

rooted-in-the-soi1 society and state ultimately rest. This, the notes assert, is the 'natural' 

Gerrnan landscape: 

[The first illustration] "Where the Forest Blossoms, the Landscape Thrives" shows a landscape 
ubiquitous in German lands. The image of a verdant, btossoming countryside with an ordered 
econorny is farniliar to the German eye: it fills us with pride and security." 

Without the protection ofthe forest, however, that same landscape suffers rapid decline: with 

its soi1 eroded and its agriculture desiccated, the land supports neither cities nor industry, 

while the raging rivers hamper transportation and W e :  

[The second illustration] "Where the Forest Dies, the Ladsape Withers" shows an ùnpoverished 
wilted landscape. Such a landscapc is forcign to the Ger- tyc: never has the Gemian allowcd his 
land to sink so low.' 

From the two illustrations the reader was to take away the notion that Germany's "ordered 

economy" was rooted in the soi1 not only via the peasants' work but also through the forest 

that protected their f m s .  Ultimately, the forest was the guarantor of German self- 

sufficiency, which in turn was an important intermediate goal for the National Socialist 

regime in i ts preparations for conquest. That was the deeper meaning of Gtiring's decreed 

rnotto for German foresû-y: 'The German Forest is a National ~teasure.'~ In the years 1935 

and 1936, when doring flogged this catchphrase, he was beginning his task as Hitler's 

6 
" Wo der Wald gnïnt. blühr das Land" zeigr eine Londschafi. wie sie in deu uchen Landen hürcfig genug 

vorkommen mag. Dos Bild eines blühenden. gnïnenden Landes mit geordneter Wirtschafr isr dem deurschen 
Auge vertraur und gewohnt; es erjùllt uns mir Smlz und Sicherheit. (Brauer 1936. p. 3). 

7 
" W o  der Wald srirbr. verGdet dus Land" zeigr eine verarmte. verdorrte Londschafi. Sie [sr denr 

deurschen -4uge fremd. denn zu keiner Zeir har der deursche Mensch je sein Land so riefherunrerkomnten 
lassen. (Brauer 1936, p. 3). 

Deutscher Wald Lrr deurrches Volkgui (Cf .  Gôring 1935; 1935/ 1936; and 1936. See also Deutsche 
Forstbeamtenzeihmg l936b and 1 936~) .  



Figure 7.2: A later, schmematized version of the paintings in Figure 7.1 that 
was used in prin ted publications: "The Land wi th Well-Maintained Forest" (top) 
and "The Land after Devastation of the Forest" (bottom). See text for explanation. 
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"Commissioner of Raw Materials" and "Plenipotentiary for the Four-Year Plan," trying to 

speed up the economic preparations for waging war. 

But there was more being expressed in the illustrations: not only did the ecological 

benefits of the forest underlie the economic prospenty of the whole country, the same 

benefits were also indispensable for the cultural development of the resident population: 

How can we possibly imagine in such [deforested) lands a people with a nch emotional life. with arts 
and sciences? Invariably and irrevocably, economic decline is followed by mental imp~verishment.~ 

Those peoples who had allowed their forests to disappear had forever compromised their 

ability to becorne or remain what the Nazis cailed a 'culture-bearing ' people (kuiturfragendes 

Yofk). Conversely, this argument also ascribed to the Gerrnan Volk the ability to spawn or 

'create' culture (kulturschaffendes Volk). From this dichotomy it was only a small 

conceptual step to the argument that 'culturally inferior' peoples (as 'evidenced' by their 

treatment of the forest and the resulting denuded landscape) needed to be elevated from their 

state of "mental impoverishment" by Gemans stepping in as the "superior' KuZturvolk who 

%ad to give order to the other raca and determine their fate."" 

Indeed, a later wartime edition of the explanatory notes spelled out this 'cultural 

mission': Noting that "ou. victorious m i e s  found such desolate landscapes not far away 

from the borders of the Reich" in Southeastern Europe and in "the repatriated Eastern 

regions, where onIy 20 years of Polish mismanagement have left behind a veritable Steppe," 

9 Wie konnen wir uns in diesem Lande ein gesundes.frohes Volk mit reichem Gemiitsleben, mit Kunrt und 
IZ/issertschafr cienken? Denr wirrschafllichen VeflaIi f o r  unrertbar auch gerSrige und seelische Verarmung. 
(Brauer 1936. p. 13). 

10 dafl die hochwertïgen Rassen das Schichal der übngen nr besrimmen und ihnen ihre Ordnung zu 
serzen haben (Hitler in several speeches of the latc 1930s. quoted in EiBfeldt 194 1, p. 46). 



the editor remarked that immediate and planned reforestation was a precondition for 

rebuilding these lands: 

We rnust therefore once and for al1 stop the cancer of deforestation, not only in Germany, but in the 
coming Europe; for the forest is vital and decisive for the fimre o f  Europe, too." 

Why would Gerrnany concern itself with such a task? The answer could only be that "our 

victorious armies" were to bting about apax germanica which ensured that the wetfare of 

Gemany and that of Europe would be identical in the fbîure: then Geman providence, 

supposedly proven through its centuries of masterly care of the forest as the greatest asset 

of the Volk, would take it upon itself to look out for the best interests of al1 of Europe. 

Returning corn these rather forthright writings of the war years to the more circumspect 

publications of the mid-1930s, we must remind ouselves that the task ofthe earlier writings 

was to establish and naturaiize the difference between German and non-German areas and 

thus to redraw the notional boundaries between the two in preparation for the eventual 

erasure of national boundaries. 

Another publication that used the schernatized illustrations for this purpose was a slim 

book by Eugen Diesel on Wald und Memch im technischen Zeitalfer (Forest and Man in the 

I I  Aber nichr allzu weir von den Grenzen des Reiches enrfernr fanden unsere Heere auf ihrem 
Siegesmarsch durch Südosreuropa bereiu: solche Landschafren vor, die durch jahrhundertelange 
MrJwirrschafr. durch Raubbau am Walde ver6det sind. . . . Und in unseren heimgekehrren Osrgebiefen 
vermochre bereirr polnische M$wirrschafr von 20 Jahren erhebliche Versreppungserscheinungen ru 
hinrerlassen. die eine ungesüumte. planwlle Auflorstung mr Vorbedingung des Aufbaues dieser Lander 
machen. Es gilt deshalb, nichr nur in Deutschland. sondern auch in dem kommenden Europa dem 
Krcbsschaden der Waldverwüsrung Einhalt m mn aufalle Zeit: denn der Wald isr ouch fiir die Zukun- 
Eltropus fc.benswichtig und enucheidend. (Brauer 194 1(?) edition, p. 4). 

"Polish misrnanagement" is a pcjorativc tcrm that goes back to the late 1 8 ' ~  cenniry and stereoptypes the 
Polish people as Iazy, unorganiztd, and ncgltctful. At the same tirne, it portrays the Polish state as in need of 
'German order.' For a brief history of the term and the stereotyjx, see Burleigh and Wippermann 199 1. pp. 
26-27. 



Technological ~ g e ) , ' ~  published in 1935 by the German Museum in Munich. In this book. 

Diesel tried to establish the past, present, and fiinue extent of Germandom in Europe by 

Iooking at the character of the forest in the landscape. Diesel began by examining what it 

was that gave the landscape of the "Gennan Lebensraum" its German character. The answer 

was that it was the German care for the forest. In a chapter entitled "Gemany as Forest- 

Land," Diesel explained why Germans were the only Wafdvof&(Vofkof the forest) in Europe 

who had brought about such a landscape - even though other countries had just as much, if 

not more, forest coved3 

Diesel opened by dismissing the Romance countries of the Mediterranean, where 

"wooden culture" had long vanished in the wake of overcutting. The result was a ''wilted 

landscape" similar to that in the second illustration. But what about France, a country with 

an overall average forest cover only slightly lower than that of Germany (27 % vs. 30 %)? 

In Diesel's eyes the trees were scattered in "groves and tree-lined country roads" and even 

the " few bigger stretches" ofFontainebleau and Compiègne were but "park-like plantations." 

In other words, France did have trees, but no true forest - and thus no tmly balanced 

landscape. 

Then Diesel proceeded to the 'Nordic' countries: England, with a forest cover of "only 

a few remaining percent" could be ignored. In the Scandinavian countries, however, Diesel 

12 Diesel previously had med to establish a "revolutionary gcography of al1 of Germany" 
(Gesarntdeuf.schland) in an approach that intcgrated the trcatment of Gerrnandom, of the German political 
stmg&, and of German nature and technology. Sorne of his titles: Der Weg durch das U;irrsai (The Path 
through Confusion 1927); Die deurrche Wandlung (The German Transformation, I929); Das Land der 
Deurschen (The Land of the Gennans, 1933). 

l 3  The quotarions in the following pangraph are taken from this chapter entitled Deutschland ols 
Waldland (Diesel 1935, pp. 22-25). 



admitted that "the forest rules in a more primeval and mighty way than here." Why, then. 

were the Scandinavian peoples not a Waldvolk Iike the Germans? Because, Diesel 

maintained, Scandinavians had not yet tumeci their lands into something resembling '*the 

state of affairs in Gennany, that particular balance between culture and nature, that certain 

lay of the land at once mild and solernn and yet busy and openwi4 In other words, Gexmans 

had distinguished themselves as the tme Waldvolk by taming the forest into a Lebensraum 

that was both cultured and foresteci - the very type oPideai" Landscape depicted in the first 

illustration. 

Diesel then turned to Eastern Europe. Here he had to explain why 

in those neighbouring lands to the East, for instance in Poland and Bohemia, we fiequently fmd a 
situation that rescmbles German conditi~ns.'~ 

But the explanation was quickly found: 

The reason is that German influence has k e n  brought to bear on these landscapes; they also resemble 
our landscapes geographically. Whcre we lcave those influences and conditions behind and advance 
towards eastem Poland and Russia, the forest dominates once more, yet in a way that is different fiom 
our permanent hamony of nature and ~u1tu.m.'~ 

The extended Germany - that is, Germany in its curent borders and the lands where 

"German influence" had left its imprint - was the middle ground on which the German Volk 

with its unique character had established a perfect and stable equilibrium between nature and 

culture as expressed in the 'cultured' and balanced forest landscape. Meanwhile, in the 

14 Aber es k t  hier doch ni& dies merkwürdigrwischen Kulrur und Natur aurgewogene. gleichzeitig mitde 
trnd ernsre, regsome und ofine Bild wie in Deurschland. (Diesel 1 935, p. 24). 

' ' In den 6silich an uns grenzenden Ldndern dagegen. eîwa in Polen und Bc?hmen. sind ofl den deu~chen 
iitinliche 2.9rlraltnisse ivahrnehmbar. (Diesel 1935, p. 24). 

16 
Hat doch hier vielfoch deutscher EÏnfluP geherrschx, und die geographischen Bedingungen erinnern 

un die unseren. Wo wir uns w n  diesen Einfliisen und Bedingungen fort nach dem 6srlichen Polen und 
Ru$'lanci hin enr/ernen. ûbr nvar auch der Wald seine Hemchafr a u .  aber wiederum anders. nichr so irn 
durchgeheniien GIeÏchkiang der Narur und der Kultur wie bei uns. (Diesel 1 935, p. 24). 



North and East nature, Le., the forest, was oppressive, while in the South and West it was 

oppressed by culture: 

Germany forms part o f  the eastern continental forest rcalm that pushes from East to West, tums more 
and more into a cultural landscape along the way, and fills in the fmer and more narrow features of 
Central Europe. The forest cover that once reached al1 the way to the Coast of France now breaks off 
abruptly at the western and southern borders of the German language area - and gives way to a 
radically different cultural landscape." 

These glances to the East and West provided Diesel with his argument for the 'true' extent 

of Gerrnan lands: did not the extent of the 'cultured' forest indicate where Gerrnan culture 

had le ft its impnnt on the landscape? Did not the detectable remnants of such a 'cultured' 

forest in Western Poland and its absence h m  Eastern Poland indicate the dividing line 

between the erstwhile settlement realrns of Germans and Slavs? And did not the coinciding 

of the extent of 'cultured' forest with the German language area in Alsace and Burgundy 

delineate the ancient boundary between Franks who had remained Gerrnan and those who 

had become 'Romanized*? In Diesel's argument, forest cover, cultural achievernent, and 

race were intimately intertwined. The area where Gennans had originally settled was 

indicated just as much by the 'cultured' forest landscape as it was by the extent of the 

Gerrnan language area. In fact, one muld be taken as an indicator of the other. 

Diesel's 'geopolitics of the forest* was by no means a new argument. in 1934, Enka 

Hennig, the daughter of the geopolitician Richard Hennig, had argued in her dissertation on 

"The Geopotitical Importance ofthe Forest" (which Karl Haushofer had supervised) that the 

Franco-German language divide followed the natural northem limit ofthe sweet chestnut tree 

' Deiirsch/ond in cin Teil des Woldgebietes des &rfichen Konrinenu, d a  gleichsam von Osren nuch 
IVesot~  lteran wogt, h ierbei immer mehr zum Kulturland wird. in die feineren und engeren Formen 
.14;tteleuropas hineindriingr. Die Walddecke, die eigentfich bis rur K h t e  Frankeichs reichte. brichr heure 
westlich und su'dlich des deutschen Sprachgebietes ziemlich jdh a b  und weichr ganz anderen 
kul~urlandschafilichen Verholtnissen. (Diesel 1935, p. 25). 
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Castanea sativa. The limit indicates a change in ecological conditions towards a harsher 

climate - a change, Hennig argued, which the 'softer' Romance peoples evidently could not 

handle. S imilarly, Roman rule had never penetrated the dense coni ferous forest south of the 

Main river. The Germanic forest, Hennig concluded, was threateningly foreign to the 

Romance peoples, which is why '"foreign' and 'forest' Voresta) are of one root and one 

sense" in Latin. To the Germans, however, the forest was a "defensive landscape" that 

protected i ts inhabitants h m  foreign influences. " 

Other authors expanded the Gennan forest Lebemraum concept. In a 1936 article on 

''German Man, Gerrnan Garne, and German Forest," H. J. von Bonin clairned parts of Eastern 

Europe as far south as Slovenia as areas where Gennan influence had shaped the landscape: 

German Lebensraum encompasses not only the German Reich as mutilated b y  the Dictate of 
Versailles. but the German language areas ùi Austria, Switzerland, in parts of Poland, 
CzechosIovakia, etc.I9 

The "etc." left the precise extent of the claim even more open than the "in parts of." 

Evidently, von Bonin was not concemed with the exact dimensions of German Lebensraunz 

but with the principal differences that could serve as an indicator for the eventual 

delimitation of the sphere of Gennandom. This is also suggested by his use of the set of 

schematized landscape illustrations to visualize for his readers the distinction between 

forested, Gennan Lebensraum and deforested, non-Gerrnan lands. 

18 frernd und Foresr Cforesra) sind ernes Srammes und Sinne; Abwehrlundschafr (Hennig 1934, pp. 24 
and 19). 

19 Deutscher Lebenrraum . . , umfaj3t ja nichc nur das seit dem Versailler Diktat versru'mmeire Deufsche 
Reich, sondern auch die deu~schen Spracbgebiete in ~sierreich. in der Schweiz. in Teilen rlon Polen. der 
Tschechoslowakei usw. (von Bonin 1936, p. 202). 
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What purpose did al1 these general affirmations of the 'natural' German forest Lebens- 

raunz have? On the one hand they were a continuation of the AIIdeutsch or Pan-German 

thought which had formed in the late 19" century and was certainly flourishing in the 1930s. 

As a movement of ethnic (rather than state-centred) nationalism, the Pan-Gerrnan idea 

demanded that the Reich 'bring home' al1 Germans by expanding its bo~ndaries.'~ 

On the other hand, the authors of those affirmations were trying to reverse the Treaty of 

Versailles by beating the Allies at their own garne. According to the doctrine of ethnic self- 

determination inscribed in the Treaîy, those areas that codd be shown to be ethnically 

German should have been allowed to detennine their own fate independent of the Polish, 

Czech or  French governments that happened to nile over them as a result of the territorial 

changes imposed in the Treaty of Versailles. Yet neither the German-Austrians, the Sudeten- 

Germans, nor the Gerrnan population of the Free State of Danzig were allowed to join the 

German Reich in accordance with that principle. This denial of self-determination provided 

the National Socialist propaganda with an issue behind which it could rally most of the 

German population, irrespective of their politicai views." When the German majority areas 

were not allowed to break away, the ethnic argument still allowed the German goverment 

to respond to calls for help fiom ethnic Gerrnan majorities in those areas. This would be the 

pretext for the Gerrnan annexation of the Suderenland in March of 1938. 

20 For an examination of the Alfdeufscher Yerband or Pan-Gemn League, see Chickenng 1984. 

2 I For patriotic treatments of "the Danzig question' in the foresay literaturc, see the proceedings of the 
1929 meeting of the German Society of Foresters at Danzig and Konigsberg (Jahresbericht des Deutschen 
Forsrvereins 1929). the report on the celebration of "A Day of the Forest in Danzig" by the head forester of 
Danzig in Nicotai 1934, and the speech by Nicolai celebrating the tenth anniversary of the Nazi seizure of 
power in Nicolai 1943. 
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Ultimately, then, the idea of a 'German' forest landscape served as an indicator for the 

extent of the German Volkr- and  ~ u l t u r b o d e n . ~ ~  The Yolhboden or 'soii of the German 

Volk' is synonyrnous and coextensive with the German-language area, Le., the area settled 

by Germans. On the other hand, the tenn also expresses the rootedness in the soi1 that 

formed suc h an integral part of volkisch ideology, With the Vofhboden concept, those areas 

in the West which were inhabited by German speakers and whose forest landscape displayed 

Gerrnan characteristics, for example Alsace, could be claimed for the German Reich. 

The Kulturboden part of the concept was more useful in the East where that overlap 

between language and coveted territory was not given. Kufturboden was defined as that area 

in which Germans did not necessarily form the ethnic majority, but which presumably 

showed the irnprint of German cultural influence in the landscape: in this case not only 

certain types of settlement structure and agricultura1 patterns, but a unique care of the forest 

in the form of Waldgesinnung, 

As we saw in Chapters 4 and 5, the existence of such a typically German Wcddgesinnung 

or ' forest-mindedness ' had already been clairned during the 1 9' century. Then the argument 

had rnainly been based on an essentialist notion of Germans and forest as 'somehow' 

historically connected. 'Behind' the appearance of the forest was an assumed deeper Wmen 

(being, character) of the forest that Gemans were said to be able to grasp intuitively while 

other nationalities could not. Through the centuries, the argument concluded, that ability of 

Germans had given rise to Classical forest science and had safeguarded the existence of the 

forest even in an increasingly populated and industrialized 

22 Cf. Herb 1997, pp. 55-60, for an examination of the concept and 

Gerrnany. Given the Nazis' 

its history. 
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infatuation with al1 things Germanie, it is no surprise that they launched efforts to 

SC ienti fically substantiate this Waldgesinnung. 

7.3 Finding the Pseudo-Scientific Roots of Waldgesimnung: 

The Research Programme Wald und Baum 

In 1938, a rather unusual triumvirate of Nazi agencies announced a comprehensive research 

programme called Wald und Boum in der arisch-germanischen Geistes- und Kultur- 

geschichte (Forest and Tree in Aryan-Gmnanic htellectuai and Cultural ~is tory)? The 

joint sponsors of the 4-year project were the Reich Forest Office under Goring, the Reich 

Food Estate under Reich Peasant Leader Darré, and the SS-Research Foundation Das Ahnen- 

erbe (Ancestral Heri tage) under SS-Chie f Himmler. Considering their constant rivalry 

within the tangled web ofNazi jurisdictions, the cooperation of Goring, Darré, and Himmler 

on this project was remarkable indeed. What could have enticed them to cooperate? 

Most likely, each rnay have hoped to denve a vindication of their individual agendas 

fiom the results of this project. For Goring, who initiated the project, the focus on forest and 

tree as historic influences on the development of German culture would have meant that his 

forestry portfolio gained in ideological capital. Meanwhile, the agrarian Romanticism of 

Darré, the 'inventor' of the collocation B h t  und Boden. stood to be strengthened by 

participating in a programme that provided an appreciation of the rootedness ofculture in the 

2 3 The programme was announced in Allgemeine Forst- undJag&e&ung 1938a and in Deurîche Forst- 
Zeitung 1938a. 
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soi 1." Finally, Himmler probably hoped to fmd 'scienti fic' evidence to buttress his 

Germanic myst ici~rn.~ 

Whatever their precise motives, these most influential figures of the Nazi empire agreed 

to sponsor the research programme with more than 250,000 _Z:eichsmark fiom their budgets.26 

Scientists were to work on 42 individual research projects for which they were to receive 

"proper stipends" and which they were to conclude with a senes of "strictly scientific, yet 

generally intelligible" books.27 Within a few months, 26 of the 42 lucrative projects had 

been assigned and the scientists set out on their reseatch endeavours." 

The goal of the project was to establish the existence of a common 'Nordic' forest culture 

by comparing - in individual projects - the influence of "forest and tree" on "Aryan," 

Scandinavian, Germanic, and Geman art, respectively. At the same time, other projects 

looked at the forest as a "cornrnunity of life" and at the interconnections of "Forest, Tree and 

Man in the Germanic Wei~anschauung." Together, these projects established a chah of 

cause and effmt that began with the soi1 and extended, via the forest landscape and its effect 

on cul tue, to the racial characteristics of the hurnan population. In a poignant term of the 

24 For a study of Darré and his Blood and Soi1 ideology, see Bramwell 1985. 

2 S For an example of the potential of Himmler's fancies to become translated into policy, we may look 
[O an affair related by Groning and Wolschke-Bulmahn (1987, p. 95). In 1942, Himmler gave orders to 
investigate whether the presence of a particular f o m  of ash trees on the island of  Fehrnam in the Baltic Sea 
was connected to Germanic traditions. Himmler's lieutenants in the RKF, particularly Wiepking, took this 
interest of their commander to mean chat this particular type of ash now enjoyed standing as a 'Germanic' tree 
which could be planted alongsidc 'German' oaks and linden trees in the village centre. 

26 For cornparison, the price of the newly introduced Volhwagen îuiornobile aas  900 Re:cbmark. 
27 Diese Reihe sollsrreng wissenschaflkh. dabei abergemeinversründIich sein. ( from the announcernent 

in AIlgemeine Forsr- undfugdzeitung 1938a, p. 340). 



day : i t est ab1 ished the roots of a Nordic-Gennanic Waldanrchauung or 'forest world view. '19 

The researchers were to deduce what was typically German (for example, half-timbered 

building style, farm types, and settlement structures, but also art and sacred architecture) 

from the forest tradition of Germandom. Accordingly, the cal1 for applications in the 

Deutsclre Forsr-Zeifung encouraged foresters to unearth the "strong root system of vdkzkch 

being in the Geman f ~ r e s t . " ~ ~  The final product ofthis research programme (had it not been 

abandoned as "non-essential" to the war effort) would have provided a scientific 

'explanation' for 'Gennan' landscape features which could then be used to delirnit the extent 

of the German cultural influence. Eventually, these tenets would have provided the bais  for 

identifjmg German Kulturboden outside the borders of the Reich - and for claiming that 

tenitory. 

Between 1936 and 1938, then, the general attempts at delineating Geman vs. foreign 

forests served two purposes. Primarily, they delimited the paie of the Greater Germany 

claimed by the National Socialists as the rightful home of al1 Germans. Secondly, they 

offered a suggestive defi t ion of the 'Nordic' Self and provided for a j wtaposition with the 

'S lavic' and Welsch Other that hinged on the treatment of the forest." In the more spa i  fic 

29 The term had been in use for a few years already. Rebel, for example, had used it in his address on 
"The Forest in German Culture" to the German Society of Foresters in 1934 (cf. Rebel 1934. p. 12). 

3 O Im deutschen Walde liegr seir den Urzeiren unseres Volkes . . . das srarke Wu~ehverk vdkischen 
CC'csens. (Deursche Forsr-Zeitung 193 8a. p. 444). 

This message also surfaçed in daily newspaper coverage. See. for example. the article in the 
Schlesische Yolkszeirung Breslau on lanuary 15,1936, on "TheConsequences of Forest Devastation in Eastern 
Europe." The article commented on reports îhat the annual cut in Estonia had to be lowered drastically: "This 
report may have caused surprise in Estonia and the other marginal states [a pejorative term for the Baltic states. 
M.I.], but rational observers of the so-called 'foresby' in alrnost al1 marginal states and in Western Russia have 
long expected this conclusion." Diese Meldung mag in Esrland und den übrigen Randsraaren überraschen. 
aber hfer mir vernün/rigen Augen die Formen der Waldwxrfichafr ' in fasr allen Randsraaren und auch im 
wesrlichen Rufiland beobachrer har. har schon lange damit rechnen mùîsen. du] soiche Erkennrnisse kommen 
und auch ausgesprochen werden wu'rden. 



articles written as publicistic support for the German annexations of 1938 and 1939, these 

generalizations would see their first propagandistic fiont line service. 

7.4 "One Forest, One Reich, One Fghrer": The Annexation of Austria 

On March 1 1, 1938, German columns tore down the border barriers and rolled into Austna 

- Hitler's assault on Europe had begun. Yet, many in the field of forestry, and many in the 

German and Austrian public in general, not only wekomed the Anschiufl ('joining') of 

Austria to the Reich but had workeâ towards that goal for a long the." On November 12, 

19 1 8, the German-speaking regions of Austria had declared themselves part of the German 

Reich. However, the Treaty of Versailles prohibited the union. Similarly, the attempt to 

declare a customs union was thwarted in 193 1. M e r  the Nazi takeover in Gemany in 1933, 

the propaganda calling for the "return" of the homeland of the Führer into the Reich was 

accompanied by political pressure as the Nazis tried to b h g  their branch parties to power 

outside the German Reich proper." Only in the Free State of Danzig did they succeed, 

garnering 52 % of the vote on May 28,1933 - Danzig becarne a National Socialist Free State 

and was 'coordinated' with the German ReichY. in the Saar and Memel regions and in 

Austria voters did not return the necessary majorities. To HitIer, the failure to gain power 

in his homeland was even more disappointing because he was the supreme leader of the 

Regarding the term Welsch, cf. Chapter 1 ,  footnote 15. 
3 2 This was also expressed by the remark quoted in the titte of  this section. It was made by the long-time 

chairman of the Ausfrian Society o f  Foresters, Anton Locker, at the occasion o f  the absorption of  the Austrian 
forestcrs into the German Society o f  Foresters on July 3 1. 1938. (Oesrerreichbche f ierze~ahresschr~fir  
Forsrrrvsert 1 938. p. 160). 

33  On the following. see Brozsat 198 1 ( 1969). pp, 2 15-22 1. 
34 For example, in the forest sector the coordination meant that after 1933 "each and every" Danzig 

forester was a member of  the NSDAP and the mandatory foresten' made union. (Nicolai 1943, p. 23). 



Austnan Nazi party (which placed him in the position of being Chancellor of one country 

and at the sarne time opposition leader in a neighbouring one). Hitler interisified his pressure 

tactics against the Austrian government but Italy, Britain and France made it clear that they 

would not tolerate a Nazi putsch and subsequent unification. In June of 1933, the Austrian 

governent  banned the NSDAP. By July of 1934, the illegal NSDAP was fmstrated enough 

to attempt a wild putsch in Viema but Hitler irnrnediately dissociated himself £iom the coup, 

fearing relations with Italy might s o u  even fkther." The Aus~n'an NSDAP was forced into 

the underground or fled to neighbouring Bavaria, there to await the day of annexation that 

would not arrive until 1938. 

The presence of  a certain degree of popular desire to unite Germany and Austria can be 

discemed in the publications of foresters afier 1918. In books, articles, and speeches, 

German and Austnan foresters stressed their cornmon Gemandom - ifmainly by subsuming 

' Aus tri an' under ' German. ' in 1 923, the German Society of Foresters voted "unanimousl y" 

by acclamation to interpret the word 'German' in its narne no longer as refemng to the state 

of Germany, but to the nationality of Gerrnan - which speci ficall y included foresters outside 

the Geman ~eich . '~  At the next opportunity (1925), the German Society of Foresters held 

i ts annual meeting on Austrian soi1 at Salzburg to express the new union. A second meeting 

in Austna was planned for 193 1 in Vienna but had to be cancelled due to the economic cnsis 

- foresters could sirnply not afford to travel. 

3 5 At that time, Italy was still opposing Germany and siding with France and Britain in the question of 
Austrian independence. Upon receiving news o f  the attempted coup, Mussolini amassed troops at the Brcnner 
pass and threatened to invade Austria to keep Hitler from combining the two countries. 

3 6 Apart from Austnan foresters, this includcd German foresters in Bohemia, Moravia, Slovakia (ail part 
of Czechoslovakia since 19 1 S), and Silcsia, (of which parts belonged to PoIand and Czechosiovakia since 
1 9 1 8). (cf. Jahresberichr des Deutschen Forstvereins 1925, p. 39). 



The 1925 convention in Salzburg, however, was a remarkable demonstration of unity 

between Gerrnan and Austrian foresters. The convention opened with an Austrian forester 

reciting a poem overflowing with the sentiment of unity. It welcomed the German 

"brethren" to "this thoroughly German" city and ended with the aflinnation that "even 

though the border still stands. we are brothers n~netheless!"'~ That this was not merely one 

individual's sentiment was made clear in the editor's introduction to the published 

proceedings which emphasized that, as Iong as the "political union" of Germany and Austria 

was prohibite. by the Treaty of Versailies, al1 efforts had to go towards the "spiritual unity 

of the brotheriy tribes." With the foresters, the editor asserted, this task was in good hands 

as they "have always stood in the first row where national questions were c~ncemed."~~ As 

early as 1925, the Geman Society of Foresters thus felt and acted gr@ieutsch (Greater 

German). 

Within Austria, National Socialist foresters prepared for the day of unification by setting 

up a National Socialist Forest Policy Unit similar to the one in Germany. Under Erwin 

Aichinger, a plant sociologist h m  Carinthia, this unit continued its work in the underground 

after the ban of the Autrian NSDAP in 1933. The task o f  the unit was to "prepare for the 

ideological reorientation and the reorganization of the profession after the take~ver."'~ 

Connections between the Reich and the underground NSDAP were numerous but were 

mostly kept quiet. In the forestry literature, however, there regularly appeared celebrations 

37 Jahresbericht des Deutschen Forsrvereins 1 925. pp. 3 5-36. 

Die deumhcr~mnigen ForstIeute standen von ,der. wo es sich um nation& Fragen haniidte. in 
vordesrer Reihe. (Jahresberichr des Deutschen Forshiereins 1925, p. 37).  

'' die weltanschauliche Ausrichtung und diefichIiche UmbiidungjUr den Fa11 der Machrer-grei/ung 
vorrubereiten. (Aichinger 1938). 
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of Austro-German identity and the struggle of the underground NSDAP. Interestingly, these 

articles were presented not as editorials but as private accounts, perhaps to maintain the 

appearance of neutrality and not to raise the ire of the Italian neighbour who saw the 

rapprochement between Austria and Germany with suspicion. 

In 1 93 5, for example, a group of six German forester candidates was "detached" to 

Austria for a course in plant sociology with ~ichinger." Over a period of almost five (!) 

months, the candidates travelled the length and width of Austria to lem about its flora It 

is anyone's guess as to what other pwposes this voyage might have served; the Ausirian 

authorities at least were waxy enough to dispatch a police escort for some legs of the joumey. 

In any case, the account of the trip published in the German forestry journals certainly was 

meant to reinforce the notion of unity. In the article by one participant in Deutsche 

Forstbeamrenzeilung, for example, passages stressing the German character of the Austrian 

landscape, flora, people, and culture abounded. In addition, those passages were as a rule 

emphasized through double spacing. Furthennore, on the Erst page of the article, a photo 

showed a giant swastika painted on a cliffside of sheer rock - a rather surprising choice of 

illustration for an article dealing with vegetation. Even more revealing was the photo credit, 

which named the host Aichinger as the photographer in a subtle yet clear indication of the 

common agenda of host and guests: what the host was not allowed to Say himself, his guests 

could voice on his behalf." 

The author of the report, forester candidate Mauter, rerninded the Reichsdeutschen, Le., 

those Germans who "happened" to live within the borders of the Reich, that 

obbeordert (Mauter, 1936, p. 388). 
4 I Cf. Mauter 1936, p. 388. 



our brethren down South are as German, both inside and out, as one can possibly be. For their 
Gemandom, they have made and still are making enormous sacrifices. With al1 theù thinking and 
feeling they look to Germany, every Song and every word is testimony to that. Al1 one has to see is 
the çlow in their eyes when they speak of ~ermany." 

What did this have to do with forestry and plant physiology? Again, it was the unity of 

German culture and Gennan landscape that was the link: 

Few are the instances where man and landscape fit one another in such perfect harmony as they do 
in this southem march [borderiand] of Cierrnandom." 

That is echoed in the report by the host that followed the participant's account in the 

Deursche Forstbeamtenteitung. In it, Aichinger remarked that "this southem-German border 

area" of Carinthia was home to 

a vegetation that was almost as rootcd in the soi1 (bodenrtandig) as the local population which 
through a millennium of borderiand struggle could rctaïn its p~culiarity.~ 

Remarkably, this comment sees the human population of Carinthia as longer established in 

the area than the vegetation. This daim becomes even more surprising when we remind 

ourselves that the author was a plant sociologist! According to Aichinger, in this 

southemmost bastion of Gemandom, "over which a southem sky stretches already,'"' 

Geman culture nonetheless showed itself clearly in the landscape through its imprint on the 

forest flora - and the Germans who were rooted in this soi1 ensured that it always would. 

42 Wir Reichsdeutschen vergersen nur ailzu leichr. daJ umere Bnider dort unren im Süden sowohl 
innerlich wie üuj3erZich so deutsch sind, wie nur Menschen deutsch sein k6nnen. und da$?siefilr ihr Deurschrum 
ungeheure Opfer gebrachr haben und noch bringen. Ihr ganzes Denken und Fühlen zielr nach Deutschland 
hin. jedes Lied. jedes Worr bezeugr dm; und man brauchr nur dm Leuchien ihrer Augen zu sehen. wenn sie 
 on Deutschland sprechen. (Mauter 1936, p. 388). 

WohZ selien passen Menschen und iundschafi in solch vollkommener Harmonie zusamrnen wie dort 
mren in dieser Südecke des Deutschiums. (Mauter 1936. p. 388). 

JJ ins siirideurrche Grenzgebiet enriandr . . . Dieses Land besitzi eine fasr ebenso bodensründige 
Vegetarion wie Bev6lkerung. die im Jahrtausend langen Grenzkampf ihre Eigenarr bewahren konnre. 
(Aichinger 1936, p. 390). 

'' dm schon von einem rüdiichen Himrnel tZberschirmte Lund. (Aichinger 1936. p. 390). 
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The argument underlying the statements by Mauter and Aichinger was that race was the 

final cause of landscape character. Geology and the "southem sky" could only cause 

regional variations in what was more or less predetermined by the German race of the 

inhabitants. German race thus was capable ofbringing about German forests, whether in the 

foggy flatlands of Northern Gemany or in the sun-drenched southem Alps. To Aichinger 

and his "Reich-Gerrnan" guests, the conclusion was obvious. With the Austrian forest 

landscape and the "German-Austrian ~olks~enossen'' as but regional expressions of  the 

Greater German landscape and national character, their eventuai union in Gropdeu~~chland 

(Greater Gemany) was self-evident and inevitable." 

When the Anschfufl came in 1938, Aichinger's underground National Socialist Forest 

Policy Unit stood ready, but the Reich Forest Office in Berlin grabbed the reins: in forestry 

as in other areas, the union tumed out to be an outnght annexation of Austria by the German 

Reich. Instead of entering the Reich as one Land or province akin to Prussia or Bavaria, 

Austria was splintered into seven 

districts of the Nazi party structure. 

were made govemors who received 

16  aut ter 1936. p. 389. 

administrative Gaue (districts) coextensive with the 

At the same time, the Gauleiter (party district leaders) 

their orders directly f?om ~erlin." 

4 7  
The German-language forestry literature is full of indications of how cornpletc this subsumation of 

'Aiisnian' within 'German' soon became. See, for example, the series of  1943 articles published in the 
Deutsche Forsibeamrenzeitung in celebration of the tenth anniversary of the Nazi takeover. The article dealine 
with the forests and forestry of former Austria does not even mention the word 'Austrian' but titles: "The 
German Forest Thanks the Führer" (Der Deu~rche Wald dankr dem Führer (Starkei 1943)). In the text. 
'Ausma(n)' is replaced with 'Eastern March', 'Alpine and Danube districts', and 'German Alpine people.' 

18 On the takeover of Austrian forestry by the Reich Forest Office in Berlin, see Rubner 1985. pp. 1 13- 
I 1 S. Aichinger went on to play a prorninent role in Gcrman plant sociology. Hc was appointcd the first 
German Chair in plant sociology at the University of Frcihurg and in 1939 retumed to Austria to assume a 
similar position at the University of Vicnna. During the war, Aichinger rose to the rank of SS 
Hauptsturmführer and, on his t o m  ofduty, continued to write articies in which ht applied "scientific" insights 
from plant socioIogy to human society. So in a 1943 article on "Plant Associations and Human Society: A 
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The expansion ofthe Reich also had immediate consequences for the teaching of forestry: 

in the summer of 1938, the Prussian forestry academy at Ham.-Münden sent its students on 

a summer field trip to  ust tria.'^ Yet nowhere in their home province would Prussian 

foresters ever be confionted with silvicultural conditions such as those obtaining in the 

Austnan Alps. The trip likely had more to do with furthering the professional cohesion 

between Northem and Southem foresters. The Prussian forestry academy at Eberswalde 

even sent its students beyond Austria (now called "our Eastern marches") and into 

Yugoslavia to leam about "our most recent neighbour." Again the notion of race shone 

through in the account published in the joumals: "Everyone" was surprised to find the 

Slovenian lumbermen using a certain type of saw which was highly efficient "but, as we al1 

know, difficult to maintain." In otherwords: the German foresters did not expect to see non- 

Gerrnan workers mastenng the necessary skil l~. '~ Another thing the Eberswalde students did 

not expect was that their 1939 sumrner excursion would take them to the Sudetenland - 

Hitler's next prize." 

7.5 VJeim ins Reichn - The bReturn' of the Sudeîenland to the Reich 

While the annexation of Austria might have been seen by many Germans and Austrians as 

merely a reunificrttion, it was also relatively easy to justify and achieve as post-1918 Austria 

Biological Cornparison," in which Aichinger maintained that the treeless tundra landscape hindered the mental 
and spiritual development of its inhabitants Conversely, "highet differentiated humans," such as Germans. 
could not survive under such conditions (cf. Aichinger 1943, p. 69). 

49 Cf. Schleifenbaurn 1987, p. 80. 
50 Jugorlawien. unserjüngsler Nachbarland. . . . Ueberraschr waren wir alle. als rvir bei den dorrjgen 

Waldarbeitem die Hobelzahnsüge vorfanden, deren erhohte Leisrung. aber auch schwierige lnsrandhaltuny 
ja bekannt kt. (Bretschneider 1938, p. 929). 

Cf. Schleifenbaurn 1987. p. 80. 



was essentially a uniformly German-speaking country. The situation was different with the 

Sttderenland, though, which was a Geman-speaking region within Siavonic Czechoslovakia. 

The Sztdeten were an upland region on the Czech side of the border between Gemany and 

CzechosIovakia where roughly three million "Suderen-Germans" more or less formed the 

regional ethnic majority. Similar to German-Austria, the Suderenland districts had tned to 

join the Geman Reich in 1 9 18 afier the c m b l i n g  of the Austro-Hungarîan Empire but were 

prevented from doing so by the victors 

To justim German demands for annexation, German propaganda led a two-pronged 

assault on Czecho~lovakia~~ On the one hand Prague was accused of oppressing the 

'unprotected' Sudeten-Geman minority. On occasion, forestry journals took part in 

slanderous propaganda salvoes, for exarnple by publishing articles such as "Struggle 

Between the Peoples in the Suderen Area," in which an exiled Suderen-German Nazi-party 

big-wig scorned that the "Mongolian element" in the Czechs had been trying to destroy the 

"supenor German cultural achievement" for a thousand yearss3 For the most part, however, 

the forestry journals published articles of a more subtle character, in which the racial 

Germamess of the Sudeten-Germans was ernphasized at every opportunity. Leading up to 

the occupation on October 1, 1938, the forestry press c h e d  a number of pieces which 

portrayed the Suderen-Gerrnans as having been part of the Gennan realm for the better part 

5 2  At the conference at Munich on Septernber 29. 1938, Britain and France gave in to Hitler's pressure. 
They sacrificed the inviolabilirj of thcir ally Czechoslovakia in the hope of maintaining a fragile peace. 
Without having been represented at the table, Czechoslovakia was forced to cede the Stiderenland to Germany 
(losing a quarter of its population) and, four weeks later, regions of Polish and Hungarian ethnic rnajorities to 
Poland and Hungary (with a loss of a fUrther 6 % of its population). 

53 Der V6lkerkarnpfirn Sudete~rourn by the former leader of  the Nazi party in Prague. Karl Viererbl (cf- 
Viererbl 1935). The obviously prc-ordered article appcared one &y after the occupation. 
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of the last thousand years - which could still be seen in their Gennan way of treating the 

forest. 

One of the most vocal defenders of the cause of German culture and forestry in the 

Sudetenland was Eduard Krça (or Krtscha, as he would Gerrnanize his narne after the 

occupation), the director of the German forestry school at Reichstadt and secretary of the 

German Society of Foresters in the Czechoslovakian Republic. During the mid 1930s, Krça 

wote  articles for the German-language forestry journal Sudetendeutsche Forst- und 

Jagdzeitung on such topics as "Forest and Vol&' and "Keeping With the Times in Teaching 

Forestry." In his articles, Krça demanded to " M e r  the connection between forest and 

Volk" because "'the forest acwmpanied our histoncal becoming" and provided "the 

preconditions for true, deep culture and creativity of etemal v a ~ u e . " ~  

Once again, the forest was portrayed as the cradle of the only culture worth considering 

- Gerrnan culture. And because the forest was paramount in maintaining this cultural 

creativity, the discipline of foreshy was "fiindamental" to "culture as a wh01e."~~ Another 

Sudeten-German forester called this responsibiiity plainly "The Cultural Mission of the 

Foresûy pro fession."" With such articles, the Sudeten-German forest, foresters, and forestry 

were cIaimed as part of the German cultural tradition, with the larger intent of preparing 

public perception for the eventual claint of the Sudetenland as part of the German 

Volksboderz. 

54 Aufgahe: Verbundenheir von Wald und Volk Jôrdern. . . . Der Wald srund am Wege unseres 
gcschichrliclien Werdens. denn ~r.ir iraren ursprüngltch Waldvolk. . . . Das sinci aber die Voraussetzungerr 
iwhrer. rie@ Kultur und sch6pfericher Leistung von ewigem Werr. (Krça 1937, p. 186). 

'' ein fùr die Geromthltur n d e  Gebiet (Krça 1 93 5. p. 7 1 7). 

'' Die kulrurelle Sendung des firstlichen Bemfa. (Sigmond 1937). 



Irnmediately af3er the occupation, Krtscha published a review article in which he 

introduced the Reich readership to "Forest and Forestry in the Sucleienland." He used the 

geo-organic argument to vindicate the integration of the Sudelenland into Germany, noting 

that the "naturd slope" of the Sudetenland explained the traditional export orientation of 

timber towards Germany - which was meant to rnake the integration appear equally 

"natural. "" The Sudetenland was able to export surplus timber to neighbounng Saxony, 

Krtscha argueci, because its forestry followed the "law of sustainabili ty spnnging fiom 

German ways of being." More than that: Suderen-Gemans were also "Bearers of Forest- 

Culture" themselves: 

They have always k e n  kams and brokers of the Gcrman forest-cultural will. Their intellecntal 
history has, apart fiom very brief interruptions, maintained its cohesion with the cultural activity of 
Germans as a wh01e.~' 

Even beyond their O wn homeland, according to Krtscha, Sudeten-German foresters "spawned 

forest culture" in al1 lands of the former Hapsburg empire. But, he lamented, how poorly did 

the recipients of that culture thank the Suderen-Germans for their efforts: after their 

"usurpation" by Czechosiovakia in 1 9 1 8, the Sudeten-Gerrnans were barred fiom al 1 

scienti fic work in forestry, their forest culture was ign~red.'~ But now, wi th the retum of the 

Sudetenland into the Reich, this state of affairs so detrimental to Germans, German forest, 

5 7 (Krtscha 1938a, p. 1028; also in Krtscha 193813, p. 157). On the geo-organic concept, see Herb 1997. 
pp. 53-55. A sirnilar argument was made in a 1941 article by Kurt Mantei, who saw the Suderenland as an 
integral pan o f  a unified "middle-German" planning region. (cf. Mante1 194 1 ,  p- 3 1 1 ). 

58 Die Waldwimchafl selbst beruhi seit Mitre des 18. Jahrhunderts nu/ <lem deuuchen Wesen 
enrspringenden Grundraxz der Nachhalrigkeir. . . . Die Sudetendeufichen als/orsrliche Kulrunrdger. . . . Sie 
r r ,aren bis in die Gegen warf Trüger und Vennitrler deutschen fors fkul f urellen Wollens. Ihr Geirtesleben har 
sich bis aufganz kune Unterbrechungen den Zusammenhang mit dem gesamrdeurschen kuirureilen Schafin 
bewahrr. (Krtscha 1938a, pp. 1028-3029). Krtscha's clairn was not cntirely unfounded: the average volume 
increment per hectare in the Sudetenland was achially higher than in Germany. 
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and German culture would corne to an end as "the entire Volk assumed their protection 

through its unprecedented leadership and arms.'" Soon. those arms would no longer pretend 

to fiee Germans oppressed by govements hostile to Gennandom, but would embark on the 

conquest of entire countries. Only three weeks after the occupation of the Suderenland, 

Hitler ordered the Wehrmacht to prepare to "finish off the rest of Czechoslovakia.'~' 

Meanwhile, the Sudetenland was made a Reichsgau and completely integrated into the 

Greater German Reich. Al1 Reich laws and regulations applied without exception, and the 

Sudeten-Gennans becarne Greater Gennans as their Austrian neighbours had done just 

months earlier. The ethnically pure Greater German Reich, the dream of so many vdkisch 

foresters, was rea~ity.~' 

7.6 The Protectorate Bohemia-Moravia 

On March 1 5, 1 939, Hitler once again garnbled on the British and French desire for peace 

in Europe. As early as November 1937, Hitler had sumiised in a meeting with the 

Commanders-in-Chief of the Wehrmacht that "in ail pmbability England and perhaps also 

France have already silently written off Czechoslovakia, and that they have got used to the 

idea that this question would one day be cleaned up by ~ e m i a n y . ' ~ ~  He was right: when 

Gemany threatened Czechoslovakia with war unless it accepted the 'protection' of the 

6 0 .  lhren Schurz übernimmt dm ganze Volk durch seine behpiellose Führung und Wehr. (Krtscha 1938, 
p. 1030). 

6 1 Cf. Kirk 1995, p- 147, 

62 For an official account of the swift and cornpiete incorporation of Suderen-German foresrry into the 
structure of the Reich, see Rausch 194 1 and particularly Rausch 1943. 

63 Hitler on Novcrnber 5,  1937, according to the HoDbach rnemonndum (frorn the omcial translation of 
the memorandum used at the Nuremberg ûials, reprintcd in Sax and Kuntz 1992, pp. 340-349, hex p. 346). 



Reich, it found itself abandoned by its allies. Hitler turned the eastern, less economically 

developed province of SIovakia into a puppet state as it was considered 'too Slavic' to be 

assimilable into the Geman realm. The western provinces of Bohemia and Moravia, 

however, became a "Protectorate" of the German ~ e i c h . ~  De facto, they were German 

colonies in which Hitler's Reichsprotekror or governor reigned supreme next to a pro-forma 

'bautonomous" Czech govemment. 

In Hitler's officiai decree for the occupation, we read that it served to end "an intolerable 

state of affairs in a region in which Germany has a vital interest, a region that even belonged 

to the German Reich for more than a thousand yeadd5 Once again, this 'justification' 

points to Bohemia and Moravia as "historical lands'' of the former Holy Roman Empire of 

the Gennan Nation - it did not, however, claim that the Bohemians and Moravians were 

Gerrnans. This was a subtle yet important distinction, for it bestowed on them a status 

radically different fiom that of Austrians or Sudeten-Germans: it made them subjects rather 

than citizens of the emerging Greater Germany. In the propaganda article on the "Sûuggle 

of the Peoples in the Sudeten Area" cited earlier, Karl Viererbl had already drawn a clear 

racial demarcation between the 'races' competing for control over Bohernia and Moravia: 

in the semi-o fficial view, the land had originally been settled by 'Nordic' tribes, but around 

64 
An expample of Stovakia's almost total dependence on the German Reich is the fact that in the first 

year of its existence the new 'state' was already forced to deliver 83.7 % of its thber exports to Germany 
(Glesinger 1942, cited in Rubner 1985, p. 143). A protectorate is a relationship between forrnally independent 
states in which the weaker state (the protectorate) places itself under the protection of the stronger state or an 
organization of states (the protector). In principle, the weaker state rerains its indcpendence and speaks on its 
own behalf intemationally, while transfchg certain cornpetences to the stronger state. In reality, the 
relationship can range from a mutually beneficial customs union to an instrument of colonialism. An example 
of a recenrly estabiished protectorate is Kosovo. 

65 Einr Fondauer dieser [unerttüglich gewordenen] Zustünde mup rur Zerstônrng einer letzten Ordnung 
in einern Gebiereftihren, an dem Deutschland lebenswichtig inreressierr ïrr, ja. dasselbsf über 1OOOJahre long 
m m  Deur.schen Reich gehorie. (cited in Franckc C. 194 1 a, p. 107). 



AD 600 Slavic tribes had moved in. To the German foresters now 'taking care' of the 

forestry sector of the Protectorate, Germanic and Slavic consciousness were still fighting for 

the upper hand not only in the state, but in the individual inhabitants - in the Czech breast, 

Germanic and Slavic forces were constantly battting: 

One the one hand, the local population feels an urge to be outside and enjoy nature. On the other 
hand one must note that the hikers are not used to treating nature with the sarne respect we see in the 
German Reich. Yet, it is by no means only recklessness or overzealousness that causes these 
destructions; it is rnostly thoughtlessness and ignorance about the conscq~ences.~ 

And the Czech foresters fonned no exception, a fact that the German foresters saw as the 

cause of the variety of forest cultures found in this area. In an article cetebrating two years 

of "Forestry in the Protectorate Bohemia-Moravia," the chief forester of the Protectorate, 

Curt Francke, explained the linkages between "Gennan Foresters and Their Environment" 

in the Protectorate and the dificult patchwork of varieties of forest-mindedness they were 

facing: 

The people working in forcstry in the Bohcrnian-Moravian arca are by no means al1 Gennan and 
Czech - one has to be awarc of nwnerous diffkrcnces. Through centuries of separacion, the Germans 
in and around Prague have dcvclopcd diffcrcntly h m  those inside the Reich or even those living 
close to the old border with the Reich. Environment and vicws - fomtry included - were different 
and sometimes considerably so. Moreover, tbere arc not only Czechs [in the Protectorate, M.I.] but 
therc arc also the Momvians who coasider thcmselves as différent and rct accordingly. Finally, one 
has to deal with the Slovaks and the so-called S lo~zaks .~~  

66 Das Lsr einmal der srarke Drang der hiesigen Beviilkerung in die Natur und eine srarke Freude am 
Narurerleben. Zum anderen m u -  man aber auch festsrellen, dup die wandernden Menschen nichr so sorgsam 
mit den Narurerscheinungen umzugehen gewohntsind. wie wirdies w m  Deutschen Reich her kennen. Dabei 
isr es aber durchaus nichr so. da- lediglich aus Uebennut oder übertriebenem Eifer 2krsrtjrungen angerichrer 
werden. sondern rumeisr aus Unüberlegtheit und Nichtwissen um die Folgen. Oberlandforstmeister Cun 
Francke at the German-Czech Conference on Nature Protection and Forestry on April 24, 194 1 ,  in Prague. 
(Deursche Forsr-Zeirung 1 94 1 a, p. 177). 

67 Die im bohmisch-mahrlrchen Raume mit der Forsiwirrscha$ beschiïfiigren Menschen sind nun 
keineswegs nur Deurrche und Tschechen, sondern man mu4 sich vor Augen halren. da/ zahlreiche 
Vc.rschiecienhei~en auflreren. Die Deurschen in und um Prag enhslickelten sich in den Jahrhunderren der 
Trennung anders als im Reich oder auch schon an der alten Reichsgrenze; Umwelr und Anschauungen. uuch 

forsrlicher Art, wichen z. T. stark voneinander ab. Ebenso gibt es nichr nur Tschechen. sondern auch die 
Miihrerfihlen sich a k  emas anderes und wirken sich demenrsprechend a u ;  auperdent har man es noch mir 
einem Teil von Slowaken und mit den sogen. Slonzaken nr run. (Franckc C. 194 1 a, p. 1 10). 



To Francke, al1 these different ethnicities had different attitudes to the forest that violated the 

Germari ideal more or les .  Yet the degree to which they differed depended not only on the 

particular blend of their racial heritage but also on the cultural environments in which they 

had developed. For example, under German tutelage, Czech foresters could develop a 

considerable forest consciousness." Conversely, left to his own 'Slavic' devices, the 

"basically vexy well-trained, extremely conscientious Czech" could give in to "his inclination 

to place formalism before practical work.'" What Franfke was saying was that 'the Czech' 

was able and willing but needed supervision by Gemans because of his tendency for 

bureaucratic busiwork - which was a fonn of laziness to Francke. But, with the creation of 

the Protectorate, "Geman commissioners" were ready to "assist and supervise" the Czechs 

in their search for enlightenrnent. German foresters were grafted ont0 the Czech forest 

service where their task was to guide their Czech minions away fkom the sins of the past: the 

spmce monocultures, the neglect of deciduous species, the planting of non-site-adjusted 

species, and al1 the other silvicultural mistakes German forestry had long over~orne.'~ 

To administer the Bohemian and Moravian forest, the strict foresîry laws enacted in the 

Reich were extended to the Protectorate?' Apart fiom the introduction of German standards 

and measures, this m a n t  that no clearcutting was allowed, monocultures were to be changed 

into mixed and uneven-aged stands, and detailed long-term management plans were made 

68 For example, in an official 1943 evaluation of the work of German foresters and their Czech 
subordinates, the latter are credited with "conscientious cooperation" {gewissenhafier Mirarbeir) (cf. Pflanz 
1943, p. 22) .  

69 als der an sich sehrgur ausgebildere. Üuflersr gewksenhajk Tscheche dazu neigr. den Formalismus der 
prttkrischen Arbeir voranzusfellen. (Francke C .  1941a, p. 1 t 1). 

70 deurrche KomrnLrsnre, die hel/nd und rr'benuachend rnitwirken. (Franck 1 94 1. p. 1 1 3; sec also P flanz 
1943, where an officia1 account o f  the work of  G e m n  foresters in the Protectorate is given). 

71 Cf. Pflanz 1943. 
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mandatory. The imposition of German forest law rneant the complete loss of national 

di stinctiveness for Czech forestry which now was subsumed under German forestry. Yet the 

subsuming also was a backhanded expression of Geman respect for Czech forestxy and 

forests as it rneant that both were deemed close enough to their Geman counterparts to be 

'redeemable' through the application of Geman methods. For exarnple, the extension of the 

Law for the Protection of Racial Purity of Forest Plants to the Protectorate rneant that seeds 

fiom the Protectorate that were certifiai as 'racially pure' were automatically certi fied for 

use in the entire Reichmn 

At the same time, many Czech operationai foresten were "posted" to the forest service 

in the Reich where they filled those lower-level positions vacated by called-up German 

foresters. Czech academic foresters even were allowed to study and work as academic 

assistants at universities in the Reich." In Germany, the logic went, both operational and 

academic foresters would not only fil1 a need but also absorb some of the forest-mindedness 

of their Geman supenors which they would subsequently transplant to the Protectorate. 

in this respect, Czech foresters were pnvileged compareci to the large numbers of 

Czechs shipped to the Reich as forced labour, alrnost 250,000 in 1943 alone." By 1943, the 

German forest service had lost half of its complement to the military and was depending on 

the knowledge and experience of Czech foresters to help meet the increased demands of the 

war economy. According to Rubner, roughly 20 % of al1 persons working in the forestry 

- - 

72 Cf. Lançner 1942. 

73 Rubner 1985. p. 12 1. 

74 Kirk 1995, p. 148. 
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sector of the Old Reich dunng the war years were non-German, sorne on contracts, many 

others as forced labour7' 

The ambiguous attitude towards Czech foresters and to the Czech population in general 

was a reflection of the 'intemediate' racial worth which the German authorities assigned 

them. Czechs were considered Slavs, yet of an 'assimilable' kind, because they had 

' enj oyed ' German influence for many centuries. For exarnple, individual Czechs were 

considered fit for absorption into the Gerrnan Volkskorper or national body if they were 

isolated fiom one another and immersed in German culture in the Reich. This rationaiity 

found its most perverse expression in the kidnapping of 'racially suitable' Czech children to 

the Reich where they were to be raised as ~ermans." 

The relative respect that both the Czech forest and the Czech population merited in the 

eyes of the National Socialists saved them fiom the worst wrath of the Nazi behemoth. By 

contrast, in reports by lower levels ofthe forest administration to the Reich Forest Office, we 

can read how German foresters dealt with the race-based 'character deficiencies' of their 

' (Rubner 1985. p. 125). From a file in the federal archives in Berlin we can gain some sense of the 
numbers involved on a regional basis. At the b e g i ~ i n g  of the new fiscal year on 1 October 194 1, the numbers 
of forest labourers in the Sudetengau were given as follows: 12,454 forest labourers in total, of whom 8,155 
were Gerrnans, 778 Slovaks, 156 Poles, 1.327 Croats, 320 Hunganans, 1 10 Ukrainians, 263 Czechs. and 1.345 
French prisoners of war. Seasonal variations were considerable. though: in Juty 194 1 there had k e n  as many 
as 3,500 Croatian and 500 Hungarian forest labourers in the Sudetengau. (BA R37.01 / 199: Berreflend: 
.4rbeirsbedingungen der Ausiander (ohne Polen und Russen); here: sheets 33 and 1 5). 

76 
Cf. Koehl 1957 for the story of the so-calied "Well of Life" (Lebensbom) children as revealed at the 

Nuremberg trials. It is difficult to ascertain exactly how many children wcre abducted, but the file numbers 
assigned at the Lebensborn office indicate the existence of thousands of cases from al1 over eastem Europe. 
The chikiren were rernoved frorn orphanages, taken from their parents, or, as in the case of the village of 
Lidice, taken to the Reich aftcr their parents were summarily executed in reûiiution for partisans' attacks. 
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Ruthenian, Romanian, and Hungarian forest workers by calling on the Gestapo who 

promptiy "treated" and "removed" the "recalcitrant e~ernents."~ 

At the state levet, Hitler granted the Protectorate a nominal autonomy denied to any 

other of the "appended" and "incorporated" territones in Eastern Europe. Plans for the time 

afier the war saw the 'relatively German' Protectorate even fùnctioning as an experimental 

garden in which the SS veterans would rehearse their establishment of a new aristocracy of 

Blood and ~oii." As a skilled industrial work force, the Czech population also was a 

valuabie asset for the Gennan war economy and thus escaped depopulation policies of the 

sort applied by the SS - and, as we wiIl see in the next chapter, the Geman forest service - 

in Poland and the Soviet Union. First, however, we wili tum to the West and follow Geman 

foresters on their campaign through France. 

77 Federal Archives Berlin BA R 37.01 1 203 Befreflend: Eimarz von Auslündern (ohne Russen). 
S heet 200, p. 2: Bei der korperlichen und charakterlichen Veranlagung der Rurhenen und Ritmanen 

mu$' ein anderer Map.srab als beim deutschen Arbeirer angelegr weden. Diese Volksrâmrne neigen von Na fur 
aus zum Fartisein. zum Sirnulieren, zum Lügen und Übertreiben! Dap damir in den ersren Wochen ihres 
Einsarzes gewisse Schwiengketten zu überwinden waren, mufle in Kaufgenommen werden und es hut sich ja 

auch gezeigr. dafl bei enrsprechender Behandlung (Gestapo!) und nach Behebung der ersren 
.-iniaufsclr~t.ierigkeiren (Unrerkunjl. Ve~pflegung. BekIeidung. Gerire. Rauchwaren wew.) die Miinner 
c~rfreuliche Lcistungen aufivefien konnren. 

S heet 207, p. 3: Teilweîse waren auch arbeirsunwillige und widerspensrige Krüfie =ugewi~sen. deren 
Ausscheidung in der Regel mit Hive der Geheimen Staarîpolizei efolgre. 

'' Cf. Koehl 1957, p. 42. 
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7.7 "The Frencbman is a Stone-Being - just as the Cerman i s  a Forest-Being": 

French Forest and People on Trial 

In contrast to natural Gennan forestry, the Frenchman has lost his way over the centuries, ending up 
in artificial wood production. 

Forsrmeisrer Kaysing 1940'~ 

When the Gennan amies invaded the Netherlands, Luxemburg, and Belgium on 10 May 

1940, they took control of regions which the Nazis considered to be part of the 'Gemanic' 

realm. In the forestry literature, this 'honour' was reflected in the positive evaluation of the 

"productive and flawless" forest industry of Luxemburg, for example.' Even more respect 

was afforded the French regions of Alsace and Lorraine, which were considered Gennan 

'ethnic soi 1' and had been under Gennan control as recently as the years between 1 87 1 and 

19 18. The remainder of France, however, was seen as the lair of the 'arch enerny' whence 

trouble had corne to Gennany time and again. To check this threat once and for all, clearly 

a very different approach to occupation and govemance was necessary than in the 

'Germanic' regions." But how to define where the line was to be drawn between 'Germanic' 

and 'welsch' temtory? Again, foresters could help with the task as they suggested the state 

of the forest as an indicator for the racial characteristics of the resident population: German 

'ethnic soil' extended as far as the forest displayed Gennan characteristics. 

" Der Franzose haf im Gegensan rur noturgemâjlen deufichen Wddwirfichafi /rich hiin h u f i  der 
Jahrhunderte in einegekünsrelre Ho/-zwir~schafl verforen. (Kaysing 1940, p 401). 

(Wegener 1943. p.27). For a German assessment o f  the promises and problems of forestry in Belgium. 
sec KrauB 194 1 .  

" For an assessment o f  the Gcrman occupation in temis of  forestry policy. see Rubner 1985. Chapter 8.4. 
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J ust 1 i ke Austria and the Sudetenland, the region of Alsace between the Rhine river and 

the western dope of the Vosges mountains was 'by definition' German; and just as with 

Austria and the Suderenland, foresters made a case for this supposed Germanness of Alsace 

by point ing out the unity of people, landscape, and forests on the western, Alsatian bank and 

the eastern, Badenian bank of the Rhine. For example, Eduard Zentgraf, who had become 

Professor of Silvicultwe at the University ofFreibug in Baden in 1939, reminded his readers 

in 1940 that "the entire valley of that great German river is inhabited by Frankish and 

Alemannic people.''82 This racial argument was accompanied by an extensive discussion of 

the landscape symmetry between the Vosges and the Black Forest with the "Gerrnan" Rhine 

as the axis of symmetry in the middle. Zentgraf started his argument by pointing out the 

syrnmetry in the sequence of geulogical formations on either side of the Rhine, progressed 

to the sirnilar water regimes, and finaily stresseci the sirnilar altitudinal sequence of forest 

types that cover the slopes of the Vosges and the Black   or est.^ 

We have encountered this form of geo-organic argument before, when Sudeten-German 

foresters argued for a supposed 'natural ' unity of the Suderenland and the neighbowing 

region of Saxony baseci on the continuous slope of the forested terrain fiom the former to the 

latter. Similarly, Zentgraf based his claim for the unity of Baden and Alsace on the 

symmetnc lay of the land which to him was "merely two halves of a beautihl apple."" He 

81 
. . . dap irn gesarnten Oberrheingebier rechrs und linkr d a  gr@en deutschen Stronies Frankn und 

. - I / ~ ~ r n ~ ~ ~ i n c n  icohnen. . . . (Zentgraf 1940a. p. 266). 

'' Zentgraf 1940a. pp. 265-266. 

81 Zcntgraf 1940a. p. 265. 



rejoiced: "Today, when our eyes survey the mountains of the Vosges, we know that those 

are Gerrnan lands and that Gennan work has com~nenced."~~ 

This "German work" in Alsace was squarely aimed at integrating the Alsatian forestry 

sector seamlessly into that of the neighbouring province of   ad en." Within days of the 

Gennan crossing of the Rhine on 15 June 1940, the chief of the Badenian forest service, 

Wilhelm Hug, was ordered to expand his jurisdiction to Alsace: 

You will take immedîatc conuol of ail aspects of forestry, wood processing, hunting, and fihing in 
Alsace. Restart production and reorient the entire administration and production towards the 
regulations and goals obtainiog in the ~ l r r e i c h ~  

The use of the tenn Altreich or 'Old Reich' made clear that Alsace was considered an 

essential part of Greater Germany and thus to be made an integral and indistinguishable part 

of the Reich once more. As the leading Badenian forester Crocoll wrote in his assessrnent 

of forestry in ''this magnificently beautifiil land of ancient Geman culture" which "the 

genius of the Führer had led home into the Reich," this required strengthening the 

'Germanie' element represented by the Alsatian population while removing the French 

element introduced by the central government in Paris during its tenue in the region since 

29 18. Consequently, the first measure of the new Geman forest administration was to 

dismiss those 80 % of academically trained foresters who were not of Alsatian extraction, 

which meant firing al1 but five administrative-level foresters. By contrast, almost al1 

85 . . . und wenn heure die Blicke auf die Berge der Vugesen schwegen, dann wissen wir. dort isr deurîches 
Land, deursche Arbei! har dort eingesenr. . . . (Zentgraf 1940b. p. 509). 

86 Notwithstanding the crutioa o f  the Reich Forescry O f k e  in 1934 and the defacto elhination of the 
federal structure of the German Reich in the same year, forestry affairs in Germany continued to be organized 
on thc lcve! of the individual States. 

87 Ueberriehmen Sie sofort dus ganze Forst. Holmirtschaf&-, Jagd- und Firchereiwesen im EkaJ. 
bringen Sie alles soforr in Gang und stellen sie alles in Venvoltung und Berrieb ouf die im Alrreich geltenden 
Gmnds&ze und Ziele um. (Hug 1943, p. 26). 



operational-Ievel foresters were Alsatian and were thus automatically allowed to remain at 

their posts. To make up for the shortfall in administrative foresters of AlsatidGerman 

ancestry in Alsace, Badenian foresters were "immediately seconded to reconstruction work 

in the ancestrally identical (stammesgleich) land across the   hi ne."^' 

Yet the thrust of integrating Badenian and Alsatian foresters in one comprehensive forest 

service went beyond administrative concerns and aimed at a definite racial horizon, narnely 

"to avoid the mistake of 1871, when the geographically, historically, ancestrally, and 

economically dissimilar regions of Alsace and Lonaine were united in one province." This 

time, Baden and Alsace were to be reconstituted as the racially and historically homogenous 

unit they supposedly had fonned until the French occupation of the region by Louis XIV. 

Consequently, while the Alsatian forest was adrninistered fkom Strasbourg, the forests of 

Lorrain were under the control of the forest administration of the neighbouring Gau 

Westmark in St-  ende el.^^ 

To Crocoll, this cornmon ancestry was well-evidenced by the "valiant" attempts of 

AIsatian foresters between 1 9 1 8 and 1940 "to uphold German achievements in forestry even 

under French rule and to avoid a descent of Aisatian forests to the extensive management 

levels seen in France," even while "French centralism with its suppression of individual 

responsibility and the well-known deficiencies of the par1iamentary system . . . were placing 

88 Ein herrlich sch6ne.r Lund Üizester deutscher Kuitur war dank der genialen Straregie des Führers mit 
geringen Blurop-ern fart unversehrt ins Reich ~Nckgekehr i .  . . . eine Anzahl badischer Forsrbeamfer sofori 
. . . abgeordner nrr Au-auarbeit  im stammesgleichen Lande jenreirr des Rheins. (Crocoll 1 940, p. 3 97). On 
the deportation of French nationals from Alsace as part of the greater scheme of 'resertling' ethnic Germans, 
sce Koehl 1957, particularly p. 2 1 1. 

89 
Diese Berufung IieJ erkennen. da$l der Fehler von 18 71 - die Vereinlgung der geographisch. 

geschichrlich. srammesmi@ig und wi~~~chaf t l i ch  vdl ig  verschcedenen Gaue Elsaj3 und Lorhringen zum 
Reichsland - sich nich[ wiederholen würde. (Crocoll 1940, p. 397). 



O ften insurnountable obstacles in the way of the proficient Alsatian f~resters."~ ï h e  current 

state of the Alsatian forest was thus portrayed as the result of the tireless work of 'Gerrnan- 

thinking' Alsatian foresters when the attribute in question was positive (such as the "still 

much more natural species composition in cornparison to the rest of the Reich" or the 

retention of the Gerrnan tradition of selling felled timber rather adopting the French method 

of sel ling standing trees). Obversely, the state of the forest was seen as the consequence of 

French neglect when the attribute in question was negative (such as the "very unsatisfactory 

state of t!!ose areas replanted during the last 20 years" or the "general lack of a spatial order 

in the f~rest").~' Thanks to this highly flexible argumentation, al1 aspects of the Alsatian 

forest landscape could be easily 'explained' as the outcome of the stniggle between 

Gemanic forest consciousness and welsch inability to appreciate the forest. In the eyes of 

National Socialist foresters, both qualities were determineci not l e s t  by race. Over the 

course of centuries, 'Gerrnanic' Alsatian foresters had created an essentially Gennan forest, 

90 Es mup anerhnnt werden. dafi die elrâssischen Forstbeamten sich grofie Mühe gegeben haben, die 
zur reichslündischen Zeif erzielte H6he der Forshvrhvr~cIiafl auch unterfianzbsischer Hemchaft nc halten und 
ein Absinken der ekdssüchen Waldungen auf die Smfe der atensiveren inne$ranz6sÜchen Wir&cha/r zu 
vermeiden. . . . /m Walde selbst aber haben derfianz0sLrche Zenzrullsmus mir seiner Unterdnickung der 
Veranhvortungsfreudigkeit, die behnnren Schwüchen des parlamenrarhrchen Sysfems und die v6llig 
ungenügende BewiIfigung von Mitreln fir Kulntren, Kultu'pj7ege, und Wegbau den tüchtigen elsassischen 
Forstbeam ren meist unübenvindliche Hindernïsse in den Weggelegt und nicht nur einen Foruchrirt verhindert. 
sondern oft sogar zu einem Rückgang gefihrr. (Crocoll 1940, p. 397). 

9 1 Zusammenfasend I@ sich über die Holzartenverteilung sagen. dap sie in noch vie1 weirergehendern 
Mape den natürlichen Verhü ltnissen enrspricht. wie [sic] d i a  im übngen Reiche der Fall isr. (Crocoll 1 940, 
p. 399). 

So kt es den elsissischen Forstbeamten z. B. gelungen. den Verkauf des Holzes nach Aujbereitung 
beizubehalten. wehrend in Frankreich behnntlich dus Holz an den Koufer auf dem Stock abgeben wird. 
(Crocoll 1940, p. 397). 

Die in den ietzren 20 Jahren enfirandenen Jungwuchsflochen sindfir unsere Begrife in der groflen 
Mehcahl der Fiille sehr unbefriedigend (Crocoll 1940, p. 399). 

Eine rüwmliche Ordnung ;SI nichr zu erkennen. (Crocoll 1940, p. 400). 
The same praise for the "good will and motivation of Alsatian foresters" as opposed to the neglectful 

attitude of the French central govemment is expressed in other articles as well. (Hcre: Deurrche Forsr-Zeirung 
1941b. p. 234). 
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sometimes even bringing about a forest that was in a more natural, pristine, and thus better 

state than that in "the rest of the Reich." Dunng the years of French mie, they ais0 had 

succeeded in preventing the worst effects of 'welsch neglect and greed* and thus had kept the 

land German in its aspect. 

In the case of Alsace, the German foresters thus argued from forest to people: the 

exemplary 'natural' state ofthe forest was interpreted as the result of the Germanic character 

of its Alsatian guardians. In the case of Lorraine, however, foresters could not so argue 

because the state of the forest was less than desirabte, despite the claimed presence of a 

Germanic local population. To reconcile the apparent contradiction, foresters reversed the 

thnist of their argument and blamed the deterioration of the forest on the overwhelming 

influence of powerful foreigners grafted onto the Germanic population by the French central 

governrnent. As the Lorrainian forester Kaysing argued in a 1940 article, the simple yet 

righteous German population had stood no chance against the greed and cunning of 'the 

welsch.' For exarnple, in the 18' cenhiry, when the French crown installed the deposed 

Polish King Stanislaw 1 as the Duke of lorraine, he was seen as saddling the region with the 

effects of infarnous "Polish mismanagement." Similarly, after the French revolution, the 

forest supposedly suffered because "a democratic and parliamentary system is not suited to 

the furthering of forest care and prevents any progress." Finally, in the lgm century, the 

Frcnch iron and g l a s  industry in its hunger for &el wood had grabbed the forest from the 

German peasant woodlot owners, impoverishing them until "the Jew" could dispossess them 

and fann out his own cows in their stalls. In exchange for the milk, "the Jew" both claimed 



the caIves and demanded a fee - evidently, Kaysing was revisiting Düesberg's charge of a 

Semitic "golden herd" with his accusation." 

To the Gennan forester writing here, the conclusion was clear. The "deficiencies in 

volXisch and social life, the hollow phrases, the vain conceit and the undisputable decline of 

al1 imer values and strengths" of the "degenerated Frenchman" could not but show 

everywhere across the country. And he concluded: "Can it be any different with the 

f~rest?"~' The state of the forest in Lorraine was thus to be blamed on the depraved French 

overlords rather than the pressured German population. Victims of modernization and 

industrialization, the Geman population (and, by extension, the 'Geman race') was not to 

be held responsible for the decline of the forest in Lorraine. But it certainly had taken it 

upon itsel f to reverse the decline: 

What tremendous task we Gcrmans have k e n  assigned by Führer and fate: to rescue those ancient 
Gerrnan lands in the West fiom three centuries of dec~ ine .~  

German foresters' descriptions and explanations of forest development in Lorraine thus 

already foreshadowed the greater stniggle between Germanic and welsch 'ways of being ' 

which was waged at the national level. 

92 (Ka ysing 1 940, p. 402). On 'Polish misrnanagement' @olnische Wimchafi) see footnote 1 1 . 
Ein demokratisches undparlamentarisches System kt nrr Fdrdenrngpfteglicher Waldwimchafr ni& 

geeigner und Zühmr jede Vorwürtsenwickiung. (Kaysing 1940, p. 403). 
Die Kuh ging weg. Ersatz wunie vom Juden eïngestellr. gegen Kalbablie-ng und Geld. In der 

Gegcnd urn Münztal-St. Louîsgab es einen Juden. der über 600 Milchkiihe so verliehen katte. (Kaysing 1940, 
p. 403). 

93 Der Franzose war stets der Mann r4ni-n Denkens und Geschin~ch. Uebriggeblieben irr ein 
entarteter Franzose, . . . Aller GIanz groJer Stüdte und der wenigen &en Produktionsstàtten in Frankreich 
ist vor den Augen des Derrischen nicht imstande. all die Mdngel des d&chen und sozialen Lebens. die 
Ho hlheit der Phrasen. die Übedegene Einbildung und d m  unbesneirbare Absinken von innerem Wert und Kra8 
arc/ allen Gebicten zlt ûberdecken. Kann es mir dem lValde onders sein?! (Kaysing 1940, p. 40 1. multiple 
punctuation in the original). 

94 Welch ungeheure Aufgabe isr uns Deulschen vom Führer und S c h i c h l  gegeben. um dort im Wesrrn 
nites deurschcs Land tu  retten aus einem Niedergang von 3 Jahrhunderten. (Kaysing 1940, p. 403). 



As foresters swept across the Frenchpays with the German army, they sent back articles 

to their disciplinary journals in which they reported on the state of the French landscape and 

foresc. In itself, this was nothing new as  articles on the state of forestry in foreign nations 

had been a regular feature in Gennan forestry journals. Up to the year 1938, however, those 

articles were rnostly neutral or even positive in tone and reported fiom a professional point 

of view without straying into too many negative political or racist statements. At times, and 

particuIarly if the nation under the microscope was a 'fnendly' one (e-g., ftaly) the articles 

were even more positive than the state of the forest actually meriteci? After 1938, and 

particularly after the beginning of the war, however, the tone of the articles began to change 

sharply. Now fiequent references to the political or 'racial' situation of the country under 

scrutiny - or rather: occupation - peppered the descriptions of forest and forestry. 

In their articles on France, foresters connecteci the state of the forest and the landscape 

in general to a 'typical' carelessness of the French population which in tum they saw as the 

result of a dedine of their racial heritage. The articles usually began with a description of 

the neglected state of the general countryside before progressing to an assessrnent of the 

forest and, finally, to a racial 'explanation' for the perceived malaise. As an example, 1 

present an article entitled "France 1940 Seen Through the Eyes of a Forester" by Emst- 

95 During the years 1935 and 1936, there were several neutral and positive articles on France and Poland 
in the pages of the Deufsche Fotsrbeam~enreirung, the officia1 organ of foresters in the Third Reich. That said, 
there were numerous articles in the 1920s in which Polish forestry in particular was harshly criticized for 
' flooding* the German market with wood. (Cf. for example Wciger 1929; Hayn 193 1). These articles, while 
slanderous at times, were still of a less defamatory nature than the writings we will encounter later in this 
chapter. 

The Italian forest (which, according to theprofessed German standards ofthe 1930s, should have been 
the subject of severe ridicule) was praised in a 1938 special issue of the Deucsche Forsr-Zeitung. The likeiy 
reason for the publication was the desire to stiffcn the emerging axis Berlin-Rome (Cf. Deursche Forsr-Zeirung 
1938b). 



Günther Strehlke. In many respects, this article is typical ofthe writings of German foresters 

about France and deserves detai led analysis. 

In making his argument, Strehlke works backwards fiom the perceived lack of 'order' 

and 'care' in the forest iandscape to the vofkisch decline of the French 'race' and finalIy the 

underlying cause: racial impunty brought about by 'rootlessness' and 'interbreeding' of 

'races.' To give the reader an opportunity to experience firsthand the development of this 

argument, 1 quote two extensive, contiguous segments from the article. The article begins: 

When we entered France fiom &lgium. our soldiers wcre bitterly disîppointed: This is France, al1 
those uniaviting, dirty villages and cities? This iack of order and ôcauty? What on euth bave the 
French been doing since the end of the war? they aslced No new scttlements, outdated fannsteads, 
nary a new building to be setn anywhert, and sanitary installations d a h g  - at best - fiom the time 
of our grandfathers' generation. Granted, they wcre fascinated by Paris. It seems as though we 
mistook Paris for Fraace when speakïng about 'the world's premier cultural nation.' 

And now the South of France. A magnificent gardcn, thougb not through hdusmousness and 
intention on the part of the inhabitants, but merely by the gracc of God. The villages, handsame from 
afar, provided hardly any roorns satisfactory even for our modcst nec&. Looking at the inhabitants, 
we realized at once the effects of m l  flight. Almost every farmstead resembles a min with its 
crumbling walls and buildings. Abandoned farms overgrown by shrubs and weeds, aeglected fields 
and vineyards, fallow land, potato bcetle and wheat stem rust - al1 things that are incomprehensible 
to us. But they revealed to us one of the main reasons for the tcmile collapse of this leaderless 
nation. 

During the fightiag, the forester did not care much about tree nor forest. But now that the 
forester's eyc has h e  to look around and compare, it sees much that adds in fkightful ways to the 
overall picwe. 

One impression had exernptified in a r c t ~ ~ k a b l e  way the diffennt character of the people 
inhabiting this area: the war cemetenes. On the allied side cold marbled splendeur, opulent 
flowerbeds, and incidental exotic shrubs. By contrast, the Gerrnan hetoes* cemctery is a sacred grove 
with its endless rows of simple wooden crosscs fading into the distant darkncss of the forest. The 
Frenchrnan is a stone-behg - just iike the German is a forest-king. 

That explains much, yet can it excuse what one secs here in terms of forestry? We feel 
transported back to the middle ages. The forest is predominantly managed as a coppice forest. often 
comprising nothing but oak. It was the same al1 over the northern half of France, where I cannot 
remember having seen a single high grade forest. 

There follows a technical description of various forest management types Strehlke saw in the 

northem half of France. He then continues: 

The farther south one travels, the more black locust, sweet chesmut, Austrian pine and maritime pine 
are interspersed in the forest. Occasionally, one can spot very productive stands of Scots pine. yet 
aIways in a state of neglect. At the sarne time, the almost ubiquitous, often irnpenetrable undergrowth 
bespeaks the high potential of the soil. 



In the region around Angoulême-Cognac-Bordeaux one encounters extensive coniferous 
plantations o f  maritime pine in al1 age classes, but mostly in a dismal state. 1s it a question o f  race 
that one can hardly fmd a straight tree in these forests? While 1 was looking at such a crooked, 
Ieaning, and snakelike twisted stand o f  pines, there suddenly re-appeared before my eyes the 
misrnatched couple 1 -but certainly not any Frenciiman - had noticed in the last village: a jet-black, 
wooly-haired Nigger and a white girLpb 

The thmst of Strehlke's racist argument becomes plainly visible when we let it unfold in 

such a way. And just as we today detect the definite slant of his 'logic' towards establishing 

an essentialist understanding of 'race' as the only valid foundation of human existence, 

96 Als wir von Belgien her nach Frankreich kamen, da waren unsere h n d s e r  fief enrtüuscht: Das soli 
Frankreich sein. diese unfieundJichen dreckrgen Dbrfer und Stiîdte? Dieser Mangel an Ordnwg und 
Schônheir? Was haben die Franzosen eigenzlich nach dem Knèg gemachr? fragren sie. Keine neuen 
Siedlungen. rücksründige Bauernh6fe. h u m  ein Neubau zu sehen, sunirüre Einrïchtungen wie zur Zeir unserer 
GroJvarer - besrenfalls. G m j s ,  Patis hat sie begeirrert. Anscheinend hat man Paris irnmerjZr Frankreich 
gehalren. wenn man von der enren Kultumation der Welr sprach. 

Aber nun emt Südfiankeich. Ein herrficher Ga-; - doch nichr durch Fleg und Willen der 
Bewohner. sondern ei- durch die Grrre Gones. Die D 6 ~ e r .  von Ferne sranlich. boten als Quarriere kaum 
ficr unsere geringen Anspnïche genügende Rüume. Wenn wir die Bewohner ansahen. verstanden wir meir 
einem Male. wohin Landflucht fiihrt. Fmr jeder Bauernhofl mit seinen veflallenen Mauem und Gebduden. 
wirkt nie eine Ruine- Verlassene Ho/e. von Gesm-pp und Unkraur überwuchen. ungepflegre Felder und 
Weing&-zm, soviel Brachlond. Kartoflefknfer und Getreiderost, alles Dirige. diefiir uns unbegreijlich sind. 
Doch sie oflen barten uns eine der Hauprgnïndejûr diesen schreckiichen Zurammenbnrch einesfuhrungslosen 
Volkes. 

Wahrend der Kampfiandlungen war w h l  jedem Forstmann Baum Baum und Wald Wald. ffun hat 
das forstliche Auge Zeit, wach ru werden. Und was es vergfeichend siehr, figt sich emhrecùend ins 
allgerneine Bild. 

Merkwürdig schon hatre ein Eindnick die andemamge Nam der diesen Raum bewohnenden Volka 
aufgezeigt: Die FriedhGfe des Weltkrieges. Bei den AlIiierten h l t e  Mannorprachr, üppige Rabarten. dessinlose 
exorische Striucher. Der deubche Heldenfnedhof mit den endlosen Reihen im Baumdunkdsich verlierender 
schlichrer Holzkreuze ist ein heiliger Hain. Der Franzose Lrz ein Steinmensch - so wie der Deutsche ein 
Waldmensch kt. 

Das erklürr vieles; aber h n n  ex en~chuldigen, was man an Waldwirtschafisiehr? Hierfihir man sich 
ins forstliche Mittelalter zunickvetserrr. Die vorherrschende Berriebsan Lsr der MitreIwaId. sehr ofr mir der 
Eiche als einziger Holzart. So war es auch in der nSrdIichen HdIjÏe Frankreichs, wo ûberhaupt einen 
Hochivald gesehen ru haben. ich mich nichr entsinnen kann. 

L . ./ 
Je weirer man nach Siiden kommr. desro mehr nehmen Akazie. Edelkasranie. Schwa=- und 

Strandkiefer als Mischholzer und LückenbüJer m. Vereinzelt sind sehr wüchsige Besrznde der genteinen 
Kiefer zu rreflen. doch wenig gepflegr. Ein ofi kaum durchdringbarer Unrenuuchs lüj3t fasr allenthalben 
Rückrchlüsse auf die hohe Leishrngsjàhigkei~ des Bodens ru. 

/n der Gegendncrirchen Angoulême-Cognac-Bordeaux rnTr man ausgedehnre Nadelhoùwaldungen, 
meisr i.on trostlosem Zustand, Srrandkiefern (Pinus maririmu) aller Altersklassen. 1st er eine Rmenfrage. dap 
man in riies.cn Bestünden kaum einen geraden Schajifindet? Jedenfalls bei der Berrachrung so eines kmmmen 
und schiefen. rchlangenarfiggavundenen Besrandes. sah ich plotdich das ungleiche Paar vor Augen, dus mir 
- gew1j3 aber keinem Franzosen - erst wieder im letzten Or! au/ge/ailen war: ein riefschwarzer wollhaariger 
Nigger mir einem weipen Mndchen. (StrehUce 1 940, pp. 2 1 2-2 1 3. emphasis and paragraph breaks in the 
original). 
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contemporary readers would sureiy have identified this piece of propaganda writing as just 

that: propaganda. But we must not forget that the role of propaganda in the Third Reich was 

a much more prominent one than today and that it did not necessarily have the same 

altogether bad reputation it has today. Rather, it was a somewhat expected part of the 

everyday experience of Gemans. Goebbel's ministry aptly advertised its mission with its 

very narne: Ministry of Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda. Thus, although we might 

find the tone and the slant of the writing so contrïved as to be discredited, this might not 

necessarily have been the case with contemporary foresters. To them, it rnight have 

represented another repetition of what they had heard and read many times before. 

The efffect of propaganda articles such as Stmhke's is not connected to their individual 

degree of veracity but to their position in a chah of fiequently repeated concepts or phrases. 

In other words, an argument that might sound outlandish and Metched at first encounter 

rnight slowly work its way into acceptance by king repeated and presented fiom different 

angles. In this respect, we c m  compare pmpagandû to a meditative mantra which, while not 

becoming any more 'realistic' or 'true' through constant repetition, can nonetheless become 

effective. 

Besides repetition, the suggestiveness of propaganda is also tied to its potential to make 

disconnected aspects of social Iife, for example 'race' and forest, seem 'naturally' connected, 

i-e., its potential for the naturalization of the political. Keeping this in mind, how does 

StrehIke establish this connection between race and forest, between the natural and the 

political in his article? The purpose of the first two paragraphs clearly was to establish the 

difference between German and French 'ways of being' by using the landscape as a mirror 

of 'national characteristics.' Strehlke presented the French landscape as fertile yet 
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undemtilized. The presence of former farmsteads and weeds bespoke the potential of the 

soi 1, whi le the "incomprehensible" neglect and backwardness of the human occupants of this 

"rnagnificent garden" wasted it away. To let this potential go unused was anatherna to 

German foresters trained in the rational science of forestry. AAer all, their goal was to 

achieve the maximum sustainable yield on any given site by carefblly choosing the rnix of 

tree species to be planted (sometimes as far as one or two rotations into the future), devising 

a detailed management plan, and even safeguarding the availability of a permanent 

complement of local forest labour by providing settlement incentives and land altotments. 

To fa11 short of the maximum possible use of the land, whether in the fields or in the forest, 

was to fail at one's collective responsibility as a cuitural nation to 'improve' the land and 

maintain a cultural landscape. 

Even the glittering metropdis of Paris with its grandeur could not offset the negative 

impression that the German beholders had forrned of the 'neglected' countryside. In fact, 

in their view the pull of the bright city lights was one of the premier reasons for the sorry 

state of the countryside: the sharp contrast between glittering Paris and the abandoned 

countryside only served to throw into stark relief the effects of migration to the cities, 

ano ther favouri te bogeyman of German foresters. In the tradition of the cultural pessimism 

they had inherited from their Bildungsbzïrger elders, German foresters decried the effects of 

rural depopulation on the cultural landscape as weakening the overall v6lkisch resilience of 

a nation. The French nation, 'uprooted' h m  its ancestral soil, consequently had lost the 

strength it needed to stand on its own - and with it the nght to continue to stand on its own: 

the landscape "revealed to us one of the main reasons for the temble collapse of this 

leaderless nation." For Strehlke, the collapse had been inevibble. It was not brought about 
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by German aggression, but had already occurred earlier: France had rotted from the inside 

out. Al1 the Gerrnan army had done was crush the glittering yet brittle shell that had hidden 

the tme state of flairs. 

With the ' fact' of the undemtilization of the soi1 and the vdkr'sch inferiority of the French 

thus 'estabfished' through a reading of the cultural landscape in general, Strehlke could 

progress to a forestry-speci fic interpretation of "'the di fferent character of the people 

inhabiting this area." But before letting his "forester's eye . . . look around and compare" 

for a detailed evaluation of French forests and forestry, Strehlke set the tone by bringing in 

the polarity between German 'culture' and French 'civilization' through the exarnple of the 

war cemeteries." While the F m c h  cemetcries wen elaborate works of garden design, he 

deemed them soulless as they failed to make the comection with the soi1 in which the 

German heroes were pfaced to rest - and whence they re-emerged in the vigour of the trees 

growing around them. Men and trees were one, sheltering and nourishing one another in life 

and death alike: the German with his forest-mindedness had protected trees and forest 

throughout his life; now the trees repaid the favour in the "sacred grove." This example 

served to di fferentiate the French as civilized yet soulless "stone-beings" Erom the Germans 

whose culture came from being firrnly rooted in nature - they tmly were "forest-beings." 

With 'German forest-mindedness' being generally seen as an absolutely positive 

character attribute, this distinction alone vastiy elevated Germans over French - or at least 

that was what the author wanted to suggest to his German readers. But Strehlke was not 

satisfied that this national characteristic alone could "explain," let alone "excuse" the 

9 7 For a cross-cultural comparative discussion o f  the syrnbolism of war cerneteries, sec Mosse 199 1. 
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'medieval' state of forestry affairs in France. To illustrate the grounds for his doubt, he 

continued his evaluative cornparison of French and German 'ways of being' by pointing out 

the numerous deficiencies of the actual forests he had seen during his advance through 

France. The tenor of Strehlke's silvicultural observations is captured in the statement at the 

end of the first segment: "1 cannot remember having seen a single high grade forest." To a 

Gerrnan forester, this statement exernplified al1 that was wrong with French forestry: it was 

l i  teralI y stuck in the rniddle ages, the time before the advent of Gennan forest science. Back 

then, forests were prirnarily grown for fuel wood and with an eye to the maximization of 

forest by-products such as honey or tanning bark. Those product goals, combined with a 

lack of tools, mechanization, and transportation, rneant that the trees were harvested when 

they were still of manageable dimensions, which in tum required m u e n t  cuts in short 

rotations (as short as seven years in the extreme). The resulting forest was called a coppice 

forest and yielded far less wood volume than the high grade forest of the new Geman school 

of forestry. The high grade forest consisted of even-aged and evenly spaced trees, some of 

which were culled in regular intervals to provide enough light and water for the remaining 

trees which then would concentrate the entire growth potential of the site on their boles alone 

and thus produce the maximum attainable volume of saw wood. 

By holding on to the outdated method of coppicing their forests, the French had 

disqualified themselves in the eyes of the Gerrnan forester: once again, they were guifty of 

wasting the high potential of the soil. This was m e r  emphasized by Strehike's comment 

that the South of France had some "very productive stands of Scots pine, yet always in a state 

of neglect. At the same time, the often impenetrable undergrowth almost everywhere 

bespeaks the high potential ofthe soil." Throughout the article, Strehlke thus juxtaposed the 



high fertility of the natural landscape with the simultaneously contnved and neglected 

cultural landscape that welsch nonchalance had imposed on it. This simplistic formuia for 

chastizing the French for their 'unnatural' behaviour culminated in the express linking of 

'interbreeding' between hurnan 'races' and deformations of tree f o m  factors as similar 

lapses of racial awareness?' Was it any wonder, Strehlke asked, that the French had let the 

landscape slip into decline if they did not even have enough awareness to keep their own 

racial heritage pure? Don't you see, he asked with his simile, what disastrous potential the 

combination of high fertility and lack of racial vigilance holds for the overall health of a 

country, whether we look at the forest form factor or the racial purity of the human 

population? 

Ultimately, Strehlke argued, it was this lack of vigilance that had led to the collapse of 

the French nation: uprooted ffom its soil through urbanization, it had lost its volkisch 

strength; failing to appreciate the fertility of its land, it held on to outdated methods of 

agriculture and silviculture; and diluted in the purity of its blood by its lack of racial 

rnindfulness, it had become unworthy of respect. But Germany was willing to help, it was 

standing ready to break France's fiee fdl. Fotlow the Geman lead in forestry as in politics, 

and you can be on the wiming side: 

The ïnner and outer collapse has shown the French nation in draconian te- the effects of  its 
mistakes and missed opportunitics Will it fmd its way back? Will France, too, realizc that the soil 
is not a commodity that can be treated at anyonc's whim? That vdkisch strength can only root in the 
soil of the Heimai? Once that is the case, vast opportunities will open up for a purposefiilly planned 
and executed forestry.- 

93 This cornparison resonates with the hate propaganda published in the forestry joumals by Hans zu 
.Megede. for example. (see Chapter 6. foornote 61 ). 

99 Der innere und aufire Niederbruch haf dem franz6sischen Yolk in furchzbarer Hdrfe die Folgen seiner 
Fehfer und Versüurnn~se vor Augen gefihrr. Wird es sich jetzt zunickbesinnen aufsich selbsf. wird auch 
Frankreich erkennen. duj3 der Boden keine Ware isi. mit derjeder machen kann. was er will. dap nur in der 
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German foresters and the German nation as a whole were extending a hand to what they 

perceived as misguided yet salvageable French nation: realize the error of your past ways and 

join us in a new friture - on ow terms. We will teach you how to conduct 'proper' forestry, 

how to take care of your landscape, and how to find your way back to a national existence 

rooted in the soil. 

In practice, French forestry was placed under German military administration which 

imposed strict guidelines. A 'law' decreed in August 1942 required forest owners to 

publicize their annual cut which was subsequently raised by 50%. A f i e r  'law' required 

the 'coordination' of French foresters in associations nominally controllai by the chief of the 

French forest administration. As Rubner relates, the cooperation of German military 

administration and the remaining French forestry administration seerns to have been rather 

smooth. For instance, as a reward for the cooperation of the French forest administration, 

the German occupiers allowed the reopening the forest academy at Les Barres as early as 

December 1 940. 

With their 'invitation' to accept the 'blwsings' of German ways, Gennan foresters thus 

still granted a degree of agency to the French nation, which they saw as more or less related 

in terms of 'race,' if misguided and insuficiently vigilant against 'racial dilution.' As we 

wilI see in the next chapter, such agency - and the underlying respect for another people, 

however spurious its rationale might have been - was denied to the local populations when 

German foresters marched East. Before we follow them to Poland and the Soviet Union, 

Heimarerde die rdikische Krafi wuneln kann? Ein weires Feld ercflner sich d a m  zu planvol! gelrirercr 
forsrlicher Tarigkeir. (Strehlke 1940, p. 2 13). 

100 Cf. Rubner 1985, pp. 155-1 58. 
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however, we will conclude this chapter by examining how forest and people in the ' feilow- 

Nordic' countries in the North fared under German occupation. 

7.8 Norway and Germany: A 'Nordic Community of Destiny" 

In April of 1940, Gerrnan troops occupied Denmark and Norway, giving concrete form to 

the National Socialist vision of a Gerrnan 'supply zone' in Northem Europe, In an article 

enti tled "Norway: Volk, Space, and Economy," the forester Stalmann analyzed the potential 

Norway's people, geography, and economy held for Gennany while outlining the approach 

the Gerrnan forest administration had taken to tap that potential. At the same time, 

Stalmann's article gave expression to the National Socialist dictum of a 'Nordic community 

of destiny' that supposedly united Germans with their Scandinavian cousins: 

In Norway, the Nordic-Germanic race has b e n  prcserved in its purest fonn. . . . Climate, soil, and 
time have shaped the Norwegian. . . . in the isolated Norwcgian mountains, the master race 
developed. 'O' 

Clearly, as the Norwegians were regarded as the most pure fom of the 'master race,' the 

German occupiers could not violate the rights of this 'fellow-Nordic' people - al Ieast not 

blatantly so. Accordingly, the Gerrnan policy of "reorganizing" the Norwegian forestry 

sector which StaImann outlined in his article was one of remarkable restraint and 

consideratiori not only for the integrity of the 'Nordic forest' of Nonvay, but also for the 

rights of Nofwegian foresters and forest proprietors. Changes were mainly administrative 

and were to be overseen by a newly created Forest Directorate, a German supervisory body 

101: In Nonvegen har sich die nornisch-germanlsciie Rase am reinsren erhalrrn. . . . Klirna. Boden und 
Zeir haben den norwegischen Menschen gesialrer. . . . in den einsamen norwegischen Gebirgen isr der 
Herrenmensch gewachsen. der, seif 1 000 und mehr Jahren au f eigener selbsr erworbener Scholle srehend. 
dieses seiner Hünde Werk mit niemandem zu reilen gewillr isf und der in sfolzcr Verschlossenheir nur sich 
selbsr und seiner Familie lebt.. . . (Stalmann 1 943, p. 39). 
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grafted atop the Nowegian forest administration which was lef? intact. The Forest 

Directorate recruited a cadre of Norwegian Forestry Supervisors who were to ensüre the 

implementation of the changes at the ground level. Towards the top, the Forest Directorate 

reported directly to the Reich Commissioner as the representative of the Führer in Norway. 

While the Forest Directorate assumed complete planning control over forestry and al1 

wood processing industries, it did not expropriate private forest owners, who continued to 

control more than 80 %oftheNorwegian forest area Forest owners were not dispossessed 

of their forests - as long as they complied with the policies issued by the Directorate. As 

could be expected, the premier goal of the policies was to exploit the Norwegian forest, yet 

at the same time the Forest Directorate was instructed to: 

complete tbis unusualiy diffïcult task, viz, to meet the immensely heightcned aeed for wood created 
by the war, without inflicting permanent damage on the Nomegian forest reser~es . '~  

This statement made clear that the notion of Nachhaltigkeir or sustainability, the prime 

directive of Geman forestry since the days of Classical German foresters in the early 19" 

century, was to be maintaineci at al1 cost even in this occupied country and even under the 

exigencies of war. As we saw earlier, Uiis was a privilege otherwise afforded only to 

"reincorporated" lands thought to be a part of Germany, such as neighbouring Sudetenland 

and Alsace. The fact Chat the faraway Norwegian forest was to be treated with the same 

consideration as the forest on "German ethnic soil" is a remarkable indication of the racial 

1 O? 
. . . Eflllung der gesrellren ungew6hnlich schwierigen Aufgabe. nümlich den kriegherfjngren 

ungemein gesreigerren Holzbedarf ohne nachhaltige Schüdigung der Holzvorrüre Nonuegens zu decken. 
(Stalmann 1943. p. 60). 



worth German foresters assigned to what they considered the 'fellow-Nordic' people and 

landscape of Norway. 'O3 

We can see this idea of a commonality expressed fùrther in an article relating "Forestry 

Impressions fiom Norway," in which forester Hermann Leonhard stressed the similarities 

between the Norwegian people and landscape and their German equivalents: 

Instinctively, one is reminded of the landscape of the uplands of central Gerrnany, such as the Harz 
mountains or the Black Forest. . . . A contemplative wanderer fmds many similarities and some 
differences as he compares the forests ofNorway and Germany. . . . 150 years ago, poor road access, 
forest Pasture, and overexploitation had reduced the German forest to a state similar to that of the 
Norwegian forest today. Through decades of tcnacious work the yield of the Gcrman forest was 
raised to present levels. In the sune rnanncr, it must be possible to raise the condition of the forest 
in Norway. Roof is avarlable in the form of a numbef of exemplary dismcts. The men who lcad 
Norway today are convinced of the necessity of giving the Norwegian forest the attention and the 
îürtherance it deserves . . - May the belief in their own funtre and in a new Europe give the 
Norwegian people and our professional cornrades in the North the strength to rebuild the Norwegian 
i o r e ~ t . ' ~  

Leonhard saw Norwegians as possessing the sarne "forest-mindedness" usually reserved for 

the German population and was hopefùl that this 'natural' consideration for the forwt would 

enable them to follow the Geman path of forest development of their own volition. As 

Stalmann pointed out, it was the task of the Forest Directorate to fiuther foster this spirit of 

persuasion by: 

'O3 Thnie sarne overall respect emergcs fiom the pages of the files of the Reich Forest Office's General 
Sections for Denmark and Norway collected in the folder BA R 37.01 265 (Beaeffend: Generulreferare 
Dznernark und Norwegen) in the Federal Archives Berlin. 

I o 4  Unwillkiirlich wird man an deurîche Mitrelgebirgslandrcha#. wie Han oder Hochschwarnvald. 
erinnerr. . . . Viele Aehnlichkeiten und manches andersartigejindet der besinnliche Wanderer, wenn er den 
nonuegischen Wald mit dent deuechen Wald vergleicht. . . . Mangelnder AufichluJ? der Wülder, Waldweide 
und Uebernuihtng harren vor erwa 150 Jahren den deutschen Wald in einen Zwand gebrachr. der den 
heurigen Waldverhültnksen in Norwegen ühneli. Durch zdhe jahrzehntelange Arbeit irt es gelungen, die 
Leisrung des deutschen Waldes ouf die jetzige H6he nr sreigern. Su mufl es auch in Aforwegen m6glicic sein. 
den Waldzusrand grundlegend m verbessern. Beweise konnen an Hand von einer Reihe Murerberrieben 
ydiefeert werticn. Die Münner, die heure in Nonvegen fiihren. sind davon überzeugr, dap es nonvendig kt. dem 
nonvegixhen Wald die Beachtung und Fhderung zu schenkm. die er verdienl. . . . Môge der Gfaube an die 
eigene Zukunfr und an ein nates Europa dem norwegischen Volk und unseren Berujikameraden im Norden 
Kraft geben. so cf@ sie in der Lage sind. den ffeuaufiau der norwegischen Wülder durchzufihren. (Leonhard 
1941, p. 71). 



coordinat[ing] the legal, organizational, and technical conditions for Norwegian forestry as much as 
possible with the actuality of the Reich while givtng full consideration to the particular conditions of 
 onv va^. 'O' 

In the same spirit of cooperation amongst ' fellow-Nordic peoples, ' the Forestry Directorate 

also instructed i ts Norwegian Forestry Supervisors to win over individual forest owners 

through advice and persuasion rather than coercion: 

The foresay supervisors wiIl only be succcssfd in theu work if they manage to win forest owners for 
the New Econorny by means of persuasion and if they achieve close cooperation on the basis of trust. 
In the application of coercive rneasures they must Iimit themselves to those absolute necessary against 
rnalicious opponents,""' 

The 'velvet glove' approach the German occupiers took to extracting resources Erom the 

Norwegians did not mean, however, that Norway was not expected to make its contribution 

to the struggle Gennany was supposedly fighting on the behalf of al1 Nordic peoples. The 

sarne year Stalmann was writing about "close cooperation on the basis of trust," Norway was 

saddled with the demand for a Sonderhieb or one-time additional cut amounting to 1 million 

cubic metres or 1 0% of its sustainable annual cut, As well, Norway (along with the occupied 

former Baltic states) was callexi upon to send 10,000 'hardened' forest labourers to Finland 

so that the Finns could double their timber shipment to the Reich to 3 million cubic metres.lo7 

Overall, the 'Nordic' forests and peoples of Scandinavia were treated with a certain 

respect by the German occupation foresters. As 'fellow-Nordic' peoples able to create and 

105 Die geserzlichen. organisatorlrchen und techniden Grundlagen wurden unter voller Benickrich rig- 
ung der besonderen norwegischen Verhültnisse den Gegebenheiren im Reich weitesrgehend angeglichen. 
(Stalmann 1943, p. 57). 

1 O6 Die Forsraufsichrrbeamren werden nur dann er$oIgrekh rürig sein. wenn es ihnen gelingr. die 
Waldbesitzer durch Übetleugungfiir die neue Wimchafi nr gewinnen. und wenn sie aufder Gmndlage des 
Crerrrauens zu einer engen Zusammenarbeit mit ihnen gelangen. In der An wenciung von Zwangsmirreln nrùssen 
sie sich a ufd~zs rtnbedingt Notwend~ge gegenirber boswil Iigen Konîrahenten beschrznken. (Sta imam 1 943. 
p. 58 ) .  

1 O7 Federal Archives Berlin, BA R 37.0 1 / 204 Berrefend: "Arbeitseinsarr Berriebsfremder (A ~~slüntler. 
pp.) Sonrierbeaufrragrer/: d. Einsaiz auslündischer Arbeitsbiifre im Ausland. " Hcre: sheet 3. 
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maintain an 'almost German' forest landscape, Scandinavians possessed a considerable 

degree of 'racial worth' in the eyes of the Gennan occupiers who consequently treated them 

as somewhat reluctant allies who were merely in need of convincing before they tw would 

corne to see the common cause of racial purity that united the 'Nordic race.' As we will see 

in the next chapter, the peoples to the East of Gemany lived through a very different 

expenence. 

7.9 Conclusion 

During the mid- 193Os, the National Socialist regime enjoyed the approval of a large number 

of Germans. The economy was booming, unemployrnent had been al1 but eradicated, and 

German national pride was boosted by a number of foreign policy successes. Partly through 

genuine improvements to the life situation of a substantial number of Gerrnans, partly 

through coercion, and part1 y through ski 1 fiil propaganda, the National Socialists had achieved 

total control over ail aspects of German society. With the domestic situation thus firmly 

secured, the Nazis began to pursue in eamest their erstwhile goal of conquering Le&mruurn 

beyond Germany's borders. In the first stage of the conquest, Germany claimed 

neighbouring areas which were deemed German 'ethnic and cultural soi17- and again the 

forest served as a cornmon-sense vehicle for the National Socialist propaganda message. 

On a general level, foresters were pointing to the German forest landscape as 

exempliQing German racial charactenstics such as rootedness in the soil, diligence, 

responsibility, and communal spirit. By contrast, they argued, the forest landscapes of 

Welsch and Slavic peoples clearly showed the signs of neglectfulness, sloth, and greed that 

supposedly characterized those peoples. 
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On a more specific level, foresters used the forest landscape as an indicator of the spatial 

estent of the territory of German race as they pointed to the 'clearly German' attributes of 

the forests of Austria, the Sudetenland, and Alsace in support of the German claim tu those 

areas. Where the forest was of a German kind, their argument went, the presence of German 

race was undeniable as it was the only race capable of accomplishing such a forest landscape- 

Logically, those areas should nghtfully become part of the emerging Greater Germany that 

strove to unite al1 Germans within its borders. 

In the case of the occupation of Czechoslovakia, the situation demanded a different 

approach. Here foresters could clearly not argue that the local population was of German 

descent. Instead, foresters used the argument of Gerrnan cultural influence as a means of 

rationalizing the German occupation of Bohemia and Moravia. in their writings, foresters 

argued that the Czech forest, where it was in a good state of management, bespoke the 

presence of a beneficial German cultural influence. Where the forest was neglected, 

overexploited, or not of a 'proper' composition, the detrimenta1 'Slavic element' was said 

to have gained the upper hand. Sirnilarly, the supposedly 'un-German' state of the farest of 

Lorraine was blamed on an alleged 'welsch' dominance over the German population. 

German foresters thus used the forest landscape as a means of sharpening the racial 

consciousness of Germans, reinforcing and naturalizing the 'us vs. them' message of 

National Socialism. Pointing to the example of the forest, German foresters elevated 

German race and culture over the Welsch and Slavic Other. When the German amies 

invaded Poland and the Soviet Union, they also put these notions of superiority and cultural 

messianism to work in their practicai administration ofthe forest. Sadly, they also mobilized 

them against the local population. 



World forestry, too, is a new territory that is to be conquered and colonized with organizational 
vision, great skill and cornpetence. 

Forsrmeisrer Adalbert Ebner 1938 ' 

Over vast areas, noihing of the tmly Polish settlcment and lay of the land is worthy of retention. 
Above us the big sky of the East below our fect Mother Earth. and in our hands the order to rebuild 
the forest of this land from the ground up. 

Ooerlandforsmeisrer Adolf Sommermeyer 1 943' 

Shoulder to shoulder with our inconsparable W&macht, wc proudy fight for victory with axe and 
saw! 

Oberlandfirsmeister Johannes Barth 1943 

After all, forest policy is but the traaslating of our Welfanschauung into action. 
Oberiandforsaeisrer Erwin Jatger 1943' 

8.1 Introduction 

By the begiming of 1939, the interna1 consolidation and peripheral expansion of Germany 

into a strong and ethnically homogeneous Greater Germany had surpassed even the most 

ambitious hopes of the vôfkisch opposition of the Weimar period. After the reunification 

with the Saar region in 1935 and the rerniiitarizaîion of the Rhineland in 1936, the 

' Auch die Welt$orsrwir~schajÎ iSr ein Naland, das emngen und mir organlrator?Schem Weirblick. 
neben j'lerpiger A rbeit und g r m m  Geschick und Konnen kolonisierî werden will. (Ebner 1 938, p. 566). 

' Von echt polnkcher Siedlung und Landver$msung isr O/! a u -  weiren Gebieten auch nichrs 
erhaltungsrviirdig. aber uns der weire Himmel des Osrenr. unter unseren FiPen die Murter Erde und in 
mseren Handen der Aufirag. dieses Land von Grund auf in seiner Bewaldung neu aufiubauen. 
(Sornmermcyer 1943a, p. 19). 

' Es kt unser Stolz. neben unserer unvergleichlichen Wehnnachr mit Axr und Sügefiir den Sieg zu 
X-arnpJen! (Barth 1943, p. 36). 

Forsrpolirik isr schlieJlich nich rr anderes ais die Umsetzung unserer Weiranschauung in die Tut. 
(Jaegcr 1943, p. 46). 
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annexation of Austria and the Sudetenland in 1938 had added another 10 million Geman- 

speakers to an ever stronger Reich. Within a mere five years, National Socialist Germany 

had emerged as the bully of Europe, eager to turn the tables on the victors of 191 8. Now 

Hitler was emboldened to openly pursue his erstwhile goal ofconquering Lebensrauni in the 

East. One of the clearest indications of the new course came in February of 1938, when 

Hitler assumed persona1 command over al1 three branches of the German anned forces to 

overcome opposition in the German military against going to war with Czechoslovakia over 

the Sudetenland. Less than a year later, afier the occupation of what remained of 

Czechoslovakia on March 15, 1939, there could be no m e r  doubt that a strong and 

ethnically pure Greater Germany had never been Hitler's ultimate goal. instead, it was a 

stepping Stone on the way to conquering Lebensraum in the East. 

In the late 1930s, then, the National Socialist regime shifted its attention fkom the 

peripheral consolidation of Volhturn or Gennandom towards the extemal expansion into 

new Lebensraum that lay beyond even the most inclusive definitions of both German Volkr- 

and Kulfurboden ('ethnic' and 'cultural' soil). The foreign areas annexed to the German 

Lebensraum in the course of the war were to be 'reorganized' according to their suitability 

for Gerrnan settlement, their resource yield for the war effort, and their agricultural potential 

for supplying Gemany with food. Equally important in deciding how the resources of those 

tenitones were to be appropriated by the German authorities, however, was the perceived 

'racial worth' of the resident population. 

To the Nazis, the occupied peoples and tenitories fiom Norway to France in the West 

and fiom the Baltic States to the Ukraine in the East represented a microcosm of different 



degrees of 'racial worth,' ranging fkom ' fellow-Nordic' to 'subhuman' races and landscapes. 

In this chapter, we will use the writings of German foresters to visit those landscapes and 

peoples which the Nazis considered 'subhuman' and upon which they unleashed their 

unbridled terror: Poland and the Soviet Union. In journal articles, foresters related their 

assessrnent of the state of affairs they had found upon entering the newly occupied territory; 

in policy documents they outlined their vision for future improvements; and in reports they 

evaluated the means employed and the progress made towards arriving at that fùture state. 

In all of their writings, foresters voiced their impressions of the forest landscapes they saw 

and gave 'racial explanations' for the state of those landscapes. We will see how the racial 

differences foresters perceived to exist informed the formulation and implementation of 

differential forest policies across German-occupied Eastern Europe - and thus fiutber 

reinforced the racial stigrnatization of the local populations.' Finally, we can also glean an 

idea of the "fùture Europe" German foresters envisioned for the time after the war- a Europe 

in which foresters were to play a much more authontarian and sinister role than German 

forest history has so far acknowledged. 

Throughout this chapter, we will see that Geman foresters saw the character of the 

landscape and the character of the resident population as intertwined: alleged racial traits 

such as 'Slavic indolence' were seen as leading to the deterioration of the landscape. 

For example, tbe folders BA R 44 2 1 1 (Behandlungjüdkcht.n und staatsfeinnnliche Grundbesirzes. 
Suderen land. 1 940- 1 945); BA R 44 22 1 (Rechrsverhültnisse des Fors~grundbesiti-es. A lfgemeines und 
Einze ffûlle, / 94 / - 1945); and BA R 44 222 ( Behundlung jüdkchen und slaa&$eind/ichen GruncIbesitzes. 
Allgemeine Richtlinien. /94/-1944)  in the Federal Archives in Berlin givc a first-hand impression of  the 
argumentation of the forest administration conceming the expropriation of forest estates in the various 
occupied territones. 
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German foresters portrayed this alleged lack of forest-mindedness as a moral justification for 

the German forest authorities to take controt of those landscapes and 'protect' them from 

further abuse by their 'racially deficient' inhabitants so as to arrest the process of 

degradation. Yet this professed goal of ecological landscape restoration was from the 

beginning overshadowed by a larger political goal: Geman foresters planned to refashion 

the occupied landscape into a German forest landscape so future German settlers would feel 

at home in the 'new temtories.' 

Aller a bnef review of the shift in Nazi ideology h m  Volkrtum to Lebensraum in the 

late 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  we will follow Gennan foresters ta their occupation posts in Eastern Europe, 

where they made a threefold distinction. In westem Poland, they claimed the existence of 

histoncal "ethnic German so i r  which was outright joined to the Reich as the so-called 

'Reincorporated Eastern Areas.' Further east, in central Poland, they helped establish a 

' S lavic reservation' called Generalgouvernement whose landscapes were to be 'Gemanized' 

in preparation for future German settlement through the planting of 'German' forests. Even 

tùrther e s t ,  in the occupied Soviet Union, German foresters established an unrnitigated 

exploitation regime to strip this alleged "colonial space" of its wood resources. 

8.2 From Voïkstum to Lebensraum Ideology 

By autumn of 1938, the concept of Volkstum and the goal of uniting al1 Gerrnandom in an 

ethnically pure Volksgemeinsci;cl/I had outlived its usefulness as the ostensible guiding 

principie for National Socialist foreign policy. Almosr al1 German-speakers had been 

consolidated within the newly expanded borders of what was now officially called 



Groj3deitrschiand or Greater Germany - and foresters had del ivered part of the justification 

for this expansion with their da im that the presence of a typical German forest could be seen 

as historical 'proof o f  the Geman cultural influence. Any additional demands for temtory 

in the East clearly could no longer be justified by demanding the nght of  self-determination 

for ethnic Germans living in that temtory because there were only scattered Germans living 

in Poland or the Soviet Union, for example. On the contrary, the addition of the 

overwheImingly 'Slavic' populations of those temtories to the Reich would only have 

diluted the desired 'racial purity' o f  Ge~many.~ 

The demands for territory could be justified, however, by pointing to the fact that 

Gemany was the most populous country in Europe. Even within the newly expanded 

boundaries of Gropdeuischfand, the propaganda insisted, Germans were Iimited to too small 

a temtory and had t w  few resources at their disposai. What was needed was more 'living 

space' with more resources: Lebensraum. To illustrate this claim, the propaganda emerging 

fiom the foresûy sector fiequently used a pie diagram which ingeniously C O M ~ C ~ ~  the 

demons of population pressure and resource scarcity. The pie diagram represented how 

much of the world's forest area was controlled by various countries. Of this pie, Germany 

held only the tiniest o f  divers; so tiny, indeed, that the population of  Gemany could not be 

According to a 1939 memo by Himmler outlining the "Planning Fundarnentals for the Future 
Development of the Eastern Temtorïcs," cvcn in t h o s  arcas of western Polaad which until 191 8 constituted 
the Prussian province of Posen and were officially 'rcincorporatcd' into the Reich irnmediately after the end 
of the Poland campaign, only I 1 % of the population were Gerrnan-speakers. Polish-speakers constituted 82 
?/o. while the remaining 7 % were classified as Jews who were txpected "to leave this area before the end of 
the winter." The memo also conccdcs that even before the Trcaty of Versailles, when the province was still 
part of the Reich, the Gerrnan-speaking population ncver excceded 50 % (PIanungsgrundlogen ftirden Aufiau 
der Osrgebiere, repnnted in the appcndix of Graning and Mrolschl<c-Bulmahn 1987a, pp. 220-222). Koehl 
gives the ratio of Germans to non-Gcrmans in the anncxed eastem areas as 1 :13 (Koehl 1957, p. 19 1 ). 
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represented on it. In a suggestive visualization ofthis 'crowding,' the minute human figures 

syrnbolizing the German population spilled forth fiom the pie segment and into the margins 

of the diagram - whereupon they fomed an ominously ordered phalanx with a swastika 

banner flying hi& above their tight formation.' 

In another illustration of the 'raw deal' Gerrnany was said to have received, the German 

Michel (the equivalent of John Bull or Marianne) was shown in his undersized bedstead, 

trying to cover himself with too mal1 a blanket in the shape of the temtory of the German 

Reich - representations of an overcrowded Reich and the insufficient per capita forest 

'cover,' respectively. But a Valkyrian Germania with her sword and winged helmet cornes 

to his aid, handing him a large additional blanket labelled "Colonies" so that Michel may 

cover himself agahg 

Such visualizations were supplemented by press releases which supplied "facts" to 

newspaper editors which the latter were expected to incorporate into their articles. For 

exarnple, the WPD-Kurzdienst, a b'political economy fact newsletter," on 28 June 1939 

circulated a calculation that incredibly showed that Britain controlled 35 times more forest 

area than Germany. On the sarne day, text passages and tables fiom the newsletter appeared 

' For exampte on a panel exhibited at the Gennan Colonial Exhibition from June 21 to Sepiember 
10, 1939. in Dresden. (cf. Fr [sic] 1939, p. 2 16, as well as Der Deutsche Forstwirr 1939). 

a This representation was dcsigned for the German Colonial Exhibition in Freiburg in 1935 by the 
"Institute for Foreign and Colonial Forestry" at the Forestry Academy at Tharandt It  is reprinted in Francke 
1935, p. 563. 



in an article in the respected daily Fran@wtet- Affgemeine Zeitung under the headline 

"Co Ionies Indispensable for Wood Supply. 

Through such references to the 'unfair' distribution of the world's colonial forest area, 

forestry propaganda tiequently highlighted the 'colonial question.' This stemmed rnainly 

from the long-time interest ofGerman foresters in colonial forestry, which not only promised 

to supplement Germany's increasingly deficient domestic wood supply, but to also open up 

job prospects for the chronically underemployed fore* gradua te^.'^ Beginning in 1938, 

however, Lebensraum propaganda in the forestry sector, tao, focussed on a potential 'colony' 

much closer to home: the territories of Gennany's eastern neighbours. 

In most Lebensraum propaganda aimed at the general German audience, the issue of self- 

sufficiency in food production was foremost. Indeed, the food situation in Germany, while 

never critical, had been increasingly strained by the exigencies of the self-imposed policies 

of autarky and rearmarnent. in 1936, the so-called 'fats crisis' almost led to the introduction 

of rationing cards for butter and other fats. Hitler's stop gap measure, announceci with great 

Cf. the newspaper clippings contained in the file BA RI 13.45 C 2.1 to 50 C 2.6 (also on film roll 
5 3 44 1 ): Zeitungsausschni~r~amm Iung: Forsrwirischafi 1935- 1939. 

'O Germany at that tirne could produce only 75% of its annual consumption of approx. 80 miIlion 
cubic metres of wood. On foresters' hopes for colonial employment, sec Trcndelenburg 1934. Afier 1937, 
the Forestry Academy at Tharandt offercd courses in colonial forcstry which wcre administered by the 
Academy's Institute for Foreign and Colonial Forestry (founded in 193 1). Beginning in 1938, the institute 
published a dedicated penodical entitled Kolonia~omtIiche Miiieifungen or Colonial Forestry lournal. 
According to a report by its member Alfred Francke, the institute employed as many as 2 1 academic and 28 
technical full-time staff in 194 1. (Francke A. 1941, p. 289). 

Arnong the surviving files in the Fcderal Archives in Berlin, there are several folders which document 
the extensive and high-level planning efforts of the Reich Forest Office for future Gennan colonies in Africa. 
The discussions conceming the huniing regulations in those irnaginary colonies alone fil1 three folders (BA 
R 37 .O 1 479 Koloniales Jagdwesen [ 1941- / 9421; BA R 37.0 1 50 1 Jagdgesetzgebungfir die Kolonien. Bd. l .  
15.4.41-31. 17.41; BA R 37.01 502 Jagdgeseagebungfir die Kolonien. Bd.2. /. 1.42-?). As late as 1942. 
German foresters were discussing the "Foundations of Colonial Forest Law" in the newly founded Hermann 
Goring Academy of Forestry (cf. Heske 1942). Al1 this took place while G e m n y  had no colonial tenitory. 
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fanfare at the Reich Party Congress in Nuremberg on 9 September 1936, was to launch a 

cornprehensive Four Year Plan in which every aspect of the German economy was to be 

centrally planned under the auspices ofthe new "Plenipotentiary General," Hermann Gonng. 

Meanwhile, secret preparations were already underway for a violent long term 'solution' to 

the questions of both fwd supply and Lebensraum: the creation of an a m a n  empire for 

German settlers on the fertile plains of Eastern Europe. Hitler's immediate goals were to 

place the breadbasket of Eastern Europe at the exclusive use of Germany and to gain access 

to the oil fields of the Caucasus. In the long nin, the aim was to fetter the countries of 

southeastern Europe in a Greater Gerrnan "supply zone" (Versorgrrngsraum) to secure the 

raw materials necessary for waging war fïrst against the Soviet Union in the East, and then 

against Britain for world domination. Lebensraum in the East thus becarne the oficial goal 

as this new ideology of space joined the notion of race as the driving force of German foreign 

policy. In Nazi propaganda, Lebensraunt was equated with space for Geman agrarian 

settlement, a secure food base, a fms tead  for every German wanting to return to the soil, 

an ethnic buffer zone, and a military staging area against 'the Slavs.' 

As early as 1925, Hitler had demanded more Lebensraum for the Geman people in Mein 

Kampf: Immediately after his rise to power in 1933, he outlined his vision of Lebensraum 

in the East to the military leadership and other select circles, but did not allow it to figure 

prominently in propaganda for several years. This changed afier the Munich conference in 

September of 1938 during which Hitler bullied France and England into sacnficing the 

Suderenland, the last prize to be sought and obtained under the poIicy of 

P'olhtum-consolidation. This last inedenta territory fast in hand, Hitler made a tumabout 
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and declared Lebensravrn the oficial primary goal of National Socialist policy in a speech 

in the Reichstag on January 30, 1939. The new party line was immediately passed down 

through al 1 levels of the coordinated state. Speaking to an audience of propaganda, culture, 

fi lm and broadcasting officials of the Nazi party in April of 1939, Reich Organization Leader 

Robert Ley made it clear that "every meeting must include the demand for more land."" 

This land, Hitler had suggested in Mein Kampf (as had Duesberg in his Der Wa Id aIs 

Enieher in 19 1 O), was to be found in eastern Europe and particularly in the Ukraine. Not 

only was this 'heartland' very fertile, but it was also inhabited, in Hitler's mind, by Slavic 

Unrermemchen or 'subhurnans' who did not deserve to occupy such a bountifiil land and in 

any case were kept in serfdom by the Jewish-Bolshevik conspiracy in Moscow. l 2  To prepare 

Gerrnans for the eventual onslaught, Hitler used every propaganda argument possible. In 

1936, for instance, when the foreign exchange crisis caused by the demands of the 

rearmarnent prograrn led to minor food shortages, Hitler masterfiilly turned the gnimbling 

of the populace against the peoples of Eastern Europe. Germany, the argument went, had 

to go without butter because it was forced to spend its precious few resources on protecting 

itself fiom the greedy hands of those neighbours who had plenty of resources to begin with, 

particularly the Soviet Union. In this fashion, the chirnaera of a "CIass Struggle Between 

Nations" was conjured up, intended to whet the appetite of 'shortchanged' Gemans for the 

resources of their 'undesewing' neighbours to the East." Within Germany, then, the intemal 

" Jede I'crsarnml~ng rnup einen Appeff nach mehr Land enthalren. (cited in Sywonek 1 976. p. 1 82 ). 

" Cf. Hitler 1943 (1925). pp. 138 ff. 

" Thus the Party newspaper Vdlkischer Beobachter on July 3,  1939, under the headline of 
Klassenkampfder V6Iker (Class Stniggic Between Nations). As Iate as spnng 1939. Hitler was still making 



propaganda stressed Gennany 's 'need' for Lebensraum as a "concept of natural law" that had 

only becorne political through its violation thanks to the "machinations of forces foreign to 

the area in q~estion."~' 

The extemai propaganda, however, was more circuxnspect in its choice of arguments. 

In i ts foreign news service, the Ministry of Propaganda fiequently presented Lebensraum as 

a mere Groj?wirtschafrsraum or 'Greater Economic Zone' that formed the precondition for 

any "truly constructive potitics in the fùture": 

The politics of ie&iisraum realizes on the Ewopean continent, more specifically in the uca which 
according to nature and bistory falis to Germany, the consolidation of al1 economic forces in one unit. 
This said L e b e m u m  is of a higher order and thus transccnds the boundaries of the nation state. In 
this new unit, the smaller States intcgfatc themsclves - without having to rclinquish or losing their 
fieedom and political independence - into the order of the Greater Economic Zone which is led by 
that state which possesses thc qualifications and ability necessary for leadership. Balancing the 
interests of al1 constituent arcas, this state will consolidate and plan the entire Leben~raurn.'~ 

advances to Poland to participate in his plan to gain Lebensraum by wresting the Ukraine fiom the Soviet 
Union. It was ody when Poland rtfused to join the Anh-Comintern Pact that Hitler decided to delay his attack 
on the Soviet Union and plot with Moscow to came up Poland. Stalin a p d  on August 23, 1939, cIearing 
the way for the Genaan attack on Poland. A week later, at the dawn of 1 September 1939, Gcrman troops 
began the Second World War. 

l 4  Naturrechrrbegrtfl. . . wird ers( durch Stôrversuche raumfiemder Krafe polifisch. Thus the 
wording in the August 19, 1939, issue of the Zei~schn~endiensr or 'newspaper service,' a weekly official 
guideline for joumaiists that containcd 'pointers* on how to mat topical issues in thcir newspapcrs. The title 
of the issue was Lebenrraum - Schlagwon oder Namrrechcsbegn~ (Lebensraum - Slogan or Concept cf 
Natural Law?). (cited in Sywottek 1976, p. 184). 

'' Die Politik des Lebensraumes verwirkfichr auf den europüischen Kontinenr. und nvar in dem 
Deutschland nach Natur und Geschichfe zufallenden Raume nur die Zusamrnenfasung aller wir&chafilichen 
Kra/te in einer Einheit, eben dem 'Lebensraume', der eine h6here und damit die Grenzen des nationalen 
Sraares überschreitende Ordnung darszelit. In dieser neuen Einheif gliedem sich die kieineren Staaten - ohne 
ihre Unabhiïngrgkeit und poliiirche Selbsrdndigkeir aufgeben ru maissen oder ru verkeren - in die Ordnung 
eines Gro&3wimchaftsraurnes ein. dessen Fiihmng dern Sraare zukornmr. der h i e m  die Voraussetzungen und 
Befuhigung har. und der die Zusammenfassung und Planung im Ausgleich der inreressen aller diesen 
'Lebensraum' umfàssenden Gebiere vornimrnr- (emphasis in the original). The passage is taken from an 
officia1 statement by the Minisûy of Propaganda in the 24 M a y  1939 edition of the Diensr aus Deurrchland 
(Newsservice from Gcrrnany), a regular newswire intended for foreign audiences. The title of the item was 
Die Polifik des Lebensraumes or 'The Politics of Lebensraum' (cited in Sywottek 1976, p. 184). 



Outs ide  Germany, then. the propaganda was designed to convince audiences that 

Germany 's goal was merely to achieve some form of economic overlordship over the smaller 

nations of eastern Europe, an area which 'naturally and historically' fell to Gemany anyway. 

The implied question to the audiences in France and Britain was clear: are you prepared to 

go to war over the oil fields of a few "smaller states"? But the French and British 

govemments called the bluff: when Germany invaded Poland on 1 September 1939, they 

s tood firm. From then on, additional Lebensraum no longer came at the expense of words 

but had to be purchased with blood. 

Yet the odds seemed to be against the Allies. As country af€er country fell under Geman 

domination, the 'Greater Economic Zone' of German propaganda quickly becarne a 

European reality. The forestry sector was arnong the first to realize the new economic order 

on a continental scale. The following is an assessrnent of the situation in late 1941, prepared 

by Egon Glesinger, the Secretary General of the Comité International du Bois, who reported 

on the "The Impact of the War on Forest industries" in the Journal of Forestry: 

Wherever the Nazis penctrate they are taking possession of al1 private enterprise. So-called 
cornrnissars have the function to carry out a gcncral policy of expropriation and to turn over al1 
existing firms to m e m h  of the Party or tnistworthy partisans of the Nazi regime. . . . Forest 
ownership, wood industry, and the trade in forcst products al1 over Nazi-controlied Europe (with the 
exception of Sweden, Switzcrland, and Portugal) arc now mtircly in the han& of Nazi agents. [. . .] 

Beyond the political borders of 4 l e d  states within Europe a new system oftrade in forest 
products has recentiy been ïntroduccd as part of the "new order." A "plan" has b e n  drawn up by the 
Germans, regulating production as well as foreign exchanges of wood. The requirements of al1 deficit 
areas within the Gennan orbit are being assessed by Berlin. The Scandinavian countries have been 
compelled to enter Ïnto arrangements, f i ing  quotas of production and exports for every producer. 
No other exports receive licenses, nor can new factories or mills be erected without qxcial consent. 
For the Central-European and Meditenanean arca monopolistic "forcst industry companies" in each 
country have been cntnisted to organizt and to handlc the entire production, exports and imports of 
forest products. Germany owns the majority of shares in each of these companies. al1 of which are 
combined into a holding corporation, Deurrche Holzwirtrchafi A.G.. located in Berlin. Even the 
trade between Slovakia and Belgium. or from Sweden to Holland is mainly handled by Geman 



agents and wholesalers, and - similar to other cases - the entire structure o f  that "new order" is on 
a tributary bais in favour of the Gennan conquerors.'" 

Yet beyond dominating the timber trade of the countries under German domination, the 

German forestry authorities also had an direct and indirect impact on the everyday Iife of the 

population. The direct impact arose from the policies that foresters who were in positions 

of authority in the occupied territories across Europe were able to impose on the local 

population, for example when they ordered them 'removeci' fiom afforestation areas. The 

indirect impact was of a more insidious and varied form. When foresters described and 

evaluated the forests of occupied countries across Europe, they were at the same time passing 

judgement over the resident population. Sometimes they did so openly and intentionally, 

sometimes their writings were misrepresented by reviewers to fit the purpose ofstereotyping. 

Either way, the characterizations of the populations of foreign territories by foresters 

contributed to the propagandistic creation of 'national characteristics' and racial stereotypes. 

Ultimately, these characterizations also lowered the threshold of inhibitions against the 

perpetration of violence against those peoples. in the rernainder of this chapter, we will see 

that the peoples of Europe were not al1 alike in the eyes of German foresters and îhat their 

relative standing was often dependent on the impressions - or imaginations - their forests 

had elicited in the German foresters. 

With their articles about the alleged Gennanness of the forests of Alsace and Lorraine 

in 1 940, German foresters helped delineate the notional boundaries between the new Greater 

Gcrman Reich and the 'welsch 'occupied territory in the West. Similarly, their articles about 

le (Glesinger 1942, p. 6, paragraph break in the original). The Comité International du Bois had been 
founded in 1932 as a forum for counmcs invoived in the international timber trade. 
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the claimed Germamess of the forests of Bohemia and Moravia in 1939, and the forests of 

Austria and the Sudetenland in1938, had provided propagandistic cover for the annexation 

of those territories into the emerging Gro$?deutschland. in al1 of these cases, foresters were 

buttressing Gerrnan claims that had been well established on the public policy sgenda not 

onIy of the Third Reich but also that of the Weimar Republic and the Kaiserrezch before that. 

Regardless of governrnent forrn or party in power, the goal of expanding the Gerrnan Reich 

to include as many German-speakers as possible had for decades been a nearly universally 

supported policy goal of successive German governments. 

Yet, as the historian Fritz Fischer showed in 1961, Gerrnan governments also had 

undeclared designs for the creation of a Greater German empire that was neither ethnically 

unified nor unilingual, and based neither on legal claims nor historical precedent. Against 

the vociferous but ultimately futile opposition of received German historiography, Fischer 

proved fiom archival evidence that in the swnmer of 1914, Imperial Germany did not 'slide' 

into what would become the First World War but was purposely stoking a conflict whose 

desired outcome was Gennan supremacy on the European continent. In essence, the Imperial 

German governrnent was planning a colonial empire in Central Europe. After the German 

defeat in 19 18, the govenunents of the Weimar Republic concentrated on regaining the 

temtones ceded by Gennany under the Treaty of Versailles - until the B ~ n i n g  government 

O f 1 930-32 began to make concrete plans for the realization of this drearn of eastern 
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Lebensralrm once again. Finally, in 1939, after several years of intense preparations, the 

Nazi regime rose to render the drearn a blood-stained reality." 

On the cusp and in the wake of the Geman attack, foresters headed east into the long- 

coveted territories. Propelled by the ease with which the Geman m i e s  seemed to gain 

ground, they advanced as far east as Moscow, taking control of a forest area more than twice 

that of the Reich. Once again Geman foresters wrote articles and reports on the state of the 

foreign forest, the landscape in genetal, and the resident population they encountered there. 

We wiil look at how the writings of foresters during the years 1939 to 1945 described and 

evaluated the various areas of eastern Europe. Also, for the first time in our study, we will 

see how foresters took a practicai role in the administration of the occupied temtories. 

Foresters developed policies for the treatment of forest, landscape, and population of the 

occupied territories; they devised landscape planning regulations that were to change the face 

of the eastern European landscapes; and they participated in the 'removal' of the local 

populations for the sake of ' landscape Gemanization', ' landscape health' and ' landscape 

hamony. ' 

We will further see that the notion of race in forester's writings no longer served to 

naturalize the political goal of uniting al1 Germans in one Reich. Rather, race was put in the 

service ofgrabbing temtory fiom other nations, turning it into arnorphous space by removing 

the population under the pretense that their tenure was detrimental to the health of landscape, 

- - . . -. - 

" Cf. Fischer 1967. 
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and finally claiming that now 'void' space by way of Germanizing the landscape through 

afforestation. 

In their writings, foresters adopted the offkial terminology and di fferentiated between 

three distinct regions in the occupied temtories in the East: the so-called Wiedereinge- 

gliederte Ostgebiete or 'Reincorporated Eastern Areas' in western Poland; the General- 

gozrvernement or 'General Government' in central Poland and Galicia; and the Beserzte 

Ostgebiete or 'Occupied Eastern Territones' h m  the Baltic states in the north to the Ukraine 

in the south. In the following three sections, 1 will discuss the di fferent approaches foresters 

took to the treatment of forest, landscape, and people of each of those areas -and how these 

approaches resonâted with the overall Lebensraunt program of the Nazi regime in those 

areas.I8 

8.3 The Reincorporated Eastern Areas 

Our task is not only to Gcrmanize the East in the customary sense, that is, to tcach the resident 
population Gcrman language and Germiîn hw. hîk, wc must ensure that only those livc in the East 
who are of tmly German, Gcrrnanic biood. 

H e M c h  Himmler 194219 

On 7 October 1939, Hitler issued a secret decree which gave the powerfiil Chief of Police 

and SS, Heinrich Himmler, the additional portfolio of 'Reich Cornrnissioner for the 

'' In contradistinction to the three rcgioaal designations, 1 use the term 'occupied temtories in the 
East' ivhcn 1 refer to the entirety o f  eastern European territories occupied by Gcnnany. 

'" Unsere Aufgabe ist es. den Osren nichr im alren Sinne zu gennanisieren. das he@ den dort 
wolinenden hfenschen deursche Sprache und deutsche Gesetze beizubringen. sondern dafir ru sorgen. daJ im 
Osten nur Menschen wirklich deutschen. germanischen Blutes wohnen. Thus Himmler's official mono for the 
Gemanization of the Reincorporated Eastern Areas. (Himmler 1942. p. 157). 



Strengthening of Gerrnand~rn.''~ This office conferred the following three tasks on 

Himmler: 

1 .  To bnng back fiom abroad those Germans and etbnic Germans who are suitable for r e m  to 
the Reich, 

2. to eliminate the dca-imenbl influence o f  those elements of the population who are foreign to the 
b'olk and who pose a threat to the Reich and the German Volksgemeinschaft, 

3. to create new Ge- senlement areas through resettiement, in particular through senling 
Germans and ethnic Gerrnans reniming fiom abroad." 

The area where the "returning" Gemans were to be settled was a strip of temtory 

immediately to the east of the eastem border of Germany, stretching from the Baltic Sea in 

the north to the Protectorate in the south. Within weeks of the German conquest, this 

temtory was fùlly absorbed into the Reich as the so-called Reincorporated Eastern Areas and 

administratively subdivided into the two Reichsgaue or 'provinces' of Wartheland and 

Danzig & West f nissia, and the two Regiett(ngsbezirke or 'counties' of Zichenau south of 

East Prussia, and Kattowitz in Upper Silesia. A total of 10 million people lived on the 

roughly 90,000 sq km of annexed tenitory - and Himmler's task was to expel al! those who 

were not of "truly Gennan, Gexmanic blood" to rnake room for German settlers fiom South 

The ofice was ofien referred to by its acronym RKFdV (or RK), from Reichskommksarfiir die 
Fesrigung deuuchen Volkstums. 

'' 1. Die Rùcyu'hrung d e r p  die endgültige Heimkehr in d m  Reich in Betrachr kommenden Reichs- 
und Volkrdeuuchen im Ausland, 

2. die Ausschalntng des schüdigenden Einfrusses von solchen wlkrfremden Bevdkerungsreilen. die 
eine Gefahr ftir d u  Reich und die deurrche YolrCsgemeinscha/r bedeuten. 

3. Die Gutaltung neuer deutscher Siedlungsgebiere durch Umsiedlung. im besonderen tiurch 
Se$Viafrmuch m g  der aus dern A usland heimkehrenden Reichs- und Volhdeurschen. ( Geheimer FÜlirererIaP 
o f  7 October 1939, FederaI Archives Berlin BA R49 11, also reprinted in Gr6ning and Wolschke-Bulmahn 
1987b. p. 149). 



Tyrol, the Baitic States, Volhynia, Bukovina, Slovenia, Bessarabia, and the other areas 

whence ethnic Gerrnans were to 'retum' to the Reich.= 

The Gennan daim to the settlement area was based on two 'historical precedents.' 

OAen, the German propaganda would hark back to the medieval Osrkolonisation first by 

Charlemagne and later by the Teutonic Knightsu More fkquently, however, the propaganda 

referred to the more recent annexation of the western parts of Poland by Frederick the Great 

in the first two partitions of Poland in 1771 and 1793." For the next 125 years (intempted 

only by a b ie f  Napoleonic interlude h m  1807-1815), that part of Poland became the 

Prussian province of Posen. In their writings, German foresters of the 1930s and 1940s 

fiequently hailed the supposeci German achievements of that p e n d ,  when the Posen region 

was allegedly improved and imprinted with "a German face" still ctearly present in the forest 

structure, but also in the "familiar" architecture of foresters' homesteads and office 

buildings.= In line with the argument discussed in Chapter 7, this "German face" of the 

landscape was interpreted as a clear indicator that this region formed part ofGeman 'cultural 

soil' - and foresters were given the task of reclairning it in the footsteps of the arrny. In his 

welcome address to a conference of foresters and officiais in charge of the Reincorporated 

" This task was not a srna11 one: while therc wcre sizable German minorities living in the more 
western areas of the Reincorporated Eastern Arcas, the castcmmost county of Zichenau, for example, was 
home to less than 2% Gerrnans. On the resettlement schcme in gcncral, see Koehl 1957. 

*' For example: EiDfcIdt 194 1 ; Hcsmcr 194 1 ; Borath 1942. 

'' On the German Drang nach Osfen or 'hrsh towards the East' in çeneral. see Burleigh and 
Wippermann 199 1, p. 26. 

" ForstliCh h a  überhaupr dm Gebier der ehemaligen Provinz Posen ganz sein deulsches Gesichr 
gewahrt; vertraur g m e n  die Backsreinbauten der Forsrgehôfie des deu rschen Osrens. (Sommerme y er 1 94 0, 
pp. 103- 104). 



Eastern Areas, the head of the Reich Forest Office, Generalforstmeister Friedrich Alpers, 

exhorteci German foresters to take up their "honourable duty in the East": 

Now that the victorious German troops have Irkratcd ancient German settlement land here in the East 
from years of foreign nile, the German Volk is charged with the great task of making this land into 
Heimat soil once again." 

But beyond 'reclaiming' cultural soil, Gerrnan foresters were also encouraged to see their 

mission in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas as one of expanding the German realm into the 

beckoning plains of Eastern Europe. In a 1940 article, Adolf Somrnermeyer, the Head of the 

Forest Service of the newly established Reichsgau Wariheland, gave his foresters the order 

to mach est, there to complete the mission of Frankish and Prussian colonizers: 

It is the task of our gcneration to cxpand tbis cleanliness and orderliness [of the former Pnissian 
province of Posen] fUrther east to those amas of the Warthegau which formerly were part of Congress 
Poland. Immeasurably rich and fertile this land strctches cast, and al1 that is lacking to make those 
rich sources flow is the Gcmiao. [. . .] For a thousand years the East bas k n  calling for the best 
German buman material. In ancient times, the struggle was for Elbe and Oder, now it is for Vistula 
and Warta." 

The task of foresters was thus placed squarely into a consû-ucted historical mission of 

procuring German Lebensraum in Eastern Europe. In this section 1 will argue that the 

aspirations and policies of foresters in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas must be seen in the 

context of this professed policy goal of the Nazi regime, as well as in the special context of 

26 Ehrendienst der Forsrbeamren im Osten. Thus the title of Generalforstmeister Alpers' address to 
the conference. The quote translates as follows: Nachdem die siegreichen deutrchen Truppen hier im Osren 
uraltes deulsches Siedlungsland von jahrelanger Fremdherrschafl befeiî haben. erwüchsr dem deutschen 
Volke die groFe Aufgabe. dieses Land wieder zu deumher Heimutetde ru machen. (Alpers 1943. p. 6). 

27 Diese Sauberkeir und Ordnung vorzutragen in den ehemuls kong~polnischen cisrlichen Teil des 
Warthegaues isr unserer Generarion vorbehalten. UnerschGpflich reich und fiuchtbar dehnr sich dieses 
i7orgeschoben.e Land. und es bedurfnur der dcuischen Menschen. um diese reiche Queilen zum Fliepen ztr 

bringen. [. . . ] Seil tausendJahren r u -  der Osten nach besrem deu rrchen Menschenmaterial. In Vorzeiten ging 
es um Elbe und Oder, jerzr gilr 5 dem Land um Weichsel und Warthe. (Sommerrneyer 1940, pp. 103- 104 ). 
'Congress Poland' was a tenn for the Russian Puppet state created on Polish territory by the Congress of 
Viema in 181 5 .  Elbe, Oder, Warta. and Vistula are rivers situared successively farther in the east. 
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the forcefuI Germanization of the new temtory. 1 will show that foresters closely cooperated 

wi th institutions of party and state to 'empty' the landscape of unwanted populations who 

stood in the way of creating "new Gerrnan settlement areas" in accordance with Hitler's 

orders to Himmler and his SS. 

1 will begin by discussing a conference held in early 1942 which showcases the vision 

the Geman forest administration had for the Reincorporated Eastern Areas, proceed by 

examining the landscape planning regulations which the forest administration developed 

jointly with SS-led landscape pIanning bodies in an effort to realize that vision, and close by 

presenting a case study of the practical implementation of the 'resettlement' policy by 

foresters and other authorities. 

On 24 September 1941, an Arbeitskreis f i  die Wiederbewaldung des Ostens or 

'Research Group for the Reforestation of the East' was founded as part of the 'Reich 

Fo undat ion for German Eastern Research' (Reichs~t~ungfùr darlsche Osrforschung) at the 

new Reich University at Po~en.*~ The constitutive conference was held on 28 and 29 January 

1942, bringing together leading academic and administrative foresters as weII as forestry 

officiais fiom the Reich Forest Office in Berlin. The assembled foresters described to invited 

representatives of party, anny, and civil administration their plans for the Reincorporated 

A note on the distinction between 'reforestation' and 'afforestation': in this chapter, 1 use 
'afforestation' as the general term for pianting areas to forest, regardless of whether those areas were reforested 
(Le.. replanted with trees after only a brief the without trct cover) or afforested (Le., when uees are planted 
on long-time fields or wastelands). 1 retain the word 'reforestation,' however, where it is the exact translation 
of the term used in the German original (as in Wiederbavoldung and Wiederauflorsrung, for example). 

On Gerrnan Osrforschung, sce Burleigh 1988. 



Eastern Areas. The published proceedings of this conference thus provide us with a glimpse 

of the Gennan forest administration's visions for the friture of forestry in the East and their 

assessrnent of their own role in this ares? 

The con ference was convened and opened by Arthur Greiser, Hitler's governor of the 

Reichsgau Wartheland. In his opening remarks, Greiser, a non-forester, defined the role of 

the Arbeitskreis in the overall mission of "German Eastern Research" by quoting fiom its 

charter: 

At the beginning of al1 rcsearch and planning towards the goal of winning back the Eastern Arcas as 
Lebensraum for Germandom lies the rtorganization of the land . . . 

At the han& of a Slavic population, the artas of the East have been deforested so exteasively 
as to suffer severc climatic and economic damage. Morcover, the deforcsted landscape is in danger 
of losing the vcry aspect that is so f d i a r  to the Germaa. 

For that muon, the planting of new German settlers must be accompanied by the planning 
and execution of an orderly reforestation of the East."' 

In an interview with a forestry journal published one year previously, Greiser had expressed 

the sarne in more drastic terms: 

This great reforestation prûgram, unique and unmatched as it is in the world, is uitimatcly the result 
of the Polisti mentality. The Pole is obtuse and possesscs no mativc energy. To work and to plan 
for the fùture is completcly forcign to h k  Out of this mcntality, and in contrast to the Gcrman, he 
has settled on soils which would never satisfL the needs of a Gcnnan farmer and settlcr, the needs of 
a German family." 

'9 The proceedings wcre published in book form in 1943 (Cf. Reichssh~ung fiir deuache 
Osrforschung 1943). nie individual contributions also appeared in nurnerous articles, for example: 
Sommermeyer 1942; Alpers 1942a and l942b; Jatger 1942. Jaeger's contribution is already foreshadowed 
in Jaeger 194 1. 

'O Bei dem Ziel, die Osrgebiere ais Lebensraum dem deuuchen Volkstum zurückmgewinnen. sreht mit 
am Anfang aller Forschungen und Planmgen die Neuordnung des Landes. . . 

Die Gebiete des Ostens sind in der Hand einer slawbchen Bevtjlkerung so weitgehend en nvalder 
worden. dap nichr nur schwere Wimatkche und wir~~chafiliche Sch9;den entstanden sind. sondern r T. die 
enrwaldere Landschaj3 ihr dem deutschen Menschen vertrauzes Gesicht zu verlieren drohr. 

Gleichreirig mir dem Ansarr neuer deu~rcher Siedler in diesem Raum mu/3 also eine geregelre 
it'ie&rbetrddung des Osrens geplanr unddurchgefiihrr werden. (Greiser 1943, p. 5 ,  paragraph breaks in the  
original). 

" Diaes grofle und in der Welt einzig dariehende und einmalige Auflorstungsprogramm isr im 
Grunde zurückzufihren au f die Mentalilal des polnîrchen Volkstumr. Der Pole îrt sturnpJund besitzt keinerlei 



Hence the Nazi regime's 'justification' for its orders to 'de-Polonize' the landscape by 

'removing' the f m e r s  and 'returning' it to its 'original' Gerrnan aspect through 

afforestation. At the same time, Greiser's statements can be read as a summary of the key 

claims behind the overall German justification for grabbing the Reincorporated Eastern 

Areas in the first place, narnely: 

that the area was originally German and that the settlers were only 'returning' to it 

that, upon their return, the Germans had found the landscape in disrepair 

that the Gerrnans had retumed just in time to reverse the damage through reforestation 

that the Polish population had a 'squatter' attitude towards the land 

that Polish fanners occupied marginal mils better suited to forest cover 

that they should thus be 'removed' and their land reforested 

that the Polish population had 'proven' itself unable to manage the tandscape properly 

that the 'Polish mentality' had deeper racial causes. 

Not only do we see these 'arguments' crop up time and again in the writings of foresters 

about the Reincorporated Eastern Areas, but the title of the Arbeirskreis itself was a 

condensation of the above claims: "Reforestation of the East" expressed that it was the 

'histonc' German "East" that was to be "rem-forested and thus rehuried to its 'erstwhile' 

German aspect. 

In practical terms, the conference revolved mainly around the question ofhow the desired 

"Reforestation of the East" couid be accomplished in practice given the immense magnitude 

of the task at hand: the goal was to afGorest more than one million hectares of land (or t 0% 

schopferische Krafie. Arbeiten und Plane /Ur die Zukunfi sind Begrzfle. die ihm jiremd sinci. Aus diescr 
Menralir6r heraus har er bisher im Gegensatz nr den deurschen Menschen auch aufBiïden ges-riedelr. die einem 
deutschen Bauern und SiedIer und einer deurschen Familie in keiner Welse genügen würden. (Greiser 1 94 1 . 
p. 25) .  



of the annexed temtory), which meant creating 3 to 4 new forest districts annually for 

"generations to The ostensible rationale for the massive scale of the 

reforestatiodafforestation campaign was to restore the landscape of the Reincorporated 

Eastern Areas to what foresters called "a healthy balance and a rational spatial order of 

sett lement area and f~ re s t . "~~  Fundamental to this goal was to raise the perceniage of forest 

cover fiom a "disturbingly" low 16% in the Wartheland to the "healthy" Reich average of 

29%.3J 

Three points are worth mentioning in this context. First, prescribing the average forest 

cover of the AItreich as the 'natural' long-term goal of forest creation in the new tenitories 

was clearly arbitrary and ideologically tainteci. M e r  all, there were landscapes in 

northwestern Gennany with comparable ecological conditions ( e g ,  most of the North Sea 

Plains north ofthe Iine Oldenburg-Hanover-Berlin) which had a forest cover that was equally 

low or even Iower than that of the Wartheland (for example in the county of Osnabrück). 

These areas were thus neither 'balanceci' nor 'spatially ordered' according to the standards 

applied in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas - still neither they nor their German inhabitants 

were deerned 'degenerated' or in need of "reorganizing" on account of that low forest cover. 

The ideological explmation foresters gave for this discrepancy was simple: in the "old 

'' (Sornmerrneyer 1943a, p. 1 1 ). Prorated ove140 years, this would mean the afforestation of approx. 
25,000 hectares annually. For cornparison, the total area afforestcd in al1 of  Italy in the year 1939 was just over 
12,000 hectares. 

" U'erzn nlso der Gau Wartheland seine Aufgabe. ein GQU deurschrr Bauern ,-u sein. efiIIen soll. 
so rn@ der Forstmann ziafirruni gewissen Teil die Voraussenurrgen schaflen. indeni Siedlungsraunr und Wald 
in ein gesundes Gleichgewichi und rtiumlich in eine vemünfiige Ordnung rueinander gebrachr werden. 
(Somrnermeyer 1943b, p. 25). 

34 Jaeger 1943. p. 48. 
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cul  turaI heartland" of Northwestern Gerrnany, the "need of the Volk, the hunger for Iand in 

the crarnped space available to the Voik" had forced Germans to "push back" their beloved 

forests - an argument similar to that used in the case of Lorraine. "One glance at the East," 

however, revealed an "objectified and plundered cultural landscape swept equally by fiozen 

and parching winds." But what about the undeniable presence of large contiguous forest 

tracts in the East? Here the argument of Diesel (cf. Chapter 7.2) was put into service once 

Yet chose forests arc in no way comectcd with îhc Eastern man and his activity. They are not 
organically interhivincd or coanected with hirn; even less arc they a part of his love and his longing. 
He does not respect thcm . . . '5 

The value of a given landscape was thus dependent more on the intentions (which were of 

course seen as a corollary of racial hentage) of the people who had created the landscape 

than on its actual physical structure. Yet whiie the inhabitants of Northwestern Germany 

were seen as exonerated by the pressures placed upon them, no such understanding was 

granted to the Slavic populations of the East, who were portrayeci as acting out of greed and 

disregard for the landscape. 

" Gervg &Wang die Nor des Volkes. der Landhunger im engen Volksraum. immer wieder die 
Waldreserve anzuschlagen, und in Wirkiichkeit sind in den alten Kulntrprovinzen die grofin und 
tusammen hângenden Wiïlder nahezu verschwunden. . . . Wie groJ aber ist der Unterschied der Lan&cha/r 
Nordwestdeutschlandr gegenüber der Lonakchafi des Wat-zhegaues! I m  Wesren stehen um Haus und Hof die 
alten Eichen. Wenn der Wald a d  zunïckgedrüngr wurde in die fiefen Einschnitte der Bdche und Fliisse und 
an den Sreilkamm der Berge, so u t  er doch immer noch da. In einem Blick erkennen wir Haus und HoJ: 
CValdsrre.$en, Baum. Einzelpflanze und Hecke. Im Osren aber sehen wir in einern Blick die versachlichre und 
trttsgepliinderte Kulruriandschafr. über welche die ezsigen. ebenso [fie he~pen Win& brausen und Sand-. 
Humus- und Tonsrofle weit ins Land ve$rachten. Trotzdem gibr es hier grofle zusammenhüngende Wülder. 
Diese Walder aber srehen in keinem Zusammenhang mit dem osrischen Menschen und seinem Werk. Sie sind 
nichr organisch mil ihm verwachsen und verbunden odergar Teil seiner Liebe und Sehnsuchr. Er achrer ihrer 
niclrr. . . . (,Mante1 1944, pp. 1 18-1 19). 



Second, the Warthegau had traditionally been an area of intensive grain production, 

which meant that the goal of raising the forest cover to the Reich average required the 

afforestation ofproductive agricultural soils. Foresters stressed the fact that the new German 

authorities were willing to partially afforest a recently regained 'bread basket' and thus incur 

losses in grain production as prwf of the "truly German" trait of acting in the best interest 

of the landscape - which they placed in sharp contrast to "Polish mismanagement"of the 

l and~cape .~~  

Finally, the forest administration claimed that the areas to be afforested were to be 

identified and ranked prirnarïly according to landscape-restorative considerations: first the 

drifting sand dunes were to be afforested, followed by the poorest soils, then the marginal 

so ik  Al1 afforestation was to be achieved through the planting not of pine plantations, but 

of mixed and uneven-aged stands. The forest administration insisted that this ranking was 

proof of its cornmitment to "restoring the landscape" since the alternative goal of wood 

production would have demanded the opposite sequence and a different species composition: 

in that case the best available soils would have been planted first, and only with fast-growing 

pine in pure plantation stands." 

In their justification for the massive afforestation project in the East foresters thus 

stressed non-economic goals such landscape health and landscape balance. Yet, as the 

'' Cf. Alpers 1943, p. 6; Leiber 194 1, p. 150. 

" The sequence and the explmations arc taken from a joint interview granted to the Deursche Forsr- 
Zeirrtrrg by the silvicultural expert of the Reich Forest Ofice (Lukas Leiber) and the forester who served as a 
liaison with Himmler's offlice of 'Reich Commissioner for the Strcngthening of Germandom' (Erwin Jaeger). 
(Cf. Leiber and Jaeger 194 1 ). 



contri butions of the forestry officiais participating in the Arbeitskreis con ference reveal upon 

closer inspection, the afforestation effort was not first and foremost a question of ecological 

restoration, although environmental concems might well have played a role in the individual 

motives of the foresters i n v ~ l v e d . ~ ~  Even the goal ofmaximum wood production, paramount 

as it was for the war effort, was seen only as a temporary p r i ~ r i t y . ~ ~  Instead, the afforestation 

of the Reincorporated Eastern Areas from the beginning was underlain by the greater agenda 

of Gerrnanizing the landscape into suitable Lebensraum. "The Gennan East is calling!", as 

an anonymous operational forester wrote in 194 1 : 

Volunteers to the front! Beyond our duties as foresters, we are called upon to be bearers of culture, 
educators, pionccrs, - representatives of a master race with al1 i u  dmiands. . . . 

Without historia1 pfecedcnt is the expansion of the teb4nsraum which the Führer has given 
to us. Now we must infiise ouf purchase with our blood so that forcign Volhrum may nevcr gain 
ground again. For a thousand ycars to corne, the best of our Yolk will have to create the wall of blood 
necessary for the etemat existence of our Volk."' 

Other articles in forestry journals with such titles as 'The German Man in the East", "The 

Honourable Duty of Foresters in the East", and even "The Honourable Mission of German 

Foresters' Wives in the East,'"' celebrated the role of the Geman settlement in the East and 

' For an interesthg attcmpt at fathoming the "conflicts and overlaps among the forces of 
technologicaI modernism, Nazi politics, and environmental concem" Ui the context of constructing the 
Aurobahn, see Rollins 1995 (quote on p. 494). 

39 Cf. Sommermeyer 1943b, p. 25; L e i k r  194 1, p. 150. 

'O Freiwillige vor!' Es he@r hier über d a  Diensrliche hinaus Kulrurrrüger, Erzieher. Pionzer. 
Yertrerer eines Herrenvolkes mit allen seinen Forderungen zu sein. . . . 

Einrnalig in der Gerchichre ist die Ausweinrng des Lebensraumes eines Volkes wie der Führer sie uns 
gegeben har. Jeet gilt es. das Erworbene fiir immer so mit unserem BIur zu durcheaen. dap niemals mehr 
ein Einbmch fremden Volkrtums erjiolgen kann. Die Besten unreres Volkes müssen es sein. die auf ein 
Jahrrausendjc?nen Blurswall im Osren zu schaflen haben. der rurn eivigen Besrehen unseres Volkes nor\runciig 
isr. (Deursche Forsr-Zeirung 1941, p. 28, paragraph break in the original). 

" Der Mensch irn deutschcn Osten. (EiBfeldt 194 1 ); Ehrendiensr der Forsrbeamren im Osten. 
(Alpers 1943); Ehrenvoller Einsaa der deurschen Forsrbeomrenfrauen im Osten. (Deutsche Forsr-Zeitung 
1939). 



the prominent role foresters (and their wives) were to play in the securing of the new 

Lebe~rsraurn. Foresters were thus made very aware and proud of the importance of their 

'blood' in the p a t e r  scheme of the Lebensraum policy of the Reich. 

At the same time, they were also aware that this process began invaxiably with the 

'resettlement' of the resident Polish population -and what this entailed. For example, as the 

forester in charge of identiwng the areas to be afforested reported to the con ference, by 1942 

more than 175,000 hectares had already been selected for planting. Yet he also stated that 

other areas were already under afforestation, primarily those "hm which the population has 

already been removed and which now lie fallow, but also wasteland and wandering sand 

dunes.'u2 Similarly, his superior Adolf Sommenneyer, the Head of the Forest Service of the 

Reichsgau Warrheland, spoke in his presentation of the forest administration's special 

responsibility for finding a suitable interim use forthose "abandoned agricultural soils which 

are not to be immediately &orested?'" 

The "removed" populations and the "abandoned" soils were an oblique reference to the 

hundreds of thousands of  non-Gennans who had been expelled fiom their fmsteads  and 

homes. Indeed, as a poster cornmissioned by Himmler's Reich Commissariat for the 

Strengthening of Gerrnandom proudly proclaimed, as many as "408,525 Poles and Jews" had 

'' Daneben gibr es jedoch bereirs Flüchen. die schon jetzr dringend m r  Auflorsrung heransrehen. sei 
es. weil sie bereirs ausgesiedelr sind und brachliegen. oder dap es sich um ~ d h d e r e i e n  handelr oder um 
fliegende Sande. die der Auflorstung bedüven. (Schneider 1943, p. 34). On the following page, Schneider 
goes on to Say that even ethnic Gcrman forest owncrs wcrc forced to rcsettle in this reshume of lands. This 
may qualify Koehl's statement that the prosecution in the Nuremberg trials could not produce a single ethnic 
Geman witncss who was resettled against his or her will (Koehl 1957, p. 2 10). 

" AIS besonderes Problem wird überhaupr eine Zwischennutzung au f verlasson cn 
landwirrschr~filichen Boden. die nicht sogleich zur Auflorsrung ansrehen, von uns zu ennvickeln und in dus 
Sysrern der zeiclich [sic] und rüumlichen Ordnung einzugliedern sein. (Somrnermeyer 1943a. p. 23). 



been "resettted" within eighteen months of the 'Reincorporation,' leaving their land to be 

rededicated and redistributed at will by the occupier~.~ For a frank assessment of how keen 

the forest administration was to stress its own role in this process of 'removal,' we may 

examine the programmatic address of Adolf Sommermeyer, the Head of the Forest Service 

of the Reichsgau Wartheland, in more detail. 

In the introduction to his presentation, Sonmermeyer eliminated al1 doubts as to the 

greater purpose of German afforestation in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas and the 

important role of foresters therein: 

. . . the task ofafforestation with which wc ut charged must be txecutcd within the larger frarnework 
of Yolk-policy, in stcp with the other forces of Gennan colonization, and always followùig the overall 
goals of the strengthening o f  Germaado~r~~~  

In fiirther explaining this overarching mission of 'Gerrnanization through afforestation,' 

S ornmermeyer tacked back and forth between ecological and Volks- hy gienic reasoning . He 

acknowledged the importance of the afforestation for the restoration and conservation of 

deteriorating marginal soils, as well as for the improvement of regional and micro climates. 

This was immediately followed, however, by a more extensive plea that the forest alone 

could provide the "soul-climate which the German requires." The creation of the new forest 

as "a landscape so fatefûl for the life of the Volk" thus required not merely the re- 

establishment of the 'pre-Polish' forest cover, but "a reorganization of the Eastern space 

Between 1939 and 1945, approximately one million people were deported from the Reincorporated 
Eastern Areas to areas M e r  east, with another 10 million marked for eventual removal (Koehl 1957). The 
poster is reprinttd in Groning and Wolschke-Bulmahn 1987a, p 55, and again in Gronhg and Wolschke- 
Bulmahn 1987b. p. 15 1 .  

'' SchliePIich aber - und diesen Gedanken m6chre ich besonders hervorheben - sind die von uns 
ciurchzufihrencien Auflorsrungsaufgaben in einem grden volkrpolitischen Rahmen im Gteichschrirr mir 
onderen gropen Trdgem einer deu~chen Kolonirarion unter den übergeordneren Gesichtspunkren der 
Fesr ig uns deu rschen Volksrums durchzufihren. (Sommcnm yer 1 943a. p. 1 2). 



according to principles rooted in the politics of the Volk.'* TO see his foresters "freed fiom 

al1 unnecessary hindrances in the execution of this difficult task," Sommermeyer demanded 

that "at Ieast for the duration of the afforestation, which after al1 is a process of utter 

colonization," the forest administration should obtain complete jurisdiction over the 

afforestation areas:" 

It  is evident that the afforestation effort will utilize the labour ofthe Polish population which currently 
vegetates in the afforestation areas. Moreover, the requirement to separate Germans from Poles in 
itself demands the concentration of Polish labour in the large contiguous afforestation areas. 

As soon as the progras of afforestation causes thosc anas to lose their former agricultural 
character, that labour will have to be disphcecl a d  quuterrd in bamcks by the local forest 
administration. 

There are several rcasons why the afforcstation areas should - at least for the duration of the 
afforestation - becorne independent jurisdictious. First, it is cxclusively the forest administration 
which has any interest in maintaining the rnanpower of the population in the afforestation area. 
Second, the affotcstation rcprcsents the sole support and way of life for the population in the 
afforestation area- Finally, the Polish population in the forest and afforestation areas will have no 
share in the iife of the new Ge- settlernent~.~ 

'6 Seelenklima. dus der Deuzsche braucht - . . Schuflung einerfir das Volksleben schichalhafren 
Landschnjï . . . eine nach wlkrpolirirchen Gnin&ützen ru planende Neuordnung des Osrraumes . . . 
(Sommemeyer 1943% pp. 12, 14, and 16)- 

" /ch m6chte auch an dieser S M e  meine A u f l i n g  daiiin &u$ern. zumindest wührend der 
Auflorstungszeif, die ja ein ubsoluf kolonlstltorischer Vorgang 3 2 ,  sogar eine selbsriîndige kornmunale 
Forstbezirksbildung analog den selbstdndigen Forstgrrtsbezirken in Preupen wird eintreren mtissen, um den 
Trüger der Aufforsrung bei Durchfuhinrng seinerschweren Au-abe . . . von unnorigen Hemmungen zu befreien. 
(Sommermeyer 1943a, p. 18). 

ES werden also voraussichrlich die Arbeitskrüfre der zur Zeit auf den Auflorsfungsgebieren 
vegerierenden polnlrchen Bevdkeningfiir die Arbeiten des Auflorshrngswerkes nunbar nr machen sein. Die 
Fordemng nach Trennung des deu~rchen Yolkrtums von dem polnischen weirt den polnirchen Arbeitskrdflen 
diese Lokulisierung auf den g@en geschlossenen Auflorstungsgebieren gerade zu [sic]. 

Sobald beirn Fortschreiten der Auflorstungen solche Gebiere ihre ehemaiige landwirtscha/t(iche 
Verfassung verlieren. werden Verschiebungen und Kasernierung dieser Arbeirskrüfle durch die 
Forstverwaliung auf diesen Gebieten gegeben sein. 

Da an der Erhn ltung der Arbei~rkrafr dieser B e v b l h n g  aufAuflomtungsgebieien ausschlieplich der 
Trüger der Augorsiung interessierf ist und die Auflontungsarbeiten allein Lebensquelle und Lebensfirm der 
Bet~olkerung In den Auflorstungsgebieten darsrellen, glaube ich besonders auch aus &sem Gesicirrspunkr 
heruus. zurntndesc fur die Auflorstungsperiode. die Schaflung einerkommunalen Selbsrandigkeir der Forsr- und 
Auflorsiungsgebiere fordena zu mrlssen. a m a l  die polnische BevSlkerung der Wald- und Auflorsfungsgebiere 
an dem Leben der neuen deuechen Gemeinden keinen Anteil kat. (Somniermeyer 1943a. pp.  25-26, paragraph 
breaks in the original). 
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Sommenneyer's vision of the role of his forest administration in the "colonization" of the 

land and the "utilization"of the local Polish population couid hardly have been more candid: 

the forest administration was to become the immediate representative of the state in the 

afforestation areas, with the authority and the means to treat the occupants of the territory as 

mere units of labour which could be shifted and disposed of according to the needs of the 

afforestation project. 

In Sommenneyer's address we have an indication of how the forest administration 

wished to be empowered in the re-ordering of the Reincorporated Eastern Areas. For those 

in the ranks of his own administration who might have doubted how eamest their leadership 

was about realizing this vision, Sommermeyer had the following words: 

Rest assured that ail this is backed by the fum will to solve these problems, and that we will not stop 
at the theoretical discussion o f  these problems in this Arbei~sk~eis.'~ 

A sirnilarly ominous waming to foresters not to underestimate the resolve of their leadership 

was expressed by Gerrnany 's second-highest forestry official, Generalforstmeister Friedrich 

Alpers, who adrnonished in his address that the Arbeitskreis brought together "the best" 

practitioners and academics because: 

Science and practice will have to devise new methods to realize the planned afforestations within an 
acceptable tirne frame.m 

'' Seien Sie aber iiberzeugr. dahinrer srehr der/este Wille. die Probleme m Iôsen. und lassen Sie sich 
versichen. dap wir nicht bei der rheorezischen Besprechung dieser Probleme in diesem .4rbeirskreis 
stehenbleiben werden. (Sommermeyer 1943a, p. 27). 

Wissenschaft und Praxis rverden nach nruen Merhoden sinnen müssen. um in einer vertreibaren 
Zeir die Auflorsrungspfanung venvirklichen zu konnen. (Alpers 1943, p. 8). Friedrich Alpers had repfaced 
Walter von Keudell as Generalforstmeister in 1937 after the latter was no longer willing to support the 
overcutting dernandcd by Goring to supply the reamament program with the necessary wood products. (Cf. 
Rubner 1985, chaptcn 5 and 6). 
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We will see presently that these "new methods" necessary for realizing the new and far- 

reaching ambitions of the forest administration went far beyond the traditional purview of 

forestry and dovetailed with the SS-led "resettlement" scheme developed by Himmler's 

Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening of Cemandom. 

One of the first "new methods" to be developed was the complete 'reordering' of the 

forest propeny structure in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas. With the occupation, al1 titles 

to forest land heid by non-Germans were effectively nul1 and void, making the forest land 

subject to arbitrary redistribution by the occupiers. in an interview with a forestry journal 

given on the first anniversary of the occupation, Somrnermeyer had voiced his delight that 

the retreating Polish forces allegedly had removed al1 official records fiom the forest offices, 

as this enabled him "for once to begin my work without files" - thus allowing him and his 

forest administration to set their own precedents. As well, and doubtless very conveniently 

for the Gerrnan forest administration, the absence ofoficial records also meant that 'hot one 

title daim could ever be docurnented" by the former Polish forest owners." There can be 

little doubt, then, that foresters were keenly aware of the opportunities presented by the 

tabula rasa of an occupied temtory in which al1 considerations for pre-existing legality and 

due process seemed to have evaporated. 

At the same time, foresters were keen to fil1 the supposed legal vacuum with laws oftheir 

own making, for, no matter how arbitrary the erstwhile expropriation of the Polish property 

5 1 Somrnermeyer 1940, p. 27. 



might have been, the re-allocation of property among the possible German claimants (e-g., 

army, state, municipalities, private individuals) was to be executed according to the proper 

standards of German administrative procedure. Sometimes the forest administration tned 

to devise its own guidelines, but in most cases it negotiated mutual arrangements with 

another institution of the Nazi state which was both competitor and ally to the Reich Forest 

Office: Himmler's powerfid Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening of Germandom. The 

agreements between the Reich Forest Office and the Reich Commissariat for the 

Strengthening of Germandom show that the forest administration was perfectly aware of the 

implications of cooperating with the SS-id Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening of 

Germandom. More than that, foresters weicomed the opportunity of using the SS to "clear" 

afforestation areas of their p~pulation.~~ 

In his presentation to the Arbeifskreis, the forestry official senring as liaison between the 

Reich Forest Office and the Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening of Germandom, 

Oberlandforstrneister Erwin Jaeger, outlined the result of the negotiations between the two 

offices regarding the "Forest-Political Principles for the Structure and Reorganization of the 

Forest in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas": 

From the beginning it was clear that - apart from ethnic Gennan property, which admittedly is in need 
of some readjustment, too - none of the confuscd and splintered Polish property distribution could 

5' Relations between the two oflices were not always cordial, however, as they had cornpethg visions 
for the future of the temtories occupied by Germany in the East. While Hùnmler cnvisioned the East as an 
agricultural empire to be settlcd by SS-veterans tumed farmcrs, thc forest administration saw the East as a 
testing ground for a reforrned and centralized forest administration whose oficials claimed local state authority 
in forcst areas. The files in the Federal Archives in Berlin are full of memoranda which reflect the concern of 
the two offices to achieve thtu respective goals while maintainhg the Ievel of cooperation necessary for 
achieving the cornrnon goal of 'Eastern Colonization.' In the estimation of Groning and Wolschke-Bulmahn 
(I987a. p. 196). the two offices eventually arrived at a mutualIy acceptable division of powers in ihe 
Reincorporated Eastern Artas. 



be retained. Rather, it rnust be our fÙndamenta1 principle to bnng about a distribution of forest 
ownership which allows the forest to best perforrn its vôlkkch and cultural functions whik 
guaranteeing maximum wood production." 

Jaeger quoted this principle fiom a 1941 "Agreement Conceming the Afforestation and the 

Arrangement of Forest Property Distribution in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas between 

the Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening ofGermandom and the Reich Forest Offi~e."'~ 

This agreement served to cl&@ the fundamental question as to who should own the future 

forest area in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas and how the ownership should be 

"transferred" in practice. The officia1 document as published in mid-1941 was rather 

noncommittal when it came to spelling out the exact ways in which those objectives were 

to be reached: definite arrangements were the "prerogative" o f  the parties involved, they 

were to be agreed upon "in separate agreements" and "in due time."ss The agreement as 

published thus primarily served to lend a semblance of legality to the outright annexation of 

state territory and private property. 

From one of the files preserved in the former East German State Archives in Potsdam, 

however, we can gain some insight into the true objectives of the agreement and what sort 

53 KIar war von vornherein. dap - auper dem volksdeutschen Besitz, der allerdings auch noch 
mancher Korrektur bedatf - die venvorrenen und zersplitterten pohischen Besitrverhülrnisse keines/alls 
übernommen werden konnten. Vielmehr mup es oberster Grunakaa sein, die Eigentumverleilung an den 
Waldfliichen so vonunehmen, dap der Wald seine wlkischen und kulrurellen Aufgabe am besren und 
,-weckm@igsren e e l l e n  konn und eine h~chsim~gliche Eneugung sichergesrellt wird. (Jaeger 1943, pp. 48- 
49). In a similar statement, the Warthegau forcster Krahl-Urban ïnsisted that "fotmer and current property 
distribution will play no role in the selection of afforestation areas." Da fnlhere und jenige 
EÏgentumsverhLïlrn~se beidetAuswah1 und Ausscheiùung der Auflorstungsgebiele keine Rolle spielen werden. 
. . . (Krahl-Urban 1941, p. 363). 

A hkommen mischen dem Reichsforstamr und dem Reichsfihrer-SS. Rerchskommissnr fir die 
Fesrigung cieurschen Volksrum, über die Auflorsrung und die Regelung der Eigenrumsr~crh~lrniss~. an 
CVaId/7achen in den eingegliederren Osrgebieten (Reprintcd in Deursche Forsr-Zeirung 194 1 c) .  

'' b leibr besonderer Regelung vorbehalren . . . wird in einer besonderen Vereinbamng ndher geregelr 
zu gegehener Zeif . . . (Deurrche Forsr-Zeitung 1941~. p. 301). 
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of measures were to be taken to achieve them. The file contains drafts and memoranda in 

which various levels ofHimmler's Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening of Germandom 

express their goals and concerns and in which they comment on the position taken by the 

Reich Forest Office in the negotiations. Through the documented perceptions of foresters' 

interlocutors in the Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening of Germandom, we can thus 

gain an indirect sense of the forest administration's position in the negotiati~ns.'~ 

The drafi prearnble for the agreement as tabled by the Reich Commissariat for the 

Strengthening of Gennandom on 10 October 1940 stated as the express "cultural" purpose 

of the affnrestation to "create a Geman landscape and to secure the German pop~lation."~' 

This clearly acknowledged that the present landscape was by no means Geman but had to 

be made so in the first place. To create the necessary property h e w o r k ,  the "Reich 

Cornmissioner [i-e., Himmler] will take it upon himself to compile and confiscate al1 forest 

property of Polish nationals and J e ~ s . " ' ~  In a supplementary "Agreement Conceming the 

Trans fer of Ownership of Afforestation Areas to the Reich Forest Exchequer," Himmler's 

office also took on the task of "procuring" those areas to be afforested and "transfemng" 

The documents are now kept in the Federal Archives Berlin and are filed under the tile signatory 
BA R49 169. The cornpIemenbry records of the Reich Forest Oflice did not nuvive. 

Hauptabteilung Planung und Boden (HA II): Zweck der Auflorsmng: Die Aufforsrung dienr dam. 
die landwirrschajilich nicht nuebaren BOden aus der Bewirischaftung herauszunehmen. den Wasserhaushalf 
zu regeln und Venvehungen ZIA verhindern. Kirlrurell dienr sie rur Schaflung einer deu rschen Landschafl und 
zur Sicherung und zur Erholung der deurschen Bevdkerung. (BA R49 169. shcet 1 ). 

Der Reichskammissur ùbernimmr die Erfassung und Beschlugnahmung des forsrlichen 
Gmndbesitzes der polnlrchen Staatsangeh6rigen und Juden. ( B A  R49 164, sheet 7). 



rhem to the Reich Forest Exchequer "fiee of al1 claims and liabilitie~."~~ This obligation 

expressly inc 1 uded "clearing" the population: 

Furthemore, the Reich Commissioner, with the hclp of the appropnate bodies, will clear al1 
afforestation areas o f  their current population and make h e m  available to the Reich Forest Office for 
the purpose o f  aff~restahon.~ 

For this 'service' rendered by the "appropriate bodies" - that is, the SS under Himmler's 

command - the Reich Forest Office was to pay 200 Reichsmark per hectareT6' It is evident 

that the Reich Forest Office was only too happy to let Himmler's security apparatus 

depopulate the areas it wished to afforest. 

Having 'solved' the question of forest ownership in the East, the two offices could tackle 

the question of how the landscape should be physically restmctured on the ground. During 

1 94 1 and 1942, the Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening of Gennandom and the Reich 

Forest Office negotiated a set of "Guidelines for Landscape Structure in the New Areas of 

the Reich" which Himmler, by virhie of the powers invested in him by Hitler, officially 

59 Derngemiïss Übemimmr es der Reichskommissar. dm Eigentum an denjenigen Auflorstungsfichen. 

die Eigenrurn des Reichsforstf~kus werden sollen, zu beschaflen und dem Reichsfirsrftskus lasrenfrei ru 
überrragen. ( B A  R49 169, sheets 17-22: Abkommen I/zwLschen dem Reichsforstarnr und dem Reicwhrer-SS, 
Reichskommusat fiir die Festigung deutschen Volkirtums, iiber die Übertragung von Eigentum an 
Auflorsrungsj7üchen an den Reic/rsforsrf~~kus, sowie den zeitlichen Ablauf des Vedahrens. ( A u t j n d  des 
Abkommens I n k c h e n  dem Reichsforstarnt und dem Reichsfiihrer-SS, Reichskommîrsar f i r  die Fesrigung 
deu rrchen Vo fhrums, über die Auflorsrung und die Regelung der Eigenrumsverhültnisse an Waldbesirz). Cf .  
also B A  R49 1 68 : Richdinien über die Regelung der Eigentumsverhalrnisse an Wald- und Auflorstungsjlachen 
für ein Abkommen Uber die Auflorshrng in den eingegliederten Ostgebieten. 194 1- / 942. 

* Der Reichskommljsar übernimmf es ferner. die gesamren zur Auflorsrung bestimmren Flachen mrr 
HI lf;. der zusrandigen Organe von der bisher aufien A uflorsrungsfichen ivohnenden Beidkemng zu rüumen 
rtnd t~orliiufig dem Reichsforsramt zur Durchfiihrung der Arbeiren zur Ver-gung zu srellen. ( B A  R49 1 69. 
sheet 17). 

6'  BA R49 169, sheet 19. 



enacted on 21 December 1942 as General Order No. 20NV42.62 According to the 

introduction to these so-called 'Landscape Guidelines,' they were6'the capstone in the edi fice 

of planning guidelines for the structure of the new settlement areas.'"' Yet the Landscape 

Guidelines were not merely a task- and place-specific set of rules, but were also to serve as 

a mode1 for a future Reich Landscape Law which was to govern the planning and 

conservation of the landscape in al1 of its aspects and al1 over the German realm." As such. 

the Landscape Guidelines can be read as a general manifesto of National Socialist ideas for 

fùture landscape planning. 

In the case of the landscape of the Reiacorporated Eastern Areas, the Landscape 

Guidelines stipulated an immediate need for German intervention: 

Across vast tracts, the landscape of the Reincorporated Eastern Areas bas been neglected, devastated, 
and exploited by the cultural ineptitude ofa foreign race. Over large areas, and conttary to the nafural 
ecological conditions, the landscape has assumed the i m ~ ~ t  of the s t e ~ ~ e . ~ '  

To German forestry, the threat of Versteppung or 'steppification' was the worst possible fate 

for a landscape: for a landscape to lose its forest was tantamount to death. To stem and 

6' Allgemeine Anordnung Nr. 20/V1/42. The 'General Orders* were binding for the entire civil 
administration of the Reincorporated Eastern Areas. The GuideIincs were published in an annotated book form 
in 1943 (cf. Mading 1943). As the Head of the Section for Landscape Architecture and Landscape 
Conservation in the Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening of Gemiandom, Miiding was instrumental in 
defrning the guidelines. 

6' Mit dieser letztgenannten Allgemeinen Anordnung har dar Gesamtgebâude der Planungsrichilinien 
f i r  den Aujbau der neuen Sîedlungsgebiete in den Hauptteiien seinen Abschlujl gefunden. (Miiding 1943, p. 
16). 

Cf. Mading 1943, p. 28; as  well as thc discussion in Groning and Wolschke-Bulmahn 1987a, pp. 
113-1 14. 

'' /. Ztefsefz,ilrng.- Die Landschafr in den eingegliederten Osfgebiefen 3 t  ouf weiten FIüchen durch dm 
kulrurelfe Un vermogen /remden Volksturns vernachliïssigt. ver6det und durch Raubbau venviistet. Sie har in 
gropen Teilen enrgegert den srandôrtkhen Bedingungen sre~~enhafres Georane angenommen. ( B A  R49 1 65: 
Gesralrung der Landîchajl in den eingegliederten Ostgebieten und Enrwurf von Richilinien fiir den 
landschafilichen Aufiau der neuen ReicArgebiete. / 941 - 1943, sheet 258, ernphasis in the original). 



reverse this process through afforestation was thus the ostensible goal of landscape 

restructuring in the East. The paramount goal, however, was the creation of settlement space 

for Germans for which the afforestation of the land was but a precondition: 

Hence it is not enough to senle our Volksrum in these areas and to eliminate foreign Volkrrurn fiorn 
them. Rather, these spaces must bc structured in an adequate manner which corresponds to our 
character, so the Gerrnanic-Gerrnan man ieels at home, establishes himself. and leams to love and to 
defend this new Heimar.66 

The wording of this goal unmasks the inhuman Lebensraum ideology behind the 

afforestation process: the creation of an "adequate" landscape for the "Germanie-Gerrnan 

man" involved not only the erasure of existing landscape structures, but also the erasure of 

their populations as the vectors ofdetrimental influence. In the context of the reconstruction 

of the landscape that was to follow the "elimination of foreign Volkrtum," the forest occupied 

a central position as the German landscapepar excellence. This importance was not based 

prirnarily on its economic or ecological benefits, however, but on its impact on the social 

hygiene, political consciousness, and defence capabilities of the German Vdk. This is 

revealed in the sequence of rationales for the planned afforestation in the greater fiamework 

of landscape planning given in the prearnble to the Guidelines: 

1 ) "Human considerations": first and foremost the preamble postulated a definite connection 

between landscape devastation and crime levels. Thus, to keep society morally 

intact, the landscape needed to be kept intact, which in turn required a 'healthy' 

forest cover. 

ES genügr ais0 nichf. unser Volksrum in diesen Gebiercn anzuszedeln und fremdes Volksrurn 
auszuschalren. Die Raurne müssen vielmehr eine umerer Wesensnrr enrsprechende Ger roltung erhalten. damir 
der germanisch-deutsche Mensch sich heimlsch fihlt, don sephafi wird und bereir isr. diese neue Heirnat zu 
lieben und ru verleidigen. (Ba R49 165, sheet 258). 



2) "World view considerations": in this second category, the preamble suggested that a 

"raciaIly appropriate" (artgerechze) landscape was the naturai source ofa future post- 

Christian "German belief." Only in his 'natural' forest surroundings could the 

German remain in touch with his spiritual roots. 

3) "Political considerations": according to this point, the forested landscape helped 

defend Germany against the roaming and plundering peoples of the yeltow steppe. Next to 
the care of our blood, the racially appropriate care for the landscape is the hdamental pillar 
of al1 case for the Volk.6' 

4) "Military considerations": to defend Germany in the age of tanks and airplanes, the 

landscape was to be covered with the best natural defence there was: the forest. 

The first four of a total of six rationales thus claim definite connections between the character 

and fate of the tandscape and the character and fate of the resident population - in essence 

the idea of Blood and Soii. Together, they provide an assumed rationale for a planning 

approach that looks at landscape and population as an integrated whole. From the documents 

presented above, it is evident that the 'Reforestation of the East" was an eminently 

ideological enterprise. The purpose of the afforestation was mainly to "create" a Gennan 

landscape with utter disregard for the landscape already in place. The landscape was to be 

restructured so as to serve as a 'natural' habitat for the German settlers who were to be 

planted in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas.'j8 

67 Deutschland und der europiiische Osren ist, in langen Zèi~rüumen gesehen. durch eine mir Wald 
und Waldsrreifen verbaute Lanàschafr. durch rüzige. ackemde Menschen in einer fichibaren gnïnen 
Landschafl baser  gegen die schweifenden und raubenden Vdker  der gelben Steppe zu s c h ü ~ e n .  als durcit 
irgend rrdche anderen ~Classnahmen. Neben der BlutpJlege isr eine arrgerechre Landschafispflege (fax 
rragende Gerüsr einer jeden Volkrpfege. ( B A  R49 165. sheet 1 ). 

* Some foresters went so far as to Say that it needed to be given structure in the first place. Maritci, 
for example, spoke of a erstmaligen Neuordnung des Waldes im Ostraum. (Mantcl 1942, p. 1 15). 
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The Landscape Guidelines developed by the Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening 

of Germandom in concert with the Reich Forest Oftice served to give both ideological 

signposts and practical instructions for achieving a German landscape in the Reincorporated 

Eastern Areas. They covered al1 aspects of landscape ptanning and architecture, fiom 

forestry to road construction and hydrological engineering, and regulated in detail such 

diverse elements of the landscape as siope gradients and tombstones. As a blanket regulation 

for the creation of a functional and aesthetic Gennan landscape, the Guidelines reached into 

al1 aspects of forestry. 

On the basis of the Guidelines, foresters were busy planning the creation of a German 

landscape, devising regulations for the administration of the new landscape, and preparing 

for the task, for example by putting in place nurseries which were to supply the enotmous 

number of "Gerrnan" tree seedlings needed for the florestation. Fortunately, most of the 

planning and preparations were deemed less and l e s  essential as the tide of war turned 

against Germany. Alas, not al1 ambitions of foresters remained just that. In the next 

segment, 1 will discuss two examples of foresters complicity in the atrocities comrnitted in 

the Reincorporated Eastern Areas. 

The first example is reconstmcted from the correspondence between the forest 

administration and the SS conceming the expansion of the Stutthof concentration camp, 

situated in a pine forest some 30 km east of the city of Danzig. OriginaIIy a nursing home, 

the property was taken over by the SS as early as July 1939 in anticipation of the imminent 

i nternrnent of Pol ish civilians. The Reich Forest Office and the central holding company for 



al1 economic ventures of the SS, the Deutsche Wirtschaftsbetriebe G.m.b.H., entered into a 

contract regulating the "operation of a prison camp" in the state-owned f ~ r e s t . ~ ~  In Febmary 

1942, Stutthof was officially declared a concentration camp and began to receive civilian 

prisoners and prisoners of war from various countries and in ever increasing numbers. As 

the camp becarne too small, the SS sought to buy an additional 12,000 hectares of state- 

owned forest fiom the Reich Forest Office. The files preserved in the federal archives in 

Berlin document, fkom the perspective ofthe Reich Forest Office, the protracted negotiations 

in which the SS tried to purchase this forest land h m  the forest admini~tration.~ 

From the files it is evident that the forest administration was perfectly clear about what 

was happening in the concentration camp. For example, in a letter dated 15 August 194 1, 

the regional forest office appealed to the Reich Forest Office to allow the sale of the forest 

"since, in the long term, the immediate proximity of the local operational forester's office 

to the prison camp would be intolerable to the incurnbent 's family anyway."" Living near 

a concentration camp witb its telltale sights, smells, and sounds was evidently not tolerable 

in the eyes of the forest administration. Moreover, the presence of detailed maps in the files 

of the Reich Forest Office indicates that the forest administration was privy to the plans for 

'' BA R44 33 ; Schreiben der Kommandantur des Zivil-Gefangenenlagers Stut rhof an 
Reichsfarsrmeister vom 16. Juli 194 1 (AZ N/8b/ 16.7.1 94 1 ): Vertrag rwirchen der Reichs/orstvemalrung und 
der Deurschen Wir~chafiberriebe m m  Bem-eb eines Gefangenenlagers. 

' O  BA R44 3 3 : Be freflend: (Geheim) Enveirerung des Kriegsgefangenenlagers/KZ/SS-Schule Smrrhof 
hei Sreegen auJder Nehmng bei Danzig. 

" . . . da die Lage der Revietjùrsrerei in unmirtelbarer Nachbarschafi des Gefangenenlagers fiir die 
Familie des Srelleninhabers auf die Dauer ohnehin unrragbar genwrden wdre. (BA R44 33: Schreiben des 
Reichssrarfhafrers in Danzig- W e s t p r d e n  - Landesforstarnt vom 15. Augurt 1941 (AZ F IV 1 OZ488)). 
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the expansion of the camp which were starnped with the highest security classification 

Geheime Reichssache ( ' Secret Reich Matter')." 

The response of the Reich Forest office to the purchase request by the SS, however, 

completely ignored the inhumane reality of the camp of which it was so evidently aware. 

Instead, the Reich Forest Office focussed on the "great sacrifice" the sale would represent 

to the forest administration: not only would the sale reduce the forest administration's land 

holdings, but it would also mean the loss of "valuable pine stands" and would be 

"problematic fiom the standpoint of forest and landscape conser~ation.'"~ 

After protracted negotiations, the Reich Forest Office finally sold the forest in question 

on 26 February 1944, enabling the SS to erect more than sixty barracks on an area of almost 

3 sq km for several thousand prisoners - but in Septernber of that year the SS was back for 

more, planning to triple the nurnber of barracks in the camp to more than 180 because, "as 

will need no M e r  explmation, a great nwnber of similar camps has been lost in the Ea~t.'"~ 

" B A  R44 33: Schreiben des Reichsfuhrers SS und Chefs der Deurrchen Polirei. SS Wirtrchafrs- 
Verwalrungshauptamr an Reichsfinnneirter vom 24. Febnrar 1942 (AZ A IIY2 - 10589). 

" . . . dap die Hergabe der w n  ihnen beanspruchten Flochen fiir die Forsrvenvaltung ein grofles 
Opfer bedeuter. da. abgesehen von der Tatsache der Flüchenabzrerung überhaupt. gerade d a  beansprrrchte 
Gelinde mir wemollen Kiefernbesîdnden, deren Umfang in der Danziger Gegend sehr beschrünkr kt. besrockr 
k t  utid weil die Herournahme von Wa IdpndslYcken aus dem nursehrschnralen Waldr freryen aufder Nehrrrng 
aus Gnïnden des Font- und iandrchaftsschutzes nichr unbedenklich is r .  (BA  R44 33: Schreiben des 
Reichsjôrsrmeis fers an Reichsfihrers SS und Chef der Deutschen Polüei, SS Wirs fichafis- 
Verwalrungshaupramr vom 19. Mdrz 1942 (AZ B 327.01 Da 16-Sg)). 

74 /cwischen har sich die Norwendigkeit herausgestellr. das KL erneut zu vergrijssern. lm Osren sintl. 
wie wohl nichr niïher ausgefihrt werden brauchr. zahlreichederarrige Lager verloretrgeguttgert. Ihre Insassen 
nrussren in das Altreich ÜberjGhrî werden. Aus diesem Grunde isr die emeure Ernvirerung uncrfüsslich. ( B A  
R44 33: Schreiben des Reicwhrers  SSSS- Wirtschafi- Vemtalrungshauprarnr an ReichsforsrmeiSrer rwm 16. 
Seprember 1944 ( A 2  A IIY4/8204)). 
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By the time the camp was liberated by the Red Army in May 1945, an estimated 1 15,000 

prisoners had passed through the Stutthof camp, of whom more than half died. Was the 

forest administration, by providing the land for the camp, partly responsible for the fate of 

those who died in Stutthof? Or was the string of 'ecological' objections by the forest 

administration in fact a veiled attempt at stalling the expansion of the camp? Either 

interpretation is possible and plausible, yet neither can probably be corroborated beyond 

doubt. For a variety of reasons (for example, the rapid ageing of the contemporary age 

CO hort sorne sixty years later, the loss of a good part of the records as weli as the erstwhile 

nonexistence of documentation, the tendency ofsurviving contemporaries to euphemize their 

own involvement, or plain forgetting), it is impossible to fathom the motivation of 

individuals involved in the negotiations. The reconstruction of an assumai institutional 

stance of the forest administration as a whole fiom the surviving files, sometimes even files 

kept by other institutions, is thus not without pmblems. in the above case of Stutthof, we 

could thus corne to several interpretations of the forest administration's role, ranging fiom 

reluctance to acquiescence to active support. By contrast, the second exarnple 1 present 

shows foresters as actively engaged in the SS-led 'removal' of local populations fiom an 

afforestation area. 



The county of Saybusch in western Galicia / Upper Sile~ia. '~ was one of four 'model 

planning districts' (Versuchsplanungen) selected by the planning office in the Reich 

Commissariat for the Strengthening of Germandom where "the theoretical planning 

principles developed by the various planning bodies are to be tested in reality."" Saybusch 

was seen as representative of the planning problems posed by a forested mountain landscape 

and the empirical insights gained and methods tested here were to be applied in the 

' restructuring ' of mountain areas across the occupied temtories in the East. The Reich Forest 

Office conducted its own on-site research into the importance of the forest in Upper Silesia 

in support of the "enonnous planning and settlement measures tackled" by the Reich 

Commissariat for the Strengthening of Germandom in that region. The exploration was to 

be conducted by Viktor Dieterich, Professor ofForest Policy fiom the University of Munich, 

in "constant coordination with the Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening of 

Gennandom" and was meant to serve as a "model for other regions."" 

'' The county of Saybusch belonged to the independent Kingdom of Galicia which was joined to the 
Polish crown in the latc rniddle ages, fell to Austria-Hungary ia the partitions of Poland in 1772 and 1795, 
becarne Polish again in 1918, and in 1939 was annexed by Gerrnany as part of the Upper Silesian county of 
Kattowia. 

'' . . . die von den verschiedensren Sreilen bisher nur theoretisch erorterten Gestultungsgnrndrace 
praktisch erprobr werden. (Frank 1942, p. 1, cited in Gr6ning and Wolschke-Bulrnahn 1987a, p. 58). 

/ch habe Universilatsprofessor Dr. Dieterich - München. der die Fücher Forsrpolirik undforstliche 
Berriebsn~irtschaftslehre vertritt, mit der Durchfihrung einer fonh~ir~scha~l ichen Standortserkundung des 
Caues Oberschlesien beaufiragt- Durch diese Untersuchungen sollen die A u - b e n  herausgearbeitet werden. 
die der Wald in wehrpolirischer, rohstofiirtschafrlicher. landes- und vofkrkultureller und sonstiger Hinsicht 
in den einzeinen Teilen des Gaues ru e@llen har. Dadurch wiirden erstmalig sichere Gnrndlagen f i r  eine 
forstliche Raumplunung eines Gaues undsomit eine wichtige Ergânzung der allgemeinen Plunungsunterlagen 
getcronnen. ,4ngesichrs der von Ihnen in Oberschlesien in Angrrflgenommenen grofin Planungs- und 
Siedungsrnaflnahmen vermigr die Losung der Pro /essor Dieterich gesteliten Au fgabe keinen Aujichub. Sie 
har dazu als Beispielfir fihnliche Untenuchungen in anderen Gauen eine besondere Bedeutung. ( B A  R49 
1 67. shcct 88: Briefvon Ebem an RKFdY vom 20. Juni 42: Betrrflt: Forstwirtscha/rliche Standortserkundung 
rn Oberschlesien). 

. . mit der Dienststelle des BeaufirPgfen des RKFdV [Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening of 



In the federal archives in Berlin, a file fiom the Reich Commissariat for the 

Strcngthening of Germandom entitled "Exploration of the Conditions for Forestry in Upper 

Silesia" contains the correspondence between the Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening 

of Germandom and the Reich Forest Office conceniing the 'resettlement' of populations in 

this area, including the county of Saybusch.'* In a memorandum about a joint trip into the 

area by pIamex-s from the Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening of Gerrnandom and 

representatives of the Reich Forest Omce on 22 and 23 August 1940, the position of the 

forest administration is reported in detail to the Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening 

of Germandom. The memorandum was written by a planner in the service of the Reich 

Commissariat for the Strengthening of Germandom and summarizes the wishes voiced by 

the forest administration during the trip regarding the timed "retention" and "removal" of the 

local population, and the 'desirable" new property distribution and structure of the forest: 

The forest administration is adamant that forest labourers in the forest areas in the South of the county 
of Katiowitz are under no circurnstances to be rtstttled beforc the necessary German forest labourers 
can be placed. Besides the necessary space, the planning must hence supply and maintain the 
necessary people for forest labour, particularly as regards the new projects of road construction, 
regulation of mountain strearns, and afforestation. . , . 

The forest administration wishes no private forest to be established, only state forest and 
communal forest. . . . 

The county of Saybusch currently cmploys 2.500 to 3,000 forest labourers. The afforestation 
requires another 2,000. That means that 4,000 to 5,000 forcst labourers must rernain. In the county 
of Teschen they [the forest administration] rcckon on 19 forest districts with 150 labourers each = 

approx. 3,000 forest labourers = 15,000 people. . . . 
4,000 Germans from Volhynia [an ethnic Gcrman arca to the northeast of Galicia] will be settled 

here, in exchange 25,000 Potes must be resettled. Over the last 40 years, the county of Saybusch has 
increased from 100,000 to 150,000 inhabitants A certain depopulation is very much desired. 

Germandom] hei der Bearbeirung ciauernd Frïhlungnahme hait. (BA  R49 167, sheet 89: Dirrchschlrg des 
.-lnnvortschreihens des RKFd V von von Schaurorh vom 6. Juli 42). 

'' BA R4 9 1 67 : Betreflend: "Forstwimchafrliche Szandorcserkundungen in Oberschlesien. " Herc : 
"l'ermerk über die Bereisung mir Verrrerem d e  Reichforsmeirre vom 22. und 23. 8. 1940" (sheets 5 and 
6 ) .  



in the county of Teschen, the following obtains: too many farmsteads have been planted in the 
contiguous forest districts, which the forest administration wishes to see eliminated.;p 

From this wish list of actions to be performed for the forest administration by the Reich 

Commissariat for the Strengthening of Gemandom, we cm clearly read off the stance the 

Reich Forest Office took towards the local population in the afforestation areas. The local 

population was seen exclusively as a workforce in bondage whose dispensability was 

governed by the labour demand of the afforestation project. Once the work was done, they 

could be deported to be replaced by German settlers. But why were those settlers of a much 

smaller number? The reason was the alleged hïgher cultural standing of the German settlers 

which caused the latter to require more and M e r  land than the local population which 

foresters stigmatized as the "descendants of nomadic t r ibe~ ."~~  Yet even the new German 

population and landscape was subject to intense manipulation by the forest administration: 

to maintain maximum control over the new forest, private individuals were to be al1 but 

79 Die Forsrverwalhtng legt allergrditen Werr daraufl dap in den Waldgebieten im Süden des 
R egierungsbezirkes Katlowitz keinesjialir die Waldarbeirer ausgesiedelr werden . ehe n ichi die Ansiedlung der 
notigen deu~schen Waldnrbeiter er$iolgen kann. fi mufl aho bei der Planung der notige Raum und d m  nôtige 
Volk fiir die Waldarbeit und besonders auch fur die neuen Wegebauten. Wildbachverbauungen und 
Auflorstungen bereirgesrellt, bezw. erhalten werden. . . . 

Die Forstverwaltung wünscht, dap kein Privarwaldgebildet wird. dagegen ausschlieP1ich Sraarrwald 
und Gemeindewald. . . . 

Der Kreis Saybusch beschüiigt z. Z1.2500 - 3000 Forsrarbeirer- Fürdie Au~orsiungsarbeiten werden 
2000 ben6rigr. Es mYssen also aufjeden Fafi4 - 5000 Forstarbeiter im iunde verbleiben. Mir Familien sind 
dies 25000 Küpfe. l m  Kreis Tescien rechnet man mit 19 Fotstiimrern ru je 150 Arbeirern = etwa 3000 
Forsrarbeirer = 15000 Menschen. , . . 

Es werden jeat 4000 Wolhyniendeulrche angesiedelr werden. dafir rnüssen 25000 Polen ausgesiedelr 
werden- In den letzren 40 Jahren hat der Kreis Saybusch von 100000 auj- ISOOOO Menschen rugenommen. 
Eine gaoisse Entvlilkenrng isl sehr erwuerwumchf. 

Für den Kreir Teschen gilr folgendes: Es sind hier zu viele Ho/e ,mischen die gachlossenen 
CVuldgebiere eingeserzt worden. die nach dem Wiinsche der Forsrvenvalrung beseirigr werden rntlssen. ( B A  
R49 167. sheets 5 and 6, paragraph breaks in the original. The representative o f  the Reich Forest Office likely 
was the liaison Erwin Jaeger). 

BO Rosenfeld and Helm 1942, p. 99. Regarding the alleged connection between 'cultural standing' 
and Iand requirements, see Grciser 194 1 (cf. footnote 3 1 )- 



excluded from ownership and the fùture number of people working and living in the forest 

was to be governed exclusively by the needs of the forest administration for a permanent 

labour cornpiement. 

The timing of the removal of the local population was to be determined entirely by the 

needs of the forest administration as dictated by the progress of the afforestation project. The 

Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening of Germandom and the Reich Forest Office came 

to an agreement 

that the foreign [i.e., local] forest labouren will be exchanged against forest labouren h m  Bukovina 
[an ethnic German arca to the southeast of Galicia] as far as latter arc availablc. and that the rcmaining 
foreign forest labourcrs will be left at theu currcnt place of nsidence for the time king. Their 
resettlement and the Germanization of the arca will proceed only witbin the fiamework of the 
progressing afforestation." 

Moreover, the forest administration was confident that the SS would deliver its part of the 

bargain and hand over the areas to be afforested with the 'appropriate' number and 'kind' of 

residents as  the forest administration required them. In late October of 1941, several high- 

ranking rnembers of  the Reich Forest Office and academics fiom the forestry academy in 

Tharandt and the University of  Munich joined regional forest administrators on a tour of 

Upper Silesia to inspect the progress of the "Afforestation of the Reincorporated Eastern 

Areas as per the Agreement with the Reich Leader ofthe SS." In a memorandum "restricted 

to exclusive use by your Heads of Division," the Reich Forest Office inforrned the Reich 

'' Wie der Beaufiragte in Karrowitz anl&slich von Besprechungen am 8.4. und 9.4.41 mirieilr. i s r  
inrvischen eine Einigung mischen dern Beaujlragten [of the Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening of 
Germandorn] und dem Landesforstmeisfer dahingehend zustande gekommen. dess die fremdrrGmmigen 
Wddurheirer. soweir IVaIiiarbeireraus dem Buchenlundemr Verfiigungstehen. aurgeraurchr rverden. u n d h s  
die noch vcrhlc~ihcnden ficmtisrümmigen Waldarbeirer vorlüufig an ihrem gegenwiirrigen Wohtiorr belussen 
tr~erden. Hier wird eine Aussiedlung resp. Eindeutschung erst im Rahmen der forrschreirencien 
Aufjoorsrungsmassnahmen erj5ulgen. ( B A  R49 167, shcet 28: Vermerk über die Behandlungfremdsrümmiger 
Waldarbeirrr in den Kreisen Bielirz und Teschen vom 15.4.41. gefertigt von der Haupfabreilung 11 (Planung 
und Boden). 



Commissariat for the Strengthening of Germandom about the deliberations that took place 

during that trip, thus giving us insights into the discussions arnong the participating 

foresters*' In the main meeting of the excursion, the Head of the Forest Policy Section of 

the Reich Forest Office, Heinrich Eberts, assured the assembled foresters that 

problerns are not to be anticipated though, as the Reich Commissioner for the Strengthening of 
Germandom [Le., HUnmler] is in complete control of the resettlement." 

It is not difficult to imagine what this bbcomplete controI" meant: The SS units acting under 

orders of Himmler had carte blanche when dealing with the population. 

While the interna1 files and memos bristled with dehumanizing and technocratic 

language, the published assessrnents of foresters were frequently no less questionable in their 

wording and intent. In a forestry journal article dating fiom 1942, two foresters presented 

a cal1 for action in Upper Silesia which followed the argument outIined above: only those 

who "served the forest" were to retain the nght of residence once the "urgently" needed 

"cleansing" of the area was begun. As soon as the hture need for labour was assessed, the 

"draining" of the "excessive" local population was to begin with the "removai of al1 

pernicious elements (no enclaves [are to be Ieft], which are only geared towards theft 

" BA R49 167, sheets 78-8 1 : Niederschnp über die Berekung Kattowitz am 30. IO. bis I .  / /. 1941. 
Berrzflr: Neubewaldung der eingegliederten Ostgebiete - Abkommen mit dem Reicwhrer  SS. 

17' Mit Sch wierigkeiren braucht aber nicht gerechnet nr werden. da der RK [Reich Cornmissioner for 
the Strengthening of Germandom, Le., Himmler] es in der Hand hat. die Aussiediung tu steuern. (BA R49 
167, sheet 80). 

Eberts was Head of the Forest Policy Section of the Reich Forest OCfice from 1938 to 1945. In 1942, 
hc became the forestry representative on the board of the Reich Foundation for Eastern Research, which 
comprised the Arbeitskreis for the Reforestation of the East. In the eulogy on the occasion of Ebert's 7Sh 
birthday in 1977. forest historian Karl Hasel praised that "one has to admire the courage and the ability of 
Eberts, who managed not to dirty his hands. Heinrich Eberts deserves our rcspcct.". . . Mur und 
Geschicklichkeit von Ebem bewundern. dem es gelang. sich nichr zu beschmutzen. Heinrich Ebem verdienr 
zrnser aller hohen Respekz. (quoted in Stcinsiek 1995, p. 392). 



anyhow); followed by the removal of al1 dispensable elements.'" The overall aim of the 

resettlement, as yet another forester wrote in his article on "Restructuring Tasks for 

Forestry," was to "direct the local economy in the long term interest of the 

Volksgemeinschaft" - a polity, as we saw earlier, fiom which the "resettled" local population 

was emphatically e x c l ~ d e d . ~ ~  

The dreams of the forest administration for absolute control tfius were not just internally 

discussed, they also were publicly aired and thus became part of the discourses within the 

public sphere. And, with the broad-based politicization of public discourse - in which 

foresters played their own part, as we saw in Chapter 6 - these discourses could be just as 

rabid in their choice of language, turning humans into mere "elements" which could be 

"drained" and "supplied" as needed. 

AIas, the dreams of the forest administration did not always remain dreams - they also 

becarne partly true as more and more inhabitants of the Reincorporated Eastern Areas were 

dispossessed: Broszat reports that in the so-called Saybusch Abionen, 17,413 perçons were 

ES sind somit von der ganzen Enklavenfiche nmd 56% von Leuten bewohnt, die dem Walde nichr 
dauernd dienen. . . . Es Lrr daher allerh6chsre Zeii. dap hier ein durchgre finder Wandel der Verhiilrnkse Plarz 
greift. . . . 

Auch im ehemals polnkchen Gebiere der Hemcha/r geht die Bereinigung besser als hier vonsrarten. 
weil die rechrkhen und organkazorischen Voraussetmngen günstiger liegen, . . . 

Aus al/ dem geht hervor. d a j  planmdJig nach folgenden Richtlinien gearbeitec werden mup: 
a) Fatstellung derzur Waglosen Bewültigung aller fontwirtschuf!lichen Arbeiten samr Wegebau auch 

in der Zukunfi niitigen Arbeitskriifie. 
6) Ableitung der Ü b e r b e ~ l k r u n ~  im Gebirge, und zwar zunactrsz Enflemurtg aller schiïdlichen 

Elemente (kleine Enklaven, die nur ouf Diebstahl eingestellf sind); sodann Enifenmg aller entbehrlichen 
Elemenre. d s .  Industriearbeiter und in fiemden Bem-eben Arbeîtende. Ansiedlung derselben durch die 
Imiuwien in der M h e  des Arbeirîorres. (RosenfeId und Helm 1942. pp. 107- 108, paragraph breaks in the 
oriçinal). 

'' Aueh eine Umsiedlung, wie enva im Falle dergoralen Waldbauern. mup ins Auge gefapf werden. 
urn die Wirrschafr su ru lenken. wie sie der Volksgemeinschafl auf weire Sicht am besten dienr. ( Fnncke C. 
1941 b, p. 563). 
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deported from that county between September and December of 1940 alone. He calculates 

that for each 'new' German fannstead ofapprox. 15 hectares to be established, nine Galician 

smallholders were d i~p taced .~~  Yet the 'mode1 district' of Saybusch was but one county of 

many. In all, almost 1 million Polish inhabitants of the Reincorporated Eastern Areas were 

displaced in this way. Where were they taken after being dispossessed of their land and 

chased out of their homes? They were pushed east and dumped in the adjoining temtory of 

the Generalgouvernement, where they were exploited for their labour. Before we examine 

German foresters' views on the Generalgouvernement, it is wortb sumrnarizing the 

characteristics the Reincorporated Eastern Areas held in the eyes of German foresters. 

In the Reincorporated Eastern Areas, the German occupiers were after Lebensraum or 

Iand for settlement. To tum Poland înto mere Iand, though, the Germans had to displace 

millions of Polish inhabitants fiom their land and homes. The policy of deportation from 

western Poland was underlain by the claim that Gerrnans were 'reprising' an essentially 

German land which had only recently been compromised by the temporary tenure of' foreign 

Volksritm.' In defence of this claim, foresters put forward the notion that the area between 

the Oder and Vistula rivers had historically borne 'German' forests which had only recently 

been "plundered" by the Polish population and "Jewish mer chant^"."^ This argument was 

Broszat, Martin (1961) Nationalsozialistische Polenpoiitik 1939-1945, Scbriftcnreihe der 
Vierteljahreshcfte Gr Zeitgeschichte, 2, Stuttgart, p. 99 (cited in GrOning and Wolschke-Bulmahn 1987a. pp. 
58-59).  

'' Juden plündem den polnischen Wald . . . Yerjudung des Holzhandels ( EiBfeldt 1940, p. 17 1 ). 
See ais0 Bu. [sic, likely Erwin BuchholzJ 194 1/42. 
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thus an extension of the argument we encountered in Chapter 7 that the presence of a 

Gennan forest indicated the extent of German racial soil, As such, the land was seen as 

ready for immediate repossession by German settlers. As well, the climate, geomorphology, 

and soils were seen as being similar to those obtaining in Gennany. In the eyes of foresters, 

the "Polish frittering" of the erstwhile Gennan forest and the ensuing ecological deficits in 

the land that was to become the Reincorporated Eastern Areas could be remedied through 

a combination of afforestation and planned settlement, The goal was the restoration of the 

landscape to a healthy, balanced, and productive cultural landscape with "aGerman imprint, 

a face îhat has been lost across vast swaths of this land through Polish M~rnanagement."~~ 

The settlement of the Reincorporated Eastern Areas was thus begun without delay. By 

contrast, the Generalgouvernement just to the east was already seen as the begiming of Asia 

- which meant to foresters that it had to be colonized and civilized first. 

polnische Lucierwircschafi (Eiafeldt 1941, p. 47). . . . deutsches Gepriige gegeben wirci. ein 
Gesichr. das nfeiren Gebieren dieses Landes durch polnische Mipwirrschajï verlorengegangen [sr. (Alpers 
1943. p. 6 ) .  



8.4 The Generafguuvernemen t 

In the area of the Generalgouvernemenr the forces of the East clash with those of the West. . . . Here 
the Germanic man and the forest stand shoulder to shoulder in a fight that wilt only be won if this 
unity of "race and forest" is given clear expression in the landscape. 

Forsimeister Arnold Splettstiikr 1942- 

I can tell you about one distinct difference [between the Protectorate and the Generalgouverne- 
ment]. In Prague, for example, big red bills were posted on which it was written that 7 Czechs had 
been shot chat &y. And 1 thought to myself: if 1 wantcd to have bills posted for every seven Poles 
shot, then al1 the forests of Poland would not sufice to make enough paper for them.. 

Govemor General of the Generalgouvemement Ham Frank 1940- 

The colonial landscape starts to the east of the Generalgouvernement, while the Generalgouverne- 
ment itsel f is the last outpost of an administration nin according to Reich standards. 

Govcmor Gcncral Frank 194 19' 

The Generalgouvernement was a German dependency created in the middle third of the 

dissolved Polish state. The name aptly expressed the reality of its status: the General- 

gouvernement was nei ther a sovereign state, nor part of the German Reich. Instead, it was 

a Gennan "auxiliary temtory" whose inhabitants were tenned "stateless persons of Polish 

ethnicity" and whose "most noble task [was] to serve the Reich.'* Beginning immediately 

to the east and south of the Reincorporated Eastern Areas, the Generalgouvernement ended 

Im Gebier des Generalgouvernemenrs srofin sich die Krüfle des Ostens mir denen des Westens. . 
. . Hier stehen der Germane undder Wald im gemeimamen Kampf: der nurgavonnen werden wird. wenn diese 
Einigkeir "Rasse und Wald" in der Lnndschafisichtbaren Ausdmck erhalren wird. (Spltttstd3er 1942b, pp- 
25 1 and 257). 

" Einen plasrischen Unterschied kann ich ihnen sagen. In Prag waren rB. grope rote PIakure 
angeschlagen. aufdenen nr lesen war. dap heure 7 Tschechen erschossen worden sind. Da sagre ich mir: wenn 
ich für je sieben erschossene P ofen ein Plakai aushdngen lassen wollte. dann würden die Wilder Polens nichr 
ausreichen. dus Papier herzustellenfirsolche Plakare. (in an interview with the oflïcial Nazi party newspaper 
Volkischer Beobachter, cited in Priig and Sacobmeyer 1975, p. 104). 

9' Die koloniale Landschafrfàngt ersr 6stlich des GG [Generalgouvemement] an. dus GG selbsr k t  
der recre Au.slüu/er einer unmittelbar nach Reichsmerhoden gefihrten Venvoltung. (Frank on 2 1 November 
193 1 ,  quoted in Priig and Jacobmeyer 1975, p. 8). 

Neberiland des Deutschen Reicha (Der Deursche Forstwirr 1942, p. 483; also in Koehl 1957, p. 
77 (quoting govemor-general Hans Frank)); dafl des Generalgouvernement es ah seine vornehmsre Aufgabe 
ansahe. dem Reich zu dienen. (Der Deutsche Forstwirt 1943, p. 307, quoting deputy governor general Bühler); 
Srcrarenlose polnischen Volkstums (Koehl 1957, p. 199). 



at the Bug river in the east, beyond which the land was annexed by the Soviet Union on the 

basis of the secret protocol of the German-Soviet Nonagression Pact of 23 August 1 939. In 

the beginning, the Generalgouvernement encompassed almost 100,000 sq km with 12 

million inhabitants and was divided into four districts (Krakow, Lublin, Radom, and 

Warsaw). A fier the attack on the Soviet Union on 22 June 194 1, the annexation of the 

previously Soviet-occupied Eastern Galiciaas a fifh district added another 50,000 sq km and 

5 million inhabitants to the Generalgouvernement. 

Within weeks of the end of the Poland campaign, on 26 October 1939, the General- 

gouvernement was turned over to a separate civilian administration under governor-genera! 

Ham Frank, formerly the Reich a s t e r  o f j ~ s t i c e . ~ ~  His 'govemment' was fiee to create its 

own laws (there even was an agency with the telling name Amr fur Gesetzgebung or 'Office 

for Legislation'), and its jurisdiction was temtonal and absolute, meaning that ministries in 

the Reich had no Say in how their portfolios' af!!î" were nui in the GeneraIgouvenernent. 

While the integration of the Reincorporated Eastern Areas into the German Reich was 

imrnediate and all-encompassing, the Genemlgouvernement, notwithstanding its complete 

subjugation by Germany, was a temtory carefblly separated fiom the Reich in al1 aspects: 

laws, currency, administration, even postal stamps were kept distinct. 

Why was occupied Poland divided into two such eminently different domains? The 

reason was a difference in the quality of the annexed Lebensraum as it was perceived by the 

" The smicture of thc Genera~gouvernmenl and its everyday administration are docurncntcd in the 
more than 10,000 pages of daily ofice diaries of govcrnor general Hans Frank. They cover the period frorn 
the first day o f  civil administration on 26 October 1939 until3 April 1945 and are available in annotated form 
in Prag and Jacobmeyer 1975. 
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German occupiers. Those areas where German settlement had existed at some point in the 

past were considered easily 'redeemable' and could simply be 'reincorporated' into the 

Gerrnan Reich: the land was ready for immediate Gennan settlement after the removal of the 

current Polish population. Those areas which had not been settled by Germans before were 

deemed in need of a certain period of 'upgrading' before they could become part of the 

Reich. Thus, the Reincorporated Eastern Areas were a zone of restructuring and 

Gemanization through immediate German settlement, while the Generalgouvernement was 

seen as a land suitable for mid- to long-tenn Geman settlernent. Meanwhile, the immediate 

function of the Generalgouvernement was that of a resource pool for the Geman war effort, 

both in tenns of materials and human labour. 

For the duration of the war, the Generalgouvernemenr was to be exploited for its 

resources with the forced help of the local Polish population. In addition, the Polish 

population in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas, which was deemed a hindrance to the 

Gemanization of the newest Gaue of the Reich, was deporteci to the Generalgouvemement 

for forced labour. On 26 October 1939, his first day in office, governor-general Frank 

decreed a universal labour duty for persons between 18 and 60 years of age. On 14 

December, the minimum age was lowered to 14 years. Primarily, the labour was to be used 

in the agricultural sector with the aim of boosting food exports to the Reich, but more than 

180,000 persons were forced to work in the forestry s e c t ~ r . ~  On 28 October 1939, Frank 

'' Oberlandforstmeister EiBfeldt reporting to a meeting o f  the government of the Generalgouverne- 
menr in Krakau on 14 April 1943 (from the meeting minutes, cited in Ptag and Jacobmeyer 1975, p. 638). 
EiBfeldt went on to mention that only 50,000 of  those forest labourers "of foreign race" had received full 
rations and that nonc of them had reccivcd any meat or fat so far. 
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issued an order "to cut the forests to their maximum sustainable capacity," which translated 

into a doubling of the quota to be cut. In accordance with this order, the forest 

administration irnmediately began "to establish large labour camps" in which the Polish 

population could be exploited in spatial and racial isolation fiom the Reich proper and fkom 

the German s e t t l e r ~ . ~ ~  

In the meantirne, the German occupiers - arnong them foresters - made plans for a 

substantial ' remodelling ' of the landscape of the Generalgouvernement to make it suitable 

for eventual Gerrnan settlement. The forestry journals of the years 1939 to 1943 are full of 

articles in which German foresters used the image of an exhausted Polish forest as a vehicIe 

for the stereo typing O fboth the landscape and the Iocai population as harbingers of the much- 

maligned Steppe. At the same time, they presented the afforestation of the 

Generalgouvernernent wi th a future German forest as an ecological and cultural bulwark 

against this steppification. In their writings, German foresters fiequently presented the 

Generalgouvernernent as a "battle ground" between a host of what they termed constructive 

European and deleterious Asian forces: forest and Steppe, Germanic and Slavic races, 

cultural achievement and negligence, settled agriculture and nomadism, temperate and 

extreme climates were portrayed as clashing in the Generalgouvernement. As we will see, 

foresters took on a radically more degrading tone than in their descriptions of the 

Reincorporated Eastern Areas, a reflection of their professed disdain for the supposedly 

'Asian' landscape and population of the Generalgouvernement. 

q5 Oberlandforstmeister Eil3feldt at a meeting in Lodzon 29 October 1939 (from the meeting minutes, 
citcd in Prag and Jacobmeycr 1975, p. 51). 



One of the aspects of the landscape German foresters covered fiequently in their articles 

was the reIatively more continental climate of the Generalgouvernement. This is not 

surprising as it allowed foresters to emphasize their profession's importance to the future 

Germanization of the landscape: they argued that the absence of forest was liable to make 

the climate harsher, while the planting of forests would make the climate more suitable for 

Gerrnan settlers accustomed to a more temperate climate. For an exarnple of the 

naturalization of the political contained in the seamless transition fiom forestry to ideoiogy, 

we may examine an article by Arnold SplettsttiBer, a forester in the forest administration of 

the Generalgouvememen~ in 1942, SplettstoBer wrote "The Generalgouvernement as the 

Battle Ground of the Forces ofbiature," in which he explained the struggle between Germans 

and Slavs as rooted in the transitional climate regime of the area: 

In the area of the Generalgouvememenr, the forces of the East clash with those of the West. This is 
particularly obvious in the intercourse of nations, wherc a seemingly etemal struggle exists between 
Gennans and Slavs. 

The smggle, however, is also prcscnt in the climate, and maybc it is in this contest between 
maritime and coatineutal climates that we can f i d  the key to understanding the struggie among 
humans. . . . 

In the winter, the Eastern wind irrupts with the vehemence of the Asian masses and whirIs snow 
across the base land. . . . At the same tirne, the storm brings low temperatures to the arca such as are 
unknown in the West of Europe. in this way, the last remnant of a civilized Western European 
clirnate disappears, and an Asian charactcr niles the region. 

As was said earlier, this area is by nature a battle ground: here Asia and Westem Europe collide. 
The climate as the fundamental force has not only forrned fauna and flora, but naturally has fonned 
humans too and it will continue to do so. It is no coincidence that this enormous land sbetching from 
the Westem part of Europe to the Coast of China and Japan is markcd by the same cultural stage, . . 
. This area [the Generalgouvernement] is on the margins of Western Europe. Here it is still possible 
to acquire cultural soil. For this great project to succeed, however, it will be necessary to ban the 
fundamental evil, Le., the Asian c lha te  and particularly the Eastern Storm. In tum, a large-scale 
alteration of the cIirnate will only succeed in the fiamework of a professional design of the landscape 
which breaks the force of the storm. 

Hence the design of the landscape holds the key to the etemal pacification of this land - among 
humans, too, for in the long term the Germanic man will only cornfortable in this area if the influence 
of the East is eliminated as far as possible. 



Here the Gerrnanic man and the forest stand shoulder to shoulder in a fight that will only be won 
if this unity of "race and forest" is given clear expression in the landscape.'" 

In this article, SplettstoOer uses climate to explain political conflict in general and German 

1 and-grabbing in particular as 'natural' processes. The supposedly 'civilized' temperate 

character of Western Europe is taken to parallel an equaily civitized and even-tempered 

c haracter of the Western European population, while the extreme character O f the continental 

climate is cited as the reason for a supposed developmental deficit on the part the Asian 

'race' - which SplettstoBer deals with sumrnarily as being one and the same fiom Warsaw 

to Shanghai. in his view, taking their land and tuniing it into German "cultural soil" was in 

fact an improvement, even if it had to be realized against their resistance in the interest of 

ultimate pacification - an absolutepaxgermanica, no doubt, since this idea o f  peace clearly 

% fm Gebiet des Genoralgouvernemen& stofin sich die Krüfie des Ostens mit denen des Westens. 
Dies k t  besonders augenfàllig im Vdlkerleben, wo ein scheinbar ewiger Kampf mischen den Gennanen und 
den SZawen besrehr- 

Der Kampf ist aber auch im Kfima vurhanden. und vielleicht liegt in diesern Natum-ngen des 
Seeldimas mit dem Landklima in diesem Raum der Schliirsel nrr Erkennbtis des Kampfës der Menschen 
untereinander. . . . 

Im Winter brarrsi &nn der Ostwindmït astorischer Marsen wuchi herein und wirbelr die Schneemassen 
Gber das kahle Land. . . . GIeichzei;ig mit dem Stunn kommen Kaltegrade in dieses Gebiet. die im Wesren 
Europar nicht bekannt sind. So schwindet dann jeder Hauch westeuropüischer KlimaziviIisarion. und ein 
asiatbcher Charakier beherrscht das FeId. 

Wie schon eingangs gesagt, ist dieser Raum von Namr a m  ein Kampfaum: hier srofin sich Asien 
und Wesreuropa. Dus Kfima als Udakror hat die PJanzen- und Tierwelt und selbsnterstündlich auch die 
Menschen gefonnt und wirdsie weiter formen. Es kt kein Zufall, dap in diesem ungeheuergrofin Landraum. 
der sich ,w'schen dem westlichen Teil Europas bis an die Kiûren von China und Japan erstreckt, mehr oder 
weniger der gleiche Kultumtand hemcht, wdhrend ringshentm, wo das Seeklima einen Einflufl a&ben 
konnte, eine andere Kulru~onn sich ausbreitet. Dieses Gebiet liegr an der Grenze von Wesreuropa. Hier irt 
es moglich. noch Kulturboden zu gewinnen. Sol1 diesesgrc@e Werkgelingen. so wirdes aber erforderlich sein. 
tunachsr dus Unibel. d. h. das asiatirche Klima. vorallem den Osrrturm, nr bannen. Eine Klimabeeinflussung 
im gropen MaPe wird aber nur ber sachkundiger Landrchaf~gestaltung m6glich sein. die es fertigbrïng?. der 
Machrenrfaltltng des Sturmes immer wieder ein fiindemis entgegemtellen. 

So liegt in der Landschaf~sgestaltung der Schliûsel zur ewigen Befiedung dieses Landes. uuch un fer 
den hfenschen; denn der Germane wirdsich aufdie Dauer in diesern Raum nur wohlfihlen. wenn der üsrliclrr 
Einjlirfl rn6glichst weitgehend ausgeschaltet wird. 

Nier stehen der Gennane und der Wald im gemetnsamen Kampf der nur gewonnen werden wird, 
wenn diese Einigkeit "Rasse und Wald" in der Landschafi sichtbaren Ausdruck erhalren wird. (SplettstoBer, 
1942, pp .  25 1 ,  256, and 257). 
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banked on the cornplete absence of the former populations who could contest the German 

claim. 

Replacing the local populations with "the Germanic man," however, depended on the 

ability of the authorities to provide settlers with an environment in which they could thrive. 

As a temtory "on the margins of Western Europe," the Generalgouvernement was the most 

suitable For this project, because the climate was not too different and thus could be actively 

altered fiom "the Asian climate" to a "civilized Western European clirnate." The key to the 

climate alteration was the ability to change the landscape and utilize its effect on climate 

moderation to the fullest. And here foresters could claim that their aflorestation project was 

by far the most effective means of changing the regional and micro climates. Foresters and 

their work thus were cast as the exponents of  the "unity of 'race and forest"' that was 

indispensable for the success of the "great project." 

SplettstoBer's musings about an 'Asian' climateand race in the middle of Eastern Europe 

may sound contrived, but they gained wide currency in his time. In 1942, the govemment 

of the Generalgouvernement invited the editors of al1 German forestry joumals to corne for 

a visit and inspect the results of "Three Years of Gerrnan Forestry in the 

Generalgoimernemenr.'"' For five days, the editors were toured around by the busload and 

heard presentations tiom Geman foresters in the Generalgouvernement, among them 

SplettstoBer who talked about his theory and distributed of ' r in t s  with maps and 

 illustration^.^^ Upon their retum, the editors used this material in their articles about the 

'' Thus the title of the editor's report in the Deuzsche Forsr-Zeizung (cf. Alpers 1942). 

9% Rubner 1943, p. 119. 



Gerlerulgolrverrrement and soon SplettstoBer7s idea surfaced in numerous German forestry 

joumals, for example the Deutsche Forstwiri, the Deutsche Forst-Zeitung, the Tharandrer 

Forsrliches Jahrbuch, and the Zeitschri/rfUr Forst- und Jagdwesen." Moreover, among the 

authors of those articles were not only known party mouthpieces, but also eminent professors 

of forestry whose reputation lent this viewpoint additional weight. 

For example, in his article in the marandter Forstliches Jahrbuch, Professor Konrad 

Rubner concurred with SplettstoBer that the "Asian influence" ofdust and snow storrns cou1d 

be reduced "through well-designed stretches of fore~t ." '~~ Similady, in his report about the 

tour in the Zeitschrft für Forst- und Jagdwesen, Professor Alfied Dengier quoted fiom the 

"impressive presentation by Dr. Splettst6Ber" that the task at hand was to 

"stem the progressive change towards the Asian and to transfer this arca to the Western European 
cultural form." This great thought we may well apply to the entire economic management and 
administration ofthe Generalgouvernement That is the lasting impression al1 participants took home 
fiom the tour. What the Gcmian mord has conquercd, the German spirit will now pewade and retain 
for al1 t h e !  'O' 

Dengier candidly expressed how the process of Germanization in the Generalgouvernement 

was different fiom that in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas: supposedly, in the latter, old 

Geman land was repriseci; while in the former, Gerrnan land was newly formai. With their 

idea of the Generalgouvernement as a "battleground" between European and Asian climates, 

C f .  Der Deufiche Forstwin 1942; Borath 1942; Rubner 1943; Dengler 1942. 

Durch geschicùt angelegt Waldkulissen werden diese "asiarischen Einfliisse " vermindert werden 
konnen. (Rubner 1943, p. 1 19, quoting Splcnst6Der). 

Io' 
. . "cierforrrchreitenden Enrwicklungmm Asiariichen ein Halt [sic] enrgegenrusrellen und diesen 

Raunz der ~c~e~rcuropàischen Kulrurfiorm zuzufihren. " Diesen grofiügigen Gcdunken daMman ivohl au/ die 
ganze Wirschaf~sjùhrung und Verwalrung des Generalgouvernements überrragen. Dar irr der grofle Eindruck. 
den alle Tefinchmer unserer Reise von ihr miigenommen haben. Was das deutsche Schwerr eroberr har. wirci 
nttn der cieu uche Geisr durchdringen und f i r  alle Zeiren festhalren! ( Dengler 1 942, p. 352, quoting 
Spfenst6Ber). 



vegetation, and races, foresters contributed a convenient justification for conquering such 

lands which were evidently not German. They argued that to prevent these lands from 

sliding into Asian conditions through aflorestation was a service German foresters in the 

Generalgoztvemement "far fiom al1 customary cultural achievements and in constant struggle 

with the adverse forces of nature" provided in the interest of the entire Western European 

cultural cornrn~ni ty . '~~ 

Foresters thus saw themselves as spearheading the 'enculturation' of the General- 

gouvernement into a future part of a German-dominated Europe. Once again, their mission 

was to establish a forest cover comparable to that of the Reich as a precondition for 

tempering the continental climate. Yet, as was the case in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas, 

the afforestation was at the sarne time presented as a precondition for eventual settlement by 

Germans: 

Here meat tasks await National Socialist forcstrv. For it is the will o f  the Führer that a German 
landscam and a German forcst bc creatcd whercver new Gcrman settiement mace is to bc foxmed. 
How else could the Germans posted hcre cver sec this land as thcir Heimaf? In close coopcration with 
the Reich Cornmissviat for the Strcngthening of Gcnnuidorn . . . , fortstry planning will secure the 
foundations for a landscapc design in the Gcrmanic stnsc. The forest cover will be raised fiorn 19% 
to at least 25%. For the widespread deforestation bas already begun to exacerbate the climatic 
extremes. Agriculture is endangercd. The land is bcginning to turn into a Steppe, the rivers are silting 
up, the mountains are eroding. 'O' 

'O' . . .fem allergewohnren kulturellen Emngenschafien in widrigem Kampf mir den Gewalren der 
Natur. (Rubner 1943, p. 121). 

'O' Hier harren /Ur die narionalsozial~ttkche Forsrwirtrchafi woBe Aufiaben. Denn nach dem Willen 
des FYhrers sol/ ûberall dort. wo neuer deuLrcAer SiedIun~sraum en~rtehen soll. ritnachsr einmal eine deutsche 
Lankchati und ein deutscher Wald peschaffen werden. Wie konnten die hier irn Osten eingeseltren Deutschen 
anders das Land als ihre Heimar betrachten? In enger Zusammenarbeir mir dem Reichskommiîsarfiir die 
Fesrigung des deurschen Volkirrums undder Hauprabreilung Ernzhrung undhndwirtschafl [ofthe government 
of the Generalgouvernemcnr] rvird hier die forsrliche Raumordnung die Grundluge schaflen f i r  elne 
groPzYgige Landschaf~gesraltung im germanischen Sinne. Das Bewaldungsprozenr roll von 19 VH 
mindesrens au/ 25 vH. gehoben werden. Denn schon verstürken sich die Klimaexrreme infolge weitgehender 
Enmaldung. Die Landeskulrur isr gefihrder. Dar Lund beginnt ru versreppen. die Flüsse versanden. die 
Gcbirge verkarsten. (EiOfeldt 1943, pp. 25-26, ernphasis in the original). 
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In purely teclmica1 terrns, then, the task of German foresters in the Generalgouvernemenr 

was comparable to that in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas: approximately 1.1 million 

hectares were to be afforested, a German forest and landscape structure was to be established, 

and the eventual settlement of Germans was to be prepared.Iol 

Yet there were great differences with respect to the ideological premisses and the means 

by which they were to be turned into reality. Since German foresters were claiming that the 

Reincorporated Eastern Areas were essentially German temtory, they did not denigrate the 

landscape entirely but postulateci a residual German character which had been compromised 

through Polish tenue. In their approach to the Generalgouvernement, by contrast, German 

foresters displayed an outright colonial attitude that denied any prior Europeanness and 

individuality of both forest and people and instead treated them as Asian, undifferentiated, 

and mere fragments of a seemingly boundless and amorphous mass which were unworthy 

of individual consideration. In short, the landscape was represented as a vesse1 into which 

European culture could be filled once the current 'Asian' population (as ultimate cause of 

the Asian character of the landscape) was removed. 

On the following pages, 1 will examine the approach Gennan foresters took to the forest 

landscape and people of the Generalgouvernement by analyzing one ofseveral prograrnrnatic 

statements which listed the objectives of Gennan forestry in the Generalgouvernemenr. 

According to the editor of the Deutsche Forst-Zeitung, Rudolf Borath, the following were 



the "primary tasks" of forestry in the Generalgouvernement which were tackled with "hard 

energy" and consequence: 

1. the complete elimination of the destructive Jewish elernent fiom economy and intellectual life 
2. the centralization o f  the entire forest production in the Deparunent of Forestry [of the 

government of the Generalgouvernement ] in order to guarantee its coordination 
3. the introduction of a G c m n  leadership class that serves as both vanguard and role mode1 
4. a forest law closely resembling that in the Reich 
5. the full utilization of the cheap local labour and its complete hamessing for the econorny of  the 

Greater Gennan Zone,''' 

How were those tasks pursued by the forest administration? In line with the genocidal 

policies of the Nazi regime, the Jewish population was nithlessly "eliminated" h m  the 

Generalgouvernement. For the forest administration this meant that of the approximately 

1,000 saw mills operating in the territory of the Generalgouvernement it could appropriate 

some 700 after they supposedly had been "abandoned" by their Jewish owners? This fed 

into the second goal, the centralization of the forest production, as the forest administration 

now was able to run a vertically integrated production system spanning al1 stages h m  tree 

to end product across wide areas ofthe Generalgouvernemenr. Both goals were pursued with 

complete impunity as  there were no legal or ethical restrictions upon the latitude of the 

Geman occupiers: as we saw earlier, their power to create their own 'legal' fiamework was 

absolute. 

'O5  / . die restlose Ausschaltung des desrrukriven jüdîrchen E ' e n u  a u  Wir~schafr und Geirteslebm 
2. die Zusarnmen farsung der Holzwirl~chafi înnerhalb der Hauptabteilung Forsten in einer Hand und 

damit die Gewiihrleisrung einer einheiilichen Ausrichtung 
3. die Eingliederung einer nchtungsweisenden und beispielgebenden deutschen Fùhrungsschichr 
4. eine sich stark an cias Reich anlehnende Gesetzgebung auch im forsrlichen Sekror 
5. die billige Arbeirskrafr des Landes vol/ auszunürzen und der Wir~chaft des Gro~eurschrn Ruurttr~ 

vojl diensrbar zu machen (Borath 1942, p. 285). For similar statements, see Mantel 1942. 

'CM Das war urn so schwieriger. als sich die Werke zu erwu 80% in jüdkchem Besik befanden und 
grliJ?tenteils von ihren Besiîzem verlassen waren. (EiBfcldt 1940, p. 1 72). Sce also EiBfcId 194 1, p. 47. 



The third goal of graîling a German leadership class ont0 the local Polish population was 

of particuIar interest to foresters, who saw themselves as an elite even within the Gerrnan 

pop~la t ion . '~~  Similar to their mission in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas, German 

foresters were told it was their task to spearhead the German conquest and 'defend' the 

newly won temtory against the Slavic population: 

Forestry offkials serve in the foremost frontline. They are the trailblazers. the combat officers of the 
shock commandos who clear the way for the Germans who foflow them, who make the region 
inhabitable, in short, who lay the foundations for the seakment of the area. Beyond bat, they wi1l 
also become part of the German human bulwark that has to be erected in the East'O" 

The German foresters posted to the East thus were expected to build a defensive wall of 

German blood against the racial threat posed by the Slavic population. Their actual presence, 

though, was underwhelming: in the entire Generalgouvernement, only 60 Geman 

administrative foresters and 120 German operational foresters were posted. On average, each 

of these German foresters had to supervise 60 non-German foresters and hundreds of Polish 

forest labourers.'@' The 'proper' relations between German and non-Geman foresten in the 

Generalgouvernement were defined in a set of regulations which reved a peculiar double 

standard. On the one hand, Polish foresters were treated with a combination of colonial and 

mi li  tary condescension: upon encountering a Geman superior, Polish foresters had to report 

'O7 Cf. the insisrence by Vokcrt that foresten rcpresent "a physically, motally, and mental] y highly 
selected group of disproportionally productive individuals." eine korperlich. charakterlich und geisrig schaqf 
ausgewZh Ire Bevülkenrngsgnrppe von ûberdurchschnittlichen Leisrungsrrdgern (Volkert 1 93 9, p. 3 85). For 
further praise for the allegcd elite qualities of German foresters, see Kiinkele 1926a and 1926b; Rausch 1935; 
Gusovius 1937; Orth 1938 and 1942. 

Ioa Und hierbei srehr die Forstbeamrenschufr in vordersier Front. Sie sind die Vorkômpfer. die 
i;ionrofizier~~ der SropIruppen. die den nachkommendcn deurrchen hfenschen den Weg bereiten. das Gebier 
>r,ohn/ich machen. k u ~  die Yorausetzung fir die Besiedlung der Gebiere :u schaflen haben. Sie wird dann 
selhsr aber art ch ein wesentlicher Teil des Walles deurscher Menschen sein. der im Osten errichtet werden mup. 
(Jaeger 193 1 .  p. 155). 



their "rank, narne, posting, and momentary activity" in a "brief, military" fashion. They were 

not aIlowed to leave their district without permission, and, in a regression to the customs of 

the 1 7h century, they even had to ask permission to marry fkom the chief forester of their 

district - which the latter could deny without M e r  e~planation."~ 

On the other hand, Polish foresters were indispensable to the thinly stretched German 

leadership caste. Without thecooperation ofPolish foresters, nothing could be accomplished 

in the forest. Thus they also found themselves treated preferentially by the German forest 

administration, for exarnple when their right to bear amis on duty was reinstated as early as 

14 December 1939."' The head of the forest administration of the Generalgouvernement, 

Kurd EiBfeldt, repeatedly praised the loyalty and cooperation of the nomGerman foresters 

"in the fight against the elements of disorder and decay" and even convinced the head of the 

Reich Forest Office, Generalforstrneister Alpers to express his thanks to several 

representatives of the non-German foresters during his visi t to the Generalgouvernemenr in 

the fa11 of 1943."' As is obvious fiom the official photograph of the occasion, the visit 

inspired neither side to displays of sympathy for the other. (See figure 8.1). 

' 'O 5 6: Samrlichen deutschen Vorgesetrien hat der Forstbeamte bei diedichen Zusammen~reflen 
ein kurze (militarische) Meldung zu ersrarten, die je nach den U-nden iber seinen Diensrrang, seinen 
Namen. seinen Dienstsifz und seine augenblickfiche Beschafligung Auskunfr gibt. . . . 

§ 15: /. Der Forsrbeamte datfseinen Diensrbereich ohne Urlaub nicht verlassen. . . . 
3 / 7: AIIe Forsrbeamfen. die beabsichrigen. eine Ehe nr schliessen. haben vor der Eitdeirung des 

A rrfgeho IS die Genehmïgung des Disrrik~rchefs Abreilung Forsten einzulolen. Mit dem Genehmigungsanrrag 
ist der AriernachweLr der Frau, mit der die Ehe gescklossen werden soll, beùubringen. Die Genehmïgung 
kann ohne Angabe von Gründen venveigert werden. (Anonymous 194 1, pp. 2,6, and 7). 

' " "Verordnung über das Waffentragen der polnischen Forstbeamten im Generalgouvernement" in 
Vcrordnungsblan des Genenlgouverneurs Gr die besetzten polnischen Gebiete 1939. p. 223. reprinted in Prag 
1975, p. 5 1. 

' " im Karnpfgegen die EIernente der Wnordnung und der Aujlosung (cited in Der Deutsche Forsnvirr 
1943, p. 307). 



More surprising than the lip service paid to the importance of Polish foresters was that 

the Gerrnan forest administration considered them usehl allies in strengthening the Geman 

blood among the local population. Through maniage to an Aryan woman, select Polish 

foresters who were "connected to the ~o i l " "~  were 'allowed' to contribute their 'residuat' 

Geman blood to the effort of Aufrassung or 'upbreeding.' When applying for a mamage 

permit to his German superior, the Polish forester thus had to attach written proof that his 

prospective wife was of Aryan descent. Evidently, the success of such 'upbreeding' 

depended on the erstwhile presence of Gennan blood in the Polish foresters. To ensure this, 

the forest administration of the Generalgouvernement screened its Polish foresters according 

to race: 

The Polish foresters have k e n  selected not only according to their professional qualifications, but 
also according to their racial disposition. For example, we have retained foresters who were expelled 
from the Conidor [i-e., the Reincorporated Eastern Areas] but possess German ancestors or were 
decorated with the bon Cross in the World Waq on the other hand, we have fued those who beIong 
to the Asian peoples.' '' 

This policy reveals the arbitrariness ofthe different standards applied in the racial evaluation 

of the local Polish populations: a degree of 'Geman blood' deemed insufficient for 

remaining in the 'Gemanized' Reincorporated Eastern Areas could eam the same individual 

the right to work and start a family just a few kilometres further east in the Generalgouverne- 

ment.' l 5  Finally, the position of the German forest authorities that proven valour in the 

' " der bodenverbundene nichfdeutsche Forsrmann (cited in Der Deursche Forstwirt 1943, p. 307). 

"' Die polnischen Beamren sind nichr nur nach fachlichen Qualirüten. sondern auch nach ihrer 
rassischen Veran lagung ausgewtïhlt. Wir haben also beispielsiveise Beamte. die aus dem Korridor 
aitsgeiviesen wurden. aber deulsche Vorfiahren o h  das Eiserne Kreu: des Welrkriegcs ha rten. übernommen 
und dafiir andere. die den Vdkern Asiens angehorren. enriassen. (Eii3feldt 194 1. p. 47). 

A similarly sharp and arbitrary distinction was made between the forest landscapes on either sidc 
of the boundary between the Reincorporated Eastern Arcas and the Generalgouvernemenr. While the 
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trenches of the First World War could substitute for racial heritage completely exposes the 

spurious base for the entire idea of delineating Germanic and Slavic races and assigning 

distinct landscapes to them. 

The fourth "primat- task" of forestry in the Generalgouvernement - the creation of a 

forest Iaw similar to that in the Reich - was systematically pursued by academic and 

administrative foresters as it promised to be a way of vastly broadening their institutional and 

professional power base. The years 1942 and 1943 saw negotiations between the forest 

administration and other administrative branches in the Generalgouvernement concerning 

a future Law Conceming the Forest Culture in the Generalgouvernement which was to be 

enacted on 1 October 1943 but was postponed as non-essential to the war effort when the 

situation on the eastern front deteriorated. Preserved in the files of the Reichsszelfe frir 

Raumordnung or 'Reich Office for Regional Planning' in the federal archives Berlin is a 

complete draft version of the law, along with the cornrnents and objections by regional 

planners. Together, the drafi and the comments provide us with a window into bot .  the 

aspirations of the forest administration in the Generalgouvernement and the reservations of 

other administrative branches regarding those ~lairns."~ 

According to the draA, the forest administration intended to claim jurisdiction over not 

only forestry, but also over the entire wood industry, game management, and al1 landscape 

afforestation in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas was portraycd as an intrinsic part of the ncw German 
Iandscape. an afforestation of the same type just across the border inside the Grnera!gouvernèmrnr was 
primarily seen in instrumentai terms as a protective belt against climatic influences frorn the East. (Cf. B.4 
R3 7.0 1 264: Berregend: Aufforstungsprogramm im Generalgouvernemenr). 

'If' ( B A  R 1 1 3 1978: Betreflend: Enwrfeines Waldkulrurgesettes von der Hauprabreilung Forsren 
der Regiemng des Generalgouvernement). 
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planning in the Generalgouvernement. Evidently, this would have given foresters vertical ly 

integrated control over al1 aspects ofwood production and thus considerable economic clout. 

Besides eyeing the financial profits to be had from controlling al1 value-adding processes, 

however, the forest administration was evidently also interested in the public authority such 

a Far-reaching forest law could confer on them: they demanded the creation of a "special 

force with police authority" that would enable them to enforce the law independent of the 

general civil ad~ninistration.'~~ 

Even more presumptuous, not les t  in the eyes of rival administrative branches, was the 

provision that foresters could assume control over any given part of the landscape simply by 

designating it as an area to be afforested in the iùt~re. ' '~  As the Office for Regional Planning 

of the Generalgouvernement pointed out in an indignant objection to this passage of the 

drafi, this would have given foresters control over any area they happened to fancy as well 

as giving them claim to the entire portfolio of landscape planning and landscape 

archite~ture."~ Finally, the forest administration claimed the nght to sanction or veto the 

sale of al1 forested land in the Generalgouvernement, as well as the right ofpreemption, thus 

"' 5 1 Waldkulturhoheit: (1) Die gesamte Waldkultur untersteht der Regiemng des 
Generalgouvernemenrr. Hauprabreilung Forsten. . . . 

J 2 Um fang der Waldkultur: Die Waldkultur um far t  die W u  ldwirlschafl, die Hol~wimcha/r. die Jagd 
und die Landschaf~~pjlege. - .. . 

j 8 Waldrchutztruppe: Zur Überwachung der Waldkulturaufgaben kunn eine besondere Tmppe mir 
polizeilichen Bef~gnLrsen aufgatellr werden. ( B A  RI 13 1978: Teil I: Waldkulturhoheir). 

'" J 9 Begr~flsbestimmungen: (1) Waldistjede Gnrndfloche derfreien Natur. die mir wiIdwachsenden 
Holzarten oder Striiuchern bestanden oder zur Besrockung mir derartigen Pjlanten durch die 
Wukikulturbeh6rden besrimmr isr. ( B A  RI 13 1978: Teif 11: Wafdwirrschafl). 

I IV BA RI 13 1978: Schreiben des Hauptamres /Ur Raumordnung der Regienrng des 

Genernlgouvernernen t an den Leirer der Reichssrelle f i r  Raumordnung vom 24. Seprember 1943. 
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ensuring the option of further increasing its holdings and influence.'20 In al1 aspects. this 

draft for a Forest Culture Law in the Generulgouvernement was even more unrnindful of the 

existing situation than the Landscape Guidelines in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas. 

Neither ownership nghts nor the concerns of other agencies of the state were given 

consideration in the draA whose obvious goal was the creation of an independent and 

extensive power base for the forest administration. 

Lastly, the fifth "primary task" of Gennan foresters in the Generalgouvernement - "the 

full utilization of the cheap local labour and its complete harnessing for the economy of the 

Greater German Zone" - was of particular interest to the very labour intensive forestry 

sector. Again we can identifL a di fierence between the approaches of the forest authori ties 

in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas and in the Generalgouvernement. While the former was 

only willing to tolerate the presence of Polish forest labourers as long as there were not 

enough ethnic German forest labourers available for 'resettlement,' the latter was planning 

to utilize the local Polish population (as well as the deporteci populations dumped in the 

Generalgouvernement) in a continuous exploitation scheme. As the head of the forest 

administration of the Genemlgouvernement, Kwd EiBfeldt, announced, "entire villages will 

have to be drafted into labour or large camps will have to be erected" for the purposes of 

"O 5 / 1 Waldgrundslu'ckrrechr- (1) Der Yerkehr mit Forstgnrndîrtrcken bedatf gerniiss der 
Vcrorcinung über den Verkehr mit Gnrndsrücken im Generalgouvernrnenr vom 27. Mir= 1340 der 
Gcneltrriiguny des Kreishauptrnannes (Sradrhauprrnann). Die Genehmigung dm-- nur mir Zusrtntntutrg der 
niederen U'aldkulrurbehôrde erreilt werden. 

(2)  AIle nichrsraatlichen Forstgrundsiücke und Eigenhtmsanreile an FonfgnrnrFrrücken sind mir einem 
Vorkaufsrechr =u Gunsten des Generalgouvernemenrs belastet. Das Vorkaufirecht kunn auch im fnreressc 
Üfleentlich rechrlicher Korperschafien amgeübt werden. (BA R113 1978: Teil II: Waldwirfschafl). 



afforestation work."' But even for the daily operations Polish labour was to be pressed into 

service. As early as 29 October 1939, at one of the first meetings of the governent of the 

Generalgoitvernement and well preceding any detaiied plans for the afforestation, EiBfeldt 

announced that "in suitable areas great camps were to be erected" in which the Polish 

population was to be kept available to execute the orders of the governor general and his 

forest administration. '= 

In the eyes of the German forest administration, the foremost problem with the great 

tasks awaiting them in the Generalgouvernement was thus not scarcity of Iabour. As 

EiBfeldt remarked to a conference of Nazi party administrators in 1941, ' k e  have the Poles 

for the execution of the work - we don't need any Germans for that."lu The perceived 

problem, however, lay in the need to train and supervise the Polish forest labourers in order 

to increase their allegedly low productivity since, contrary to the situation in the 

Reincorporated Eastern Areas, the Polish labourers were not to be eventually 'exchangeci' 

against allegedly better forest labourers of German ethnicity. 

Through the policies and actions outlined above, the Geman forest administration in the 

Generalgoztvernemeni tackled each of its supposed five "p r imq  tasks" separately. As we 

have seen, some of those measures differed from those taken in the Reincorporated Eastern 

' " Es mup die Bevolkenrng d6geweise herangezogen werden. oder es miissen grope Lager errichret. 
der Pflanzennachschub mu$? geregelr werden. (EiBfeldt 194 1, p. 48). 

'" /n geeigneren Gegenden wtirden M e  Arbeirirlager eingerichter werden. (EiBfeidt according to 
the meeting minutes cited in PrSg and Jacobrneyer 1975. p. 5 1). 

"' Fiir die /lus-hrung der Arbeiten haben wir ja die Polen. dafir brauchen brir keine DL' I I~SC~LV~.  
(EiBfeldt 194 1. p. 37). EiDfeldt goes on to cxpiain that the Poles, whtle sometirncs cooperative and even loyal, 
overall were "unsuited to any kind of  organizational task." . . . Pole isr  und damir fur jede 
Organisarionsaufgabe sich unraugiich erweisr. (EilJfeldt 1941, p- 48). Simiiarly: EiDfeIdt 1940, p. 174 and 
EiBfeidt 1943, p. 25. 



Areas in kind, others only in degree. There was one forestry institution in the Generaf- 

gouvernenzent, however, whose structures and measures had no equivalent in the 

Reincorporated Eastern Areas: the Forstschutzkommando. 

The Forstschutzkommando was a paramilitary 'forest protection commando' of approx. 

2,000 foresters created by Goring in response to a request fiom the govemor general of the 

Generalgotivernementt'24 Ln the winter of 1939/40, Frank had been informed by his head of 

the forest administration, Kurd EiBfeldt, that the situation in the forests of the General- 

gouvernement was deteriorating. The chaos of the dissolution of the Polish state and the 

extremely harsh winter had led to the formation of "roaming bands of armed bandits up to 

500 men strong" who had stolen wood amounting to the equivalent of an entire year's cut.12' 

To stem the theft and impose German ideas of order in the forest, Frank requested help fiom 

the Reich Forest Office. Reichsforstmelrter Gônng obliged and on 2 February 1940 decreed 

the creat ion of the F o ~ c h u t z k o m m a n d o  which was to give the forest administration of the 

Genemfgouvernement the necessv muscle to enforce its ~ i 1 1 . I ~ ~  

l 3  A total of 9,500 foresters served in the Fo~~rchuizkommondo fiom 1940 to 1945. The high 
turnover is due to the fact that, for the reasons related in Chapter 4 and in Appendix 1, foresters were highly 
sought after by the anny and thus were frequently drafted away fiom the Forsrschutzkommando. By  "drafting 
volunteers" from among young forest labouren at age seventeen and thus before the agc of conscription, the 
Reich Forest Office managed to preempt the daim of the military at l e m  for one year's t h e .  (Cf. Der 
Deutsche Forstwirt 1944a, p. 52). 

"' EiBfeldt 1940, p. 173. 

"' Reichsmitteilungsbil~~der Forstvenvalrung 1940 p. 35: Aufsfellung eines Forsrichurzkomrnondos. 
Rltnderlap der Reichsforsrmeisters vom 2. 2.1940. 

The Forstwhutzkornmando was renamed Forsrirchunkurps in 194 1. To avoid confùsion, 1 will use 
the term Forsrschurzkommando throughout this chapter. 



The rank and file of the Forstschu~zk~mmando were composed of German forest 

labourers who volunteerd to serve as ForstschUtzen or 'forest riflemen.' The NCOs were 

drawn fiom among operational foresters, while the officers were administrative foresters. '" 

The Forstschutzkommando was armed with small firearms and machine guns which were 

supplied by Goring's Luftwafle, as were the distinct green uniforms which had been 

re fashioned fiom surplus uni foms of the Legion Condor Hitler had sent to fight on Franco's 

side in the Spanish Civil War. The voiunteers were gathered in a 10-week basic training 

camp at Birkenthal near Oppeln in Upper Silesia, where they were given instruction in 

military, police, and foreshy matters. While most ofthe time was spent on honing the forest 

labour skills which they were to pass on to the local labourers in the Generalgouvernement, 

the foresters were also given the "far-ranging world view training which was indispensable 

for the future missions of the Forstschu~zkornmando." This was complemented by "intensive 

instruction in the use of al1 applicable types of small m s "  and even close combat techniques 

- hardly skills foresters would usually expect to require in their ~ 0 r k . I ~ ~  

The Forsfschutzkommando was thus organized, equipped, and trained Iike a military unit, 

al1 under the command of a former lieutenant colonel of the Feldjager, Ernst B0der1.l~~ The 

self-image of the Forstschutzkommando as a military unit is further evidenced by 

'=' (Rubner 1985, p. 137). 

'" Vorbedingung istjùr die Angehomgen des Kommandos eine gute milirarkche Grundausbildung 
und ausgic.bige Unterrichtung im Gebrauch der in Frage kommenden Handfeuerwaflen. . . . Einen Hauprreil 
der .-î usb~id~cr~g machce der Unzerricht in der forstlichen Arbeirslehre am. . . . Die gesamre A rcsbi fluny ivirrtic 
gerragen rion einer weit ausgreifenden welranschaulichen Eniehung. daru beszimm r. die unen fbeh rliche 
Gntndfage für den zukf nfiigen Einsan des Kommandos zu bilden. (Der Deursche Forsmirt 1940. p. 293). 

'" On the Feldjüger, sec Appendix 1. 



documented statements by its commander. For exampie, in a letter to the Reich Forest 

Office, Boden expressed his concem that the military reputation of his unit could be 

tamished through confiision with the Forstarbeitskornmando or ' forest work commando' 

which had been founded by Goring in September 1943. The idea behind the Fors~arbeits- 

konrmarrdo was to force an increase in the productivity of foreign forest labourers by drafting 

them into permanent units of similar nationality which were to be commandai by German 

foresters and to be unifomed in the same style as the Forstschutzkornmand~."~ Boden 

complained that allowing the Forstarbeitskommando to Wear the very sarne unifomis by 

which the Forstschutrkommando "is known in the East "could lead to confiision: 

This is not in the intmst of a miIitary unit of the Reichfonmeisrer whose crcation has taken 
enormous effort and which has camed hard the reputation it now cnjoys in al1 agencies and offices. 
particularIy those in the military. . . . 

The Forsrrchuakommando was founded in February 1940 after the example and the principles 
of the Wehrmacht and with assistance from the L u f w e  as a military unit of the ReichsfoorsrmeLrrer. 
. - 131 

Boden then insisted that the Forstarbeitskornmando was not a rn i l i tq  unit but was merely 

founded to achieve the best possible work performance, thereby further implying that the 

emphasis of his own Forstschutzkomrnando units lay in areas related less to actual forest 

work and more to tasks such as the enforcement of German ideas of law and order.13* 

"O On the Forstarbeitskomniando, see Worm 1944. 

13' In diesen Unilormen ist es im Osten bekannt. Das dienr nicht dem Vorteil einer Tmppe des 
Reichsforstmeisters. die mit umOgIicher Mühe aufgestellr [sic] undsich mir vielen Schwierigkeiren die Srelfung, 
die sie heure har, bei allen Behôrden und Diensrsrelfen, vornehmfich milittirischen. envorben har. Dus 
Forsri~chutzkorps k t  im Februar 1940 nach dem Yorbifd und den Gmndsatzen der Wehrmacht unfer Mithilfe 
der Lufnvufle als Tmnpe des ReichsJorstmeLrters aufgesrelli und der Lufwafle ais Wimchafrstmppenreil 
angegliedert worden. (BA R37.01 / 207, sheet 60: Schreiben des Kommandeurs Boden an den 
Land/orsrmeisrer Sfecit im Reichs/orstarnt vom 7.1.34, emphasis in the original). 

M. E. [Meines Erachtensj wird dos rragende Moment der Arbeir nicht genügend beronr. Die besre 
Arbeitsleïstung im Holzeimchlag irr aber gerode der Grund. weshalb dm F~rsrarbeicskommando eingerichfer 
worden isr. ( B A  R37.0 1 1 207, shctt 60). 



O\.erall, it thus must be assumed that the Forstschurzkornmando was designed and expected 

to use military means in achieving its objective of ending the civil disobedience arnong the 

local population and speeding up wood transports. Towards the end of  the war, there even 

was a partial integration of  Wehrmacht soldiers into the Forstschutzkommando as well as 

i ntegrated commandos consisting of Forstschutzkommando. Wehrmacht, police, and other 

armed branches of the German a~thorities."~ As well, the Forstschutzkommondo frequently 

provided auxiliary services to army operations in some sections of  the front."' From the 

documents in the archives (both those mentioned so far and those we will examine 

presently), it appears that the Forstschutzkummando indeed prided itself on being a military 

unit and that it behaved accordingly. The German public, however, was not informed of the 

nature of  the involvement of  the Forstschutzkommando in the Generalgouvernemen~. 

For instance, the bnef official statement in which the German News Service informed 

the German public of  the creation ofthe Forstschuakommando on 7 February 1940, merely 

announced that the Forstschutzkommundo's first mission would take it to the occupied 

eastern territories where it was to "introduce the population to proper forest labour and the 

orderly protection of the fo re~ t . " '~~  The general public thus was led to believe that the 

"3 Cf. BA R37.01 / 208 (Betregend: Unfille im Forsrschurzkorps); and the Ietter of Boden to the 
Reich Forest Off~ce in BA R37.01 / 207, shcet 60. 

''' Cf. MA RW3 1 / 320: Wirtrchafistab Osr: AIlgemeine Wimcha/tgnrn&iirze: Niederschnfl ,fur 
Diensrbesprcchung am 10. und 11.9.1942; B A  R37.01 / 208: Berrefend: Unfille rm Forstschutzkorps; BA  
RG / 272: Die Forsr- und Holzwir~schaft in den besectten Ostgebieten; and Rubner 1985, p. 140. 

"' Berlin. 7. Februar. Der Reichsforsrmetr fer hatjiir besondere forsnechnische A rbeiren und Zwecke 
r l c ~ s  Fo rscii uccs ein Forschurzkommando gebilder. das sich je nach der Dienstsrelfung aus Forsrbramren und 
WukicIrbe~rern rekrurierr. Der ersre Einsao dieses Forsrschu&kommandos wird in den besecren Osrgebieren 
srorrfinden, \cvo es gilt. die Bevdkerung mir einer normalen Waldarbeir und einern geo rcineren Forsrschurz 
hekanrir zu machen. ( B A  R43II 1 2 18, sheet 15: Deutrches Nachrichrenbüro, 7.2.1940: Aufstellung eines 
Forsrschur~kommandos). 



function of the Forstschutzkomrnando was primanly one of educating the local population 

about efficient working techniques and 'proper' (read: German) attitudes toward the forest. 

Meanwhile, in a forestry journal article, the Generalgouvemement's head forester 

EiB feldt stated that the Forstschuttkornmando, 

beyond preventing wood theft and protecting forest and forest industries, has the task of affording the 
forest administration exccutive powers across the vast, irnpassable land and of enabling it to enforce 
its orders with the necessary rigour. . . . In addition, it is intended to be used in the improvcrnent of 
the cornpletely unsatisfactory organization and cxecution of work by the Polish foresten and 
labourers, as well as in the upgrading of their poor performance through instruction and 
supe r~ i s ion . '~  

From such statements, German foresters were already slightly more aware than the general 

population that the true emphasis of the ForsLschurzkornmando lay not only on the 

enforcement of Polish forced labour, but also on the protection of forests and infiastructure 

against partisan attacks.13' Tragically, it was mainly through this involvement of the 

Forstschutzkommando in the fight against both real and alleged partisan activity that 

foresters bloodied their hands in the Generalgouvernemenr. 

Borkenhagen reports that a total of 62 men were killed while serving in the 

Forstschufzkommando, almost al1 of them in s h i s h e s  with  partisan^."^ No numbers are 

''* Ueber die Bekampfung des HolzdiebstahLs und die Sichenmg der forsr- und hokwirtschafrlichen 
Berriebe hinaus har es die Aufgabe, der Forsrvenvaalrung die Mdglichkeit einer Exekurive in dem weiren. 
unwegsanzen Lande tu geben und den Anordnungen der Yerwaltung den erjiorderlichen Nachdruck zu 
verschaflen. . . . Daneben isr beabsichrigi. es fir die Verbaserung der vôllig ungenügenden Arbeiliî- 
organisation und Arbeitsrechnik derpolnirchen Forstbeamren und Wafdarbeirer einzuseîzen und deren genirge 
Leistungs-higkeir durch entsprechende Untenveisung und Arrfsichr zu heben. (EiB feldt 1940, p. 173). 

'" Other veiled indications were given in lcaflets of the Reich Forest Office whcn one ofthe functions 
of the Fors~schurzkommando was given as zu Sondem~ecken or "for special purposes" (Cf. Der Deursche 
Fursnsirr 1944b. p. 53). 

I J 8  (Borkenhagen 1977, p. 149). This number only includes chose killed while on duty with the 
Forsrschurzkommando. As is cxplained in Appendix 1, the total number of foresters killed in banlc as members 
of the regular army was vastly highcr. 



available on the deaths among the partisans and the local population in which the 

Forstschrrtzkornrnando was directly or  indirectly involved- Nonetheless, we can glimpse an 

idea of its involvement in the oppression o f  the Polish population fiom the reports the 

Forscschu~zkornrnando sent back to Berlin, and even fiom published articles in which its 

activities were related and evaluated. 

One example o f  the para-military role o f  the Forscschutzkommando is its involvement 

in the "reclaiming" o f  the forest reserve of Bialowies in eastem Poland in June 1941.'" In 

a 1 942 article in the journal Wald und Holz written by the forestry press secretary of the 

government of  the Generalgouvernement, Schmidt-Colinet, we read that 

The Forsrscirutzkommando bas excclicd in the clcansing of the forest of partisans and bandits. 
Without its dcployment tasks such as the cleansing missions . . * and many otben could simply not 
have been accomplished.''" 

It can thus be surmiseci that the Forstschu~zkornmando was involved in military-style 

"cleansing missions" which sent so many of the local residents of Bialowies to their mass 

graves.I4' Further down on the same page we furthemore leam that not al1 "cleansing 

'19 The "reclaiming" referred not to a supposed previous Gennan settlement in the area, but to the fact 
that Bialowies had k e n  under Gerrnan "administration" during the First World War, when a German military 
forest administration under Georg Escherich (the broiher of Karl Leopold Escherich whom we met in Chapter 
6) built up the largest forcst exploitation enterprise in the world on the backs of 10,000 forced labourers and 
prisoners of war. (Cf. NuBer 1973, p. 74). 

'* Bei der SGubenrng des Waldgebietes von Padanen und Banden hai sich u. a. dus Forsrschuc- 
kommando hervorragend bewührt. Ohne seinen Einsaa würen die zu leisienden Aufgaben die [sic] 
Sfiuberungsaktionen. Ingangseizung der wimchafrlichen Betriebe, Schu& besonders wertvoiler Objekre, Abfithr 
der wertvollen geschlagenen Hdzer mit HiiJe der wrztrglichen Waldbuhnen und viele andere mehr. einfach 
nichr ru efillen geweren. (Schmidt-Colinet 1942, p. 80). 

"' To this day, the reputation of German foresters among the local population is tainted by the events 
of 194 1 - 1945. On a forcshy excursion to the Bialowies district in 1988, the author was repeatedly shumed 
and rejected by local inhabitants whosc families had suffered at the han& of the German authorities. On the 
mass graves in Bialowies, set pp. 70-74 and the illustrations following p. 82 in Schama 1995. as well as the 
illustration following p. 138 in Rubner 1985. 



missions" had a miIitary rationale, but that some were ordered by Goring simply to remove 

the population fiom what was to become a giant game reserve for the persona1 hunting 

pleasure of Goring and his state guests: 

The Reichsmarschall [Goring] has ordered the significant enlargement [of the reserve] so that it may 
be restored to its original extent and within its natural borders encompassing 260,000 hectares. Al1 
villages and settlements in this area which were not deemed viable have been resettled to more fertile 
areas which are better suited to the founding o f  farms. "' 

As in the county of Saybusch in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas, the Gerrnan forest 

administration had a hand in the 'removal' of the local population tiom an area in which it  

(or at least its boss Goring) had an interest, but this time it went beyond planning and 

demanding the 'clearing.' In Bialowies, foresters were evidently participating in the 

"cleansing missions." 

In an unpublished manuscript dating h m  1959, the commander of the Forsrschufz- 

komrnando, Ernst Boden, relates that parts of the local population evaded the "cleansing 

missions" and fIed into the forest where they Iived off poaching and plundering. An 

incensed Goring dispatched Sonderkommandos or 'special detachments' to hunt them down, 

but to no avail. Finatly, the commander ofthe Fors~chutzkomrnando received the following 

"' AuJAnordnung des Rciic~rsrnarsc/zall~ ivird das Gebier wrsenrlicli vergr@err, d. h. es wird in 
sein em ursprünglichen Ausmafl und innerhalb seiner narürliciten Grenzen in einer Gesamrgr@e von 260000 
H e h r  wieder ersrehen. Die in dierem Gebier Iiegenden Doder und Siedlungen sind. soweir sie nichr 
lebens-hig wuren, in fmchtbarere undfiir die Begnïndung iandwirtscha/rlicher Betriebe baser geeignere 
Gebiere urngesiedelt worden. (Schmidt-Colinet 1942, pp. 80-8 1 .  quoting Oberstjigenneister Ulrich Scherping). 



1 authorize you to evict the population of Bialowies without the help of SS and police, to burn d o m  
the villages, and to take al1 measures you deem necessary for the protection of  the forest 
administration and those uni& of the Fo~~ts~hu~kummondo depioyed in Bialowies. 

Signed: Giking."' 

It  is only thanks to the personal intemention of Boden that this absolute carte blanche for 

violence did not further implicate the Forstschuizkommando in atrocities against the 

population of Bialowies. Boden doubted the authenticity of the cable, had it destroyed 

immediately, and took no further action. The sender of the cable, whether it was Giiring or 

someone else, never followed up on the request. It remains to be stated, however, that 

sorneone in the Gexman forest administration was evidentIy willing to deploy the 

Forstschutzkomrnando in a way that would have made them altogether indistinguishable 

from the SS. 

Yet even where the Forstschutzkommando was not directly involved in violence, it ofien 

welcomed or tolerated the actions of the SS against the local population. At the very least, 

the foresters in the Forstschu~zkommando were aware of the methods of the SS. In the fa11 

of 1942, for example, the Fifth Abfeilung or Company of the Foi-stschu~zkummando was 

stationed in the Belanis town of Baranowitsche. On 12 October 1942, the commanding 

officer Kanzow sent a letter to the local Sicherheirsdienst (the 'security service' of the SS in 

charge of foreign and domestic intelligence), in which he reported about the "Effect of the 

large scale operation of the SS in September of 1942 on the work of the Forsrschutz- 

konzmando." Kanzow lamented that the 'work' of the SS had not had the desired effect: 

"' /ch bevollmüchtige Sie. ohne Hire der SS und Polizei die Beviilkemng von Bialowies ZIA 

cwnirrieren. die Dofer zu verbrennen und alle Mapnahmen ,y ergrecren. die Sie zum Schutze der 
For-stverrvnlttrng und der in Bialowies eingesetzren FSK-Kommandosfir eforderlich halten. Goring. (Boden 
in his unpublished 1959 manuscript Dus Forsli~chutzkorps i940-1945, cited in Rubner 1985, p. 136)- 



I had expected as a result of the deployment of the SS in the fight against the bandits in the area of 
the Commissariat o f  Baranowitsche that the largest gangs would be destroyed. 1 had fürther hoped 
that the population would be pacified and that the work of the forest riflemen would be faciiitated.'" 

Kanzow complained that none of these expectations had corne true because the SS had 

indiscriminately murdered and pillaged arnong the local population who now were more 

atiaid and apprehensive than before. Yet, similarly to the technocratic argumentation of the 

fcrest administration of the Reincorporated Eastern Areas with regard to the expansion of 

the Stutthof concentration camp, we agaîn detect little objection to the actual methods 

employed by the SS- Rather, the officer of the Forsrschuttkommando was dismayed that the 

SS had eliminated the 'wrong' persons, namely those needed in for upcoming log transport 

operation. Finally, he considemxi as "particularly bitter" the fact that the numbers of the al1 

important draught horses had been greatly reduced by the s la~ghter . '~~ 

Another example of how entrapped the Forstschutzkornmando could become within the 

mesh of the 'security apparatus' can be found in the files of the so-called Ministry for the 

Occupied Eastern Territories, where the activities of the Forstschutzkommando in the fight 

against partisans and 'bandits' are reported along with those of the SS and the police.'J6 

Accounts of skirrnishes between the Forstschutzhmmando and partisans altemate with 

IU Von dem Einsan der SS zur Be&mpfung der Banden im Bereich des HauprkomrnLrsoriarr 
Barano witsche haire ich mir eine Vernicirtung der grossren Banden. und als deren Folge eine Beruhigung der 
Bevolkemng und eine Erfeichrenmg der Arbeiren der Forsfichützen versprochen. ( B A  R61354, sheet 17: 
Schreiben von Kanzow an den SD in Baranowitsche: Betnrt: Aurwirkungen des Grosseinsatzes der SS im 
Seprember 1942 au/ die Arbeir des Forsrschutzbmmandos m m  12. 10 1942). The lctter is starnped Geheim 
or "Secret." 

"' Besonders schmeriich isr. daJ der Pferdebesrand der überlebenden Bewohner kaum 115 
itrspnïnglich Vorhandenen berragr ( B A  R61354, sheet 17). 

IJ6 BA R6 1 354: Verstirkre Parrisanencdrigkeir in den besetzfen Osrgebieren und Bekampfung der 
Banden. Hierin: Einsarz des Forsischuakommandos 1942. 



reports submitted by Iocal SS-leaders in which hundreds of executions and thousands of 

'eliminations' of partisans are tabulated. The files also speak of the effectiveness of the 

Logging and transport have corne to a complete halt [because o f  partisan activities in the area]. Only 
in those areas where the Forstschutrkommando of the Reich fors tme i s  is deployed can the saw 
mills be supplied sufficiently with wood. The thret platoons o f  the Forstschurzkommando, 135 weIl- 
amed and well-trained men in all, force the villages into supplying labour, draught anirnals, and carts. 
It is too weak, however. to protect the log transports al1 over the district."' 

From the archival material, it appears that the Forsrschutzkommando was integrated at Ieast 

to some degree into the machinery of oppression the Gerrnan authorities unleashed on the 

population of the Generalgouvernement. (It is worth mentioning that the military muscle of 

the Forsrschurzkommando was also put to use in the Altreich, for exarnple when they were 

assigned to supervishg Russian prisoners of war working in the forest: according to the 

report by the Sixth Abreilung for August 1941, forest nflemen were needed in the forest 

district of Nienburg in Lower Saxony because the newly amved Russian prisoners "are 

mahourished and need a firm hand to make them work" - a hand the forest riflemen 

apparently were qualifiai to lend."q 

'" Der Schwerpunkî der forsrlichen Tütigkeit muss feider in obgelegenen Gebieten liegen. da in der 
Niïhe der Bahnen und der f a e n  Strassen der Wald bereits von den Russen abgeholrr irr. Einschlag und 
An fuhr sind jetzt rur Zeit vdlig ins Srocken geraten, nur dort. wo das vom Reichsforstmeisrer -fur Veflgung 
gestelire Forstrchutzkommando eingesetzt werden h m .  wird die Versorgung der Sdgewerke sichergesrelk 
Dus Forstrchutzkommando. d a  in einer Stdrke von 3 Zügen = 135 Mann, grrt bewaflïet und ausgebilder 
eingeserzr k t ,  enwingt w n  den Gemeinden die Steffung von Arbeitern und Gespannen, es rsr  jedoch zu 
sch w-ach. um die gesarnte Abfuhr innerhalb des Bezirùs zu schür-en. ( B A  R6 / 354. sheets 1 3- 15: Schreiben 
der Abr. 111 Forsr und Holz an den Reichskommissar fpers6nlich vorzirlegen) vom 29. Juni 1942). 

'" Im FA [Forsbmt] Nienburg sind nrssische Krïegpgefangene neu eingeserzr. Sie sind schlechr 
genahrr und müssen hart angefujlf werden. damir sie arbeiten. ( B A  R37.0 1 1 207: Berreflend: Aufsrellitng des 
Forsrschurzkommandos. (Dierutragebuch und Tütigkeirrberichre der Y/ Abreilung, sheet 4 )  



In the Forstschu~zkontntando, the forest administration of the Generalgouvernement 

possessed an instrument which enabled it to pursue several of the declared immediate goals 

of forestry in the Generalgouvernement, narnely: 

to purge the Jewish population, 

to usurp the forest industries and bnng forest land under its control, 

to enforce current and future forest regulations, and 

to coerce the local poputation into forced labour. 

For the time after the war was won, the members of the Forstschutzkornmando were also 

expected to heip achieve two long tenn goals. The first was the task of the actual 

afforestation, in which the Fo+sischutzkommando was to "organize and supervise" the Polish 

foresters and labouren who were deemed incapable of working on their own.'" in effect, 

the Forstschutzkomrnando was expected to be warden to the chain gangs of Polish forced 

labourers even under the future 'peace.' 

The second goal was that of fonning a Geman leadership class in the Germanization in 

the Generalgouvernement. in line with Himmler's scheme of Germanizing the land in the 

east through the settlement of pioneering Wehrbauern or 'militia f m e r s '  in place of the 

deported populations, veterans of the Forstschu~zkommando, along with veteran of SS and 

army, were to form the nucleus of the 'new aristocracy of blood and ~ o i l . ' ' ~ ~  

1'9 Eine Durchfiihrung dieses Programmi mit nur polnrichen Kriîflen ist wegen deren mangelnder 
Organisationsfohigkeit nicht mdglich. Hier liegt Melmehr die fnedensmüfige Aujjpbe des 
Forsrschurzkomrnandos. Dieses irird bemfen sein, die Meliorationen. die Pflanzenanzucht in Gropberrieben. 
die Transporte und die Auflorsrungsarbeiren ,u organhieren und zu beaufiichtigen. ( EiO feldt 1 940, p. 1 74). 

' Daneben wird voraursichtlich die M6glich keit bestehen. diejenigen. die im Osren siedeln wollen. 
neben den Angehôrigen der SS und der Wehrmacht ols Wehrbauern einzuerzen. ( EiB feldt 1 94 1, p. 48). On 
the Wehrbauern schemc, sec Koehl 1957, pp. 159-160). O n  the 'new aristocracy of blood and soi],' see the 
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For the time being, however, the war was anything but over; in fact, it  was raging al1 over 

the Generalgoztvernement as partisans took their struggle to the forest. At first they attacked 

mainly coliaborating Polish fores ter^,'^' but soon Gennan foresters and even strongholds of 

the Forstschzrtzkommando were under attack. On 25 July 1942, for instance, partisans 

abducted four forest riflemen literally fiom their beds. Similarly, a partisan attack on the 

quarters of the Fifth Abteilung on 20 August 1942 left hivo forest nflemen dead and three 

wounded. Is2 The Forsrschutzkornmando responded to the surging attacks by increasing its 

strength and even recmiting Polish foresters who were loyal to the German cause. It began 

to become clear, however, that the presence of Gennan foresters in the occupied territories 

was strained to the limit Kurd EiBfeldt gloomily admitted to his lieutenants that he looked 

to the future "with great apprehension."'" In the meantirne, however, the German m i e s  

were fighting even M e r  east, adding a third occupied area to the care of Gennan foresters: 

the Occupied Eastern Temtories. 

book by the same title by Himmler's agricutural point man Walther Darré (Darré 1935). 

l 5 '  The year 1943, for cxample, brought hundreds of attacks on Polish foresten. Cf. the minutes of 
the frequent meetings of the govenunent of the Generalgouvernement in which the forest administration 
reponed about its problems with the partisans: 

26 May 1943: 455 attacks on Polish forestry offices and forest labourers in the district of Radom, 
resulting in 18 casualties; 

3 1 May 1943: 216 attacks in the entire Generalgouvernement in the fust half of M a y  alone; 
4 August 1943: 900 of the 1,100 forcstry offices in the district of Radom had rcported attacks, with 

32 foresters dead and 28 wounded. 
(cited in Praç and Jacobmeyer 1975, pp. 661,678, and 719). 

''= Cf. BA R6 / 354, sheets 5 and 7. 

I s J  . . . sehe der Zukunft mir grofin Bedenken enigegen (in a meeting in Radom on 26 M a y  1943, 
citcd in Prag and Jacobmeyer 1975, p. 661). 



8.5 The Occupied Eastern Territories 

Here we will have to draw the line: hither settlement space in the eastem areas, Blood and Soit: 
yonder in the Russian space only ncw soil, a forward defence area for securing our own space 
[Raitm], reserve land for securing the food suppiy and the economy of the Grtater Economic Zone 
[Gro,&aum] of Europe. 

OberlandforsnnerSter Erwin Jaeger 1 943 ' " 

In the long run, the newly occupied eastem temtoncs will be exploited under colonial aspects and 
with colonial rnethods. The only exception will be thosc areas of the Eastern Lands which the 
Führer has ordered to be Germanized. 

Reichsforstmeister Hermann Goring 194 1 15' 

Unending thickeis await the ordering incision, the attentive care of the forester. 
ForsrmeLster Arthur Freiherr von Kmedener 1943 '% 

Wood is the key rcsourcc of the Occupicâ Eastern Tmitories. 
Oberiandforstmeister Johannes Barth 1 943 

As the Gerrnan amies overran large parts of the westem Soviet Union in the summer of 

194 1, German foresters, too, expanded their field of activity far eastward. 200 German 

foresters were dispatched to the occupied Soviet temtory fiom Estonia in the north to the 

Ukraine in the south to take control of 20 million hectares of forest (compared with 14 

million hectares in the Altreich) and bnng 25,000 local foresters in line with the German 

policies. The Gennan forest administration also took control of more than 1,500 saw mills 

I u Hier mu/ ein Schnitt gerogen werden: Auf der einen Seite in den Ostgebieten Siedlungsraum. Blur 

und Boden, dorr im russischen Raum nur neuer Boden. gewissermafin VoMeId nrr Sicherung des eigenen 
Raumes. Reserveland zur Sicherung der Ernührung und Wircl~chaft des Grohurnes Europa. (Jaeger 1 943. 
p. 44). 

' '' Aufiange Sichr gesehen werden die neubeseaten Ostgebiete unter kolonialen Gesïchrrpunkren und 
mit kolonialen Merhoden wimchajUich ausgenuor. Eine Ausnahme gift nurJiir die Teife des Ostlandes. die 
nach dem Aufiag des Führers zur Eindeutschung kr immt sind. (Hermann Goring, chairing a meeting on 
economic policy and organisation in the newly occupied eastern territories on 8 Novcmbcr 194 1 ,  cited in Corni 
and Gies 1994, p. 205).  

Unendliche Dickichte sind es. die des ordnenden Eingnfls. der pflegenden Sorg/a!t des 
Forsrmannes harren (von Kmedener 1943, p. 120). 

' " Holz ist der Sch liisselrokstofldes besetzten Ostgebiers. (Barth 1 943, p. 30). 
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and over 100 forest industries, where it 'employed' more than 210,000 people. From the 

beginning, the newly occupied territones were dif'fïcult to 'protect' kom partisans. 

According to their own admission in their report for the year 1942, German foresters did not 

dare log in half of  the area now supposedly under their control. Within one year of  the attack 

on the Soviet Union, the Geman  forest administration had suffered 18 casualties, while the 

Fors~schz~tzkornrnando, of  which three companies had been dispatched to the Occupied 

Eastern Temtones in autumn of  1942, had lost 16 men. Meanwhile, the nurnber of "local 

labour" killed or abducted by partisans for collaborating with the German authorities was 

given as "h~ndreds ." '~~ 

If control over the new forest in the East came at such a dear cost and yet remained so 

precarious, why did the German forest administration attempt it nonetheless? The prirnary 

reason was that there was simply no alternative: the forests of the occupied Soviet Union 

were urgently needed to supply the Wehmachr with wood for bridges, fortifications, 

barracks, heating, and countless other purposes. With supply Iines fiom the Aifreich now 

being over a thousand kilometres long, the forests just West of the fiontline had to supply al1 

the necessary wood: 

The task before forestry and wood industries in the Occupied Eastern Temtories can be outlined in 
one short sentence, namely: "To supply the troops and the war econorny with wood at al1 c o ~ t . " ' ~ ~  

ls8 Von den einheimïrchen Krüften sind bereits Hunderte von den Banden emorder oder verschleppt. 
(MA RW3 1 / 32 1 : Gesarnrdarstellungen: Forst- und Holzwir~rchafi in den bis zur Sommero&sive 1947 
beserzien Ostgebieten: Derzeitiger Stand und Planung f ir  1943). 

'- Die Aufgube der forsr- und hoInvirtschaftIichen Organïsutionen Ïn den beserzren Osrgebieren isi 
nr i f  einern kurzen San eindeurig zu umregen. sie he@t " Versorgen der Truppe und der Kriegswirrschafi c i r s  
hesetzren Osigebierr mit Holz um jeden Preù. " (Barth 1943, pp. 3 1-32). 



Gertnan foresters posted to the Occupied Eastern Territories were supplied with a leaflet 

which warned that in order to fùlfil their "Mission in the East" they would have to suspend 

some of their dearest silvicultural principles: 

For the time being, the entire work of forestry and the wood products industries in the eastern areas 
serves exclusively the needs of the -y. This means that many forestry principles which are in force 
in the Altreich rnust be detiberately ignored.I6' 

The "Eastern Mission" of Gerrnan foresters was thus to extract the maximum obtainable 

amount of wood frorn the occupied forest, regardless of economic, ecological, or any other 

considerations. Such an emphasis on exploitation logging is to be expected during wax time 

when military considerations sweep aside al1 others. Yet even for the time afier the war, the 

Gerrnan planners foresaw the forests of the newly occupied territories as managed under the 

rationaIe of maximum exploitation. In the "Preliminary Regulations for Forestry 

Operations" in the Occupied Eastern Tenitories issued five weeks afier the beginning ofthe 

offensive against the Soviet Union, it was clarifieci that: 

The task of forestry in thosc Occupied Eastern Territories not annexed to the Reich or the General- 
gouvernement is one of pure exploitation . . . 

In the future, al1 purely forestry-spccific consideratioas are to be ignorcd when planning iogging 
qtlota~.'~' 

I ~ O  Die gesamre Arbeit der Forsi- und Holmimchaft in den Osrgebieten dient vorerst dem 
Augenblichbedatf der Tnrppe, hieraus ergibr sich. dass vielfoch Wirtschaf~sgrunrlsane. die im Altreicii 
Gziltigkeit haben, bewussr ausser Achr gelassen werden müssen. ( M A  RW31 / 322: Osreinsarz von 
Forstbearnten: Merkblatr tïber Osteinsaa von Forstbeamten des RfdbO [ReichinisreriumsJiir die besemen 
Ostgebiete]). 

'"' Die forsrfiche Aufgabe fiir die besetzten Osrgebiete. soweit sie nichr tum Reich oder zirm G. G. 
[Generalgou\~ernment] geschlagen wercien. k t  eine reine Exploitationsaufgabe. . . . Alle rein forsrlichen 
Gesichrspunkre sind bei der zukünfrigen Eimchlagsplanung ausser Berrachr a lassen. (,MA RW3 1 ! 3 20: 
A flgern ein e Wirficha/rsgrundsiïrre- Abschri/r eines Schreibens des Wirrschafrssrabes Ost. Chefgr. 
W/S. Gr. FH/BNr. an Wi In Nord, Wi ln Mitre und Wi In Süd vom 23.7. / 94 1 : Ersre Richdinien jîïr deri 

Jorstlichen Einsarz, pp. 6-7). 



With this terse statement, the German forest authorities declared open season on the forests 

of the occupied Soviet Union. While the forests of the Reincorporated Eastern Areas were 

to be enlarged and improved upon, and while the forests of the Generalgouvernement were 

to be harnessed for the long-term Gennanization of the landscape, the forests of the Occupied 

Eastern Temtories were nothing but a giant wood pile to which the Reich could tum to ease 

its continua1 wood deficit. 

At the same tirne, this brief sentence also established an important exception to this rule. 

Whiie the overwhelming part of the mupied  Soviet forest was to be 'relieved' of its wood 

resources like any other colony, a tiny minonty of areas on which the Geman forest 

authorities had cast a covetous eye (because they were of immediate interest for research, 

game hunting, or any other purpose that would make thern worth preserving or managing) 

were to be govemed by the regulations and the attitudes obtaining in the Reich or in the 

Generalgouvemement. The distinction had grave consequences for the forests and the 

people in question: while the forests undoubtedly benefited fiom the protection inherent in 

their inclusion in the Iegal sphere of the Reich, the local populations often expenenced the 

opposite. ' 6 2  

IR the case of the forest of Bialowies, for exarnple, Goring took a personal interest in 

retaining exclusive control over the district so as to clairn the game resources he knew and 

coveted fiom several state visits before the war. He domed his hat of "Plenipotentiary for 

'"' For exarnple, within the area of the Reich clear cuts o f  any kind continued to be prohibited until 
August 1944, when the situation became so grave that Goring had to lift the ban in the interest o f  mobilizing 
ail reserves for the final stance of the German amies.  In Novembcr 1944, several other silivicultural dogmas 
of Gennan forestry were suspcnded. (Cf. Rubner 1985. p. 128). 



the Four Year Plan" and inforrned competing ministries that the entire district of Bialystok. 

"although not yet part of the Reich in legai terms, must be treated as a part of the Reich in 

economic terms." This was intended to bar the amy administration fiom helping itseif to 

the wood whife giving Goring's foresters complete control over the forest and garne 

resources in Bialowies. At the same time, Gonng was quick to clarïfy that this economic 

inclusion of Bialowies in the Reichsgau East Pmssia in no way meant that the local 

population should be treated like inhabitants of the Reich when it came to receiving goods 

or food rations. In fact, they were to be cut off h m  extemal supplies and to subsist on local 

resources excl~sively. '~~ As we saw in the earlier discussion of the Forstschu~zkomrnundo, 

this i nhurnane po licy would soon be superseded by determined efforts to depopulate the area 

altogether. 

The goal of the forest administration in the Occupied Eastern Temtones, then, was to 

identi@ and take exclusive control of forest areas of natural beauty, historical importance, 

163 fm Einvernehmen mit dem H e m  Reichsminïster des Innern bestütige ich Ihnen. dap der dem Chef 

der Zivilverwaltung untersrellte Bezirk Bialysrok obwohl er sraarrrechtlich noch nichr Besrandreil des Reiches 
irt. wirfschafrlich wie ein Teil des Reichsgebietes behandelr werden mup. . . .. 

Bei der Behandlung der Versorgungswünsche des Bezirkr Bialystok gehe ich allerdings davon aux 
dafl die nichrdeurrche Bevdkenrng mit Verbrauchgu-tern und Waren aller Art. die dem Bezirk von aupen 
zugefuhrr werden miissen, gmndsützlich nichr rwsorgt wird. Ausnahmen sollten nur in einem Um fange 
gemachr weden, der im Reichsinteresse nuingend eriorderlich kt. Die H6he der aufden Bezirk Bialystok 
entfollenden Warenkonringente wird sich a h  im wesentlichen nach den VersorgungsbedUrf ksen der dorr 
lebenden Deufschen, der im Reichsin feresse arbeitenden Wir~~chafrmueige und nacir den im Reichsinreresse 
nvingend norwendigen wir~rchafilichen Arbeiten ru richten haben. . . . 

. . . dap die Erfassung und der Abrranspon w n  Rohstoflen im Bezirk Bialystok kiinflig nichr mehr 
Angeiegenheit der militürîrchen Dienststellen. a h  des Wimchaftsstabs Ost und der Ricrtungsinspektion / in 
Künigsberg sein kann. Die im Bezirk vorhondenen Rohslofle und Vorme stehen mit Ausnahme der 
milirarischen Beure vielmehr zur Vetfùgurig der zustândigen ReicIissteIfen. (BA  R44 / 23 1 : Berreflend: 
Orgarrisarion der neuen Osrgebiere - Bezirk Bialysfok: Schreiben des Reichsmarschnlls des GroJ3deztrsclzcw 
Reiclzes. Beaufiragrer fiir den Vierjahresplan. WirtschaftsfÙ;hmngsstab Ost vom 30. Seprember 1941 un 
Reichsforsrrnekrer. Retchsmininister f i r  Emühnrng und Landwimchafi, Reichsminister /Ur die besecrrn 
Os rgeb ietr : " Betnflr: G leichstellung des Bezirks Bialystok mit den eingegliederten Osrgebieten " ( AZ: V . P. 
1 5 5 5 9 1  ., RFA AZ: B 303.04.01))- 
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game stock, or any other potential worthwhile to the occupiers. Those areas were to be 

granted the hl1 protection ofthe laws obtaining in the Reich and rnanaged in accordance with 

'German' methods of forest management. By contrast, those areas not singled out for 

'preferential' treatment were to be hlly utilized, first for the war effort, and later to relieve 

the 'home forests' of the Reich. in effect, they were reduced to the statu of a colony whose 

only hnction was to ease the wood deficit in the Reich: 

The task is to win the war fmt and then, afier the war, to provide considerable relief for the German 
fores t. 'a 

In contrast to foresters writing about the Reincorporated Eastem Areas and the General- 

gouvernement, then, foresters in the Occupied Eastern Territories emphasized neither the 

great feat of future afforestation, nor the need to heal, balance, or otherwise alter the " 

landscape towards a supposed German character, nor even the mission to bring the blessings 

of 'Geman' forestry to the 'abused' forests of the East. Instead, they stressed the economic 

importance of the forest of the Occupied Eastern Territories for the often proclairned goal 

of 'resource fieedom' for the German Reich: 

For a long time to corne, the forester will not be abie to conduct foresuy in the Gerrnan sense. 
Instead, he will have to produce ~ o o d . ' ~ ~  

In fact, when the German press, accustomed to the accolades for afforestation and forestry 

in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas and the Generalgouvernemeni, hailed the work of 

foresters in the Occupied Eastern Temtories in comparable terms, the chief of the forest 

'- Es gilt den Krieg ru gewinnen und nach ciem Kriege den ciewrschen CC'aiii ivesendich zu endasren. 
(Schlabitz 1943, p. 42). 

16' Noch lange wird der Forstmann nicht Forsnvirtschu/r im Sinne des deurrchen Waldes treiben 
k6nnen. sonder -  e r  wird Ho& schaflen müssen. (Barth 1943, p. 36)- 



administration of the Occupied Eastern Temtories, Johannes Barth, complained to the 

department 'responsible' for press and radio in the Occupied Eastern Territories. Barth 

asked to "give clear directions to the press" and prevent it from printing "inappropriate 

articles of any kind about hunting in the newspapers of the East," as such articles gave an 

altogether wrong idea of the forests of the Occupied Eastern Temtories: 

Moreover, these articles fiequtatly stress the importance of afforcstation, of increasing access to the 
forest, and the cultural importance of the forest in general. Those tasks can only be tackfed in the 
distant future. Anyone familiar with the situation can only stiake his head when he sees forestry in 
Ruthenia depicted as gearcd towards those goals - particularly so under the current conditions. 

Nanrrally, the Chefgr. FH [Cbefgnrppe Forst- und Holzwirtschaft the forest administration o f  
the Occupied Eastern Tcrrïtorits] places grtat wcight on seing as many press articles as possible 
about issues o f  forestry and wood indusmes. Their emphasis, however, should be on the economic 
aspects. '66 

To rectiw the picture, Barth agreed to pen an article with the titie "Forestry and Wood 

Industries of the Eastern Space and their Importance to Continental Europe" for the Foreign 

Ministry. The article was to appear under Barth's name "in the important newspapers and 

magazines in continental Europe and the Greater Asian Area" (Le., the Japanese area of 

influence) and thus "support our extemal press pmpaganda."'" On another occasion, Barth 

lM In den Zeirungen des Ostens irgend welche AujGtze über Jagd zu bringen, erxheinr mir in 
Anberrachr der Loge nichr angemessen. 

Ferner spielr in diesen Am-keln immer wieder eine g@e Rolle die Auflorstung und die ErschliePung 
der Waldgebiere. wie überhaupt die kulturelle Bedeuhtng des Waldes. Diese Au/gaben stehen vorlZufig nur 
ffir eine ferne Zukunft an; der Kenner der Verhtïltnfise kann nur iücheln. wenn er gerade unrer den 
augenblicklichen Verhalrnissen in Weipruthenien den Schwerpunkr der Forsrwiruchafr in diaer Richrung 
dargesrellr siehr. 

SelbstversrZndlich legr die Chefgr. FH [Chefgruppe Forst- und Hoizwirtschaft] aufirordcnrlichen 
Werr darauf; dap in der Presse m6glicirrt viel Überforst- und holzwir~rchafrliche Dinge stehr, der Schwerpunkr 
sollre aber aufder wirrschafllichen Seite liegen. ( M A  RW3 I / 322, shect 47: Schreiben von Barrh an Abreilung 
//8 vom f4.1.43). 

167 . . . dap Sie bereir sind. unsere pressepolitfiche Auslancispropaganda durch einen Beirrag nus 
/Nr~~r Fcri~'r Cher rias Thema "Die Forst- und Hol-wir~schafr im Osrraurn und ihre Bedeurrtrty Tur 
Kon~inenraleuropa" zu unrersrürzen. . . . 

. . unrer /hrern Namen in den makebenden Zeitungen und Zeirrchrlflen der Lancier des 
kon rinenraleuropaischen sowie des groJhsiarischen Raumes m m  Abdnrck gelangen soil. (IMA RW3 1 / 3 22. 
shcet 4 5 : Schreiben des Auswürtigen Amtes. Presseabteilung. Aurlandr-Arrikeldienri vom 29. / 2.42 an 
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suggested that "1 o r  one of my men" could speak on one of the radio prograrns about forestry 

in the Occupied Eastern Territories. For, while he saw those programs as indicating a 

welcome +e in public awareness of the importance of forestty, he faulted them for giving 

"utterly wrong nurnben" with respect to the forests of the Occupied Eastern Temtories. 

This was also the tenor of most of Barth's officia1 reports and journal articles, in which 

he repeatedly spoke of the "fallacy7* of concluding from the "tremendous natural potential 

of the eastem forests" that they would harbour "inexhaustible" resources."j9 Thus, while 

Barth and his foresters wanted the media to emphasize the utilization of the forest resources 

in the Occupied Eastern Territones, they cautioned that expectations should not be too 

optimistic because they faced enonnous obstacles when it came to actually mobilizing the 

forest resources of the East for the economy of the Reich. First and foremost there were the 

enormous difficulties of logging and transporthg logs in the isolated and swampy forests of 

the East. Equally daunting, however, was another task: how to persuade, co-opt, or force the 

local foresters to do the bidding of the Geman occupiers. For, without the cooperation of 

local foresters, and without their knowledge of the existing administrative network and 

MinDingenr Barrh freilweise Abschn9)). See also Barth 1943. 

'" . . . mmindesifiir d m  Gebier der Forst- und Holmirtschafr. aausgesprochen fa fsche Zahlenangaben 
gernachr wurden. . . . Wenn man die Meldungen über/orsr- und hol,witschaftliche Dinge im Rundfunk afs 
ein Zeichen dafiir werren korrnre. dap nun endlich ein gewkses allgemeines Versrândnis fir die ungeheuer 
wich rigen Aukaben der Forsr- und Holzwirtschajï heranreifl, so wiirde ich aber doch wrschlagen, dajl Iieber 
einrnai ich oder einer meiner Herren einen kurren Rundfunkvortrag über diese Dinge hülr, als daJ solche ails 
dem Zusnmmenhang gerissene und auch noch falsche Meldungen in die Welr gehen. . . . wenn die Presse des 
beserzren Ostgebiels von Jhnen in dieser Beziehung klar ausgerïchrer wird- ( M A  RW31 / 322, shect 39: 
Schrciben rpon Barrh an Abteilung U8. z H. MinDirigenr Zimmermann (reilweire Abschrïjl)). 

"" Wenn auch den Wüldern des Osrens eine ungeheure narürliche Krafi innewohnr. so k t  es doch bis 
zu einem gewissen Grade ein Tmgschlu$3, wenn man immer wieder von dem "unersch6pflichen Waldreichrum " 
der beserzren Gebiere sprechen hot-r. (Barth 1943, p. 32; sec also Barth 1944). 
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physical infiastnicture, the thinly spread German forest administration was powerless to 

achieve its goals in this vast new temtory. 

Across the Occupied Eastern Territories, the Gennan forest administration took two 

different approaches to involving and empowering the local forest administrations. In the 

former Baltic countries, a "minimal German leadership cadre" presided over local forest 

administrations which were essentially lefk intact. By contrast, in the "traditional Russian 

areas" Geman foresters saw no chance for such a development in the "foreseeable hture." 

Here the forest administration was completely taken over by the Geman occ~piers."~ 

Once again, the reasons for assigning forest and people of a given region to one or the 

other category were based largely on racist preconceptions. Geman foresters depicted the 

former Baltic states as racially related to the Nordic race and thus assigned to them a certain 

degree of racial worth which was reflected in allowing them to retain their local forest 

administrations. Where cnticism of Baltic forestry was raised, it referred to impacts of the 

brief "Bolshevik reign" 1939- l94l or the fact that 9 out of 10 saw mills were "in Jewish 

hands," both of which were used in explaining the les-than-expected contribution the Baltic 

states could make to the economy of the Reich."' In their disciplinary joumals, foresters 

"O . . . wo die ehemals lettisctien, estnischcn und litauischen Forstdirektionen in vollern Urnfang 
wieder aufgebaut sind und unter dem kleinst gehalteaen dcutschcn Fühmngsstab direkte Iandcseigene 
Forstverwaltungen bestehen. AnsStzt zu dicscr Losung sind in der Ukraine und WeiBruthenien vorhanden, 
wshrend sie in den alûussischen Gebieten zwar angestrebt werden, aber in absehbarer Zeit kaum erreichbar 
sind. (Barth 1943, p. 3)  1. 

' " BoIschewislenherncha# . . . ein sehr wesentlicher Teif der Werke. fast bis zu 90%. befand sich in 
jüriischen Handen. so daJ eine Neubeseaung der Betriebsfiihnrng in erheblichem Umfang einsetzen mupte. 
(Schlabitz 1943, pp. 40 and 4 1). 
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were cautioned to prepare for a disappointment: "Many foresters know the Baltic Lands frorn 

the Great War - they must be warned that everything has completely changed."'* 

OveraLl, the Balts and particularly the Latvians were considered as potential allies by the 

Geman foresters, and given certain privileges: they retained their administration and their 

own academic forestry program. In 1942, loyal Latvian foresters were even grouped in a 

local Latvian Forstschutzkomrnando that was to take up the fight against parti~ans."~ This 

assessrnent also surfaces in Rubner's 1985 analysis of  National Sociaiist forestry in Latvia 

when he attributes "the partial success of Gennan forestry in Latvia . . . to the traditional 

connections of  Latvian forestry with German culture."'" 

While the forests and people of the former Baltic States were thus depicted and treated 

in a relatively benign fashion, the sarne cannot be said for Ruthenia, Ukraine, and Belanis. 

In the sarne rnanner we saw in the Reincorporated Eastern Areas and the Genemigozwerne- 

ment, the forest of these "original Russian areas" was depicted as the victim of incornpetence 

and greed of its previous Slavic masters. Gennan foresters described the forests of the 

occupied areas of the Soviet Union as the victim of 'subhurnan' "forest butchers." The task 

of the Gemans was, "for the sake of the future of Europe, to restore and use what was 

17' Viele Forsrleute kennen dus Balrenland vom Welrkriege her. ihnen sei gesagr. dafl sich alles 
günrlich verindert har. (Schlabitz 1943, p. 36). 

17' BA R 92 / 1108: Ceneralkommissariaf Riga fîir Lerrland: Forsr- itnd Holzwirrscha/r. Jagd. 
Wiiderer. (cited in Rubner 1985, p. 154). 

"' Man darfannehmen. daJfZr den partieilen Erjiolg der deurschen Forsr- und Hol,-.wir~schafr in 
Lerrland nichr so sehr die Disranz von der Sowjetmachr. sondern vielmehr aire Bindungen der lenisclien 
Forshvirlschafi an die deutmite Kulrur makeblich gewesen sind. (Rubner 1 985. p. 1 5 5 ) .  
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neglected by the Tsars and plundered by the Bolshe~iks." '~~ This description of German 

foresters' 'mission' in the Occupied Eastern Temtories made explicit that they were not 

improving the forest or the cIimate, either in situ or for the benefit of neighbounng 

'Germanized' regions. Neither were they performing indispensable preparatcry work for an 

eventuaI German settlement in the area, as they had done in the Reincorporated Eastern 

Areas and the Gerzeralgouvernement. Instead, they emphasized their task of mobi l izing the 

forest reserves of the Occupied Eastern Temtones for the German Reich and for European 

culture as a whole. 

Ovemli, then, the statements, articles, and documents written by foresters in the Occupied 

Eastern Temtones show a rnuch smaller concern with ideological justifications for the 

actions of the German administration than those wrîtten by foresters in the Reincorporated 

Eastern Areas and the Generalgouvcrnement. AAer the attack on the Soviet Union, there 

could be no doubt any longer that the policy of the Third Reich was governed by sheer 

hunger for power, land, and resources. Whatever rasons were given for the attack on the 

eastem neighbours, including the 'fight against world Jewry,' they were increasingly 

recognized as wbat they were: mere smokescreens for the pursuit of Lebensraum. The task 

of foresters in the Occupied Eastern Temtories was one of pure exploitation. Little 

documentation has survived about the activities of foresters in the Occupied Eastern 

Temtories, yet fiorn those that did it appears that they did indeed exploit the forest and the 

"' Il'aldschlüchter . . . gefàhrlich grop in dem Streben. alle Erscheinungs/orrnen hüher gearreren 
Lehens uuch uuJ3erhalb seiner Grenzen zu vernichren (Deutsche Forst-Zeitung 194 1 d, p. 262). . . . daJ hier 
fiir Europas Zukunfr Deursche neu aufbauen und nuhen. was das Zarenrum ungenurzr liep und der 
Bolschewismus gewissenlos zersrürte und ausschlachrere. (von Hop ffgarten 1 942, p. 3 1 0).  
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people of the East for the benefit of the Wehrmacht and the Reich. Despite their primary 

func t ion of supplying the m y ,  the distant forests of the East exported three times as muc h 

wood to the  Affreich as Fran~e ."~  In assuring this wood supply, German foresters cast aside 

al1 non-economic concems for the hture of the forest under their control, or for the well- 

being of the local population. In doing so, they also abandoned any pretexts and 

justifications and for the first (and last) time were candid about their involvement in the Nazi 

policies of occupation and exploitation of the Eastern Lebensraum. 

8.6 Conclusion 

Beginning with the attack on Poland in September 1939, German foresters were posted in 

eastern Europe to help take control of the newly conquered Lebensraum. Over the next five 

years, they established forest administrations in the three distinct occupation zones of the 

Reincorporated Eastern Areas, the Generalgouvernement, and the Occupied Eastern 

Territories. Ln Iine with the perceived racial worth of the local population and the natural 

potential of  the landscape, each of these zones was govemed differently by the German 

occupiers, and the forest administration was no exception. 

On the supposed "ethnic Gennan soil"of western Poland, foresters were set to do their 

part in turning the Reincorporated Eastern Areas into "a parade ground of National 

Socialism" by creating a forest landscape that was even more 'German' than that in the 

'76 Cf. Rubner 1985. p. 158. 
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t e i c  A giant afforestation project was to accornpany the planting of German 

settlements in the new temtory because the German settlers were deemed to need the 

familiar forest around them to retain their cultural and racial Gennanness in the East. 

Together, the German forest and the German settlers were to 'restore' to the landscape the 

German face it was supposed to have borne until Polish tenure had despoiled it. Moreover, 

they were to guarantee that the land remained Gerrnan in the future, as a bulwark against the 

advance of the Slavic Steppe. In the Reincorporated Eastern Areas, the forest of the New 

Germany was to be created literdly h m  the ground up. To achieve the necessary tabula 

rasa, the local Polish population had to be 'rernoved' and, as we saw in the case of the 

county of Saybusch, foresters did not shirk fiom their role in this task, even putting forward 

their own timelines for the "desired depopulation." 

Further east, in the Generalgouvernement, the Gennan forest administration was less 

concemecl with immediately Germanizing the landscape into settlement space suited for 

Geman settlers. Here they participated in the creation of a 'Slavic reservation' geared 

towards the short- to mid-terrn exploitation of both forest and population for the benefit of 

the Reich. The local Polish populations and those deporteci h m  the Reincorporated Eastern 

Areas were sent into the forest to procure wood for the Gerrnan war effort and for exports 

to the Reich. When the threat of partisan attacks began to keep the German forest 

administration out of large parts of the forests it was supposed to control, it called for armed 

help. The Reich Forest Office responded by creating the Fors~schutzkornmando, a 

Exerzierpiatz des Nafionalrozialismus T'us Hitler's governor of the arca, Gauleiter Arthur 
Greiser. (Cited in Pdg and Jacobrneycr 1975, p. 7). 
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pararnilitary unit of armed foresters which was to regain the upper hand in the forest. 

Besides its immediate tasks of protecting foresters and forestry operations from partisans, 

en forcing Gennan decrees, and 'speeding up ' log transport, the Forstschutzkommando was 

also intended to be used in long-term projects aRer the war: Polish forest labourers were to 

be trained and supervised, the giant afforestation project that was to be extended from the 

Reincorporated Eastern Areas into the Generalgouvemement was to be organized, and 

veterans of the Forstschutzkommando were also to blaze the trail for tiiture Gennan 

settlement as 'militia fmers.' Alas, as the docurnentary evidence suggests, the Forstschutz- 

komrnando also became implicated in "cleansing actions" against the local population. 

Finally, in the Occupied Eastern Tenitories, the German foresters dispenseci with al1 

plans for fû ture improvement of the landscape and instead instrumentalized the forest in the 

service of the Reich. A few areas of particula. beauty, forest structure, or garne stock were 

to be protected by the same management and conservation principles obtaining in the Reich. 

Most of the forests of the occupied Soviet Union, however, were to be exploited ruthlessly 

with colonial methods and with a colonial perspective. Thus, whereas the forest of the 

Reincorporated Eastern Areas was to be enlarged and protected in the interest of immediate 

German settlement, and whereas the forest of the Generalgouvernement was to serve the 

short-terrn needs of the war economy before being restructured into a 'German' forest that 

woutd prctect the soi1 and temper the climate in preparation for eventual Gerrnan settlement, 

the forest of the Occupied Eastern Temtories were to be exploited indefinitely with a view 

to taking pressure off the 'home forest' of the Reich. 
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Yet apart from planning and implementing forest policies across the occupied territories 

in the East, German foresters also contributed to the racialization of German society at home 

in the Reich. With their descriptions and evaluations of both the forests and the populations 

they found at their new postings, foresters created and reinforced racial stereotypes about the 

peoples o f  eastern Europe. They denigrated forest and people of the occupied east variously 

as unordered, uncivilized, diseased, 'Slavic,' and 'Asian.' As we saw in Chapters 6 and 7, 

such racializing descriptions were nothing new in the German forestry literature. What was 

new, however, was the increasingly rabid tone of foresters' descriptions of the occupied 

tenitories in the East. And the m e r  east foresters looked, the more denigrating their 

language became. 

Foresters deduced fiom the alleged inferiority of the forests in Poland and the Soviet 

Union an equally inferior racial hentage of the local population: a people who had let their 

forests go to waste would surely be overall culturally inept, the argument went. In arguing 

so, foresters also provided a justification for the Gennan occupiers to 'rescue' the landscape 

fiom fkrther deterioration by grabbing the land fiom the local populations and restructuring 

it in the German image. 



Whar son of rimes are diese. 
when a conversation about trees is almost a crime 
bccause it involves silence on so many atrocitics. 

Poet and Playrighr Ben Brecht lY3YL 

Aftcr alI. for& policy is but the translating of our Weiranschauung into action. 
Landforsuneister Envin Jaeger 1 943 

The German aggression during the Second WorId War brought with it the need to fit the 

occu pied temtories conceptualIy withui the New Order of National Socialism. Complex 

ideologies turning on race and çpace were harmonized and manifested on the ground, 

sometimes leading to contradictory appreciations of the same temtory. For example, was 

Poland ancient German ethnic soi1 or the staging ground of a Slavic advance pointing at the 

h e m  of Germandom? As for the Russians, were they still the kindred souk of Czarkt times 

o r  had they become the "underworld of humanity, unleashed by ~olshevism"?' Somewhere 

on the new conceptual map of Europe, a line had to be drawn between 'us' and 'them,' 

between 'master people' and 'helots,' between peoples who were deerned worthy of living 

within the pale of the National Socialist definition of  humanity - and those who were not. 

Was sind das E r  Zeiten, wo 
Ein Gcspriich über Baume fast ein Verbrechen ist 
Weil es ein Schweigen über so viele Untaten einschiieBt. 

( from the poem .-ln die Nachgeborenen (To Thosc Born Thereafler). 

I Forsrpolirik isr schlieplich nichrs anderes ais die DTmretzung unserer Weltanschauung rn die Taf- 
Ilacgcr 1943. p. 46). 

3 Cf. Hilf and Strchlkc 193 1. p. 50.  
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The process of demarcation took many forms as the German authorities employed 

varying degrees of physical violence, military occupation, economic subjugation, and 

administrative assimilation to brand the iiew boundaries and collective identities onto the 

conquered peoples of Europe. Coercion and violence openIy went hand in hand 'out there' 

far away from the domestic public opinion, the only one that mattered to the National 

Socialist state. But how did the regime represent the rationale and the practice of this violent 

demarcation process to the dl-important public at home? How were Germans primed to 

become accomplices? In the words of Christopher Browning and Daniel Goldhagen: how 

were "ordinary men'' indoctrinated so they wouid one day serve as "Hitler's willing 

executioner~"?~ 

This study has shown that cultural representations of the forest landscape were one ofthe 

means used in this indoctrination. Through representations of the forest, the National 

Socialists gave a cornmon-sense symbolic expression to the racially-based notions of 

'Germanness' and 'foreignness' which were intended to instil a sense of racial supenority 

in the German people, mobilize them for aggression against the 'Other,' and generally justi& 

territorial daims in the East. Foresters were valuable mout hpieces for this National Socialist 

project because they enjoyed a respected position in German society that lent credibility to 

their voice. Moreover, the forest was a prime topos for these naturalizing and racializing 

discourses because, as Part 1 of this study demonstrated, it already carried connotations of 

both 'Gerrnan nature' and 'German race' stemming fiom extensive nationalist use ever since 

the Wars of Liberation against Napoleon. The National Socialists built on  th^ 

'' Cf Browning 1992 and Goldhagen 1996. 
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'Germanization' of the forest which was begun by 19"'-century writers and radicalized by 

foresters early in the 20m century into a volkisch mode1 for the New Germany. an analogy 1 

cal 1 Forestopia. In this century-long process of 'nationalizing nature,' the forests of Germany 

were stereotyped into 'The German Forest.' When the Nazis came to power, they seized 

upon the established 'German' connotation of the forest and presented it as a cornmon-sense 

argument for their own project of 'naturalizing the nation.' 

While thus clearly not an invention of the National Sociaiists, the conflation of 'Gerrnan' 

and 'forest' certainly reached a rousing crescendo during the Third Reich. Now the forest 

found practicai political application when it was usci as an analogy of three successive and 

increasingly expansionist National Socialist notions of Germany: the ethnically pure 

Volksgerneinschafr, the peripherally consolidated Grofldeutschland, and the colonial reaim 

of an expanded Gerrnan Lebensraum in Eastern Europe. In this manner, the forest was used 

as a coinmon-sense justification for pushing the demarcation Iine between 'us' and 'thern' 

farther outward and clairning more and more territory for Gerrnany - it was used to naturalize 

the spatial claims of German chauvinism. 

In the representations of the forest that were used in these discourses of naturalization 

and racialization, 'Germanness' and 'foreigmess' were exemplified by different types of 

forests. In the view of German foresters, the differentiation was tripartite. A domestic, 'tmly 

German' forest inside the Reich proper displayed desirable and allegedly 'German' qualities 

such as straightness and orderliness. On the fringes of the Reich, a forest grew which. 

despite having been 'adulterated' by years or even centuries of 'Polish mismanagement' or 

'welsch neglect,' could nonetheless be 'straightened out' by the application of volkisch 
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German forestry. Weil outside the Reich, however, a thoroughlv 'foreign' forest stretched 

which was condemned by the presence of 'un-German' climate, topography or human 

ignorance. Here, only a radical re-ordering of the forest according to the tenets of scientific 

German forestry could make it exploitable for German purposes. 

This trichotomy of National Socialist conceptualizations of the forest as 'naturally' 

Gerrnan, salvagable through German management, and redeernable oniy through outright 

German-engineered eradication and reseeding, parailels a trichotomy used in National 

Socialist conceptualizations of race. In the Nazi view, the Aryan race of Germany was 

bordered by peoples who could be more or less assimilated through the application of 

German 'enculturation.' Beyond, there were only 'subhuman' races to be colonialized and 

exploited. The concepniaiizations ofboth forest and race thus turned on a binary opposition 

between 'Gennanness' and 'foreigmess' that produced a threefold spatial differentiation 

with Germany at the centre, a peripheral transition zone suitable for assimilation through 

Gerrnanization and 'racial up-breeding' (whether of trees or people), and an extended 

Lebensrmm whose forests and human labour were equally subject to German colonial 

domination and exploitation. 

In the  representations of the forest landscape by German foresters, the two 

conceptualizations were ccmjoined. By 'piggybacking' on the cornmon-sense object forest, 

the concept  of race was naturalized and depoliticized - and in the process made a 'normal 

fact of life' in the public imagination. To adapt Kay Anderson's assessrnent of race to the 

contest of German Forest representations: the bipolar racial concept of 'Germanness' and 
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'foreignness' was a "cultural ascription" for which the forest provided a 'natural' material 

base. a "critical nexus through which the race definition process was str~ctured."~ 

Through the writings of German foresters during the National Socialist period, the  forest 

was actively implicated in the ideologïcalIy motivated renegotiation of power structures in 

Germany and beyond. Yet, as is apparent from the evidence presented in Pan I of this study, 

this political use of the forest by the Nazis was neither an unfortunate slip-up nor the 

preposterous outgrowth of an irrational regime. instead, forestry has always been a deepIy 

political endeavour whose natural-science concepts are dl-too easiIy converted into social 

norms which can then be used and abused to naturaiize ideology - be it the service of 

liberating Germany From French occupation during the Napoleonic pet-iod or for the purpose 

ofjustieing the German occupation of France during the Second World War. 

This study has also shown that foresters were not the apolitical resource managers as 

whic h t hey are portrayed in traditionai Gennan forest historiography . From the Karserreich 

to the Third Reich, Foresters played an active role in the project of German vdkisch 

nationalism by scnpting, adapting, and disseminating the concept of Forestopia as a vehicle 

for the naturalizing of varying ideas of German national identity. The question of why 

foresters acted in this capacity did not form the focus of this study. While it occasionally 

suggested historical and stnrcturai reasons for the involvernent of the profession of foresters 

in t h e  project of nationaiism, this study does not daim to expIore the persona1 and 

biographical motivations of individual foresters. Such investigations must remain the task 

5 Anderson 1987. p. 580. 



of more detailed hture studies. This study merely aims to demonstrate the continuity and 

the scope of German foresters' involvernent in the politicization of German society and the 

oppression of neighbouring peoples that marked the first haif of the 20" century. 

Sirniiarly, this study does not daim to be able to ascribe personal responsibility and 

blame to the foresters who were treated individually. Instead, these individuais were meant 

to serve as examples of the profession, even of German society, as a whole. To the reader 

living in a stable and safk democracy, the strictures and temptations individuals faced in a 

society in violent transition such as Germany in the first half of the 206 century, will remain 

blissfblly foreign. We can o d y  surmise what personal threats and professional disadvantages 

German foresters as individuals, and particularly as civil servants, stood to expect if they 

refùsed participation in the New Order. Yet none of these caveats can diminish the fact that 

foresters also stood ready to benefit fkom the sudden career boosts offered by the National 

Socialist purging of unwanted incumbents. What Sandner and Rossler wrote about German 

geographers thus c m  equally be appiied to foresters: 

Their knowledge was appropriated by the institutions and political orga~zations of the Nazi state in 
Merent ways, but [they] aiso promoteci the application and usefùiness of their own ~ o r k . ~  

As we have seen, the relationship between foresters and the state was characterized by a 

mutually beneficial agreement: foresters put their tnisted public voice in the service of the 

state and supplied their p o w e h l  irnagery of the 'German' forest to the National Socialist 

project. In exchange, the state raised the forestry profession tiom its administrative neglect 

and dominance by departments such as agriculture or the treasury. As could be expected. 

6 Sandner and Rossler 1994, p. 127. 
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foresters leapc at this opponunity to raise their disciplinary profile and establish their own 

Rèrcli Forest Office with the powerfiil Hermann Goring as minister. Aias, as they became 

increasingiy c o q  with the National Socialist state, foresters were aiso drawn into the spiral 

of violence and oppression that this state was to set in motion. In the occupied territones of 

Eastern Europe, German foresters becme  implicated in atrocities against the local 

populations: they 'rernoved', 'resettled', and 'replaced' Living and breathing humans, dl for 

the purpose of planting forests that woufd embody the giory of the New Germany -or simply 

advance their own careers. 

In studying the interreiationships between forest, foresters, and state in the Third Reich, 

this study for the first tirne combines perspectives from German forest history and EngIish- 

languaçe human geography. By subjecting the forest landscape to an examination informed 

by cntical geographical theory, it contributes to a long overdue conceptualization of the 

Forest as a political, rather than natural, laadscape. This study also transgresses established 

boundaries between disciplines and languages and tries to realize the synergisrns to be had 

€rom a combination of their respective perspectives. 

Within the discipline of forest history, this study breaks new ground by docurnenting the  

involvement of foresters in the creation, maintenance, and expansion of the National 

Socialist state. LMore generally, this study aiso for the first time investigates the role of 

foresters in shaping public perception and their contribution to German nationdism. In so 

doing, this study has taken a first step towards a critical history o f  German foresters as 

political actors, a task still eschewed by German forest history. Future studies may build on 
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this initial documentation and on its b a i s  select more specific directions of research. 

Nurnerous questions remain to be answered with respect to the interweaving of forestry and 

politics in the Third Reich and the continuing repercussions of their relationship. For 

example, how are we to assess the legacy of the extensive environmental legistation enacted 

by the Nationai Sociaiist regime, both in forestry and in nature conservancy in general? How 

was the forest transformed after 1945 fiom a staunchly nationalist symbol to the thoroughly 

apolitical syrnbol as which it figured in the domestic German Heimutfzlm production of  the 

1950s? Or, more recently, how was the forest resignified as a symbol of German 'Green' 

environrnentalism of the 1980s? Such more general studies might be complemented by 

biographical studies of individual foresters during the Third Reich to fûrther our 

understanding of the reception of the writings which this study has collected for the first 

time. For these and other fbture efforts in the forest history of Germany, this study may serve 

as a first orientation and introduction- 

Within the discipline of human geography, this study surveys new temtory as wcll. To 

beçin, it is arnong the first to take the forest landscape as its subject. Moreover, it also 

addresses the forest landscape not as a 'natural' category, but as a politicai landscape which 

is both a political creation and a political actor. This study thus opens the way to a cntical 

evaluation of  the forest as a contesteci cultural landscape that goes beyond the search for the  

manifestation of social power structures in the Iandscape and acknowledges the reciprocity 

oilandscape and society. While the political character ot'the forest landscape is rather easy 

to demonstrate when referring to such an obviously authoritarian regime as the Third Reich 
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(alchough it took a surprisingly I o n  time for anyone to do so), contemporary readers are less 

likely to accept such a statement about the forests of their own time and place. This study 

thus encourages other scholars to apply its insights into the political character of the forest 

landscape - and indeed of any landscape - to their own, contemporary environrnents. While 

the Forest is no longer considered an expression (or guarantor) of racial supenority, it still has 

enormous suggestive and emotive potentiaf which has far-reaching poIiticaI implications. 

For instance: never more emphatically than today - and never more unjustifiedty than today 

- the forest is declared the last remnant of 'Nature' whose other parts are under relentless 

attack fiom human activity. The resulting aura of 'naturainess' does exactiy the same as the 

aura of 'Gerrnanness': it camouflages the political character of the landscape and prevents 

an informed and balanced discussion of its benefits and disadvantages. be they economic. 

ecologicat, or aesthetic. Yet, whether in the old growth forests of British Columbia or in the 

plantations of New Zealand, the political character of the forest landscape must be 

acknowledged and taken into consideration when debating how forests should b e  used or 

protected. For the argument of 'naturalness' no longer has any validity when wc talk about 

the forest, 

Finally, this study is a tnbute to those who lost their Iives, their health, their happiness. 

their IiveIihood to the rnisguided dreams of German foresters. In 1939, Bert Brecht could 

still write that "a conversation about trees is dmost a crime / because it involves silence on 

so man? atrocities." Today, such an innocent view of the forest is no longer possible. It 1s 
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not only the uncounted rnass graves that haunt the forests of German-occupied Europe - 

today we know that the idea of 'The Gerrnan Forest' itseIf could H I .  



APPENDIX 1: 
THE HISTORICAL AFFILIATION OF FOREST SERVICE AND THE MILITARY IN 

PRUSSIA 

The Gerrnan state forest services of the 19" and early 2 0 ~  centuries were in many ways 

connected with the military. For example, the begimings of a formalized instruction in 

forestry around the tum of the 19" century can be found in military academies, as can the 

roots of the strict hierarchical structure with green uniforms and rank insignia which 

charactenze the Gennan forest services to this day.' Before and during their professional 

training, foresters had to serve in their own elite army n i t s  where they shared experiences 

and devekpsd an esprit de corps that continued into their professional careers. The roots of 

this affiliation can be found in Prussia during the reign of Fredenck II ('the Great,' 1 740- 

1786). As Prussia was by far the most important 'power' in German forestry, I will presenr 

the development in this state as a case ~ t u d y . ~  

With the rising importance of forest products for the fiscal wellbeing of the mercantilist 

1 Each Land(province) of the Federal Republic maintains its own state forest service as forestry does not 
fali under federal jurisdiction. 

' Prussia was the most powerfiil German kingdom before unification, as well as the dominant Land or 
province in the Kaiserreich, contributing two thirds of the population (cf. Chapter 4, footnote 75) and area to 
the Empire (and, by extension, to the Weimar Republic and the Third Reich). The Pnissian state also was by 
far the biggest forest owner with 1.6 million hectares or a third of the forests on its tenitory in the year 1800. 
Through territorial gains made in the wake of the Wars of  Liberation, that area grew to 2.4 million hectares by 
1820. With the rise of liberalist economics, large tracts subsequently were sold offand by 1858 the state's share 
had fallen to 1.8 million hectares. Nonetheless, the Pmssian state still held more than double the forest area 
of its greatest rival, Bavaria (0.8 million hectares), and ten times more than the next largest owners, Hanover. 
WOrttemberg, and Kurhesse (0.2 million hectares each). The largest privately owned forests encornpassed only 
0. I million hectares (Rubner 1967, pp. 11  1-1 14). As the largest forest owner, Pmssia oAen played the role of 
a pacemaker in forest policy making. For example, laws that were issued for the entire Reich were often 
modelled after Pmssian provincial law. More impottantly, however, both the Kaiserreich and the Third Reich 
were extensively modelled afier the Pmssian model. 



state in the 1 7'h century, administrative positions in forestry increasingly became the domain 

of the nobi li ty. Since noblemen also provided al1 officers for the amy, rnilitary and forestry 

functions were fiequently held in an informa1 personal union. It was Frederick II of Pnissia, 

however, who first institutionalized the affiliation by outright combining forestry and 

military careers3 Yet he did so not in recognition of a noble birthright, but to hamess the 

unique quaiities foresters could bring to the modem amy: he had realized that forestry and 

hunting provided useful training grounds for military skills. Not only were foresters allowed 

to c m y  weapons in their parallel capacity as hunting officials, but their daily work also 

afforded them constant practice in marksmanship, riding, onenteering, and other military 

skilis which were particularly valuable in unknown temtory.' 

The king concluded that foresters would make valuable guides, scouts and couriers for 

his troops in the imminent campaign in Silesia On November 24, 1740, only a short time 

after his ascent to the throne and a mere fortnight before the outbreak of the First Silesian 

War, Frederick founded the Reitende Feldjagercorps, an eli te 'Mounted Rangers Corps' 

drawn exclusivefy fiom royal forestry officials. For the next 179 years, until the Treaty of 

There had been other, less permanent attempts by German a l e n  to use the foresters in a rnilirary 
function. For example, when the Teutonic Knights attempted to extend their hold to the eastern border districts 
of East Pmssia in the 13th century, the ecclesiastic lords sealed foresters as their vanguard of settlement. The 
Order used its foresters not only to control the important resources of hunting, fishing, and trapping, but also 
to represent its authority in the ohenvise lawless forests. Finally, it housed its foresters in fortified outpost 
dwellings or Wildhauser which served as a first Iine of military defence against heathen countcr attacks. 
(Eschment, Heyden, and Schulz 1994, p. 27). In the Electorate of Brandenorirg, the precunor of h s s i a ,  
foresters had been obligated by law to serve in the anny at Ieast since 1656 (Voigt 1983. p. 379). 

' From today's perspective, the emphasis on the foresters' marksmanship scerns odd, but one must take 
into account the high price of gunpowdcr and bullets. In the 18* century, the average Prussian soldier in 
peacetime was allotted enough gunpowder for nine practice shots each year - and no Icad bullets at all. 
Foresters, however, could practice their skills al1 year round on the hunt. (MUnter 1988. p. 33). 
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Versailles demanded its dissolution, this unit formed the core of Prussian forestry training 

and one of the most highly regarded detachmentsS - it also provided the mode1 for the 

National Socialist resurrection of the conjoining of forestry and mi lit^.^ 

In a royal order, Frederick made his chief forester Schenk Capitaine de Guides and 

ordered him to choose twelve outstanding members of his forest service for this special task 

force. As a sign of their elite standing, he granted them the nght to Wear a distinct uniforni 

made of green cloth, a colour which has characterized foresters ever since.' Dunng the 

campaign, the new corps performed its dangernus tasks with such panache that its 

cornplement quickly was increased to 1 10 members. Frederick himself was so taken by the 

devotion and dependability of his new etite corps that he surrounded himself with Feldjoger 

as his personal guards. Afler the end of the war, the corps was reduced to peace strength and 

Frederick expressed his gratitude to the discharge. 47 men by ordering that they should be 

exempt from local taxes8 and be instailed as administrative oficials in his forest service 

before a11 others9 But the king had more on his mind than rewarding his soldiers by 

providing them with a pension in the forrn of a public office; he also expected them to bring 

their impeccable reputation and incomptible attitude to his forest seMce which was plagued 

by inefficiency, and thus strengthen his administration where it was weakest: out in the still 

5 On the history of the Feldjoger, see: Anonyrnous 1894; Jentsch 1939; Borkenhagen 1977; Kinna and 
Moss 1977; Koehler 1986; Voigt 1983; Monter 1988; and Militararchiv MA Broschüre 51. 

Cf. Chapters 6 and 8. 

7 The royal order is reprinted in Jentsch 1933, pp. 21 1-212. 

8 Borkenhagen 1977, pp. 15 1 - 153. 

9 Royal order of Octobcr 29, 1742 (quotcd in Jentsch 1939, p. 2 13). 



sparsely settled forests on the margins of his realm." 

It  is important to note here that Frederick was not pnmarily interested in forestry as an 

end in itself, Rather, he saw the forest as a source of fiinds for the arrny and as a land reserve 

to which settlers couId be invited. ' ' But for either purpose, to draw more income tiom it and 

to organize its settlement, the forest had to be put under an efficient forest service, and 

Frederick's veterans were to form the backbone of that service. 

The outbreak ofthe Second Silesian Warin 1744 caused Frederick to recall his Fefdjager 

to active duty - and he had m e r  plans for al1 of his foresters. While the mernkrs of the 

mounted corps did not necessari 1 y have O fficer status, they were overwhelmingl y of noble 

descent.I2 Yet the king believed that the empirically trained, if illiterate cornmoners who 

served at the lowest level of his forest service had valuable skills to bnng to his army too. 

Consequently, Frederick founded a FeI&?gercorpszu FuPor 'Ranger Corps on Foot' of 300 

forest wardens. Based on the tactical skills of the foresters who manned its ranks, this light 

infantexy unit was designed to fight flexible battles in difficult terrain. Later we will see how 

the Feidjagerkorps zu Fu$# and its successors became the mandatory service units for 

'O An anecdote has Frederick writing into the margins of a report on the state of forestry in his kingdorn: 
"The damned drinking of those foresters must stop henceforthn Dar aasiche GesauJe derer Heidereuter mu/ 
hinfort aufioren. (quoted in Jentsch 1939, p. 2 16). 

' ' For exarnple, religious refugees fiom Holland and Sahburg: "1 prefer people over wood Memchen sind 
mir lieber ai's Holz (quoted in Jentsch 1939, p. 2 16). 

l 2  Borkenhagen repons that, up CO World War 1, the FeIdiagercorps was an almost exclusive domain of 
rhe protestant Prussian nobility, with Upper Silesian catholics making up only 10% (Borkenhagen 1977, p. 1 5 1 ). 
In 1832, Wilhelm Leopold Pfeil commented in his "Kritische Blatter" that "'to this day, no commonerhas been 
adrnitted to the position of forest master; evidently. the necessary knowledge is connected to a string of noble 
ancestors" [In Sachsen hat sich noch kein bltrgerlicher Forstmann die BeMigung mm Forstmeister enverben 
konnen, und dieerforderlichen Kenntnisse hierzu scheinen an eine Anzahl adliger Vorf'ren gebunden zu sein.] 
(ibid. p. 42). 
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generations of Prussian forest wardens and operational level foresters up to 191 9. For now 

we will retum to the mounted corps as the traditional unit for administrative forestersi3 

During the Second Silesian War (1 744-1 749, the mounted corps once again proved its 

worth and Fredenck decided to maintain it as a standing unit in peacetime. Accordingly, the 

corps was restructured to fiirther its utility for both military and forestry fiincti~ns.~~ At any 

given time, half of the corps was gdsoned  in Berlin to be at the service of the king for 

courier services to foreign courts. The other half was posted to forest districts al1 over 

Prussia where they were to acquire a solid knowledge of practical forestry. Both groups 

rotated through the tasks to ensure balanced training. As well, to supply the corps with 

suitable recruits who could be trained as Feldjager h m  a young age, the seiection process 

was extended to draft the sons of administrative forest officiais. M e n  the Third Silesian (or 

Seven Years) War began in 1756, the unit was ready for immediate action and was swiftly 

raised to a strength of 174 men. 

Yet while the Seven Years War enabled Frederick to strengthen and expand Pnissia, it 

also worsened the situation as it pertained to forestry: not only was the Prussian forest widely 

neglected due to the forced absence of foresters fiom their districts, the war also brought 

more forest land that was in a less than desirable state under Prussian rute. And, as the 

population grew, new industrial and agricultural demands for forest products lefl large parts 

of the forest exhausted. To stem the decline, Fredenck initiated a protectionist mercantilism 

13 The following is based mostiy on Jentsch 1939. who in turn builds his account on the official histop 
of the corps published as manuscript in 1890 and again in 1926. 

14 Jentsch 1939. pp. 2 14-2 15. 
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in which tumber came under a state monopoly.'' But to implement this policy, Frederick 

needed to increase the reach of his forest service by deploying more men who were better 

educated and organized more effectively. 

The king resolved that this goal could best be reached by extending the parallel 

miiitary/forestry training to the rank and file and thus installing a two-tier system of well- 

trained administrative and operational foresters, respectively. To this purpose, the 

Fel&agerkorps zu FuP was expanded into a Jugerbataiifon zu Fufl or 'Rangers Foot- 

Batallion' for which the mounted corps provided the officers. From now on, al1 fbhire 

operational foresters had to serve in the J6gerbataiflon for a minimum of 9 years to be 

considered for a position in the state forest service. Parallel to their military service, the 

candidates were instnicted in forestry matters by their officers fiom the mounted corps, who 

in turn were educated in their unit. The two-tier system formed the foundation of the 

Prussian Oberfurster/Revie@rster system of forest administration for almos t two centuries: 

after their discharge, the officers were installed as administrative ofiicials or Obeforsrer, 

whi le the NCOs became their subordinate operational foresters or Re~ierforster.'~ 

In 1770, Frederick added a third level by centralizing al1 foresîry affairs in a separate 

forest ministry. His goal was to create a uniform and effective chain of cornand and, 

accordingly, the training of both levels of foresters was pnmarily geared to ensure strict 

obedience to instructions fiom above. But it had becorne evident that military virtues alone 

could not help change the dire situation of the forest. Frederick decided that his foresters had 

" Rubner 1967. p. 68. 

l6 The enlisted men provided the labour force, which did not belong to the administration proper. 



to go to school to learn their trade. 

In 1770, Frederick asked the respected botanist Gleditsch to instruct his foresters in 

Berlin. Afier Frederick's death in 1786, his successor Frederick William II increased the 

ernphasis on professional qualification and ordered an entire forestry curriculum to be set for 

the administrative Ievel. AAer 1787, al1 candidates for the forest service were examined by 

a central examination board. Among the subjects taught were rnany that served military and 

forestry applications equally well: an engineerofficertaught surveying, an artiltery lieutenant 

mathematics, private teachers taught French and P o l i s  nding and drawing. '' In Pnissia, the 

first attempts at formalizing foresûy ducation were thus borne entirely by the dernands and 

the possibilities of the army. 

Untif 1815, the overlap between army and forest service was so complete that al1 

administrative positions in the Prussian forest service were reserved for members of the 

mounted corps. But the severity of the forest decline in the last decades of the 18& century 

required more foresters than the mounted corps was able to provide. In 18 10 a forestry chair 

was established at the new university at Berlin, to which al1 Fef4ager were posted for 

studies, but which also accepted civilian  candidate^.'^ 

Through the 19& century, the purpose of the mounted Fef&igercorps, i-e., the unit that 

trained future forest administration officiais or Obeflorsfer, shifted. Initially, the forestry 

aspect had been conceived of as a training ground and a pension plan before and after the 

17 Jentsch 1939, pp. 2 17-2 19, 

l 8  One consequence of the affiliation with the university was chat candidates had to pass the Maruriros 
(university entrance diplorna), the gatc-keeper o f  the Biidungsbrü~ger~um (cf. Chapter 4). 
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soldier's active service. But after widespread ovenise and insect calamities had further 

devastated the forest in the early 1 9<h century, the forestry function moved to the fore. More 

technical competence was now required so that the Obe$orster could instruct his subordinate 

Revierforsrer in the new methods of silviculture which were being developed in order to 

regenerate the cleared areas. Consequently, the officer training was no longer seen as the 

end, but as a means for the forestry career where the fùture forestry official could learn the 

rules of self-discipline and cornrnand. Every tùture forester still had to serve to be admitted 

to the career, but the candidate moved on to his administrative position after only a few 

mandatory years of active service. Meanwhile, the operational Reviefirsfer career 

continued to be tied to a longer military service. Here military virtues and strict discipline 

were still regarded as more important than professional qualifications. The Prussian 

regulations of 1903 and 1905 may serve to give us an idea of the typical careers of 

administrative and operational foresters at the beginning of the 20h century. 

In 1 903, the officer/ObetjZôrsfercareer in Prussia was as follows. l9 M e r  graduating fiom 

secondas. school and serving between one and three years with the Femgercops ,  the 

candidate was posted to one of the royal forestry academies in Eberswalde (northeast of 

Berlin, for the provinces east of the Elbe) or in Ham.-Münden (south of Hanover, for the 

western provinces). Here the candidate received thorough training in al1 theoretical and 

practical aspects of forestry. In addition, he had to attend a university for two terms of 

Staarsw*issenscha/ten, a subject which combined law, economics, and public administration, 

19 Bestimmungen Uber die Vorbereitung B r  den Koniglich PreuDischen Fontvenvaltungsdienst vom 25. 
Januar 1903 (quoted in Borkenhagen 1977, p. 27). 
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constituting a vestige of the carneralist tradition in the German forest service. After 

graduation, the aspirant was admitted to the administrative forestry career and before long 

was put in charge of a forest district with between six and twelve Revierforster as his direct 

subordinates. 

For the Revieforster, the training was as f o l l o ~ s . ~ ~  AAtt public school, the candidate 

applied for a position as forester with his district gûvernment. After acceptance, he 

apprenticed with a master forester for a year of practical training. Then he reported to one 

of the two Jügerbataiffon, either the 4th Naumburg batallion or the 14th Mecfdenburg 

batalliom2' Here, beginning in the second year of s e ~ c e ,  he received his education in 

forestry from an academically trained officer of the Fefdjagerbrps. Frorn time to tirne, the 

candidate was posted to perform practical work in Fors~komrnandos. AAer between three 

and eleven years of service, the candidate sat an examination to acquire a forester's licence. 

Now he was eligible to assume an operational-level position in the Prussian state forest 

service. Alternatively, he could apply to the forest services of public corporations and 

foundations, where al1 positions above a certain salary level were reserved for graduates of 

the state cumculum. 

The result of combining forestry 

in speciai units was that until World 

and military education and of concentrating foresters 

War 1 the NCOs of the 4th and 14th JZgerbataillone. 

'O Bestirnrnungen aber die Vorbereitung und Anstellung im Koniglich PreuBischen Forstschutzdienst vom 
1 .  Oktober 1905 (quoted in Borkenhagen 1977, p. 45). 

'' The disproponionate share o f  foresters the 4th Naumburg batallion is discernible in the annuai 
ncwsletters. for example. In the 1939 issue, more than half of  al1 personal notes werc submiited by foresters. 
Cf. cius dent Kreis der Kameraden 1939, pp. 50-53 ( a copy is at the Military Archives under the file signatory 
M A  Bibliothek MSg 3 - 69111). 



the Gardeschützen in Lichterfelde and the Gardejdger in Potsdam were almost exclusively 

drawn fiom the ranks of operational foresters, while the COS were almost al1 administrative 

foresters of noble ancestry and with academic training. 

As far as its role in the military structure of first Prussia and then the Kaiserreich was 

concerned, the mounted corps survived al1 anny reforms. By 1 87 1, the Feldjoger were the 

only unit in the Prussian army that consisted entirely of officers and it continu4 to defend 

its reputation as an elite de ta~hment .~  In 1872, the Chief of the Geman General StaE 

Coun t von Moltke, called the Feldjoger "simply indispensable.'" During peacetime, the 

members of the mounted corps rotated through forest training at home and active service as 

couriers abroad.*' On their farflung postings, the Felwger came in contact with the colonial 

idea and collected ' foreign legion' experience: 1893 in the Cameroon rebellion, 1895 in 

Togo, 1 897-1 899 in Gerrnan East-Afnca, 19OO/l9Ol in the Boxer rebellion in China , 

19OW 905 in the Russian-Japanese War, and 1905- 1908 in Geman Southwest-Afiica 

Because of their foreign experience, their physicai fitness, and their select status, 

foresters' units were considered elite troops during World War 1 that were "the first in the 

2' This is how the military historians Kima and Moss (1977, p. v) descrik the Jagerbamifione: 
"Representing only a small proportion of the Impenal German army, the Jager (Huntcrs) and Sch~zen  
(sharpshooters) nevertheless carried a prestige far transcending their actual number. BasicaIly of Iight infantry 
character and o f  an independent and largely volunteer nature, they presented an dite image such as the modem 
paratrooper bears in relation to the orthodox infantry. Specialising in difficult terrain, oflen well in advance 
of the main body, the Juger excelled in a skirmishing capacity, operating on a more roving and independent 
basis than the conventional infantryrnan, and cornbining al1 the attributes of the hunter with that close affïnity 
with nature that only the professional forester acquires." 

23 "that the Feldjager in their current form excelled during [the 1870/7 11 war to a degree that made thern 
simpl y indispensable" . . . daJ3 die FelGager in ihrer dcrzeirigen Orgonisafion im Kriege sichso ausgezeichnet 
hauen. dafl sie gar n i ch  entbehrr werden konnten. (quoted in ienisch 1939, p. 224). 

'" In  1900, 65 of the 80 members of mounted corps were in foresuy training, while 15 served on courier 
duty in Berlin and abroad. (Jentsch 1939, p. 225). 
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field and last to l e a ~ e . " ~  And they paid the price that cornes with the fame: 20% of al1 

foresters died on the battlefields, more than four times the average Iosses of other 

pro fessions.26 

The Feldjager system O fparallel military and forestry careers remained intact until 1 9 1 9, 

when the Feldjagerkorps was dissolved as a consequence of the Treaty of Versailles which 

stipuiated that a professional army replace the conscript ar~ny.~' On October Ist, 191 9, the 

fourth-eldest unit of the Prussian anny was dissolved afier 179 years. Accordingly, the last 

class was adrnitted in 191 9, and the last graduates entered the Pnissian forest service in 1932. 

But even after the dissolution of the FeIcr/'àgerkorps, its traditions were kept alive in the 

Akademische Feldjagrgesellschj? (Academic Feldjager Society) at the forestry academies 

of Eberswalde and Ham.-Münden. Here the sons and grandsons of former members of the 

elite corps who now studied foresûy at the academy were imbued with an 3spit de corps that 

was rooted in both the military traditions of the elite Feldjagerkorps, and the political 

conservatism and nationalism of a traditional forestry hternity. In the academic societies, 

the esprit de corps of administrative foresters was continued through the years of the Weimar 

Rep~bI i c .~~  

The non-academically trained Revieflorsfer continued their traditions in other ways. 

2 5 me Juger spirit, according to Kinna and Moss 1977, p. vii. 

26 Borkenhagen 1977, p. 175. 

" (Barkenhagen 1977, p. 15 1). Between 191 9 und 1945. the Acadernic Feldjüger Society had 180 
mernben. (Koehler 1986, p. 5). On the role of the fratemities in the socialization of foresters, see Chapter 4. 
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During Word War 1, the foresters serving in the 4th Jt2gerbataillon stationed in Naumburg 

had begun to meet for 'green evenings.' These social gatherings laid the foundation for a 

professional associstion, the Deutscher Fiksterbund or 'Gennan Operational Forester's 

Leag~e ."~  In contrast to the administrative foresters' societies, the operational foresters' 

league developed into a professional organization that pursued the labour interests of 

operational foresters and found itself in outright opposition to the Third Reich. 

Consequently, it was eliminated in the Gieichschaltung in 1933- 

In other German states, the development was difkent in degree and character? For 

example, wtiile the northem German states under the leadership of Prussia relied on separate 

forest academies in conjunction with military training, the southem German states made 

forestry a subject to be taught at university and did not incorporate forestry into the rnilitary 

structure. Yet when the National Socialists reformecl the forest service, they followed the 

Pnissian rnodel. 

Beginning in 1935, and even before the general draft was reintroduced in March of that 

year, the NSDAP decreed that younger forester candidates had to serve with the Reichswehr 

for one year to become eligible for the forest service. Elder candidates beyond the drafi age 

were required to attend a three-month Volunteer Training Course in the Reichswehr, together 

29 Borkenhagen 1977, p. 86. 

30 Neither was the affiliation o f  forestry and military limited to Germany. Ever since Napoleon. French 
foresters were serving together in special corps (cf. Boback 1935). Similady. Russian "Forest Cadets" were 
insaucted in "closed institutions" and were promoted to "Lieutenants o f  the Forest Corps" upon graduation. 
(Buchholz 1932, pp. 5 14-5 15). 
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with SS-men and party veterans. There existed no legal foundation for this requirement, oniy 

a party directive - but that was al1 it took to effectively remilitarize the forest service." 

From October 1937 on, al1 candidates had to complete a mandatory year of military 

service in infantry, rifle, or engineer units before being allowed to sit the final ex am^.^^ This 

requirement quickly rose CO two years of active military service, preceded by another six 

months in the Reich Labour Service. The Nazis also reinstituted the affXation of military 

and forestry careers. The refomed regulations for the forest service in the German Reich of 

1 942 stipulated that a minimum of 50 % of al1 positions at the intermediate level (gehobener 

Dienst) and 90 % of al1 positions at the lower level (mittlerer Dienst) were to be filled with 

candidates who had smed in the military for 12 years and thm attended a military forestry 

school to prepare them for the forest service.33 

" Verordnung aber die Ausbildung f3r den hibheren Forstdienst vom 1 1.  Oktober 1937. RGBl I S. 1 129 
(also rcprinted in .4llgemeine Forst- undJag&eirung I938b. p. 32). 

j' Cf. Onh 1938 and 1942. 



APPENDIX II: 
THE NATIONAL SOCIALIST GLEICHSCHALTUNG OR 'COORDINATION' OF 

FORESTERS AND FORESTRY 

30 Jan 
1 Feb 
3 Feb 

4 Feb 

22 Feb 
28 Feb 

5 Mar 
8 Mar 

21 Mar 

21 Mar 
21 Mar 
23 Mar 

31 Mar 

7 Apr 

7 Apr 

I May 
6 July 
1.1 Jul 
22 Sep 

30 Nov 
1 Dec 

Hitler appointed Chancellor 
Reichstag dissolved 
Hitler gives a secret speech to senior officers, laying out the quest for 
Le bensraum 
Presidential 'Decree for the Protection of the German People' suspends 
civil rights 
SA, SS, and Stahihelm form auxiliary police forces 
Afier the Reichstag fm, presidential 'Decree for the Protection of People 
and State' declares state of emergency, giving Hitler emergency powers 
Reichstag elections. NSDAP wins 288 of 647 seats 
Interior Minister Frick announces the establishment of concentration 
camps 
'Day of Potsdam': Hitler and Hindenburg meet at the tomb of Frederick 
the Great 
'Malicious Practices Law' prohibits critcism of the regime 
'Special courts' established 
'Enabling Act' transfers legislative powers to the executive for a penod of 
four years 
' Interim Law for the Co-ordination of the IAnder (provinces) with the 
Reich': the powers spelled out in the Enabling Act are effectively 
extended to the Londer level 
'Law for the Restoration of a Professional Civil Serice' allows for the 
dismissal of oppositional and Jewish civil servants 
'Law for the Co-ordination of the Under with the Reich': Reich places 
'Govemors' at the head of lander govemments 
NSDAP membership fiozen 
Hitler announces end of the 'national revolution' 
NSDAP formally declared the only political party 
'Hereditary Farm Law' limits possession of farms to those of 'German 
blood' 
Gestapo created 
'Law to Ensure the Unity of Party and State' 



1934 
1 Jan 'Law for the Reconstruction of the Reich' eliminates Lander parliaments 
18 Jan 'Law against Forest Devastation' prohibits cutting of stands less than 50 

years old 
30 Jun 'Night of the Long Knives' purges interna1 party opposition and 

neutralizes the SA 
3 Jul 'Law for the Transfer of Forestry and Hunting Affairs to the Reich': 

Goring made Reichsforstmeister in the rank of a minister 
2 Aug Afier the death of Hindenburg, Hitler assumes the office of President. 

Army swears oath of dlegiance to Hitler 
19 Aug Hitler proclaims himself Fzïhrer 
13 Dec 'Law for the Protection of Racial Purity of Forest Plants' requires al1 

seeds to be certified and demands the "eradication of stands of poor race" 
in order to "eliminate the threat of inferior offspring." 

1935 
13 Jan Plebiscite in the Saar region in favour of rejoining Geman Reich 
17 Mar Re-introduction of conscription 
26 Jun 'Reich Nature Conservancy Law' 
12 Jul 'Decree for the Transfer of Some Responsibilities from the Reich Food 

and Agriculture Ministry on the Reich Forest Office' 
15 Sep 'Nuremberg Laws' 
16 Oct 'Law for a Marketing System in Forestry and the Timber Industry' 

concentrates al1 aspects of forestry and forest industry under the auspices 
of a central planning agency 

1936 
7 Mar German troops re-occupy the demilitarized Rhineland 
24 Aug Two-year compulsory military service introduced 
20 Oct 'Decree for the Joining of Forestry and the Timber Industry' 
1 Nov Axis Berlin-Rome 
7 Dec 'Decree for the Increased Supply of Wood as a Raw Material' gives 

the Reichsforsfmeise the right to detennine the annual cut in private 
forests 

15 Dec 'Decree for the Augmentation of Timber Cuts' 

1937 
30 Jul 'Decree for the Increased Supply of Saw Wood' restricts the uses to 

which timber may be put 
5 Nov Hitler introduces the Commanders-in-Chief to his pians for war in pursuit 

of Lebensraurn (Hossbach memorandum) 



1938 
4 Feb Hitler assumes personal command of *he military 
1 1  Mar A ~ e x a t i o n  of Austria 
1 Oct Occupation of Sudetenland 

1939 
31  Jan 

15 Mar 
23 Mar 
23 Aug 
1 Sep 
5 Sep 
7 Oct 
8 Oct 

'Decree for the Increased Supply of Raw Materials from Forest By- 
Products' empowers the Reichforstmeister to control the production of 
forest by-products in private forests 
Occupation of the remaining Czechoslavakia 
Germany occupies Memel territory 
Secret Nazi-Soviet agreement to partition Poland 
Invasion of Poland 
'Decrec for the Estabiisbmcnt of a Reièh Ofiict for Wood' 
Himmler made Reich Commissioner for the Strengthening of Germandom 
Incorporation of western Poland into Reich as Reichsgaue Danzig- 
WestpreuBen and Posen (later renamed Wartheland) 

1940 
9 Apr Invasion of Denmark and Norway 
3 1 May 'Decree for the Structure of a Reich Forest Administration' 
10 May Invasion of Ho1 land, Belgiurn, and France 
18 May Incorporation of parts of Belgium into Reich (Eupen, Malmedy, and 

Moresnet) 

1941 
6 Apr Invasion of Yugoslavia and Greece 
22 Jun Invasion of the Soviet Union 
17 Jul Rosenberg made Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories 

1942 
22 Apr Centrai Planning introduced to manage allocation of raw materials and 

energy 
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